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PREFATORY NOTE

This guide book is, with the exception of those pages

describing the Picture Gallery, an excerpt from the ency-

clopaedic « Guida Illustrata del Museo Nazionale di Na-

poli, approvata dal Ministero della Fubblica Istruzione,

compilata da D. Bassi, E. Gabrici, L. Mariani, O, Ma-

rucchi, G. Patroni, G. de Petra, A* Sogliano, per cura di

A. Ruesch ». The numbers preceding the several descrip-

tive notes are identical with those in the Italian work

referred to above. In parenthesis are quoted in many cases

the numbers affixed to the various objects on the occasion

of a recent inventory- For literary references and further

information the student is referred to the original Italian

edition.
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In the year 1738 the Bourbon King Charles of Naples conceived the

idea of presenting the capital of his newly-acquired kingdom with a Mu-
seum which should contain all the collected art treasures inherited under

the Farnese bequest. At first the new building erected at Capo di Monte,

afterwards used as the Royal residence, was selected; but, as fresh trea-

sures continually came to light during the excavations of Herculaneum

and Pompeii, it was decided to assemble all these collections, both old

and new, under the same roof. For this purpose the house at the foot

of the hill called Santa Teresa was chosen. It was erected in 1586, in-

tended origihally for the Royal Stables, but altered by the Viceroy Count

Lemos (1599-1601) with the help of the architect Fontana into University

buildings. As the seat of the University was now transferred to the Palace

of the Jesuits (Gesu vecchio^ the former stables stood empty and were

available as a Museum. v^ vi

The gems in the various collections here exhibited belong almost

exclusively to the Farnese bequest, the others have been added to a

large extent either by purchase or through excavations in the Campanian

towns. The bronzes on the other hand and the household utensils were

found for the most part at Pompeii and Herculaneum as were the mosaics

to which a considerable addition was made by the purchase of the Borgia

Collection from Velletri in 1H17, The papyri are all from Herculaneum.

The nucleus of the picture gallery was formed b} the pictures of the

Farnese bequest sent from Parma to Naples, More were added from

churches and sequestered monasteries while countless others came from

the Borgia Collection at Velletri. A remarkable addition to this section

was the beque^^t of the late Marchese del Vasto who left the magnificent

tapestries depicting the Battle of Pavia to the Museum.

The inscriptions placed in the vestibule, composed by Fiorelli, give

a more complete history of the founding of the National Museum.
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Groun l-floor

The Marble Statues

Most ot the marble statues in the National Museum origfinally came
from Rome, where they had been the property ot the Farnese family,

whose large collection of statues was acquired from excavations, espe-
cially those of the year 1540, and was placed partly in the Palazzo Far-
nese, partly in the Farnese Garden on the Palatine. When the family
died out in 1731, the possessions of Elizabeth Farnese, including the col-

lection, passed into the hands of her son Charles, King of Naples, and
the statues were removed to that town. Those that had ornamented the
Villa were also added to the Museum. Others of the statues originate
from excavations made at different times in Campanian towns, especially

at Pompeii, Herculaneum, Gapua, Pozzuoli, Gaeta and so on, while others
come from Locri*

A small nucleus is formed by the Borgia collection which Giovanni
Paolo Borgia had founded at Velletri in the eighteenth century and which
chiefly contains objects from Oriental Greece, by the collection of the
Duke of Noia and that of Caroline Murat. One part of this collection

was not taken to France, but remained in Naples under the name of the
Museo Palatino. Other statues have been acquired b> purchase.

The collection is placed on the ground floor. The entrance hall con-
tains honorary statues. In the right wing the statues are arranged either
from the chronological or from the topographical standpoint. In the left

wing are the portrait statues.
. ... .V

Vestibule.

To the right: • k

1 (f>.iW). Statue of a woman in Ionic chiton and himation, the type
being derived from Praxiteles. The arms, with the attributes of the muse
Euterpe or Thalia, are restored.

V'.

To the left:

2 (6377). Statue of a woman in chiton and himation. The forearms,
with the attributes of the muse Calliope, are restored.

Entrance Hall.
•''<'i.-

i V To the right and left of entrance :

4, 5 (2400.2401). Two cipolllno columns from the Triopeum at Rome,
dedicated by Herodes Atticus to the gods of the Underworld.

Left Corridor :

6 (3614). Base, with dedication to the Consul L. Burbuleus Optatus
by his children's nurse.

7 (5f>)0). Colossal statue in stage costume, transformed into a Urania
by mistaken restoration ot the head, and hands. The left hand probably
held a cithara, the right a plectrum.

. ,

H (67S7 6791). Cornice from the building of Eumachia in Pompeii.

9 (121523). Base, with dedication to Anrelius Pylades, the pantomime
actor.

. ,

10, II (51)*U, W)>2k Columns of Spanish Brocatell marble. :'

13 (6816). Marble Basin, supported by three winged sphinxes.

. .
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The Marble Statues

, Along the walls near the basin:

i • L 14 17 (5iKi5, 5966, 5970, 51>e9). Four Toga Statues of unknown muni-
cipal officers.

IS (6776)* Sarcophagus, Bacchic procession, from left to right. In a
chariot drawn by Centaurs is Dionysus, preceded b> the Bacchic pro-
cession in which the drunken Hercules figures. On the ground two
mystic cistae, on the sides two griffins. Roman wholesale work.

\ •.:
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Fig. I. M. Nonius Balbus (Phot. Brogi).

20 (61()8). Statue of VIcIrIa, mother of M. Jun. Balbus, the praetor.
It resembles the so-called « Herculanensis major », now in Dresden.

22 (62U). Statue of a daughter of Balbus.

2i\ iBail . Equestrian statue of M. Nonius Balbus^ the elder. From
Herculaneum. The head and right hand are restored, vl^^'g- I)-

24 (6246). Toga statue. The head is antique, but does not belong to
the body.

27 (6248). Statue of a daughter of Balbus, She is arrayed like the



8 Ground-floor

Vienna statue of Kora by Praxiteles. Her head is bent and full of life

as thoui^h she were about to speak. In the hair are traces of red colour
as a ground for gilding. Careful execution.

2H (H6()4, 6^i05). Sarcophagus with cover in the middle of which is the
tablet for the inscription. On the front of the sarcophagus are the por-
traits of a man and woman, supported by three putti. Beneath these are
garlands.

21i Toga statue of a man sacrificing. ^

30 (ft^94). Female statue, restored as Clio, with modern head. It re-

calls the Praxitelean type of the so-called « Herkulanensis minor » now
in Dresden.

31 (6870). Marble Basin, made like a cylix with double handles.

32 (H39S). Female Statue, restored as Euterpe, perhaps the portrait

of an empress in the dress of a priestess. The motive is reminiscent of
the Demeter of Praxiteles.

33, 34 (5973, 5974). Columni of black porphyry.

36 (3255). Base, with dedication to the Emperor Antoninus Pius.

37 (5975). Colossal statue of a Youth. Found in the Baths of Cara-
calla. The hands and left leg are restorations. He probably held an at-

tribute in the left hand and is clad in a girded tunic and short mantle.
The boots are high and decorated with masks. Probably intended for a

Genius, perhaps that of the Roman people.

38 (121522). Base, with dedication to C. Aelius Quirinus Domitlanus
Gaurus.

To the left of the main staircase:

39 (5976). Colossal statue of a River God, leaning his left elbow on
a she-wolf and holding a cornucopia in his right hand. The left hand
and the wolf are restorations, so it is uncertain whether it is intended to

represent the Tiber.

40 (5977). Another similar statue. It is difficult to determine which
river-god this represents, as the animal's head and the oar are resto-
rations.

Corridor to the right.

41 (2405). Base with Greek inscription in honour of the pugilist De-
metrius of Alexandria.

42 (5*)7H). Colossal Female Statue, found in the Baths of Caracalla
and thought to be an lole, bt^cause a Hercules was found with it. It is

doubtful whether the head belongs to the body* The motive is derived
from Phidias, but it is late work. It is also described as a Flora or Po-
mona, but a Hora or Proserpine would be a better designation.

43 (3257). Base, with dedication to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius.

44, 45 (5<)79, 59S0). Columns of Porto Venere marble.

47. Basin of Pavonazzetto.

48 (60Ki). Female Statue in chiton and mantle, the latter covering
the shoulders and left arm. Face and hands are restorations, and the
hands are raised in prayer. It is evidently a portrait statue, the diadem
indicating an empress. It is generally named Lucilla, but on insufficient
grounds.

49 (ihiVI). Statue of a woman lad in tunic and palla, probably a Ro-
man priestess. Head atid hands are restored. ^^A

*j'
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The Marble Statues
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50 (6047). Statue of a woman, designated as Livia, and found in the
Macellum at Pompeii. It resembles the so-called Pudicitia of the Vatican,
Head and hands restored, a ?

61 (6250). Female statue, gfenerally called Calliope, and probably a
portrait statue. Head and hands restored.

54 (111070). Roman Sarcophagus* Selene descending from her chariot
to visit the sleeping Endymion. To the left a hunter and dog, to the
right a shepherd with his sheep.

57 (6240). Statue of a woman in stola and palla. Head and hands
restored.

68 (0249). Statue of a Girl, member of the family of Balbus. She is

clad in stola and palla, and her attitude resembles that of Enmachia.
Traces of colour still visible in the hair,

59 (6104). Equestrian Statue. The ambling horse is rendered with
great fidelity to nature. The rider wears a cloak, cuirass and belt. The
inscription informs us that the statue was erected by the people of Her-
culaneum in honour of Nonius Balbus. The head was shattered by a
canon-ball during the insurrtx tion of 1799, and has been replaced by an
exact copy, the work of Brunelli.

60 (6167). Toga statue of M. Nonius Balbus, the elder. The toga hangs
down from the left side over the scritiium, in exaggerated parallel folds*

63 (6242 , Statue of a young Roman of the period of Tiberius.

64 (6705). Sarcophagus. The creation and destruction of man are re-

presented with a confusion of Greek and Roman m> ths. On the front

Prometheus is seated and lying at his feet is the lifeless body of a youth
that he has made of clay but cannot inspire with life. Clotho, the Fate
with the distaff, stands before him and an Kros holds his flaming torch
near the head of the recumbent figure towards which he leads Psyche
who turns to a vSecond Eros. The life-giving fire comes from Hea\en,
having been stolen by Prometheus from Hephaestus. Hence to the right

the latter is represented forging lightning for Zeus. An Eros in headlong
flight carries him the divine fire by a torch. Next to him is Caelus, be-
neath whom on the ground is Tellus, goddess of the earth, with a cor-

nucopia and a fruit in her hands. The other elenjents also take part in

the creation of man and you thus see beside Prometheus the personifi-

cation of Water with his oar and dolphin, and of air In Aura who in

floating garments is placed near Tellus, whilst between her and Eros
stands Pan. The creation takes place at the moment when all nature
awakes, hence we see above and to the right the quadriga of Helios,

his head crowned with sunrays, his hand raised as if to greet Life. The
consent of the gods being necessary to the creation of man, in the back
ground appear Zeus and Hera near Psyche and between them is the head
of Hestia or Magna Mater. Hera gives a bag of money to Hermes, behind
whom is a Triton blowing on his horn, while to the left of Hermes stands
Poseidon with the trident on which an Eros, probably Zephyrus, is riding.

Immediately after his creation, man sinks to the Underworld, therefore

we have Pluto to the left behind the figure of Water, close h\ is the God
of Sleep, brother of Death, and behind these two a figure resembling
Aura. Still farther to the left, sitting on a rock, is an Erinys with the
three-headed Cerberus. As creation takes place in the morning, so with
the e\ ening comes Death, hence the representation of Selene in her chariot
drawn by two bulls, while in front of her flies Hesperus.

On the sides are less important figures, such as x\tropos deciding the
hour of death with the aid of a sun-dial and a youth wnth a horse, per-

haps Castor, that one of the Dioscuri who is mortal.
; ;

^
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The sarcophagus belongs to the period of decadence (third century),

but is derived from a good original. There exist four sarcophagi with
thfs same motive and of them the one in the Louvre most nearly resem-
bles ours.

6H (f%21). Basin of rosso antico, transferred to the Museum from the
Caroline Murat Collection. Winged Tritons support it and between the
handles are two water-spouts in the form of lions* heads.

(^9 (6252). Toga statue of an unknown personage. A bundle of papyrus
rolls serve as support. Head restored. *

70,71 (5991, 5W2).Co-
.: - lumns of giallo antico.

73 (3279). Base, with
dedication to L. Licinius
Primitivus.

74 (5993). Colossal
statue of a ruler in the
pose of a hero. Both fore-

arms and the left foot

are restored. It is remi-
niscent of a Polycletan
type.The head resembles
that of Alexander Seve-
rus, found on coins (Fig*

2 and 3)» The fillet and
palm on the support are
suitable attributesof such
a lover of the circus.

75 (25W). Base, with
dedication to P. Marius
Philippus.

Near the pillars of
the main corridor

:

76,77(6122,6116). Da-
cian Captives, from the
Forum of Trajan in Ro-
me, like those set up on
the Arch of Constantine.
The national costume in-

dicated by the chiton with sleeves, the trousers and cloak, is further
emphasized by the Phrygian cap and laced boots. Both hang their heads
in token of their grief and submission.

7S'S1 (5970, 7y^m, 5f>J5, 5<^H56;. Fouf Toga statues of unknown muni-
cipal officers.

82 (6780). Marble Base, found in a Cellar at Pozzuoli in 1793. On
it was a statue ot 1 iberius erected to him after his re-building of fourteen
towns in Asia Minor that had been destro>ed by earthquake between
17 and 30 A, D. In front is the dedicatory inscription of the priests of
Augustus in Puteoli. On either side stand car>atides representing Sardes
and Magnesia, the former holding a cornucopia and laying her other
hand protectingly on the head of a naked boy, who probably represents
a local deity, Tylos. Magnesia (much damaged) who also is dressed as
a matron, raises her right arm. On the right side of the base stand Phi-
ladelphcia, Tmolus and Cyme. The first figure in her priestesslike
bearing (the town was held sacred) recalls a fifth century statue of

Fig* 2, Alexander Severus.

-fy^'--
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The Marble Statues IX

FiR- 3* Coins of Alexander Severus.

Demeter. Tniolos, with the mural crown, is personified as a type of
Dionysus with vine and nebris, because of the vine-clad mountain that

]he represents. This figure reminds one of a Lysippean statue. Cyme, the
sea-city whose patron goddess was thought to have been carried away
by Poseidon, holds a trident in her hand. On the left side stand Mo*
stene , Aegae and Hierocaesareia. The first mentioned holds fruit and

garlands. At Aegae there
was a great cult of Po-
seidon as god of earth-
quakes, hence the figure
with trident , dolphin

,

and helmet in the form

J^ {- >^_7:-^-4jtfj|' ^1 f^9M7Z^ "^M M^9fl ^^ ^ prow. Hierocaesare-
'^^^ ^"'''J^^^ <il '^ SRsmK?!Sflm^^l ia, with the mural crown

and in the costume of an
Amazon, probably held
an axe and a pelta in

her hands ; these are
missing. On the back
are six figures, Temnus,
Cibyra, Myrina, Ephesus

Apollonidea and Hyrcania, Temnus is represented as a male figure, the
type being borrowed from a statue of Dionvsus, engraved on coins. The
left hand holds the thyrsus, while the missing right hand probably held
a vase. Cibyra, with helmet, lance and shield, also wears the dress of
an Amazon Myrina, entirely enveloped in her garment, stands in the
centre and the tripod and laurel indicate the cult of Apollo near Myrina
at Gyrneia where there was an oracle. Ephesus is clad as an Amazon
and is further indicated by the statue of Artemis. Her left foot is pla-
ced on the head of the river-god Caystrus, her right hand holds wheat-
ears and poppv-heads , and the rays of her mural crown remind us of
the natural phenomena that accom-
pany earthquakes. Again we have the
dress of an Amazon worn by Apol-
lonidea. The last figure of all (hands
with attributes are missing) may he
intended for the farthermost Parthian
town , Hyrcania

, founded by Mace-
donians.

In memory of the generosity
shown by Tiberius in rebuilding the
fourteen towns visited by earthqua-
ke, a colossal statue of him was erec-
ted in Rome near the Temple of Ve-
nus Genetrix and round the base were
placed personifications of twelve
towns. To these were added Ephe-
sus and Cibyra which were destro-
yed later. The monument at Pozzuoli
is a copy on a smaller scale (Fig. 4). . .

Fig. 4. Sextertius of Tiberius.

83 (2f)08). Marble Base, with de-
dication to the Fortuna Redux of the Imperial family.

Hi fi'233). Statue of M. Holconius Rufus. Being a military tribune,

he is represented in short tunic and cuirass, the latter being adorned
with gritfins, masks, rams' heads and elephants. The hair was coloured
red, the paludamentum purple and the shoes black.
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85 (62^52). Statue of Eumachia from Pompeii. This statue was erected
by the fullers. Being a priestess, she has drawn her garment over her
head. The movement is full of grace but the execution is mediocre. The
attitude is similar to that of the « Herkulanensis major »• Traces of red
colour in the hair.

N), Hi ((m\ as98). statue of Suedius Clemens, less than life size. The
statue was erected in gratitude for the fact that he had given back to

the town of Pompeii the domains which had
been taken into possession by private persons.

H8 (62:^). Toga statue of an official , from
Pompeii.

89 (2(309). Marble Base, commemorating a
victory won by the Emperor Vespasian*

90 (2610). Mar-
ble Base, with de-
dication to the e-

ternal peace of the
house of Vespa-
sian and his de-
scendants.

91-94 (5988,
o{H\ 69H4, 5987).

Four Toga Statues
of unknown muni-
cipal officers.

East Wing.

Corridor of the

Tyrannicides.

To the left:

95. Aedicula
of shell -limestone
with an enthroned
goddess* ..

To the right

:

f« (129181).
Head, more than
life size. F'ound at

Sorrento in 1902 in

ihe workshop of a
sculptor. Archaic
work,

97 (0421). Fe-
male Head, t>pe of
the so called Spes.

^tH (y)5^>). Cra-
ve relief from the
Museo Borgia at

Velletri.hi his hair
Fi^. 5. Funeral y stele
of llie Museo Borgia.

Fig. 6. Stele of Alxenor
(Athens).
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V.

the deceased wears a fillet, decorated with a feather (?). The cblamys is

held fast in the left arm-pit by the staff on which he leans. Ihe left leg
is crossed over the right, and on the left wrist hangs a small round vase.
The shoes were coloured, only the soles are plastically treated. In front

of the man sits a dog, who turns his head towards his master (Fig. 5).

The relief is undoubtedly an original work of the beginning of the
fifth century. The stiffness

of the whole figure and the
faulty bodily forms are ow-
ing to lack of skill on the
part of the artist. The same
motive occurs in the Stele
of Alxenor of Naxos, now
in the Museum at Athens
(Fig. 6), in which however
we find more freshness of
invention and more free-

dom in execution , while
the action is better expres-
sedinasmuch as the figure
holds a grasshopper tow-
ards the dog. To avoid dif-

ficulties of perspective, the
sculptor of the Neapolitan
relief has put the right leg
in profile.

99 (6257). Head of a
Youth. The type is early
but badly executed.

10() (6258). Head of a
Youth. Archaistic Roman
work.

101 (60()7). Statue of A-
thcna Promachos. Both fo-

rearms, part of the Aegis
and the Gorgoneion are re-

stored. The head can hard-
ly belong to this body. The
goddess wears the Ionic
chiton and peplos, using
the latter as a shield, and
brandishes a spear in her
right hand. The head with
its Attic helmet is a later

type and seems rather
small in proportion to the
body. The statue is a Ro-
man imitation of a sixth
century type.

1(>2 (6256). Head of a Youth. Copy of an archaic bronze statue.

103, 104 (6<J09, fmo . Harmodius and Aristogeiton. Found at Hadrian's
Villa near Tivoli and brought to Naples in 1790. 1 he arms and right leg
of Harmodius, the left hand and right arm of Aristogelton had already
been restored. The head of the latter is antique and in the style of Scopas,
but does not belong to the body. Two young men of athletic build are

^<m

Fig. 7. The Tyrannicides.
(Reconstitut. in the Museum of Brunswick).
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14 Ground-floor

rushing for^vard to attack a common foe. The younger, whose beard is

just beginning to grou, has thrust forward his right foot and is about
to deal his adversary a terrific blow with the long sword held in his rai-

sed right hand. Across his chest was a belt, still recognisable by traces

of colouring, and he may possibly have held a scabbard in his left hand.
His older and bearded companion stretches out his left arm using his

cloak as a shield to protect his comrade and draws back his right arm
so that he may, in case of necessity, be able to follow up his friend's

attack by a sword-thrust.

This master-piece, in its clear
but simple grouping, the dry exe-
cution of the bodily forms , the
mannerism of the hair, the deve-
lopment of the lower part of the
face, plainly indicates the influence
of archaic art. At first the two fi-

gures were placed opposite one
another as opponents and were
thought to be gladiators or heroes
in combat, till in 1H53 Friedrichs
recognised them to be a copy of
the famous group of the Tyranni-
cides N^hicb was erected in Athens
in memory of the slaying of Hip-
parchus, and of which vaiious co-
pies have been preserved. Thucy-
dides, VI. 54, tells us that in 514
B. C. the two friends avenged pri-

vate wrongs by killing Hipparchus,
who with Hippias had succeded
Pisistratus in the government- of
Athens. The tyrants being univer-
sally hated, this act acquired poli-

tical significance and after the ex-
pulsion of Hippias in 510 the de-
mocratic party promptly erected
statues of the two friends who had
been put to death by Hippias, im-
mortalising them as their delive-

rers from the Tyrants* When the
city was taken by the Persians >

this group was carried off to, Susa,
but afterwards restored to Athens
by Alexander or one of his succes-
sors. Meanwhile when the city had
freed itself from the Persians , a
copy of the original group was ma-
de by Critius and Nesiotes , and

erected in 477. The question \^hether we have before us in the Naples
group the work of Antenor or that of Critius and Nesiotes has now been
decided In favour of the last mentioned. It was produced in the first

half of the hfth century. The t>A0 sculptors belong to a period of tran-
sition. The existing copies were made in imperial times and in rende-
ring the bronze oiiginaK into marble, supports ha\e been added to the
feel. Close by is a plaster cast of a bust now in Madrid, generally cal-
led Pherekydes, which was found in 1799 at the same spt)t where the
T>rannicides were chscovered. The head exactly fits the body of Aristo-

Fig. H. Artemis.
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geiton and should be placed on the statue instead of the existing one
of the school of Scopas, (Fig. 7).

1(>5» Terracotta Base with figure of Nike running.

1()6 (6008V Statue of Artemis. The goddess is clad in an Ionic chiton
and peplos and carries a quiver on her back. The head with hair han-
ging down behind and curls framing the face, is crowned by a high
diadem decorated with rosettes. The feet are sandalled. She advances to
the right, holding a bow in her
left hand and raising her robe
with the right. Numerous traces

of colour are visible in the hair
and on the garment. (Fig. 8).

The statue belongs to the archaic
art of the close of the sixth cen-
tury and is probably derived from
a bropze of which the copy be-
fore us has retained much of the
character of the original. By some
people, however, this statue is

considered to be archaistic.

107 (tUlb . Statue of a War-
rior, wounded in the breast and
on the point of falling. Only the
torso is antique. (Fig. 9). 1 his

motive and the well - rendered
play of the muscles recall a con-
temporary of Phidias, Cresilas,

whose « vulneratus deficiens » is

mentioned. This wounded figure

has been designated Diitrephes,
of whom a statue was placed on
the Acropolis, but the motive is

earlier.

108, 109 (6i^ , 6485). Herms
of Dionysus, archaistic.

110 (6(X)6i. Orestes and Elec-
tra, found at Pozzuoli in 1750 in

the so-called Serapeum. The
youth, with hair combed over
his forehead and confined by a
fillet, bends his head and seems
to be gazing at something he is

holding in his left hand (a resto-

ration) while his right hangs idly

down. The maiden , in a long,
clinging chiton which has slipped
off her left shoulder, wears a mantle which passes from her right shoulder
across her back and hangs down from her left arm. Her hair is arranged
with a fillet. Her right arm is put round the neck of her companion. The
most suitable designation for this group is Orestes and Electra. The
sculptor has combined types of two different periods, a practice known
in the school of Pasiteles, at the beginning of the Imperial epoch. Orestes
is probabl> created after a bronze original of the fifth century, while for

Electra the artist contented himself with a Hellenistic type.

111. Torso of a Nymph i?). The figure is kneeling, holding a large

Fig. 9. Wounded warrior
(before the restoration).
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shell in front of her, and is a copy of an original of the middle of the
fifth century. It perhaps represented an assistant in a religious ceremony.
The copy may have served as a figure for a fountain.

112 (640S;. Statue of a Combatant. Head restored. The figure resembles
Harmorlius (N.<> 103), and is very probabl> derived from the same origi-

nal. In the breast is a hole for a bronze arrow.

113 (101^121). Head of a Man. The long hair has been made out of a
separate piece. The type originated in the beginning of the fifth century.

114, 115 (6373, a^24;. Herms of Dionysus. Archaistic.

Hall of the Goddess of Victory.

116 (63*22). Herm of Athena. The goddess is represented as being
youthful and her expression is

mild and friendly. She wears an
Attic helmet, ornamented in front

Nvith aGorgoneion. Because of its

resemblance to the Irene of Ce-
phisodotus this head is ascribed
to that sculptor. Others, however,
ascribe it to Phidias. (Fig. 10).

117 (62>^2). Similar Herm of
Athena, probably modern.

lis. Statue of Nike. Head and
arms missing. The goddess of
Victory is standing on a rock
which is not visible on account
of the height at which the statue
is placed. She wears a thin gar-
ment which clings to her body
in the breeze. The right arm was
raised, while the left hung down
(Fig. II). It is a Roman copy of
a statue of the Ionic school,

119. Torso of a Statuette, cp.
N.o 120, Possibly Artemis?

120 (fif^). Statue of Aphro-
dite. The surface has suffered

from reworking. Venus Genetrix,
after the Aphrodite of Alcanie-
nes, 430 B. C.

121 (69y7). Similar Statue.The
head was broken off, but belongs to the body. The arrangement of the
garment more nearly resembles the original and the execution also is

more careful than in N,* 120.

122 <^G737). Grave relief, of which the upper part is missing. Two fi-

gures are clasping each other by the hand. One of them is accompanied
by a dog. Near them stands a woman who rests her hand on the shoul-
der i»f one of them.

Fig. io, Athena (,Phot. Brogi).

Hall containing objects from Locri.

The rontriits of this hall come from excavations made in Locri,
near (ieraic Matina, in 1^^9-90.
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Along the wall opposite the window:

12*^. Upper portion of an Ionic column with capital, composed of

fragments: opposite, a restoration in plaster. The columns were of fine

shell limestone, with twenty four fluting:s. In the centre of the volute is

a six-petalled rosette. The sides are ornairented with Svales. The necking
is decorated with anthemion (palmette and lotus flower). The forms are
probably derived from Ionia,

124. Capital of a Column ^ cp.

N. 123.

In the centre of the hall:

125. Temple Acroferia. Each
group represents one of the Dio-
scuri, The are mounted on horses
borne b> Tritons and are in the act
of leaping off to assist the people of
Locri against Croton. They belong
to the second half of the fifth centu-
ry. To prevent birds from building
their nests on the Sculptures, bronce
spikes were placed here and there,

and of these one is preserved.

Show-cases near the window to

the left:

12(3. Fragments of architectural
terracottas. Especially noteworthy is

a sima showing Egyptian influence.

The decoration of fragments of a cor-
nice recall the anthemion of the co-
lumn N.o 123. In addition to these
there are vases of various periods
from extreme antiquity down to those
made in Lucania. Near them are lit-

tle (sacral) pyraniides, generally de-
scribed as weights for looms.

127- Terracotta Figures. Every
variety of style is exhibited , and
iudging by the attribute of the flower
or the (love, almost all the figures re-

present Aphrodite.

In the passage leading to the
Hall of Athena:

128 (126174). Relief. To the right, clad in chitiMi and himation, is

seated a goddess of superhuman size and approaching her is a prcK:es-

sitm of suppliants, among them a youth leading a ram, to sacrifice,

three children and other figures, all of whom raise their right hands in

prayer to the goddess. The original belongs to the end of the fitth

centurj'.

Hall of the Athena.

129 (612:1). Female Statue, of which the torso alone is antique. It

represents a young woman, Priestess or Bacchante, clad in a transparent
chiton which has slipped oft the right shoulder.

Fig. II. Nike.
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1^30 (6iMJ), Head of Athena, on a modern bust. The tvpe resembles
the Parthenos of Phidias, but ma> belong to an even earlier period,

131 (6304). Head of Athena* Surface freely reworked. Fourth cen-
tury type.

t...
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iMg. 12. Athena Hope (Dtepdene).

132 (fiSvC)). Female Statue. Head and forearms are restored. She is

clad in an Ionic ihiton and a himation which is wrapped round the lower
part of her bod\, and she rests her left elbow on a column which is

''l^'.'-;, **'V
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supporting the entire

weight of her body. Her
feet are crossed. This
graceful statue of good
workmanship is the ropy
of a fifth century statue

of a frequently recurring
type-

133 (6024). Statue of
Athena. The head though
of a different marble be-
longs to this body. The
goddess is clad in a long
Ionic chiton and her
mantle is folded double;
her breast is covered by
the aegis \\ith the Gor-
goneion and on her head
is placed an Attic helmet
decorated with a sphinx
and griffins. Two long
curls of hair fall on each
shoulder. She wears high
sandals, holds her spear
in her left hand and a
bow 1 or Nike in her right.

The bearing of the god*
dess is dignified and her
expression mild. She Is

conceived as a victorious
and protecting deit> . The
contrast between the ma-
terial of her two gar-
ments is beautifully
brought out- The work
must be ascribed to a
skilful sculptor of Impe-
rial times who had caught
the secret of giving the
Impression of the Phi-
dian bronze in his marble
copy (Fig. 12). The ori-

ginal was perhaps the A-
tbena Hygieia on the A-
cropolis. Her feet being
of the same size as the
traces of feet of the base
of the statue of Athena
H>gieia, it is possible

that this figure may be
a copy of that original
which was executed by
Pyrrhus , an Athenian,
and placed on the citadel

by Pericles in 430 during
the great plague.

«/5

3
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134 (fi393). Head of Apollo. Good replica of the head of the Cassel
Apollo The youthful god is represented with long hair encircled by a
fillet. On either side a long curl hangs down. The face has a severe ex-
pression, as is usual in statues of the middle of the fifth century, and
the lower part is strongly developed. The original was undoubtedly a
bronze statue, attributed to Myron or to Phidias in his youth. (Fig. 16).

The modern restorer placed this head on the so-called Maia (N. 258).

l.T) <()2iir). Seated Statue^ of \^hich the head and arms are restora-
tions. The Nouthful Apollo is seated on the tripod and rests his feet on
the Omphalos. In Delphi, the Omphalos represented the centre of the
earth , so this is intended to be the Pythian Apollo. Tripod and Om-
phalos are covered with a net of woollen hllets. The original probably
belonged to the fifth century.

136 (63f)6). Female
Statue^ replica of N «

132. The head is anti-

que, but does not be-
long to the body.

136a (]312t>9). Co-
lossal Statue of Castor,
found at Baiae. Ihe
support near the right
leg is given the form
of a horse's head. Ro-
man copy of an earlier

t\pe derived from the
Dor>phorus of Pol>-
clitus.

137 ^0121). Statue
of a Woman. Head,
arms and feet are re-

stored. The figure is

resting her left arm
upon an archaic idol

on a column. This idol

probably represents the
older form of the same
goddess.

138^6727). Orpheus
and Eurydice. Relief.

Orpheus, mourning the
death of his young wife

Enrydl<e who had been killed by a snake bite, contrived by the power
of his music to lure her back from the god of the Underworld on con-
dition that he should not turn round before reaching the upper world.
This he had almost done when, filled with dread lest his wife should not
really be following him, he tuiriod to look for her and thus lost her for

ever. Hermes, who esvorts departed souls, clasps Eurydice by the hand
in order to lead her ba< k to Hades. Nothing is known as to the prove-
i)an( e of this relief, s€\eral portions of which have been restored. There
ar*" two replicas of it, one in the Villa Albani and one in the Louvre. It

I^robably served with two others one being the Peliades relief, the other
the Liberation ol Ihcsous from the rnderworid) as deiorations of a cho-
raj;it monument erec t^d to celebrate a dramatic victory (Figs. 14, 15, 16).

139 rtK^^ji^.. Female Herm, The figure has been freed from false resto-

Fig. 16. Head of Apollo (Phot. Brogi).
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rations, the adrliiion of a mural crown having transformed her into a
Cyhele or into the personification of a town. It rej^resents a goddess
with waving hair, confined by a broad (iliet. The magnifn^nt forms of
the art of the fifth century are coupled with grace and l,>rauty, and the

head has consequently been identified as an Aphrodite of the second
half of the fifth century or even as a production of Phidias. (Fig. 17).

140 (67:U). Votive Relief. The youthful Hercules, with club and can-
tharus, is seated on an altar. Hebe is approaching him to oflTer him
a jar of wine. Greek original of the fifth century.

Hall of the Doryphorus.

141. Herm of a Woman.
Fifth century type.

142 (6107). Female Sta-

tue. Type of the period of
Phidias.

143, Herm of a Woman,
of which only the head is

antique.

144 (6005). Colossal head
of Artemis (?), generally cal-

led the Juno Farnese and
related to the Hera of Poly-
clitus. (Fig. 19), The expres-
sion of displeasure depicted
on the countenance is rather
to be ascribed to the severe
art of the fifth century to
which the original belongs
than to the i hara( ter o( the
personage who is represen-
ted. The treatment of the hair
recalls a bronze original and
one is reminded of the Ar-
temis in the Selinus Metope
of Artemis and Actaeon. Both
sculptures are therefore at-

tributed toCritius. A similar head, even more severe in its forms, is in

the Jacobsen Collection at Copenhagen, (F ig. i^j.

145 (6725), Relief. The three Graces, Kuphrosyne, Aglaia, 1 halia
and three n>mphs, Ismene. Kikais and Eranno leading a sm.iller figure,

the personification of the town Telonnesos.

146 f^iOll!. The Doryphorus. This statue, found in the Palaestra at
Pompeii in I797> ranks as the best copy of the original by Pol> clitus,

although the head is raised rather higher than in other copies. It is

derived from the bronze statue in which Polvclitus embodied his system
of the proportions of the human body, and which was therefore called
the « Canon ». The athlete is represented shouldering ind holding with
his left hand a short spear, hence the designation nor>phorus. The
body, in accordance with the inclination of the Peloponnesian st hool, is

hcdvily built and reveals perfect knowledge of anatomy. (Fig. 20), The
original was probably produced about 440 B. C. and we ha\e perhaps
a truer coi^y of the head in the bust (N.* 854) by Apollonius. •

Fig. 17. Aphrodite (?).
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147 (6412). Herm of the Doryphorus, in which the peculiarities of
the bronze original are well brought out. The swollen ears reveal the
boxer.

14s (6104) Herm of the Doryphorus, The hair is confined by a fillet,

the ends of which hang down over the breast. Some people identify this
herm with the Hercules of Polyclitus,

149 (6715). So-called PuteoM Base. A woman seated in an attitude of
mourning, personifies a province conquered by Rome On either side of
her stand tvso Caryatids whose heads and hands are restored. The in-

scription is modern. The relief is a Roman work , but the figures are
derived from originals of the fifth century.

150 (65(X». Grave Re-
lief. Standing in an aedi-
cula is a woman who clasps
the hand of the deceased
youth, Protarchos.

Hall of the Mosaics*

The Mosaics from Pom-
peii are undoubtedly some
of the best specimens of
this art that have come
down to us. Mosaic work
originated in the East but
was developed and exten-
ded in Alexandria where
the variety of colour ob-
taiuable encouraged the
practice of covering flat

surfaces with marble. The
work spread Irom Alexan-
dria to Byzantium on the
one side, and on the other
to Rome and its provinces.
The Pompeian mosaics are
certainly among the oldest
of their kind , some of
them, for example those
from the House of the
Faun, belonging to an ear-
lier period, others to the
time of Augustus, while the remainder must be dated at least before 79
A. D. when Pompeii was destroyed.

Left Wall

:

151 (10015), Two ducks swimming;.

152 (10^310;. Theseus slaying the Minotaur In the labyrinth,

153 (10017). The same subject In addition the youths and maidens
sent from Athens as a sacrihce to the Minotaur.

154 (lOOlH,. The same subject.

155 (l(A^f*-uH), Venus at her toilet, fastening a second clasp on her
foot. Inlaid work (« opus srrtile » ).

156 (1)977;. Satyr and Maenad, Between them a temple. Inlaid work.

.Fig. 18. Head from the collection Jacobsen,
Copenhague.
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157 (inW). Skeleton, holding a drinking vessel in either hand. The
ancients loved to hh rease their joie de vivre by reminding themselves
of death,

158 (U979). Bacchic scene. Part of a frieze in inlaid work.

159 (1()1W9), Mask.

160 (ICnHJST). Mask of Silenus with wreath of ivy,

161 (W^. A partridge is drawing a mirror out of a toilet-case.

, 1»)2 (99S1). Harpy, with a broad platter on her head, folJowed by a
cupid. Found in Rome on the Palatine.

163 il(H)H2^. Human Skull, cp. N. 157. The mosaic was inserted into
thetop of a table.

< \(\i (l)^)82).Figlitlng Cocks,
the winner to be crowned
and decorated with the palm
of victory.

165 (9983). Four Ducks
amidst aquatic plants.

^ \m (in>4>. River Gods,
much restored. A youth is

leaning on a vessel from
which water gushes forth.

At his feet are seated two
other figures,

167 (0(^S5). Scene from a
comedy, ver> fine mosaic by
Dioskurides of Sanios, found
in the so-called Villa of Ci-

cero.

16S (9986). A choragus di-

stributing masks to his actors,

169 i\YMl). Scene from a
comedy, by Dioskurides of

Samos. Cp N.« 167,

170 i9l^H8), Lycurgus,
King of Thrace, who oppo-
sed the cult of Dionysus, is

stricken with madness and
kills Ambrosia who was then
transformed into a grap vine,

171, 172. Aquatic Birds, both from the House of the Kaun, and belon-

ging to N.'^ 175.

173 (114281K Doves on a vessel with a very beautiful rim.

174 (li}0»ii9,. Fragments of a very fine mosaic, which represents the

carrying off of the daughters of Leucipi)us.

Fig. 19. Head of the Juno Farnese.

Below the window

:

175 \{fM)\, Scene from the Nile, forming the border of the Alexander
such as

part of it.

To the right of the window :

176 114282;. Lion and Panther.

mosaic, and representing various animals peculiar to the Nile,

crocodile, hippopotamus, ibis and others. N.oa 171, 172 formed p
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r 177 (1WC71). Fish and Ducks,

A 17H 'fH>H2). Three birds, seated on the rim of a vessel, are being vvat-

cited by a \Nild cat.

179 ({mi). Autumn,
excellent mosaic from the
House of the Faun. A
winged youth is seated
on a panther whom he
guides with one hand
while with the other he
carefully holds a vessel
brimful of wine. A gar-
land of flowers, fruits and
masks, like that in N,®
173, encircles the scene.
The mosaic used to be
interpreted as Acratus
but of late is held to be
a representation of au-
tumn.

IHO rl24f«6). Portrait
of a Woman, from life.

181(«^3). A Wildcat
nas seized a quail. In the
loNver part, still-life.

182 {9^m). Two tra-

gic masks, between fruits

and taeniae.

ISIJ. 184 (91)ir>, 999f)J.

Two mosaic columns
from Pompeii.

18>187 (81284-81286).

Three wall paintings of
the third or fourth cen-

tury, found in Rome near
the Lateran. Richly dres-

sed servants are carrying
food for a meal.

IHH (120177). Fishes.

Mosaic of the finest

workmanship.

181) (124515). The so-

called Academy of Plato,

a union of seven men,
who were thought to be
Athenian philosophers
Ix^cause the Acropolis is

indicated in the upper
right hand corner. The
figure seated iji the cen-

tre is supposed to be
Fig. 2(\ Dorx phnrus.

Plato, th<" id<^'ntifi(ation of the others is still more uncertain.

IW, IIU WJ8, mnn)). Birds.
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192, 1P3 (10()()0, irKm,. Two mosaic columns, cp. N.o 183.

194 (1142K)). Ducks.

19r>(if,^»7). Fishes and
other marine creatures.

19^} (1(XH«). Slave
with cocks.

Opposite the win-
dow ;

197 (10(X4). The Three
Graces, in the usual at-

titude.

19H (10005). Phryxus
on the ram. Helle has
fallen into the sea.

199 (imrv, Achilles
drawing his sword and
threatening Agamemnon,
who is seated before him,
while behind him stands
Athena.

2(M) (10007). Marriage
procession of Poseidon
and Amphitrite, accom-
panied by Tritons and
other sea creatures.

201 nr)0O8). Niche for
a fountain.

202 (1122H4). Mosaic
threshold with head of
Medusa.

203 (IKK)!^^). Dog*

204 (9iH}). Bacchus,
lying at ease, and giving
water to his panther.

Wall to the left of
the window ;

205, 2(K>ao()09, 10011).

Triton with oar and dish
of fruit.

207 a^)010). A young
athlete, wearing the cae-
stus. Beneath him a cock
as symbol of victory.

20<s/2(Hil<)(a2, 1<H)13^

A Candelabra, on the up-
per part of \^hich is a cu-
pid, hunting a stag.

210 (10014). Cock pecking at a i>omegranatr.

In the centre of the room :

211 ^l(HJ19i. Lion enchained by cupiils, \v!io art: playing around him.
It is suppos^;d to represent the triumph <»f lo\e over bruti for<e.

F'ig. 21. Young pugilist.
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Hall of the Athletes.

212 (111)1117). Statue of a young pugilist hence the caestus on the right
hand. Found in Sorrento. 1 he original was a bronze of the school of
Pol>clitus, and when it was copied in marble, a herm of the bearded
Hercules was added as a support. Both feet are placed flat on the ground
after the archaic manner^ (Fig. 21). The name of the copvist Is specified
on the base, but the interpretation of the inscription is still doubtful.

. Fig. 22. ,,Protesi]aus**.

213 rKUOi. Herm of Bacchus, archaistic. Only the head is antique.

i>U, 21) Male Torso.

21ti, lM7 /H27o, t)2';2). Two tierms, of whiih only the heads are anti<|ue.

21*^ <411>. Statue of a Man» of which the head is antique but does
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not belong to this body. Right arm and left hand are restored* The left

arm, draped with the mantle as a shield, is stretched out, while the
right hand probably held the sword. The warrior is wounded in the left

thigh (Fig, 22), and perhaps formed part of a group the signification of
which is not as yet clear. The head is a replica of the type of an Apollo
or Alexander. The original of the statue must be related to the school
of Scopas, bearing, as it docs, a distinct resemblance to the Niobids.

219 (6308). Bearded Dio-
nysus.

220 (6410). Statue of a War-
rior, archaistic. Head and arms
are restored. He is wounded in

the left thigh and with great
difficulty maintains a standing
position, supporting himself on
his right foot. The original was
of bronze and belonged to the
middle of the fifth century.

221 (6317). Herm of Diony-
sus, archaistic, the head alone
being antique.

Corridor of the Flora.

222. Herm of a Man, jud-
ging by the ram's horns it is

intended to be Ammon. Good
sculpture of the Hellenistic pe-

riod.

223 (113529).Mask, the horns
indicate lo.

224 (6360). Statue of Aescu-
lapius. The god, clad in a hi-

mation , lays bis right arm (a

restoration) on his club, round
which a snake is curled. At his

left side is a low Omphalos ,

this being his attribute as Apol-
lo's son. A picture of perfect
healthy he stands calmly in an
attitude that recalls the school
of Phidias. Alkamenes is gene-
rally named as the inventor of

this type. In 420 B. C. he made
a statue of Aesculapius for Man-
tineia and perhaps a replica of
it for Athens where the cult of
the god had been introduced
from Epidaurus. The Naples
statue is one of the best copies,

ranking second only to the one in Florence (cp. Fig. 23). It is supposed
that it once stood as a cult image in the Temple of Aesculapius on the

Tiber island.

225 (62^)9). Female Statue. Both hands are restorations. It is questio-

nable whether the diadem, restored in plaster belongs to the head. The
statue may be a Demeter or a Kore, of a t>pe derived from Phidias,

Fig. 23. Statue of Aesculapius in the

I ffizi of Florence (Phot. Alinarij.
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22^1 ((iHHh. Female Statue, restored as a Meli)omene, and resembling
the la^t-mentioiied ti^ure. A oetter copy, which may even be a Greek
original, is to be found in the Museum of the Doge's Palace hi Venice,
(tp. Fig. 24).

227 (^>:rH). Statue of a Woman, the left hand holding the garment is

a restoration. Having been found at Herculaneum with the statues of
the Muses, it was designated Mnemos\ne, mother of the Muses, but the
original was probably a portrait-statue, intended to he placed on a grave.
It is a fifth centur> motive. 1 he head was found at the feet of the statue,

but the peculiar style in which the.
hair is «lressed raises doubt as to
•

whether this head belongs to the fi-

gure. It is of a later t>pe, ma> be
compared with the Corinna of Sila-

nion and the Kore in Munich.

22S(64i)4). Female statue, of which
only the torso is antique. It is a re-

plica of the type of the «Herculanensis
minor. »

221) (0357). Herm of a Woman
with elaborately dressed hair, inter-

preted as Ariadne or a Bacchante.

2.^) {M'yGj, Similar Herm.

231 (02H8). Statue of Venus, of

the Medicean t>jie. A tall vessel and
a i^loak are placed near her.

252 (02*^)). Statue of Venus, se-

mi-nude, nearSier is a cupid on a sea
creature. Head and right arm of the
Venus are restorations.

2X\ (x^Jl). Statue of Venus, of
\^hich the head and the breast are
restored. Only the lower part of the
goddess's body is draped , and the
support is in the form of a dolphin
on wliose tail she rests her right

hand. The original may have belon-

ged to the first half of the fourth

century.

2'U (m^y). Female Bust, of a type
re< ailing Praxiteles. .

2:3:) ()3I8). Statue of a youthful

Bncchus
f
w ith thyrsus and cantha-

rus. Near him is a panther.

2:r» (fWll). Statue of Dionysus,
< p. N. 2^5. C^nly the torso is antique.

2:i7 O.H2^ Bust of a laughing Satyr, onb the fa<e being antique.

2.JH (iyliMh. Similar bust, of which only the head is antique.

2;>!) ^.i^di. Statue of Artemis, tb<* huntress. The head is antique but
perhaps dots iu»t belnuK to the bodv Hoth arms are restored. The god-
dess IS if! th<* a* t of running and is drawing an arrow from her quiver,
the bovv l)ti!»jL, lu Id in the b ft hand. Her doK has seized a fawn. Me-
diocre repli<a ot the t\p'^ ot tl^* Artemis ot Wtsailles, which is derived
fp»m a statiM b\ Leochares or luij>hranor.

I^'ig. 2\. Abundanre. Venice.
I Phot. Alinari).
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240 (8:^)1). Statue of Ganymede. His right arm, the h<ad of the eate^le

and the dog are all restorations. His arm rests on the eaj^le and near
him stands his dog. The statue is very probably related to the fifth cen-
tury t>pe of an athlete.

241 ((>358), Statue of Paris. The head is an addition, but is antique.
The youth is leaning with his left hip against the trunk of a tree. The
left hand (a restoration) holds two hunting spears. The restorer has pla-

ced an apple in the right hand as though Paris were about to award the
prize for beautv. This graceful statue, of mediocre execution, is derived
from a fourth century original, similar to the Meleager of Scopas.

242 (ft4W). Colossal sta-

tue of a Woman. This statue

was found in 1540 at Rome
in the Baths of Caracalla and
is known as the Farnese Flo-
ra. The head, arms, feet and
plinth are restorations. The
figure, clad in a transparent
chiton which reveals the bo-
dily forms and which has slip-

ped off the right shoulder, is

advancing and in all proba-
bility originally held in its

right hand not the chiton but
a portion of the cloak which
hai]gs down the back. The
attribute in the left hand is

undetermined. — The statue

might be taken to be an A-
phrodite of the Praxitelean
school , other designations
being arbitrary. The moti\e
of the figure resembles that

of the ElectraiN. no) and of

the Antiope (N. 260). The co-

py before us was probably
produced in the second or
third century after Christ, at

which period the same type
was employed for statues of
Victory, which may also ha-
ve been the original signifi-

cation of the Farnese Flora
(Fig. 25).

243 (Wl)9). Group of a
Warrior with a Boy. The re
storer has placed the head of
Commodus on the figure of

the warrior who is advancing hastily, having thrown the dead hodv of

the boy over his left shoulder where he clutches it with his left hand.
His right hand ought perhaps to be holding a sw^ord. It is doubtful whe-
ther the warrior is the \x>\ *s triend or enem\ , In the first case the group
may represent Hector rescuing the body o( Troilus; in the second case
one might think for example oi' Neoptolemus with Astvanax. The original
is probably derived from the Hellenistic fjeriod , in which were created
groups such as Menelaus and Patroclus, or I lysscs and Diomede.

Fig 25, Flora Farnese (Phot. Brogii.
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244 (f>273). Statue of Demeter. The head does not belong to this fi-

gure. She wears a high girdled Jonic chiton and over it a himation. The
bunch of poppies held in the left hand is antique only in part. The right

arm was outstretched. The motive is probably derived from the second
half of the fifth century.

245 (6271). Statue of a Man. The head and arms are restored. The
god, who to judge by the dolphin must be Poseidon, held a trident with
his left hand. The motive of the statue is borrowed from the Diadume-
nus of Polyclitns.

246 (6073). Statue of a Man.
The head apparently belongs to

the body, both arms arc resto-

red. It represents a Roman of the
close of the first century^ after

Christ. The motive of the Statue
is taken from the school of Po-
lyclitus.

Hall of the Farnese Bull.

247 (6027). Statue of the Hera
Farnese. Among other parts AI-
bacini restored the two outstret-

ched arms. The goddess is clad
in a thin chiton which does not
conceal the bodily forms. Over
It she wears the himation which
passes from ihe left shoulder to

the hip and thence in deep folds

to the left arm. In her raised
right hand the goddess holds the
sceptre. Her hair, which is crow-
ned by a diadem , is arranged
in a simple knot at the neck.
The magnificent, simple and >et
graceful forms lead us to reco-
gnise in this statue one of the
most beautiful creations of the
fifth century. The original was
the Hera of Alcamene, the beau-
ty of which is still more marked
in the headless statue from Ephe-
sus, now in V«enna (Fig. 26).

248 (6391). Female statue, to
which a head with modern neck
has been added. The arms are
restored. The girl, clad in chiton

and himation is stooping slightly as she walks and bends her head back
as if to watch something that threatens her from above. She is there-
fore designated as a Niohid or as the nurse of the Niobids, but the
motive frequently recurs in an< lent art. The figure seems originally to
have represented a Danaid going to the fountain or a Dancing Muse,
and is derived from a work of the Hellenistic period.

24M (>25.'^. Statue of a Man. This has been much patched and pro-
vided with a head that does not belong to it. It evidently represents a
youthful nude Apollo ^vho rests his whole weight towards the left on

Fig. 26, Hera from Ephesus (Vienna).
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a support which is now missing, and the place of which is taken by
the wide cloak which falls to the ground from his left arm. The head
was looking upwards and to the left. Only one copy with the original

fjg. ^7. Venus ol Caiiua.

head remains to us and is in the I'ffizi. The figure was considered to
be an Apollo and was attributed to Praxiteles hut others recoenise in
it the Pothus ol Scopas.
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2^ii) (^^rH)). Bust of the bearded Dionysus or of Priapus. Only the
head is antique. Good execution.

251 (6()1T). Statue of the Venus of Capua. The arms have been re-

stored b\ A. Brunt Hi. 1 he hole in the base was made for a cupid. The
head of the goddess is ornamented with a diadem, the hair being parted
in the centre and caught up again at the back. She has wrapped the

lower part of her body in a
garment which remains in pla-

ce because of the attitude ot

her limbs. The head is in com-
plete profile and so are the
arms holding the shield of

Mars in which she (an see her
reflection. — To still further

emphasise her power over the
god, she places her left foot on
his helmet (Fig. 27). The Ve-
nus of Capua, of mediocre Ro-
man workmanship, is derived
from the same original as the
Venus of Milo. Perhaps they
both come from the temple sta-

tue on the Acropolis at Corinth,
as depicted on coins, but the
actual invention of the attitude
of the legs is derived from the
Aphrodite Irauia of Phidias.
In Hellenistic and Ionic art

this motive frequently recurs
in connection with Ares, as
the goddess of Vic tory wri-
ting on a shield (in Brescia) ;

probabI\ the Venus Genetrix
of Caesar, a production of Ar-
cesilaus, also had a similar mo-
tive. The copy before us was
perhaps executed during the
reign of Hadrian at the period
when the amphitheatre at Ca-
pua was being newly decorated.
The style of Scopas is even bet-

ter reproduced in a statue in

the Albani Collection (Fig. 28).

252 (6321)). Bust of Athena.
The head with Corinthian hel-

met is of poor workmanship
and was intended for insertion

into a statue. The original is

ascribed to Tiniotheus,
rrvi (<yi22). Satyr with the child Dionysus. This group reveals a

gooii masit^r but lias been mu* h restored by Albaiini who made the
upper part oi the hoys bod> and the (aie and arms of the satyr. The
youn;< satvr is danrjng and looking at tht child on its shouldtr, while
a^crmipanv ing himsdi on the < ^ nibals. The group is a good ropy of a
hron/' original ol the Ilelh iiisti«^ period.

2:>1 «>:ii;VL Bust of Silenus, a replica of Silenus with the child Bac-
<.lnis. Only lh< head is anticiuc.

iMg. 2^. Aphrodlie Albani.
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255 ((1329). Pan and Olympos. The hands and legs of both fig:ures

are restored. The original, of the Hellenistic period, was a production
of Heliodorus. P«in is teaching Olympus to play the syrinx.

2i>) (0326). Bust of Siienus. Originally the eves were inserted.

i ig. 29. Farnese Full.

257 (<>^>7). Dionysus with Eros, The arms of Dionysus and the grea-
ter part of the fij^^ure of Kros are restorations. Dionysus had probablv
laid his right arm on his head. His face, enframed in long curls, is tur-
ned towards Eros, who stands at his side and probably held a bow and
arrows. The type of this good cop\ was derives! trom Praxiteles.

25H attM . Headless Herm 01 a Woman. A head of Apollo (X.^ 134)
was irom the rest<jrer placed on this herm, and on the false assumption
that it was fonnd in the leniple of Apollo in Pompeii it was taken to
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represent Maia, the mother of Hermes. It formed part of the Farnese
Collection,

259 (63{^2). Herm of Hercules* The head and ri^ht arm are restored.

The hero is wrapped in the lion skin. Similar berms are to be found in

Rome in the Torlonia and Ludovisi Collections.

2tR) {6002). The so-called Farnese Bull, restored by C, B, Biondi ac-

cording to the directions of Michael Augelo and by Call in 1848. The
head of Amphion (in which Biondi has reproduced the features of Ca-
racalla), his arms and legs and the head, arms and legs of Zethus are

restorations, so are the entire upper part of Dirce's body^ Antiope^s

head, left hand and right arm. On Mount Cithaeron Antiope had given

birth to Amphion and Zethus> sons of Zeus. She bad been kept prisoner

by Dirce, the wife of Lyeus, King of Thebes, and escaped, but was recaptu-

red on Mount Cithaeron by the queen who had journeyed there (this

accounts for the basket near her) to celebrate the 13ion>siac festival.

Meanwhile Zethus and Amphion had grown up and it was into their

hands that Antiope was delivered with directions that she should be

dragged to death behind a bull. At the last moment the youths reco-

gnised their mother and are depicted in the act of executing on Dirce

the cruel punishment she had devised for Antiope. Amphion, distingui-

shable by his lyre, holds the bull by the head, while Zethus is occupied
in binding Dirce to the bull. The barking dog increases the confusion,

but beneath Amphion, the Genius of Mount Cithaeron waits in undi-

sturbed ealm (Fig. 29).

The plants and animals round the base serve to indicate the wildness
of the landscape. The group before us is a more or less faithful copy of
a work by Apollonius and Tauriscus of Tralles. It is mentioned by
Pliny and was brought by Asinius Pollio to Rome. The figure of Antiope
shows no independence of treatment and can scarcely have been present

in the original group (cp. N.« 242). The copy before us was probably
produced in the second or third century after Christ and may have ser-

ved as the central group of a large fountain. It was found in 1546 in

the Baths of Caracalla, was then placed in the Villa at Naples, and in

1826 transferred to the Museum.

2<H1 (6254). Seated Statue* Both arms are restored. A nude youth is

seated on a rock and holds a lyre in his left hand. He is generally de-

signated as Apollo, but is perhaps intended to be Paris. The execution
is mediocre.

262 (6313). Bust of Ariadne* Good workmanship. Only the head is

antique.

263 (r>31S). Statue of Bacchus. The head belongs to the body; the
arms and left leg are restored. The young god is crowned with vine
leaves and is leaning his left arm on the trunk of a tree. He had pro-

bably raised his right arm above his head. The copy is a good one exe-
cuted in the time of Hadrian after a type produced by Praxiteles.

264 (t):W2i. Statue of a Satyr. C^nly the torso is antique.

Statue of a Satyr, threatening to strike a panther with
his nebris he is carrying Iruit.

Statue of a Satyr. Head and arms are restored. The
same as in X.' 2 >4 , but the exet ution is better. It is

doubtful whether the restoration with grapes and bov.1 is a correct one.
H( ought [>crl.ap^ to be tinagined pouring out wine.

2t>7 '6274 L Herm of Ammon, after an original of the school of Phi-
dias, PMhaps this one was in Cyrene,

hi

205 (y>.i2:^u

pedum. In

motive is the
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268 (6682). Paris and Helen. This relief was found in Marino. Aphro-
dite is seated next Helen and tries to persuade her. Peitho, the goddess
of persuasion, is seated behind them on a pillar. To the right is Cupid
leading Paris Alexandros. Evidently that moment is depicted when
Paris, dominated by love for Helen, determines to carry her off. This
graceful composition reminds us of Aetion's picture of the Marriage of
Alexander and Roxana.

269 (6019). Torso of
a Woman, the so-called

Psyche of Capua, found
there in 1726 in the Am-
phitheatre* The identifi-

cation as Psyche is im-
possible as there are no
wings, the incision in the
back being modern. It is

probably an Aphrodite,
drawing her garment for-

ward from her back w la'le

she gazes at her own ima-
ge in a mirror held by
Kros {Fig* 30). It seems
to be a production of ear-
ly Imperial times, a copy
of a fourth century origi-

nal derived from a school
parallel to Praxiteles and
Scopas,

270 (6016). Nude youth.
Call restored the feet

and arms. He rests the
whole weight of his body
against the trunk of a
tree to the left and his

gaze is directed down-
wards. The original was
produced in the school
of Praxiteles; the copy is

Roman and served , as
did N.«« 251 and 269, to

adorn the amphitheatre
at Capua.

271 (6361). Female
Bust. Only the head is

antique and resembles
that of the Cnidian A-
phrodite by Praxiteles.

272 ^6713). Visit of
Dionysus to icarius. Relief from the Eorgia Colltction. Icarius and his

wife are reclining on a couch and receive a visit from the bearded Bac-
chus. En\ eloped in a long garment and supported by a sat>r, he comes
to feast with them, and ib followed by his proce^^sion, A facsimile of this

relief is in the Louvre and many slightly varying copies of it are to be
found. It belongs to the so-called Neo-Attic reliefs in which there is a
combination of archaistic and naturalisti< forms.

273, 274 6iV)6, t;863). Herm of the bearded Bacchus, a good replica of

3*

Fig* 30. Psyche of Capua.
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the so-called Sardanapalus of the Vatican. The original is attributed to

Cephisodotus or Praxiteles. Beneath the bust, is a rectangular base with
Bacchic attributes.

275 (6353). Statue of Eros, with large wings. The arms and the lower
part f»f the feet are restore*!. The young god probably held a torch or

an arrow in his right hand which is lowered. In the other hand he held
a biuv. The Eros of ( entocelle in the Vatican (Fig. 31) is a better copy
of the same original , a production of Praxiteles, his Eros of Thespiae
which testified to his love for Phryne the beautiful. By some people the
statue before us is regarded as the god of Death. Judging by the num-
ber of replicas, the bronze original must have been a masterpiece.

276 (61li8). Male bust of
Polyclitan type.

277 (6026). Nereid on a
sea - monster. This group ,

much restored in plaster, was
found in Posilipo and the ori-

ginal belongs to the Helleni-
stic period. It may perhaps
have been a figure for a foun-
tain, but it has also been de-
signated Leucothea, who w^as
worshipped in Naples.

27S (6355). Ganymede em-
bracing the eagle. Part of the
eagle and of the pedum are
antique so no doubt can exist
as to the designation of the
group, in spite of the many
restorations. The motive of
the nestling bod} is derived
from Praxiteles , the lopy
being a good work of the Ro-
man period.

279 (6275). Head, resem-
bling the Zeus of Otricoli.

The bust is modern.

2Hi) (6()01). Colossal Sta-
tue of the Farnese Hercules
found with Nos. 240 and 260
in the Baths of Caracalla at
Rome. The legs were disco-
vered afterwards and united
to the body by Tagliolini.
Only the left hand and fore-

arm and a few trifling details
are modern. Hercules stands
calmly , n-sting his weight
on his club which is thrust
under his left shoulder and

Kig. 31. iros of Centocelle in the
Vatican Museum (Phot. Anderson).

behind his Lack he holds in his right hand the apples of the Hesperi-
des. He i^ represented in a tired, thoughtful attitude, having arrived at
the pnd of his many labours and not vet having received the gifts of
immortalitv and eternal \outh. Otljers connect him with the child Tele-
phus or iniaidne him as about to descend into Hades. The type often
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recurs in ancient art from the time of Polyclitus down to the Hellenistic

derivatives. On our copy the sculptor inscribes his name, rXvHcov *A0^?]-

vaiog FTioin , and he probabl> lived in the time of Caracalla. To him
must be attributed the exaggeration in the formation of the muscles.
The name of Lysippus who made the original, is given us on a copy in

the Palazzo Pitti, but the treatment of the original bronze is still better

brought out in a copy in the Uffizi (Fig. 32).

281 (6726). Relief of a Bac-
chic procession* Very fine exe-
cution. Roman replica of a
well-known motive.

2H2 (0779). Marble Vessel,
decorated with a Bacchic pro-
cession consisting of nine figu-

res. Archaistic.

283 (6673). So-called Vase
of Gaeta. It is encircled by a
relief representing the giving
of the child Dionysus into the
care of the Nymphs of Nysa,
On the other side there is a
Bacchic procession composed
of ecstatic figures. The vase is

inscribed with the signature of
Salpion, an Athenian sculptor,

and is a fine specimen of Neo-
Attic art. It used to stand at the
harbour of (»aeta and marks
are still visible where anchor
ropes were thrown round it. It

was afterwards used as a font

in the Cathedral and transfer-

red to the Museum in 1H05.

284 (6778). Marble Vessel
with two reliefs of I)ion>sus
and a Sat> r, each of them being
accompanied by two goddesses
of the Seasons.

285 (6724). Relief of a Mae-
nad defending herself against
the attack of a Satyr, She has
seized him by the beard and
endeavours to thrust him from
her. During the struggle her
garment has slipped from her
body. The type is Helleni^jtic*

286. Herm of the bearded
Hercules, found in Naples.

287. Male Torso^ The re-

mains of a tail lead us to conclude that it is a Satyr. He was dan< ing
and playing the kroupezion or foot rattle.

288 (667")). Well*head with relief of winr-pressing. Sat\rs are busily
treading grapes, while others are bringing Iresh supplies. Excellent Greek
workmanship.

Fig. 32. Statue of Hercules In the Uttizi

of Florence^
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289 (6670). Well-head with many deities: Zeus, Ares, Apollo, Aescu-
lapius^, Dionysus, Hercules and Hermes, Good Roman work.

2^K) (6728u Relief of Dionysus with a panther. The upper portion is

restored.

2^1 (124325). Sarcophagus with the finding of Achilles in Scyros. A-
chilles had been disg:uised as a girl and concealed in the house of Ly-
comedes among his daughters, but was discovered by the cunning of
niysses and forced to take part in the Trojan War. Deidamia, his be-
trothed, vainly strives to prevent his departure. On the sides are scenes
from the life of Achilles. The sarcophagus was destined for Metilia Tor*
quata and made in the second century after Christ.

^i^' 33' Colossal Mask of Zeus Fig. ^4. Zeus of Otricoli in the Vatican.
(Phot, Brogi), (Phot. Anderson).

292 (^>359V Bust of Aesculapius. Only the head is antique.

;i93. Seated Male Torso, a very fine replica of the Ares Lodovisi. The
god of war, a strong, slender youth, is seated quietly dreaming of fame
and battle but his meditations are interrupted and his thoughts turned to
the suhier t of love bv the Fros at his feet. Perhaps there was another
Eros at his left shoulder, whispering words of love, but such an attri-
bute can scarcely have been present in the original. The characteri-
stic motive is derived from a painting by Polygnotus. It is a question
whether wr are to (onsid( r the plastic rendering to be the work of Sro-
pas or Lysippus for the figure possesses the pathos of the one and the
proportions of the other. The torso lay neglected in the Museum Garden
and has V)e( a placed within doors only since 1897,

2^U triO'V"*;, Female Torso, entireh nude except for a remnant of a
mantle on the ha(k. Thp execution is very fine and the figure Is derived
from one by Praxiteles or Kuphranor of Corinth.
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295 (^i034). So-called Torso Farnese. Remains of a statue of Dionysus,
which was more than life-size and probably formed part of a group. It

belongs to the fourth century,

296 (6260). Colossal Mask of Zeus, which although closely akin to the
Zeus of Otricoli still shows variations in the characterisation, the Vatican
head giving the presentment of a good-humoured god, while the Farnese
depicts a vivacious, energetic Zeus. These two creations appear to be
the work of contemporaries, and one is inclined to ascribe the one to
Bryaxis and the other to Leochares, whose Zeus Polieus is mentioned.
(Fig. 33 and 34).

In the passage :

297 (6296). Statue of Aphrodite rising from the sea (Anadyomene). The
support takes the form of a dolphin, on which Kros is seated.

298 ^6218). Group of an old man and a youth. The head and right
arm of the former are restorations while the left arm of the boy is mo-
dern. They are engaged in seething a sacrificial pig. Roman copy of
mediocre execution.

299 (64()6). Hercules and Omphale* The manly hero, the image of all

male virtues, succumbs to the influence of the woman and has exchanged
clothes with her as Ovid describes (Heroides IX). Omphale has proudly
seized the hero's attributes of club and lion-skin, while he has put on the
transparent chiton and veil of his mistress and sits down to spin. The
motive is derived from the Alexandrian period but the execution is Roman
and comparatively good. The restorations include Hercules' left arm with
the distaff, the legs of Omphale, her right arm and the club, while the
base also is new.

Rail of the Amazons,

The sculptures here assembled mainly belong to a series that is of
the greatest importance in the history of their jjeriod and the history
of art. The kings of Pergamon having successfully repulsed the invasion
of the Gauls, proceeded to adorn their capital with works of art, seeking
above all to celebrate their victory over the Gauls by comparing it with
the struggle of the civilised Greeks against the barbaric Persians and with
the battle of the gods and the giants. Eumenes the Second and Attains
the First seem to have employed their sculptors in making different sized
series of these combats. To one life size series which was set up in Per-
gamon belong the so-called Dying Gaul of the Capitol and the Gaul and
his Wife in the I.udovisi Collection. Of another series iu which the fi-

gures are about two thirds life size, Naples possesses four statues, three
more are in the Doge's Palace in Venii e, that of a Persian is in Aix, a
Gaul in the Louvre and one figure in Berlin, Probably several individual
statues of their opponents have remained unidentified. Naples has the
advantage of possessing a specimen of each group. (P'ig* 35-40).

3^X) (6014!. Persian. The whole of the right arm and portions of the
feet are restore<l. He has fallen on his shield and lies on his left side,

while his curved sword slips from his grasp. The execution is mediocre.
i^ig' 37).

301 ^6<»13\ Giant, who lies dead on his back. To protect himself he
had wrapped his left arm in a hide and he still holds his sword in his
right hand. The execution is less careful than in the other statues. (Fig, 38).
Various portions have been restored including one half of the left leg.

3(>2 (6(>15). Gaul, wounded in the left side and supporting himself with
his left hand on the gmund while the right hangs helpless. The position
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Pig' 35« Dead Gaul from the Doges' Palace of Venice (Phot. Brogi),

> *.

t'.:

7-i»^

Fig. 36. Falling Gaul from the Doges' Palace of Venice (Phot. Alinari)

Fig. 37. Persian from the Pcrgamene group (Phot. Brogi),
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Fig 3B. Giant from the Pcrgatnene group (Phot. Brogi).

Fig. 39. Wounded Gaul from the Doges* Palace of Venice (Phot. AlinariV

Kig. 40. Amazon from the Pergamene group (Phot. Brogi;.
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is almost identical with the Gaul of the Capitol but is reversed. The
helmeted head is antique but does not belong to the body.

30:^ (6012). The Amazon has
sunk down having been wounded
in the breast and lies on her back.
The limbs are relaxed in death
and the beautiful bodily forms are
accentuated. In spite of re-wor-
king from which the nude por-
tions have suffered severely, this

figure may be considered to be
the finest of all those that are
preserved (Fig» 40). In asixtenth
century drawing we see that a
child \3,\ at her breast, but this

later addition had nothing what-
ever to do with the Pergamene
original.

304 (fUOT). Equestrian Statue,
very much restored. The warrior
wears a sh«)rt cuirass. Mediocre
Roman work.

305 (6405). Equestrian Statue
of an Amazon. Her forearms and
feet and large portions of the
horse are restorations executed
by Albacini. Having been woun-
ded, the Amazon is on the point
of falling from her galloping
horse. 1 he Roman copy, although
of mediocre execution , bears a
certain relationship to N.® 303.

Hall

of the Venus Callipygus.

306 ((>2S9). Female Bust, pn>-
bably Aphrodite

;
good work-

manship.

307 (62H^i). Statue of Venus.
The arms are restorations , the

head belongs to the body. It is

a repli< a of the type of the Ve-
nus dei Mrdiii,

a^ v^>''^39). The Httle Cupid*
He has fallen asleep with his bow
between his legs. This playful

motive frequency appears in A-
lexandrian art,

:i01) m^^), Venus and Cupid.
Her right loreann , left hand,
half nt hrr feet and his legs and

arms ar^ restorations by Albarjni. The goddess is nude and crouches in

h^r bath alter the manner of the \cnus of Daedalus, the liith>nian. Her

Fig. 41. Venus C^allipygus.
(Phot. Brogi).
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head is turned towards Cupid who touches her in order to obtain her
attention.

310 (6297)* Crouchinj? Venus (cp. N.® 309). The head is a restoration
in different marble. Poor cop> of the Venus of Daedalus.

311 (62H4). Female Head, possibly Aphrodite. Archaistic work and
painted originally.

312 (6283). Statue of Venus. Only the torso is antique, Venus Ana-
dyomene. Good workmanship.

313 (6285). Bust of Aphrodite. Archaistic sculpture, similar to N.o 311,
with painted eyes. It is a charming piece of work.

3U 6()2()>. Statue of Venus Calllpygus. The head, shoulders, left arm,
right hand and the lower part of the right thigh have been restored by
Albacini. The youthful goddess is in the act of laying aside her garments
before bathing and cannot resist the pleasure of looking at her reflection

in the water. The original belonged to the Hellenistic period and perhaps
ornamented a spring in the centre of which the motive would be clearly
brought out. The name Callip>gus has been given her because of a temple
statue at Syracuse which is mentioned by Athenaeus but with which the
statue before us has no connection. The correctness of the restoration is

proved bv replicas in small bronzes and in gems. The execution of this

copy is careful and good. (Fig. 41).

Egyptian Collection.

Prefatory Remarks.

Although the civilisation of the Chaldeans Is older than that of the
Egyptians, the latter has long been better known to us through its ma-
sterpieces of art. We can trace them back five thousand years before
Christ to the time of Menes, the founder of the first Dynasty.

Thirty Dynasties ruled in almost unbroken sequence over the land
of Egypt and, with the help of the Phoenicians, spread their culture
abroad into the countries bordering the Mediterranean. Subsequently
under the Ptolemies Egypt herself came under Greek influence though
preserving, as during the Roman supremacy, her ancient religious forms
and ceremonies. Owing chiefly to tiie growth of Christianity the knowledge
of the written and spoken language died out and after the Arabian in-

vasion both completely disappeared. Consequently the great inscriptions

of which many were preserved remained a sealed book until Champol-
lion by comparing the bi-lingual inscription on the famous Rosetta stone
with another found in the Island of Philae , discovered the lettering of
the two names Ptolemy and Cleopatra and thus partly solved the secret

of the hieroglyphs. Since then our knowledge of the language has made
great strides and we are able to study the history , religion and litera-

ture of Egypt to far greater advantage than formerly.
The earliest period of P^gyptian historv is usualh called Memphitic,

a word derived from the name of the former capital Memphis now Be-
draschen near Cairo. This period embraces ten Dynasties of which the
fourth, the Dynasty of Cheops (Chufu), Chefrem (Kaf-ra) and Mykerinos
(Men-Kaura; the builders of the p>ramids about 4000 B. C. is most
famous.

The Pharaoh who was contemporaneous with Abraham belongs to

the twelttli Dynasty. His successors were conquered by thc^Hyksos or
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Shepherd Kings under whose rule the Hebrews settled in the land of
(k)schen. The eighteenth Dynasty freed the land and extended Iheir

empire to the banks of the rivers Euphrates and Tigris. Ramses the
Second (of the nineteenth Dynasty) is credited with persecuting the
Jews. In his reign was horn Moses, who under his successor Menephta
led them out of captivity. From the twenty-first to the twenty-fifth dy-
nasties there followed a perio<l of decline and the country fell under the
sway of the Assyrians. The victories of Cambyses put an end to the
short space of freedom regained under the twenty^sixth Dynasty and
after the Persians came a succession of conquerors, Alexander, the Pto-
lemies, the Romans and finally the Arabs,

In very early times the religion of ancient Egypt became pol>thei-

Stic and degenerated among the common people into a kind of feti-

chism, actual worship of those animals which originally had been merely
symbols. We are most familiar with the many-sided cult of the Sun god
usually worshipped as a tnnit>, Man, Woman and Child, Osiris, Isis

and Horus. The divinity is personified ix\ the ox Apis but is also repre-
sented h> the reigning sovereign who was thus honoured both during
his life-time and after death.

Man, created h\ God, is called to judgment after his death and if

found guilty is sentenced to undergo severe penalties. The soul, even if

acquitted has to suffer many tests before becoming identified with the
godhead and during this period of probation the soul returns many times
to the body to continue its former life in the grave, which explains the
efforts made to preserve the bodies intact by embalming and to furnish
the funeral chambers with pictures and prayers for the use of the dead.
The greater number of articles collected in our museums were found in

tombs. Stone sarcophagi are often arranged with doors and windows as
homes for the dead. In some cases the form of a mummy has been
adojtied to receive the painted wooden mummy-cases containing the
tightly swathed bodies* Upon and around them amulets were placed and
images of the gods were given them for comfort and companionship on
the long journ<?y to the Underworld, lour vases with covers in the shape
of animals heads (incorrectly called Canopic vases) containing the inte-

stines of the deceased were placed beside the mummy case. Amongst the
rolib of papyri buried with the departed was the famous « Book of the
Dead » divided into one hundred and sixty h\e chapters describing
the journey of the soul into the UnderworM, and the equally important
Book of Revelations which contains the liturgy used at the funeral
ceremony.

Egyptian Art has a curiously unmistakable quality, but distinction as
regards time is of the utmost difhculty, and rei]uires close study and
great accuracy of judgment* The cult of Isis which developed out of the
earlier trinitv worship of Osiris, Isis, Horus had a great vogue all over
the Roman empire and was responsible for many imitations, found in

other countries, of statues and monuments in the Kgyptian Style, but these
can be readily recognised as later and unoriginal work.

There were three varieties of ancient Egyptian caligraphy, hiero-
glyphs, hieratic and demotic script. Hieroglyphs are pictures which
either represent the action or article to be described in its entirety or
express the first s\ liable or first letter of the word. The names of kings
are always enclosed in cartouches. In dail^ use these hieroglyphs were
constantly abbreviated and simplified and as even then the method
seemed lengthy and ponderous, a simpler form was evolved, the hieratic.

This in turn gave place to the demotic writing largely emplojed for

private letters in which the signs practically became equivalent to letters
of the al[)habet.

*..•,
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fv

Description of the Egyptian Collection.

Room L Groundfloor.

(The numbering is from right to left).

On the entrance wall to ihe ri^^ht

:

315 (1(K>4). Grave Relief. Late work. Two women are raising: a cur-

tain in front of an altar on which Is seen the bird « Ba» with a human
head, the symbol of the soul. The inscription is a pra^ er that a cool
north wind may blow durintc the Soul's wanderings.

On the right wall

:

316 (1021). Grave Re-
lief of « Nechtmes ». Abo-
ve, the deceased is repre-
sented pra\ing at an al-

tar on which the four
Death genii are standing
before Osiris. Below% he
is seen at a second altar
surrounded by his rela-

tions.

317 (1<»3). Grave Re-
lief. Above, the deceased
stands wrapt in prayer
to Osiris under the jackal
sacred to Anubis. Below,
he is represented in the
bosom of his family,

318 (1019). Grave Re-
lief of «Ma-rI-I ». Above,
the deceased is represen-
ted in the presence of
Osiris. Below he is sea-
ted with his family.

On a base let into
the wall

:

319 (980^. Male Bust.
Basalt , fine workman-
ship.

320. Casts of Assy-
rian monument from Ni-
niveh.

321 (1072). Fragment
of a basalt statue of the
Saitic period.

322 (imi). Grave Re-
lief. Late work. I'nder
the usual representation
of the praver to Osiris is

the portrait of the decea-
sed in his family circle.

325 (l(¥xS\ Basalt statuette of a priest of Sais carrying a model of a
temple within which is Osiris.

Fig. 42. Grave Relief of Abechi.
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On the left wall:

3'2»5 (1016). Grave Relief of Abech! with painted figures. It belong.s

to the eighteenth dynasty (Fig. 42).

327. Basalt Head* Very fine work of the sev enth century.

328 (1036). Grave Relief with painted figures^ probably eighteenth dy-
nasty. Above, the deceased is represented with his family making sa-

crifice to Osiris. Below, offerings are being made to the dead.

329 (1020). Grave Relief with two Uraeus snakes on either side of a
lotus flower. Above is the sacrifice to Osiris and his companions. Below,
the deceased stands with his wife in the presence of four gods.

330. Small Head in basalt.

331 (1017). Small Grave Relief^ simulating the door of a tomb. Period
of the old kingdom. The deceased is represented sitting with his wife at

a table spread with sacred gifts. On either side of the door are his six

sons and only daughter.

»:;'tv;;*:X;*i^ '^"f 'ni.. •^.'i'-.i'it'''t' .:!->y-:^Jhi'-' i- •'*-•
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Fig, 43 a. Fragment of a statuette.

J}32 (1(X)2). Grave Relief, of which the upper part is broken oflf. Late
work.

333 ^1022). Grave Relief with the customary representation. Found
at Dongola in Nubia.

3.'U (1000). Grave Relief of sandstone. The deceased is shewn w^ith

his mother and sisters bringing sac iific:es to the seated Osiris. On the

left, intense Is oftered to two of the departed also seated and on the

right they receive the lustral water from the cowheaded god Hathor.

In the middle of the room:

Si^"). Red granite block belonginc: to an <^)belisk erected in Praencste
and found in the upper marketplace there in 1797. In 1872 another
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fragment was discovered on the same spot and is preserved at Pale-
strina. We gather from the inscription that this obelisk was erected by
Palikanns in the reign of Claudius Caesar in honour of Fortuna who is

identified with the goddess Isis.

3.k5 (1070^ Fragment of a large basalt Sarcophagus^ a valuable work
of the sixth century, 1 he scenes illustrated on the outside are taken from
the Book of the Lower Hemisphere and depict the stages of the under-
world travelled by the sun during the twelve hours between his setting
and rising. The resurreiliou of the dead follows the same slow course.

337 -l(Xil>). Conical basalt block, in honour of a member of the house
of Ramses II. In front are nine figures of mummies in bold relief; on
the other side are more in low relief.

a^s (^KJ9). Basalt Base of a sixth century Tomb.

In the vestibule, to the right:

339 {lOlH), Marble Fragment with the head of a goddess.

^s|!.|ll*';»«»:!»!i5>;{;> .H ,!: ; ^J^' .fi<>t^-y<<^'

Fig. 43 b. Fragment of a statuette.

Basement
In the basement \^i^ be found a considerable number of cast from

important antiques, the originals of which are in other museums. They
are placed here for purposes of comparison but in this condensed edition

of the catalogue no mention is made of them individually.

Fourth Room
Central Glass Case

:

*>5 (KHi")^. Fragment of a Basalt Statuette, entirely covered with hie-

roglyphs. It probablv belongs to the same period as the Naophorus at

the Vatican Museum, Seventh or sixth century 1>. C.) (Fig. 43).
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Fifth Room

368 (97H), Male Bust of granite with incomplete inscription.

To the right:

369. Case containing sundry small objects notablj amulets worn round
the neck or sewn on the ban^ls and the linen coverings of mummieri.

370. Case near Window. Large and small amulets forming necklaces.

371. Case opposite. Necklaces, eyes, etc.

373. Next Case. Painted cardboards, sandals, etc.

375-376. In the other cases are small amulets of various shapes.

On the walls are hung framed fragments of papyri. For uses of pa-
pyri see below.

37S.ri8l. Different examples of Callgraphy. Notice espet ially N. 380,
a portion ol the Book of the Dead. N. 381 is the transcription of a
Greek text.

Sixth Room
i>92. Isis and Horus. Late relief.

3H.3. Wall cases containing Statuettes, death*masks, metal caskets etc.
depicting the dead.

On the case are Heads and Vases.
>

I-eaning against the wall

:

387, av<H (2343). Wooden Sarcophagus Lids.

In the big glass case:

3S9.394 (L\UH, 2340 2343). Wooden Sarcophagi containing mummies.

To the left, outside the case

:

391 (2346). Cover of a Sarcophagus.

In the centre of the room.

396, 397 (233H). Sarcophagus with mummy.

Near it

:

v -

39s {23:><). Mummy of a Crocodile.

Against the wall opposite entrance, to the right:

39(^. Glass case containing statuettes fi>und In tombs.

On the case:

4rX)4(>l. So-calhd Canopic vases. See p. 4t.

4<r).4(>7. Stone animals.

40s. Glass case containing figures, statuettes, mummy wrappings, fu-

neral vases ^tc.

On the rase

:

4<)f»-4ir Funeral vases etc.

Near the window.

417. Glas.s rase with (jiiantitles o( usthebtin (statuettes found in tombs).

h
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418 {1059>. Fragment of a Naopharos of basalt.

419. Glass case containing? tomb statuettes, mummified cats and other
animals.

On the case:

420-424. Various sculptured fragments.

Near the entrance:

425 (1(XJ3). Naopharos.

Terracottas

Room I.

To the left

:

427. First case. Architectural Terracottas found at Velletri in 1784,
acquired b> the Museum , toj^ether with the Borgia Collection. Trium-
phal processions, races, fights, feasting and religious ceremonies are all

represented. The original colouring has unfortunately disappeared.

Below: Terracotta moulds. Pierced reliefs.

Near the window :

428, 429 (223H3, 22242). Lower portions of a male statue brought as a

votive offering on recovery from some illness.

430, 431 (22246, 22296). Praying women. Observe traces of colouring,

432, 433 (24232). Lid of Sarcophagus. Recumbent figures of a man and
his wife, true to life. The woman *s ornaments are noteworthy,

434 (24224). Slab of a Frieze with gorgons. The holes are for faste-

ning purposes.

435. Show case to the right of the w indow. Architectural terracottas
from the Temple of Apollo in Metapontum, with a lion head as water-
spout. Struggle between Hercules and Kerens. v

To the right in the show case near the door:

436. Votive offerings, heads, hands and other limbs.

In the corner :

437-34^. Feeding vessel for dormice which were considered a delicacy
by the Romans. On top, a child in swaddling clothes.

Opposite the window:

439. Show case with architectural Terracottas.

44^K Ditto. Some retain traces of colour.

In the middle of the room:

441. Cork Models of the temples at Paestum. The older of the two,
usually called the Basilica , but rcceiitly acknowledged to be a temple
of Poseidon, has nine pillars in front and a row of pillars down the cen-
tre. The other* less well preserved, is the so-called Temple of Ceres.
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Room II.

To the left of the door:

442. Show case containing sin^^le Statuettes and groups in terracotta.

Above are heads and below (20247:) Perseus rescuing Andromeda, 1 10340:
Men carr>ing a litter, (i 10338:) Aeneas with Anchises and Ascanius, (gla-

diators, Medea in a chariot drawn b> serpents, Kuropa on the bull, an
elephant with a tower (P'ig. 44), a drunken virago, and others.

At the window:

443, 444 (22321, 22322). Vo-
tive Statues.

445, 446 (22248, 22249). Ac-
tors with masks.

447, 44s (24230, 24231). Two
Sarcophagus lids.

449. Second Show case: Sta-

tuettes of the Hellenistic pe-
riod.

45(). Third Show case con-
taining statuettes , some with
traces of colouring. Above are
heads and busts.

In the corner:

451, 452 (222<U, 24228). Sta-

tue of a woman with a youth
carrying a pig.

Opposite the window:

453. Fourth Showcase. Abo-
ve are heads and busts. Statuette
of a man feeling his own pulse
(probably II ippocrates)AVithin,
figures of animals, fruits, masks
and actors.

In the comer:

454, 455 (22295, 24227). Two
statuettes^ female and male.

43f>. Fifth Show case. Etruscan funerary urns, busts and statuettes.

In the middle of the room:

457 (22381). Well head in the form of a round tower \\ith Bacchic
scenes, from the Temple of Isis at Pompeii.

458 (12(3255,. Table leg representing Atlas.

459 ;242")(i). Bust of a youth with a cloak.

m) (22:]82). Well head in the shape of a pillar.

Fig. 44. Elephant with tower.
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The Prehistoric Collection.

First Room (farthest of all).

In the centre

461, 462. Two glass cases of which the one nearest the window con-

tains objects found in the cave of Pertosa (Prov. Salerno). That on the

right contains similar articles from the caves ofZachitoand Pertosa and
the rock tombs of Matera. In the small cupboard to the right of the

window are shown vases from Pertosa. Besides the terracottas \arious
articles of stone, horn and copper should be observed. Particularly no-

teworthy are the lumps of clay from Zachito which were strung on willow
twigs, brought to the caves and there preserved for making the clay vases.

In the vaulted niche :

46;}. Objects from pre-HellenIc Cumae. The vases made by hand still

show relationship to the work of the Cave-dwellers. Amongst the bronzf^s

the different kinds of fibulae and weapons should be notic ed. Necklaces
of glass, paste and amber point to Oriental influence. No trace of Greek
origins.

To the right of the window ;

4^>1. Wall case. Vases from Cumae and Pertosa,

To the left of the window

:

465-467. Other wall cases with diverse objects from the Capitanata.

Opposite ;

468,469. Cases containing stone Implements from Eg>pt and India.

470-472. In the cases against the walls are exhibited the results of
the recent systematic excavations: first those from the graves of Cumae,
then those found at Suessula (Acerra) and finally those from Capua.

Second Room.

473. Cases round the walls contain the objects found during the exca-
vations undertaken in Striano, San Marzano and San Valentino. The
settlement in Striano is rather older than the two others. Its inhabitants
took possession of vases with geometric designs from the Greek colonies,
while in San Marzano and San Valentino archaic Corinthian vases and
Etruscan bucchero vases have been found, it seems questionable whether
the graves were buried during an earlier eruption of Vesuvius.

In the centre of the room :

474, 475. Two graves from S. Marzano, where the custom of inhuma-
tion prevailed.

Near the window :

476. Bronze objects belonging to the old Museum Collections.

We now return to the ground floor and enter the

Hall of the Pallas.

477 (6321). Statue of Pallas. It has suffered from restoration and re-
working. The t>pe i^, derived irom Phidias but has been greatly altered.
The little aegis in the shape of a crescent is noteworthy.

4*
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478 (6255). Apollo Musagetes. The head does not belong to the body
and the hands are restorations.

479. Lower part of a Leda. With her draperies she seeks to protect
the swan from a pursuing; eagle. The motive can be traced back to Ti-
motheus.

480. Fragment of a Group. Aphrodite on a ram. It was used as an
ornament for a fountain.

481. Female Torso in Ionic chiton with high girdle. The two uplifted
hands probably held the himation.

482. Lower part of a Female Statue.

483 (6319). Statue of Pallas. The arms are restored. The figure is

derived from the Parthenos of Phidias but belongs to the Hellenistic period.

484. Torso of a Leda, pressing the swan to her breast.

485. Torso of a Female Statue, probably Aphrodite.

486. Torso of Apollo with the cithara.

487. Torso of a Male Statue, probably a Satyr.

488. Torso of a Man Archaistic.

489. Torso of a Woman, an Amazon or personification of Rome.

490. Torso of a youthful Satyr.

491. Torso of the Apollo Sauroctonus of Praxiteles.

492. Torso of a Youth, leaning on his left arm.

493. Torso of a Male Statue, the so-called Narcissus of the school of
Polyclitus,

494. Torso of a Woman.
495. Torso of Eros bending his bow.

4l>3 (6371). Statuette of Cybele, seated on a throne ; near her are two
lions.

497. Torso of Aesculapius, of a type deriving from Phidias.

498. Relief of Jupiter Ammon, leaning; with his left hand upon a rock.
The head is missing. It was probably a pediment figure.

499 (6265;. Statue of Zeus with the thunderbolt. The arms are restored.
This frequently recurring type is derived from Phidias. Poor execution.

Half of Cupid with the Dolphin. f
500 (6375). Group of Cupid with a Dolphin. The Cupid, whose head

and feet are restored, has thrown himself on to a dolphin who is to bear
him through the waves, but is held so fast that he cannot make any use
of his wings and is consequently forced to follow all the dolphin's mo-
vements through the water. Roman copy of a Hellenistic motive. The
group was used to ornament a fountain.

5<)1 (6327). Statue of a dancing Faun. The arms are restored.

Cf>2 (6<^>89). Relief. Orestes, having slain his mother, is seeking refuge
at the altar of Apollo in Delphi and is represented stepping across the
bodies of the sleeping Furies who surround the altar.

503. Torso of Athena. The right hand probably held the spear, while
the left arm was outstretched.

504. Statue of a Woman, w rapped in her cloak.

505. Torso ot a Woman clad in chiton and himation.
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506 (6268). Colossal Female Head, replica of the so-called Hera Lu-
dovisi. Roman copy of a fourth century statue, the original type having
been produced in the school of Phidias.

507. Torso of a nude man.

608 (6221). Head and part of the breast of a man, incorrectly named
Capaneus or Laocoon. It is a Giant and of the 2d. Pergamene school.

509, Lower part of a female statue. Near her an altar.

510 (6315). Bust of Dionysus.

511. Torso of Aphrodite.

512 (2099). Torso of Aphrodite.

513 (626^i). Torso of a seated Woman; the head was inserted.

514 (6680). Fragment of a Relief, of which only the torso is antique.

515 (6400). Statue of a Woman, the head and right forearm are mis-
sing. The left hand held a mask. It is probably a Melpomene. Coarse
execution.

516 (6674). Sarcophagus, decorated with battles of Amazons.

517. Torso of a Woman. The head was veiled, the right arm hung
down and the left was raised.

519 (6215). Torso of a Woman. The right arm was raised.

519. Lower part of a Female Statue.

520. Statue of a Woman. Head and arms are missing. It belongs to

the Hellenistic period.

521 (6686). Relief. Perseus and Andromeda. In his left hand Perseus
holds the Head of Medusa, the sight of which has just caused the death
of the dragon. With his right hand Perseus assists Andromeda to descend
from the rock. Hellenistic relief. After a painting.

522 ^6390). Head of a bearded man. Probably a reproduction of Me-
nelaus in the group of Menelaus and Patroclus.

523. Headless Statue of Cybele with her lions.

524 (6819). Fragment of a Candelabra with delicate ornamentation.

525 (6379). Colossal Head, much restored. Probably an emperor cha-
racterised as Hercules.

526 (6^)84). Fragment of a Sarcophagus. Dionysus, accompanied by
his troupe, advances towards the left. Hellenistic.

627. Fragment. The man is seated on a rock.

528 (6217). Torso. The youth's left arm Is raised, while the right arm
hangs down.

529. Torso of a dancing Faun.

o^M) (IJotj. Male Statue of which only the torso is antifjue. The youth
is clad in a very fine chiton and nebris and ma> therefore be recognised
as Dionysus or a Satyr. He was originally represented dancing. The style
is of the fourth century. The statue may be compared with the Albani
Maenad attributed to Scopas.

Hall of the Scylla.

5.J1 (6<>72). Table Pedestal. At either end are figures of Scylla and a
Centaur in the round, continue'! at the sides in relief. The Centaur par-
ticularly is much restored. In the case of Scylla the woman^s body ends
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in fish tails under which are seen the heads of three dogs holding hu-
man limbs in their jaws. Scvlla is tearing her hair. The Centaur on the

other side is tamed by a Cupid on his back. It Is considered that Scylla

and the Centaur appear here as guardians of Hades. The style is Hel-
lenistic.

5B2-535 (120129, 12(H75, r>671, fifi76). Four Well-heads decorated with
oak, olive, vine and i\y leaves.

580-53?) (B499, IICKXM, IIDOOS, 6439). Four herms, used as ornaments
in a Pompeian garden. Compare the House of the Vettii.

540 (6300). Statue of Venus, of which only the torso is antique, the

rest being either re-worked or restored. She is nude except for the cloak
wrapped round her legs. Near her stands a Cupid with a shell.

r41-544 (6>3:3-6*3^>>). Four Busts of River Gods as is indicated by the
waves beneath. Perhaps used as ornaments for a fountain.

545. Group of a Satyr seizing a Hermaphrodite who endeavours to

disengage himself by force. Much corroded.

546-549(6545,6423, 111391, 6425). Four Busts. They were used to

ornament a garden.

550 (6s57). Three-sided Candelabra^ decorated with figures of animals,
and resting on three rams.

551 (6s5s^, Candelabra. On the sides are Apollo with his cithara,
P> thia and Nike.

Beneath the window

:

552-553. Two dogs scratching themselves.

On the wall :

554. Architectural Fragments.

555 557 (6569, 65(>3, 61167). Slabs of a relief, figures of animals.

558 (>736). Relief. A bearded man, resembling Zeus, is seated in front
of a tent and holds a knotty staff. Close by is a sheep. At his side is a
scrinium on which lie rolls.

559 (m^l, miH, 6610-0318, 6624, tW25, 6628, 1249()6). Masks in high
relief. They were used as wall decoration, water-spouts, etc.

560-56i (<)(321, 6639, 6»>U, 6»:3). Four rectangular oscllla with masks.

666 0>575). Relief, representing a shop or a kitchen. A bearded man
is weig:hing something on large scales while two others are occupied in

dividing a big piece of meat (?). To the right are cooking utensils ; a
man is cleaning a plate.

567 (6690). Reliefi two women plaving with a bird,

5^>8 667V>). Relief of the initiation of Hercules into the Eleusinian
m\bteries. A priest and a Kor^ are present.

56!) (WJl). Relief. Man on hnr-.eback holding a woman in front of
him. He is being led towards a statuette of Hercules.

*

57o ((J61)2). Relief. A warrior with a sword driving a biga.

571-574 {(UMy 6>40, vmi^ l()ll288\ Round Oscllla. They were suspended
from garlands between columns. They could be turned and both sides
were consequentlv decorated with reliefs. They swung to and fro in the
wind, hence their name.

575 (66H7:. Relief representing a scene from a comedy. The old man
is being restrained with great didirijlty from giving way to his Inclination
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to lean upon his son, who is himself hardly able to stand upright and
is supported by a slave. A stage is iiulccated in the background.

576 (6716). Fragment of a high relief. An old woman is endeavouring
to extract a thorn trom the loot of a goat-herd.

577 {6714). Fragment of Oscillum with a rider.

578 (66H8). High Relief. A youth holding a lyre is being drawn on to

a couch by dancing-girls and hetairae. All the heads have been restored.

The relief reveals the hand of an artist of the Alexandrian period, re-

calling Praxiteles.

Hall of the Atlas,
*

579 <,6374 . Statue of Atlas. The face and right foot are restorations.
He supports the celestial globe upon his shoulders, and maintains his
equilibrium with dilficulty under that weight. The constellations are re-

presented on the globe. The statue may perhaps have been used to or-
nament a fountain.

580. Torso of a Man, with cloak and sword-belt. Roman period.

5bl (6702). Pediment relief with the bust of Minerva*

582. Frieze with eagles, garlands and lions.

583 i30(r2). Monument to Torinia witli a battle-scene.

584, Torso of the statue of a warrior. Replica of a Lysippean motive.

585 (6704). Large Relief. Above, a procession of gladiators, in the
middle their combats against each other, below, against animals.

586 (6222). Torso of a Man. The head is turned to the right, the
right hand is raised and probably held a spear. Hellenistic.

5«7 (6703). Pediment relief with the bust of Zeus. Cp. 581.

588 (6b77». Small Sarcophagus, ornamented with Cupids carrying the
drunken Silenus.

589 -5fK). Architectural Fragments, two being decorated with fantastic

figures of animals.

591 (6213). Torso of a Warrior, who wears a richly decorated cuirass.

In the centre is a trophy with Victories and two prisoners.

592. Similar Torso. The cuirass is ornamented with a trophy placed
between two Victories sacrificing bulls.

593 (6681). Relief. Artemis with sceptre and dog.

594 (6722). Relief of a Roman triumphal procession.

559 (66H3). Relief. A Roman and his wife portrayed as Hercules and
Omphale, with scenes of the Labours of Hercules.

59*J i6(>85). Silenus on an ass In a Bacchic procession.

597 (6712). Slab of a Sarcophagus uith the representation of a race.
The charioteers arc cupids and in the background the Spina with its

ditt'erent monuments and apparatus is clearly recognisablcK.

598 v^)693). Sarcophagus with representation of a Bacchic procession.
Silenus reclines on a car drawn by asses. Round about him are Satyrs
and Maenads. The car of Dionysus is drawn by a male and a female
Centaur The whole procession advances towards the right, where lies

Ariadne, forsaken by Theseus. Eros draws the attention of a satyr to
the sleeping Ariadne.

o'^K Small Cinerary Urn decorated with flowers.
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GOO (622H). Torso of a Man clad in a chlamys. A palm served as

support.

. 601, 602 (6216, 6219). Two dogs lying at rest.

603 (6220). Torso of a male statue* On its left side are the remains
of some rounded object, possibly a bow. The right arm is raised.

604 (6756). Sarcophagus, divided in front into five panels. In the centre
is Zeus enthroned, near him Hera, Apollo, and some of the Muses. On
the sides, others of the Muses are represented.

605, 6^)6 (6(300, 6601). Two fragments of a Relief. On each one is a
trireme. They must have adorned some curved building.

607 (6302). Statue of a Man, restored without reason as Hermes. Me-
diocre execution.

Hall of the Zeus.

608. Torso of an Emperor, of severe type. There was a support under
the left leg.

609-612 (6740, 6743, 6759, 6773, 6770, 6768). Fragments of a parapet,
placed on the walls of the room. The subjects are personifications of

cities, Hercules wrestling with Antaeus, sacrifice to Ares, Eros mena-
ced by Athena.

613 (6701). Sarcophagus. The tablet for the name is held up by Cen-
taurs. Beneath are seated figures of conquered provinces.

614. Torso of a Toga statue^ the head of which was made separately.

615 (6742). Fragment of a parapet. Omphale and Hercules. Cp. N. 609.

616 (6214). Torso of a Colossal Statue. The left arm was raised.

617 (6581). Fragments of a Sarcophagus. Polyphemus and Ulysses.

618 (()227). Torso of a Colossal Female Statue. An Amazon, or a perso-

nification of Rome in the costume ofan Amazon. Magnificent Roman work.

619 (6741). Fragment of a parapet with sacrifice of a bull. Cp. N. 609.

620 (6580). Fragment of a Sarcophagus. Polyphemus and riysses.

^ 621 (6221). Torso of a Colossal Male Statue.

622-624 (6775, 6774, 6758). Fragments. Cp. 609.

625. Torso of a man clad in a cloak.

626 (6t323). Seated statue of a Youth whose sword lies on the ground
before him. Hence the restoration as Ares, but it is now thought to be
Achilles about to play the lyre. Work of Pergamene school.

627, 628 (6754, 6755). Fragments of a parapet with battles of Centaurs
and scenes in which Satyrs figure. Cp. N. 609.

(529 (6598). Sarcophagus. The female portrait bust has never been
finished. The woman was to have been represented as a Muse, On cither

side, centaurs and Nereids. Roman wholesale %\ork.

fJllO (67<%). Front of a Sarcophagus with hunting scenes.

6^U. Torso of a seated man.

632. Fragment of a Relief, Paris with the Phr>gian cap.

e^'».fvW 6746, 6761, 67W, 6746). Fragments of a parapet, with re-

presentations of a mvth of Artemis, Ama/ons and Actaeon. Cp. 609.

6iV! (6767). Fragments of a Relief, representing a triumphal proces-
sion Good workmanship of the time of Hadrian.

A ..
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638 (6765). Fragments of a Relief with captive barbarians.

639 (6584), Fragments of a Sarcophagus. Dionysus contemplating A-
rladne. Good execution,

640 (^56()6). Lid of a Sarcophagus with Bacchic procession.

641 (6586). Fragments of a Sarcophagus with Centaurs and Nereids.

642 (110565). Fragment of a Relief. Two ships manned by barbarian
(Etruscan ?) warriors.

643. Lower portion of a colossal seated statue, probably Zeus, Good
copy of a Greek original.

644 (6263). Statue of a seated Woman. The head is restored. She re-

sembles the Hera Giustiniani in the Museo delle Terme.

645 (6744). Fragments of a parapet with the Calydonian hunt. Cp.
N, 609.

646 (6583). Fragment of a Relief. Two barbarian women with gifts.

647 (6596>. Fragment of a Sarcophagus with Bacchic procession.

648 (6124). Statue of a man. Only the torso is antique, and it must
have belonged to the statue of a emperor who wore a cuirass ornamented
with figures of Zeus and two Coryban tes. The restorer has done his work
taking as model the Capitoline Ares.

649-654 (6750, 6747, 6760, 6749, 6772). Fragments of a parapet. Cy-
bele and Atys, the punishment of Marsyas, Apollo with the cithara.

Cp. N. 609-

655 (6579). Sarcophagus with the representation of Hippolytus and
Phaedra. To the right Hippolytus hunting. Late and coarsely executed
replica,

656 (6748). Fragment of a parapet; priest of Cybele, dancing. Cp.
N, 609.

657 (6119). Statue of a hunter with spoils of the chase. Roman copy.

658 (6745). Fragment of a parapet. Procession of eight priests, most
of them are bearded. Cp. N. 609.

659 (6719). Sarcophagus Relief, representing the Calydonian hunt,

660 (6711). Sarcophagus, with representation of the myth of Pelops
and Oenomaus. Fourth century.

661 (31). Male Torso. Part of the garment has been executed se-

parately.

662 (10833), Ferdinand IV, King of Naples, by Canova.

Corridor of the Coloured Marble Statues.

663-664 (59S9, 5995). Columns of verde antlco. (Similar columns have
been placed near the three other doors of this hall).

665 (6278). Statue of Diana of Ephesus^ whose body is adorned with
figures of animals in six rows. The statue has four rows of breasts.

There was a similar statue in the Temple of Diana on the Aventine
and another at Lake Nemi. The Naples statue is the best one preserved
to us.

6<>6 (6115). Statue of a Persian, executed in coloured marbles. He is

represented in Oriental costume. It served as a support. This is perhaps
a copy of a Pergamene original.

667 (6117. Similar Statue,
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66)8 (6764). Relief with dedicatory inscription. Mithras is slaying the
bull, who is attacked at one and the same moment by a dog, a serpent
and a scorpion.

669 (6225). Tiger or Panther, suckling its young.

670 (62S()). Statuette of a Woman, represented in downward flight.

She grasps the upper part of the drapery- of her garment with both
hanfls, while her cloak floats around her. She is generally called Artemis,
but may be a Nike. Both hands are restored.

671 (6723). Relief of Mithras sacrificing a bull. Cp. N, 668.

672 (6223). Tiger or Panther. The eves were inserted separately.

673 61]^;. Statuette of a Persian. It was used as a table support.

674 (67W. Relief. Apollo with the cithara. A votive offering to Apollo
and the Nymphs. This relief and others similar to it were found at Ischia
in the shrine of the nymph Nitro(ies.

675 (62(>2). Statue of Apollo. He rests his left hand on his cithara which
he has placed on a pillar. His right arm is thrown above his head. Both
hands are restorations. 1 he type belongs to the fourth century.

676 [67i^). Relief. Apollo with the Nymphs. Cp. N. 674.

677 (63H')). Statue of a Man. Only the torso is antique. It has been
restored as Meleager, but the position of the head diff^ers from that of
the Meleager by Scopas.

678 (670H). Relief. Eros and Anteros in combat for the palm of
victory.

6m1. Well-head with ornamentation in relief.

6H2 (6735). Fragment of a Relief with two nymphs.

6K^ (6762). Sarcophagus. Dionysus supported by a satyr, and maenads.

684 (6732). Relief, three nymphs between the Dioscuri.

6K}, Statue of Nike. The head, arms and leet were probably made
separately and of white marble. The hands were outstretched and very
likely held the palm of victory and a wreath. The artist has perhaps
copied a Nike from those that were used as acroteria in Epidaurus.

6^s7 (6751). Relief. Apollo is standing near a laurel tree w^ith his ci-

thara. CMose by are two nymphs, one of them holding a shell in which
a woman (C^apellina) is bathing her hair.

6HH (6782). Candelabra, the pedestal of which is supported by three
chimeras.

689 (6706). Relief, Apollo with the cithara. Near him are nymphs
watering plants. ?

6^K) (4181^). Cinerary Urn. A man, feasting, reclining on his couch; at

his feet his wife is seated.

6^^3 '4185 . Cinerary Urn, ornamented with heads of Ammon, eagles
an<l a gnihn.

694 {6752«. Relief. Apollo with a cithara near a laurel tree and three
nymphs with shells and a liydria.

695 6781 . Candelabra, richly decorate*! with sacrificial implements
etc. At thr corners stand three swans with curved ne* ks. V^ery fine

execution and e\idently intended for an important temple.

vm 6721). Relief. 1 hreo nymphs and Apollo, with the cithara.

697 cfil2f>). Cinerary Urn with symbols of Apollo.
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H9S (6720)» ApoliOy with the cithara, and three nymphs.

999 (1118(X)). Sarcophagus, curved at the ends. In the centre is a
shield with the bust of a woman, upheld by Tritons. The inscription is

on the lid,

700 (6707). Relief. Apollo with nymphs.

701. Altar, decorated with ox heads and garlands.

704 (2929). Grave stone. In a niche is the figure of a priestess of

Isis. Flavian period.

705 (975;. Statue of Serapls. The hands are restorations. The god is

seated on a throne and wears a chiton and cloak, the latter being thrown
round his legs. He holds a sceptre with his left hand, his lowered right
hand perhaps held a patera. On his head he wears a niodius. Near him
sits a dog with three heads and with a snake round its neck. The
Zeus-like type of Serapis is a creation of Br\axis who produced in A-
lexandria a statue of very costly materials after the type of the Pluto
of Sinope, which statue has served as model for all subsequent statues
of Serapis. This copy was found in Pozzuoli and does not equal the
others in beauty.

706 (9S1). Statue of Anubis, the Egyptian Anpu, to whose lot it fell to
watch the graves of the departed. The head of a jackal has been placed
on the body of a Hermes, Mediocre workmanship.

707 (6281). Seated Statue of Apollo. The head and all the extremities
are restored and ou>2:ht to have been added in bronze. The god is seated
on a rock and w^^ars theatrical costume, namely a long sleeved chiton and
a cloak fastened at the shoulders. In his left hand he holds the cithara
and in his right a plectrum. This is a carefully executed copy of a fourth
century original.

708 (6:^72). Statue of Isls. The head and extremities have been re-

stored in white marble. The costume is the usual one of a chiton with
wide sleeves and the cloak is fringed. It is a good Roman copy.

709 1 63^38). Statue of a Woman. The head, hands and legs are resto-

rations. She resembles Hera or Demeter but the attributes in the hands
may denote Isis. She wears a \eil.

710 (6370). Statue of Isis. Again the restorations of head, hands and
feet have been executed in white marble. The goddess wears a long
chiton with sleeves, and has wrapped the so-called Kalasiris round the
lower part of her body, while her fringed cloak hangs down her back.
In her right hand she held the slstruin, a kind of rattle. Alexandrian
work.

In the Garden.

711. Statue of Aphrodite. The head and right hand are missing. The
figure is derived from the Cnidian statue, but has undergone certain al-

terations which are best reprcseutated in the Aphrodite of Syracuse.

712-7r>0. Round the walls are grave stones, honorar>' bases , and
other inscriptions from Pozzuoli, Capua and other places. Certain cu-
riously shaped grave cippi from Pompeii deserve attention. Most of
them have smooth fronts for inscriptions but behind they show the roun-
ded shape of the head and hair.
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West Wing.

The Bronzes.

The Bronzes of the National Museum are unique. The greater part
were found at Herculaneum and most of these are from one splendid
villa outside the town, the property of some rich Roman landowner who
had evidently collected a whole gallery of the finest examples of sculpture
in marble and bronze. T his treasure trove richly repaid the great labour
and cost of the excavations, for which underground passages had to be
made owing to the depth of the accumulated earth and with a view to

ensuring the safety of the houses thus undermined. Gradually* the details

of the discovery were forgotten and the report became current that the
city of Herculaneum had been a notable art-centre, far surpassing the
neighbouring towns in the possession and appreciation of works of art.

It is to the credit of G, de Petra to have demonstrated that all these
masterpieces came out of this one villa which was excavated from 1750
to 1795.

Corridor of the Bronze Horse.

First Set^tion, to the left:

755 (5597). Statue of M. Calatorius^ clad in a toga, under the right
eye a wart. He belonged to a well-known family in Herculaueum. The
statue was erected to him by his fellow citizens.

759 (5612). Statue of a Woman dressed in a tunic and palla, the
latter being drawn over her head* The hair is dressed after the manner
of the Claudian period.

761 (560H). Portrait Bust of an old man. The hair of the head and
the beard are ditfereutly treated* Tlie manner of wearing the beard is

reminiscent of the Flavian period.

On the right:

762 (55*i7). Head of a Flamen, identified as such on account of the
peculiar close-fitting head-dress of which the apex is missing.

Second Section, on the left :

765, 76f) (5591, 3740). Statue of L. Mammius Maxlmus, once a priest of
Augustus. The attributes originally held in his hand are lost.

On the right

:

770 (5599). Statue of a Woman. Her coiffure reminds one of Antonia,
the mother of Claudius. She perhaps held a patera in her right hand and
In her left an incense-box.

On the left

:

773 (5()13). Temale Statuette, representing either Demeter or Hera.
The cloak is drawn up ov i her head but leaves the diadem visible. She
held a sceptre and a patera in her hands. From the hollow back we con-
clude that, like N. 774, 7^2, 7H3, she was attached to the chariot of the
Quadriga from Herculaneum.

On the right

:

774 (5^>J4). Statuette ot a Youth wearing a cuirass under a ohiamys.
His right hand Is raised as though holding a spear. He has been iden-

tified as Caligula. Cp. N. 773.

I \,
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Third Section, in the centre:

775 (4904). Bronze Horse, the only remains of a splendid quadriga,
pieced together out of innumerable fragments. Note the inscription by
Mazocchi on the base. For the ornamentation of the quadriga see N. 773.
Man> further fragments of the chariot, horses and charioteer have been
recently discovered by (xabrici.

Against the pillars to the left :

782 (0OI6). Statuette of a young God, resembling Apollo. He may have
held a sceptre in his right hand. Cp. N. 773.

To the right:

783 (5005). Statuette of a Youth, which also served to adorn the qua-
driga. Cp. N, 773.

Fourth Section, on the left

:

785 (55H*J). Statue of a Woman, evidently a worshipper, as is indicated
by her veiled head and outstretched arms. The motive is the invention
of Euphranor or some other artist of the fourth century. This statue is

the best of the female portraits found at Herculaneum.

On the right :

78H (5609). Statue of a Woman, erroneously entitled Livia or Domitia,
but really belonging to the time of the Claudians.

Against the pillar to the left

:

790 (5586). Male Portrait Bust called, for no reason, Sulla.

On the right

:

791 (5601). Bust of an unknown Man, clean-shaven, eyes inset.

Fifth Section, on the left :

793 (5615). Statue of Tiberius, judging by the shape of the head and
chin. Falsely supposed to represent the elder Drusus. This statue is one
of the finer works.

On the right:

796. 797 (5493, 3718). Statue of Claudius, identified by the inscription.
The left hand, forehead and hair are restored and the statue is patched
in many places.

At the end of the corridor :

800 (11539i| . Horse's head with remains of gilding. It is from one of
the six equestrian statues found in the Theatre.

Opposite

:

801 (115391;. Horse's head belonging to the Quadriga. Cp. N, 775.

Corridor of the Antinous.

802 (5595;. Statue of Augustus. Rather poor work. The likeness how-
ever is recogiiisable by the shape of the head and the treatment of the
hair. The Emperor is represented at the age of about forty, at the time
of the battle of Actium.

On the left:

803 (5635). Equestrian Statue, pieced together out of fragments found
near the eastern Arch of the Forum of Pompeii. The identification as
Caligula or Nero is arbitrary.
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On the left wall

:

H04 (4992). Roman Portrait Bust. Observe the remarkable thickness
of the patina. Eyes inset. A mediocre work.

805 (55H4). Herm, identified by Mau as Claudius Marcellus. The sickly
features which are prominent in the portrait would be in agreement with
his bodily condition. The head resembles the statue of Marcellus which
was erected in the Macellum.

806 (4990). Female Bust with eyes

^y^;,:,^:,,,^..,.^^ . . r " * inset. The short curly hair suggests the

Claudian period.

;^ 807 (5617). Head of Tiberius. Poor
work.

»';7

.

te N - ^aff»
Opposite the West Entrance of the

Museum ;

808 (126170). Statue of Perseus. A
strongly-built youth is standing at ease,
the right hand on his hip, and the left

hanging at his side. The cloak drawn
across the back from the left shoulder
to the right hand is a separate piece of
work. A band passing under the chin
was intended to secure some object at-

tached to the head with lead. As small
wings were fastened to the feet it is

assumed that wings were also attached
to the head and hence the conjectured
title Perseus though it might also re-

present Hermes. It is of good work-
manship and can be traced to a Lysip-
pean model (Fig. 45).

On the wall to the right

:

809 (498t)). Bust of an unknown
personage.

810 (110(363). Herm of Caeclllus Ju-
cundus the celebrated banker of Pom-
peii in whose house the famous wax
tablets were found (Cp. N. I9ii), This
portrait must have been a speaking li-

keness (Fig. 46),

811 (5014 1. Statuette of a youth in

a tunic, wearing a cuirass ornamented
with figures inlaid in silver. His bea-
ring is imperial but the assumption

that he represents the emperor ("aligula is probably incorrect.

812, 813 (5f);i2, 56;W). Two Busts of unknown personages.

Fig. 4;. Statue of Perseus.

Large Bronzes. Room L

In the middle on a marble table near the window

:

Hli (rif}fli2). Dancing Faun found in the « House of the Faun >» at Pom-
peii, which was consequently so called. He is represented not as drunk
but as performing a rhythmic dance. This wonderfully executed work of
art may be regarded as a (ireek original.
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815 (111495). Faun with wine-skin. Discovered in the house « del Cen-
tenario » in Pompeii. He wears a wreath of fir twigs and has pointed
ears and a long tail. He holds a full wineskin under his left arm the
contents of which he lets flow or checks at will according to the pressure
exerted by the left hand on the mouth of the w^ine-skin.

816 (50()1>. Drunken Siienus, intended as a stand for a vase, of which
the fragments were found close at hand. He struggles with all his might
to maintain his equilibrium.

In the middle of the room :

817 (6a)3). Dionysus. This un-
usually beautiful statuette com-
monly known as Narcissus, must
be thus identified on account of
the nebris and the ivy-wreath.
The action of the god is not self-

evident
; perhaps he is playing

with his panther , perhaps liste-

ning to far-away sounds (Fig. 47).
The limbs arc particularly slen-

der, causing us to ascribe this

work to the Hellenistic period
though the influence of Praxite-
les is plainly felt. A different base
was substituted for the original
before the eruption of Vesuvius.

818 (111701). Cupid carrying
a dolphin on his shoulder. Orna-
ment for a fountain.

819 r5(X)0 . Cupid with a duck.
,

Ditto. /

On a marble table against
the right wall:

820-822 (4897 -4Wlj. Lion, . .

Wild -boar with dogs, Serpent. Fig. 46. Caecilius Jucundus
Group lor fountain. (Phot. Brogi).

On a marble table against the left wall :

823, 824 (4902, 4891). Stag and Raven. Ditto.

825 (4994). Seated Fisherman. Ornament for a fountain.

826 ^4890). Bull. Ditto.

827 (4903;. He-goat.

The subjects of the frescoes which adorn the walls of this room are:

Opposite the window :

828 (9621). Dionysus with two Satyrs surrounded by cupids engrossed
in the chase. Paintnig and stucco.

On the other wall :

829 959t>). Dionysus with Satyrs.

On the left wall

:

K*io (95951. A veiled woman stands on a dais holding a casket. In the
space on the right is another seated figure of a woman.
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64 Ground-floor

'if'A'W v*^

Room it.

In the centre towards the window:

K31 (5630), Apollo. As he still holds a plectrum in his right hand,
his left obviously held a cithara. This bronze is a good copy of a Greek
original of the time of Phidias. Cp. the Apollo of Mantua (Fig. 48, 49).

In the centre of the room:

832 (4997). Statuette of a
flying Victory, originally su-
spended and consequently
able to dispense with the
newly-added ball at her feet.

She held a victor*s palm or
a trophy in her left hand,
not the wand with which she
is now represented.

8;}3 (4998). Statuette of
Venus Anadyomene. She pro-
bably held a mirror in her
left while adjusting her hair
with her right hand. Copy
of a fourth century original.

In the centre towards the
end wall:

8^14 (125348). Statue of a
youth of Polyclitan type but
with many individual traits.

It is an original work and
ascribed to the end of the se-

vere period. Its owner evi-

dently altered it for use as a
candelabra , silvered It and
put a tendril in the right
hand from which the lamps
could hang. It resembles the
well-known Idolino In Flo-

rence (Fig. 50).

R35 (5613). Statuette of A-
pollo. The god is represented
just interrupting his playing
to listen to the prayers of his

worshippers.

On a marble pillar against
the right wall

:

h36 (41«)5). Bacchus and
a Satyr*

On a marble pillar against the left wall :

837 (48it2). Seated Hermes,

The following paintings are on the walls:

At the end of the room :

8;i8. Wall of the fourth style. Satyr and Bacchante.

Fig. 47. Narcissus (Fhot. Brogi).
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On the left wall

:

839 (S594). Wall of the second style with architecture.

On the right wall:

HIO. Wall of the fourth style. Narcissus gazing at his reflection in

the water.

Fig. 48 and 49. Apollo of Mantua iPhot. Alinari).

Room III.*

In the centre towards the v^indow:

Kll (5f)2r)). Hermes seated on a rock, ori>^inally holding the caduceus
in his left hand. The wings are strapj^ed to his feet. He has paused for

a moment to rest but is ready at once to resume his llight through the
air I'^ig. 51). This statue is a copv of a work of Lysippus or of his school.

H42 ;5H24). Sleeping Satyr. His right foot is stretched out, the left

drawn in and his ri<ht arm raised above his head. His general build,
tail, horns, and goat's beard recall the type of Pan as rendered in the
third century.
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In the centre on the lon^ marble table :

H43-H47 ^^(3()4, o^W), 50(>5, 5621, 5fU9). The so-called Dancers from Her-
culaneum. Probably intended for water-carriers on the point of visiting

the spring with hydriae on their heads. They can be traced back to Pe-
loponncsian originals of the fifth century. The shape of the bases shows
that they were originally mt-ant to adorn niches. The eyes were inset. In
their hair they almost all wear a fillet inlaid with silver. The Doric peplos
falls in stiff folds In the ground One (N. 847) is just in the act of faste-

ning hers on the left shoulder (Fig. 52).

In the centre towards the end
of the room ;

HIS (Ty^^i), Bust of a young
man, piobably an athlete on ac-

count of the olive twigs woven
in with the fillet.

H49 (5592). Female Bust,
wrongly called Berenice, as there
is no resemblance with the coins
bearing her image and super-
scription. The lips were covered
with a thin layer of copper. The
hair dressed high is kept back
by a double plait. The goddess
Artemis has been suggested, but
the bust is probably a portrait.'^^?^'

on

Hi: J

On
Hr>4

<^1). N.
titnr ol

wr< aths

In front of the window
the right

;

sry) (5fT(>8). Archaic Bust of a
youth, the remains of a statue. It

is not clear whether this repre-
sents Apollo or some athlete. It

dates from the beginning of the
hfth century.

On the right wall

:

H51 (58:«). Head of a youth,
originally wearing a fillet. The
st\ le of the head is Polyclitan
but the expression and the treat-

ment of the hair point to a some-
what later artist.

ny^ (nCn]), a Girl standing
with bnth arms outstretched in

the attitude of prayer. She wears
a Doric chiton with apopt>gma.
Hit hair is secured by a fillet.

From a fifth century original.

ViU). Head of the Polyclitan school, probably Hercules.

tliP left wall :

4Hh^ . Rt plica of the head of the Doryphorus b> Pol>clitus.

i\f). This 1 o|)y was ex^ruted by Apollonios , ati Athenian of the

Augu tu .. Ih^ projections at the sides served for suspending

Fig. S''» P^^l^^^"^ *^^ Ponipei
(Phot. Brogi).
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855 (561<v. Head of a Youth, after a work of Polyclitus produced later

than the Doryphorus.

856 (48H9\ Bust of an Amazon, probably intended as a companion
figure to N. 854 (Fig. 53). Perhaps a copy of one of the Ki)hesian ama/ons.

857 (5618), Male Bust. The long hair is secured by a fillet and the
treatment of both hair and beard is ver> mannered. Some critics wish to

ascribe it to Sc<»pas or Praxiteles on account of the i>athetic expression
of the countenance. Sogliano sees in it a mingling of the Dionysiac and
Platonic types and thinks that the proper name for it is « Dion>soplaton »,

who occours in greek Papiri (Fig. 54).

P'ig. 51. Resting Hermes.

Roonn IV.

In the centre towards the w indow :

858 uV):>s . Drunken Faun. His wine-skin more than half emptied, he
is portra>ed in a rerunihent attitude on a lion's skin, and is snapping
the lingers of his right liand.

859, 86() 4888, 48SI3K Two Gazelles.
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In the centre towards the end of the room :

861, 862 (5626, 5627), Two youths preparing to wrestle (Fig. 55).

Under the window in the left corner

:

863 (4893). Wild Sow in full retreat.

On the right wall :

H^>m (5U21, 5029, 5(>28, 5^>20, 5032). Little Boys with a dolphin, hy-
dria and mask at their side, intended as ornaments for fountains.

On the end wall:

869 - 873 (5007, 5012,

5015, 5011, 5006). Silenus
with a wine-skin or play-
ing with a panther, as

ornaments for fountains.

On the left wall :

874-877 (5aS3, 5023,
Ba30, 5027, 5031). Various
ornaments for fountains.

Room V.

In the centre towards
the window :

879 (5616). Male Bust,
erroneously called Sene-
ca. This masterpiece da-
tes from a period of ab-
solute realism and can
be considered a product
of post-Alexandrian sty-

le. It appears to have
been done from life and
therefore the original
must be sought amongst
contemporary celebrities

of the third or second
century.That the portrait
is of a Greek is proved

by the shape of the beard and the surroundings in which it was disco-
vered at Herculaneum, and this discredits the idea of Seneca whose fea-

tures, judging by a herm of him at Berlin, were quite different from these.

Owing to the fact that a replica found on the Palatine wears an ivy-wreath
it has been urged that the original was a poet, wherefore Philetas of Cos,
Callima^hus and others have been suggested, though it is quite possible

that the ivy-wreath may have been an accidental addition. The large
number of replicas proves him to have been a person of great renown
but his identity remains as yet undiscovered.

SHO (5^1(^2). So-called Democrltus. A bearded man of advanced age
with head bent slightly backward, the eyes thoughtfully cast down. It

is a good portrait of the Hellenistic period but cannot be identified.

S81 (5623). So called Heraclltus. A head showing signs of great energy.
It is an excellent work of the Hellenistic period.

Fig, 52. Dancers from Herculaneum.
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On the right wall

:

882 (5607), So-called Archytas. This name is due to its similarity to

a head on a false coin. The head is covered with a leathern cap whose
rim is rolled into a band. As this head-dress was worn by athletes this

must be looked upon as the portrait of an athlete.

883 (5634). Bust of Sdplo Afrlcanus Major, thus called on account of
the high temples, shorn head, toothless mouth and projecting ears, all to

be found in another duly inscribed bust and on the coins of Gnaeus Rla-
sius. Compare the Pompeian picture of the death of Sophonisbe, (N, 1400,
Fig. 56).

SH4 (5598). Bust of Aulus '

GabiniuSy doubtful. It is not
certain whether the long curls ^ ^^
are antique, nor whether this " "^ '

bust is of a man or woman.
Latterly it has been thought
to represent a Roman lady
of the time of Claudius.

885 (5588). Bust of a
Greek Warrior, called by the
members of the Academy of
Herculaneum C. Caesar, but
obviously a Hellenistic work.

:^%

On the end wall

:

886 (5622k Bust of a Ro-
man , called without reason
Marc Aemilius Lepidus or
Sulla.

887 (5631). Male Bust, ve-
ry realistic.

On the other wall

:

888 (5596), Bust of a king
of the Hellenic period; it has
been identified on insufficient

grounds as Ptolemaeus Ale- Fig. 53, Bust of an Amazon (Phot. Brogi).
xander , as Alexander the
Great, as his father Philip, and as King Lysimachus.

889 ^5600). Bust of Ptolemaeus Philadelphus, according to Six's pro-
bably correct suggestion. On coins he is represented at a more advanced
age. The bust is related to the art of Lysippus.

890 (5590). Bust of Seleucus Nicator, so called because of its resemblance
to coins bearing his image. A statue of him was executed by Lysippus,

On the column to the left near the window

;

891 ^48^)6;. Female Bust, traditionally called Sappho. I'ndoubtedly
a poetess. Fourth century work, (Fig. 57).

In the glass case to the right near the window :

892 •69762-69771 . Ten tigers heads which served as water spouts.

To the left near the window :

893 (5467). Small Bust of Demosthenes, with inscription.Mediocre work.
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8^4 io48S). Small Bust of Zeno with inscription (300 B. C.)»

H95 (5471). Small Bust of Metrodorus (330-277 B. C), the friend of
Epicurus.

896 (r470). Small Bust of Epicurus.

897 (474). Bust of a Woman of the Claudian period.

89S (2r>494). Sun-dial in the form of a ham, the pig's tail serving as
pointer.

899 (5296). Statuette of a bearded Satyr, blowing the flute and accom-
panying himh>elf with the scabellum, an instrument played with the foot.

,''<<r

rir---

L.

^m (5466). Small Bust of
Hermarchos , with inscrip-

tion. He was a disciple of
Epicurus.

901 (5469). Small Bust of
Demosthenes, superior to IS .<»

893 (Fig. 5^h
9(>2 ',r)465). Small Bust of

Epicurus with inscription.

903 (5292). Statuette of a
Satyr \Nith a thyrsus.

Beneath the window :

9(J4. Candelabra, decora-
ted with many reliefs.

On the walls of the room:

905908. Paintings of the
Second Style from Boscorea-
le, with very beautiful archi-
tecture. The meaning of the
pictures has not yet been de-
termined.

Room of the Isis,

Fig. 54. DioiiysMphiton.
Together with the Grae-

co-Roman gods the Egyptian
divinities found many wor-

shippers. In Pompeii directly after the earthquake of 63 A. D. the temple
of Isis was rebuilt. The objects here collected were excavated there.

Over the door, outside :

iK)9 ^:J765). Inscription stating that tlit templo was rebuilt at the
exjiense ot Xumerius Popidius Olsinus, who was rewarded by being
received amongst the l)c< uriones. The parents, freed citizens, strove by
this act ot generosit\ to secure a higher position iot their son.

910. Holy-water stoup.

In the centre c( the room ;

911 (02001. Head of a Woman. Roman copy of a fifth century type.

912 ((>s^>s<. Another holy water stoup.

Along the window wall :

913 914. Marble column, bronze stands for braziers.
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In the glass case:

915-f)23. Candelabra^ lamps, sistra, sacrificial knives, etc.

924 (1035). Tablet with hieroglyphs, which had not the least connection
with Pompeii, but were placed in the Shrine of Isis in order to give local

colour.

Fie?- 55' Wrestling youths.

925. Leaden Vessel in which water was kept.

926 (f>21^K!. Statuette of Venus Anadyoniene, with traces of colouring.

On the wall opposite the window:
^21 (6312) Marble statuette of Dlony-^

SUS giving his panther water from a can-
tharus. Dionysus was associated with Osi-
ris as wa:> Venus with Isis.

928 (976). Statuette of Isis. Archaistic,
painted and gilded. She held the sistrum
in her right hand and in her left the
Ankh.

929 (4991). Herni of Norbanus Sorex.

Among the frescoes from the Temple
of Isis the following are noteworthy:

Over the entrance door :

9;». Osiris,

931. Caricature of Typhon.

932. An Egyptian woman is stan-
ding on a ship and drawing another ship
along behind her. Beneath are two great
snakes.

9»i3 (S,V>4). Lion advancing to the right.

9rU (HV>2^. Ibis.

(Jn the wall opposite the window :

935, 936 v^">65. 8533\ Animals.

Fig. 56. vScipio

in a Pompeian picture.
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937 (9548). lo guarded by Argos* Hermes gives him a syrinx in order
to lull him to sleep so that he may kill him and so liberate lo»

938 (9558). lo is carried back to Isis in Egypt by the Nile.

Room of the Pompeian Temples.

Everything that was found in the three temples of Zeus, of Apollo,
and of Zeus Meilichios has been collected here.

Near the door leading to

v^^vg^ the Room of Isis :

:?i| 939 (^206). Large marble
'

<
^ V bust ofZeuSy resembling the

Zeus of Otricoli, w^hich is a
fourth century creation.

At the base

:

940 (6094). Marble Relief.
Zeus holding the sceptre in

his right hand, is seated on
a throne borne by winged
animals.

941 (62r>0). Torso of a co-
lossal seated statue. Zeus?

942 (6264). Large Bust of
Hera.

In the centre of the win-
dow w all

:

913 r 22573). Terracotta
Bust of Minerva with helmet.

Along the third wall:

944 (22574). Terracotta
Statue of Jupiter. The right

hand held the thunder bolts.

945 (22575). Terracotta
Statue of Juno.

946 (5629). Bronze Statue of Apollo shooting an arrow from his bow.

Opposite :

947 4Hir)). Upper portion of a bronze statue of Artemis. She is in the
act of shooting arrows, probably at the Niobids.

Fourth wall

:

94S (6'2;i4). Marble Statue of Venus, much restored.

949 (6352). Statue of a Hermaphrodite, Companion figure to N. 948
and made of marble.

9W (l>s7). Herm of Mercury, the patron of the palaestra.

Room of the large bronze fragments.

951. Numerous fragments of equestrian and other statues, many with
traces of gilding.

In the centre ot the room:

963 (110127), Silver bust of Oalba. Very much damaged.

Fig- 57. Sappho (Phot. Brogi).
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Corridor of the Antinous.

"*i?

964 (6C)52). Bust of Tiberius^ who strongly resembled his mother.

965 (6400), Coiossal seated statue, restored as Augustus.

966 (6043). Herm of Tiberius.

967 (6046). Statue of Caligula, in a cuirass. Very much restored. The
older portions are of good workmanship.

968 r6060). Bust of Claudius. Good execution. The mental weakness
and the timidity of the man are clearly recognisable.

969 (6059). Statue of Htus in
a cuirass, represented as the con- r

queror of Jerusalem.

970 (6058). Bust of Nero (?)

Likeness is lacking but it is dif-

ficult to see whom else the bust
resembles.

971 (6055). Statue of the youn-
ger Drusus, so called because of
the resemblance to his image on
coins. The type is derived from
a Polyclitan work.

972 (6054). Female Bust.

973 (109516). Head of the
younger Drusus.

974 (6192). Female Bust, with
traces of red colour still remai-
ning in the locks of hair that co-
ver the temples and ears.

975 (111386). Bust of a youth. |^^

976 (6063). Bust of a Roman, '^^im.
certainly not a portrait of Nerva.

0t^l^i''.mw!Q)0:•..

m
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Fig. 5S. Bust of Demosthenes.

Opposite the door leading to

the garden :

977 (6029). Statue of a Wo-
man, seated. The head assuredly
does not belong to the body. The
hands are restored. The drapery and such portions of the body as are

visible are very carciully executed. This portrait of a woman of about

fifty years of age has been thought to be one of the two Agrippinas, but

the identification is doubtful.

978 (120424). Head of a Woman of the Claudian period. The hair is

arranged in curls and shows traces of red colouring.

979 6033). Bust of Caracalla. He had accustomed himself to turn his

head towards his left shoulder in imitation of a habit of Alexander the

Great, noticeable in all portraits of that monarch. The artist has here

made a portrait admirably full of the character of the fiend who did not

hesitate to kill his brother in their mother's arms (F*jg. 59)«

980 (6075). Bust of Hadrian in a cuirass. This is the best portrait of

that emperor in the National Museum.
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981 (60^)2). Statue of Marcus Aurelius in a cuirass,

982 (6031). Bust of Antoninus Pius. Excellent workmanship,

983 (60«j0). Statue of Antlnous, the favourite of the Emperor Hadrian,
who gave up his life for his master, and who was deified after death and
worshipped ordinarily under the g^uise of Dionysus. The motive of the
statue is derived from a fourth century original (Fig, 6a).

Along the long wall :

9H4 \6081). Statue of L. Verus, in a cuirass. The right arm is restored;
the head is ancient but »loes not belong to the body.

985 V6079). Bust of
A\. Aurelius. He wears
a chlamys.

986 rm56). Colossal
seated statue of an Em-
peror. The head and
arms are restorations.
The restorer had Clau-
dius in his mind.

987 imii». Bust of
a Man. Period of the
Antonines.

Opposite the Cor-
ridor of Homer:

98S (6()57). Statue
of a Roman Empress
arra>ed as the Muse
Polyhymnia. The desi-
gnation of Antonia is

incorrect. She resem-
bles Matidia, the mo-
ther of Sabina.

Along the right
wall;

989 (CiOHH). Bust of
Caracalla, op. N. 979*

99() ((3<)74). Bust of
the so called Plotina. This desi^^nation is arbitrar> , The hair is piled up
in curls forming a diadem above the forehead.

991 (P)(>M)), Bust of the elder Faustina* recognisable by the style of
hair-dressing.

ff)2 i^>^H>2). Bust of a Woman of the Fla\ ian period, judging by the
coiffure which \\a then fashionable.

^Y^i^ (1)193). Bust of a Woman, identifiable by coins as Marciana, the

sister of Trajan,

Hall of the Great Mosaic,

Fig. 59 Caracalla (Phot, Brogi).

ifM (iy)}]H). Julius Caesar. Colossal Bu'.t, whi( h must be identified as

a portrait of C. Julius Caesar on th*" basis of at;reement with coins. Good
workmanship of the hrst century B. C (Fig. ^i).
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On the left wall:

9ir> (W4H). Head of a Man. Only the face is antique* Perhaps intended
to be Marcellus.

Opposite :

996 (6C)45). Bust, considered to be the elder Agrippina, or perhaps
Livia.

To the left

:

9$n (6(44,. Statue of Marcellus* The left hand and the right arm are

restorations. Part of the hair near the left temple was removed s.> that

a wreath might be placed on the head. This statue, and the one following,

were found at Pompeii in the
Macellum,

Opposite;

9t« mil). Statue of Li-

via, the wite of Augustus.
The right forearm is resto-

red. She holds an incense
burner in her left hand and
wears an olive wreath, the
ends of which hang down
on her shoulders. Although
the features are not quite
the same as those of the w ell-

known portrait of Livia, yet
the identification is confirmed
not onlv by the fact that the
statue was found with that
of Marcellus (cp. N. 997) but
also by the inscription that
was found with it. We pro-
bably have before us an ideal
portrait of the empress as a
priestess, the artist having
paid little regard to the crea-
tion of a faithful likeness.

999 {iu>20). The battle of
Alexander* In size and signi-

ficance this is the most im-
portant of all mosaics. Cur-
tius (1 II-27) has described the
meeting of Alexander, King of Macedon, with Darius, King of the Persians.

The former has pressed forward and with his lance tran.^fixes a com-
panion of Darius who has interposed his own body and that of his falling

horse in order to save his king. At this sight Darius almost forgets his

own danger. His charioteer despairingly urges his horses to flight over
all obstacles in order that he may bring the chariot out of the turmoil

and thus save Darius, but the kin;; stretches out his arms to the friend

who has laid down his h'fe for him (Fig. 62^ The mosaic probabl> goes
baik to a motive created in the Hellenistic period.

1(MX> 'ri(>49). Statue of a Man. The head and arms are recent additions,

and the statue has been rest'>red as Tiberius.

lorn (6<Jo(>). Head of a Boy, su])posed by some people to be Nero.

1002 .6362 . Statue of Fortuna, found in the Temple of Fortuna at

_^y,.

}-':C •
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Fig, 60. Antinous (Phot. Brogi).
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Pompeii. She holds a cornucopia in her left hand. The statue is of me-
diocre execution and belongs to the Alexandrian period. The head, how-
ever, is of an earlier t>pe and may have replaced that of an empress.

10()3 (6190). Bust of the younger Agrlppina, with the hair dressed in

a peculiar fashion. This identification Is proved by coins.

1004 (6053). Statue of a Man, holding a cornucopia in his left hand.
It is doubtful whether the head be antique. Some people suppose it to be
Tiberius or Augustus.

Hall of the Flavians.

In the centre

:

1005 (6066). Bust of Vespa-
sian. Good workmanship.

At the end of the hall

:

1006 (6064). Statue of a Youth
clad in a toga. The head is an-
tique, but does not belong to this

body. The arms and feet have
been restored. The identification

with Britannicus lacks proof,

1007 (6068V Colossal bust of
Vespasian. The upper portion of
the head has been restored and
the forehead has thus been made
too high. Otherwise the execu-
tion is good.

1008 (6229). Statue of a Boy,
wearing the toga praetexta and
a bulla.

1009. Colossal Head of Vespa-
sian. Mediocre work,

1010 (6061). Bust of Domltlan.
Good execution.

1011 (6<139). Statue of an Em-
peror, restored as Julius Caesar. The head and the right arm are modern.

1012 (62-^). Statue of a Boy, wearing the toga praetexta and a bulla.

The identification with Nero is arbitrary.

Hall of Tiberius.

J014 (6193). Bust of Livia, found in a shrine of the Lares at Gragnano
Comparison with the cameo in Florence results in the identification is
Livia in actual portrait resemblance and not idealised, as was usually
the case. She is here presented to us in her youth. The execution of the
bust is good.

Near the window wall

:

1015 (6(X)0). Colossal statue of Tiberius. A large portion of the head
is new. The artist intended to represent the emperor as Mars after a type
derived partly from L\sippus, partly from still earlier times. Ihere is

something forced about his work.

1016 (11S092;. Colossal Bust of Titus. Mediocre work.

Pig, 6i. Julius Caesar.
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of Lucius Verus. The ri^ht arm has been re-.tored. The head has been
suspected , but it certainly does belong to the statue. The attitude is re-

miniscent of the Apollo Belvedere.

In the centre of the room :

1()29 (6<)7SK Colossal Bust of Antoninus Pius, a beautiful and splendid
work of art. The head was probably found in the Baths of Caracalla
(Fig. 63).

1030 (6299). Statue of a Roman woman as Venus. The attitude is

that ot the Capitoline Venus. The face, however is a portrait, though
There are no means of ascertaining who3e portrait it is.

1031 (6291). Statue of Ve-
nus, possibly with attempt to
reproduce some one's por-
trait. There is a slight resem-
blance to Faustina.

Along the walls

:

1032 (imS). Bust df the
youthful Marcus Aurelius.

urn (6102). statue, sup-
posed to be Maximinus. Ar-
bitrarily put together and has
no connection with Maximi-
nus.

1034 (60S2). Bust of a
Boy, evidently a member of
the imperial family. Closer
identification is impossible.

KXC) (Cim). Bust of the
youthful Marcus Aurelius. I-

dealised.

um (6077). Statue of an
Emperor, to whom the resto-

rer has given the features ol

Domitian.

1037 (f>r)04\ Bust of the
youthful Marcus Aurelius.

1038 (6067). Bust of Ha-
drian in cuirass and chlamys. Good execution. Gorgons and Victories
serve to ornament the cuirass < Fig. 64).

10:j9 ((5(Xi9). Bust of Hadrian in a chlamys. Good workmanship.
1040 f>^)71>. Bust of Antoninus Plus.

1041 (mn). Bust of the youthful Marcus Aureilus,

1042 (i^Hi. Colossal Statue of Antlnous as Bac< hus. It has been much
restoreil and it i^ possible that the attributes are incorrect additions.
Cp. N. 9H3.

U43 <(>H4i. Bust of Commodus in cuirass and chlamys. Probably
modi rn»

loll fMHH).. Bust, supposed to be Lucius Verus; the execution is not
bad, ^nit tfie designation is in* (^ireit.

lfa.M(4'.» ii\ir,]^ tiTr):^ r,757, ti73!», (jTM). Decorative Statues from the
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Temple of Neptune In Rome. This splendid building which is still standing
in the Piazza di Pietra, was rebuilt and decorated b> Ha<Jrian and his
successors. Beneath each column there was on the stylobate a correspon-
ding pier ornamented with a figure in national costume personifying a
con(|uered province. Beneath each intercolumniation was a slab with
trophies of arms. Most of the fragments discovered in excavation are
suli in Rome, either in the Palace of the (.Conservators or in the Ode-
scikhi and Altieri Palaces. Naples possesses the figure of an Asiatic
province, possibly Bithynia, in the dress of an Amazon, and a young
fi^ ire whose long hair is confined by a fillet, i>erhaps intended to be
\«iri< um. A third, Armenia, has her hair parted in the centre and is

luilding an arrow and a quiver. There are also two slabs with trophies
of arms.

On the wall behind
the bust of Antt»ninus
Pius:

nm MW7S). Relief
with inscription. Two
men clad in togas are
sacrificing before a sta-

tue , which according
tor the inscrii)tion , is

that of Marcus Aure-
lius.

Above

:

1051, 1052 (672f^
f^^). Two medallions
with a bust on each of

them.

On the wall oppo-
site the w inflows :

105:} iCrm). Relief

from a sarcophagus.
Period of the Antoni-
nes.

Above

:

1054, Medallion
with a bust. Fig. 64. Bust of Hadrian.

Hall of the Roman Busts.

(As almost all the names given to the busts are doubtful, it is not

worth while to enumerate them here and for the sake of brevity we
confine ourselves to those that have been idtiitified with ome certainty).

At the left end of the marble table opposite the v\indnws,

l(W)(f>(>S6). Septimius Severus, whose heard is peculiars arranged in

Icmg curls.

Near it, to the rii^iht:

lUil. So-calle<l Clodius Alblnus. The stvl of the hair and fieard show
that this bust belon^;s ti> the pcii c\ from Haclriaii to Septimius Sev< rus.

I)e Petra considers it to be c'lodiu*-^ Aibinus.

10t)9 (HKHi). Colossal Bust of a Barbarian, probabh a Daiian.
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1070 (6178). Brutus. This is considered to be a portrait of L. Brutus,
the liberator of the Roman people, because the head is similar to the
head of L. Brutus which M. Brutus put on his coins. This assumption
presupposes that a portrait of L. Brutus was handed down as late as the
first century. In any case a bronze bust in the Palace of the Conserv^a-

tori represents the same person.

Portico of the Antlnous.

To the left:

1074 (61X2). Bust of an unknown
Roman.

1075 (6179). Bust of an unknown
personage, of negro type.

In the case:

1076 (111399). Small Bust of De-
mosthenes.

1077 (110872). Epicurus (?).

1078 ail389). The so-called Se-
neca. This bust was probabI> joined
to another as a double herm*

1079 (110873). The same.

1080 (111392). Small Bust of Epi-

CUruSy cut away behind. Cp. N. 1078.

1081 (lOt^ll). Roman bust from
Pompeii. It is fastened by means of
cement to an Aretine vase.

1082 (119585). Bustof Metrodorus.

Opposite the window

:

1083. Bearded Head of a Greek.
It has been placed on a plaster herm.

Along the left wall:

1084 (6025). Head of a Roman,
considered by some to be Marcus Bru-

tus, by others as a portrait of Virgil.

1085 (6028). Bust of Pompey. O-
thers hold it to be Horace.

1086 (6697). Relief. An old man
in a cloak is seated on a chair, and
Is about to carry a cup to his lips.

1087 (6141). Bust of a Greek general. L>simachus has been suggested.

1088 (6U2). Bust of Posldonlus, the Stoic, identifiable by the in-

script ion.

10H9 i612H). Bust of Zeno, the Stoic, with an inscription.

109r) ^6127). Bust of a Man. It has been identified as Eratus or as

the Stoit Chrysippus.

1091 l(rJ3 (61H5-6187). Bust of a Man, incorrectly called Seneca.

l^KU ^I(XJ7). Head of Perseus, the last king of Macedonia.

l(t)b {OZM), Statue of a Roman in a toga By a misapprehension this

fi|L;ure has been dtsiji^nated a^ M. Tullius Ci* ero.

Fig. 65. Statue of an orator (?).
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WM tH125), Statue of a Woman, resembling Livia, but also like Dru-
silla. The designation of Sibylla which was formerly accepted is untenable.

1097-1098 (6201, 6189). Two Busts of unknown Romans.

1099 '6181), Bust of Marcus Brutus* The identification is questionable.

1100 ((205 . Bust of a Roman,
1101 (6180). Bust of an Orator. The designation of Caius Marius has

no foundation.

1102 (6204 . Bust of a Roman.
lioa. Statue of a Man. It is derived

from the Hermes of Andros.

1104 (6245). Head of a Roman. With
it was found an inscription bearing the
name Terentius, which suggested the wri-
ter of comedies , but he had nothing to

do \^ith this statuev

UOTi (62</2). Bust of a Roman of the
last century of the republican period. It

is impossible to identify it.

110(3 i67r)0). Relief. A man in a cloak
is seated on a stool

,
gazing at a mask

that stands before him.

1107 (111385). Bust of Pompey. Cp.
N. 1085.

1108 (6194). Bust of a Woman, with
veiled head. The himatlon is thrown
round the neck , so that only the face
remains uncovered by the garment. This
attitude frequentl> recurs , especially in

(ireek terra-cotta figures of the fourth
century.

Corridor of Homer.

Left wall

:

1109 ,6139). So-called Herm of Sopho-
cles. It is now more correctly named
Aeschylus. The hair and beard are trea- , ^^ li . . c

led in masterly fashion. ^

1110, 1111 (6i:^2 6136). lycurgus. The designation is arbitrary.

1112 v6143u Herm of Solon (?). Excellent execution. The designation
is arbitrary.

In the middle:

1113. Headless Statue, of good workmanship. It probably represented
an orator. (Fig. 65).

Right wall

:

1114 i61fx3). Male Bust. Designation undetermined.

1115 6131 Supposed Bust of Carneades* Coarse work.

1116 61tV)j. Bust of LysiaSy identifiable by the inscription. The bust
was probably part ol a statue which represented the orator addressing
an audience.

6
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1117 (817)9). Hcrm of Ant!$(henes, the founder of the School of Cynics.
The identification of this statue is unquestionable, because of its resem-
blance to the Antisthenes of the Vatican. It is probably a production of
the beginning of the fourth century.

11 IH (6415). Hcrm of Socrates. The superficial resemblance of this

great philosopher to Silenus is emphasised. An inscription on the herm
is a quotation from the Criton of Plato. (Fig. 66).

Opposite

:

1119 (6413). Hcrm of Sophocles. Inasmuch as two copies of this type
bear inscriptions dating from antiquity designating them as Sophocles,
there can be no question as to the correctness ot this name. The bust
dates from the time before the Hellenistic period and is perhaps influenced
by the statue erected by the poet's son Jophon. The Lateran Sophocles
is several decades younger.

^ Farther along the left

wall

:

1120 (6133). Bust of So-
phocles (?). Perhaps it is in-

tended to represent Aeschy-
lus or Aristophanes.

1121 (6140;. Bust of He-
slod (?). it used to be taken
for Homer. The designations
as Hesiod, or as Apollonius
of Tyana, who worked mira-
cles in the first century after
Christ, are both uncertain.

1122 (6135). Bust of Eu-
ripides« The inscription pro-
ves the identification. Among
the other portraits this one
is distinguished by fine exe-
cution. It is problably deri-
ved from a bronze original
placed in the theatre in A-
thens by Lycurgus , the o-
rator.

Opposite, on the right
wall

:

1123, 1124 (6160, 6161)/
Two Busts Of Euripides, one
of good, the other of medio-
cre, execution.

1125 (6134). Bust Of Sophocles (?). Similar to the one in the Lateran.
1126 <6129). Bust of Socrates. Too much emphasis is laid on those

traits of Socrates which remind the superficial observer of Silenus.

Farther along the left wall ;

1127 (6414). Herm of Euripides.

Opposite

;

112H Herm of Hesiod r?).

1129 (6239). Double Herm of Herodotus and Thucydldes: both histo-

Fig. 67. Homer (Phot. Brogi).
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rians can be Identified by the inscription of their names. They are the
work of an artist of the second Attic School but are dependent upon an
earlier model. The double herm was found in the middle of the sixteenth
century and was sawn asunder by order of the Farnesc. In Naples the
two halves have been once more united.

Opposite the door leading to the garden:

1130 (6023). Bust of Homer. This is a magnificent work of art. By
means of the legendary blindness of Homer the artist has brought into

prominent expression the divine enthusiasm and clairvoyance of the poet.

The work must have been produced in the Hellenistic period (Fig. 67).

1131 (6237). Statuette of a Man^ seated upon a throne supported by
winged lions.

1132 (6238). Statuette of
a seated Man identifiable by
the inscription as Moschion,
but as the head is missing,
it is impossible to know
which Moschion is meant.

On the right wall

:

1133 (6146). Bust of He-
rodotuSy with inscription.

1134 (6157). Bust of a
helmeted warrior. Closer i-

dentificatJon is impossible.

1135 (6236). Double Herm.
Identification impossible.

Farther along the left

side:

1136 (6ie2).So-called Bust
of Anacreon.

Opposite:

1137(6144). Supp. Bust of
Periander. Probably found in

Herculaneum although mar-
ked Farnese. There is a simi-
lar bust in the Capitoline
Museum which has been na-
med Julian the Apostate be-
cause of its manifest rtsemblaui e to that emperor. But this identification
is incorrect for the busts bear indications of earlier Greek origin.

Farther to the left

:

1138 (6154). Bust, supposed to he a portrait of Juba, the elder.

1139 (6018), Statue of Aeschines. Found at Herculaneum broken into
many fragments. The artist has represented the rival of Demosthenes in

an attitude he was very fond of assuming, namely hiding his arms under
his cloak wbcn speaking Instead of having them free. The sculptor seems
to have been interested in portraying the orator rather than the politi-

cian. One might desire more life in the statue (Fig. 68).

1140 (6155;. Bust ot a Man, designated Socrates, but without reason.

1141 (6147). Bust of a Man, supposed to be Lysias.

6*

Fig. 68. Aeschines (Vatican).
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1142 (6153). Bust of a Man, incorrectly called Demosthenes.

1143 (6152). Bust of a Man, identified as Zeno, but without reason.
Careful workmanship.

1144 (615()). Bust of Pyrrhus. The hehnet is decorated with a crown
of oak-leaves. The diadem, of which the ribbon is visible on the neck,
signifies that its wearer is a king. These attributes seem to indicate that
this is Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, the adversary of Rome. (Fig. 69).

Opposite:

1145 v6105). Statue of a Youth in the attitude of prayer.

Farther to the left:

1146 (6149). Herm of De-
metrius Poliarcetes (?)• The
appellation is not quite cer-

tain, because his features as

given on coins, differ slightly

from these. The bull's horns
indicate a deity and are al-

ways given to Seleucus Ni-
cator, but also appear in por-

traits of other princes who
were his contemporaries.

1147 (6126). Statue, re-

stored as Homer. The head
and neck, judging by their

smoothness and different co-

lour, are evidently restora-

tions. In all probability the
statue represented a poet, and
for this reason the restorer
transformed it into a Homer
when adding a new head.

1148 (6156). Herm of Ar-
chtdamos , King of Sparta.
The damaged Inscription on
the herm had been interpre-

ted as Archimedes, but this

identification is contradicted
by the cuirass and sword-

belt (Fig. 70). A new reading of the inscription gives us the name as

An hidamos thus assuming that the herm is a portrait of Archidamos
the Second, who was King of Sparta at the beginning of the Pelopon-
nesian War.

1149 (6188j, Herm or a Woman. It stood in Herculaneum together
with a herm of Pallas, This is not a portrait, probably we must recognise
Hestia (Fig. 71).

In the centre :

IIW (H21()). Statue of an Orator. Found at Herculaneum broken in

many fragments and subsequerilly mur h patched. The yellow colour is

caused by heat. Judging by the ( ostume, it is a Greek, and the identifi-

cation as Valerius Publicola is consequently incorrect.

Alon^ the right wall:

1111 ,614H;. Herm, supposed to be Atlillus Regulus. This appellation

Fig. 69. Pyrrhus (Phot. Brogi).
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is quite arbitrary, it is more likel> Philetairos, the founder of the Per-
gamene dynastv, but even that is not certain. Mediocre work.

1152 (6ir>8). Bust, supposed to be Ptolemaeus Sotcr. The diadem is

the attribute of a prince ; all else is uncertain.

1153 (6151). Herm of a Man wearing a helmet.

Rooms of the Inscriptions.

1156-1255. In the centre of the Corridor of Greek Portraits and behind
the Bust of Homer, there is a door leading to five rooms in which the

Inscriptions have been arran-
ged, the smaller ones in cases
and the larger oftes upon the
walls. They come from exca-
vations and from the following
collections, namely the Fame-
se , the Borgia , the Daniele
(Capua), and the Seminary of
S. Francesco en Pozzuoli. The
Collection of Inscriptions in the
National Museum is of great
importance in the study of La-
tin and Greek Epigraphy, and
ot Italic dialects. This subject
is more fully treated in the ori-

ginal Italian edition. See pre-
fatory note.

• Court yard

(Opposite the entrance of the

Rooms of the Inscriptions),

1257. Numerous Statuettes
have V)een placed In the court-
yard. They served to ornament
fountains and most of them are

Fig. 70. Archidamos II. not of great artistic merit.

On the Central Staircase,

12r>s (S2Wl rpper j)ortion of a Colossal Statue of Zeus. The god was
represented seated, probably with the left arm raised and holding the
sceptre, while the right was stretched out. The magnificent conception
revealed in this statue is derived from a work of art produced in the fifth

century. It is prubably a Roman toi>y of a (ireek statue. Found in 1758
at Cumae, it was finally after man> wanderings transferred to the Naples
Museum,
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Campanian Wall Paintings.

The wall-paintings found in Herculaneum, Pompeii, and Stabiae en-
able us to form some idea, though necessarily a dim one, of the painting
of the Greeks. It must not be forgotten that the pictures before us served
merely as decorations and are executed with a completely different techni-
que from that employed in the paintings of Greek artists. Nevertheless
they afford a conception of Greek art quite other than that derived from
Greek vase paintings. Most of the pictures were executed from the time
of Augustus down to the reign of Titus, many indeed having been pro-
duced after the earthquake of 63. A. D. The motives are probably bor-
rowed in great measure from the Greeks, but there are also traces of
Roman influence.

Mezzanino.

First Corridor.

Over the entrance door:

1259 (9553), The amours
of Zeus. The god is depicted
in a reclining attitude hold-

ing sceptre and thunderbolts
while Eros diverts his atten-

tion.

On the wall to the left:

1260 (111436). Jason be-
fore Peleus. Peleus , accom-
panied by one of his daugh-
ters, is descending the steps

of a temple. Below, at an al-

tar to the right stands Jason,
wearing only one shoe. To
the left a bull is lead to sa-

crifice. Peleus, who had dis-

possessed Jason *s father of his
dominions, had been ^\arned
by an oracle to beware of a
man wearing only one shoe,

and this prophecy recurs to

him on beholding Jason. To
remove the danger he sends

Jason forth on the perilous quest of the Golden Fleece.

1261 (111471). Phoinix, the hoary old tutor of Achilles, has arrived

with Diumede at Scyros to Implore Deidamia to send Neoptolemus to

fight against Trov. The meaning of this hitherto inexplicable picture has

been made clear owing to the recent discovery in Pompeii of a copy on
which the name of Phoinix is inscribed.

To the left near the passage to the Second Corridor :

12»'2 (12tMvi2y Phlloctetes wounded. He advances painfully, leaning on
a long staff. I'nder his left arm hr holds his bow and quiver with the

fatal arrovNs of Hercules. It is with these that he gains a subsistence.

12fW (119691 . The Judgment of Paris. To the right is seated Paris in

Fig. 71. Herm of a Woman.
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a thoughtful attitude, near him stands Hermes, pointing with his right

hand to the three goddesses, who have come to Paris in order that he
may settle their dispute as to which of them is the most beautiful,

1264. Nude Aphrodite arising from the sea.

In the passage leading to the second Corridor,

To the left above :

1265 (9089), Aeneas and Anchises, a caricature in which the persons
concerned are represented as monkeys. The well-known scene where
Aeneas, leading his son Ascanius by the hand, is bearing his father An-
chises on his shoulders away from Troy.

Below

:

1266. Perseus showing Andromeda the reflection of the Gorgon, to

gaze on whom directly meant death.

Opposite

:

1267 (115397). Hercules and Au?e. While washing the raiment of the
goddess, Auge, a priestess of Athena is assaulted by the drunken Her-
cules. She bore him a son, Telephus.

To the right near the passage :

1268 (9(X)9). Aeneas wounded. He leans upon his spear and rests his
left hand on the shoulder of his little son Ascanius w^ho weeps bitterly. A
doctor examines the wound. Aphrodite approaches with the healing herb.

1269 (9()10). The wooden horse of Troy. Into their city the Trojans
are drawing the wooden horse in which the (ireek warriors are concealed.
Under a tree sits a mourning woman, probably Cassandra. Another,
perhaps Helen, is depicted above, signalling to the Greeks uith a lighted
torch.

Near it, to the right, on the wall with semicircular window :

1270. The same.

At the right end of the same wall

:

1271 (1200a3). Judgment of Paris. Cp. N. 1263.

First Room.

To the left of the entrance:

1272 (9()08;. Hercules and Telephus. The son of Auge (Cp. N. 1267) is

suckled by a hind. Hercules looks on in company with some women com-
monly supposed to be local deities.

Left wall (*):

127.'^ (HlMf). Cassandra prophesying. On the right stands the prophetess
crowned with laurel and bearing a branch in her hand. ()i)positesits Priam
with little Paris leaning against his knees. Beside him stands Hector hold-
ing a sword. In the backf^round are other Trojans. Cassandra is evidently
warning I'riam and Hector of the approaching downfall of Troy to be
caused by Paris.

1274 (911(>). Achilles In ScyrOs. In order to save her son from certain

() Th^ Irft wall is that to the left of the sf>ei tator 7:hen he stands
facing the windouK
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death, Thetis has dressed Achilles in female clothing and hidden him
amonfi^st the daughters of Lycomedes, but by the cunning of U1>sses he
is discovered. To protect his playmates he seizes weapons and thus reveals
his identity.

1275 (110689). Ulysses and Circe. Ulysses (the head Is damaged) springs
from his seat and prepares to draw his sword against Circe who with out-

stretched hands implores his mercy. One of his transformed companions
looks in through an upper window.

Fig. 72, The Sacrifice of Iphigenia (Phot. Brogi).

1276 (Ul()4t), Fight between Achilles and Agamemnon. The latter having
threatened to carry ott Briseis is challenged to a hght. Both draw their

swords but are each held back, Achilles by Athena. (Jnly the portion
representing this la'-t incident is still intact.

1277 (9105). The Snrrendcr of Briseis. In the centre ih seated Achilles
who proudly but calmh orders the surrender of Briseis to Agrimemnon's
two messengers. Patrof lus leads the maiden towards them. The tent of
Achilles is seen to the right in the back ground.

127H 1)112*. The Sacrifice Of Iphigenia. To appease the wrath of
Artemis who by contrary winds prevents the setting forth of his fleet,
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Agamemnon has to sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia Two leaders of the
Greeks hold her, prepared for the death-blow which the priest Calcbas
hesitates to inflict. The father Agamemnon stands with veiled head near
a column with a statue of Artemis. Suddenly the goddess herself appears
in the sk> and has a stag brought by a nymph to take the maiden's
place on the altar. This stor> was the stibject of a celebrated picture by
Timanthes (Fig. 72).

1279 (9109). Achilles and Cheiron. The centaur teaches Achilles to

play the lyre.

12S() (119690). The Departure of Chryseis. To soften the heart of Apollo
who has sent a plague upon the (Greeks to punish them for chasing away
his priest Chryses, Agamemnon decides to restore Chryseis to her father.

A ship is drawn down to the water and the maiden embarks.

Fig. 73. Marriage of Zeus ' Paiermoj.

12S1 (9550 . Marriage of Zeus. Hera in bridal attire approaches Zeus
who is seated upon a rock, iielow the rock are seated three youth:* per-
sonifying the meeting-place. A precisely similar representation of the
scene recurs on one of the Metopes from Selinus (Pig. 73).

12H2 (9107). Ulysses lind Penelope, riysses, having ridded his house
of the suitors, is not yet recognised by his wife vho watches him atten-

tively as he sits on a broken column. The nurse, Euryolea, and ijther

hanii maidens arc present.

12KJ (9108). Departure of Chryseis. Cp. N. 12^0. The right side of the
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picture is missing. A slave is assisting the maiden to climb on to the deck
of the ship.

12H4 (116085). Achiiles in Scyros. Cp. N, 1274. When Achilles has
betrayed himself by seizing weapons, IHysses and Diomede put forth
their right arms to hold the youth and win him over to fight against
Troy. The King Lycomedes may be seen in the background. His daughters
fly in every direction.

Window wall

:

1285 (114322). Phaedra seated in a chair converses with her nurse
who holds a wax tablet and a stylus In her hand. Phaedra has evidently
handed her the letter in which she reveals to Hippolytus, her step son>
her love for him.

1286 (9249). Ares and Aphrodite. The goddess wearing a diadem and
a purj)le cloak is seated in an armchair. Ares stands behind her and lays
one hand upon her bosom. A maiden is busy taking jewels from a casket
on the left while Kros stands watching them on the right.

1287 (111440). Medea holding a sword in her left hand. She turns with
the intention of slaying her children.

1288 (114321). Medea, sword in hand, gazing at her children who are
playing knucklebones. She has resolved to slay them in order to revenge
herself on Jason. Through a window the tutor looks into the room.

I:^i9 (9257). Punishment of Eros. Aphrodite, angered by some misdeed
committed by Eros deprived him of his quiver and had him put in chains.
She t>oints him out as a warning to a brother Eros. The culprit, tied
and bound, weeps bitter]>. In his hand he holds a mattock wherewith
to till the ground. *

1290 (109751). The Theft of the Palladium. In order to capture Troy
the Greeks have to obtain possession of the Palladium. This is undertaken
by Ulysses and Diomede with the help of Helen and of her handmaiden
Aethra (the names are inscribed in each case) in spite of the desperate
struggle of the Priestess who tries to prevent the theft.

Right wall :

1291 (111320). Helen and Paris. Eros acts as go-between, drawing
Helen's attention to Paris who is seated.

121^2 (111210). The Death of Laocoon and his sons. Laocoon, who had
warned the Trojans of the wooden horse, was strangled with his sons, by
two serpents, while making sacrifice. The painter here shows Laocoon
who sought refuge on the steps of the altar with one serpent entwined
round his body. He seizes it by the neck and tries to hold it oflF. One of
his sons is dead already. The second serpent is in the act of killing the
other son. The sacrificial bull is escaping to the light. Trojans are de-

picted gazing fearfully at the horror.

1293 (111476). Cassandra prophesying. Cp. N. 1273.

12^ ^^111474. Herculeft and Nessus. Hercules seizes and slays the
Centaur who had assaulted his wife Deianira while bearing her across
the river Kuenos.

12iC> (9(X)1). Hercules and Nessus. The Centaur offers to carry- Deia-
nira across the river on his back. Hercules hcsitatvs.

129f> 1111475). Europe on the Bull. The daughter of Agenor is seated
on the Bull Zeus had thus transformed himself) while her companions
are stroking the appaiently gentle beast.

1297 (9042). Punishment of DIrce. Cp. N. 1260. Zethos and Amphion

':i
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are busy attending to the bull to which Dirce is tied. Antiope and the
shepherds who brought up the two youths are standing by.

1298 (111473). Musical Competition between Pan and the Nymphs.
Pan holds the syrinx while one of the n>mphs plays the lyre. Others
form an audience around them.

1299 (8980), Meleager and Atalanta. Between them lies the wild boar's
hide offered by him to her in honour of her first wounding the animal.
Two youths, partakers in the chase, stand in the background and show
fear of the impending tragedy.

Fig. 74. The Knucklebone Players (Phot, Brogi)»
1'

On the end wall

:

1:VX) (9(>49). Theseus after the slaying of the Minotaur. The Athenian
youths and maidens delivered by the hero surround him and endeavour
in every possible way to show their gratitude.

In the revolving show-case are a few examples of painting on marble:

1301 (9560^. Fight against a Centaur^ The Centaur has seized a maiden
who defends herself with energy against the agressor. A youth hurries
forward, seizes the creature^s head, plants one knee against his neck and
swings his weapon for a death blow.

1302 (9562). The Knucklebone Players. Three women, Niobe, Phoibe
and Leto are standing while two others Hileaira and Aglaie are seated
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on the ground playing with knucklebones (Fig. 74). The artist signs
himself Alexandres of Athens.

riOJ (9564). The Apobates. This name was given to men who leapt
from their horses or chariots and on or in again at full gallop. A youth
is here depicted alighting in full armour from his car while the charioteer
drives on. Like N. 130^ this picture is derived from a fifth century
original*

1304 (109370). NIobe. She stands in front of a Doric temple tending
one of her daughters wounded by Artemis. Her glance is directed upwards
towards the goddess. Beside her is the nurse attending to another daughter.

Ii305 (9561). Silenus wearied has sunk down upon a stone. A woman
is busy offering him refreshment. Another woman attends to his ass.

1306 '9563). Scene from a tragedy. Three actors with masks are re-

presented. Whether or not the scene is from Hippolytus must remain
questionable.

Room II.

To the left

:

1307 (1122S2). Ares and Aphrodite seated side by side with a dog at

their feet. To the right in the corner lies a youth apparently asleep while
over him stands another youth watching the god and goddess.

1305 (1122><J). Sleeping Bacchante. A Bacchante with thyrsus and
t>mpanuni lies on the bank of a stream. From the left approaches a man
(this figure is much dama^ed'^ who is assumed to be Dionysus, while Si-

lenus is visible behind a rf)ck.

1[^)9 (111472). Historical Scene. A King in barbaric costume sits in

front of his tent conversing with some men who stand .before him. It has
been suggested that the picture represents Croesus and Cyrus or Cyrus
before Astyages.

On the right wall

:

1310 (12CX)34). Aphrodite (?). A woman with a swan at her side lays

her hand upon the shoulder of another woman. From the left comes a
maiden carrying flowers and fruit.

Passage into Ronm III : .

1311 (9171). Eros extracting a thorn from his foot. The same subject
as that treated in the well-known statue in the Palace of the Conserva-
tor! in Rome.

1312 (111439). Iphigenia in Taurls. Orestes and Pylades who have
journeyed to Tauris iu order to steal the statue of Artemis are caught
and condemned to death. Iphigenia comes out of the temple bearing the
statue. There are only traces left of Orestes and Pylades. Perhaps this

may be a copy of the painting by Timomachos.

1313 (9538). The same. To the left are Orestes and Pylades bound to

a pillar. To the right stands Iphigenia gazing fixedly at the victims.
Maidens prepare the sacrifice.

1314 (9111). The snme« To the right sits Thoas measuring with his
e>e the two youths. Iphigenia descends from the temple in the background.

1315 ;95,3f)). Marsyas and Apollo* The god, crowned with ivy, holding
a cithara and plecttum, is seated t)n the left. Olympos on his knees before
him is Interceding for Marsyas who is tied to a tree behind them.

1310 .H97*>;. Medea about to sla> her children. She stands sword in
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hand uncertain whether to wreak her vengeance on Jason or to give way
to her maternal affection (Fig. 75). This is probably a copy of the picture

by Timomachos.

On the left wall:

1317 (9285), Triumph of the youthful Bacchus. Satyrs and Bacchantes
moving towards the right. Amon>^st them may be seen old Silenus with
the youthful Bacchus in his lap. The painting is much damaged.

Above the entrance :

1318 (9535), Apollo and Daphne. The god
has caught the maiden who fled from him.
The laurel tree on the right symbolises her
transformation.

1319 (8992). Hercules and Omphale. Her-
cules prompted to thoughts of love by an E-
ros, holds a staff adorned with ribbons in

his left hand. On his right stands Omphale
with his club.

On the left wall :

1320 (111441). Dido and Aeneas. In the
foreground Eros leans upon the queen who
is arrayed like Artemis. To her left stands
Aeneas in barbaric costume , equipped as a
hunter.

1321 (9265). Bacchic Scene. Satyrs and
Bacchantes.

1322 (9286). Bacchus and Ariadne In Na-
XOS. Ariadne asleep watched over by H>p-
nos. Bacchus with his train approach from
the left.

1323 (9267,. Bacchic Scene. Priapus or the
youthful Bacchus stands in conversation with
spme women.

1324 (111437), A nest of Cupids. A youth
and a maiden watch with interest a nest of
baby cupids.

In the centre of the room :

1325 (109608), Statue of Aphrodite. The
goddess leans upon a small idol of the Spes
type. The original goes back to the fourth
century. In this copy the polychrome treat-

ment is noteworthy.

Second Corridor..

On the wall opposite the window , to

the left

:

1326 (12(X)85). Combat with an Amazon.
A warrior has seized a retreating Amazon by the hair and seeks to pull
her off her horse. Possibly Hercules and Hippol>ta.

1327 ( 115399 ». Bellerophon standing in front of Pegasus receives an
important document from the hands of Proetus whose queen Stheneboea
stands behind him.

Fig. 75. Medea.
(Phot. Brogi).
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132s (iaK)86). Absolution by a youthful priestess of a young warrior
guilty of some deed of bloodshed.

In the passage to the third Corridor:

1329 (111209). Domestic Scene. A husband and wife are reclining on
a couch before which a table is spread with food. From the left a boy
approaches probably bringing articles of adornment.

To the left, beneath the window

:

l*i3(). Admetus and Alcestis are seated together^ They are confounded
by the oracle that has just been read aloud and by which they learn that
Admetus is doomed unless some one is willing to die in his stead. As
the parents decline to give up their lives for their son, Alcestis offers to

die for her husband.

1331 (9261). Dionysus and Pan.

Near it, to the right

:

1332 (9274). Dionysus with his troupe.

IX\^^, Harpocrates in his usual costume advances, finger on lip, towards
the right where a serpent is about to consume gifts lying on the altar.

Near it, to the right

;

1334 (9452). Hermes with the caduceus in his left hand and a bag of

money in his right.

Third Corridor.

Above the entrance

;

1335 (8905). Genius familiaris and Lares. In the centre stands the
Genius familiaris, holding a cornucopia and a patera. A pig has been
brought as a sacrifice. On either side stand Lares with drinking-horns
and buckets.

To the right :

ia% (112285). Representation of the Lares. On the right stands For-
tuna: two snakes are seen rapidly nearing a man who is in the act of
committing a nuisance ; above is the inscription : cacator cave malum.
Such pictures were employed to prevent the committing of nuisance.

Below

:

<

13.57. Athena and Marsyas. Athena had invented the flutes, but, on
becoming aware that playing on them distorted her countenance, she
threw them away and Marsyas picked them up in order to use them
himself. Both scenes are here represented.

On the wall opposite the window:
13;><(8HH6^. Polyphemus and Galatea. The uncouth Polyphemus, whose

story is sung in the Odyssey^ loved the sea-nymph Galatea, He bewails
the sorrows of his love while Galatea, forever unapproachable by him,
glides through the waves on the back of a dolphin.

l[i;^9 (95()8). Paris on Mount Ida. He is feeding his flock in the pre-
sence of the Genius of Mount Ida.

134^) (95^)6). Daedaius and Icarus. To escape from Crete where he
was kept prisoner by Minos, Daedalus made wings for himself and for
his son. But Icarus flew too high, the rays of the sun melted the waxen

.

•
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fastenings of his wings and he fell headlong. The body was found by
Daedalus who stretches out his arms to his son,

1341 (8H43), Victorious Warrior near a trophy.

Above the entrance to Room III :

1342 (112286). Vesuvius. Dionysus stands near a high mountain. He
is completely enveloped in a purple grape-vine and is giving water to his
panther. Below a snake is crawling towards an altar. The mountain is

considered to be Vesuvius before the eruption, that is to say the present
Monte Somma.

1343 (113197), The Judgment of Solomon. Three judges are seated
upon a tribunal surrounded by soldiers, A child lies upon a block and a
soldier is about to cut it in half with a hatchet. The child's mother has
flung herself on the ground before the judges and implores their mercy.
The scene is caricatured (Kig. 76).

1344 (112222). Fight between the people of Pompeii and those of Nu-
ceria. The Pompeian Amphitheatre was frequented by inhabitants from
the surrounding towns, and within its walls the natives of Pompeii and
the visitors from Nuceria once came to blows. This event is here depicted.

Fig. 76. The Judgment of Solomon (Phot. Brogi).

To the left, near the entrance to the fourth corridor :

1345 (9555). The arrival of lo in Egypt. Cp. N. 938. lo was borne by
the Nile to Egypt where she was received by Isis and her worshippers.

1346 (S924). Worship of Isis. A < eremonial rite is being performed by
priests in front of a temple. The band of worshippers is drawn up in two
rows to take part In the holy sacrifice.

To the right of the entrance

:

1347 (8919). The same, slightly altered.

Beneath the window :

1348 (9251). Ares and Aphrodite. Cupids are playing with the w^eapons
of the enamoured god. Cp. N. 1286.

1349 (111479). The Niobids. A landscape with temple, on either side
of which are Niobids mounted on horses and engaged in hunting when
they are suddenly fallen upon by Apollo and Artemis, who had vowed
vengeance on Niohe for her contemptuous treatment of their mother.

1350 (9647k Ganymede's attention is drawn by Kros to the eagle,
flying down to carry the youth away to Olympus,
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1351 (8882). Hylas, sent by Hercules to fetch water, is seized by three
nymphs who endeavour to carry him off. Two local deities are seated on
the right.

To the left of the entrance to the second corridor

:

1352 (8836). This painting is a votive offering and represents Isis*

Forttinay with cornucopia and slstrum, and other divinities who are asso-
ciated with her. It was the gift of Philocalus, «votum solvit libens merito.»

1353. Daedalus and Icarus. Icarus lies dead on the shore. Above flies

Daedalus sadly seeking his son.

Third Room.

To the left, above :

1354. Hercules and Omphale* The figure of Omphale Is lost and all

that remains to us is the lower portion of the picture with Hercules in

a reclining attitude, while two Cupids are busied with his club.

1355 (9027). Admetus and Alcestis. Cp. N. 1335.

1356 (8996). Ptrseus and Andromeda. Cp. N. 1266.

1357 (9247). To the left is seated Endymion in hunting attire. Selene,
recognisable by the crescent she wears on her head, descends to him.

1358 (8993). Perseus rescuing Andromeda from the sea-monster whose
pre> she had become, as punishment for the boastfulness of her mother.

1359 (9000). Hercules and Omphale. Omphale gazes down upon the

hero, w ho lies drunk upon the ground, while Cupids play with his weapons.

1360 (8977). Medea on the point of slaying her children. Sword in

hand she watches them at play with knucklebones.

K>>1 (8997). Perseus rescuing Andromeda. Cp. N. 1358.

1362 (9248). Ares and Aphrodite* Cp. 1370, 134H,

11^3 (8995). Perseus showing Andromeda the Head of Medusa. Cp.
N. 1266.

i:3ft4 (8S:>98;. Perseus rescuing Andromeda. Cp. N. 1358 (Fig. 77).

UW5 r9240^. Endymion and Selene. Cp. N. 1357.

13(>i (9106). A seated woman is giving drink to an aged man. Sub-
ject undetermined.

1367 (9041). Phaedra and HIppolytus. Phaedra is seated on the left,

near her stands the nurse; the youth is about to go forth hunting.

1368 (9528). Thetis visiting Hephaestus. In order to replace the wea-
pons lost by the death of Patrorlus, 1 hetls goes to Hephaestus and begs
him to provide new ones for her son Achilles. These the god forges in

proof of his gratitude to 1 hetis and he now shows them to her.

1369 (95iU). The Forge of Hephaestus, where he and his Cyclopes
are at work.

1370 (9521^). Thetis visits Hephaestus- Cp. N. 136S.

To the right, near the window:

1371 (9388), Narcissus, unresponsive to the love of a nymph is cursed
by her and condemned to die of unrequited love. On seeing his own ima-
ge reflected in watrr, he becomes enamoured qf it and perishes by reason
of unsatisfied desire.

1372 ail477). Medea and the daughters of Pelias. To punish Pelias
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for the wrong he had done to Jason, Medea persuaded the daughters of
Pelias to kill their father. She induced them to do this, having first

proved to them on the body of a ram that she had the power of resto-

ring the dead to life.

i:n3 (9385^. Narcissus at the fountain. Cp. N. 937.

1374 (9557). lo and Argus, who is about to take the syrinx from the
hands of Hermes. Cp. N. 937.

"^ ' <«' 7''
'
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^*ig* 77- Perseus rescuing Andromeda (Phot. Brogi).

1375 (9231). The Graces with flowers and fruits. The grouping is con-
ventional.

1376 (921 Ij, Cupids are busying themselves with the Bull of Europa.

1377 ii^ISky), The Three Graces. Cp. X. 137s,

In the passage leading to Room IV.

137^ (162H;. Serpent, winding itself round a candelabra.

7
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1379 (92a)). Ares and Aphrodite seated together. Cp. N. 1348.

1380 f9593). The meaning of this picture is undetermined. Possibly
Paris and Helen.

1381 (9449). Dionysus with other divinities. No explanation can be
given for the association of Dionysus with Helios and Aphrodite.

1382' (9256). Arcs and Aphrodite. Cp. N. 1379.

138.3 (9043). Theseus^ having slain the Minotaur and rescued the
children, receives their gratitude for his heroic deed.

1384 (95.56). lo and Argus. Cp. N. 937.

1385 ^9044). Pirithous and Hippodamla. The Centaurs present them-
selves among the guests at the marriage of Pirithous and endeavour to

secure a welcome by offering gifts.

1386 (8^Jt>8). Dido forsalien. She is seated on her throne bewailing the
departure of Aeneas who sails away on his ship. *

1387 (9380). Narcissus at the fountain. Cp. N. 1371.

1388 (9</26). Admctus and Alccstis. Cp. N. 1330.

1»*S9 (9012). Hercules and the serpents. Hera sent two serpents to kill

the infant Hercules in his cradle. But, even before the horrified parents
could rush to the rescue, the child crushed tre reptiles to death with
his strong little hands.

Room IV.

To the left, above :

1390 (9276). Sacrificial Scene. A girl brings an offering to Dionysus.

1391 (884'>). Sacrificial Scene. Silenus lays an offering before the sta-

tue of Cybcle.

1392 (9530). Apollo and a Woman. At the left is seated a woman,
perhaps Cassandra or Manto, while before her stands Apollo with his

bow and quiver.

1393 (8846). Gods of Healing. Apollo, Aesculapius and Chiron stand
in a group.

1394 (9ir>4;. Marsyas playing the flute.

1395 (9141). Marsyas playing the flute in the presence of Olympos.

To the left, near the window:

1396 (115398). MIcon and Pcro. Micon was condemned to death by
starvation, but his life was saved by his daughter Pero who gave him
milk from her own breast.

1397 (9040). The same.

To the right

:

1398 (111211). Polyphemus and Aeneas. Aeneas and his companions
land to see Polyphemus, upon whose gigantic frame Aeneas gazes in

astonishment.

1399 ^95;i7). Helios with a Woman.
1400 (H96S). Sophonlsbe and Sclplo. The Romans demand that So-

phonisbe, their implacable enemy, shall be slain. Scipio endeavours to

achieve this and goes to Masinissa.

Below

:

1401. The Origin of Rome. Representations of various myths con-
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nected with the founding of Rome, such as the meeting of Mars and
Rhea Silvia, the exposure of Romulus and Remus ett

.

Above the entrance to the fifth room :

U02 (9241). Endymlon and Selene* The goddess of the moon de-
scends to End>mion.

In the passage to Room V.:

1403 (9W)). Sale of Cupids. An elderly woman carries a basket full

of little Cupids which she is selling to young girls.

Farther along on the right wall

:

1404 (111213), Hermaphrodite and Sllenus.

1405 (9271). Ariadne and Dionysus In Naxos. Cp. N. 1322.

1406 (111214U Ares and Aphrodite* Cp. N. 1379.

1407 91.i4). Wrestling match between Pan and Eros, with Silenus
acting as umpire.

1408 (1114H0). The meaning of this picture is undetermined. A woman,
seated on a throne is giving a command to a hero through the mediation
of another person.

1409 (9262). Wrestling Match between Pan and Eros. Cp. N. 1407.

1410 (927H). Ariadne and Bacchus In Naxos. Cp. N. 1322.

1411 (9320). Hymen. A youth with a torch and wreath is leaning
against a pillar.

1412 (9264). Hermaphrodite. A Paniscus approaches a Hermaphrodite.

1413 ail4hl). Dionysus with a Hermaphrodite.

1414 ^90o0). Bacchic Scene.

1415 (9270\ Bacchic Scene.

On the wall opposite the windovv:

1416 (89s;i). Polyphemus and Galatea. Pobphemus is seated on a
rock and opposite him is Galatea with a fan in her hand.

1417 (8984). Polyphemus receiving Galatea's letter. An Eros riding
on a dolphin is the bearer of a letter to the Cyclop from his beloved.

1418 (9384). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1419 (8864). Hylas overpowered by nymphs. Cp. N. 1351.

1420 (9383). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1421 (9552). Danae and Perseus. Acrisius, dreading the fulfilment of
an oracle, set his daughter Danae and her son Perseus adrift on the sea
in a chest, but they were borne by the waves to the island of Seriphus
where Dictys and other fishermen drew the chest ashore and rescued the
mother and child. This incident is depicted.

1422 (9382). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1423 ail212). Danae and Perseus. Cp. N. 1421.

Above the entrance:

1424 vlll48;j}. Pyramus and Thisbe. Thisbe, terrified by a lion, re-

turns to the tr> sting-place and there finds the body of Pyramus who
had killed himself, as he believed Thisbe to be dead. She seizes the
dagger and thrusts it into her own breast.
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1425 (8896). Phrlxus and Hellc. Phrixus stretches out his hand to

save his sister Helle who has fallen into the sea.

1426 (8H89). The same.

1427 (9534). Apollo and Daphne. The god endeavours to win the maid-
en's heart by his music.

1428 (111442). Poseidon and Amphitrlte , seated on the back of a
young Triton.

1429 (9536). ApoIIo and Daphne. Cp. N. 1318.

1430 (9.386). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1431 (9246). Endymion and Selene. Cp. N. 1402.

1432 (9532). Apollo and Daphne. Cp. N. 1318.

On the left wall

:

1433 (9()48). Theseus receiving the skein of thread from Ariadne.
Ariadne loved him and gave him the thread so that he might be able

to retrace his steps and escape safely from the labyrinth.

1434 (111484). Bacchus and Ariadne in Naxos. Cp. is^^*

1435 (8979). Daedalus and Paslphae. At the command of Pasiphae,
wife of king Minos, Daedalus makes the image of a cow for her. The
queen comes to look at his work.

1436 (27695). Leda and the swan.

1437 (9381), Narcissus gazing at his own image. Cp. N. 1371*

1438 (9052). Theseus forsakes Ariadne and is about to embark.

1439 (9051). Ariadne awakes and sees in the distance the ship on
which Theseus has sailed away.

1440 (116396), Theseus forsakes Ariadne. Cp. N. 1438.

1441 (9047), Ariadne forsaken by Theseus. Cp. N, 1436.

1442 (9046). The same.

1443 (9550). Lcda with the swan. Cp. N. 1436.

1444 (9549). Danae and Eros with the shower of gold.

Above the entrance to Room III :

1445 (9269). Bacchus and Silenus.

In the centre of the room

:

1446 (6292). Statue of Venus. The goddes is leaning on a pillar. The
type of the statue is derived from Praxiteles. It is especially interesting

because of the well preserved polychromy.

Room V.

To the left:

1447 (9i:J3). Male and Female Centaurs.

1448 (9295u Bacchantes.

U49 (lh^J7). Bacchantes.

To the left of the window:

1450 (9218). Eros as a hunter.

1451 (9195). Eros and Psyche.

1452 ^9206j. Eros with several Psyches.

•a'f:.
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1453 (9193). Cupids with Psyches.

1454 (9207). The same.

Above

:

1455 (9179). Scenes with Cupids busy treading grapes and making
shoes.

In the passage to Room VI

:

1456-1458 (9121, 9119, 9118). Satyr as tight-rope dancer.

Fig. 78. Zephyrus and Chlory^s (Phot. Brogi).

On the wall opposite the window note:

1459 (94">3). One of the Dioscuri, with spear and horse.

146() (8j^7). Cronus, holding a harp.

14B1 9551). Zeus crowned by Nike.

14H2 (9455). One ot the Dioscuri.

1463 (94:4). Demeter.
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1464 (920:2), Zephyrus and Chloris. Zephyrus, guided by two cupids,
flies down to Chloris, who sleeps, guarded by Hypnos (Fig, 78;.

Above

:

14^V> (9542). Apollo rests his ]>re on a column, and is striking it with
the plectrum

.

1466 (9456). Dionysus with his panther.

1467 (9457). Demeter with wheat ears.

Left wall, almost in the middle:

1468 (9020), The meaning of this picture is undetermined. Two
youths are conversing, one of them being seated.

Fig. 79. Paquius Proculus and his wife (Phot. Drogi).

1469 (9036). Actor. Preparation for the performance.

1470 (9019). Actor, who probably played the role of a King,

1471 f9022). Toilet scene, A ^oung girl, probably the bride, is being
arra} cd fur the w( dding.

1472 (S>S95). Fragment. A laurel i rowned youth and a woman.

1473 (9^>21). Musical performance.

On the revolving stand near the window ;

1474 (9243). Artemis \Nith bow and quiver.
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1475 ^8H'34). Woman with flowers.

1476 (897S). Medea about to slay her children,

1477 (9546). Leda with the swan.

Room VI.

Left wall

:

1478. Small Landscapes*

On the wall opposite window, in middle of left half:

1479 (9()58). Portrait of Paquius Proculus and his wife. (Fig. 79).

To the right in middle of second highest row;

14H() (110591). Bacchante.

Third highest row, the first painting to the left

:

14S1 (110590). Satyr with a Woman probably Ariadne, whom he is

showing tc Bacchus.

In the two cases in the centre of the room are various objects of
different materials, among which note:

1482. Small head of Aphrodite, gold rings, a vessel for boiling
liquids etc.

Central Staircase.

Near the window to the left :

1483 (6402). Female Statue, much restored. Evidently intended to

be a Muse, but the moti\e is also used for Apollo, The high girdle is

an indication that the original cannot have been produced earlier than
the fourth century.

To the right

:

1484 (f>37H). Statue of a Woman^ probably a Muse,

At the entrance to the small Bronzes :

1485 (KJ05). Statue of Dionysus with long curls. The right arm is

restored.

At the entrance of the Picture Gallery :

148^3 (t>309). Statue of Dionysus. Only the torso is antique.

First Floor.

The Collection of Small Bronzes.

Everything in the way of household furnishings found at Pompeii,
from statues of the Lares down to kitchen utensils, has been arranged
here. All these objects are of incalculable value in the study of the
private life of the ancient Romans.
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104 First Floor

First room to the left

:

In the glass case near the window

:

1487. Very beautiful equestrian Statuette of a Warrior, supposed
to be Alexander. We probably have before us a copy of one of the
statues made by Lysippus in celebration of the victories of Alexander.
(Fig- 8o)-

1488 (4894). Galloping horse. Cp. N.o 1487.

1489 (4999). Amazon about to hurl her spear. Possibly a copy ot

the celebrated statue by Strongylion. (V. cent. b. Ch.) (Fig. 8i),

Fig. 80. Supposed Alexander (Phot. Brogi).

On the marble table to the right of the balcony :

1491 (729in. 72989). Stands for braziers.

The case at the end wall Is filled chiefly with animals that served
as water spouts. Among them are, on the upper shelf:

141*2 (4^*27). Dog, pointing its ears.

On the middle shelf;

1493 (41X)J). Sow. Votive offering.

', >r
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Below

;

149A (54K)). Sacrifice of a pig.

1491 (4910). Panther.

1496 (69795). Basin with a lion.

In case at left wall, note on upper shelf at left:

1497 (5371). Aeneas with his family.

141^ ^55(j6). Votive hand.

1499 (5304). Winged Sphinx.

15(X) (5535). Archaic Statuette of a man.

*...,->,., ^*,^ ^j^ij^,^,
w»..^.,:^v..^.,.,.^;^^^..^ |;.:.,::H,H,/.:^:^

Fig. 8i. Amazon (Phot. Brogi).

On middle shelf, from right to left :

15(Mi, 15(4 (5529, 5539). Archaic Male Statuettes, one was used as handle
for a mirror.

1505 (5530;. Female Statuette, as handle for mirror.

15^^ i55:i8'. Decoration for a piece of furniture, with figures of Satyr
and Maenad. Fig. 82).

1507 (5562). Mirror. A male figure forms the handle.

1608 UllH), Mirror. Male figure as handle.
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1509-1511 (555H, 5561, 5569). Mirrors with various scenes.

1512-1517 (5534, 5511, 5547, 5^9, 554H, 55r)0), Antique Statuettes.

161S (5;i32). Harpocrates leaning on a club*

Fig. 82. Sat>r and Maenad.

1519 (5242). Winged Genius with bunch of grapes.

1521 (5()18). Boy running.

Below, from left to right :

1622 (5460). Crescent v^ith the Capitoline deities.

'*?.t'*»*,*.'«-

^W^^f:

Fig. 83. Handle.

15*2:5. Winged Satyr, with bonnet shaped like the head of a swan,

1524-1526 (5553, 55:^,). Figures as handles,

152*1 (72^wsl). Large Handle. lonir art (Fig. 83).

1530 (IIOSHO). Archaic Statuette of a hoplite.

15B1 (404^f. Lion as water-spout.
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The case along the right wall contains chiefly statuettes of Lares
and Penates found in the Lararia at Pompeii.

Note

:

On the upper shelf towards the left

:

1532 (5180). Drunken Hercules with his club on his shoulder.

Near the middle of the second shelf:

1535 (5185). Statuette of Hercules, an imitation of the Farnese Her-
cules. Cp. N. 280.

To the extreme left and below

:

Statuettes of Artemis, Athena, Zeus, Hermes and other gods.

In the corners :

1541. Nine Candelabra of various sizes and shapes.

Room IL

In the centre in a glass case :

1542 (72995). Very beautiful tripod, evidently intended for ceremonial
purposes.

To the left near the window.

1543 (109699). Large Bronze Bucket adorned with reliefs.

To the right

:

1544 (111571). Bucket with double handles.

In the corners :

1545. Seven Candelabra.

Opposite the balcony, on the middle shelf of the case to the right:

1550 (U1697K Statuette of Fortuna with cornucopia and patera.

This statuette was found in a niche together with a bronze lamp which
probably burned in front of it (F'ig. 84).

1552 (6329). Statuette of Harpocrates holding a horn of plenty in his

left hand.

Statuettes of various deities have been placed in the cases along
the side walls. The following deserve attention:

On the upper shelf of the case near the left wall :

156:j (5122). Minerva \Nith the owl.

15f)5 (5288). Minerva with patera and spear.

On the middle shelf:

1570. Venus unbinding her sandal.

1572 (113257). Apollo, leaning on a pillar.

1574 (11325^;. Mercury with a tortoise.

1576 (11^258;. Aesculapius, with a bag of money in his right hand.
This differs so completel> fiom the usual type that it seems probable that

a statue of Mercury was transformed into an Aesculapius.

1577 (110777). Seated Artemis, with pointed crown on her head.

157s (5199). Zeus leaning on a spear.

1580 1,5337). Male Figure with helmet. Perhaps the youthful Ares.
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Below

:

1583 (5024). Artemis shooting.

1588 (5009). Bacchus giving wine to the panther.

1590 (5010). Nike, fl>ing down and about to touch the ground. It is a
fifth century type. The wings were inserted.

1591 (121462). Statuette of a Suppiiant.

1592 (5313). Isls-Fortuna-

.;.\/;w;;^vr',^ ;,'i!??^f^F^'x. i;;. JPMK'M^^

.:
'

.-'-.

Fig. H4. Statuette of Fortuna (Phot. Brogi).

In the case opposite, on the top shelf:

1594 (5075 ouhl). Eight double headed Herms, chiefly Bacchic.

On the middle shelf:

1599 (1W587). Relief. A woman washing her hair.

1601 (54SH). Goal-herd millcing a goat.
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Below :

16()6 (5026). Man resting his foot on a rock, perhaps Demetrius
Poliorcetes. Lysippean t>pe.

Room

On marble tables in the centre of the room :

160^)4611 (73144, 73146, 69494). Various vessels, with handles deco-
rated with plastic ornaments.

In the corners on either side of the window :

1612, 1613. Candelabra and Tripods.

Right wall, at the left end of the case :

1614 (6^854). Large Vase shaped like a bucket, with repouss6 work.

In the next case are various paterae and lamps, the following being
noteworthy

:

Below, to the right:

1620 (72292), Silenus with drinking vessel and wine-skin.

162M624 i722>5, 72198, 72287, 72253). Lamps, decorated with figures.

1625 (72206), Candelabra with two saucers for lamps : at the foot of
it reclines a Satyr with a wine-skin.

1626-1629 (72254, 72284, 72291, 72199). Lamps and lamp- stands deco-
rated with figures.

Against the end wall is a case containing :

1630-1634. Incense-burners, vase handles, pedestals and supports of
various vessels, most of them decorated with figures.

The case against the left wall contains vessels found for the most
part at Pompeii and Herculaneum,

The following deserve notice:

Below :

1636 (73511). Dish with a relief of Mars and Venus. The shield and
sw^ord of the god are inlaid with silver.

On the middle shelf:

16;37 (69501). Vessel, the handles of which are decorated with reliefs,

one being Silenus flogging a young vSat>r.

To the right of the case on an antique marble base :

1647 (68854). Very beautiful Vase on three feet. It has two movable
handles, which are inlaid with silver and bear an inscription.

Room IV.

In the case near the balcony:

1648 (49931. Lamp stand. A young Satyr carries a lamp, while on
the column near him is a head \shich also serves as lamp.

1(549 ?'456i3j. Lamp stand. A boy riding on a panther, and an altar

with burning sacrifice, stand upon a square base inlaid with silver.

From the base rises a pilaster on which hang lamps.

f
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In the corner near the balcony :

1651, 1652. Chairs (subsellia) with curved legs, partially restored.

Against the right wall ;

1653 (73145). Amphora with richly decorated handles.

In the adjoining case are vase handles
many of which are shaped as figures. The
following deserve notice:

In the fourth division :

1^59 (72592). Handle^ Atys in repose.

(Fig. 85).

In the fifth division :

1660 (72823). Bronze plate used to deco-

rate a casket. The relief on it represents the
meeting of Socrates and Diotima the hetaira.

In the case against the end wall

:

166Mf;^>6. Handles.

In the case on the left

:

1667-1671. Dice and astragali of bone,
theatre tickets. Roman mirrors, bracelets, fi-

bulae etc., also N. 11B192: Female Bust, per-

sonifying Africa.

To the right on an antique marble base:

1672 (73115). Very beautiful Vase, the
handle of which is supported at the upper
end by a winged genius, a swan serving to

attach the handle to the body of the vase.

Room V.

In the centre of the room , on a round
marble table

:

1673 (73103). Cratera exquisitely chased.

Under glass near the window :

1674 (72231). Lamp-stand in the form of

a tree. From its branches five lamps are su-

spended by chains.

Opposite :

1675 (72191). Lamp-stand in the form of
an Ionic column.

iiiiiii n iiiJBii

Fig. 85. At>s.

In the corner to the left of the window.

1676 (H4r)Si. Mdrble table with artistically decorated feet.

l^pon it :

1677 (r/)l7). Statuette of a boy running.

To the right of the window:

167S (5C)(>S). Statuette of a youthful Bacchus with a thyrsus In his

right hand. It served as a lamp.
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Farther to the right

:

1679 (73005). Large Stand for a brazier, found in the Baths at

Pompeii. It is decorated in front with a cow in allusion to the name
of the donor, M. Nigidius Vaccula.

In the case against the right wall :

16H0-1689. Candelabrai lamps, lanterns.

Ditto in the case at the end of the room.

In the case against the left wall:

16(M).1692. Candelabra, that can be extended at will, lamps, tripods,
supports for tables.

Room VI.

On marble tables and in the glass case
near the window :

1HH34697 (5590, 73SH4, 111048,72986,72963,
7301S). Various vessels for heating liquids.

Some of the shapes are artistic.

Against the right wall, in a small glass-
case :

Fig. 86. Syrinx.

169H-1703 (69784-69789). Waterspouts of various designs, such as a

Vase, spear-head, serpent, pine-cone, peacock. . ^

Close by:

1704. Marble table, supported by a bronze sphinx.

1705 (73^<80). Vessel for heating liquids.

In the case, in the first division :

17(j6. Instruments for architects, compasses, plummet etc.

In the second division :

1707. Writing Materials, inkstands and stili.

Third, fourth, fifth divisions:

1708-1710. Musical Instruments, among them a syrinx with nine
pipes (Fig. 86), another with seven, flutes, tuba etc.

In the case at the end wall :

171M714. Scales and Weights.
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These are hung
In the case at the left wall, first division to left:

1715 (69904). Toilet articles for use after the bath,

on a ring.

Second division :

1716 (12549). Apothecary's scales.

Third, fourth, fifth divisions:

1717-1719. Surgical Instruments.

Under the cases

:

1721. Small portable stoves etc.

Room VII.

In the centre :

"

1722. Cork model of Pompeii, Scale of i : loo. It was begun in i86i

and is added to according as the excavations advance.

Round the walls, above the cases

:

1722 bis. Copies of Pompeian frescoes.

To the left

:

1723 (^30()l^). Bath.

In table N.o LXII.

1724. Locks and keys.

Close by in an unnumbered table, made of dark wood:
1725. Bracelets and other ornaments.

Opposite :

Table N.o XXVIII:
1727-1732. Household utensils, among them hooks for taking meat out

of caldrons, or buckets out of wells, fishing-tackle etc.

Close by :

1734 (73<»7). Bath, similar to N.o 1723.

Against the rail enclosing the cork model

:

1735 (73009). Brazier.
^

^

1737 (121857). Small stove.

Between the couches:

1738 (iHftVi). Round Bronze Table on three feet, which are plastically

decorated.

1739-1741 7S^U5, 78<U6, 78014). Three couches Inlaid with silver.

Along th^ rail, to the left of the cork model :

1742. Leaden receptacle for water.

1743. Bronze Seat.

1744. Iron grating.

1745. Portable stoves.
ft

In table N.o LXIV:
1749. Numerous strainers, the holes being arranged in ornamental

designs.

I'i
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To the right in Table LXVI b»8 :

1750-1751. Harness for horses, oxen, donkeys. Also an instrument for

paring the horn of the hoof, with a representation of a smith shoeing a

horse.

Table LXVI:
1752-1754. Small Bronzes belonging to the Borgia Collection.

The cases round the walls contain:

1755-1777. Diverse household utensils from Pompeii, such as ladles,

vessels of every description, water-taps, measures for liquids etc. Agri-
cultural implements are exhibited and there are also moulds and utensils

used by bakers and pastry-cooks.

Passage from Room III to the Landing,

Along the wall

:

Three Iron Chests with bronze decoration. Similar ones stood in the
atria of Pompeiau houses. Chest N.^ 1778 is ornamented with bustsofgods.

Opposite

:

1783 (729H5). Bronze Biselllum, or seat for two people.

Near it, to the left

:

17H4 (721W7). Fetters from the gladiatorial barracks in Pompeii.

1785 (t>343). Statuette of a Satyr with flute. The motive is derived from
the Praxilelean School.

1786 (6346). Statuette of a Satyr with a little boy holding a duck.

1787 (6347). Satyr holding fruit in his nebris.

1788 (6345). Bearded Satyr, Ornament for a fountain.

IIHJ ;6N39). Sphinx as support for a table. Good Roman decorative work.

Room of the Small Busts.

To the right, near the window

:

1790 (73152i. Folding seat. The sides were inlaid with ivory.

Right wall

:

1791. Two Bronze Seats, partially restored.

Near the entrance, to the right

:

1792 (781X5). Smaller folding seat.

In the window

:

179:j (6542). Bust of a young Woman, bearing a strong resemblance to
the so-called Psyche of Capua iX. 269).

Along the walls are glass cases containing small busts etc.

In the middle of the case opposite the Room with Articles of Food:

1794 6519j. Torso of a Discobolus, small replica of the celebrated
statue by Myron, who succeeded in freeing Art from the fetters of ar-
chaism. The bronze original was produced about 450 B. C. The translation
into marble is successfully accomplished in the copy before us.

8
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Note the Frescoes, especially such as treat of life in the Forum at

Pompeii

:

In the corner, to the rij^ht of the entrance

:

1796 (9070). Colonnade, adorned with garlands. In front of it are e-

questrian statues on high bases.

1797 (90G6). School In the Forum* Punishment of an evil-doer.

1798 1^9064). Sale of cloth. The buyer is carefully examining the
material.

1799 (8^*9l). Procession of guild of carpenters at the festival of the
Quinquatrus.

IHX) (9071;. Sale of bread. Above is seated the vendor with loaves of
bread lying in front of him.

In the centre case:

1801. Tissue of asbestos.

Room containing articles of food and paints.

The articles of food and the paints that came to light in Pompeii are
exhibited here. The pictures on the walls are either still life, or repre-
sentations of meals and carouses. There are also theatre scenes.

On the wall, opposite window, to right, middle of lowest row:

1802 (9039). Scene from a tragedy. A woman holding a child in swadd-
ling bands is suggestive of Auge and Telephos. Cp. N. 1267.

To the left

:

1803 {W37). Scene from a comedy. A slave is jesting with 4 hetaira.

In order to avert the evil eye, he makes a gesture that protects him from
its baleful power.

To the right:

1804 (OO^ijK Scene from a comedy. A father surprises his son or his

slave in the company of a hetaira.

Above N. 1802

:

1805 (9034). Resembles the Mosaic by Dioscurides N. 167.

To the left of the door, in the highest row:

181)6 (li015). Symposium. Four people are engaged in a symposium.
Music has been provided for their entertainment.

1807 (9()24K Symposium-scene. A man is pouring the contents of a

drinking-horn into his mouth. Near him is a hetaira to whom a female
slave is bringing a jewel-casket.

IH^M (901ti). Symposium of hetairae.

Second row :

1809 (111482k Four Scenes In an Inn. Lovers, tipplers, gambling and
quarrelling, till the host turns them out: «itis foras rixsatis», that is to say:

<' Begone with you, quarrel outside ».

Beneath this are three pictures representing the three stages of a

meal. They originally adorned a triclinium.

IHIO <l:2<X)!yi). The Commencement. The guests are reclining at table

and a boy brings in dishes. Music and singing accompany the meal.
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IHll (12(X«1). Continuation. The musicians have gone, but the guests

are still drinking and the singing has begun.

1S12 (12(^>21^). End of the Banquet. The guests are rising but one of

them cannot stand up without assistance.

In the centre of the room

:

1813 ^9774). Pillar from the large fuller's establishment (fullonica) at

Pompeii. The white woollen garments are cleansed in a basin where they

are trodden under foot; another fuller works at them with teasels, a third

brings a clothes-horse and ves- ^
sel with sulphur for fumigation.

After these processes , the gar-

ments are pressed and inspected.

In the cases along the walls,

beginning at the door opposite
the window:

1H14. Bread, paints, shells,

tissues, leather soles, rope, thread,

asphalt, sulphur, tar, vegetables,

figs, dates, nuts, kernels of pine-

cones, egg-shells, fish bones, lo-

cust-beans , raisins, garlic, fil-

berts, almonds, chestnuts, onions,

pears.

In two round showcases, cen-
tre of ro(»m :

1815. Paints.

In the square case :

1816. Figs, grapes, grains of
corn , also oils and grease in

glasses.

Top Floor.

Fig. 87. Pero and Micon.A narrow spiral staircase leads
out from the Room of the small
Bronzes and gives access to the second floor of the Museum.

Room of the Majolicas.

The art of glazing terra-cotta was probably first practised in Eg>'pt,
but must have been introduced into Italy, for the series of majolicas before
us show distinct traces of their Italian origin. All the specimens exhibited
here were found in Pompeii,

Opposite the entrance :

1817. Case I. Vessels with griffins, toads, and lions.
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1818. Case II. Ram, crocodile, children etc.

1819. Case III. Vessels in the form of ducks and cocks, Silenus and
Eg>ptian ^ods.

1820. Case IV. Vessels of every description, lamps.

1821 (ih^Hi). Statuette of the youthful Hercules. The feet and one hand
are restored.

Fig. 88, Tazza Farnese, exterior,

1H22, Case V. Lamps.
1823. Case VI. Group, Pero j^ivin^ her father MiCi)n the milk of her

own breast. Cp. N. 1396 (Fig. 87). Drunken Virago.

At the wind'ivv :

1H24. Show case with carvings in ivorv and bone, used in part to
ornament wooden caskets. In addition, a Statuette of Mars\as bound to
the tree, probabb transformed into a support after the fashion of Atlas.
Also, a eop> of the F'arnese Bull, in high relief.



Room of the Majolicas II

1825. Show case of smaller objects in bone.

182t> (liiifM)), Bronze Labrum inlaid with silver.

1827. Paintings and Stucco Reliefs. Note N. 9578, an athlete resting.

Fig. ^9. Tazza Farnese, interior.

Glass Rooms.

Room I.

In front of the window on a pillar:

1h2s {12ili^y\ Alabaster Vase containing? ashrs.

182*J. Show case with articles for the toilet and needlework requisites,
spindles, v<irious kinds of needles, buttons, needlecases, toothpicks, thim-
bles, mirrors, combs etc.
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1S30, Show case containing glasses amongst w hich are some made in

double layers.

1831-lHiO. Wall cases I-X. Common Roman glass coloured green or
yellow. Bottles, ointment flasks, bowls etc.

In the centre of the room :

1841 (6111), Statuette of a boy playing with a goose, an ornament for

a fountain.

Room 11.

In front of the window under a glass shade:

1^42 (13521). The celebrated Vase of blue glass, excelling even the
Portland Vase, found at Pompeii in a tomb appertaining to the Villa of
the Mosaic Columns. The shape is first perfected in an opaque white
g!ass> substance, a transparent blue glass vase being blown inside the
first. Subsequently the figures were carved on the white outer la>er, parts
of this being taken away altogether so that the under lying blue became
visible as a background for the white figures. The whole vase is covered
with a network of vine tendrils between which are vintage scenes enacted
by winged genii. To the accompaniment of flutes the grapes are picked
and trodden. The vase was used as a cinerar> urn.

In front of the statue :

1H43. Show case in which a twohandled goblet of rock crystal is pre-
eminent (124701).

In the centre of the room :

ISU (6365 u Statue of a maiden or nymph, seated half draped upon
a rock, trying to adjust her sandal. Beside her is a pitcher. The subject
is Hellenistic derived possibly from the so-called Victory unbinding her
sandal. The style is reminisc ent of the Tyche of Antioch b} Eutychides
who belonged to the L>sippean school.

Against the walls

:

1H45-1S51. Show casei I-X, Vases etc, of glass and other materials. In
the last case tw(» rectangular glass tiles (13634 and 13639), in which the
figures are drawn upon a gold ground, should be observed.

Behind the statue :

1S35. Show case with magnificent bowls of speckled glass etc.

Near the entrance to the next room ;

IKVi (1113K3). Statuette of Venus Anadyomene, the hair painted yellow.

On the walls :

1S57. Stucco reliefs with Centaurs and Bacchantes.

Rooms of the Precious Metals.

Gold Room.

Near the window, under a glass:

IH'Vi (J<>»ir'. So calUd Tazza Farnese, a sardonyx, grey on a brown
ground, thu kly vtined. It is one of the largest known cameos in the
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form of a vessel with a flat bottom and curved lip. On the outside an
aegis with Medusa head is cut, the rim of the aegis being crumpled in

many places, and from behind it dart little serpents. The Medusa is of
the ancient type with snakes under her chin and wings in her hair,

but the face has the expression of pathos to be found only in later

work, (Fig, 88), The inside is adorned with a relief of eight figures

(Fig, 89). The scene is agricultural. The youth in the centre with the
features of a satyr supports with his right hand a plough and yoke
and owing to the presence of the couched sphinx below the action is

supposed to take place in Egypt. To the left is the Nile, The youth in

front of him is Triptolemus Horus, the inventor of the plough. He
holds the ploughshare in his left hand and bears the seed in a wallet.

Above him are the Etesian winds, looked upon as the cause of the
seed-distributing floods because they were thought to drive back the
water at the mouth of the river. The woman seated upon the sphinx is

Eutbemia, the goddess of rains and floods. On her right recline the
Horae, the two seasons of especial importance to Kgypt. This cameo
was produced in the time of Augustus and surely made in Alexandria.
In the year 1471 Lorenzo dei Medici inherited it from Pope Paul the
Second and it passed from bim into the possession of the Farnese. The
hole in the centre probably dates from the Middle Ages.

1859. Show case containing gold rings embellished wiih precious
stones, engraved gems, cameos etc. N, 124688 depicts Leda with the
swan. In two cases the rings still encircle the mummied lingers of the
original wearers.

Fig. 90. Necklets.

In the centre of the room :

ISW ^6278, Staluette of Apollo in the attitude of the Apollo Lykios
of Praxiteles. The right arm is raised above the head.

Behind the statue :

IHHI. Another show c^se of rings of various kinds. In some cases
only the gems are antique, others belong to post-classical times.

On the walls :

18^12. Wall case I. Karrings, necklaces and a few Byzantine obiect*^

from the Borgia Collection. N, 25000, a large Gold lamp for two flames,
found at Pompeii.

1863, Wall case II. N. 110602, Statuette of Venus Anadyomene with
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fi:old bracelets and chain. N. 24893, Diadem with golden pomegranates
and butterflies. Pendants (bullae) earrings, snake bracelets etc.

18tU. Wall case III. Gold ornaments from the Stevens Collection.
Thone found in Cnmae *) bear the number of the tomb in which they
were discovered, others are from Tarentum. One series is of Etruscan
workmanship. There is also a gold bar of Byzantine origin used for

coinage, stamped with four impressions belonging to officials at the Mint.

18^55. Wall case IV. contains principally necklets. A very beautiful

specimen is N. 248H3 with Silenusniasks, acorns, palmettes, and lotus

flowers (Mg. 90). N. 24H52, a gold Bull with an inscription, is consideied
to be a f<»rger>

.

l^M], 1S67. Wall cases V. and VI. Wreaths, necklets, bracelets, earrings*

1?s6h. Wall case VII. N. 24655, Gold feather similar to those found

^^^

s .-.-.
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Fig. 91. Drinking cups with centaures.

in the Sardinian town Nora, dating back to Phoenician influence. These
feathers were hound upon the forehead of the deceased. The case also
contains diadems and wre^iths. N.«> H0834, a little purse of gold thread.

1H(>9.1S71. WaH cases VIII. - X. Bracelets from Herculaneum and
Pompeii. Necklets and M:<»ld tissue from Pompeii etc.

1S72, 1873 {ii:^.)2, 12024H). Statuettes of Venus Anadyomene with re-
mains of painting.

On the walls :

lH7i. Stucco reliefs, cp. N.o 1H57.

Silver Room.

At the window under a glass shade:

1875 (li.ViS^)), Bucket with bath scenes in embossed work.

;< Th • oiyiam^nts from Cumac arc soon to he ananj^ed {togethei with
oth. r ohjrct. found at that plac< ) in a sepaiat. room.
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In the centre of the room to the left :

1H76, Show case 1. Nos. 25380 - 25381. Two cups adorned with
masks and cupids riding on beasts in embossed work. They resemble
the Bosco Reale vessels in the Louvre, 75091, octagonal inkstand with
the days of the week, silver on bronze.

To the right :

1S77. Show case II. Two drinking cups with false bottoms. They
are decorated with cupids and centaurs. The> make a pair, matching
exactly and ma> be considered the most perfect specimens of good taste

and arti^tic style. They were found in the Casa delTargenteria in the

Strada di Mercurio in Pompeii, 12570Q - 125710. Statuettes found in a

shrine of the Lares at Scafati. 25492-25493: Two disks, meant to be hung
up, with busts of Apollo and Artemis.

^^:-f/-'^'\-'-^\"V'''w,^
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Fig. 92. Drinking cups with centaures.

In ihe centre of the room :

1S78 (6279). Statue of Artemis the huntress. She is pursuing the
quarry accompanved h> her dog. She has just shot off an arrow. Cp.
N.<» 239.

Farther back on the left :

1^79. Show case III. 25300. GobJei with handle adorned with ivy
and vine tendrils in relief. S.^ 25301 is a similar goblet, but without a
handle, embossed with the apotheosis of Homer (Fig. 93). The poet
holding a scroll is being carried up to the sky bv an eagle. On one
side the Iliad is reprtsefited by a woman bearing arms, on the other
the Odyssey bv a woman with an oar.

To the right :

ISH). Show case IV. X<>s. 3537^-^5379, goblets ornamented with ivy
leaves and berries, 1096HH, miniature skeleton, these were often handed
round at a feast to remind the guests of their approaching end and to
accentuate their appreciation of present enjo> inent. Cp, Nos. 157 and 163,
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Around the walls

;

1881. Wall case I, N. 25490,
Circular Relief, the reverse side

was used as a mirror. Probably
a representation of the forsaken
Dido comforted by Eros and her
handmaidens, though the prin*

cipal figure has also been taken
for Phaedra, Further on are sta-

tuettes of gods and a goblet orna-
mented with a battle of Amazons,

1882.18i>2. Wall cases II. XIL
Various vases, some with inscrip-

tions, mirrors, strainers, spoons
etc. Also fragments of utensils.

Armoury.

1893, Wall paintings from
graves at Paestum representing
warriors on horse and foot re-

turning with booty. This was to
do honour to the dead who was
also held to be victor. The pe-
culiarities of the armour refer to
the Oscan-Samnite dwellers in

Campania who were entirely un-
der PUruscan influence. The or-
namental headgear of the horses
is still to be seen in that district..

The plumed helmets and identi-
cal cuirasses and belts are depic-
ted on vases found during exca-
vations in Campania.

On the walls are hung:
1894, Large Tubae, such as

were used at gladiatorial com-
bats. Found in Pompeii,

Opposite the entrance

:

1895, Leg of a Table in the
form of a Victory with a trophy.

In the centre under a glass
shade:

1K\6 (09089). Bronze oeno-
choe. The handle is decorated
with a quadriga.

In front of the window :

1897. Two richly ornamented
gladiators helmets, from the bar-
racks u( the gladiators at Pom-
peii, On one (5673) is represented
the downfall of Trov (Fig. 941,
on the other (st>74) th< apotheo-
sis of Rome,

u
a;
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tig. 94. Gladiators helmets (Phot. broRi).

By the window, in two small show ca^es ;

1898. Collection oi slings dating from the sieg:e of Asculuni in the
war between Caesar and Ponipey and the later siege of Perugia.

At the door leading ^ ' - --rr

into the next room :

IW^J. Show case con-
taining four large grea- .

ves (5644-564^).

Around the walls :

19(X)-1909. Wall cases
l-XAVeapons ot all kinds.
Amongst them are espe-

cially noteworthy (to the
left, counting from the
entrance): Case 11. 5656,
Gladiators helmet orna-
mented with a scene from
Roman mythology. 11.

5637 and 111. 5639: Shoul-
der-piece of a retiarius

(galerus). IV. 5686 Girdle
of which the leather lin-

ing is still intact. V. 5735,
Usco-Samnite breastpla-
te, which must have been
brought from Campania
to Ruvo Fig. 95). VI.
Head guard and breast
plate for a horse, VII.
5744, Helmet of which
the side-pieces are ador-
ned with Nereids. V^III.

5S46, Cock, a niilitar>

emblem.
Fig. 9*=i. < )si«>-SamTiite breastplate.
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Collection of Papyri (*).

Papyrus takes a prominent place amongst writing materials from
the very earliest times. Used first in Egypt, it maintained its superio-
rity from 3000 B, C. (the assumed date of the Prisse Papy rus now in

Paris) until 1000 A. D. when it was ousted by the Arabian manufac-
tory of paper. The papyrus plant (cyperus papyrus) formerly grew^
freely in the marshy districts of Lower Kgypt, Today it has quite disap-
peared there but is sometimes seen on the upper reaches of the Nile.

The wild cyperus syriacus which grows in Syria and Sicily differs

slightly from the Egyptian variety. According to Pliny (N. H. 13, 6»-8i)

the material was prepared in the
following way. The triangular stalk
of the papyrus was cut into equal
lengths and these sliced lengthways
into as many fine broad strips as
po*;sible. These were laid horizontally
alongside of one another and on the
top was placed a second layer per-
pendicular to the first. This double
block was squeezed with the help of
a certan gummy substance into a
compact mass and then dried. The

resulting single leaves could thereupon be stuck together and formed
into long or short rolls. From the seventh century onwards papyrus as

a writing material was exported especially to Greece. The manufacto-
ries that sprang up abroad, particularly in Rome, did not actually pro-
duce papyri but transformed the raw material imported from Egypt
into a locally popular form. Between the years 1752 and 1754 a large

number of rolls of papyrus were found hi various parts of a house In

Fig. 96. Coins of electron.

'^'^

Fig. 97. Didrachme.

Hen ulaneum, hence called the Villa del papyri. They were carbonised,

unfortunately not through the action of fire as at first suppos<jd, but

through the evaporation of the oxygen which they contained. They
had to he excavated from the deposit of ashes which had become as

hard as stone. This as may be imagirved was a difficult task and more-

TAi^ :inll probably u/Off be mo7n*d into other room.\ farther back
in ofdrto mak' room for the xhibition of th^ Stevens Collection in the

place th,y now occupy.
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over, before the nature of the rolls was recognised many were damaged.
They were first taken for blocks of coal, proved by the name bottega
del carbonajo (coal-merchant's shop) which was given to the room in

which they were found. The peculiar nature of the rolls was only
realised after the accidental recognition of certain letters inscribed on
them and their subsequent removal was more carefully undertaken.
There was great joy at the discovery of a library of the first century
A. D. but of what use were these sealed and blackened rolls if they
could not be deciphered. One hears a great deal nowadays of new

Fig. 9S. Tetradrachme of Leontini.

papyri finds and the difficulties of translating them, but these are no-
thing compared to those with which the translator of the Herculanean
papyri had to contend. Rolls found in Egypt in the present day have
preserved their nature an«l flexibility whereas these referred to are
merely carbon and may be destroyed by a breath. Several attempts
have been made to decipher them ; amongst other expedients Paderni
cut them into strips in order to get at the inner side, but all in vain, this

procedure resulting indeed in most cases in the complete destruction of
the rolls. The only successful method of dealing with them is the following

Fig. 99, Tetradrachme of Syracuse.

which was adopted by the Jesuit Antonio Plaggio who was sent for
from Rome to Naples on purpose. His method, which is still practised,
is as follows. The roll is laid upon and suspended between two wadded
arms. Isinglass is pasted on the outer side and to the isinglass are
fastened silken threads whic h are attached above to reels. The attempt
is then made to separat** the upper from the under laver by means of
a needle. When a portion containing several columns has thus been
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successfully separated from the mass, it is cut off and pasted on a sheet
of paper. The roll is thus treated until it has been entirely un\\ound.
It is obvious that this treatment results in the loss of the outer layer
of the papvrus but this is no disadvantage as all the Herculanean
papyri have been inscribed on the inner layer only. The rescued por-
tions are read and copied, a most difficult task as the black letters can
only be distinguished from the black ground because they have left

marks that shine. To accomplish the work at all, very good^light is

Fig. IOC. Decadrachme of Syracuse.

essential. Another difficulty arises because fragments of the preceding
or following layer frequently stick (these are the so-called ,, sovrap-
posti ** or ,, sottoposti **) and If not reiognised to be extraneous,
confuse the text.

In order that the newly discovered rolls should be read and inter-

preted, King Charles founded the Accademia ercolanese in the year
1755, but the first volume of the Collection (Herculanensium voluminum
quae supersunt tomus I.) was not read> for publication until 1793. The

Fig. loi. Tetradrathme of Gortyne.

political troubles of succeeding years (it was during this period that
the French removed the papyri for safety to Palermo) retarded pro-
gress and the second volume did not appear until 1^09. Unfortunately
the papyri did not yield the literary treasures that had been hoped for.

They are mostly the writings of Philodeinos the Epicurean who never
achieved distinction so that no great gain has accrued to literature.
Nevertheless the results are not to be despised.
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The total number of rolls found is iHio; of these 585 have been
completely and 206 partially unrolled ; in 169 cases the attempt was
unsuccessful; 25 were given away, 17 from Palermo to the Prince of

Wales and 6 others were kept by Napoleon as a souvenir of his first

consulship in the year 1803 ; one was taken by the Commandant of
Portici and one was sent in 1892 to the Ministry of Education. There
still remain 825 to be dealt with. Amongst those unrolled the greater
part are In Greek, only 42 being in Latin and these mostl> in bad
condition perhaps owing to the treatment to which they were subjected
in Rome on their introduction from Egypt.

Fig. 102. Tetradrachme of Alexander.

The titles and authors* names are seldom forthcoming because it is

very hard to get at the commencement of the rolls and towards the
end where the name is usually given again, the difficulty of deciphering
increases. The protruding label on which this information was inscri-

bed is lost in every case and only in two cases can we positively
identify the umbilicus or wooden roller round which the papyri were
wound.

To the Papyri Collection be-
long

:

1911 (110568). The wax ta-

blets discovered on the third and
fifth ol July 1875 in the house
of the banker Caecilius Jucundus
(Cp. N. 810, Fig. 46). They deal
with receipts for auctions and
accounts of sums of money paid
over to the owners of sale lots.

The banker (argentarius) evident-
ly not only held the auction but frequently advanced the probable re-

ceipts after subtracting o( course the taxes and commission due. These
accounts were duplicated and one copy o^ the original was sealed and
locked away in the presence of witnesses, the other being left exposed
so that it could be referred to at an> moment. The wax on which they
were written has vanished, the wooden tablets themselves are charred
but the characters are still legible owing to the fact that the stylus pe-
netrated the thin layer of wax and made an impression on the under-
l>ing wood.

1912 ^116:325 - llt>328). Wax tablets, somewhat damaged, found
in 1887.

Fig. 103, Coin of Syracuse.
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At the door of the Coin Room

:

1913 (6386). Hcrm of Siienus.

1914 ^6384). Herm of Hercules.

The Collection of Coins.

Amongst the ninety thousand specimens, acquired from various
collections and by recent purchase, now brought together in the National

-.;v, *?:";

Fig. 104. Tetradraehme of Perseus.

Museum, a selection of one thousand and sixty three coins, arranged
according to countries and periods, is here shown to illustrate the
history of coinage from the earliest times down to the present day.

Fig. 105. Tetradraehme of Myrina.

Cases I. - V,

1M15. Artistic Development, First Period ^600-474 B, C). As the
ancient coins are not dated they can only be identified by their shape,
the metal of which they are made, the stamping, lettering etc. In the
place of original metho<ls of exchange, ( ame the standard based on the
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value of cattle. When with increase of trade this standard no longer
sufficed, metal of all kinds was substituted. Coinage only comes into

existence when a recognised stamp determnies the weight and value
o( a piece of metal. The oldest coins were probably stamped in Lydia,
These are the pale yellow electron coins (N. 4, Fig. 96), a mixture of
gold and silver, as the sei>aration of metals was not yet understood In

(ireece the inxention of coins js ascribed to the Argive king Pheidon,
in Rome to Servius Tullius, The oldest coins are stamped on one side

only and have on the reverse a
dent (quadratum incusum owing
to the fact thai they were placed
upon a projecting support to

steady them during the process
of stamping. In the case of a
few towns in Southern Italy the
stamp was raised one side and
incused on the reverse. ( >f cour-
se this \Nas on1> possible with
very thin pieces of metal (N. 13,

I'ig* 97}» The standard of weight
for coins is the Babylonian. The
art of the medallists naturally follows in the footsteps of the greater

artists. The reproduction of heads such as that of the Aimllo on the

letradrachmas of Leontini (N. 25, Fig. 9S) is still rar^.

Seiond P^iiod, 474-415 B. C. Here the transition from the archaic

to the best period of Sculpture exemplified in the work of Myron,
iMiidias and Polyclitus can be easil> recognised. The excellent delinea-

tion of a goddess on the tetra-

Fig. ro6. Didrachme of Naples.

.,^..

Fig, 107. Didrachme of Metaponto.

drachmas of Syracuse i N. 79,

Fig. 99\ bv a number of medal-
lists is well known and belongs
to thI^» period.

Third Pniod, 4i.S-3S^ B. C,
This is the finest period of coin
engraving. The artists overcome
all difficulties and even venture
to portray heads in front \iew.
The coins of S\racnse, especially

the decadrachmas , surpass all

the rest in beauty (N. 139, Fig. 100) but other Greek cities share in the
progress of the art (N. 95, Fig. loi).

Fourth Pe7wd, 350-250 R, C. In the time of Alexander and his suc-
cessors there arose many types of divim- and idealised portrait-heads, all

showing more or less the influen-
ce of Lysippns (N, 14^, Fig. 102
and N. 212, Fig, 103). The art of
Scnpas is suggested in the Nike
of Samothraie on the coins of
Demetrius Foliorcetes. T4»^ether
with this Greek influence in Sou-
thern Italy, Roman influence also
comes inli) play as is seen in

the Ruman-Campanian issues of
i'oins.

Fifth Period, 250-50 B. C.

After maintaining itself at its height for a short lime (N. 222, Fig.

9

Fig. lus. (ioM Moiiney of Sylla.
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104 and N. 228, Fig. 105) the art declined rapidly, losing the easy grace
of the time when the Greek cities were free.

Cases V. - VI.

1916. Greek coins from Southern Italy. The coins of separate cities

are arranged in topographical
order, beginning with Cales, then
come Capua, Cumae etc. down
to Terina. Note the dedrachma
from Naples with the head of
the Siren (N. 264, Fig. 106) and
that from Metapontum with the
wheatear on the reverse (N. 304,
Fig. 107).

Case VII.

Fig. no. Gold xMone\ of M. Brutu^^;,

Fig. 109. Sih er Money of J. Caesar.

1917. The Italic Acs grave. The Italic people who were not under
Greek influence used copper coinage in their exchange with Rome.
The unit weighing about a pound was the As, which was divided into
1,2 ^ semis, i 3 triens, 14 quadrans, 16 sextans, i 12 ^ uncia. In
a few cities where the coinage is more artistic the production was pro-
bably in the hands of Greeks.

Cases VIII. - X.

191M. Aes rude and signatum.
Coins from the city of Rome.
The name pecunia, from pecus,
testifies to the original animal
standard of value. Servius Tul-
lius is supposed to have been the
first to have a token stamped
upon the bronze used as money
(aes signatum). But even so scales and, for division, a hammer were ne-

cessary. The proper system of coinage only begins with the aes gra-

ve ^^ 327 gr. The as was stamped with the double-headed Janus , the

semis, triens, quadrans, sextans and uncia with the heads of Jupiter,

Pallas , Hercules , Mercury
and a helmeted Rome. On
the reverse of each is the

forepart of a ship.

Gradually the weight of

the As diminished, at the be-

ginning of the first Punic war
to I 3. later to i|6, 1 12 and
even i 24 of its orignal va-

lue. At that time silver coins

were first struck, bearing the

helmeted image of Rome and
on the reverse the Dioscuri.

Soon aKer this the officials in charge of the Mint (trcsviri monetales)

altered the issue of silver coinage and stamped it with their own names.
After the Social war gold coins were issued, exceptionally at first and
later i>n in ever increasing quantities. Note N. 476 with Venus and Cu-
pid Fig. IDS), N, 486 with Julius Caesar (Fig. 109) and N. 4S8 with

Brutus (Fig, no).

Fig. iir. Gold Money of Augustus.
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Cases X. - Xlll.

1919. Imperial Coins. In coins of the time of Augustus it is note-

worthy that some political incident is usually depicted on the reverse.

Prom 15 B. C. the emperor reserved the monopoly of issuing gold and
silver coin, the copper currency being issued by the Senate. At this

time coins made of aurichalcum, a mixture of copper, tin and zinc,

were also in use. In the history of coinage the reign of Nero is impor-
tant both on account of his revision of the standard of weights and the
alteration in types, l-nder his successors the currency was still used

Fig. 112, As of Drusus, Sou of Tiberius.

as a reminder of political events. The diminishing of weights and the
debasing of metals continued and of course the minting gradually
became worse and worse. Note the beautiful gold coin bearing with the head
of Augustus, on the reverse being Myron's cow (N. 511, Fig. in), the
as with head of Drusus (N. 540, Fig. 112), the aurichalcum as with
head t>f Nero (N. 563, Fig. 113), the gold coin of Pertinax (N. 663,
Fig. 114) the silver coin of Caracalla (N. 660, Fig. 115), and the gold
coin of Probus (N. 683,
Fig. 116).

At the end of the
show cases devoted to

imperial currency are a
few medals which are
not properly coins. N.
706, the gold medal of

Augustus, found at Pom-
peii in 1759 is unique
(N. 706, Fig, 117). On the

reverse is an archaic fi-

gure of Artemis (Cp. 106,

p. 14). N. 708, the bronze
medal of the younger Faustina is also a particularly fine coin.

i'ig' J 13- As in aurichalcum of Neron.

Cases XIV. - XIX.

17-3). Mediaeval and modern coins. Rare and especially interesting
specimens from Southern Italy, Note the coin with head of Sergius
I, Duke of Naples (N. 722 , Fig. iiH) , that with Charles I. of
Anjou (N, 748, Fig, 119"^ and that with Henry of Lorraine, dating
from the period of the revolution brought about bv Masaniello (N. 843,

9*
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Fig. 120). Case XVII, contains coins of toreign slates and rulers. Case
XVI II. proof specimens from the different mints. Case XIX is devoted
to coins of the House of Savov,

Cases XX -

Fig. 114. Gold Money of Pertinax.

XXV.
1921. Medals. Of these there

are about 7000 specimens. The
larger works of art of the Re-
naissance are exhibited in one
of the rooms of the picture gal-

lery. Cases XX. - XXI. contain
medals struck in the various
countries of Europe. The remain-
der contain Neapolitan issues

under the Bourbons and medals
representing the Kings of Italy

since i860.

In the corners of the room :

Uei (62S7). Statuette of Aphrodite, t>pe of Venus Genetrix.

1923 ^a*^H9.. Male Statuette.

lf>24 (126249). Statuette of a man, probably a liellenic ruler rci>re

sented as a Doryphorus.

1925 [2><i), Female
Statuette with well pre-
served colouring. Very
probably Charis, the god-
dess of Grac e. A maiden
dressed in a thin tran-
sparent chiton, remini-
scent of the Aphrodite
of Akamenes, but of la-

ter workmanship. Per-
haps ti) be ascribed to

Timotheus, an Athenian
sculptor who lived in the fourth century B. C.

In the same room are exhibited :

Fig, 115. Silver Money of Caratalla,

Engraved Stones
About two thousatid are

shewn in six cases. The
cameos are divided from
the actual gems but they
are not arranged in chro-
nological order. Many come
from the collection of Loren-
70 dei Mt<iici and can he di-

stinguished by the letters

LArR.MED. engraved n))on

them. Many date from the

sixteenth and seventeenth
( entnries. Some of the ])rincipal specimens are mentioned below.

In the centre of th : room :

1926, In the first case, N. 6, Sardonyx with fotir figures^ Daedalus

Fig. 116. Gold Money of Probus.
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Eni^raved Stones X33

fastening the wings of Icarus. N. 8, Sardonyx, Dionysus leaning upon a
satyr is standing in a chariot drawn b> two Psyches. N. 12, Sardonyx,
Victory in a Chariot, the work of Sostratos, N. 16, Sardonyx. Battle

between Zeus and the giants, the work of Athenion ; a remarkably
beautiful specimen. N. 26, Aphrodite with a nest of Cupids. N. 65.

Copy of the Farnese Bull unfortunately only partially preserved.

Fig. 117. GoM Medals of Augustus.

H>27, Of those contained
following are noticeable. N.
Marsyas, His pupil Oh mpos
to cancel the horrid doom o
workmanship is excellent. N.
work of ApolloniuN, N. 254,
newly brought by Thetis, cut
finest specimens of what can

in the third case, mostly Roman, the

213, Cornelian, representing the defeat oi

seeks to move Apollo through his prayers,
f Marsyas, w ho is to be flayed alive. 1 he
232, Amethyst. Artemis with a torch, the
Cornelian. Achilles admiring the weapons
by Dioscurides. Both stones are the very
be done in the art of engraving gems.

•«»' ~Jn.K

Fig. ii8. Money of Sergius L, Duke of Naples.

192^. The case by the window contains mostly gems found in Pom-
peii. The best is prooably N. 27665 representing a sacrifice. A woman
bringing a basket of flowers to a herm, to the accotnpaniment of flutes.

In the Papyri Room are three tables, containing gems, mostly
modern :

JVfJ9'1931. In the room in which the remaining Coins are kept in

twelve safes, are one or two Statuettes, decoratiye work.
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Near the window, to the rig:ht

:

1932(^01). Female Slatuette. The head is antique but does not
belong to the body. Both forearms are restored. The attributes are
lacking so there is no means of identifying the original.

193.-} (6259). Female Statuette. Head probably does not belong to the
body. Hands resiored, the right was lowered and probably held a pa-

tera. The type can be traced hack to the fifth century, perhaps a De-
meter or Kore.

1934. Nude youth, perhaps
Hermes, leaning upon an ar-

chaistic figure. The motive is

Praxitelean.

Left wall:

1935 ^H3H()). Statuette of a

nude man after the Alexander
with the spear b> Lysippus.

19.W (6:i4H). Statuette of

Priapus. Both hands restored.

The god wears a long flowing
beard and his head is covered

left elbow on a tree trunk.

Fig. 119. Money of Chailes I. of Anjou.

hiswith a sort of hood. He leans with

1937 (aisl). Seated Athlete.

1938 (6403). Female Statuette. A woman seated upon a rock, raising
her right arm. Perhaps intended to be a njuse but the absence of attri-

butes makes her identity doubtful.

.10''

Fig. 120. Money of Henri of Lorraine.

Returning through the Coin Room we come to the

Collection of Vases
From the earliest times clay vases have been made as receptacles

for the preservation of liquids and for other purposes and it is quite
natural that men should have sought to make them not merely useful

but ornamental. Owing to the fact that broken fragments of clay could
not serve any subsequent purpose and therefore have been found in

great quantities during our excavations we have the glorious possibility

of reconstructing for ourselves the Civilisation of a long buried race, in

as far as it was capable of expression in their manufacture and use of
earthenware.
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The adaptation of mineral dyes, the sifting of the clay, and then
the discovery of the potter' b wheel and the furnace gave great impulse
to the art of the putter, but these improvementb and inventions did
not become universal property. For a long time the finer glaze used
in Greece gave her an advantage over other countries so that Greek
vases were a much sought after commodity in the trade.

In the earliest times, referred to as the Mycenean period, the vases
were adorned with marine objects. Figures of men and animals are
comparatively rare. Later, these gave place to socalled geometric de-
signs, patterns originating partl> at the weaver's loon). In contrast to

this there developed the Corinthian style under Oriental influence in

which the body of the vase is divided into bands filled in with animal
figures. The Geometric style passes through the Early Corinthian be-
fore giving way to the Corinthian proper. Corinthian vases also had a
great vogue in Italy but were soon displaced by the Athenian which
were first painted with black figures on a red ground and later with
red figures on a black ground, in the latter case the body ot the vase
being entirely black, i his is the golden age of Vase painting, which
was followed b} a steady decline. Vase painting was begun in Southern
Italy just in the period of transition from the best to the later style.

According to Patroni the vases were used there only for burial
purposes and this conclusion he justifies by assuming that the scenes
depicted represent the tomb itself or a continued existence in Elysium.
Besides the painted vases there have been found in Campania Buccheio
vases produced under Etruscan influence. These are permeated with a
black dye and are seldom if ever found in Greek cities though they exist

in large quantities in those towns which have been under Etruscan rule.

The recent translation of the Vases in the present rooms has consi-

derably interfered with their proper sequence but the available space
was regrettably limited, 1 he numbers of the various cases must therefore
be noted.

19By. Case I. contains the oldest speclmenSi similar to those exhi-
bited in the prehistoric section. They belong for the most part to the
iron age, some may be even older. The variety in colouring is usually
due to the varying degrees* of heat in the firing.

1940. Case II. Campanlan Bucchero ware. Notice especially an
Oinochoe with an Etruscan inscription Himurce sta pruchum^. The
Bucchero vases of purely Etruscan origin (Case XV.) are somewhat
different.

1941. Cases III. • VII. Archaic Vases from Apulia. Thos^ from
Northern Apulia (Canosa) must be distinguished from those from Taren-
tum and the Sallentine peninsula.

1942. Case VIII. Vdses with geometric designs from Cumae.

Figured Vases.

In the last room :

194.5, Case IX. Black figured vases from Campania.

1144-1945. Cases X. - XI. Campanian imitations of Attic vases.

1946. Cases XII. - XIII. Vases from Satlcola (S. Agata dei (iotl),

for the most part imitations of Attic vases of the painted style. The
vases, regular bell-shaped craterae, are mostly adorned with Baci hie
scenes in tront and draped figures at the back.

1947. Cases XIV. - XV. Vases from Cumae. The shapes are various.
The paintings have to do chief!} with funeral monuments. Note in

' .'i
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Case XIV, to the left, on the second shelf N, 1990 *) depicting (he
apotheosis of Hercules and directly below it, N, 2231, Ariadne adorning
herself for her marriage with Dionysus.

194s. Case XVI. Vases from Abeita. They resemble those from
Paestum in drawing, but ditfer in the shapes and colours.

U49. Cases XVII.-XVIIL Vases from Paestum, amongst them one
(N. 2S73) representing Hercules with the Hesperides, the work of Assleas.
T\NO olherh by the same artist ^Cadmus wiih the dragon, Fig. 121, and

Phrixos with lielle)
t are placed on Cases

XXVI. and X^X,
Paeslum according
to its pottery belongs
rather to Campania
than to Lucania,

m-i<>. Cases X IX.-
XXJIK Vases from
Lucanian factories.
Notice especially
those depicting bat-
tle Scenes in wliich
ihe difierences be-
tv\een Oscau-Campa-
nian and Lucanian
armour may be clear-

ly seen. N. 3237, the
madtiess of Lyrur-
gus, affords proof of
that preference for

gruesome subjects in

which the Lucanians
^,,y:v.^^^^ «<MH«H i^H^^^v V resembled the Etru-

Fig. 121. Cadmus with the dragon. ^^^" artists.

Um. Cases XXIV. - XXXVI 1. Vases from Apulia and the factories

of Ruvo and Canosa, Notice on the lowest shelf of Case XXVII.
N. 32.^1, the Theft of the Palladium and the contest between Apollo
and Marsyas (Fig. 122). The drawini^ here approximates to that on the
Attic vases (N, 2910, to the right on the second shelf of Case XXX).
Diomedes with the steeds of Rhesos. The platters decorated with
fishes remind one that fish was served and eaten on them originally.

The inner grooved portion was for the sauce.

In the room of the (^reek Vases:

1952. Case XXXVHL Vases painted red after firing. On the top
shelf, N. 2069. an oiiiochoe, is similar in style to the vases from Pae-
stum and Abella.

1953. Case XXX (X. Vases from Gnathiai mostly decorated with
ornamenlal patterns without figures. <Jnv vase, on tlie midille shelf to

the right, depicting a comed> actor, is interesting.

A remarkable feature in Italic pottery, especially that of Canosa, is

•*) 7/i^ numhipa h^re ^t'u of sin^h vas^s ai those on the 7 ed
la^*h (ojt'^n very Jad d and -lefir to II ydemann* s Catalogue,
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tbe enormous size of some of the vases, which are now exhibited singly

on bronze tripods in many of the rooms.

Room 1. .

19r4 (3iJ59;. Large Amphora with volutes, from Canosa. It represents
/eus with other gods and heroes, but having been considerably resto-

red it is impossible to decipher accurately. From Canosa,

Room II.

191") (3i25iif. Large Amphora with masks and inset reliefs. In front
is a scene as yet unexplained. Below is Medea watching the struggle
of Jason with the bull. On the other side a battle of Amazons and a
Bacchic thiasos.

V)m 3254). Vase from
Canosa* Funeral P>re of
Patroclus before which
Achilles slays the Trojan
youths who are to ac-

company him to the
Underworld. ( )n the right
Agamemnon advances
with an otlering. Above
are Phoinix and Nestor
in Achilles^ tent. Below
one sees Achilles ijuadri-

ga bearing the body of
Hector. On the other
side a Ileroon, or grave
monument surrounded
by youths and maidens.

Room III.

1957 CJ2">6). The lar-

gest Vase of all , from
Ruvo. It measures i m.
55 in height and 2 m. 45
ill circumference. The
number ot patches make
it dillicult to decipher
but the battle of Amazons
and the contest between
Peiops and Oinomaus can
be recognised. An unu-
sual feature is the pain-
ting round the l»ase, de-
picting a race.

Room IV.

'ity-

%

Fig. 122. Apollo and Marsyas.

1958 ^;3222). Vllse with scenes of the Underworld. From Altamura.
Orpheus strives with his music to touch the hearts of the rulers of the
Underworld and induce them to restore his wife to him. He is surroun-
ded by beings of the Underworld. Megara with her sons, Peiops with
Hippodamia and Myrtilus, the three judges of the Un^lerworld, Her-
cules defeating Uerl)erus, Sis>phus with his burden, and the Danaids.

Room V.

19">9 \M7>^}, Persian Vase from Canosa found with N, 1956 (Fig. 123).

In the centre of the principal scene the Persian King Darius is enthroned.
Before him on a platform stands an orator and behind is a guard with
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a drawn sword, C)u either side are Persian princes summoned in coun-
cil. Above, in the assembly of the gods is Hellas, while on the right
appears Asia seated upon an altar. Near her is Apate, the goddess of
Deceit, with two torches. In the lowest scene is the treasurer of the
Ro>al household receiving tribute from the Provinces. The table at

which he presides is arranged for accounts and upon it is marked
loooo (M), 1000 (X) etc.

Room VI.

VM) (•VJiM). Archenioros Vase from Ruvo. On the neck are painted

Fig. 123. Persian Vase.
, v^'

a siren and the contest between Pelops and Oinomaus ; on the body ot

the vase the funeral obsequies of Archenioros. Hypsipyle who had
been brought as a slave from Lemnos to Neniea was entrusted by the
Queen Eurydice with the care of her infant son Opheltes of whom the
Oracle had foretold that he would die if ever he tauched the ground.
On being asked by the band of warriors on their way to Thebes the
whereabouts of a spring of water, the nurse laid the boy upon the
ground a single moment in order to accompany Adrastus to the spring.
Returning she finds the infant Opheltes killed by a serpent. H>psipyle
is about to be punished, but the seer Amphiaraus intercedes for her
and she Is simultaneously recognised and freed by her two sons Enneos
and Thoas who arc among the warriors. On the other side of the vase
is depicted the adventure of Hercules in the garden of the Hesperides
and on the neck Dionvsus with his procession.
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On columns in the various rooms

:

196L Many other vases with Heroa (Graves). Note in Room 111,

near the window, the vase on which is depicted the dragging of Hec-
tor's body around the tomb of Patroclus.

<

In the corridor : .

11^>2. Four Amphorae wiih nia'>ks as handles.

Passage leading to the Cumae Collection ;

UMxi. Models of italic graves with accessory vases as excavated.

In the large Room of the Attic Vases there is also:

11#>4. Case XLI. containing Ionic or pseudo - ionic vases, made in

Etruria.

1966. Cases XLIl. • XLVI. Black figured Attic vases. Amongst
these the Panathenaic Vases are worthy of especial notice. They were
filled with oil and presented to the winners of the Panathenaic contests.

They bear inscriptions to this effect.

1967. Case XLVI I. contains vessels showing the transition from
the black to the red figured style.

1968. Cases XLVIll. - XLIX. Red figured Attic vessels. There are
no remarkably fine specimens in this collection.

1969. Cases L. - LIV. Red figured Vases of Attic manufacture.
These are usually called Nolanic because they were found in large
quantities at Nola.

1970. Cases LV. Bucchero Vases from Etruria. Campanian black
painted cups. Notice amongst them a patera with the inscription L.
CANOLEIOS. L. F. FECIT. CALENOS.

The principal examples of red figured Attic work are exhibite<l in

the large show case in the centre of the room.

Beginning below on the right :

1971 (2422). Hydria discovered at Nola in 1797. It formed part of
the Vivenzio Collection. It was used as a cinerary urn and found en-
closed in a terra-cotta vessel which is also preserved in the National
Museum. Upon the hydria is represented the lliupcrsis, or downfall of
Troy. Priam, seated at an altar with the dead body of Astyanax on
his knees, awaits the death blow of Neoptolemus. On either side are
scenes of terror. To the right Andromache, armed with a pestle, is

striking a blow at a Greek soldier. To the left Cassandra is being torn
from the statue of Athena. The departure of Aeneas and the recognition
of Aithra by her two grandchildren complete the picture at either side.

1972 (2421). Amphora with volutes, from Ruvo, depicting a battle

of Amazons. On the neck, Peleus and Thetis.

1973 (3233). Hydria, much damaged In the funeral pyre. On it are
painted female juggierb.

Above :

1974 (2410). Two-handled Vase from Nocera. Bacchic festival. Dione
pours out wine. She is surrounded bv riotous Bacchantes.

1975 (3240). Amphora with volute^, from Ruvo. Preparations for the
performance of a satiric drama.

1976 (3251). Amphora with volutes^ from Ruvo. A wild boar and a
doe hunted by Orientals.
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On a marble table under glass:

li»77. Three Attic vases with reliefs and gilding (fight with a grif-

tin, Marsyas, hunting scene).

In tlie dark room leading to the Cumae Collection :

1V>7H. Vases from Canosa, shaped like wineskins, with many figures
attached, (Fig. 124).

Fig. 124. Vase of Canosa (Phot. Brogi).*

In the centre show case :

1979. Specimens of vases with designs stamped In relief, Urfa
sijECillata. The> are similar to the Aretine vases and are supposed to

come from Gaul.

Around the room, on columns:

r^^^K Amphorae with masks a^ handles atul with reliefs executed on
the necks.
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The Cumae Collection

The V^ases and other Objects found in 1856 during the excavations
at Cumae were given to the Museum h\ Prince Carignano. To these
are added the Stevens Collection which has unfortunately been disper-
sed in part.

Room I.

On columns :

10^1 {H5h»>h, h>s7(^ sr>>s72). Vases with the customary Heroon.

....-'P^i, . •fill**;;:.;;"'; fii_-'''^.''>'-^^^'*J^^''-'. /-':

Fig. 125. Theseus fighting the Amazons.

In the rentre

:

19si (Hf>4f)7». Presumabh a wax mask. It was foun<l during exiava-
tioiis, by the ("ount of Syracuse instead the head of a corpse.

Ketwoen the windows:

19K^ Marble Bust of Prince Carignano, the loutir of the Collection

To the left of the entrance:

19H4. Case 1. Corinthian and black Italic vases.

IIK'*. Case II. Black vases, lamps, vessels of local manufacture.
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19S6. Case III. Above, antefixae. Below a medle> of vases of the
most' cliverse styles,

1987* Case IV. Various vases, some coated with white paint.

Room II.

Ill the centre under a glass shade :

19S8 (>^96). Aryballos. Theseus fighting the Amazons. (Fig.

On a column :

l\>m (H()OX)). Attic Crater. Women playing the cithara.

125).

—»

1

Fig. 126. Vase with representation of the rndcrwold.

In a sho\\< ase :

HKX) K>s8r,,. A lady's toilet case with contents.

On the five cases :

IWl. Bronze Vases.

The cases contain for the most part painted vases of Attit origin.

Iff^i. Case I. Redffgured Attic vases, amongst them a remarkable
fragment depicting the divinities of light. (86309).

lW3-l^«j. Cases 11. - IV. Black figured Attic vases. Notice especially
on the upper shelf of the case one representing an undraped woman
riding a panther.
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1996. Case V. Attic and local vases with rich polychrome decorations.
Amongst them is one dealing with the legend of Telephos. To ensure his

own safety Telephos has seized the infant Orestes and fled for protection
to an altar. He threatens to slay the child unless Agamemnon promises
him safe conduct and healing of the wound inflicted by Achilles.

Room III.

In the centre

:

1997. Archaistic Marble head of Dionysus, considerably restored in

antiquity.

199H. Show Case I. Beautiful collection of Phoenician glass vases etc.

1999. Show Case II. Fibulae and other ornaments of silver and amber.

On columns ;

20O0-2(K)l. Mixing bowls.

I'^pon the five wall cases :

2002. Cauldron and other bronze vessels.

2(K« 2005. Cabes I. - IV. Various vases.

2(X)n. Case V. Objects made of bronze, glass and alabaster.

is*:^';-

t^

Fig. 127. Chalcidien Vase.

The Stevens Collection
2^XX-2014. Various gold and silver objects. EarK Corinthian and Rho^

dian ware, also Attn vases, Phoenician glass, hone utensils etc. all of
which are arranged according to the giaves in which they were found.

2015. In the last Vase Room is a show case containing the results
of the excavations made in 1902 amongst the graves of Cu mac. Close hy
the north wall of the citv four graves were found in the burial ground.
The first contained articles dating from the second or third centuries.
The three others belong to an earlier period, perhap:* to the seventh cen-
tury B. C. Patroni however dates them even further back into the eighth,
one perhaps end of the or ninth centuries B. C.
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From the Room of the Greek Vases one goes to the right to visit

The Santangelo Collection

It was formed bv the Marchese Santangelo during his official

career, especially in the Basiljcata, bought subsequently from his heirs
by the Municipality and lent to the Museum.

Fig. 12S, Adnnis V^ase,

Princij)al Room.

In the c entre case :

2(>16» Attic and Italic Vases. Notice especialK the vase fi)und in Ar-
menio (Basilicata' depictiiig the death of Mehager. To avenge the death
of her brother, his uncle, slain by Meleager , his mother Althaea con-
demns him to death and casts the brand with whl h his life is mvstcriously
connected into the flames. Meleager, consumed by inward fire is held
by his brother Tydeus and sister Peianeira. His lather appears in des-

pair. Below are his (ompmions of the ( alvdonian Hunt. Kros is here
represented as Knvy {<b^<>ro^) having awakened Meleager\s passion for

Atalanta, he is thus responsible for the \%hole tragedy. (b\%, 126),

Heginiiing to the kft o( the entrance:

2<U7-2^>1H. f^ascs I. - V. Vases from .\pulia and Lucania.
A.
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At the end of the room :

2019. Case I. Drinking horns fashioned in the form of animals
heads.

2020-2022. Cases II. «. VII. Vascs from Attica and Apulia. On a
Chalcidian vase is depicted the contention of Apollo and Hercules for

the tripod (Fig. 127).

In the dark passage there are some very interesting vases. To the
right quite in the background:

2023. Pelilte with the Rescue v .

of Andromeda,

To the left:

2024. Pelilie. Struggle for the
possession of the youthful Ado-
nis and his further adventures
(Fig. 128).

The wall case contains:

2027. Terracottas, lamps.

2(r2S. Large amphora with
representation of Orpheus in the
Underworld.

Returning to the room :

Cases to the right of the main
entrance

:

202^^. Vases from Apulia and
Lucania.

On a column to the left of
the main entrance :

20iy>. Panathenaic Amphora.

Side room, in the cases and
on columns

:

20:31-20:^ Small bronzes, ter-

ra-cottas and single vases, also
some small antiquities of Egyp-
tian , Phoenician , and Roman
origin. In the case to the right

of the entrance , a little Athena
with the owl ^o the left on the top ."shelf (Fig. 129).

21M9-2041. Mosaics. Panther with Bacchic attributes. Comic Actor.
Cock-fight.

Collection of Coins

2*42-2043. This collection may be considered one of the most com-
plete extant. It contains about 40000 coins, medals, stamps and seals.

Of this number 124S0 are Greek coins mostl> from Magna Graecia and
Sicily. There are many rare specimens but onl> the series of aes grave
and a quantit} of modern coins are exhibited.

i-n'.'^l'i'jif^''-'^' ^.".•>4«i' v*&'l'*&*»-%

l^^ig. 1*9. Statuette of Athena.

10
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The Picture Gallery

Vestibule.

On the right wall :

1. (10529^ Head of youth. Bronze, XVI. cent.

2. Unknown Portrait Bust, White marble head, coloured laiment.

Opposite the entrance:

3. Napoleon I., plaster cast of original at Milan by Canova.

On the left wall :

4. (20823). Bust of Antonio Canova, made in 1810 for Joachim Murat
by Antonio d'Este. '

5. (6137). Socalled Bust of Hannibal. Since 1904 this has been reco-
gnised as a XVI. cent, production.

Rooms L and 11.

Tapestries by Bernhard van Orley.

(Necherland School, XVI. cent.).

An Historic Retrospect.

When Charles V. came to Brussels in the year 1531 to hold a meet-
ing of the States General, they decided to offer him a gift which should
recall his most famous victory and with this intention they presented
him with these tapestries depicting the battle of Pavia. This remarkable
example of Dutch art adorned for many \ears the imperial Palace in

Brussels. In 1564 Don Carlos, eldest son of Philip II., left them to his

tutor, the Bishop of Osma, from whose possession they passed after

many vicissitudes into the hands of the Marchese del Vasto, head of
the Avalos family ; and he it was who bequeathed them to the Naples
Museum. In many cases the names of the leaders are written under
their portraits but for a clearer understanding of the incidents repre-
sented a few remarks on the battle of Pavla are printed below.

Since the invasion of Charles VIII. till the death of Henry II. the
french Kings had constantly striven to unite the north of Italy with
France. In spite of his youth and Inexperience no sooner had Francis I.

come to the throne than he hurriedly led an expedition across the Alps^
w^on a victory at Mclegnano but was subsequently defeated at Biesca,

thereby losing I>ombardy which had already been conquered by the
French. In 1524, in order to put an end to these invasions, the imperial
troops under the command of the Marchese Pescara and the Connetable
de Bourbon marched from Italy into the south of France, but on arriving
at Marseilles, they were oblig d to beat a hasty retreat having come news
of the imminent invasion of Northern Italy by Francis I. with a spkndidly
equipped army. As soon as the imperial troops had buried their ord-
nance or safeguarded it at Toulon, they proceeded back to Italy and
arrived only just in time. Both armies crossed the Ticino the same day.
After an attempt to take Milan Francis dirrcted his attention to the
siege of Pavia, the capture of which would have been of great impor-
tance to him, partly because it was one of the c nemy's best fortified citiesand
partly because he hoped to induce the mercenaries garrisoned there to espo-
use his cause and thus swiftly to decide the Issue of the war. The imperial
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troops which had retired to Lodi to await reinforcemeuts from Germany
advanced on Pavia which was courageously held for the emperor by
the Marchese de Teyva, The citizens made common cause with the
garrison and even women are reported to have assisted at the trenches,
but food was scanty and there was no money for the soldiers pay, which
added to the necessity for action. Francis had taken up his position in

the Zoological Gardens to the north of the city. His troi>ps consisted of
many regiments of Swiss, the so called « Black Band >/ of mercenaries
and a large detachment of light cavalry under Giovanni dei Medici
besides a splendid host of french knights and their esquires. The impe-
rial army approached from the northeast, made three breaches in the
Park wall during the night and advanced through them into the midst
of the French, who saw in the attack at first a mere skirmish, to which
they paid little attention. Soon realising, however, thrt the fight was
assuming greater importance, Francis at the head of his troop drove
back the enemy's light cavalry, after killing their leader, the Marchese
Civita di S, Angelo, The French artillery also did much damage but the
advance of the Imperial troops under Georg Frundsber;^ and the on-
slaught of the Marchese del Vasto's Spanish arquebus^crs altered the
appearance of the field. The French cavallry were driven back, their
canons taken and the sortie of the beleaguered garriso i organised by
de Leyva finally decided the fortunes of the day. The Swiss, hemmed
in on all sides refused to advance, the Black Band were cut down or
driven into the Ticino, the cowardly Due d*Alencon to whom Francis
had given command of the rearguard fled across the river on a bridge
of boats which he destroyed behind him, and poor Francis wanderinp
aimlessly over the battlefield was taken prisoner, his horse having
fallen under him. That evening be wrote from the monastery of S. Paolo
whither he had been taken, to his mother : ¥ Madame, pour vous faire

savoir comment se portc le reste de mon infortune, de toutes choses ne
m'est demeure que Thonneur et la vie qui <rst sauve »,

The Tapestries,

Room I. to the right:

1. Th^ Attack of thr yeoman and a} quebusiers on the fight wing oj
the French army, (H. 4,22, 1, 8,59). The Spanish arquebusiers advance
fiom the left, surrounding their leader Pescara who is on horseback,
directing the fighting. The German yeomanry are further to the right
with their commander Georg Frundsherg wo stands beside the captu-
red guns while his men are in the act of slaying with their lances
Francis Duke of Lorraine (Fricoys de Lorain) and^ the Duke of Suffolk
(la blanse rose) whose horses are foundering. The 'turmoil of battle and
the thronging lances are wonderfully depicted. The paik wall is shown
in the foreground.

Near the window

:

2. The French Army opens out, the Swiss refuse to advance^
(H, 4,25, 1, 8,69). The Swiss captain Diesbach (recognised on account
of his tall lance) and a mounted officer, are endeavouring in vain to

urge the troops forward. Some are still hesitating, others are already
laying down their arms, banners and drums, preparing to fly ; one man
is shewn running away carrying two or three hens. « Sauve qui pent »
seems to be the order of the day.

On the exit side :

3. The soldiers of the Black Band bfing almost all slain, the yeo-
manry storm the French King^s fortified Camp, (il. ^,25, 1. 8,09). On

10*
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the right is the entrenchment with tents, one of which adorned with
fleur de lys is evidently the King's. From the left the garrison under
de Leyva are rushing out of the town scattering those who had remai-
ned in camp, amongst them several bold damsels ; others within the
entrenchment are preparing to seek refuge in flight.

On the wall opposite the window:

4, Flight of the Due d' Alenfon across the Ticinus. (H. 4,20, 1. 7,78)*
To the right on horseback is the Due d'Alencon escaping over the
pontoon bridge, which having crossed he then destroys, so that his

followers fall inevitably into the hands of their mounted pursuers, or
find a watery grave in the Ticinus.

Room II. on the right:

5. Continuation of the battle. (H. 4,io» 1. 8,81). The Swiss soldiers

driven into the Ticinus. The storming of the camp by the beleaguered
garrison and the flight and ultimate end o( the Swiss regiments is fur-

ther depicted. In the background is the city of Pavia with her many
turrets, the cathedral being especially noticeable and the guarded bridge
over the Ticinus. In the foreground are the Swiss, laden with their

most treasured belongings, routed and hard pressed by their enemies.
Many who during the battle had sought refuge in empty cisterns reap-
pear as the fighting draws to an end. The river is full of swimmers and
drowning men.

On the wall opposite the window : , ,

6. Francis /. in action, (H, 4,20, 1, 8,57). On the right one sees the
French King (or one of his re]>resentatives), engaged wiih the leader of
the imperial cav^alry, the Marchese Civita di S. Angelo. The king has
shattered his opponents spear with a sword stroke and is in the act ot

administering the death blow. In the foreground he is represented again
preparing to charge with his mounted bodyguard. The king may be
recognised by the fleur de lys on his horse's hreastpieie. The arquebu-
siers under the command of the Marchese del Vasto are advancing un-
der the trees of the Park and in the distance the cavalry are drawn up
in battle array. £

On the exit wall:
' ,4

7, Th^ suiiender of Francis 1. fH. 4,00, 1. 8,00). On the left is

Lannoy the Viceroy dismounting to receive the French King's sword in

token of surrender. The King's horse has fallen and he is pinned to

the ground. A soldier is tugging at the horse's tail and two others have
seized the King under the shoulders and are helping him to rise. In

the centre are the commander in chie( of the imperial troops and tw^o

other officers, all three with swords drawn ; on the right, one yeoman
is seen telling another the joyful news of the French deleat and the sur-
render of their King. « Victory » is the motto of this picture and the
bells seem to proclaim the good tidings froni tht many towers and bel«

fries which rise in the background.

H. Gobelin tapestry representing the stofy of Perseus, (H, 4,80, 1. 5,60).
In the lentre at the bottom is the interlaced LL. of Louis XIV.

In R<ioms 1. and II. may also be found :

9. Six portrait busts of reman emperors of white and coloured
marble, XVU cent.

AUo in Room I.

10 (4^7). Coiossai horse's head. Bronze. Owing to its resemblance
to the horse of Gattamelata in Padua this work was formerly ascribed
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to Donatello but has recently been declared antique. It was once in the
possession of Lorenzo dei Medici and probably influenced Donatello who
must have seen it then. In 1471, five years after Donatello's death, it

was sent by Lorenzo to Count Maddaloni in Naples. The remarkable
realism of some details seenied to authorise its ascription as a rena-
scence work. Cf, Goethe Ital. Reise, 7. Mar. 1787. tF\^. 130).

11 (10810). Vase of Rosso antico resting on a tripod, ornamented
in the centre with a gor>^on mask from which radiate elongated leaves.

Room IL >*<:»«*• M • 4f. . I r -

>:

12 (10ri09), Bronze taber-
nacle in the form of a round
temple with cupola executed
by Giovanni de Bernard! da
Castelbolognese and Jacopo
del Duca Ciliano from a
sketch of Michel Angelo's,
(approximate date 1560-156H),
which had been designed for

the church of Santa Maria
degli Augeli in Rome. It

statuls on an 0( tagonal base
and is richlv ornamented with
reliefs. The centre is deco-
rated below the frieze with
eight panels in relief repre-
sentin>^ the Passion of our
Lord. There were originally
pillars of lapis lazuh* at ea* h
corner but these disappear-
ed, simultaneously with other
precious stones with which
the work of art was adorned,
when it was removed from
the Farnese Palac eto the
church of S. Lrren/o dclla
Padula.

13 (10525). Vase of Alabaster. In the centre a
Dionysian masks on the handles.

14 (10526). Vase, similar to N. 13.

.»

M

f'iR- i3<^- Horse^s head from bronze*

Medusa head and

Room Andrea da Salerno.

(The index numbers are on the right hand side of the frame. The
enumeration of the pictures according to this catalogue commences at

the right and ends at the left of the entrance door. After the first men-
tion of a painter's name the date and place of his birth and death are
put in parenthesis as far as thtv are asceitainable).

1 (H4471, 84470, H444Si. Nctherland-Neapolltan School, XV. cent.
The thr e Wi^^' Men out of the East. ^VV. ; h. 1,31, 1. 0,63 — h. 1,33,
1. 1,25 — h. i,33» 1. 0,62). St. Joseph standing, in the centre, Mary with
the shenherds \\h») make their offerings to the Child, on either side
stand the Magi. N. H44;'o is a copy of an engraving by Martin Schon-
gauer.

2 (Si<)27). Andrea Sabatinl, calleil ANr>RKA da Salerno {* Salerno
1480? f Gaeta ? 153a). Si. Benedict. c\V. ; h. 2,62, I. 2,07). lie is seated
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with a book and pastoral r,taflF between St. Maurus and St. Placidus. A
dispute is depicted below.

3 (B4223). Venetian School, XV. cent. St. Martin on horseback
about to divide the cloak with his sword, the beggar stands before him.
(W. ; h. 0,73, 1. 1,65).

4 (84248). Andrea Sabatlni, called Andrea da Salerno. The Miracle
of St. Francis before the walls of Gubbto. (W. ; h, 0,47, 1. 1,00), He is

accompanied by the tame wolf.

5 (84244). The Same. Th Miracle of St. Nicolas, Archbishop of
Myra, (VV\ ; h. 1,46, I, 1,46). He hands golden apples to the three vir-

gins of Myra and in so doing annuls the unjust death sentences.

6 (84231). Giovanni Bernardo Lama (* Naples 1506 , \ Naples after

1S90). Pieta. (VV. ; h. 3,00^ 1, i»99). The Madonna has the dead body of
Christ between her knees^ and weeps bitterly. St. Bonaventura and
St. Francis are beside her.

7 (124347). Netherland-Neapolitan School, XV, cent. St. Michael in

armour with the dragon at his feet. (W.; h. 1,07, 1. 0,55).

8 (84224). German School, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child. (W. ; h.

o,93» 1, 0,67).

9-11. (84466, 84440, 84461). German School, XV. cent. Pieta, a triptych.

(W.; h. 1,30, 1. 0,65 — h. 1,28, L 1,63 — h. 1,30, 1. 0,65). The Madonna
holds the dead Christ on her lap. Around her are grouped John and
Magdalene, Joseph of Arimathla, Nicodemus and the two Marys.

12 (84243). Umbrian School, XV. cent. ? Midonna and Child with
Saints, a triptych. (W. ; b. 3,03, 1. 2,45). On the base are Apostles and
a resurrection, on either side St. Francis and St. Sebastian and Christ
above.

13 (84249). Andrea Sabatini, called Andrea da Sai.erno. St. Benedict.
(W. ; h. 1,49, 1. 0,53).

14 (84194), School of Lorenzo di Credl, XVI. cent. Madonna and
Child with little St. John. (W. ; h. 0,82, 1. 0,62).

15 (84222). Giovanni Ftllppo Crlscuolo ( Oaeta 1509, f 1584). The
Nativity^ a triptych (1545). (W. ; h. 2,36, 1, 2,00). In the centre the Vir-
gin is worshipping the infant Christ while Joseph is in the act of cove-
ring Him up with a cloth. On the right and left are s ints. Signed

:

Jo JOANK FiLIPPO CRISCUOLO DE NaPOLI PITTORK 1 545.

16 (125355). Francesco Fioriilo, XVI. cent. (School of Andrea da
Salerno). Madonna and Child with Saints, a triptych. (W. ; h. 1,87, 1. 1,72
— foot, h. 0,27, 1. 1,86). On the base Jesus in the midst of the apostles,
on the side panels St. Donatus and another ; above, the crucifixion
between St. Veneranda and St. ApoKonia.

17 (84229). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. St. Ca*h*rine of Siena
wearing a crown of thorns and bearing in her hands a crucifix and a
lily, is crowned by two angels. (VV. ; h. 0,94, 1. 0,78).

18 (H4319). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. Magdalene, (\V. ; h. 1,03,

1- o»55).

19 (84232 . Andrea Sabatini, called Andrka da Salkrno. A vifgin,
martyr. (VV. ; h, 1,63, I. 0,54).

20 (843B7). Giovanni Angelo Crlscuolo ( Ga^ta 1510, f Naples
after 157H). Adofation of the Magi. (VV, ; h. 4,46, 1, 3,53). The Child on
his Mother's lap receives rich gifts from the Magi, who appear with
countless followers.

;.' ^'•-
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21 'H432>). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. John the Baptist. (\V. ; h.

i>03, 1. 0,55).

22 (H4237). Andrea Sabatlnl, called Andrea da Salkrno. John the
Baptist. (\V. ; h. 1,63, 1. 0,54).

23 (84480). Mastro Colantonio? Netherland^Neapolitan School, XV.
cent. St. f^rom with the lion. (W. ; h. 1,25, 1, 1,50). The saint is

sitting beside his books, the lion stands in front and places one paw on
his knee. On the left is the cardinal**; hat, ^,, .

24 (842:58). School of Michael of Verona, XVI. cent. Crucifixion.
1 W. ; h. 0,76, 1 1,15). Christ ow the cross between the two thieves,
below are armed men, mounted soldiers and the group of Marys.

25 (84331). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child with
saints. (W ; h. 1,87, 1. 0,95). Above the crescent moon the Madonna
and Child float amidst the angelic host, the apostles James and Andrew
stand below.

26 (84228). Francesco Curia (* Naples 1538. f circa 1610). The Ma-
donna with a zc'reath o/tos^s^ surrounded by saints. (W.; h. 2,06, 1. 1,64).

27 (S4442). Netherland-Neapolitan School, 2nd half of the XV. cent*

One of th three Kin^s from th: OHent carryiujB: h>s sceptre and a
gift, followed by his suite. (W. ; h. 1,98, 1. 0,71).

28 .^84252 . School of Bruges, XV. cent.? The archangel Michad
fighting Satan. fVV. ; h. 1,93, 1. 2,57). On either side are St. Jerome and
St, James with two devout persons, *

29 (84437). Netherland-Neapolitan School, 2nd half of the XV. cent.

Oni^ of th. three Kin^s. (\V. ; h. 1,98, 1. 0,71). This youthful ruler ap-
proaches with a staff and a gift. Companion picture to N. ^7,

3() (84245. Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. St. George. (W. ; h. 1,12,

I. 0,68), This picture is di\ided into two parts. Above St. Michael
fights with the devil on the left and St. George with the dragon on the
right. Below are John the Baptist and John the P2vangelist, kneeling,

31 (11 32(MV 113207). Umbrlan School ? XV. cent. The Madonna and
Saints. (VV. \ h. 2,16, 1. 1,75 — h, 0,37, 1. 1,68).

32 (84241). Neapolitan School, XVJ. cent. Crucifixion. (W.; h. 1,14,

1. 0,74). This picture is divided into two parts. Above is Christ on the
cross between Mary and John, below is Mary with the Christ child on
her lap.

33 ^84256v Glrolamo Imparato (* Naples, f 1620). Th Annunciation.
(\V. ; h. 2,11, I. i,>S2).

34 (84lsr)). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. The Blessed Virgin bet-

ween two saints. i\V. ; h. 1,32, 1. 1,50). Signed: 1510.

35 (84342h Neapolitan School, XV. cent. St. (riaconio delta Marca
stands in the attitude of benediction holding a book in his hand.
(VV. ; h. i»H7, 1. 1,16). On either side of him are kneeling angels. This
picture is painted on a background of gold.

36 (84221). School of Michele of Verona, XVi. cent. Crucifixion.
(VV. h, 1,04, i. 2,63). Christ on the cross between the two thieves. The
Virgin ^Iary has swooned in the midst of a group of women.

37 (842r>()}. Andrea Sabatini, called Andrj a da Salkrno. The
ric ption of novicf'S by .St. Benedict. (VV,; h. 0,35, 1. 0,40).

3^ i84242 . Andrea Sabatini, called Andrka dv wSai.krno. A saint of
tht Catthusian vfd r. (\\\\ h. 0,73, 1. 0,33).

39 (84253). The same. The coming of the Magi. (VV.; h. 2,43, 1. 1,86).
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The Virgin Mar> with the Child and St. Joseph await the arrival of the
Three Kings, advancing from the right. Above is the allegorical figure
of Religion, enthroned, bearing in her hand the nails and the Cross.

40 (H4438, 84465, H4443). School of Martin Schongauer, XV. cent.
The Jit'zM into Egypt. The Three Kings of Orient, I he Visitation. Trip-
tych. (W.; h. 1,28, K 0,57 — h. 1,49, 1. 1,19 — h. 1,28, 1. 0,57).

41 (84254). Andrea Sabatini, called Andrka da Sai krno. The in-

vestiture of novices by St. Benedict, (\V.; h. 0,34, 1. 0,41). Maurus and
Placidus kneel before the saint, who blesses them.

• 42 (8424Q). The Same. St. Paul, (W.; h. 0,73, 1. 0,33).

43 (84239). Francesco Curia. The holy Family and saints. (W.; h. 1,16,

I. 1,50). The little St. John
**^:# leans against the Virgins

knee. Beside him are two
saints belonging to the Car-
thusian order.

In front of the window
on the right

:

44 (10527). Bronze bust
of Ferdinand of Aragonia,
probably by Guide Ma/zoni,
called il Modanino, or il Ph-
ganino (* Modena, f 1515).
i he head is covered with a
tap from under which long
curls hang d»)vvu over the
shoulders. He wears the col-

lar of an order.

Between the windows:

45. Bronze Statuette of
winged boy. School of Dona-
tello. He stands on tii>toe

with both arms raised.

46 (10516). Bronze bust
of Dante, XV. cent. The two
svllables of his name DAN-
TES are inscribed on the
shoulders. From his cap two

|>;ft^^^^^^^^^^ Straps hang dowti over his

''Irff?-^,,, Fig. 131. Dante (I hot. Brogl). breast. (Fig. 131). S

IV. Neapolitan Schools, XVI. and XVII. centuries.

1 (84051). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micco Spadaro (Naples 1600-

1675)- ^foses brings fo^th water from a rock. (C ; h. 0,74, 1. 1,00). Around
him are the thirsty people.

2. Andrea Vaccaro (Naples 1 598-1672). St, Sebastian, nude, with his

hands fastened above his head. (C.; h. 1,97, 1. i»25).

3. (842114). Ippolito Borghese (f after 1620). After thr descent from
th cross. (C; h. i»i5, 1. 0,85). The body of Christ supported b> a wo-
man. Beside her the Madonna weeping.

4 (84362). Luca Giordano, called LrcA Fa Prksto, (* Naples 1632,

t 1705J. Descent from the Cross. (C; h. 2,20, 1. 3,44)- The dead body
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of Christ is borne to the grave where the Madonna and other pious
women are waiting. A realistic picture full of dramatic feeling. Signed:
JORDANUS F.

5 (H442H;. Bernardo Roderigo, called Bhrnardo Siciliano (* Messi-
na 1606, t i6H7\ 7yz<f Vif^in Maria seated on a throne, below her in

adoration kneels St. Idelfonso with outstretched arms. (C-; h. 2,23, 1. 1,55).

6 (S42:X)). Giambatfista Caraccio (* Naples 1570, f 1637), Assumption.
(C; h. 2,40, 1. 1,66). V

7 {84074). Nicola Vaccaro, sou of Andreas (* Naples 1634, f 1700).

The disciples of Hmttiaeus (C. ; h, 1,03, 1, 1,25). The two disciples with
Christ between them. Landscape with rocks and hills in the distance.

8 (K4073). School of Massimo StazionI, XVII. cent. Vivfcin and Child.

(L.; h, 0,75, 1. 0,62). The Virgin gazing up to Hea\en; the Child has a
rose in His hand.

9 (H4077). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micro Spadaro. Adoration of
the Shepherds. <C.; h. i,2H, 1. 1,80). The Shepherds approach with gifts

to do hommage t> the Madonna and infant Clirist. On the left is a
building with a colonnade from which spectators are eagerly watching
the scene^

10 IS4430). Luigi Roderido, called il Siciliano {}' Messina, worked
at Naples in the early part of the XVII. cent.). The T7intty, floating
above a garland of cherubs, adored by St. John the Baptist and St. Francis.
(W.; h. 3,53, 1. 2,35 <. Signed: Alovsiis Rodrigo Mfssinknsis facikbat,

11 (S4(C)2). Nicola De Slmone (School of Massimo Stanzioni, XVII.
cent,). A virgin martyr holding a dagger in her right hand and the
palm of victory in her left. (C.; h. 0,73, 1, 0,61).

12. Luca Giordano, called Fa Prfsto. Horatius Coclts. (C; h. 1,03,

1. 1,25).

13, 14, 17, 18, rs4.363, H4:U6, H4372, ^^rH\). Cesare Fracanzano (Bar-
letta, worked at Naples in the early part of the XVII. cent.). Heads of
Apostl s. (C. ; h- 0,56, 1, 0,48).

15. Josfe De Ribcra, callea Lo Spa4,nolf:tto (* Naples 1652). Flay-
i^S of Ma>syas, (C; h. 1,79, 1. 2,-^8). Apollo commences to flay his
opponent who is bound hand and foot. On the right are satyrs looking
on. Signed: Jusepk de Ribkrv kspanol valenciano F. 1637.

16 (84:^7). Paolo Domenico Finogila ( * Orta near Aversa. t
Naples 1656). St. Bruno. (C; h. 3,14, 1. i,9S;. The Madonna and Child
floating amongst clonds. The infant Christ hands a book containing the
rules of his order to St. Bruno who kneels below on the right.

19 (84i^4 . Nicola Vaccaro. Flight into Egypt. (C; h. 1,04, I. 1,25).

The Virgin and Child seated In the centre worshipped by two angels.

20 (H40H3>. Domenico Gargfulo, called Micro Spadaro. The Mar-
tyrdom of S. S^ba^tian. iC; h. 1,31, 1. ii^5). The saint is bound to a
tree on the right, a band of warriors approaches from the left headed by
an emperor in a biga.

21 (83992^. Sclplone Pulzone, called il Gaktano (* Gaeta 1550, f 15^8).

The Annunciation. (C. : h. 2,30, 1. i,6r). The Virgin Marv^ is about to

fall upon her knees whilst the angel raises his hand to God on high
from whom he brings his message. Signed: Scipio Pul/onis Caktani s
fach:hat i587 Romak.

22 tH44()7 Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksio. Al^'xand'^r II. conse-
crating the thuych at Mont Cassino. A Sketch. (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,27).
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St. Benedict surrounded by angels floats above the pious multitude who
are seen praying below. In the background may be seen the arches and
pillars of the new church.

23 (116()66)« The same, SL Nicola di Baii transfigured, surrounded
by angels. (C; h. 1,78, I. 0,95). A Sketch for a fresco in the church of
St. Bngitta in Naples 1655.

24 (8U24). Domenico Viola (Naples XVII. cent.). The T^-ibute

Money, (C; h. 1,29, 1. 1,02). Christ conversing with three Pharisees.

25 (84022). Luca Giordano^ called Fa Prksto. The Madonna with a
wreath of roses, (C; h. 2,52, 1. 1,91) On high the V'lrgin and Child who
hands the wreath of roses to St. Oomenic. Beside him stand St. Francis
and an unknown saint. On the right are St. Catharine^ St. Clare and
one other. Signed: LrcAS Jordanus F. 1657.

26. The same» Jacob's Dream. (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,03). Intended for a
ceiling.

27. Andrea Vaccaro* Mary Magdalene resting her head on her left

hand. (C; h. 0,66, K 0,55).

28 (84S59). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksto. Salome. (C.; h. o,fto,

1. 0,64). Half length portrait of a woman, bearing the head of John the
Baptist on a charger.

29 (84064^. The same. Ve7ius and Cupid asleep, (C; h. 1,63, 1. 2,11).

The background is a curtain hung between two columns. Venus lies

sleeping on a white pillow with Cupid beside her. A Satyr throws
reflected light from a mirror on to her nude body.

30 (84103). The same. The Madonna and Child, enthroned 'under a
baldacchino supported by angels, is adored by sainis, women and chil-

dren. Other Angels sprinkle flowers upon her. (C; h. 4,30, 1. 2,40).

31. The same. The Burial of fesus, (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,03). The Body
of Jesus is carried to the grave by Joseph of Arimathia and Nico-
demus*

32. Cesare Fracanzano. St. Hieronymus. Half length. (C; h. 0,75,
1. 0,62). The Saint is reading and supporting his head with his right hand.

33. (84388). Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. Girl with dove. (C; h.

0,71, 1. 0,56).

34 (84012). Mattia Preti, called il Cavaliere Calabrese (* Taverna
1613, t Malta 1699). The Fall of Satan. (C; h. 2,32, 1. 1,79). On the
right stands Jesus exorcising the devil who plunges with outstretched
arms into the deep. A beautiful picture almost equal to the Tintoretto
in the church of S. Rocca in Venice.

35 ^84401). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksto. Salopne, richly ador-
ned, is sitting at meat. The head of John the baptist is brought to her
by a servant woman. (C; h. 0,78, 1. i,oo).

36 (84008). Pietro Novell!, called II Monrfalksh (* Monreale 1603,

t Palermo 1047). .SV. Paul, clad in a red cloak hearing a sword and a
book, (('.; h. 1,25, 1. 0,95;. Before him lies the head of a broken idol.

37, Andrea Vaccaro. MagdaLnr% (C; h. 0,51, I. 0,76).

38 (K3V*>s7). The Same, Holy Family. (C; h. 1,26, 1. 0,97).

39 (84LU). Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. Chitst walking on the

waves. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,71;. On his right St. Peter, close to the fishing

smack, A fine landscape with a tower on the left, and a sailing boat in

the distance.
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40, Andrea Vaccaro, Magdalene, (C; h, 0,50, K 0,76).

41 (8439H). Pletro Novell!, called II Monrealk. fudith decapitating
Holoferms. (C; h. 2,40, L 1,63). ,- v : r

42 (84400). Mattia Pretl, called II Cavalierk Calabrese. 5/. John
the Baptist seated on a rock holding a cross in his right hand. (C; h.

1,831 !• 1,44)- Beside him is a lamb. Landscape background.

43 (8440(3). Massimo Stanzloni (* Fratta 1585, f Naples 1656), The
Holy Familv. (C; h, o,S4, I. 0,46), The infant John offers fruit to the
Christ child. St. Joseph stands beside the Virgin.

44 (12r)121). Manner of Luca Giordano (XVII. cent.). Christ, tied to

a pillar, is scourged by serving men. (C; h. 0,46, 1, 0,34).

45 U31152). Mattia Pretl, called II Cavaliere Calabrese. Absalom
has his immodest brother slain, (C; h. 2,02, 1. 2,97).

46 ('l4')8')). Andrea Vaccaro. The Massacre of the Holy Innocents.
(C; h. 2,6H, 1. 3,91). The Mothers seek to defend their babes against
the attacks of Herod's myrmidons. A fine picture.

47 1^84410). Mattia Pretl, called II Cavaliere Calvbersk. The
Plague 0/1636, (C; h. 1,27, 1. 0,75). On high the Madonna and ChiM
surrounJel by samts and angels; below the dead bodies of those who
have died of plague. A tine study for a fresco.

48 (84347). Francesco De Rosa, called Pacecco (* Naples about
1580, t 1654). Jacob and Rachel, \^C.; h. 1,30, 1. 0,83), Jacob with a dog
approaches Rachel who stands by her flocks on the right.

49 (844-22). The same. Tht Baptism of St. Candida. (C; h. 3,82,

1. 2,51). Amidst a crow! of witnesses the apostle baptises the Saint. A-
bove is a circle of angels.

60 (84016), Mattia Preti, called II Cavaliere Calabrese. .S*. Nicolo
di Bari, (C.; h. 2,17, 1. 1,56^ The saint with arms outspread is being
escorted up to Heaven by angels.

51 ^84338). Abate Francesco Guarlno da Solofra f* Solofra 1611,

f Naples 1654). St, Cecilia crowned by an angel, (C; h. 1,24, 1. 1,52).

52 (84414), Mattia Preti, called Ii Cavaliere Calabrese. A sketch

for No. 47. (C. ; h. 1,27, 1. 0,75).

53 (843H4). Fabrlzio Santafede (* Naples 1550? f Naples 1634). The
Nativity, (C; h. 3,72, 1. 2,39), Mary and Joseph kneel in adoration with
the shepherds, on high is the angelic host. Signed: F, S.

54 (131153). Mattia Pretl, called II Cavaliere Calabrese. Belshaz^
zars Feast, (C; h. 2,04, 1. 3,07). The King points to the three words
written in fiery characters. A fine example of south Italian work.

'•11.

55 (84413). The same* Th. Return of the Jhodigal, (C; h. 2,55,
1- 3i67). The father, surrounded by many members of his household wel*
comes his son back.

66 (81007) Pletro Novell!, called II Monrealese. Th3 Virgin has
prostrated herself beneath an archway and gazes up devoutly to the

Trinity. (C; h. 2,87. 1. 1,75)-

57(84418. Mattia Pretl, called II Cwaliere Calabrese. Judith
gazing up to Il^accn triumphantly. (C; h. l,^^S, 1. 1,42). On the bed to

the right lies Holofernes, dead.

68 {84240 f. Francesco Curia. The Madonna and Child appear on
high, surrounded by angels, distributing rose wreaths to various knee-
ling saints. (C; h. 2,96, 1. 2,20).
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a light.

To the

59 (Si39B). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksto. The 2Jeddiyig of Cana
in Galilee, (C. ; h. 0,78, 1. 0,99).

^)() (H4402). Andrea Vaccaro. Magdalen holding, a skull in her left

hand. (C; h. i>30, I. 1,01).

61. Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. An old woman 2vith

(C- h. 0,30, 1. 0,75).

H2 (84233). Ippolito Borghese. Pieia. (C; h. i,ii, 1. 0,88).
left a group of holy women are supporting the dead budy of Christ. On
the right is the Madonna, on her knees weeping; in the background
are the crosses on Golgotha.

63 (H4349). Massimo Stanzioni. Z,wr;vr/a seated, with arms outspread,
hoMnig a dagger in her right hand. (C; h. 2,oh, I. 1,^3).

t>4 {H4417). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Cktist before Pontius
Pilate, (C; h. 0,48, 1. 0,68). Pilate is seated to the right with a dish
on his lap. Christ stands in the centre between His guards.

65 (Si:55(J), School of Luca Giordano (XV'II. cent.). S, Fruric^sco di
Paola. (C; h. 0,76, 1. 0,60). The saint lays his left hand on his breast
and gazes devoutly heavenward.

66 (H4()6*i). Abate Francesco Guarino da Soiofra. Susannah and the
Eldc-rs. (C; h. 2,07, 1. 2,55). She is seated on the right and has dipped
her feet into the water. At the sudden appearance of the iascivjous
elder she utters a loud cry and hastily covers herself.

67 (H4386). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Two saints. (C; h.

"0,48, 1. 0,69). S. P-rancesco baverio baptising oriental converls. S.

Francesco Borgia serving mass. Signed : 10M5.

68 (K4408). The same. Christ sko7 n to the people. (C; h. 0,48, 1. 0,6^).

The crowd is curiously clad in Dutch apparel.

69 (H4U76), School of Massimo Stanzioni (,X\T1. cent.). St. Rosa of
Lima. ^C: h. 0,77, 1. 0,64). She h Ids a bowl of flowers and fruit from
which an angel is helping himself.

70 (H4*k?f). Massimo Stanzioni. Adoration of the Shepherds. (C; h. 2,52,

1, 2,02;. Christ lies in a cradle. Mary, Joseph and shepherds kneel around.

In front of the window:
71. Glass Case. To be observed on the top shelf: (10109) rectangular

ebony casket with agate feet, rii hl> ornamented with coloured mosaic
flowers and fruit. Coloured opus sectiie (,10236). Deer and Tiger:
' 10237) ; liear hunt; (10278) Bird; (11232) Bird. 0\\ the middle sht-lf:

(10185) Octagonal ebony casket, inlaid with coloured stones. (10279), A
bird. Opus sectiie; (10709) Bronze crab; (10711) Bronze l)ird. On the
bottom shelf: (10^04) Amber casket

;
(10201-2-3) Three pictures in opus

settile (10238), Coloured relief of the Virgin Mary and the angel Gabiiel.

Between the first and second windows:
72 (o5K5) Head of Youth. Bronze, XVI. cent.

73. Bust of man with a cloak, Bronze, XVl, vent.

In front of the second winrlow :

74 .VHl . Bronze sfatuc of a sacrificial attendant (camillus), A work
of the XVI. lent. Formerly enoncously i onsidererl antique.

Between the second and third wimlows :

75 (1«)510). Bust of a man witli a beard. Bronze, XVI. cent.

7H (10575). Bust of Caracaila (cop3 of an antique) Bronze, XVI.
cent, Ct, No. 979.
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In front of the third window :

77, Glass Case» To be observed on the top shelf: (10214). A snuft'box
of petrified wood; various objects of crystal. On the middle shelf: (10188)
A dags^er with inlaid blade; (10231-2). Two miniature wax heads; (10283)
Carved crystal dish; (10^09) Marble figure of a nude woman represent-
ing on one side Life and on the other Death. On the bottom shelf:
(ioi86j A dagger with jewelled hilt; (10926) A reputed fool print of Je-
sus Christ framed in mother of pearl ; (10226, 10199) Two dishes of car-
ved crystal.

Room V. Neapolitan Schools XVIL and XVIII, cent.
* -'

.

* >

1 (H4363). Giovanni Battlsla Ruoppolo (* Naples 1620, f circa 168^).

Frtiii and Floic^rs. (C; h. 0,97, I. 1,34).

2, 3. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Flowers. (C; h. 0,50, 1. 0,40 —
h. 0,45, 1. 0,33).

4, 5. Manner of Gaspare Lopez. Flowers. {C\ h. 1,09,1 i,75~-h. 1,05,

I. 1,59)-

6 (H4'U2). Neapolitan School, XVII cent, /ohti the Baptist, (C; h.

1,20, 1. 0,99).

7, s. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Z>;m^mj^*SV:<?«^j.(C.;h. 0,74, 1.0,98).

9 (84373), Paolo De Matteis i* Cilento near Salerno 1633, t Naples
173.^). Maty in Patadise, (C; h. 1,58, 1. 2,07). In the presence of many
believers the Virgin is caught up into heaven and received by God the
Father and Jesus Christ.

10. Giacomo FarelU (* Xaples 1624, f 1706). An Allegory. (C; h. 2,27,

1' 1,54).

11. Ascanl6 Luclani vt Naples 1706). Ruitis. (C; h. 0,56, 1. 1,23).'

12. Giacinto Dtana, called u. Pozzolano (* Pozzuoli 1730, f Naples
circa 1800). /// Dm^n. (C; h. 1,25^ 1. 1,54).

13. Francesco De Mura, railed Fravckschikllo (* Naples 1696, f
Naples 17S2), The death 0/ Joseph. (O.; h. 2,83, 1. i»52). The dying man
is received by Jesus Christ into everlasting lelicity.

;^

14 (84370). G. P. Ruoppolo. Fruit, (C; h. 0,97, 1. 1,3^).

15, IH. Neapolitan School, XVI II. cent. Mythological Fantasies. (C;
h, 0,67, 1. 0,57).

17. Francesco Celebrano (* Naples 1729, f 1814^. The Sacrifice of
Elms. (C; h. 2,3 , 1. 1,17;.

18. Gaspare Lopez, ^ ailed Gaspark dai Fiori (* Naples after 1650,

t Venice or Florence 1732). Flouers and Fruit, (C; b. 0,99, 1. 0,73). ^

19. Francesco Sollmena, called lWbbatk Ciccio (* Nocera dei Pa-
gani 1557, t Naples 1747). Portia and Brutus. (C; h. 2,07, 1. 1,79).

2<). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prhsio. An AlLgory, (C; h. 1,27,

1. 2,50).

21. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Flozvers in a vase. (C; h. 0,46,

1. 0,46).

22. Jacopo del Po * Rome 1654, f Naples 1726). Majesty an allego-

rical figure. {C\ h. 1,15, 1. o,6S).

23. G. B. Ruoppolo. tloi.' rs and Fyuit, ^C; h. 2,52, 1. 3>34)- The
fertility ol the Neapolitan country finds expi^ssiou in this picture.
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24» Giuseppe Simonelll (* Naples 1649 t I7i3)« Esther and Ahasue-
rus, (C; h. 2,22, 1. 2,55). The king seated on his throne points out his
profTered gilts to Esther who kneels at his feet.

25. Luca Giordano^ called Fa Presto. V^^nus lying nude on a couch.
Cupid aims an arrow at her. (C; h. 1,37, 1. 1,90).

26. Neapolitan School, XVIIL cent. Flowers in a vase. (C; h, 0,46,
1. 0,46).

27. Jacopo del Po. B.auty^ an allegorical figure. Cf. N. 22. (C; h.

1,15, 1. 0,68).

28. Francesco Solim^na called l'Abbatr Ciccio. The death of Vir-
ginia. (C; h. 2,07, 1. 1,79). A maid supports the dead body of the girl;

her father stands on the right in despair.

29. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. An Allegory. (C; h, 1,27, 1.

2,50). Venus carried across the sea.

30 (84:^1). Abate Andrea Belvedere (* Naples 1646, f Naples 1726).

Floufers a7id Fruit. (C; h. 1,00, U 1,28).

31 (84377). Domenlco Antonio Vaccaro (* Naples 1681, f 1750). The
Assumption, a sketch. (C; h. 2,07, 1, 1,27). Below in the foreground are
several believers imploring the grace of the Virgin.

32 (84072). Luca Forte (Naples, XVI II. cent.). Fruit. (C; h. 0,75,
1. 1,01).

33. Gaspare Lopez^ called Gaspark dai Fiori. Flowers and fruit.

(C; h. 0,74, 1. 1,01). . .

34 (84354). Luca Giordano called Fa Presto. Battle scene. (C; h.

1,19, 1. 1,73). Cavalry encounter on a bridge.

35. Mannerof Andrea Belvedere. Flowers andfrmt, (C.;h.o,7o,l.i,55).

36 (84556). Luca Giordano^ called Fa Presto. St. George. (C; h.

3,04, 1. 1,82). His spear having snapped whilst wounding the dragon he
is finishing the fight with his sword. In the background is the rescued
princess. ?.

37. Gaspare Lopez^ called Gaspare dai Fiori. A woman amidst flo-

wers. (C; h. 1,25, 1, 1.70).

38 (84360). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Battle scene. (C. ; h.

1,18, 1. 1,70). An amazon rushes into battle before the turreted walls of
a fortified city.

39. Manner of Andrea Belvedere. Flow rs and Fruit. (fl.'^.ojo^.i.^iS-

* 40. Niccol6 Maria Rossi (* Naples 1650, t 1700). The ascension of a
saint. (C; h. 2,93, 1. x,88).

41 (8437Sj. Sebastiano Conca (* Gaeta 1676, t Rome 1764). Th Vir^
gin and Child with St. Jacob of Gallzia and St. Charles Borromeo.
(C; h. 0,87, 1. 0,62). <

42 (84376). Gaetano Martorlclio (* Naples circa 1673, t circa 1723).
Seascape. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,61). A storniv sea dashing: a^s^ainst a cliff.

43 (131475). Francesco Sollmena, called l'Abbatk Ciccio. Venus sur*
rounded by Cupids. (C; h. 0,31, I. 0,37).

44 (84355). Abate Andrea Beivedere. Flowers and Fruit. (C; h. 1,00,
1. 1,28).

45 (84374). Gaspare Lopez, called Gaspare dai Fiori. Woman and
child amidst flowers. (C. ; h. 1,30, 1. 1,02).

46. Manner Of Luca GiordanO|X VII. cent. 67.*S>*tf5//a«.(C.;h. 1,19, 1.0,95).
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47 (84075). Luca Forte. FruiL (C; h. 0,75, 1. 1,00).

4S (84435). Neapolitan School, XVH. cent. SL Jtrome. (C; h, 1,23,

1. 1,00),

49. Francesco Solimena, called l'Abbate Ciccio. AlUgory. (C; h.

2,05, 1. 1,27). . ' *;

60. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Allegory. (C; h. 1,17, 1. 1,69).

The Discovery ot America.

51. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Flowers in a vase. (C; h. 0,46,
1. 0,46).

52. Jacopo del Po. Fecundity, an allegory. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,68).

53. G. P. Rnoppolo. Flov rs and Fruit; Cf. N. 23. (C; h. 2,52, 1. 3»34)»

54 (113438>. Domenlco Brandi (* Naples 1653 f 1736). Sheph^nd and
Flocks, (C; h. 2,04*, 1. 3,00).

65. Paolo De Mattels? Pan and Syrinx. (C; h. 1,33, 1. 1,83).

56. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Flowers tn a vase. (C; h. 0,46,
1. 0,46),

67. Jacopo del Po. Fidelity ; an allegory. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,68).

58. Francesco SoIImena, called l'Abbate Ciccio. Allegory. Hercules
with H>giea? (C; h. 2,05, 1. i>27).

59. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. The Myth of L^to. (C; h.

To the right of the window:

60 (112472). Marble statue of St. Francis of Asslsl by J. Sammar-
tino (Naples XVIII. cent.).

To the left of the window :

61 (10511). Marble statue of Modesty, a veiled figure holding a mir-
ror in htr right hand, by J. Sammartino.

In the centre of the room :

62. Statue of Laetitia Ramollno, mother of Napoleon, a plaster
cast of the original by Canova.

At the doors:

63 Marble and alabaster busts representing the four seasons. XVIII.
centur}. . v

Room VI. Italian Masters, XV. and XVI, cent,

1 (84326). Antonio Agostlno di Ser Giovanni, called Antonio da Fa-
briano (middle of the XV. cent.). St. Peter Jjainian in rich pontifical

raiment; his right hand extended in benediction. (VV.; h. 0,79, 1. 0,42).

2 (H42()3). Bartolomeo Caporall ? (Umbrian school, 2.nd. half of the
XV. cent.). I'trgin and Child, vW.; h, ojS, 1. 0,45). The infant Jesus
is held upright on a marble pedestal ; His right hand is raised to bless,

with His left He holds a swallow by a thread. Signed: 1464.

3 (H4isy). Umbrian School, XVI. cent. Virgin and Child. (W.; h.

0,80, 1. 0,56). Mar> has the infant Jesus on her lap. The landscape
behind Them is lit by the setting sun.

4 (H4<)44 . Fra Bartolomeo dclla Porta (
* Florence 1475, f 1517)-

The Assumption. (VV.; h. 3,03, 1. 2,00). On high the Madonna Is
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surrounded by angels and cbtrubim ; below, St. John the baptist and St.

Catherine kneel beside the empty sarcophagus.

5 (130527). Cristoforo Scacco (of Verona). A triptych. In the centre
are ih^ Virj^in and Child with God the Father above. To right and left

are St. John the baptist and St. Francis of Assisi. (W.; h. 1,63, 1. 2,04).

6 (83809). Polidoro Caldara, called Polidoroda CARAVAGt,io(* Cara-
vaggio 1495, t Messina 1543)- Chtist beamtjic His cross, has fahen under
its weight. (W.; h. 3,10, 1. 2,47). Two of the Jews assist Him to rise while
a third makes some sign to the others. On the left the fainting Madonna
is succoured by devout women. On the right are Mary Magdalene in

despair and St. Veronica with the handkerchief. The back ground is a
ravine ; in the far distance one can see soldiers and the outskirts of
the city. Nearer at hand on the left of the picture some curious on-
lookers are climbing a tree In order to have a better view of the scene.

7 (84178). Umbrlan School, XVI. cent. An episcopal saint. (W.; h.

0,52, 1. 0,27).

8 (84208). Ditto. Madonna and Child. (W.; h. 0,50, 1. 0,36).

9 (84317). Ditto, XV. cent. St. Rleutheris holding the episcopal staff

in his left hand is portrayed in the act of blessing the members of the
Order of St. Maria of Velletri. (W.; h. 0,55, 1. 0,38).

10 (84259). School of Siena, XV\ cent. Madonna and Child. (W.; h.

1,84, 1. 1,64;. Mary has Jesus on her lap. Two angels hold a crown
over her head and lay a scarf round her shoulders. To the left stands
St. John the baptist and to the right St. John the Evangelist.

11 (842H4, 84296, 84314, 842H9, H4304, 84270, 84318, 84275, 84276,
84313). Netheriand - Neapolitan School, XV. cent. ? The Assumption.
Crucifixion and Portraits of various Saints. Polvpt^ ch. (W.; h. 1,60,

1. 0,41 — h. 0,83, 1. 0,42 — h. 1,60, 1. 0,41 — h. 0,87, 1. 0,42 — h. 1,00, 1. o,6t—
h. 1,83, 1. 0,59— h. 1,60, 1. 0,41 — h. 0,87, 1. 0,42 — h. 1,60, 1. 0,46 — h. 0,86,

1. 0,44). In the centre panel is the assumption. God the Father receives
the Virgiti with open arms. Below this is Christ on the cross, between
the Virgin and St. John. On the left in the top panels are Mary Mag-
dalene with the box of ointment and St. Bernard of Siena ; below these
St. Louis in pontifical vestments and St. Francis. On the right above
are St. Clare holding a monstrance and St. Jerome with a cardinal *s

hat ; below St. Anthony of Padua and a virgin martyr. All ten pictures
are painted on a gold ground.

12 (84192). Matteo di Giovanni di Bartolo, called Maiiko da Siena.
(* Borgo S. Sep>olcro 1435, f Siena 1495). The Massacre of the Holy
Innocents. (\V.; h. 2,34, 1. 2,38). Herod seated on his throne gives his

guards the order to slay the babes, who are defended, as far as in them
lies by their unfortunate motheis. Signed: Mattei's Johanm Desenis
PiNsiT MCCCC. XVI II (I4SS).

13 (84217, H4210, 842(>4). Cristoforo Scacco? Coronation of the Virgin,

(W.; I1. i»59, 1. 0,61 — h. 1,45, 1. 0,93 — h. 1,59, I. o,bi). Triptych painted
on a gold {T:round. Christ in the centre crowning the Madonna with a
diadem and extending His right hand in benediction, (iod the Father
appears on high surrounded by angels making music. On pedestals to

right and left are an apostle writing in a book and a holy martyr bear-
ing a banner.

14 (H4:]22^. Umbrian School, XV. cent. Madonna and Child. (W.; h.

i,S4, 1. 1,45). The Madonna is crowned by two an<^els, on either side

stand St. Francis and St. Jerome. In the background are souls releas-

ed from Purgatory.

Vi
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15 (84200). Lombard Schooi, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child enthro-
ned between two angels under a baldachino. (W.; h. i,66, 1. 1,74). The
infant Christ gives a ke> to St. Peter who, with another saint, is stan-
ding beside him,

16. Unknown, XV. cent. St. John the Evang list seated with the
eagle beside him. (VV\; h. 1,02, 1. 0,57). He holds the gospel in one
hand and a pen itj the other. Painted on a gold ground,

17 (83787^, Giovanni Petrin! or Glan Pletro RlzzI, called Giampik-
TRiNO (worked in Milan in the (first half of the XVI. cent.). Madonna
and Child. (W.; h. o,S4, 1. 0,41). In the centre is the Madonna with the
Child in her lap. St. John the baptist with his cross and the lamb
beside him is on one side^ on the other is St. Jerome extracting a thorn
from the lion's paw..

18 {8!i872). Copy of a Lionardo in the Louvre, St. John the baptist,

holding a cross in his left hand, points with his right to the words
« Ecce Agnus Dei » inscribed above. (W.; h, 0,57, 1. 0,41),

19. School of LionardOy XVL cent. The Same. (W.; h,o,64, 1. 0,47).

20 (83878), Cesare da Sesto {* Sesto 1477, t Milan 1523). Th^ three
wise men out of the east. (VV.; h. 3,26, 1. 2,70). Jesus, seated on His
mother's lap receives gifts from the kings who arrive with countless
followers. There are rocks in the background and some very fine ruins.

•?! (8'^1>^^). Bernardino Luini (* Luino circa 1470, f Milan ? circa

1531). Madonna and Child. vW.; h. 0,83, 1. 0,66). A lil> on the right in

the background.

22 (K3879. School of Lionardo (XVI, cent.). ChHst and the little St.

John. {VV.; h. 0,56, 1. 0,65). Th*^ two children, nude on a coucIj, are
seen embracing. The hol> Spirit broods over them.

2:3 r8387HM Lombard School, XVI. cent. Vu^n and Child. (\V.; h,

o»6o, 1. 0,77). The Virgin lays her hands on the shoulders of two devout
worshippers who kneel at her feel; the infant Christ holding a flower,
Is on her lap.

2i (838i7). School of Lodi, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child with
Saints, (W.; h. 0,62, 1. 050), The Madonna and (?hiM seated \inder a

leafy tree. On either side stand St. Ambrose and St. Jerome with his lion.

25 (84165). Francesco Zaganelil, called jl Coti4;nola (* 1470 i,?),

t Ravenna 1531; Ihe bethy othal of the Virgin. (\V.; h. 1,59, I. 1,37).

An old priest stands in the centre blessing the espoused couple. At the
feet of the Virgin Marv is the synibolic dove. On the left is S. Augu-
stine, on the right a virgin martyr,

26 (HlOSl). Lombard School, XV, cent. The Entombment. (W.; h.

0,32, 1. 1,16). The dead Christ is carried in a winding sheet to the

grave escorted by Magdalene and Mary. On the right the Madonna.
fainting, is supported by St. John and a third Mary.

27 {81(iHt;. Lombard School, XV. cent. Christ disputing with the

Doctors. (W.; h. 0,30, 1. 0,50). In the midst of an attentive crowd
Christ holds argument with the excited scribes.

2s ,84078). Lombard School, XV. cent. The Baptism of Christ.

(VV.; h. 0,31, 1. o,so). The Baptist pours water from a shell onto the
head of Christ who stands before him with folded hands.

2^^ (KJ940K School of Modena, XV, cent. The dead Chf^st, crowned
with thorns, upright in His (oftin. iW.; h, i,oH, I. 1,13). Behind him are
the instruments of His passion. The background is a rocky landscape.

II
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30 (84166)^ Giovanni Antonio Bazzl, called il Sodoma (* Vercelli
about 1477, t -*^iena 1549). Th, Resurrection. (W.; h. 2,62, 1. 1,67).

Christ on high surrounded b> angels bears the sign of victory over
death in his left hand. Below at the empty sepulchre are the guards;
some asleep, others amazed at the miracle, and two angels. In the
distance the holy women are seen approaching. Signtd : Jo Ant.
ACQUES Vr. auct. F. A. 1534.

31 (>i3f)94). Pielro Vanuccr, called il Pkrugino (?). (Citt^ delle Pieve
1446, t Castello Fontignano, 1523). Madonna and Child, (W.; h. 0,94,
1. 0,64). Landscape^ background with trees and rocks. The three wise
men in the distance.

32 (H4021). School of Perilgino (XV.- XVI. cent.). God the Father.
(W.; h. 1,10^ 1. 0,751.

33 (84017). Bernardino Di Belto, called jl Pinturjcchio (* Perugia
J454» t Siena 1513). Th Ai^sumption, (\V.; h. 2,78, 1. 1,63). The Virgin
on high surrounded by music making angeN, Below her are the apost-
les gazing up to heaven. The landscape in the background is dotted
here and there with buildings. (Fig. 132).

In front of the window on the right:

31. Base of a Candelabra with 5 figures (the 6.th is missing) in

high relief Roman work, reminiscent of Archaic greek originals.

In front of the other window.: -^^^

Sj. Statue of the Madonna with the Christ child on her lap. French
work, early XIV. cent. '

Centre of the wall :

^

S

36 (10S28). Marble statue of a sleeping satyr. Reclining on awine skin;

beside him are a dog and a gcat. P'igure for a fountain, XV. cent. .

X -

VII. School of Bologna.

1 (S4U6). Giovanni Lanfranco, (* Parma 1580, f Rome 1647). Chfist
in the dseit seated amidst a host of angels. (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,27).

2 (H4101). Lfonello Spada ( Bologna 1576, f Parma 1622). Ca\n bru-
tally attacking his prostrate brother Abel. \C.; h. 1,62, 1. 1,21).

3. School of Bologna, XVII. cent. St. Peter repentant. (C; h. 1,04,

1. 1,38). '> ^. :• ..- .'-., ^^- - .7^;^,-

,

'4 (H4098). Giovanni Lanfranco* The fettering of Satan. (C^fh. 2.06,

1. 1,47). Satan in shackles lies on the gronnd, an angel is in the act of
attaching his chain to an iron ring.

5 (H3H92). Glulio Cesare Anildano (* Parma abont 1550, f Parma abowt

1630). Holy Family. (C; h. 1,30, 1. 0,91). The Child on the Virgin's lap.

St. Joseph behind them, reading a book.

6 (S4U7). School of the CaraccI (XVII. cent.). Bacchus holding a
wine cup in his raised right hand. (C; h. 1,60, 1. 1,02).

7 (H415(>). Giov. Francesco Barbkri, called il Gukrcino (* Cento
1591, f Bologna ib6t)). St. J(^hn th EvangeliH. (C; h. 0,59, 1. 0,48).

H (H413lf)* Lionello Spada (* Holoo^na 1576,1 Parma 1622). The scoui g-

i^S of / sns. (C; h. 0,53, 1. 0,46). lie stands between the servants who
are scourging Him. One of them bends the ground to hind together a rod.

9 <H40l'ij. Annibaie Carraccl * Jk)logMa 1560, | Ronje 1609). Bacihanfe.
(C; h. i,/i2, 1. 1,72). A Satvr approaches with a v up filled with grapes
and seeks tp disrobe a Bacchante.
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10 (H4227). Antonio Rlmpatla (from Bologna). Th^ Virgin and Child,
under a Baldachino. (W.; h. 3,81 » 1. 2,80). On their left St. Paul and
St. Gregory, on their right St. Peter and St. Sebastian (1509-1511).

11 (84152). Guide RenI (*Calven7ano 1575, t Bologna 1642). 5/?. Mat-
Ihetv the Evangelist busy writing. A Study. iC\ h. 0,66, 1. o,55).

12 (8412^)). Agostino Cnracci (* Bologna 1557, + Parma 1602). Holy
Fa^nily. (C; h. 0,47, 1. 0,35). '1 he \ irgin has the Child on her lap. He is

embracing the little St. John. Beside them stand Joseph and St. Margaret.

13 (83848). Giulio Cesare Amidano. St. l.orenzo. (C; h. 1,30, 1. 0,90).

The saint falls onto his knees whilst an angel on the left appears hold-
ing the instruments of his martyrdom.

14 (84158). Domenico Maria Muratori (* Bologna 1662, f i749)» The
martyi'dom of the apostles Philip and James. (C.; h, i»73, 1. 0^96).

15 (84088). Giov. Francesco Barbieri, called 11 GuKRcmo. St. Wit-
Ham of Aquilania. (Sketch). (C; h. 0,60, 1, 0,35). The Saint receives
monastic garb from a bishop. On clouds above appear the Madonna
and Child.

16 (83899). Agostino Caracci. Portrail of Orazio Bassani, called
delta Viola, (C; h. 0,93, 1. 0,65).

17 (84102). School of the Caracci, XVII. cent. A71 An^eL (C; h. 0,82,

1. 0.78).

18 (84142). Jacopo Cavedone (* Sassudo 1577, f Bologna 1660). Hynufi
bringing garlands for a jouthful briile and bridegroom. (C.; h. i»i4, 1. 1,54).

19 (84161). Pier Francesco Mola (* Milan 1612, f Rome 1666. The
Visio7i of St. Rom7iald. (C; h. 2,25^ 1. i,S2). He sees in the i londs ihe
four Fathers of the Clnirch. On the left appears the ni>stical ladder.

20 (83996). Giovanni Lanfranco. The Madonna a^ Saviour, ((\; li.

2,78, 1. 1,85). The Devil seeks in vain to hold fast a human soul which
is drawn up into the clouds by the Madonna.

21 (8;3981). Giov* Francesco Barbieri^ called ir. (irFRCiNO 7he re-

pentant Magdalen^ gazing with tearfilltd eyes at Hie crown of ihorns.
(C; h. 1,15, 1. i,oo)*

22 (K3862). Bartotomeo Schedoni (* Modena 1570, f Paima i6i5>.

Portrait of a cobbler. (C; h, 0,72, 1. 0,65).
*

23 (83841). The same. Cupid >estinj^y with outspread wings, indicating
his instant readiness for flight. (C ; h. 0,91, 1. 0,77). ^

24 (81013). Domenico Zampieri, callel 11 Domfnichino C Uologna
1581, t Naples 1641). rhe Guardian An^cL (C; h. 2,47,1. 2,07). Signed:
DoM. Zampfrics Bfnon V. A. mucxv.

25 (KWryj). Bartolomeo SchedonL The Holy Familv floating in the < louds
surrounded by angels. (C; h. 3,04, 1. i,yi). Beluw standing from light to

left are. St. Francis, St. Laurence, St. Jerome and St, John the Baptist.

26 (841B3). Giov* Francesco Barbieri, called lu G? krcino. St. Peter
lepefitant holds the keys in one hand and wipes away his tears with
the other, {C.\ h. 1,22, 1. 1,02).

27 (K'iM^*)). Bartolomeo Scnedonl. .S7. John the Paplnt points to an
angel who holds a scroll. (C; h. 0,73, 1, 0,63).

2H (8412f>). LudOi^ico Caracci ^* Bologna 1555, t itii9). ^>^^ Burial
of Christ (C ; h. 0,84, 1. 0,69).

21^ (84119). Giovanni Lanfranco. Si. Pra?uis and another in adora-
tion before Christ. (C; h. 2,70. 1. 2,24)*
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30 (83824)- Clo, Benedetto Castiglione , called il Grkchktto
,

(* Genoa 1617, f Mantua 1670U Madonna and Child, (C.; h. i,oS, 1. 1,38).

lie is helping Himself from a dish of fruit; on the right is a vase of
flo\\ers and a little dog.

31 (H4097). School of Domenlchfno (XVII. cent.)- St. John the E-
vangelist pausing from his writing as if listening to a voice ; beside
him the symbolic eagle. (C; h. 1,66, 1. 1,42).

32 (H4i29). Annibale CarraccL Satirical portrait of Michelangelo da
Caravagj^io, (C; h. 1,02, 1. 1,33). The representative of the eclectics

thus mocks the bead of the Naturalistic school of painting, portra>ing
him as a savage in company with a dwarf and surrounded by animals.

^'^' '33 A(alanta and Hippomenes, from Guido Reni (Phot. Brogi).

33 (H4155). Artemisia Centileschl * Pisa 1590, t I-ond(Hi \6^2\. Judith
decapitating Holof mes. (C; h. 1,66, 1, 1,26).

34 (K^K^T), Bartolomeo Schedoni. The Massacre' of th^ Innocents.

(C; h. 1,82, I. i,:^5). To the left is the Captain imparting his terrible

order to the women.
35 {HMY)). Sisto Rosa, called Sisxo B\Ln\ioccHio (* Parma 1555,

t Bologna 1*^47). St C cilia playing the organ, beside her is an angel

with a violoncello. (C: b. 1,90, 1. 1,22).

3f) H403<)). Guldo Ren!, Jtalanla and Hippom nes, (C; h. i,g4 K
2,63). The mai'leri stoops to pick up the apple which Hippomenes has

let fall during the race. Ibis is one of the Master's best pictures,

(Fig. 133).

37 ^ll^2). Annibale Caracd. H r^ ul s at tk^ (ro^s roads. (C; h,

1,67, 1. -?,37>. Virtue and Vice each seeking to persuade the hero.
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38 (84130). Guide Reni. Vanity offers Modesty a bowl full ofjewels.
(C; h. 2,94, ' 2,11). Modesty gazes at a pearl and then returns it.

39 (84096). Bartoloineo Schedoni. Herminia, fully armed, holding a
helmet in her right hand, appears amongst the shepherds, who look
upon her with amazement. (C; h. 1,48, 1. 2,07).

40 (8iU95). Guide Reni (?). Ulysses accepting garments from Nau-
sicaa. (C,; h. 2,17, I. 2,70).

41 (84141) Annibale CaraccL Rinaldo and A7'mida, (C; h. 1,68,

K 2,36). Rinaldo, in the arms of his beloved, shows her a mirror. In the
background is a landscape with buildings and warriors amongst the trees.

42 (83836). Bartelomeo Schedoni. Ckristian Charity. (C; h. j,82,

I, 1,25), A woman handing a piece of a bread to a beggar who is lead-

ing a blind man.

43 (S39S5). The same. Three women binding up the wounds of
St, Sebastian, who lies on a table. (C; h. 1,88, 1. 1,36).

44 (84105). Ercele Gennari (* Cento 1597, f Bologna 1658I. Rinaldo
and Arnnda. (C; h. 1,09, 1, 1,42). She seeks to free herself from her
lover's passionate embraces.

45 (84103). Schoel ef Deinenichlne (XVII. cent.). The flight into

E^ypl^ (C.; h. 2,23, I. 1,47). Joseph in the centre between two angels,
one of whom shows him the way, while another leads the ass on which
the Virgin and Child are seated.

46 (84159), Bartelomeo Schedoni. St, Eustace kneels before the cross

which appears between the stag's antlers. (C; h. 0,86, 1. 1,17).

47 (84091). Orazie Rlminaldi (* Pisa 1598, t 1650). .S7. fohn the

Baptist. (C; h. 1,71, 1, 1,31).

48 (84003). Giovanni Lanfrance. The IHrp^in appears in the clouds
surrounded by angels and cherubim. Below are St. Jerome and St. Carlo
Borromeo. (C: h. 2,70, 1. 1,95).

49 (83870). Bartelomeo Schedoni. St. Sebastian seated with his hands
tied up to a pillar. (C; h. 1,31, 1. 0,90).

50 (83894). Annibale Caraccl. Portrait of Claudio Merulo da Cor-
reg^io, (C; h. 0,93, 1. 0,67). He turns his head towards the spectator
and is making an entry in a notebook.

61 (84145). Alessandro Varetart, called il Padovanino ( Padua jsgo,

t Venice 1650). Adonis and VVnus, (C; h. 1,61, 1. i>98). Adonis leaving

the arms of the goddess to hurry forth to the chase. In the backgP und
is a landscape with dogs and birds.

52 (84108). After Giovanni Lanfrance. Adoration of the Vitgin. (C.

;

h. 2,67, 1, 1,71). The Virkfiii and Child are seen amidst clouds on high;
below are St. Barbara and St. Margaret.

53 (8il24). Gianfrancesce Remanelli (* Viterbo 1617, f Rome 1662). A
JS'fd>'/ leaning with her right arm against a pillar, holds in her left hand an
open book whereon is inscribed: ut non confundar. (C; h. 1,34, 1. 0,95),

54 (84091), Scheel ef Guide Reni rXVII. cent,). St, Cecilia playing
on a viol, (C; h. 1,71, 1. 1,31).

55 (84144). Gievanni Lanfrance. Adoration of the Virgin (C; h,

2,5o, 1, 1,77) The Virgin ai»d Child seated on high surrounded by an-
gels. Below are St., Domenic and St. Augustine.

In front of the first window :

56 (10508). Statuette of Diana riding a stag and other silver gilt
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figures. Clockwork concealed in the base sets them in motion. XVfl.
century.

Between the windows: .

67 (10827). Marble statue of sleeping cupId, XVI, cent.

In front of the second window:
58 (ir>507). The so-called Farnese casket. The six oval figured glasses

are the work of (jiovannl de Bernard! da Castelbolognese (* 1496, f 1523),
but are not from his own designs. Tiie gold and silver ornamentation
is reminiscent of Cellini but is really the work of the Klorentine gold-
smith Marmo di Bastiano Sbarri (1540-1547).

On the opposite wall :

59 (1(>07). Marble statue of a sleeping hermaphrodite, XVI. Cent.
The feet are missing.

Room VIIL Italian Schools. XVI. and XVII. cent.

1. School of Bologna, XVII. cent. Apollo. (C; h. 1,00, K, 1,15).

Various birds are listening to the God's music.

2 (Hiih^,. Bartolomeo Schedoni. Si. Paul. (C; h. 1,27, 1. 0,90). The
apostle points to a book which he holds in his right hand. A heavy
sword rests against his shoulder.

3 (8;i907). Venetian School, XVI. cent. The Madonna holds the
Child in her arms ; an outspread veil covers her head. Angels above
and below. (C; h. 1,47, I. 1,20).

4 (83937). Copy of Paolo Veronese. Christ and tk^ Cc^iUaioyx. (C;
h. 1,05, I. 1,48). fhe Centurion, accompanied by two soldiers, throws
himself at the feet of Christ, behind whom are seen His disciples.

5 (8^5.S87). School of Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigiano.
Minerva holdim^ a spear and shi.ld. /C; h. 1,87, 1. 1,06). On the ground
are books and an escutcheon with daggers.

6. Polidoro Caldara, called Polidoro da Caravaggio. TA** Penie^
cost, (SI.; h. 0,71, 1. 0,57). The Virgin seited amongst the apostles ; the
Holy Spirit broods over her. - '

^

7 iH411t5). School of the Caracci (XVI f vent.). St. Rock gazing
heavenward with his hands crossed on his breast. (C; h. 0,73, 1. 0,61).

H (H39H4). Annibale Caracci. Pieta. (C; h. 1,58, 1. 1,50). The Madonna
has the head of the dead Christ on her lap and weeps bitterly. At her
feet are two angels, one touching the crown of thorns. (Fig. 134).

9 (K42(H). Bolognese School, XVII. cent. Chri Vs entry into J ru^

sahm. (C.; h. 3,23, 1. 2,17).

10 (83780). Polidoro Caldara, called Polu)oro da Caravaggio. Thi
Procession to Golgotha. (SI.; h. 0,73, 1. 0,55). Christ having fallen on
his knees is brutally beaten by a Jew. The kneeling figure on the left is

probably St. Veronica; on the right are the Madonna and two Mar>'S.

U (H4(>i)4). Guldo Renl. St. John the Evang^lid, writing. (C; h.

0,70,1.0,55).

12 <H37^ . Polidoro Caldara, called da Caravaggio. Adination of
th^ Shfph^fds. (SI.; h. 0,73, 1. 0,54. The Virgin unwraps the swaddling
clothes and shows the infant Christ to the .Shepherds. God the Father
appears on high surrounded by angelic minstrels.

13 vK390^>. Copy from SebasHano del Plombo. Portrait of Giulia Con-
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zag-a (?). C; h. 0,52, I. 0,38). She turns towards the spectator, and
points to a sharp slit over her breast.

14 (H4U68). Aiessandro Vasari, called il Bronzing (* Florence 1535,

t 1607). Bacchante and Cupid. (C; h. 1,34, 1. i,95)»

15 (81214). Giorgio Vasari (Florentine and Roman School). Justice

raises Innocence and punishes Slander, (W. h. 3,53, 1. 2,52). Innocence
brings the <Joddess two doves. The human slanderers lie on the ground
in chains.

Fig, 134. Pieta, from Caracci (Phot. Brogi).

16 tHl(»2r>). Francesco Albani (* Bologna 1578 » f 1660). nan-
sjormation of St, Rosa of Viterbo ( C; h. o,6g, 1. 0,54). The Saint
with flowers in her lap is drawn up to Heaven by angels. Below is a

church in which mass is being relebrated; on the right the saint^s mar-
tyrdom is depicted.

17 (Hirne,. Sofonlsba Anguissola (* Oemona about 1528 , t c;enoa

1626). Portrait of herself, (C; h. 0,78, I. 1,21). The artist is playing
an organ facing the spectator.
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18 (H37H5). Roman School, XVII. cent. The visitation. (C; h. 0,78,
1. 1,21).

19 (S4202). Roman School, XVIL cent. I/o/y Family. (C; h. 1,11,
1. o,Hi),

20 (83875). School of Parma, XVII. cent. An Angel. (C.; h. 1,00,

K 1,00).

21 (84033). Luca Cambiaso (* Moneglia 15,27, f Madrid 1585). Rndy-
viion and Diana. (C; h. 1,59, 1. 1,17). The goddess seeks to hold back
the beloved youth wh<^ attempts to free himself from her embrace.
Cupid and a hound are close at hand.

22 (84109). School of Carracci, XVII. cent. Pieta. (C; h. 0,76, 1. 0,92).

The Madonna with folded hands bends over the dead body of her Son.

23 (83W5). Venetian School, XVII. cent. Jupiter seated at a feast

with the other ^ods. (C; round, diam. 1,38). Venus and Mars are be-

side him. Winged genii hand flowers and wait upon them.

24 (83861\ Matthaus Stomer. The miracle of the Loaves and Fishes
(C; h. 1,5.-^, 1. 2,05). Christ blessing the bread.

25 (83822). Bernardo Strozzi, called il Prkte Gkno\fse (* Genoa
i5^It t Venice 1644). Portiait of a Capucin monft laying his hand on a
skull. (C; h, 0,95, 1. 0,67).

20 (83812). School of Carlo Marassa (XVII. cent.). Holy Favixly.

(C; h. 0,93, 1, o,73).

27 (83789). Andrea PiccinelH, called Andrka dkl Brfscianino (from
Brescia, worked from 1507 to 1525). Holy Family. (W-; round, d. 0,73).

28 (84050). School of Ouldo Renl (XVII. cent.). The four seasons,
(C; h. 1,70, 1. 2,2H). A boy with ears of corn stands beside a nude fi-

gure representing Summer. Spring with a garland of flowers. Autumn
with a red cloak and grapes is easily recognisable. Winter is depicted
as an old woman w rapped in a mantle.

29 (84O40h Bernardino Licino 9 called il Pordenone ( Pordenone
M90, t 1556-15611. The In gin stands, under a Corinthian portico, gazing
up to heaven, where a cloud of angels are visible. Below her are the
four Doctors of the Roman Church, engaged in wordy warfare, (W.,* b,

2,93i !• ii9^)*

HO (8:iH26). Genoese School, XVII. cent. A/adopipm and Child. (C;
h. 0.93, 1. 0,73;. He holds a cherr> twig in His hand, the sea is in the
background.

31. School o^ Bartolomeo Schedonl, XVII. cent. St. Jerome. (C;
h. 0,90, 1. 0,70). The Saint interrupts his reading as an angel with a

trumpet announces the advent of ihe Day of Judgement. ,

32. Giuseppe Cesar], called il Ca\aiikre d'Arpino (* Arpino about
i56o, t Rome 1640. Jt^u\ with two Jen s. (C; round, d. 0,75).

33 (8^58). Matthaus Stomer. Holy Family. <C. h. 1,55, 1. 2,08). The
source of illumination is a light hidilen behind a basket.

34 (84</29). Luca Cambiaso. \enu^ and Adonis. (C ; h. 1,60, 1. J,i6).

The goddess, weeping, embraces Adonis, \\ho has been wounded in the
rhase. Cupid stands on the right.

35 (84' ^^3). School of Guido Reni (XVII. cent). The infant J sus.

(C. ; h. 0,68, 1. o,H8). Near the sleeping Child the emblems of His pas-
sion are portrayed.

36 (KiW3). Venetian School (XVII. cent.). Jupiter and oth<r gods.
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(C; round, diam. 1,38). Jupiter poised with one foot on the earthly
sphere issues an edict ; on his right Diana and other gods, on his left

Venus and Mars with Cupid. Neptune below. ^

37 (83772). Battista Salvi » called il Sassofkrrato ( * Sassoferrato
i6o5» t Rome 1685). 6/. Joseph and his household. (C; h. 0,97, 1. i,33).

38 (84119), Annibale Caraccl, Holy Family, (C. ; h. 0,99, 1. 0,78).

St. John kisses Christ *s hand. .<:

39 (84U3). The Same* Study in perspective. (C; h. 1,07, 1. 0,94).

40 (8:jS2:j). Malthaus Stonier. The Release of St. Peter from prison.

(C; h. 1,27, L 1,82). He is seated; an angel seizes his cloak as if to

urge him to arise and go forth..

41 (83790). Battista Salvl, called ir. Sassoferrato. Madonna and
Child, (C; h. 1,37, 1. 1,00). On high are three angels bearing a scroll

Inscribed : Gloria in excelsis Deo et in terra pax. The Madonna and
shepherds are worshipping the Child.

42. School of Schedoni (XV'II. cent.). St. Cecilia seated at an organ.

(C.; h. 2,60, 1. 1,85). An angel is working the bellows and others stand
in the background.

43 (84067). Venetian School (XVI. cent.). Venus and the Graces.
(C; h. 1,44, 1. 2,24). Venus has taken Cupid's bow away from him and
Is scolding him. Ihe Graces are seated on the left.

44 (Ki769;. Carlo Maralla (* Camerano in the district of Ancona
1625, t Rome T713). Adoration of the Magi. (C; h. 1,98, 1. 1,33). The
Virgin with the Child in her arms receives their gifts.

45 (H3777V Gian Francesco Pennl, called il Fattore. Salome^ show-
ing the head of the Baptist to her maid. (W.; h. 0,62, 1. 0,47).

46 ^8^J«66). Annibale Caracci. Corpus Christie (C. ; h. 0,66, 1. 1,36).

The dead body lies on a sheet ; the arms are crossed and the head
bowed to one side.

47 (8393i). Domenlco Theotocopullt called il Grfco (* Crete circa

1548, t Toledo 1614V Boy with a fire brand which he trie^ to blow into
a flame in order to light a candle with it. (C; h. 0,59, 1. 0,49).

4H (H1177). Marco del Pino, called Marco da Sihna (* Siena circa

1525?) t Naples rsS8). The Circumcision of Chyist performed in the
presence of the high priest and many witnesses. The Madonna stands
on the left. (VV.; h. 4,84, I. 3,32). Signed : Marcus dkl Pino sknensis
FACIKBAT 1573. ,

49 (83953). Andrea Meldolla^ called Schiavonk (* Sebenico 1522 ?,

t V^enice 1563). Venetian School. Jesus before Herod. (C; h. 1,34, 1. 2,04).

The imperial viceroy is seated on the left holdnig a sceptre. Jesus
stands bound between guards and is ordered to defend Himself by one
of the elders accusing Him.

50 (H1143). Manner ot Giovanni Lanfranco. T^duo martyrs worshipping
the Virgin and Child who arc visible amidst the clouds surrounded by
angels. (C; h. 2,28, 1. 1,48).

51 (8;306l)). Venetian School (XVI. cent.). TA- Madonna holds in

her arms the infant ( hrlst who is bestowing benediction. Two angels
hold a crown over her head. (C; h. 1,33, I. 0,97).

62. Roman School, XVI. retit. Th^ Virgin and St. /Elizabeth. (C; h.

2,50, I. i,Qo). On tiie right are the two women embracing. A cripple sits

at their feet; to the left are several people gesth ulatlng, with a kneeling
boy in their midst. There are classical buildings in the background.
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63 (8:3>^2>S), MatthSus Stonier. Adoration 0/ the Christ child. (C; h.

1,27, I. 1,78). The lifi^ht which illumines the spectators emanates from
the central figure of the infant Christ. The Madonna and shepherds
gaze at Him devoutly. . ^

64 (83942). Copy from Paolo Veronese. The Finding of Moses. (C;
h. 1,06, L 1,60). A maid brings the little boy to the Princess who stands
amongst her ladies. A dwarf with dogs and two spearmen are also of
the company, y

'55 (H4148). Jacopo Palma , called the youncjkr (* Venice 1544,
t Venice 1628). Burial of St. Sebastian. (C; h. 1,76, 1. 1,2s). The saint

is laid in his coffin by an old man and a woman ; other women gaze
upon him, a youth in red draws attention to the scene. «.

56 (H:j9:i5). Jacopo Robusti, called Tiniorktto (* Venice 1518, f
Venice 1594). Madonna and Child. (C; h. 0,95, I. 1,10). She is seated
on the crescent moon and holds a book in her hand. They are surroun-
ded by cherubs.

67. Bartolomeo Schedoni. St. Peter, leaning upon a pillar on which
is a bunch of keys. (C; h. 1,28, 1. o,8^)» On his left knee he holds a
book; at his feet are the insignia of the papacy, the triple tiara etc.

58 (8;;i966). Venetian School, XVI. cent. T\vo Saints. (C. ; h. i,49»
'

L 1,26V On the left St. John the baptist with his lamb; on the right
St. Jerome reading out of a book which a youth holds nefore him. Beside
him is his lion.

59 (8J83i}). Malthaus Stomer (worked in Messina in the second half
of the XVII. cent. Ch7ist bound by the Jews. (C; h. 1,53, 1. 2,09). One
secures His hands, another mocks Him and a third thrusts a lighted

torch at Him.

60 (8;i924). Copy from Titian, /*^r/rti^/ of Charles r., wearing the in-

signia of the Golden Fleece. (C; h. o»99, 1. 0,78). He turns towards the
spectator and has a paper in his left hand.

61 (83917). Venetian School, XVI. cent. Po^rait of a prince seated
at a table on which a crown is placed (\V.; h. 0,80, 1. 0,61). He turns to

the left, with his left hand on his breast and his right clasping the hilt

of his dagger. .
,

62 (K391(>). School of Sebastlano del Plonibo , XVI. cent. Unidenti-

fed Portrait of a youth in black, facing the si>ectator (unfinished). (SI.;

h. 0,54, 1. 0,39).

63 (84069). Domenico Robust!, son of Tintoretto (* Venice 1562, f
1597)- Danae reclining at the foot of a tree, watched by Cupid receives

the golden rain. (C; h. 1,16, 1. 1,46).

64 (83986). Jacopo da Ponte, called Jacopo Bassano (* Bassano 1510,

t Venice 1592). The Raising of Lazarus. (C; h. 2,79, 1. 2,20). Jesus
who has come with a large following blesses Lazarus who rises and is

helped to cast off his grave clothes. In the background Is a city wall.

The sketch for this picture is N. i in the Titian room.

65 (H3930). Francesco Torbldo, called il Moro di Vkrona i,* Verona
1503, t 15S1). portrait oj an old man leaning with his right arm
against a pillar. (C: h. 1,10, 1. 0,90). He wears a ring and holds a
letter in his hand. Signed: Francs ixrbidis ditto tx Moro V.
Facikbat.

68 183928). Tiberlo Tinelll, Venetian school (* Venice 15S6, f 1638).

Unidentified pot ii ait of a man itt a black fur edged coat. (C; h. 0,77,
1. 0,62).
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67 (8:^1)27 . Venetian school, XVI. cent. Ilfad of a z^artiop turned
to the right with his gaze fixed upon the spectator. (C; h. 0,42, 1. 0,38).

68 (83842). Matthaus Stonier. Jesus at Emw'dus. (C; h. 1,57, 1. 2,02).
The two disciples recognise Him in the breaking of bread. His face is

strongly illumined.

At the first window :

69 (10785). Bronze statuette of Hercules with the calydonian boar.
XVI. cent. School of Giambologna,

At the second
Window ;

70 (10520). Bron-
ze statuette of Her-
cules strangling the
serpents, other of the
hero's feats are de-
picted in relief round
the base. XVI. cent.

Formerly considered
antique (Fig. 135).

At the third win-
dow :

71 a0782). Bron-
ze statuette of Mer-
cury ri^nning (a re-

plica of the larger
bronze at Florence)
by (jiovanni Fiam-
mingo called (]^iam-

bologna ( Donai
1524, t 1608) finished
later than 1564.

Room IX.

Pannini.

(Canaletto*s views
deserve especial at-

tention because they
depi* t architectural
features of Venice as
they originalh were>
now that they have
lost so much by al-

teration and inaccurate restoration, as for instance the Abbey of S. (ire-

gorio and the Fondaco dti Tuichi, which latter has been entirely chan-
ged bv recent transformation and is now the Museo Civico).

1 (Hi91l). Antonio da Canale^ called Canaiktto (* Venice i6g7, f
1768). Tht Church of S. Giovanni e Paolo. (C; h o,6r, I. 0,97).

2 (Km7i. The Same. The Grand Canal, V^^nice. <C.; h. 0,61, 1. 0,98).

3 (83*M)2). The Same. Torf dci Lconi, !<nue. (C; h. 0,60, l..o,98).

1 (83951). The Same. / ondaco d t Tu^chi, I emce. (C; h. 0,61, 1. 0,98).

P^S- I35« Hercules strangling the serpents.
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5 (H3fh23), The Same* Th Gia7id Canal, r^m'cc, with Palazzi Balbi
and Foscaii, (C; h. 0,60, I. 0,97;.

6 ^K3945). The Same. The Doe;e's Palace, Vemce. (C; li. 0,61, 1. 0,98).

7 (H3816), Giovanni Paolo Pannini (* Piacenza 1692 ?, f Rome 1768).
Charles IIL visiting Pope Benedict XIV* at the Vatican. (C; h. 1,23,
1. 1,72). The young monarch, clad ir>red, arrives with a large foUowinja:.

The Pope awaits him, seated in an inner chamber. This picture is of
great value to students of the costumes and customs of that period,

H (KJTfrV). The Same. R*n?ian Ruins, (C; h. 1,22, L 0,92).

9 (Kisu). Anton Raphael Mengs (* Aussig 172S, t Rome 1779). Per-
dinand IV, of Bourhon, at the age of twelve. (C ; h. x,8o, 1. i,26) This
youthful sovereign wears a golden cuiihss and hohis a sceptic. ()n the
table and sofa beside hin) aie the ln:>ignia oi royalty.

\ ig. 136. The Palace of the Doges and the Piaz/elta, from Canaletto.

10 (H37r4^. Giovanni Paolo Pannini. l^he Colosseum and the Afch
of Conytantine, (C; h. 0,9^, K i»34^.

11 (H^JSlO) The Same. Charles IIL on horseback with his Jollo.ejs

in front of St Peter.^, (C; h. 1,23, L 1,72). The huge open space is

filled with riders who aie ac^ompanving the king to the basilica. This
picture is remarkable for its btight and harmonious colouring,

12 K3TT:v.. The Same. Roman Rums tni^ether with the socalled

Temple of the Sibyl at Tivoli. (C; li, 1,20, I. o,g!).

13 (Ki«^2r)). Antonio da Canale, called (\\n thug. I hr Chinch of
the Salute, Venice, [C.\ n,6i, 1. 0,^7)

14 (H3VU1^ The Same. I he ihand Conal, Venic , ami \\m^( huich of
S. Maria d^lt Scad, \C ; h. 0,61, 1. 0,97).

15 »s,;his Anton Raphael Wengs, Portrait of a younj^ prince in

regal allire wiili his left hand on Ins hip. (IV; h. o si, 1. 0,05).

IH. Glacinto Diana, called Ji Po//olanu (* Po/zuoli 1730, f Naples
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circa 1800). Diana. (C; h. 0,80, I. 1,00). The Goddess seated to the
right surrounded by Cupids is holding a peacock. On the left another
little Cupid is dragging up a garland.

17 (8:5955). Antonio da Canale, called Canaletto* The Dogana, re-

nice. (C; h. 0,61, 1. 0,98).

18 (8:5959). The Same. The Palace of the Doges and the Piazetta.

(C; h. 0,60, 1. 0,98). (Fig. 136).

19 (84047). Giacinto Rigaud (* Perpignaii 1659, f Paris 1743). Portrait

of a cardinal holding his cap in his right hand. (C.; h. 0,85, 1. 0,68.

20 (83918). Antonio da Canale, called Canaletto. Bridge over the
Rialto. (C; h, 0,60, I. 0,97).

21 (83fl29). The Same. Badia of S, Gregorio. (C; h. 0,60, i. 0,98).

22. Giacinto Diana, called il Pozzolano. Diana. (C; h. 0,80, 1. 1,00).

The goddess is seated on a rock to the left and lets (Zupids arm her
for the chase.

At the window :

23 (10324). The Rape of the Sabtnes. Bronze group by Giovanni
Fiamniingo called Giambologna. This work is dated 1579 and is therefore

three years earlier than the larger replica by the same artist in the

Loggia del Lanzi at Florence.

Room X. (Prince Farnese),

1 (84131). Giuseppe Maria Crespl, called lo Spagnolo (* Bologna
1665, t 1447)* Holy J^amily aud Saints. (C; h. 0,37, 1. 0,34). The Child
seated on the Virgin^s lap is reading a scroll she holds. St. John, St.

Joseph, St, Anna and other saints are with them.

2 (84026). Bolognese School, XVII. cent. St. P\ancis wearing his

hood is portrayed \xi a devout ecstasy. (C; h. 0,40, 0,54).

3 (H4127). Sinione Cantarini, called Simonf da Pesapo (* Tropezza
near Pesaro 1612, t Veiona 1648). The Madomia and St. Carlo Bofromco
blessed by the infant Jesus. Above are angels. (SI.; h. 0,33, I. 0,25). ,^

4 (11606S). Francesco Solimenai called l'Abbatk Ciccio. St. Roch
gazing up to heaven; beside him a dog. (C; h. 1,27, 1. 0,93).

5 (84563). Franz Denis (t Mantua 1670). Portrait of Ranuccio II.

/Vz/'w^fj*^ standing w^ith his right hand on a dog's head. (C; h. 1,28, 1. 1,04).

6, Pier llarfo Spolverini (* Parma 1657, t 1734^* Equestrian portrait

of Antonio Farnese^ last duke of Parma. (C; h. 3,05, I. 2,00).

7 (H4579,. Franz Denis. Portrait of Isabella d'Este^ second wife of
Rannccio II. F^arnese. (C; h. 1,26^ 1. 1,03),

H. (H4(XiO). Neapolitan School, XVII cent. A market by th- seashore
with architectural buildings in the back^jround. (C; h. 0,48, 1. 0,64).

9 (SH3i}. Copy from Andrea del Sa.rto.^Va(/f^««a vith angels. (C ; h.

1,15,1. 1,86).

10. After Saivator Rosa, XVII. cent. Landscape 7vith rocks and
shrubs. (C; h. 0,65, 1. 0,95).

11. Neapolitan School, XVIlI.cent. 7>^;e<? O///^.^ of whom one holds

a mirror for the other o\\ the left. (C; h. 0,78, 1. 0,96).

12 (H4552). Netherland School, XVI. cent. A group of portraits of
the Ia}nesc family from Paul III. to the Princesses of Portugal. i^W.;

h. 0^14, 1. 0,11).
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13 (83HS2). School of Parma, XVL cent. Madotina and Child with
St. fe^ome and St, Cathenne, (C; h. 2^17, 1. 1,00). The Madonna is

holding? a pear, the infant Christ embraces his bride who kneels before
Piim. St, Jerome lays his left hand on the lion^s head."

14 (8,iS17). Giuseppe Cesarl, called il Cavauerr d'Arpino. The Hsen
Christ app^af s to Magdalen.^ who kneels before Him ; beside her on the
ground is the box of precious ointment. (C; h. 0,44, 1. 0,57).

15 (H3766). The Same. St, Michael pursuing the fleeing Satan with a
lame. (W.; h. 0,37, 1. 0,27). ,

16 {HVS19). The Same. Jesus and th' IVoman ofSamaria, (C; h. o,4,s,

^» Q>57)' Jesus leans against the edge of the Well, the woman stands
opposite with a jug and rope.

17 (11&S56}. School of Ferrara, XVI. cent. The Flight into Egypt.
(C; h. 0,76, I. 0,62). The V^irgm and Child with St. John and an aiigel^

behind them sits St. Joseph under a tree, reading.

18(111425). Copy from Paolo Veronese. 77z^ Pres ntation in the Temple.
{C; h. 0,83, 1. o,Q5). The aged Simeon sits beside the altar; on the left

St. Joseph kneels with Mary and the Child, on the right in the back-
ground is a woman with doves.

19. Neapolitan School , XVIll. cent. landscape with anhitcctutal
buildings, \C\ h. i,us, I. 1,40).

20. Annibale Caracct. An angel with an incense burner. (C; h. o,bo,

J- 1.43).

21 (Ki767). Giuseppe Cesarl, called \\ Cavalikre d'Arpino. A group
of angels. (W.; h. 0,27, 1. 0,40).

22 (Ki8()6). Roman School, XVII. cent. (\V.; h. 0,35, 1. 0,^6). Half
length figuyes of apostles.

28 s:i771). Giuseppe Cesarl, called ilCavkmkrk u'Arpino. A group
of Angels. (C; h. 0,35 1. 0,56).

24 (S3949). Copy from Titian. Mat y and Magdalene. (C; h. 1,00, 1. 0,76).

Jesus in the Virghi's arms reaches out for the pot of ointment offered
Him by Magdalene; in the background is a tent.

25 (84115). Giovanni Lanfranco. Angels bearing the body of 5/. Maty
the Egyptian up to heaven in a sheet. (C; h. i,ii, 1. 0,78).

26 (Sl^ll). Neapolitan School, X\'II. c^nt. A p asant driving a mule
before him by the seashore. (C; h, 1,16, I, 1,62).

27 (8:}9o0). School of Sebastlano del Plombo, XVI. cent. Head of a
young woman, (C; h. 0,41,!. 0,35). Lett profile, eyes raised.

28 fK-M)l). Giuseppe Cesarl, called 11. Cavalj^rk u'Arpino. St, Bene-
dict borne heavenwards in pontifical \estments by angels. (\V.; h. 0,55^
I. 0,46).

29 (Hi 132). Venetian School, XVL cent. Inidentificd Portrait, (C;
h. 0,40, L 0,35).

3) (8jre2!. School of Parma, XVI. cent. Portrait of a lady holding
a handkerchief and a pair (>f gloves. (C; h. i,?9, 1. 1,00).

3L Neapolitan School XVIIL cent. T200 ch:i ubs ic'ith th cmbLm^ of
Justice.

On the right hand wall :

32 (1051S), Marble bust of Ranuccio 11. Farnese. After Bernini,
XVI I. cent.

33 (10519). Ditto. School of Carrara, XVII. cent.
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To the right of the Exit

:

34 (10824). Marble Bust of Charles V., XVI. cent.

To the left of the door :

.% (10517). Marble Bust of Paul IH. Farnese, XVI. cent., unfinished.

Room XI. Schools of Ferrara and Parma.

1 (8:W)9). Lorenzo Costa (* Ferrara 1460, f Mantua 1535). C^nid^N-
ttfiod Porttait. (VVm h. 0,40, I. 0,33). The expression denotes great
strength of character. The eyes are so painted that they seem ti) follow
the spectator wherever he goes (Fig. 137).

2 (8^^782). School of Ferrara,
XVI. cent. Madonna ayid Child.
(W.; h, 0,54, 1. 0,43).

3 (8^5H40 . School of Parma,
XVi. cent. A laughing youth.
(L.; h. 0,33, 1. 0,45.

4 1^4136). Ditto. Holy Family
and an unknown saint. (C.; h.

0,45, I- 0,34). The Madonna is

seated under a tree in the cen-
tre holding the infant Jesus with
her left and caressing the little

St. John with her right hand,
St. Joseph and a Benedictine
monk stand on either side.

5 (>s3915). Giov. di Niccolo Lu-
terl,( ailed Dosbo Dossi (* Dosso
circa 1480 t Ferrara 1542) Ma-
donna and Child with St. Jerome,
(\V. ; h 0,35, K 0,44). He holds
an open book and has his lion

beside him; the background is a
]ileasant landscape.

r> {KMX3). Benvenuto TIsI, caU
led iL GAK<)^AIO v*Garofalo circa

1481, t Ferraia 1559). Th Cir-
cumcision. (W. ; h. 0,39, 1. 0^51).

The infant Christ is seated on the attar while the aged Simeon performs
the rite. On either side are attendants and onlookers.

7 (8:3H51), Franc. Maria Rondini (* Parma 1490, f »549?)' The Ma-
donna and Child are seated In ihe ( louds (W. ; h. 1,94, I. 1,33). He
hands the keys to St. Peter. In the centre is the youthful John the
liaptist and on the right St. ("athanne.

8 {S4(^>9). Giovanni BenvenutI, called ^' Ortolano (* Ferrara
1467, t 1529). Ihe I>e.s^epit ffvni the C10S {W.; h. 2,72, 1. 1.73).

Mar> holds the dead bcKly of Christ on her lap. Joseph of Arimathia
stands beside her with a hammer in his hand. On their right is St. John
supporting the bod> ; on their left Magdalene; behind them an unknown
saint and another Mar\ weeping. F^uitlier back still is a Jew holding
two nails of the cross. In the middle distance on the left is St. Chris-
topher and towards the tentre are some wom^n washing. Signed: 1521.

9 HH\^), Benvenuto Tlsi, called il CtArokalo. St. Sebastian bound
to a pillar and wounded with four arrows. (\V.; h. 0,38, I. 0,31).

Fig. 137. Unidentified Portrait, from
Lorenzo Costa (Phot. Alinari).
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10 (K^938). Battista di Nlccold Luterl, called Battista del Dosso
(* Ferrata 1479, f 1548). TA* Madonna fondling the infant Jesus and
extending her right hand in benediction on a kneeling bishop. Land-
scape with buildings in the background. (W.; h, 0,3s, 1. 0,31).

11 (84216). School of Ferrara, XVI. cent. Th^ Descent from ike cross.

(W.; h. 0,37, 1. 0,28). Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathia wrap the
dead body in a cloth. Between the two St. Johns Magdalene kneels beside
the weeping Madonna.

12 (83886). Franc. Maria RondanK Th^ Assumption. (W.; h. 2,14, 1.

1,41). Angels accohipany the V'irgin^s upward flight; Apostles stand below;
the landscape is alpine.

13 (84137). School of Ferrara, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child uith
little St. John. (W.; h. 0,27, 1. 0,24).

14 (8.%r4). Ditto. Holy Fafnily. (W.; h. 0,29, 1, 0,25). Joseph stoops
to embrace the Child who sits on His mother's lap.

15 (8,^1). School of Correggio, XVI. cent. Head of an old man.
(C; h. 0,30, 1. 0,21).

16(83855). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino (* Parma
15031 t Parma is^o;. A boy reading the alphabet from a slate. (W.; h.
o>26, 1. 0,21).

17 «K^<81). Girol. BedoU - Mazzola (* Bedulla near Cremona about
isoo, t 1569). Holy Family and Saints. (W.; h. 1,94, 1. 1,46). The sleeping
Child is balanced on the edge of the manger by the Madonna who
kneels beside Him. Behind her are St. Joseph and St. John, who holds a
chalice. St. Francis and a Benedictine monk are in adoration on the
left. The background is a landscape with buildings.

18 iH>«6r5). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino (?). Madonna
and Child ccith St. CatharM^ to whom He hands a palm branch. (W.

;

h, o»66, 1. 0,51). There are buildings in the background and St. Joseph
is seen retreatmg in the distance.

19 (KWWk Federico Fieri, called il Baroccio (Crhino 1528, f 1612).

Madonna and Child with St. I-awrence to whom He hands a palm branch,
(C; h. 0,65, 1. 0,50). ' '

20 (83884). GIrol. Bedoll-Mazzola. Por/;ai/f ofa raz7t>r seated behind
a table on which a piece of cloth is spread, (C: h. 0,87^ I. 0,70). He
holds a measure in one hand and large scissors in the other.

21 (8-^877). The Same. St. Clare holding the Sacrament in one hand
and a book in the other. <C.; h. 0,92, 1. 0,71).

22 (84184). FIHppo Mazzola (* Parma 1460 ?, + 1505). The Burial
of Jesus. (VV.; h. 1,67, 1. 1,27). The Madonna sits on the edge of the
sarcopha;:::us supportmg the dead body on her lap. Magdalene kneels on
the left in front of St. Catherine with the wheel and palmbraneh> and
St, Scholastica. On the right are St. Barbara with her tower and St. A-
pollonia with the pincers. Signed : 1500.

23 (85871), School of Bart. Schedonl, XVII. cent. The Tribute mon^y.

(W.; h. o,6g. K 0,57). Jesus is on the right saving « U!\e iinto Casar
the things that are C\tsar's». On the left is a pharisee with the coin in

his hand.

24 (S4()20). Girol, Bedoli-Mazzola, Iwrczia plunging the sword into

her bo^om with her t»\\n n^^ht hand. (\\ .; h. 0,64, 1. 0,49).

21 <8.1952i. Benvenuto TisI, 'ailed il Garokau). Adoration of th.*

Maj^i. (\\.\ h. o,So, 1. o,57^ 'ih three kings bearing gifts and acconipa-

12
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nied by armed men advance towards the Virgin and Child seated in

the centre. The background is a rocky landscape with buildings.

26 (84199). FlUppo Mazzola. Adoration of ike infant Christ. (W.;
h. 1,82, 1. 1,26). Mary kneels with folded hands before Him; on either
side, also kneeling, are St. Clare with the Monstrance and St. Agnes with
her lamb. Signed: Filipus Mazolla p. p.

27 (83874). GIroI. Bedoli-Mazzola. The Annunciation. (C; h. 2,23,
'• if53)- The archangel bearing a lily flies down from the presence of
the Holy Spirit who is visible on the left, to the Virgin who kneels at

a piie Dieu ; beside her is a work basket. A group of watching angels
gather round the bed.

28 (83812). Roitiagnolese School, XVI. cent. Holy Family leith St.

Catherine. (W.; h. 0,77, I. 0,41). In the centre the Madonna and Child
who bends over to embrace His bride on the left. Behind her is a

landscape. On the right stands St. Joseph.

Room XII. Correggio and Parmegianino.

1 (8:3972). Antonio Allegri, called Corrkggio ( Correggio 1494, f
1534). Th: Betrothal of St. Catherine (W. ; h. 0,27, 1. 0,22). The Christ
child gazes questioningly at the Madonna before placing the ring on the
finger of His betrothed.

2 f8:3[Hll). The Same. Th<: socalUd Zin^aretta. (C. ; h. 0,47, 1. 0,38).

The Madonna and Child amongst palm trees; a white rabbit comes out
fearlessly. An angel is visible in the sky.

3 (S3S32). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmk,iamno. Madonna and
Child (C; h. 0,84, 1. 0,66). She tries to open the Infantas mouth with
her finger.

4 (1310f50). Antonio Aliegrl, called Correggio. St. Anthony. (VV.

;

h. 0,46, 1. 0,37).

5 (83838). Copy from Correggio. Eccc Homo. (W.; h. 0,48, I. 0,34).
Christ's head is crowned with thorns and bowed slightly to the right.

6 (83873). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino. Portrait of
Giambattista Casialdi holding a book in his left hand. ^W. ; h. 0,98,
1. 0,83).

7. The S^me. Portrait of a younj^ man seated at a small table facing
the spectator. (W.; h. 1,20, 1. 0,86).

-
. v,

8. Michelangelo Anselmi (* Lucca 1494, t Parma iS54). //<^/>' Family
(\V.; h. 0,44, 1. 0,32).

9 (83830). Copy from Francesco Mazzola. f/oly Family. (C; h. 0,42, 1.

0,29). Joseph watching Jesus and St. John who embrace.

10 (83S57). GiroL Bedoli«Mazzola. Alxander Famese and a wojnofi
representing the City of Parma. (C; h. 1,50, 1. 1,17). The \oung prince
embraces her with his left arm. She is dressed as Pallas Athene atid bears
a palm branch. The Karnese and city arms are quartered on the shield.

11 iK>s37) Copy from Francesco Mazzola. Th^ Espousals of St,
Catherine. (C.; h, 0,67, 1. i,2u). The Virgin gazes in astonishment at the
infant Jesus who is in the act of plat ing the betrothal rin>^ on St.

Catherine's finger. St. Joseph, St. Peter and an angel are also ^^itnesses.

12 (H3821)). Michelangelo Anselmi. Holy Family. (W.; h. 0,37, 1. 0,28).

13 (KJH'U^. School of Parma, XVI. cent, rir^in and Child with an-
gels, o!ie of whom offers Him a dish i\i fruit; others present flowers; an
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other lays his hand on the shoulder of a saint who stands by, holding
a cross. (C; h. 0,48, 1. 0,36),

14 (83991). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino. Portrait of
Count GaUazzo SanvitaU. (W.; h. 1,07, 1. 0,80). He holds a medal in

his hand ; on the table is his helmet and a battle axe.

15 (83891). The Same. Portrait ofJerome df Vinc^ntiis (1535). (C;
h. i,i<), 1. o,H8). Half length dressed in black. ^ :-:^_^.-..

_.-i:.:^^,,:^^,^^

\^\{m^o). Michelangelo
Anselmi. Th • Madonna be-

twetn iuo saints. \C.; li. 0,53,
1. 0,4^). Magdalene offers the
infant Christ her box of oint-

ment. St. Apollonia shows
Him the pincers she carries.

17 (8l^9r>S). Copy from
Francesco Mazzola. Portrait

ofPaf 7nLgianino.(C.\ h. 0,45^
1. 0,40^. The original by him-
self is in the Uffizzi. *

18 (81024). Francesco Maz-
zola, called 11 Parmkgiani-
NO. Portrait of Ant/ira with
whom be was in love. (C;
h. 1,39, 1. o,sSk She is paint-
ed at the age o! twenty.
(Fig. 13S).

19 i83H^x» . School of Par-
ma, XVI. cent. Portfait of
a Fa^iiese pp ince in a cuirass
ornamented with ^o^d. (C;
h. 0,^9, 1 0,65). He carries a

glove and rests his left hand
on his helmet.

2() (83825). Ditto- Por^
trait of Ranuccio /• Fame-
S£^ tC; h, 1,55, 1.0,90), wear-
ing a bright blue steel cuir-

ass ornamented with gold.
His left hand rests on a

helmet \\ith many coloured
plumes.

21 (8419H). Francesco Maz-
zola, called 11 Parmu.jani-
NO. Po7t) ait ofGiovanni Bf} -

nardo di Cast Iboio/ifiere in

blai k with a precious stone in

22 83\W). The Same. Holy Pavnly, \\\ t^-mpera. (C; h. 1,58, 1. 1,30).

The Virgin is under a tree watching the infant Jesus asleep and stroking
little St. John^s (heek. Joseph is seen approaching from a distance,
reading.

2^ ;H%H'j9;. Alessandro Bedoll-Mazzola Parma 1533, f \(>q'^). Portrait

of a girl wearing earrings and necklac cs^ ^^C; h. 0,29, 1. 0,39).

24 tKKio) Giulio Cesare Procaccinl * Bologna 1560?, t Milan i626)*

Madonna and Child ; ith an an^et. t\V.; h. 0,36, 1. 0,31).

12*

Fig. 13S. Portrait of Anthea
by Franresco Mazzola,

bib cap. (\\\; h. 0,63, 1. 0,50),
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25 {83H44). Alessandro BedoIi-MazzoIa« Portrait of a young woman
in white, wearing a pearl embroidered veil and pearl collar. (W.; h, 0,25,

1. 0,35)-

26 (83976). Francesco Maria Rondanl* Madonna and Child; in tem-
pera. (C.; h. 1,06, 1. 0,90).

27 (83975). Unknown Master, XVII. cent. A Sketch for th^ Burial of
Jesus. (W.; h. 0,53, 1. 0,74). The body foreshortened is drawn with the
head resting on the Madonna's knees. This ranks as a masterpiece.

28 (83973). Michelangelo AnselmL Holy Family. (W.; h. 0,01, 1. 0,51).

Joseph and the Virgin gaze devoutly at the sleeping Child who is sur-
rounded by angels.

Fig» 139, Danac,^by Tizian (Phot. Brogi). \.

Room XIII. Titian.

1 (83912). Leandro da Ponte, called Lkandro Bassamo (* Bassano
i55^» t Venice 1673). Portrait of a Lady in black with a lace collar and
fine jewels. (C»: h. 1,06, K 1,00).

2 (83948). Domenico Theotocopull. Portrait ofth^ Mirtiaturi^l Giulio
Clovio, (C; h. 0,58, 1. o,h6). He is drawing attention to the missal
illuminated by him for Cardinal Farnese.

3 (839(78). Venetian School^ XVII. cent., style of Giorgione. Cmddn-
tif/d portrait of a youth Wraring furs and a broad brimmed hat. (C*;

h. 0,57, 1 0,3s). He holds a parchment stroll in his left hand. The ex-
pression and attitude is reminiscent of Giorgione.

4 C84^>41). Venetian School^ XVI. cent. A r^arrior in armour \^o\^\x\%

a commander's baton in his right hand and placing hi^ left hand on the
hilt of his dagger. The face lacks expression. (C; h. 1,37, K i>02).
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5 (S3971). Tlzlan VecelH (* Pieve di Cadore 1477, f Venice 1576),
Danae, (C: h. 1,17, 1. 1,68). She is lying nude on a white couch recei-

ving the golden rain. This picture betrays the utmost delight in volup-
tuous sensuality. Signed : 1545. (Fig. 139),

6 (S4019). The Same. Magdalene, (C; h, 1,25, 1. 0,99). Her fair hair
falls over her bare shoulders, an open book is propped against a skull.

The picture is signed: Tizianis P. but has been grossly repainted and
only the background retains its original beauty of colouring.

7 (H4001), Sclpione Pulzone, called il Gaetano ? Vnidentifiedportrait
of a man wearing a fur cloak and a white collar. (C; h. 0,44, 1. 0,33).

•"-•.• *,-'^. !)»- /Wj T '*."^

Fig. 140. Holy Conversation, by Palma Vecchio.

8 (H4591). TIzian VecelH, Portrait of Charles V. in black, holding a

sheet of paper. ^C; h. 0,99, I. 0,74), Owing to repeated restorations the

window on the right is now scarcely visible, nevertheless the picture

remains on the whole a good example of the master^s work.

9 (S3919). The Same. Alexander Fatites ,
Cardinal of S. Lorenzo in

Damaw. (C. ; h. 1,00, 1. 0,79). His costume and headgear seem very

unbecoming. He appears to be laughing at himself. A very lifelike

portrait,

10 KJ9H3,. The Same. Portrait of Cardinal Pietro Bemho [i^Z^x^^oi).

(C; h. 1,19, K i,oo). He is seated with a book in his left hand, possibly

his own poem on the hill of Asolo which may be seen through the win-

dow on the right. This picture has been almost entirely spoilt by re-

peated restorations.

11 SiOll . Jacopo Palma, called Pai ma Vecchio (* Serinalta near

Bergamo 1480? t Venice 1528), Holy Comersation, C.; h. 1,34, 1, 2,01).

The Virgin and Child with St. Jerome, St. Catherine and St. John the

Baptist who implore her grace for the congregation of devout persons

gathered below. Badly restored (Fig. 140;,
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12 (8:^920). Tizian Vecelli (?)• PoUrait of Paul III., holding a scroll

in his right hand. Badly restored. (C; h, i,o8, 1. o,8o).

13 (84034). Jacopo da Pontc, called Jacopo Bassano, The Raising
of Lazarus, (C; h. 0,57, 1. 0,48). A sketch for N.o 65 en Room VIII.

14 (S3924). Tizlan Vecel-

li. Porhait of Pier Lui^i
Fa^mese. (C.; h. 0,99, 1. 0,78).

This banneret of the Church
Militant is painted in full ar-

mour carrying a fieldmar-
shal's h3.ton. Behind him is

his standard bearer.

15 rs39l3>. School of Pao-
lo Veronese, XVI. cent. In-
tdentijied portrait ofa ix'oman

in a green satin dress Avith

a lace collar. (C. ; h. 0,92,

I. 0,77).

16 (83921). Tlzian Vecel-

li. Paul III, vixih his nephews
Alessandro and Ottavio Far-
nese. (C; h 2,00, I. 1,74). He
is evidently reproaching one
of them who bows low. —
(Sketch 1547).

17 (83974). The Same.
Paul III, Farnese (1543). (C^
h. 1,06, I. 0,82). The pope is

seated in a violet satin arm-
chair. His right hand is open
as if to grasp something.
A masterpiece.

18. School of Titian. P^r-
trait of Lavinia Veceth (C;
h 0,84, 1 o,75). This slightly

sketched picture is yet re-

markable for its richness of
colour.

19 (83957). Paolo Calla-
rl, called Paox o Vfronese
(V^erona 1528,! Venice 1588).
The Pool of Bcth.sda. (C;
h. o,6S» 1. o,S5). This picture
is perhaps the sketch for the
painting on the organ at St,

Sebastian's in V^enice.

2() (88977). TizlanoVecel
II. Portrait of Philip II A
masterpiece. (C. ; h. 1,87, 1.

r,oo). The king is wearing
the order of the golden fleece;

he carries a pair of gloves
and clasps his da-^ger with his right hand (Fig, 141).

Fig. 141, Philip II., by Titian
(Phot. Anderson).
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Room XIV. Raffael.

1 (Hl()U4). Raffaello Santi, called RAia akl San/io { Urbino 1483, f
Rome 1520). PtnUaii of Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, afterwards Pope
Paul HI; full length standing in his red robes. (V\\; h. 1,37, I. 0,90).
He holds some papers in his right hand. Lautlscape background (Fig. 142).

1 (S377U). Copy of a RaffaeL The Madonna uiih the Veil. (W.; h. 1,15,
1. 0,87). School of Polidoro da Caravaggio. The Madonna takes away a
veil from the infant (Christ who lies naked on the couch trying to catch
the lioatliig fabric in his hands. St. Joseph leans on a stick to the^right
watching Him*

3 {KVIH\\. Ditto. The
Madonna del Pa^seggio.
(W. ; h. 0,54, 1. 0,43).

The original is the pro-
perty of Lord Ellesmere.
The Madonna leads the
infant Jesus up to little

St. John who stoops to

embrace Him. St. Joseph
is on the left.

4 (H1216). Angelo di

Cosimo Tori , called il

BRON7INO? (* Monlicelli
near Florence 1502, f Flo*
reiice 1572). Unidentified
Portrait. (W. ; h. 0,69,
1. 0,50). A richly dressed
woman holding a book
in her left hand.

5 (84002). Andrea d'

Agnolo
I

called Andrea
DEL Sarto? (* Florence
i486, t is?,i ). Leo X^ Copy
of a Raffael (152s) at the
PUti Gallery. (\V. ; h.

1,61, 1. i,i9j. The pope
is seated at a small ta-

ble ; beside him are the
cardinals Giulio de' Me-
dici and Luigi de' Rossi.

6 (H3791). Copy of a
Raffael. The Vugin and
Child, (W. ; h. 0,87, 1.

0,64). He is on her lap

and clutches at a corner
p; Caidinal Farnese, by Raftael

of her cloak. ^
^pj^^^ j^^^^i^

7 (84203). Angelo di

Cosimo Tori, called il FjROnzino? Unidntifud P07 trail of a man with a

close<l book in his right hand. \V.; h. 0,69, 1. 0,62).

s K^H>^l. Sebastiano Luciani, called SKBisrivNo dki^ Piomro ('Ve-
nice? 14H5, t Kome IS47). Holy Family, (SI.; h. i,iS, I. o,8S). The Virgin

is in tht' act of removing the starf in which the infant Jesus is wound.
St. Joseph stuids beside her, also an angel.

9 {H4o39i. The Same. Clement VIL </<?' Medici seated with his arm*^
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resting on the arms of his chair. (C; 1,45, 1. 1,00). He has an air of
dignil> which reminds one of a romaii emperor.

10 ,83f«3). Marceilo VenustI ' Mantua 1512, t Rome 1580). Thr Last
Judj^emmt. i\\\\ h. 1,90, K 1,45). Copy of Michelangelo. This picture is

of great value as a careful contemporar>' copy of the now partially de-
stroyed original; every detail may be clearly seen and studied.

11 (H39SH). Giulio Plppl, called Giilio Romano (* Rome 1492, f
Mantua 1546). The Madonna^ith the cat. (W.; h. 1,68, 1. 1,41). Almost

Fi^. 14s. Portrait of the cavalier Tebaldeo, by Fr. Rossi dei Salvienti
(Phot, lirogi).

a copy of Raffael's Madonna with the Pearl in the Prado at Madrid.
Mary sits by the cradle with a basket of needlework beside her on the
floor and a cat. On her left and right are little St. John and St. Anne,
St. Joseph is in the background.

Yi (H4()0(> . Francesco Rossi dei Salvienti, < ailed i; Sai viati (* Flo-
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rence 1510, f Rome 1563). Portrait of th.^ cavalier Tebaldeo. (W.; h. 0,75,
I. 0,63). The younj;^ soldier places his right hand on his dagger. (Fig. 143)*

13 (83995). School of Florence, I nidentifted Portrait of a young man
in white, wearing a triangular cap. (W,; h. 0,4s, 1, 0,40).

14 (SM)5). Copy of a Filipplno LippL His own portrait painted on
wood from the fresco in the Church of the Carmine in Florence.
(VV ; h. 0,42, 1. 0,31).

15 (83916). Sebastiano Luciani, called Sebastiano dkl Piombo. Sketch
fof a portrait of Clement VIL (SK; h. 0,48, 1.0,32). Only the pope's
head is painte«l in profile on slate.

16 (81036). Angelo di Coslmo Tori\ called il Bronzing (?). T\ jo archi-
tccts, (W.; h. 1,20, 1. 0,90). An older and a younger man busily engaged
with an architectural design.

17 i>s40O5). Raffaelio Santi, called Ra^fakl Sanzio(?), So called il/^-

donna del divino amore, (W.; h. 1,38, 1. 1,09), The infant Jesus is seatevl

on Mary's lap; St. Anne apparently entreats Him to bless little St.

John who kneels before Him. bt. Joseph is in the background. Part of
this picture including the head of St. Anne was painted by Raffael him-
self; the rest probably by one of his pupils.-

Room XV.
Tuscan and Venetian Schools, XV. cents.

1 (84198). Filipplno LippI ? (* Prato i457-5^, t Florence 1504). The
Annum tation, ^W.; h. 1,17, 1. 1,24). The angel hands the Virgin a lily.

St. John the baptist and St. Andrew are painted on either side of her.

In the background are the Apenines with Florence in the middle di-

stance.

2 (84193 . Sandro di Mariano FilipepI, called Botttcelli ( Florence
circa 1445, f iS^o)* '^^ infant Jesus is brought to the Virgin who is

seated on the right, by two angels. ;Wm h. 0,98, 1. 0,71).

3 (83778). Pier di Lorenzo, called Pier di Cosimo (* Florence circa

1462, t 1521^. Holy Family, (VV.; round, diam. 0,84). The Child seated
on His mother's lap is peeling a pomegranate. St. John is on their right.

Behind them is a landscape with trees and rocks.

4 (84209). Bastlano di Bartolo Maiuardi \^ S. Gemignano, f Florence?
Active between 14^2-1513). Madonna and Child with St. John and three

angels bearing lilies. (W,; h. 0,95, 1. 0,95).

5 (81188). Lorenzo di Andrea I'Oderigo, called Lorenzo di Crkdi
(* Florence 1456-7, f 1537). Th^ Virgin kneeling before the infant Jesus,

(\V.; h. 1,17, I. 0,88). On her left is an ange! and on her right, under an
archwa\ St. Joseph. The background is a hilly landscape with a stream
running through it.

6 (84191). School of Verrocchlo, XVL cent. The Madonna caressing
the infant fesus, (W., h. 2,02, 1. 1,83). At her feet is a rich carpet.

The landscape in the background is divided into two parts by an
architectural building of marbk, ornamented witli gold.

7 (H4186n Tommaso di Cristoforo Fino, called Masolino di Pani-
CAiK (^ Panicale 1383, f 1440/ . Th As:>umption, painted on a gold
ground. (VV.; h. 1,42, 1. 0,76).

8 (125489. Tommaso dl Giovanni di Simone Guldl, called Masaccio.
(* Castel di S. <fio\ann! in Valdarno 1401, f Rome 142.H). Th^ Crucifixion.

(VV., h. 0,77, 1. 0,64). The Madonna and St. John stand weeping on
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either side of the cross. Magdalene with arms uplifted In despair is

painted with great feeling.

9 (84138). Giuliano Bugiardini (* Florence 1475, f i554). Madonna
with Jesus on her lap and little St. John beside her. (W.; h. 1,00, L 0,81).

10 (84195). Tommaso di Cristofaro Fine, called Masoijno da Pani-
CAIK. Foundation of the Chinch of Maria delta Neve in Rome (about
1422), (W. ; h. 1,44, 1. 0,76). In the presence of manv witnesses Pope
Liborius flraws the groundplan of the church in the snow with a
mattock. On high are Jesus and the Madonna. ,_

11 (84294). School of Gaddl, XIV. cent. The Annunciation, (VV.; h.

0,42, 1. o,26\ In the centre is the Virgin with the angel saluting her;
on the left in St. John the baptist (,,Ecce Agnus Dei**) and St. Francis
of Assisi ; on the right St. Louis and another saint.

12. Simone Martini (* Siena 1283, f Avignon 1344). UiHst in the act

of blessing. (W.; h. 0^67, 1. 0,42). The bible on His left is open at the
text: ,, I am the Way, the Truth and the Life.*' Painted on a gold-
ground; intended to be carried out in mosaic in the apse of a church.

13 (84311). Bernardo Daddl (* Florence, active between 1328-1350).
The Madonna and Child enthroned between four saints. (W.; h, o,44i

1. 0,51). The Child strokes her cheek.

14 (84273). Byzantine School, XIH. cent. Triptych painted on a
gold ground. Christ with hands raised to bless, between St. Nicholas
and St. Athanasius. (VV.; h. 0,12, 1. o,2o)»

15 (84271). Florentine School, XIV. cent. Diptych. Crucifixion and
Madonna and Child. (W.; h. 0,12, I. 0,20).

16-18 (H4261, 84316, 84258). Tuscan School, XIV. cent. Tript>ch on a
gold ground. In the centre St. Annt embracing the Virgi^i ajid Child.

On the side panels are St. Peter and St. Paul. (W.; h. 0,86,1.0,29—
h. 0,88, 1. 0,31 — h. 0,86, 1. 0,27). ^

19. School of Parma, XVL cent. Sacrificial Altar. (W.; h. 0,83,
1. 0,45). On either side are kneeling forms in chiara oscura.

20 (84487). Lorenzo Lotto (* Venice circa 1480, f Loreto ? 1556-57).
Portrait of Bernardo Rossi, Bishop of Treviso ; almost full face with his

eyes fixed on the spectator. (W.; h. 0,54, 1. 0,41). The painter has
succeeded admirably in portraying his sitter's intelligence and strength
of character,

21 (83964). Andrea Mantegna (* near Vicenza 1431, f Mantua 1506).

Portrait of Francesco Gonzaga in his cardinal's robes. (W.; h. 0,29,
1. 0,19). . f.v :

22 (83932). Alessandro Bonvicino, called il Moretto (* Brescia circa

14^8, t 1554), Fccr Homo. (W.; h. 0,58,1.0,41). Christ bound to a pillar.

His cloak and the scourges are lying on the ground.
23 (83902). Aivise Vivarini (* Murano about 1445, f Venice 1502-3)

Th^ l^irgm and Child enthroned; St. Bernard of Siena and St. Francis
stand beside her. ( W. h. 1,18, 1. 1,^5); painted on a gold ground.
Signed : Alvisk Vivarini P. Vknetia 1495.

24 (H3913). Giroiamo di Bernardino da Santo Croce (from the pro-
vince of Bergamo, f Venice i55<^). The Martyrdom of St. Lawrence.
(VV.; h. 0,75, 1. 0,93). The Saint lies on a gridiron amidst a crowd of
soldiers and spectators in the presence of the king who issues orders to
tlie executioners.

25 (839^j6 . Bartoiomeo Vivarini (* Murano, active between 14.50-1499).

J he I'irgiriy enthroned, holds the sleeping Child in her lap. (VV.; h. 1,18,
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1. r,2o). On either side of her seat are angels supporting flower vases
from which an arch sprin,^s. On the right are S. Nicola of Bari and a
hishop ; on the left St. Roch and another bishop. On high are four
other saints. Signed: Oprs BARxoroviEj Vivarini de Mirano 1469.

26 ^131059). Antonio da Solano, called 10 Zinc, arc (* V^enice? 2nd,
half of the XV, cent., f 1509-10?). A devout uo7'shipper kneels before the
Madonna who holds the naked infant Christ erect. (W.; h. 0,8s, 1. 0,66).

A landscape with rocks and flowers is visible through a window on the
right. Signed : Antonji s De Solarus V. P.

27 (S3960^. Giovanni Busi, called ilCari\ni? (* Fuipiano near Ber-
gamo about 1480, t after 1547). Madonna and Child with John the Bap-
tist, St. Barbara, St, Joseph and another. (W.; h. 0,45, 1, 0,72).

' v .-'.

Fig. 144. The Transfiguration, by Giov, Bellini (Phot. Brogi).

28 (129337). Jacopo dei Barbari ? (* Venice? about 1450, \ Brussels?
before 1516). The Mathematical Proof. *W.; h. 0,96, 1. 1,20). The painter
whose name is inscribed below, stands in rich costume beside his master
Fra Luca Paciolo,

29 (83954 Vincenzo Catena (* Treviso, t Venice 1531). The Cir-

cumcision (W.; h. 0,80, 1. 1,05^. The aged Simeon accomplishes the rite

in the presence of the V^irgin, St. Joseph and other witnesses,

30 ^83946n Andrea Mantegna. St. Knfimm standing in a niche, bear-
ing a martyr's pahn and the lilv of purity, A lion lays his head against
her right arm. (C; h. 1,71, 1. 0,77). Signed: opi s Anpreae Mante-
(,NAK 1454.

31 837H4K Boccaccio Boccaccino * Cremona about 1467, t 1524-25).
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Adofation of the infant Christ. (W.; h, i,iS, K 0,95). St. Joseph on
one side and the Virgin with two shepherds on the other. Three sing-
ino^ angels float over the roof of the shed.

32 (83956). Lorenzo Lotto. Virgin and Child z^nth saints. (W.; h.

Oi54, J. 0,87)- Mary is seated on the right with the Child on her lap.

On her left are St. Peter Martyr with little St. John. Landscape back-
ground. Signed : 1503.

33 (83990). Giovanni Bellini { Venice 1428, t 1.S16). Th^ Transfi^i-
ration. (VV.; h. 1,15, 1. 1,50). This is one of the finest pictures in the
collection. Christ between the two prophets. At His feet are the disci-

ples in amazement. In the background is a wonderful landscape with
white clouds. Signed; Joannes Bklli (Fig. 144).

Room XVI. Solimena and de Mura.

1. Francesco de Mura, called Franceschihllo. Ths A^inunciation.

(C; h. 1,44, 1. 0,83). The archangel surrounded by angels and cherubim
descends on the left to hand a lil> to the kneeling Virgin.

2. The Same. J^ase of Flowers between two allegorical figures. (C.;

h. 0,64, 1. 0,50).

3 (131415). Francesco Solimena, called l'Abb\tk Ciccio, Th^ Mas-
sacre of the Giustiniani. Sketch for a painted ceiling in the Senate
House in Genoa. (C; h. 2,75, 1. 1,63). The Sultan Soliman orders the
execution of eighteen youths of the house of Giustiniani in Genoa, at

Chios. Angels are throwing wreaths to the victims.

4. Neapolitan School^ XVIII. cent. Caiitd. (C; h. 0.35, 1. 0,47). Com-
passion, represented as a female figure with wings, holding two children
on her lap.

5 (84379). Sebastiano Conca (* Gaeta 1676, t Rome 1764). St. Peter
blessing a wajyior. (C; h. 0,72, 1. 0,58).

6 (125196). Francesco Solimena, called l' Abbate Ciccio. The Ma-
donna and Child surrounded by angels appear to St. Charles Borro-
maus who kneels on the left. (C; h. 0,70, 1. 0,51).

7 (131424). Francesco de Mura, called Franckschifi r.o. 7A ' Virgin
tnsiting St. Elizabeth. (C; h. 0,93, 1. 1,31). St. Joachim joins them.

8. Francesco Solimena called, l' Abbate Ciccio, The Assumption.
(C; h. 1,25, 1. 0,87)-

9. Giacinto Diana, called il Po/zolano. Modesty^ a half length
figure with clasped hands. (C: h. 0,68, 1. 0,45).

10 (131419). Francesco de Mura, called FRANrKscHiELLO. St. Louis

of France and St* Louis Gonzaga^ a sketch. (C; h. 1,56, 1. 1,04). The
former raises his eyes to the latter who appears with the Madonna.

11 (84390), Giuseppe Bonito (* Castellammare di Stabia 1707, f Na-
ples 1789). The Dedication of Solomon*s Temple, (C.\ h. 0,77, 1. 1,30). A
sketch for the church of Sta. Chiara.

12 fH4394). Francesco de Mura^ called Franckschtkllo. Shepherds
bring gifts to the rirgin and Child. (C; h. 1,31, 1. 1,05).

13. The Same. Vases between two allegoiHcal figures. (C? h. 0,64,

1. 0,50).

14 (131422). The Same. St. B<nednt with his monks receiving King
Totilas in tht vestibule of a temple. Sketch for the ceiling of the

Church of S. Severino. (C; h. 0,92, I. 1,54).
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1548 (131433, 131436, 131434, 131435). The Same, Cupids. (C; h. 0,38,
1. 0,20),

19, 22, 25, 28 (131425, 131428, 131426, 131427). The Same. IVom^n and
Children. {C; h. 0,74, 1. 0,50).

20 (131421). The Same. Madonna del Rosario. (C; h. 0,96, 1. 0,50).
The Madonna hands St. Benedict a wreath of roses.

21 (131416). The Same, St. Benedut at the top of a flight of ^teps in

a trance, (C; h. 2,05, 1. 1,26). At his feet are a group of monks and
other believers. Below are several figures in XVIIl. cent, costume.

23 (131417,. The Same. The flight into Egypt. (C; h. 0,98, 1. 0,56).

24 (131437). The Same. The god Hymen hearing a lighted torch and
escorted b> cupids, descends upon Modesty and tries to raise her veil

with his left hand. (C: h. 3,26, 1, 2,10),

26 (131418). The Same. Death of St. Joseph. (C; h. i,a5, K 0,54). A
sketch for N. 12, Room V.

27 (131420). The Same. The Madonna is received into Heaven by
the Holy Trinity. (C; h. 2,08, 1. 1,30), The apostles gaze awestruck at

the miracle,

29. The Same. Sketch for N. 24. (C; h. 0,72, 1. 0,44),

30-33 (131429, 30, 31, 32). The Same. Cupids. (C; h. 0,3b, 1. 0,20).

3i (131423). The Same. St, Benedict receiving tuo novices, Mauvus
and Placidus who are brought to him by their fathers. (C; h. 0,91

1. 1,56), Sketch for a fresco in the cupola of the Church of S, Severino.

Room XVII. Ribera and Stanzioni.

1 (H4053). Fabrizio Santafede. The Madonna seated amidst angels,
Helow are St. Jerome and St. (^ambacato of Pisa. (W.; h. 2,28, 1. 1,35).

Dated : 1595.

2 (84400). School of Massimo Stanzioni (XVIT. cent.). Madonna and
Child under a tree, with angels above them. (C; h. 0,38, 1. 0,27),

3 (H3978/. jose de Ribera, called lo Spaonoletto. St, Sebastian tied

to a tree. (C; h. 1,21, 1. 1,00). Signed: Jusepe de Ribkra, espanol F. 1651.

4 (84397). Pacecco de Rosa. St. Joseph tenderly wrapping the naked
Christ child in his cloak. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,76;.

5 (84366). Andrea Vaccaro. Magdalene drawing her cloak together
over her bosom, and gazing heavenvvarfls. (C; h, 0,82, 1. 0,59).

6 (H3979.. Jose de Ribera, called lo Spagnof f^tto. St. Jerome falling

on His knees at the trumpet blast of the angel announcing the Last
Judgement. (C.; h. 2,62, 1. 1,64). (P'ig. 145).

7 (84427). Massimo Stanzfonl. St. Ai^atha, quietly resigned, presses a :

cloth to her wounded breast. =C.; li. o,HH, 1. 0,72).

8 (84352). Cesarc Fracanzano. Half l^mrth fi^ut e of an old man with

a white beard: the e>eb, n)outh, and hands are very lifelike. (C; h.

0,64, 1. 0,48).

9 iKH^SO). Jose de Ribera, called lo Spa<.nolktto. St,Jname seated

at a table on which are some books and a skull. (C ; h. 1,25, 1. 1,00).

Signed: Jiskpk de Ripkra hspANOL F. 1651.

10 (84^1)6f. The Same. St. Bruno kneeling at the entrance to a cave.

(C; h. 0,38, 1. 0,27). An angel shows him a book in which the rules of

his order are inscribed.

vv;,
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11 (84432)^ Andrea Vaccaro* Si. Anthony of Padua kneeling at a
prie Dieu gazes at a vision of the infant Christ who appears and bles-
ses him, (C; h» 1,30, 1, 1, 02),

E,,.'

....

r-:.-., :

f ,

•.->

'f:'n
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1, ' •>-

Fig. 14s. St. Jerome, hy J, de Rlhera {Phot. Hrogi),

12. Bernardo Cavallino { Naples 1622, f i^54). /udith holding the
head of Holoferncs gazes triumphantly upwards, (C; h. 1,02, I. 1,26).

13. Jose de Ribera, tailed 10 Spa^^noi kito. God th Faihrr. (C; h.
1,10, I. 1,10). Half length hgare ^>urrounded by clouds, with His right
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hand raised to ble^s and His left resting on the earthly sphere. Below
Him are two cherubim.

14 (84aS5). Neapolitan School, XV^IIL cent. Masqua^rade. (W.; h.

0,26, 1. 0,53).

15 (843B5). Andrea Vaccaro. SL Francis 0/ Assisi in an ecstasy of
prayer. ^C; h. 1,01, 1. 0,74). Beside him is a companion kneeling before
the cross. ^ .

•. :v : ^^

16 (8i492). Luca GiordanOt called Fa Presto. Half length portrait,
fullface of an otd man in furs. (C; h. o,8o» I. 0,61). A bad imitation of
Rembrandt^s technique, ihe painting of the hands is especially poor.

17 (84421). Bernardo Cavaliino* St. Cecitia betii'e^n tn^o angels, one
of whom crowns her while the other makes music. (C; h. o,6i, 1. 0,49).

18 (84530 . Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. The denial of St. Peter.
(C; h. o,g>^, I. 1,35). Tlie maid stands on the rights on the left are
other figures.

19-23 (84429, 84425, 84395, 84399, 84357^. Pacecco de Rosa, Small
round pictures. A shepherd with bagpipes, the death of St. Alexis, the
Madonyia delle grazie, St. Jerome^ the denial of St. Peter. (W.; h.

0,25, 1. 0,25).

24 (H4042). Jose de Ribera, called lo Spagnolhtto. Silenus lying
drunk on the ground surrounded by satyrs. (C: h. 1,85, 1. 2,29). On the
left is the insLrtption : Josephis de Ribhra hispants, Valentin
ET ACADEMICIS ROMANUS f ACIKBAT PARTKNOPK 1626. The pictUre haS
been entirely spoilt by frequent attempts at restoration.

25 (84381). Bernardo Cavallino. St. Sebastian lying on the ground
;

some holy women are !)inding up his wounds. (C; h. 0,65, I. 0,53).

26 (84»^). Manner of Pacecco de Rosa. A young i.'oman plaiting her
hair. (C; h. 0,79, I. 0,61),

27 (84590). Cesare Fracanzano. The prodigal son returns and kisses
his fathers hand. (C; h. 1,02, 1. i,2>S).

28. Neapolitan School, XVII I. cent. The tiyiding of Moses. i,C.

;

h. o»25, 1. 0,54).

29 (84380). Andrea Belvedere^ Hydrangeas and Canterbury bells. (C;
1,01, I. 0,75). '

^

30. Massimo Stanzlonl. St. Bruno. (C; h. 2,02, 1. 1,17). The founder
of the order of Carthusians is represented in a devout ecstasy.

;<^>

Room XVIII. Salvator Rosa.

1 (8441B). Andrea dl Leone (Pupil of Corenzio and A. Falcone; * Na-
ples, t 1675;. Battle between fetvs and Amalkttes. (C. ; h. 1,10, 1. 1,27).

In the foreground is a cavalry engagement, warriors armed with lances
approach from either side.

2 i84071). Carlo Coppola (from Naples; Pupil of A. Falcone XVII.
^ent.). Spanish cavalry. ^C; h. 1,00. \, 1,50). Some oihcers stand in the
foreground on the left ; there is a wooded hill in the background.

3 (841^^1). Salvator Rosa. Areuella near Naples 1615, f Rome i673),

J/f* parabl' 0/ th. mUe ant th^ beam. \C.; h. :j,oo, 1. 1,21).

4 (84431) School of Salva(or Rosa, XV M. cent. Rocky :.ea coast, a
few s>ldiers are climbnig a clilT on the left. (C; h. 0,65, 1. o,y8).

5 (M4:i75 Neapolitan School, XV 11. < ent. .s a>cap\ (C; h. 0,37, 1. 0,52).

. -A
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6 (84423). Mdrzio Masturzo (from Naples, a pupil of Sal valor Rosa.
XVII. cent.) River scene with rocks and trees here and there and people
bathing. (C; h. 0,66, 1. 0,97).

7 (84038). School of Salvafor Rosa, XVII. cent. Battle Scene. (C;

«•;

Fig. 146. Jesus seated amongst the scribes, by Salv. Rosa (Phot. Brogi).

h. 1,17, 1. 2,56). The clouds of smoke caused by a conflagration mingle
with the storm clouds in the sky. Horses in falling have pinned their ^

riders to the ground.
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8 (S3V)H7). Salvator Rosa. Je^us '^aied amoiigst the scribes, one of
whom wears a yellow c:armeiil aiid a turban. (C^; h. 2>oi, 1, 1,32). Their
faces are of a very common type (Fig. 146).

'

9. Neapolitan School, XV'II. cent. Spanish Caraby. (C, ; h. 0,42,
1. 0,32).

10. Ditto. A flarboup. (C. ; h. 0,38, 1. 0,78). Two large sailing boats
and lountless merihants «»n the whar\es,

11 (H4i)57). Ditto. Cardplayefs in front of an inn. (C; h. 0,42, 1. 0,32).

12 (120212). School of Salvator Rosa, XVIL cent. A grotip of pn^ple
with a horse and a dog resting at the loot of a high cliff. (C. ; h. 1,15^

J. 0,95).

13 (84351). Ditto. Battle scene, (C; h, 0,48, K 0,81). ;
i ;:

14. Manner of Andrea Belvedere, XVII I. cent. Decorative Panel,
Floicets, Fruit and Animals, (C; h. 0,75, 1. 1,60),

15. Leonardo Coccorante (* Naples, Pupil of Solimena, XVII I. cent.).

Landscape. (C; h. 0,28, 1. 0,21).

16 (84367). School of Salvator Rosa, XVII. cent. Battle scene ; a
cavalr> charge. (C; h. 0,35, 1. 0,60).

17. Leonardo Coccorante. Landscape. (C: b. 0,28, 1. 0,21).

18. Domenlco Gargiulo, called- Mirco Spadapo. The Death of Ah^
salom. (C; h. 0^9, 1. 1,06). A soldier in the act of spearing the youth
who hangs from a tree.

19. Aniello Falcone (* Naples 1600, f i66s). Battle uene, (C; h.

0,78, K 1,23). The men are armed with swords, clubs and bows.
'

20 (13ir>r>r>;. Manner of Salvator Rosa. A drumme} at the head of a
mounted force. (C; h, 0,2^, 1. 0,49;.

21. Neapolitan School, XVlh cent, A group of X^^apoUtan attists,

(C; h. 0,24, K 0,26). The label with the skull which is the token of the
legendary Company of Death of the Year 1648 is obviously a later

addition.

22 (131557). Manner of Salvator Rosa. Battle scene, (C. ; h. 0,2ft, 1.

0,49). A duel between two mounted men in the foreground.

23 U25228). Salvator Rosa <?). Landscape, (C. ; h, 0,7b, 1. 1,02), The
trees are bent by the stortn, a feature is the natural arch.

24 (84411). Domenlco Garglulo, called Micco Spaparo. (C; h, 0,63,
1. 0,76). St. Onofrio in the desert praying ; beside him is a stag.

25. Giuseppe Recco (* Naples 1634, f i^9S). Stilt lif \ Fish. (C; h.

o»75» 1- i^>0) cf. N.'» 14. , .

26 (8i42H). Aniello Falcone* Spanish Soldiers, (C; h. o,i?2, 1. 0,42),

27 ^84318^ School of Salvator Rosa. SV. Francesco di Paola, praying.
(C; h. 0,14, 1. 0,32).

28 (84430). Aniello Falcone. Battle seen*, on the shore. (C; h. 0,26,

!• 0,52). Ships are endeavouring to land reinforcements.

29. Andrea di Leone. Spep/i^pds -utth then jlocks halting at a well;

also country people with hor^ies and a camel. (C; h. 0,72, 1. 0,99).

.V\ (84415). Donienico Gargiulo, called Micro Spadaro. St, Paul the

IFrniit and St, Anthony in the des ft, (C; h. 0,63, 1. 0,76).

31 (84:i:U). Giovanni Do from Naples, XVII. cent.), r.andscape \s\W\

houses and towers along the sea coast. (C; h o,4<;, 1. i,)S). On the

left are some peasants with :\ donkey.

13
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32 (84046). Dotnenico Garglulo^ called Micco Spadaro. Fijs^hi djiwe^n
lews and Amalckites in a valley and on a road leading up hill. (C; h.

0,78, 1. 1,05).

33. Andrea dl Leone? A p^asant ivoman riding a horse, driving her
flocks home. (C; h. 0,51, 1. 0,79).

^ 34, Manner of Andrea Belvedere, XWll. c^ni. Decorative panels com-
panion piece to N. 14. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 1,60).

^ -^^ : Room XIX, Velasquez.

1 <84080). Hermann von
Swaneveld (^ Woerden in

Holland about 1600, + Paris

1656?) Diana approaching in

her chariot to visit Endymion
in the wood. (C; h. 0,75, 1.

0,98).

2 (83821). Simon Vouet
( Paris 1590, t i649). An an-
p:el holding the spear red»
denedby the blood of Christ,

(C; h. 1,04, 1. 0.77).

3 (S4531). Copy from Ru-
bens. The dead body of Chriai
lying on straw tended by two
Marys and a man. (C. ; h.

1,47, 1. 1,03). A bad copy, late

XVIII. cent.

4 (845701. Johann Spll-

berg (* Diisseldorf 1619, t
1690). Portrait of a7i old lady
wearing a stiff ruff. (C; h,

i»o8, 1. 0,83). Signed: 1639 F.

Spilbero,

o (84015). Claude OcIIie,
called Claude Lorrain (
Champagne about 1690 , f
Rome 1682). Landscape with
nymphs, (C.j h. 1,56, 1. a,oo).

There is a temple on the left

and the country reminds one
of the Roman campagna.

6 (84564). Thomas Hen-
drikjz de Keyser ( Amster-
dam about 1596, t 1667). Por-

trait of an official In a larc:e ruft. (W.: h. 1,15, 1. 0,87). He holds papers
in one hand and rests the other on his hip.

7 (84527). Anton van Dyck ( Antwerp 1599* t London 164 j). Th^
Crucifixion. (C; h. 1,32, !• 0,87). Christ breathing His last prayer.
(Fig. 147).

8 (84501). Cornells Jonson van Ceulen * London 1593, t Amsterdam
or Utrecht 1664). Pot it ait of an oj/icial seated in an armchair, gazing
thoughtfully before him» (C; h, 1,24, 1. 0,86), Signed : 1649.

9. Netherlnnd School^ XVI L cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,72, K 0,98).

»-,»'?'

Fig. 147. Crucifixion, by A. van Dyck
(Phot. Brogi).
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10 (84576). School of Anton van Dyck, XVII. cent. Portrait of an
official wearing a cloak and a white ruff. (C; h. i,ii. 1. o,88). He car-
ries gloves in one hand and rests the other on his hip.

IL Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape. (C* h. 0,72, K 0,98).

12 (84508). Rembrandt van Rljn ? Portrait of himself at an advan-
ced age, dressed in silk and furs. (C; h. 0,80, I. o,6i). Perhaps a copy
of his own picture at the Uffizzi by a talented pupil.

13 (83805). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape. (C. ; h. 0,92,
1- 1,35)-

14 (H4028). Jacob Courtois, called Borgognone (* S. Hyppolyte 1621,

t Rome 1670). Battle seme in stormy weather, (C; h. 0,70, I. 0,90).

15 (83970). School of van Dyck, XVII. cent. Unidentified Portrait
of a >oung nobleman glancing over his shoulder at the spectator
(C; h. 0,61, 1. 0,50).

Fig. i^S, The Drinker, Copy from Velasquez (Phot. Brogi).

16 (H4048K Copy from Velasquez. Th<r Ihinicr. (C; h. 1,64, 1. 2,28).

This picture is painted in tempera and of curious technique ; it appears
cold and colourless compared to the original at the Prado. Fig. 148).

17 ^H403"2>. Jacob Courtols, called BoRr.ocNoNK. Battl- scen^, (C; h.

0,68 1. o,gV). In the centre two leaders are engaged in single combat
surrounded by other fighters

IS H4r/)9). School of van Dyck, XVIL cent. Unidentified Poftrait
of a nobleman with a fair beard, dressed in black. W.r h. 0,56, I. 0,47).

He turns to the right.

19 (S4571 Ditto. Port} ait of a young prtnc^ ss in a pearl and gold
embroidered dress and a large lace ruff. C\ h. 0,75, 1. 0,59).

13*
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20 (KM)3). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Layidscape. (C; h. 0,91,

K 1,33).

21 (K3768). Claude Gellie, called Claudk Lorrain. Seascape. (C; h.

0,74, 1. 1,00). A villa on the shore and ships at sea in sunset light.

22 (HW27). Simon Vouet. An anj^el bearing the bloodstained hand-
kerchicif and the dice with which the soldiers cast lots for Christ's

raiment. (C .; h. 1,04, 1, 0,77;.

XX. Foreign Schools of the XVL^XVIII. cents-

1 (H4567). Cornells Pietersz Bega? (Pupil of Adrian van Ostade,* Haar-
lem 1620, t 1664). Inieiior of a countty house. (C; h. 0,44, K 0,59).

2 (83808). Netherland School, XVI I. cent. Landscape unth a u'at:r^

fall, (C; h 0,66, 1. 0,50). Fishermen are visible between the rocks,-

3 (S4452). School of Joachim Patinir, XVI. cent. S7.y^r(?^/l^* kneeh'ng
at the entrance to a cave. (W.; h. 0,37, 1. 0,51).

4 (84510). David de Koning (** Antwerp 1636, f Brussels about 1699).
Dogs hunling a slag, (C; h. 1,24, 1, 1,73).

5 (84r>87). The Same. Tfophi^s of Ihe chase, (C; h. 1,24, 1. 1,731.

6 (84r)72>. David Tenlers the younger (* Antwerp 16 [o, f Brussels
i69o). Players and onlooker's in a ta^i^ern. (W.; h, o,S3, K 0,67).

7 (M517}. Johann Both ? (* Utrecht circa 1610, f Utrecht 1652). Land-
scape, (C; h. 0,37, 1. 0,50).

8 (84490). Franz Pourbus the younger ' Antwerp 1575, f Paris i622)»

Porhait of a young 7t:oman, (\V.; h. 0,50, 1. o,s7).

9* Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape, (C. ; h. 0,85, 1. 1,15).

Trees and a ri\er. On tlie left, three women running away,

10 (84573). Pieter Vtin Avont (* Mecheln 1600, f Mecheln 1652). Holy
Fa7nily, (W

.
; h. 0,53, 1. 0,71). Ihe Madonna is seated under a tree,

with the C hild in Pier lap, surrounded by angels.

11 (84045). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Woman bathiyigxxx a lake
which is seen between the trees of the foregrouu<L (l".; h. 0,32, K 0,48).

12 (84520), Ditto. Landscape. (C. ; h. 0,46, 1. 0,34). A ruined arch
and trees.

13 (84348) Giuseppe Recco. Parrots and oth'v bird%t various rep-
tiles, shells, flowers and fruit are iail represented in this picture. (C;
h. 1,01, 1, 0,36).

14 (84565), Johann Both. Landscape, (CV; h, 0,75, 1. 0,97),

15 (H450fi). Johann van Kessel the elder (?) (* Antwerp 1626, f 1679).
Flov'crs andffuU. ((V; h. 0,63, 1, o,si).

16 i845()0). Daniel Seghers ( Antwerp isgo, t 1661). Status of ih^
Madonna and Child in a niche adorned with leaves. (C; h. 1,29, 1. 0,99).

17 (84521). Christian Berentz v
Hamburjr i^sS, 5 i7-?2). Woman^^nth

a basket of fruit, < ,\ h. ^,49, 1. 1,74). A boy oflers her a hunch of
iJCrapes* Bel<j\v theni is a table with dishes upon it. ( This pirture is inscrib-
ed with tlie artist's name and the date 1(3)6).

18 (^4578). Johann van Kessel the elder. (?). Floors and Fruit,
iC; h. o,('.^, 1. (),7^).

IM H4522
. Netherland School, XVII. cent. Flo.rrr Study, (C; h. 1,15,
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2(). Baldassare de Caro of Napks, XVIII. cent. Trophies of the
chase. (C: h. 0,91, 1. 1,17). Signed; B. ni. (!aro.

21 1^^4577). Johann Both. Landscape. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,97). A Citadel
and trees in sunset light.

22 (H45I8). Joh. Basil Grundmann (German School, XVIII. cent.).

An old clothes shop. (VV.; h. 0,41, 1. 0,51), The proprietress is showing a
second hand costume to a customer. On the walls are hanging old clothes
an<l weapons.

23 (H458;j^. Netherland School, XVII. cent. (Sketch). A lau^hifig
peasant, wearing a broad brimmed hat, holds a sheet of music in his
hand. (C; h. 0,63, 1. 0,55).

24 (H'iSl3». Ditto. Je^us and the C entip ion ^ who kneels at His feet,

soliciting pity. They are surrounded by spectators. (C; h. 0,44, 1. 0,61).

25. Ditto, Landscape with fi^nres. (C; h. 0,85, 1. 1,15).

26 :S4r)Kj), Joh, Basil Grundmann. Cobblers. (W. ; h. 0,41, 1. 0,511.

Between two men at work in the shop is a woman busy w inding thread.
Dated: Gri .ndmwn 1760.

27(81542 Netherland School, XVII. ^^\\\, Porttait of an old man
yawning over his books. (C; h. 0,79, 1. o»64).

25 (KiSIl;. Ditto* Jesus and the uoman taken in adu/t/'ry, who has
fallen on her knees before Him. (C; h. 0,43, 1. 0,61).

2^ (^U^J. David de Koning. Do^s hunting yabbits. (C; h. 1,24,

1. 1,73).

3<) (S4515;. The Same. Doq^s and dead ^a?nc. (C; h. 1,24, 1. i»73).

31 845311). Netherland School, XVII. cent, l^or^hip of the Gold n
Calf. \V.; h. 0,3s, 1. 0,45). The image is on a pedestal. The crowd are
on their knees around it.

32 ^Ki796). Ditto. Th- Madonna and Child with the little St. John
who brings forward a lamb for the infant Jesus to stroke. (C. ; h* 0,77,
1. 0,65). -

33 fH4462). Pe(er Brueghel, called BRrhcHKi. thk kldi r (* Brue-
ghel near Breda 1524 1525, t Brussels i5<^9^. Winter landscape. iVV.;

h. 0,37, 1. o»56). Ivow huts clustering on the banks of a frozen river on
which people are seen skating, ^

34. Netherland School, XVII. cent. A public holiday. (C. ; h. 0,53,

XXI. Foreign Schools. XVI.-XVIIL Century.

1 1^4519. Paul Brirs School (XVII. cent). Land^cap. , (Cr.; h. 0,24,
1. 0,30).

'

'i

2 (H4523). Netherland School. XVII. cent. Battle scene. (\V.; h. 0,32^

1. 0,44 .

3 (S4")59). Adrian van de Velde * Amsterdam 1636, t 1672). Land-
capf with cows and a peasant woman riding. (C; h. o,33» 1« 0,43).

4 H45H2). Netherland School, XVII. cent. A lady and i^cnileynan

ha. kiu^*. Sunset light, u! ; h. 0,92, I. i,iS).

5 H453.5 Bonaventura Peeters (' Antwerp 1614 , t Hoboken 1652).

Seascape. W.; h. o,ss, \ o,s;). Saib»rs are i»usy around a boat in the
foreground, further ott along the shore are fishern'^en.

6 H4r>l2^. Johann Basil Grundmann. A vegetable ij/Ar seated at the
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door of her house. (W.; h. 0,42, 1. o,33)* Beside her is a woman with a
child on her shoulders. In the background may be seen tight-rope
dancers. (Dated 1760). ^

7 (84562)» Nikolaus van Eyck (^ Antwerp 1617, f 1679). Landscape
7vith peasants dancing. (C; h. 0,86, 1. I,i8>.

8 (^553). Nethcrland School, XVII. cent. Landscape with co7vs. (C;
h. 0,53, 1- 0,69).

9. Ditto. Veer hunt, (W, ; h. 0,14, K 0,22). Riders and dogs drive a
stag into a narrow pass.

10 (S45B4). Johann Basil Grundmann. An old man sharpening a saw.
Dated 1758. (W.; h. 0,41, 1. 0,32).

11 (83982). Peter Paul Rubens (?) ( Siegen in Westfalia 1577, t Ant-
werp 1640). Sketch for tht h.adof a monk, (W.; h. 0,35, 1. 0,32). (Fig. 149).

- 12 (8*586). Johann Basil
Grundmann. The spinner.
(\V.; h. 0,42, I. 0,32).

13 (84541). Adam Franz
van der Meulen (* Brussels

1632, t Paris 1690). A milita-

7y camp, (C; h. 1,46, 1. 1»96).

14 (83815). Unknown'Mas-
ter, XVII. cent. Landscape
with mythological figures.

(C; h. o,5o, 1. 0,75).

15. Netherland School ,

XVU. cent. Ruins ^ beside
which some peasants are at-

tending an open air celebra-
tion of Mass. (C: h. 0,52,
1. 0,66).

16 (84514^. Johann Basil

Grundmann. An auction r
explaining the points of a
picture to a group of specta-
tors. (W.; h. 0,42, 1. 0,33),

17 (84528). Bonaventura
Pccters. Storm at s^^a with
three ships in danger of ship-
wreck. (W.; h. 0,42, 1. 0,33),

18 (84557). Helnrich Ambrosias Paex (of Amsterdam). A military Ho-
liday, (C.; h. 0,85, 1. 1,48). Soldiers and peasants dancing and wandering
about amongst the salesmen's booths. Signed: H, Pax. 1632.

19 (84484). Hendrik met de Bles, called Civktta (* Bouvignes 1480,

f Luettich ? after 1521). Landscape, (W.; h, 0,25, 1. 0,36),

20 (84459). The Same. Storm at Sea. (\V.; h. 0,27, 1. 0,41)-

21 (84449 Netherland School, XVI. cent. A B.^leaguer.d City, (W.;
h. 0,36, 1. o>43). Soldiers prepare to attack the town in which fire has al-

ready broken out. In the sky appears some deitv in a car drawn by lions.

22 (84450). Hendrik met de Bles, called Civetta. Wooded Landscape.
(W.; h. 0,20, 1. 0,33).

23 (84446. In the manner of Btes (XVI. cent.). Landscape, (W
.

; h.

0,19, 1. 0,27).

Fig. 149. Sketch for the head of a monk,
by P. P. Rubens (Phot. Brogi).
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24 (84455>. Hendrik met de Bles, called Civetta, Landscape wit/i

Moses and the burning hush. (W.; h. 0,56, 1. 0,70).

25 (84447). David VInck-Boons (* Malincs 1578, f Amsterdam 1629).
Public Holiday outside a town. (W, ; h. 0,49, 1. 0,69). Men and women
feasting, dancing and wandering about in a large open space, with a
church in the background.

26 (84488). Hendrik met de Bles, called Civetta* Landscape with
hills and villages, (W.; h. 0,27, 1. 0,42).

27 (84458). The Same. Landscape with rocks and hills. (W.; h. 0,34,
1. 0,50).

28 (84445), Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape with rocks and
hills. (C; h. 0,36, I. 0,43). ^

29. Flemish SchooU XVII. cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,98, 1. 1,38).

A group of dancers in the foreground, on the rights with a castle on
the hill above them. ^

30 (84506). Adrian van Ostade^s School (XVII. cent.). A violinist. (W.;
h. 0,23, 1. 0,18).

31 (84558). Ditto. Cardplayas in a tavern. (W.; h. 0,25, 1. 0,27).

32 (84495). Ditto. A fiddler. {C.\ h. 0,21, 1. 0,17).

33 (84580). Sebastian Vranckx (* Antwerp 1573. t i547)- The Villa

Medici at Rome. (W.; h. 0,59, 1, 1,05). The principal building is on the
right, the gardens are crowded with people. Dated: 1615. .

34 (84085). Unknown Master of the XVI. cent. Portrait of Erasmus
oj Rotterdam. (C; h. 1,00, 1. 0,79. Dated 1534).

35 (84560). Karel du Jardfn (* Amsterdam 1622, 1 Venice 1678). 5At^^-

herd with flocks, (W.; h. 0,33, 1, 0,24). r
36 (84581). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Bridge over a river, on

which are countless small boats. (W.; h. 0,14, 1. 0,22). On the left is a
gothic church.

37. Ditto. Temptation of St, Anthony. (VV.; h. 0,18, 1. 0,23).

38 (84550). Anton van Dyck^s School (XVII. cent.) (Sketch). Portrait

oJ an old man, (W.; h. 0,45, 1. 0,34). The head is turned to the left.

39 (844*^4). Phllipp Wouwermann (* Haarlem 1619, t 1668). Landscape
with a white horse, (VV.; h. 0,26, 1. 0,21).

40 (84509). Adam EIshelmer(?) (Frankfort 1578, f probably In Rome
1620). The rape of Ganymede, (Cr.; h. 0,41, I. 0,53). On the right are

shepherds with dogs. The eagle hovers above on the left.

41 (84546). The Same. Ariadne forsaken, stretching out her arms in

the direction of the fast disappearing ship. (Cr.; h. 0,40, K 0,52).

42 (84045). French School, XVIII. cent. Military Camp, (C; h. 0,79,

1. 0,91). Several riders halting before one of the tents; on the left are a

band of prisoners.

43 (845U4). Adam Elshelmer (?). Theseus and Atiadm. (Cr.; h. 0,41.

1. 0,53). He drags her reluctantly into the water.

44 (8450.3). Dutch School XVII. cent. Portait of a nobleman. (C; h.

0,77, 1. 0,12).

45 (840^i5>. Peter MIgnard ( Troyes 1612, f P^^is 1695). H^ad of a
prelate, (C; h. 0,39, 1. o,3i'-

46 (H4574.. Jan Victors (* Amsterdam 1620, f on a journey 1676).

Portrait of an unkno-.^n woman dressed in white u ith coloured sleeves

J :'' »
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and adorned with pearls. (\V.; h. 0,64, 1. 0,42), She is painted full -face
with a slight squint.

47 (81507). School of Peter Paul Rubens rXVIK cent, (Sketch). II^acL

(\V.; h. 0,49, 1. 0,38)* »
.f.:^""'^

48 (H4543). Jakob Jordaens (* Antwerp 1593, f 1678). Chti^t on his
way to Golgotha with the two thieves, (C; h. 1.36, I. 2,06). He is bent
under the weight of the cross. In the crowd is a youth on a white
horse wearing a turban.

49, 51, 52 (81493, S4498, 84540). Adam Elsheimer(?). 7h<: story of lea-

fNS, (Cr.; h. 0,4i» I. 0.53). His flight, fall and burial. Beautiful landscape.

50 (84497). Jakob Gerritsz Gupy, Dutch School, (* Dortrecht is<^4i

f 1651-2). Poitratt of a lady, (W.; h. 0,69, K 0,55).

53 (84(^1). Joseph Vernet (* Avignon 1712, f Paris 17H9). Stortpiy S^a,
(C; h, 0,74. 1. 0,98).

54 (84554). Copy of Anton van Dyck. Sketch). H^ad of an old man.
(W-; h. 0,45, 1. 0,34). V

55 (84505). Philtpp yNonv/trmdin. landscape iJiih peasants and horses.

(W.; h. 0,25, I. 0,18).

56 (84524). Manner of Jacob Cortois, called 11 BoRGOt^NONK. Battle
^cene. (C; h. 0,28, 1. 0,38). On the right are a company of archers. On
the left ca\alr3. Amongst them a rider on a white horse. In the distance
are towers. I

57. Peter Meert, called Piktro Mfra* (Flemish School, from 1600-

1630). Venus on her couch zcith Cupid he^^ide her. (\V.; h. 0,2s, K 0,35).

58 (84518), Manner of Jacob Cortois, called il Bor(,ognonk. Battle
scene. (C; h. 0,28, I. 0,38). A rider between two monks, one of whom
holds a cross over a wounded soldier,

59 (84547). Aert van der Neer C Amsterdam or in Gorinchen 1603,

t Amsterdam 1677). A croivd of skaters with a richly adorned sleigh in

their midst. (C; h. 0,97, 1. 1,22).

6^). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,98, I. 1,25).

A military camp next to the ruins of a castle. ::,,

XXII. Room of Brueghel.

1 (84485,. School of Roger de la Pasture, called van dkr Wkvdkn
(* Tournay I399> t Brussels 1464). 7he burial of Christ. (\V.; h. 0,82,

I. 0,83). The dead body is carried by Nicodemus and Joseph of Arima-
thia. The Madonna kneels on the left and Magdalene on the light l>e-

tween the two Marys. Angels float above with the instruments of His
passion.

2 (8447H). Lucas Kranach the elder C Kronach in Franken, 1472

t Weimar is.S3)« Christ and the woman tak^n m adultery. (VV.; li. 0,55,
1. 0,75). He holds her by the hand, a large crowd has assembled.

3 (84477). Gerard Davld*s School (XVI. cent, . P07 trait of a young
2voman in black, with a while hood on her head, carrying a tiny dog.
(W.; h. 0,52, 1. 0,37).

4 (8443H). Joos van der Beke, called Master of thk Dkajh of Marv
(* C leve or Antwerp I4«^, i IS25). Adoration of the magi. Triptych. (W.;
h. 1,17, 1. 0,40,— h. 1. 17, 1. 0,93 — h. 1,17, I. o,40j. The oldest of the
three kneels to kiss the child's hand. The other two stand on either
side. On the back (he AiininKiation is pointed in rhiaro osMira.

k
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5 (84454). Dutch SchooU XV. cent. A/, /ohn the Baptist admonishing
Herod and his wife in the presence of their courtiers, (W. h. 0,59,
1. 0,45). In the distance is seen the baptism of Christ.

6 (S4475). German School, XV. cent. The hmial of Ooist. (\V. ; h.

0,54, 1. 0,72). Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimalliia carry the body, fol-

lowed by St. John, Mary and Magdalene.

7 (84.W>). Pieter Brueghel, called Brukghel the klokr. An allegory
bearing the inscription: Om dat de Werelt is soe ongetru, Daer om
gha ie in den ru. (Temp, on C2.; h. 0,88, 1. 0,88).

8 ^844f^)>. The Same. The parahte of the Mind leading the blind.

(Temp, on C; h. o,ho, 1. i,5t). In a grey autunmal landscape they go
one behind the other; the front one, falling over a precipice, l)rings

all ihe others to grief after him. (Fig, 150).

F'i^. i5o« The parable of the blind leading the blind, of P. Brueghel

(Phot. Brogi),

9 (H44T8). French School, XVL cent. Portrait of a prince wearing a

short eloak. (W.; b. 0,34, 1. 0,25). Dated : 1526,

10 (8446J). Hendrik met de Bles' School XVI. tent.). ChHst led to

execution by soldi. rs (W.; h. 0,52^ 1. 0,36). On the right in the back-
ground can be seen one of the thieves similarly guarded.

11 \84474 . German School^ XVI. cent. Portrait of a bfiarded prince
wearing a short cloak. vV\.; h. 0.39, 1. 0,32). Dated: 1526.

12 (844^57 . Jakob Kornelisz <' Oastzanem before 1470. f Amsterdam
before October i8tb 1533 • Adot atwn of the tn/ant J sus, (\V.; h.

1,22, 1. 1,79). Joseph and Marv kneel on either side of the Babe in a
richly decorated >»hed, the frie/e of which is com|)osed of music making
angels Behind the Virgin is St. An<irevv with a group of devout men
headed b\ the donor, all kneeling. On the other side is St. Margaret
with a communit> of pious women , in the forefront of whom is the

founder of their order. In the background is the sea « o\ered with ships.

This picture is the Artist s masterpiece and the finest in the room, the
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figure of St. Margaret is particularly excellent but amongst the kneel-
ing figures are many exceedingly lifelike. (Fig. 151).

13 (H4479>. Bernardo Strigel (?) (* Memmingen 1461, f about 1528).
Portrait of Charles V in the flower of his vouth, wearing a black cap
and the order of the Golden Fleece. (W.; h. 0,36, 1. 0,25).

14 (84451), Konrad Witz ( Basle about 1398, f about 1447). Holy
Conversation, (VV.; h. 0,62, 1. 0,41). The virgin seated in a gothic church
is reading a book which the Christ child is fingering. St. Joseph is on
her left.

15 (84473). German School , XV. cent. Portrait of Maximilian I.

turning to the left an^ wearing a plumed cap. (W.; h. 0,37, I. 0,30).

16 (8448i>). Joos van der Beke, called The Master ok the Death
ov Marv. Ihe CruLifixion. Triptych. (\V.; h* 0,89, I. 0,25 — h. 0,91,

Fig. 151. Adoration of the infant Jesus, by Jakob Korneiisz |

(Phot. Anderson).

I. 0,58 — h. o,8g, 1. 0,25). Magdalene kneels at the foot of the cross be-

tween Mary and St. John. On the right is St. Margaret with the found-

ress and her daughters : on the left St. Jerome , the founder and his

sons. Above on both wings are the arms of the founder and on the back
the Annunciation is depicted in chiaro oscura.

XXIIt. Tapestry Room.

1. Two silk embroidered Hangings. (Knd of XVIK or beginning of

XVIIL cent
,
produced in Naples) representing statues of the nine muses

set up on the balustrade of a hall with pillars. The names from right to
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left are: Euterpe, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Thalia, Erato, Calliope, Ura-
nia, Clio and Polyhymnia.

On the table to the right

:

^^

2 (10522), Statuette of a nude woman with helmet and shield, XVI

L

century.

3 (10523). The farnese bull, Bronze, XVII. cent,, seep, 33. No. 260.

4 (10623). Statuette of Perseus with a sword and gorgon head.
XVII. cent

On the table to the left:

5 (107>S6). Venus and Cupid. Bronze. Fountain Ornament, XVH. cent.

6 (10532). Cain and Abel- Bronze. XVII. cent.

7 (10647). Venus and Cupid. Bronze. Fountain Ornament, XVII. cent.

XXIV, Room of small bronzes.

Exhibited in various caseb around the walls are the most impor-
tant objects of art in this collection ; the dark blue Fadnza ware dishes
with coats of arms on them, representing lilies and a cardinals hat,
originally the property of the Farnese family, as were the white majo-
lica plates in the tirst case on the left of the entrance. Of these, the
largest from Castelli in the Abruzzi is painted with scenes from the
Massacre of the Holy Innocents, another shows Venus with her train

of followers. The specimens of crystal adorned with figures are the
work of Giovanni de Bernardi de Castelbolognese.

In the three cases on the right are valuable plaques and me-
dallions. In the centre case in the ist. division are works by Vittore
Pisano !of Verona, '^ 1380, f 145^). Cristoforo di Geremia (of Mantua,
* 1430 » t X473?) and (t. F. Kiizola, called Gianfrancesco Parmense (of

Parma, 1458-1475). In the 2nd. division Matteo de Pasti (of Verona 1446-

1460). Bartolomeo Savelli, called Sperandio (of Mantua, * 1430, f 1500).
Battista Elia (of Genoa, 1480) and the so called Artist of the Orpheus le-

gend (End of XV. cent.). In the 3rd. division: Antonio del Pollaiolo (of

Florence, * 1429, t 1498) Donatello's School (XV. cent,), Andrea Guaz-
zalotti, called Andrea Pratense (of Prato, 1435, t I495)» Giovanni Fio-
rentino, (1470-1516 ?). In the 4th. division: Various italian masters of
the XV. cent. In the left hand corner case: ist. division: B. MigUoli
(of Mantua» * ^448, f 1514?). Vittore Gambello, called Camelio (of Ve-
nice, 1484-1523), Nirola de Boni (1580-1592), Francesco da Sangallo (of

Florence, 14^4-15701, Filippino Lippi (of Prato, 1458-1504), Francesco
Franoia (of Bologna, 1450-1S18), Galeazzo Mondelia (of Verona), and.
Division. Ulocrino, (End of XV. cent, i, Andrea Briosco, called il Riccio
(Padua, 1470-1532), Ambrogio Foppa, called il Caradosso (of Mondonico
near Como, 1452-152^0 Moderno (1535 in Rome). 3rd. division : Valerio
Belli, called il Vincentino (of Vicenza, 146M-1546). 4.th division: Giovanni
de Bernardi 'of v'astel Bolognese, I4'^6 1533'. In the right hand corner
are the works of various italian scboi>ls of the XVI. and XVII. cents.,

imitators of the anticjue of the XV., XVI. and XVII. cents., and foreign
schools of the X\\ and XVI. cents.

On the other side of the room in the centre case the following
objects are noteworth\ : Top Shelf. A small ivon,' pillar on which four
bishops are carved. The top part and base of the pillar are of wood,
the latter carved with the openin>;: words of the gosjiel according to St.

John. IV. cent. By/antine work. Three saints in a small rectangular
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panel. Episcopal crook of copper inlaid with gfold on enamel, ending
in a snake's head, adorned with the representation of St. Michael,
defeating the dragon (10420). Many bronze and gilt crucifixes of orien-
tal workmanship. The good shepherd enthroned at the top of a hill, in

ivory. Hanging up are : a carved ivor> representing St. Paul and two
other saints. Bronze incense burner with a lion, in the centre of whose
back the chain was attached. Limoges enamel representing the three
wise men out of the east (10417). Bronze lamps of the XI. cent. Carved
ivory representing the crucifixion (10898), Bronze bell with twelve long
teeth bent inward from the rim. On the second shelf: Christ on the
cross between Mary and John, carved ivory. Portrait of the V'irgin sur-

rounded by two circles of saints and angels. Wooden Medallion, Judith
with the head of Holofernes in relief on a gold ground. A tiny temple
containing a bust of Christ, silver gilt; on the base is engraved: Pater
Stefanus me fecit fieri, and at the back the name of the maker. Nico-
laus nepos filins Nicolai honetis fecit. A small panel in fifteen divisions
carved with scenes from the lives of Mary and Jesus. In the centre are
the Virgin and Child. Such souvenirs were often brought back by
pilgrims from the Holy Land.

Three enamels and three needlework pictures, the former falsely

attributed to Leonard Limousin represent the nativity, crucihxion, and
Christ appearing to Mary Magdalene after his resurrection. The silk

and gold thread depict the garden of the seven Christian virtues, Jesus
between Herod and Pontius Pilate and Judas with Caiaphas. Metal
triptych with portraits of saints, irilt chalices adorned with angels and
saints. Wooden casket painted with saints. A metal bust of Christ in

relief against a gothic wooden background. The death of the Virgin,
carved wood. Triptych of carved ivory respresenting scenes in the life

of the Virgin. Wooden Diptych in the shape of a book, representing
saints. Fastened to the back wall are two bronze enamelled dishes with
portraits of saints.

On the third shelf:

Bronze statuette of Marsyas, XV. cent. Bronze statuette of David,
a beautiful specimen of the work of Antonio del Pollaiuolo (Florenre
1429-149^;, to whom the Marsyas is falsely ascribed. Below are bronze
lamps, copies of the antique, various animals also of bronze and the
head of a youth reminiscent of one of the sons in the famous Laocoon
statue.

In the left hand corner cupboard: on the top ^helf are several brcm-
zes scarcely worthy of notice. On the second shelf: a small agate vase
set in gilt metal and ornamented with enamel and precious stones. A
crucifix and cylinder of ivory (end of XVI. cent.). Ivory statuette of

Neptune, XH. cent. Bronze relief, representing the tlight Into Egypt, a
fine specimen of XVI. cent., work from Parma. Christ at the l^illar,

carved ivory, XVL cent.

On the third shelf; -

Head of a dwarf, XV. cent. ; work ascribed to the so-called Master
of the Marble Madonnas. A seated male figure after the manner of

Rjccio, from Padua at the end of the XV. cent. Four bronze statuettes

of the goddess Venus, The first early XVL cent, from Mantua. The
2nd. after the Manner of Ric< io at the sam«- period. The 3rd. probably
an early work bv John of Hologna. The 4th. from the studio of Antico
in Mantua, XVL rent. Bronze statuette of Cleopatra by Baccio Ban-
dinelli 1493 is6o). Bron/e statuette of Marsyas, a replica of the work
by Antiio, XVI. cent. Bronze statuette of a man serving as a support,/
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school of Michel Angelo, XVI. cent. Bronze statuette of Hercules by an
unknown artist from Padua towards the end of the XVI. cent.

In the right hand corner cupboard, on the second shelf are : An
ivory relief of a warrior between two female figures representing virtues.
Two ivor> statuettes of warriors. St, Praesepium and St. Sebastian in

high relief, ivory, XVII. cent. Head of Christ in wood, XVII. cent*
Oval dish of horn and ivory, decorated round the rim with eight my-
thological scenes and in the centre with a relief of Perseus, in the act
of sla^ing the Gorgon. XV^I. cent. Ivory cylinder representing a cavalry
encounter.

On the third shelf: a seated figure as a lamp. In the manner of
John of Bologna, XVI. cent. Below, bronze head of an old man with a
beard. XVI. cent. Four music making putti of bronze; the work ofNic-
colo Roccatagliata, XVI. cent, »

In the cupboard to the right of the entrance door, on the second
shelf:

A \ase of coloured stone adorned on one side with a lions head
with rams horns. Two amber candlesticks inlaid at the base with car-
ved ivory scenes from the passion. Decorated Vases of Horn and Ivory.
A small bronze oven ni the shape of a tower. On the third shelf: A
small solid silver statue of Charles III. of Bourbon, XVI 11. cent. Below :

small bronze equestrian statuette, probably one of the Farnese princes.

The corner cupboard to the le(t of the entrance to the Drawing
Room contains Persian, Indian, Mexican, Japanese and Chinese works
of art. A large Gg^: sha[)ed basket and two fans of very fine carved
ivory with Chinese figures and landscape are especially remarkable.
Amongst the smaller objects shewn the Japanese caricatures and carvings
made froom roots of trees are noteworthy. Indian and Jajianese deities

are represented in countless profusion. On the left of the bottom shelf
Is a bronze vase covered with a fine network of ornament, one handle
ends in the head of an old man. It is an interesting work and dates
from the XII. cent.

XXV. Drawing Room.
(It is not possible to give a catalogue of tlie drawings exhibited in

thfe show cases, as they are so often changed. Those shewn on the
walls are numbered as usual from the right of the entrance door).

1. Frame containing nine drawings of the Neapolitan School of the
XVI 1. and XVI II. cents. The first and third in the bottom row are
sketches by Mattia Preti for the church of St. Domenico Soriano. The
Solimena drawing in the middle of the top row is a sketch for No. 8

in Room XVI.

2 Three frames containing drawings of the Bolognese Schools of
the XVI. and XVII. cents.

3 (^-^r),! . Raffaello Santl. //oh Family (h. 1,30, 1, 1,10). A worked
up sketch. See No. 17. Room XIV.

4 i>s()t>^7). Michelangelo Buonarotti. Thre^ uarnors (h. 2,55, I. 1,50).

V*'orked up sket* h for the picture of the truiifixion of St. Paul in the
Cappella Paolina in the Vatican.

5 (>^r>3). Raffaello Santi. Moses at the Hurnino: Pu,%h (b. 1,30, I. 1,36).

Sketch for the frcs« o in the Third Stanza in the V'atican.

f) (S^rvl). Alessandro Allorl, called il Bron/ino, Cupid and a Bac-
^:hante, see No. 14 in Room \ 111. (H. 1,30, I. 2,12).

-V'.
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7. A frame containing seven architectural drawings. \ ;

8). A frame containing sixteen drawings by various Italian artists.

The red cbalk drawing in the centre of the bottom row is by Andrea
del Sarto and falsely attributed to Jacopo da Pontormo. The two sheets
next to it are from Tintoretto's studio.

9 (10512). Bronze bust of Antinous, represented as Dionysus, XVL
century. ' "-' ^'""

m:: 10 (10514), Marble bust of Paolo III. Farnese made by Gugrlielmo
della Porta (Milan 1516-1577) in the year 1543. Eight symboh'cal designs
in white marble are let into the cloak of oriental alabaster. v

11 (10521). Marble bust of Paolo III. Farnese also by Guglielmo della

Porta made in the year 1546 and similar to No. 10 but for the absence
of the white marble relief work on the alabaster cloak.

12 (10511). Bronze bust of a youth (end of the XVI. cent,).^^

'*•: i
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PREFATORY NOTE

This guide book is, with the exception of those pages

describing the Picture Gallery, an excerpt from the ency-

clopaedic « Guida Illustrata del Museo Nazionale di Na-

poli, approvata dal Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione,

compilata da D. Bassi, E. Gabrici, L. Mariani, O. Ma-

rucchi, G. Patroni, G. de Petra, A. Sogliano, per cura di

A. Ruesch ». The numbers preceding the several descrip-

tive notes are identical with those in the Italian work

referred to above. In parenthesis are quoted in many cases

the numbers affixed to the various objects on the occasion

of a recent inventory. For literary references and further

information the student is referred to the original Italian

edition.
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The National Museum.

In the year 1738 the Bourbon King Charles of Naples conceived the

idea of presenting the capital of his ne\vly-ac(iuired kingdom with a Mn-
seum which should contain all the collected art treasures inherited under

the Farnese bequest. At first the new building elected at Capo di Monte,

afterwards used as the Royal residence, was selected; but, as fresh trea-

sures continually came to light during the excavations of Herculaneuni

and Pompeii, it was decided to assemble all these collaclions, both old

and new, under the same roof. For this purpose the house at the foot

of the hill called Santa Teresa was chosen. It was erected in 1586, in-

tended originally for the Royal Stables, but altered by the Viceroy Count

Lemos (1599-1601) with the help of the architect Fonlana into University

buildings. As the seat of the University was now transferred to the Palace

of the Jesuits (Gesu vecchio) the former stables stood empty and were

available as a Museum.
The gems in the various collections here exhibited belong almost

exclusively to the Farnese bequest, the (Others have been added to a

large extent either by purchase or through excavations in the Campanian

towns. The bronzes on the other hand and the household utensils were

found for the most part at Pompeii and Herculaneuni as were the mosaics

to which a considerable addition was made by the purchase of the Borgia

Collection from \'elletri in 1817. Tbe pap^yri are all from Herculaneum.

The nucleus of the picture gallery was formed by the pictures of the

Farnese becjuest sent from Parma to Naples. More were added from

churches and se(iuestered monasteries while countless others came from

the Borgia Collection at V'elletri. A remarkable addition to this section

was the beciuest of the late Marchese del Vasto who left the magnifit cut

tapestries depicting the Battle of Pavia to the Museum.

The inscriptions placed in the vestibule, composed by Fiorelli, give

a more complete history of the founding of the National Museum.
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The Marble Statues

Most ol the marble statues in the National Museum originally came
from Rome, where they had been the property ot the Farnese family,

whose large collection of statues was acquired from excavations, espe-

cially those of the year 1540, and was placed partly in the Palazzo Far-

nese, partly in the Farnese Garden on the Palatine. When the family

died out in 1731, the possessions of Elizabeth Farnese, including the col-

lection, passed into the hands of her son Charles, King of Naples, and
the statues were removed to that town. Those that had ornamented the

Villa were also added to the Museum. Others of the statues originate

from excavations made at different times in Campanian towns, especially

at Pompeii, Herculaneum, Capua, Pozzuoli, Gaeta and so on, while others

come from Locri.

A small nucleus is formed by the Borgia collection which Giovanni
Paolo Borgia had founded at \'elletri in the eighteenth century and which
chiefly contains objects from Oriental Greece, by the collection of the

Duke of Noia and that of Caroline Mural. One part of this collection

was not taken to France, but remained in Naples under the name of the
Museo Palatino. Other statues have been acquired by purchase.

The collection is placed on the ground floor. The entrance hall con-
tains honorary- statues. In tlie right wing the statues are arranged either

from the chronological or from the topographical standpoint. In the left

wing are the portrait statues.

Vestibule.

To the right :

1 ((>)J97). Statue of a woman in Jonic chiton and himation, the type
being derived from Praxiteles. The arms, with the attributes of the muse
Euterpe or Thalia, are restored.

To the left :

2 (HiiTT). Statue of a woman in ( hilon and himation. The forearms,
with the attributes of the muse Calliope, are restored.

Entrance Hall.

To the right and left of entrance :

4,5 (2400-2401). Two cipollino columns from the Triopenm at Rome,
dedicated by Heiodes Atticus to the gods of the Tnderworld.

Left Corridor :

() (8^)14). Base, with dedication to the Consul L. Burbuleus Optatus
by his childicn's nurse.

7 (501)0). Colossal statue in stage costume, transformed into a Urania
by mistaken restoration of the heatl, and hands. The left hand probably
held a cilhara, the right a plectrum.

H (i)T>^7-0701). Cornice from the building of Kumachia in Pompeii.

(121523). Base, with dedication to Anrelius Pylades, the pantomime
actor.

10, U (5!H>1, 50)2). Columns of Spanish Brocatell marble.

V\ (OSJ)!)). Marble Basin, supi»orted by three winged sphinxes.
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Along the walls near the basin :

14-17 (51:M35, 5fB^, 51170, ofMlO). Four Toga Statues of unknown rnuni-
cipai officers.

18 (6776). Sarcophagus. Bacchic procession, from left to rij<ht. In a

chariot drawn by Centaurs is Dionysus, preceded by the Bacchic pro-
cession in which the drunken Hercules figures. On the ground two
mystic cistae, on the sides two grifTins. Roman wholesale work.

Fig. 1. M. Nonius Halhus (F'hot. Hrogi).

'2<) (6l6s). Statue of VIciria, mother of M Jun. Halhus, the praetor.
It resembles the so-called « Herculanensis major ». now in Dresden.

22 (6244). Statue of a daughter of Balbus,

23 (621Ij. Equestrian statue of M. Nonius Balbus, the elder. From
Herculaneum. The head and right hand are restored. (Fig. i).

24 (6246). Toga statue. The head is anti«iuc, hut does not belong to
the body.

27 (624S). Statue of a daughter of Balbus. She is arrayed like the
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Vienna statue of Kora by Praxiteles. Her head is bent and full of life

as though she were about to speak. In the hair are traces of red colour
as a ground for gilding. Careful execution.

2H (()604,<>i05). Sarcophagus with cover in the middle of which is the

tablet for the inscription. On the front of the sarcophagus are the por-

traits of a man and woman, supported by three putti. Beneath these are

garlands.

21). Toga statue of a man sacrificing,

30 (6394). Female statue, restored as Clio, with modern head. It re-

calls the Praxitelean type of the so-called « Herkulanensis minor » now
in Dresden.

81 (6870). Marble Basin, made like a cylix with double handles.

32 (639S). Female Statue, restored as Euterpe, perhaps the portrait

of an empress in the dress of a priestess. The motive is reminiscent of

the Demtter of Praxiteles.

H3, M (5978, 5974). Column! of black porphyry.

86 (8255). Base, with dedication to the Emperor Antoninus Pius.

87 (5975). Colossal statue of a Youth, Found in the Baths of Cara-
calla. The hands and left leg are restorations. He probably held an at-

tribute in the left hand and is clad in a girded tunic and short mantle.

The boots are high and decorated with masks. Probably intended for a

Genius, perhaps that of the Roman people.

8S (121522). Base, w^ith dedication to C. Aelius Quirinus Domitianus
Gaurus.

To the left of the main staircase :

39 (5976). Colossal statue of a River God, leaning his left elbow on
a she-wolf and holding a cornucopia in his right hand. The left hand
and the wolf are restorations, so it is uncertain whether it is intended to

represent the Tiber.

40 (5977). Another similar statue. It is difficult to determine which
river-god this rei)resenls, as the animal's head and the oar are resto-

rations.

Corridor to the right.

41 (2405). Base with Greek inscription in honour of the pugilist De-
metrius of Alexandria.

42 (5i»7S). Colossal Female Statue, found in the Baths of Caracalla
and thought to be an lolc, because a Hercules was found with it. It is

doubtful whether the head belongs to the body. The motive is derived
from Phidias, but it is late work. It is also described as a Flora or Po*
mona, hut a llora or Proserpine would be a better designation.

48 (8257). Base, witli dedication to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius.

41, 45 (5979, 59^)) Columns of Porto Vcnere marble.

47. Basin of Pavonazzctio.

4h {CiW), Female Statue in chiton and mantle, the latter covering
the shoulders and left arm. Face and hands are restorations, and the
hands are raised in prayer. It is evidently a i>ortrait statue, the diadem
indicating an empress. It is generally named Lucilla, hut on insufficient
grounds.

49 (<>:M2). Statue of a woman * lad in tunic and palla, probably a Ro-
man priestess. Head atid hands arc restored.
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50 (6047). Statue of a woman, designated as Livia, and found in the
Macellum at Pompeii. It resembles the so-called Pudicitia of the Vatican.
Head and hands restored,

61 (6250). Female statue, generally called Calliope, and probably a
portrait statue. Head and hands restored.

54 (111070). Roman Sarcophagus. Selene descending from her cliariot

to visit the sleeping Endymion. To the left a iiunter and dog, to tlie

right a shepherd with his sheep.

57 (6240). Statue of a woman in stola and palla. Head and hands
restored.

58 (0249). Statue of a Girl, member of the family of Balbus, She is

clad in stola and palla, and her attitude resembles that of Eumaclna.
Traces of colour still visible in the hair.

59 (6104). Equestrian Statue. The ambling horse is rendered with
great fidelity to nature. The rider wears a cloak, cuirass and belt. The
inscription informs us that tiie statue was erected by the people of Her-
culaneum in honour of Nonius Balbus. Tlie head was shattered by a
canon-ball during the insurrection of 1799, and has been replaced by an
exact copy, the work of Brunelli.

60 (6167). Toga statue of M. Nonius Balbus, the elder. The toga hangs
down from the lelt side over the scrinium, in exaggerated parallel folds.

6^i (6242 . Statue of a young Roman of the period of Tiberius.

64 (6705). Sarcophagus. Tlie creation and destruction of man are re-

presented with a confusion of Greek and Roman myths. On the front

Prometheus is seated and lying at his feet is the lifeless body of a youth
that he has made of clay but cannot inspire with life. Clotho, the Fate
with the distaff, stands before him and an Hros holds his flaming torch
near the head of the recumbent figure towards which he leads Psyche
who turns to a second Eros. The life-giving fire comes from Heaven,
having been stolen by Prometheus from Hephaestus. Hence to the right
the latter is represented forging lightning for Zeus. An Eros in lieadlong
Hight carries him the divine fire by a torch. Next to him is Caelus, be-
neath whom on the ground is Tellus, goddess of the earth, with a cor-

nucopia and a fruit in her hands. The other elements also take part in

the creation of man and you thus see beside Prometheus the personifi-

cation of Water with his oar and dolphin, and of air in Aura who in

floating garments is placed near Tellus, whilst between lier and iZros

stands Pan. The creation takes place at tlie moment when all nature
awakes, hence we see abo\e and to the right the quadriga of Helios,

his head crowned with sunrays, his hand raised as if to greet Life. The
consent of the gods being necessary to the creation of man, in the back
ground appear Zeus and Hera near Psyche and between them is tlie head
of Hestia or Magna Mater. Hera gives a bag of money to Hermes, behind
whom is a Triton blowing on his horn, while to the kft of Hermes stands
Poseidon with the trident on which an Eros, probably Zephyrus, is riding.

Immediately after his creation, man sinks to the rnderworld, therefore

we have Pluto to the left behind the figure of Water, close hv is the Go<l

of Sleep, brother of Death, and behind these two a fii^ure resembling
Aura. Still farther to the left, sitting on a rock, is an Hrinys with the

three-headed Cerberus. As creation lakes place in the morning, so with
the evening comes Death, hence the representation of Selene in her chariot

drawn by two bulls, while in front of her tlies Hesperus.
On the sides are less important figures, such as Atropos deciding the

hour of death with the aid of a sun-dial and a >outh with a horse, per-

haps Castor, that one of the Dioscuri who is mortal.
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The sarcophagus belongs to tlie period of decadence (third century),
but is derived from a good original. There exist four sarcophagi with
this same motive and oi then\ the one in the Louvre most nearly resem-
bles ours.

6S (5S21). Basin of rosso antico, transferred to the Museum from the
Caroline Murat Collection, Winged Tritons support it and between the

handles are two water-spouts in the form of lions' heads,

69 (6252j. Toga statue of an unknown personage. A bundle of papyrus
rolls serve as support. Head restored.

70,71 (5991, 5W2). Co-
lumns of giallo antico.

78 (8279). Base, with
dedication to L. Licinius
Primitivus.

74 (5f^3). Colossal
statue of a ruler in the
pose of a hero. Both fore-

arms and the left foot

are restored. It is remi-
niscent of a Polycletan
type. The head resembles
that of Alexander Seve-
rus, found on coins (Fig.

2 and 3). The fillet and
palm on the support are
suitable attributes of such
a lover of the circus.

75 (256<i). Base, with
dedication to P. Marins
Philippus.

Near the pillars of
the main corridor

:

76,77(6122,6116). Da-
clan Captives, from the
Forum of Trajan in Ro-
me, like those set up on
the Arch of Coustantine,
The national costume in-

dicated by the chiton with sleeves, the trousers and cloak, is further
emphasized by the Phrygian cap and laced boots. Hoth hang their heads
in token of their grief and submission.

7M-S1 (5970, 5*Mill, 5fHr), 5lM;fi). Four Toga statues of unknown muni-
cif)al oflTicers.

H2 (6789). Marble Base, found in a Cellar at Pozzuoli in 1793. On
it was a statue of lihorius ert-ctt'd to him after his re-building of fourteen
towns in Asia Minor that had been destroyed by earthquake between
17 and 30 A. I). !n front is the dedicatory inscription of the priests of
Augustus in Puteoli. On either side stand caryatides representing Sardes
and Magnesia, the former holding a cornucopia and laying her other
hand protectingly on tlie head of a naked bo> , who probably represents
a local deity, Tylos. Magnesia <nnicii damaged) wlio also is dressed as
a matron, raises her right arm. i)\\ the riglit side of the base stand Phi-
ladelpheia , Tmolus and Cynie. The first figure in her priestesslike
bearing (the town was held sacred) recalls a fifth century statue of

Fig. 2, Alexander Severus.
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P^JR* 3- Coins of Alexander Severus.

Demeter. Tmolos, with the mural crown, is personified as a type of
Dionysus with vine and nebris, because of the vine-clad mountain that

he represents. This figure reminds one of a Lysippean statue. Cyme, tlie

sea-city whose patron goddess was thought to have been carried away
by Poseidon, holds a trident in fier hand. On the left side stand Mo-
stene

, Aegae and Hierocaesareia. The first mentioned holds fruit and
garlands. At Aegae there
was a great cult of Po-
seidon as god of earth-
quakes, hence the figure
with trident , dolphin

,

and helmet in the form
of a prow. Hierocaesare-
ia, with the mural crown
and in the costume of an
Amazon, probably held
an axe and a pelta in

her hands ; these are
missing. On the back
are six figures, Teninus,
Cibyra, Myrina, Ephesns

Apollonidea and Hyrcania. Temnns is represented as a male figure, the
type being borrowed from a statue of Dionysus, engraved on coins. The
left hand holds the thyrsus, while the missing right hand i)robably held
a vase. Cibyra, with helmet, lance and shield, also wears the dress of
an Amazon Myrina, entirely enveloped in her garment, stands in the
centre and the tripod and laurel indicate the cult of Apollo near Myrina
at Gyrneia where there was an oracle, Ephesus is clad as an Amazon
and is further indicated by the statue of Artemis. Her left foot is pla-
ced on the head of the river-god Caystrus, her right hand holds wheat-
cars and poppv-heads , and the rays of her mural crown remind us of
the natural phenomena that accom-
pany earthquakes. Again we have the
dress of an Amazon worn by Apol-
lonidea. The last figure of all (hands
with attributes are missing) may he
intended for the farthermost Parthian
town , Hyrcania , founded by Mace-
donians.

In memory of the generosity
shown by Tiberius in rebuilding the
fourteen towns visited by earthqua-
ke, a colossal statue of him was erec-
ted in Rome near the Temple of Ve-
nus Genetrix and round the base were
placed personifications of twelve
towns. To these were added Ephe-
sus and Cibyra which were destro-
yed later. The monument at Pozzuoli
is a copv on a smaller scale (Fig. 4).

h'lg. 4. Sextertins of Tiberius.
8'^ (2nO^). Marble Base, with de-

dication to the Fortuna Redux of the imperial family.

Hi (fr23-3). Statue of M. Holconlus Rufus. Heing a military tribune,

he is represented in short tunic and cuirass, tfie latter being adorned
with grilRns, masks, rams' heads and elephants. The hair was coloured
red, the paludamentum purple and the shoes l)lack.
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K") (f)2o2). Statue of Eiimachia from Pompeii. This statue was erected
by the fullers. }>eing; a priestess, slic has drawn her garment over her
head. The movement is full o( grace hut the execution is mediocre. The
attitude is similar to that of the « Ilerkulanensis major >. Traces of red
colour in tlie hair.

SI), ST (y-r), :VS9S). statue of Siiedius Clemens, less than life size. The
statue was erected in gratitude for the fact that he had given hack to

the town of Pompeii the domains which had
been taken into ])ossession by private persons.

H^ (f)2:U). Toga statue of an official, from
Pompeii.

W (2(M)). Marble Base, commemorating a

victory won by the Emperor Vespasian.

90 (2610). Mar-
bie Base, with de-
dication to the e-

ternal peace of the
house of Vespa-
sian and his de-
scendants.

91 - 94 ( :)9S8 ,

oOSH, o9'H4, 59S7).

Four Toga Statues
of unknown n^nni-
cipal officers.

East Wing.

Corridor of the

Tyrannicides.

To the left

:

95. Aedicii ia
of shell -limestone
with an enthroned
goddess.

To the right :

\H\ (129181 ).

Head, more than
life size. Found at

Sorrento in 1902 in

ilic workshop of a

sculptor. Archaic
work.

97 ((>421). Fe-

male Head, type of
the so called Spes.

9H (1)55^)). Gra-
ve relief from the

Museo Borgia at

Velleti i.ln his hair
I'ii;. s. Funeral > stele
of the Museo Hor^ia.

big. 6. Stele of Alxcnor
(Athens),
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the deceased wears a fillet, decorated with a feather (?). The chlani> s is

held fast in the left arm-pit by the stalTou which he leans. The left leg

is crossed over the right, and on the left wrist hangs a small round vase.
The shoes were coloured, only the soles are plastically treated. In front

of the man sits a dog, who turns his head towards his master (Fig. 5).

The relief is undoubtedly an original work of the beginning of the
fifth century. The stiffness

of the whole figure and the
faulty bodily forms are ow-
ing to lack of skill on the
part of the artist. The same
motive occurs in the Stele

of Alxenor of Naxos, now
in the Museum at Athens
(Fig. 6), in which however
we find more freshness of
invention and more free-

dom in execution , while
the action is better expres-
sedinasniuch as the figure

holds a grasshopper tow-
ards the dog. To avoid dif-

ficulties of perspective, the
sculptor of the Neapolitan
relief has }>ut the right leg
in profile.

fH) (6257). Head of a
Youth. The type is early
but badly executed.

lOi) (6258). Head of a
Youth. Archaistic Roman
work.

101 (Cmi), Statue of A-
thena Promachos. Both fo-

rearms, part of the Aegis
and the Gorgoneion are re-

stored. The head can har(i-

ly belong to this body. The
goddess wears the Jonic

chitoji and peplos, using
the latter as a shield, and
brandishes a spear in her
right hand. The head with
its Attic helmet is a later

type and seems rather
small in j)roj)ortion to the
body. The statue is a Ro-
man imitation of a sixth

century type.

Iir2 (62r)()). Head of a Youth. Coj)y of an archaic bronze statue.

10:^, 104 (6(K)1^ r/>10). Harmodius and Aristogeiton. Found at Uadrian^s
Villa ?iear Tivoli and brought to Naples in 1790. The arms and right leg
of Harmodius, the left hand and right arm ol Aristogeiton had already
been restored. The head r.t llie latter is antiijue and in the style of Scopas.
but does not belong to the body. Two ><>ung men of athletic build are

Kig. 7. The Tyrannicides.
(Reconstitut. in the Museum of Brunswick).
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rushing forward to attack a common foe. The younger, whose beard is

just beginning to grow, has thrust forward his right foot and is about
to deal his adversary a terrific blow with the long sword held in his rai-

sed right hand. Across his chest was a belt, still recognisable by traces

of colouring, and he may possibly have held a scabbard in his left hand.
His older and bearded companion stretches out his left arm using his

cloak as a shield to protect his comrade and draws back his right arm
so that he may, in case of necessity, be able to follow up his friend's

attack by a sword-thrust.

This master-piece, in its clear
but simple grouping, the dry exe-
cution of the bodily forms , the
mannerism of the hair, the deve-
lopment of the lower part of the
face, plainly indicates the influence
of archaic art. At first the two fi-

gures were placed opposite one
another as opponents and were
thought to be gladiators or heroes
in combat, till in 1853 Friedrichs
recognised them to be a copy of
the famous grouj) of the Tyranni-
cides which was erected in Athens
in memory of the slaying of Hip-
I)archus, and of which vaiious co-

pies have been preserved, Thucy-
dides, VI. 54, tells us that in 514
B. C. the two friends avenged pri-

vate wrongs by killing Hipparchus,
who with Hippias had succeded
Pisistratus in the government of
Athens. The tyrants being univer-
sally hated, this act acquired poli-

tical significance and after the ex-
pulsion of Hippias in 510 the de-
mocratic party promptly erected
statues of the two friends who had
been put to death by Hippias, im-
mortalising them as their delive-

rers from the Tyrants. When the

city was taken by the Persians,
this group was carried off to Susa,
but afterwards restored to Athens
by Alexander or one of his succes-
sors. Meanwhile when the city had
freed itself from the Persians , a
copy of the original group was ma-
de by Critins and Nesiotes , and

t-rected in 477. The question whether we have before us in the Nai)les
grouj) the work of Aulenor or thai ofCritiusand Nesiotes has now been
(lecided in favour of the last mentioned. It was produced in the first

half of the fifth century. The two sculptors belong to a period of tran-
sition, riie existing copies were made in Imperial times and in rende-
ring the hrou/c originals into n^a!i>le, supi)orts have been added to the
feet. Close l)y is a piaster cast of a bust now in Madrid, generally cal-

led Phetekydcs, which was fouri<l in 1799 at the same spot wliere the
Tyrannicides were discovered. The liead exactly fits the body of Aristo-

jt-p*-
WM

>*Mg. S. Artemis.
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geitoii and should be placed on the statue instead of the existing one
of the school of Scopas. (F^ig. 7).

105. Terracotta Base with figure of Nike running.

106 (6(K)S). Statue of Artemis. The goddess is clad in an Ionic chiton
and peplos atid carries a quiver on her back. The head with hair han-
ging down behind and curls framing the face, is crowned by a high
diadem decorated with rosettes. The feet are sandalled. She advances to

the right, holding a bow in her
left hand and raising her robe
with the right. Numerous traces

of colour are visible in the hair

and on the garment. (Fig. 8).

The statue belongs to the archaic
art of the close of the sixth cen-
tury and is probably derived from
a bro^ize of which the copy be-

fore us has retained much of the
character of the original. By some
people, howe\'er, this statue is

considered to be archaistic.

107 (&416). Statue of a War-
rior, wounded in the breast and
on tiie point of falling. i)nly the
torso is antique. (Fig. 9). This
motive and the well - rendered
play of the muscles recall a con-
temporary of Phidias, Cresilas,

whose « vulneratus deficiens» is

mentioned. This wounded figure

has been designated Diitrephes,
of whom a statue was placed on
the Acropolis, but the motive is

earlier.

las, 109 {^Hi , ftl85). Herms
of Dionysus, archaistic.

110 (t;(X>6). Orestes and Elcc-

tra, found at Pozzuoli in 1750 in

the so-called Serapeum. The
youths with hair combed over
his forehead and confined by a
fillet, bends his head and seems
to be gazing at sometliing he is

holding in his left liarul (a resto-

lation) while his right liangs idly

down. The maiden , in a long,
clinging chiton which has slipped
ofiher left slionlder, wears a mantle which passes from her right shoulder
across her back and hangs down from her left arm. Her hair is arranged
with a fillet. Her right arm is put round the neck of her companion. Ihe
most suitable designation for this group is Orestes and Electra. Ilie

sculptor has combined tyi»es of two different periods, a practice known
in the school of Pasitelcs, at the beginning of the hnperial epoch. Orestes
is probably created after a hroiue original of tiie rilth century, while for

Electra the artist contented hin)self with a Hellenistic type.

111. Torso of a Nymph (?). The figure is kneelnig, holding a large

Fig, 9. Wounded warrior
(before the restoration).
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siiel! in front of her, and is a copy of an original of the njiddle of the
fifth century. It perhaps represented an assistant in a religious ceremony.
Tlie coi)y may have servecl as a figure for a fountain.

112 (H40S). Statue of a Combatant. Head restored. 1 he figure resembles
Harmodius (N.» 103), and is very probably derived from the same origi-

nal. In the breast is a hole for a bronze arrow.

113 (101^)21). Head of a Man. The long hair has been made out of a

separate piece. The type originated in the beginning of the fifth century.

114, 115 ((>in3, (\iV2i), Herms of Dionysus. Archaistic.

Hall of the Goddess of Victory.

116 (6322). Herm of Athena. The goddess is represented as being
youthful and her expression is

mild and friendly. She wears an
Attic helmet, ornamented in front

with a Gorgoneion. Because of its

resemblance to the Irene of Ce-
phisodotus this head is ascribed
to that sculptor. Others, however,
ascribe it to Phidias. (Fig. 10),

117 (6282). Simiiar Herm of

Athena, probably modern.

118. Statue of Nike. Head and
arms missing. The goddess of

Victory is standing on a rock
which is not visible on account
of the height at which the statue
is placed. She wears a thin gar-
ment which clings to her body
in the breeze. The right arm was
raised, wliile the left hung down
(Fig. 11), It is a Roman copy of

a statue of the Ionic school.

119. Torso of a Statuette, cp.

N.<* 12a. Po.ssibly Arteniis ?

120 (r>f»98). statue of Aphro-
dite, The surface has suffered
from reworking, V'enus Genetrix,
after the Aphrodite of Alcame-
nes, 430 B. (J.

121 (51)^^7), Similar Statue.The
head was broken off, but belongs to the body. The arrangement of the
gatinenl more nearly resembles the original and the execution also is

more careful than in N.o 120.

122 (67IU). Grave reh'ef, of wliirh the upper part is missing, Two fi-

gures are clasping each other by the hand. One of them is accompanied
by a dog. Near Ihein stands a woman who rests her hand on the shoul-
der of one of them.

Hall containing objects from Locri.

The contents of this hall come from excavations tnade in Locri,
neat (ieiaie Maiina, in 1689-90.

F'ig. 10. Athena (IMiot. Brogi).
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Along the wall opposite the window:

12M. Upper portion of an Ionic column with capital, composed ol

fragments; opposite, a restoration in plaster. The columns were of fine

shell limestone, with twenty four (lutings. In the centre of the volute is

a six-petalled rosette. The sides are ornairented with scales. The necking
is decorated with antheniion (palniette and lotus flower). The forms are
probably derived from Ionia.

124. Capital of a Column , cp.

N, 123.

In the centre of the hall:

125. Temple Acroterla. Each
group represents one of the Dio-
scuri. The are mounted on horses
borne by Tritons and are in the act
of leaping off to assist the people of
Locri against Croton. They belong
to the second half of the fifth centu-
ry. To prevent birds from building
their nests on the Sculptures, bronce
spikes were placed here and there,
and of these one is preserved.

Show-cases near the window to

the left

:

12(3. Fragments of architectural
terracottas. Kspecialiy noteworthy is

a sinia showing Egyptian influence.
The decoration of fragments of a cor-
nice recall the anthemion of the co-
lumn N.o 123. In addition to these
there are vases of various periods
from extreme antiquity down to those
made in Lucania. Near them are lit-

tle (sacral) pyramides, generally de-
scribed as weights for looms.

127. Terracotta Figures. Every
variety of style is exhibited , and
iudging by the attribute of the flower
or the dove, almost all the figures re-

present Aphrodite.

In the passage leading to the
Hall of Athena: Fig. II, Nike.

128 (126174). Relief. To the right, clad in chiton and hiniation, is

seated a goddess of superhuman size and approaching her is a proces-
sion of suppliants, among them a >outh leading a ram to sacrifue,
three children and other figures, all of whom raise their right hands in

prayer to the goddess. The original belongs to the end of the fifth

century.

Hall of the Athena.

129 (6123). Female Statue, of whi( h the torso alone is antique. It

represents a young woman. Priestess or Bacchante, clad in a transparent
chiton which has slipped ofl the right shouUler.
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1:M> (^>H(1.S). Head of Athena, on a modern bust. The type resembles
the Partheiios of IMiidias, hut may helon.i< to an even earlier period.

131 (6»3(>4). Head olf Athena, Surface freely reworked. I^^ourth cen-
tury type.

^ftT*?'^'*'*
w

'4

«

.^ v'i*

I'lK. 12. Alhcfiii Hope (Dcepdene).

i:i2 (*Ki*»r)). Female Statue. Head and forearms are restored. Slie is

(lad in an Ionic « liilon and a Inrnation whi* !i is \vrapi)ed round tlie lower
part of her l>od\ , and she rests lier hit elhow on a column wliicJi is
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supporting the entire

weight of her body. Her
feet are crossed. This
graceful statue of good
workmanship is the copy
of a fifth century statue

of a frequently recurring
type.

133 (6C^24). Statue of

Athena. The head though
of a different marble be-

longs to this body. Tiie

goddess is clad in a long
Ionic chiton and her
mantle is folded double;
her breast is covered by
the aegis with the Gor-
goneion and on her head
is placed an Attic helmet
decorated with a sphinx
and griffins. Two long
curls of hair fall on each
shoulder. She wears high
sandals, holds her spear
in her left hand and a
bowl or Nike in her right.

The bearing of the god-
dess is dignified and her
expression mild. She is

conceived as a victorious
and protecting deity. The
contrast between the ma-
terial of her two gar-
ments is beau t i f u 11 V
brought out. The work
must he ascribed to a

skilful sculptor of Impe-
rial timeswho had caught
the secret of gi\'ing the

impression of the Fhi-
dian bronze in his marble
copy (Fig. 12). The ori-

ginal was perhaps the A-
thena Hygieia on the A-
cropolis. Her feet being
of the same size as the

traces of feet of the base
of the statue of Athena
Hygieia , it is i)ossil>le

that this figure may be
a copy of that original

which was executed 1)>

Pyrrhus , an Athenian,
and plac ed on the citadel

by Pericles in 430 during
the great plague.

V
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134 (6393). Head of Apollo. Good replica of the l^ead of the Cassel
Apollo. The youthful god is represented with long hair encircled by a
fillet. Or) either side a long curl hangs down. The face has a severe ex-
pression, as is usual in statues of the middle of the fifth century, and
the lower part is strongly developed. The original was undoubtedly a
bronze statue, attributed to Myron or to Phidias in his youth. (Fig. i6).

The modern restorer placed this head on the so-called Maia (N. 258).

135 ((>261). Seated Statue, of which the head and arms are restora-
tions. The youthful Apollo is seated on the tripod and rests his feet on
the Omphalos. In Delphi, the Omphalos represented the centre of the
earth , so this is intended to be the Pythian Apollo. Tripod and Om-
phalos are covered with a net of woollen fillets. The original probably
belonged to the fifth century.

136 (6396). Female
Statue, replica of N.®
132. The head is anti-

que, but does not be-
long to the body.

136 a (131209). Co-
lossal Statue of Castor,
found at Baiae. The
support near the right
leg is given the form
of a horse's head. Ro-
man copy of an earlier

type derived from the
Doryphorus of Poly-
clitus.

137 (6121). Statue
of a Woman. Head,
arms and feet are re-

stored. The figure is

resting her left arm
upon an archaic idol

on a column. This idol

probably represents the
older form of the same
goddess.

13S(6727). Orpheus
and Eurydice, Relief.

Orpheus, mourning the
death of his young wife

Eurydice who had been killed by a snake bite, contrived by the power
of his music to lure her back from the god of the Underworld on con-
dition that lie should not turn round before reaching the upper world.
This he had almost done when, filled with dread lest his wife should not
really be following him, he turne<l to look for her and thus lost her for

ever. Hermes, who escorts departed souls, clasps Eurydice by the hand
in order U* lead her hack to Hades. Nothing is known as to the i)rove-
iiani e of this relief, several portions of which have been restored. There
are two replicas of it, one in the Villa Albani and one in the Louvre. It

probably served with two others (one being the Peliades relief, the other
the I^iheratiini of Theseus from the Tuderworld) as decorations of a cfio-

ragir mnmiinent erected to celebrate a dran^atic victory (Figs. 14, [5, 16).

139 (<Ki*)9). Female Herm. The figure has been freed from false resto-

Fig. 16. Head of Apollo (FMiot. Brogi).
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rations, the addition of a mural crown Iiaviiig transformed lier into a

Cyhele or into the personification of a town. It represents a goddess
witli waving hair, confined by a broad fillet. The inagnificcnt forms of

the art of the fifth century are coupled with grace and beauty, and the

head has consequently been identified as an Aphrodite of the second
half of the fifth century or even as a production of Phidias. (Fig. 17).

140 (6734). Votive Relief. The youthful Hercules, with club and can-
tharus, is seated on an altar. Hebe is api>roaching him to offer him
a jar of wine. Greek original of the fifth century.

Hall of the Doryphorus.

141. Harm of a Woman.
Fifth century type.

142 (6107). Female Sta-

tue. Type of the period of
Phidias.

143. Herm of a Woman,
of which only the head is

antique.

144 (6005). Colossal head
of Artemis (?), generally cal-

led the Juno Farnese and
related to the Hera of Poly-
clitus. (Fig. 19), The expres-
sion of displeasure depicted
on the countenance is rather
to be ascribed to the severe
art of the fifth century to

which the original belongs
than to the character of the
personage who is represen-
ted. The treatment of the hair
recalls a bronze original and
one is reminded of the Ar-
temis in the Selinus Metope
of Artemis and Actacon. Both
sculptures are therefore at-

tributed to Critius. A similar head, even more severe in its forms, is in

the Jacobsen Collection at Copenhagen. {Vii:;, i^).

145 (6725). Relief. The Three Graces, Euphrosyiie, Aglaia, Thalia
and three nymphs, Ismene. Kikais and Eranno leading a smaller figure,

the personification of the town Telonnesos.

146 (TOll). The Doryphorus* This statue, found in the Palaestra at

Pompeii in 1797, ranks as the best copy of the original by Polyclitus,

although the head is raised rather higlier than in other copies. It is

derived from the bronze statue in which )*olyclitus embodied his system
of the proportions of the human body, and which was therefore called

the « Canon ». The athlete is represented shouldering and holding with
his left hand a short spear, hence the designation Doryphorus. The
body, in accordance with the inclination of the Pclopofniesian S( hool, is

heavily built and reveals perfect knowledge of anatomy. (I'ig. 20). The
original was probably produced about 440 V>. C. and we have perhaps
a truer copy of the head in the bust (N.® 854) by Apollonius.

Fig. 17. Aphrodite (?).
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147 ((U12). Herm of the Doryphorus, in which the peculiarities of
the bronze original are well brought out. The swollen ears reveal the
boxer.

US (GKU). Herm of Ihe Doryphorus. The hair is confined by a fillet,

the ends of which hang down over the breast. Some people identify this

herm with the Hercules of Polyclitus.

149 (6715). So-called Puteoli Base. A woman seated in an attitude of
mourning, personifies a province conquered by Rome. On either side of
her stand two Caryatids whose heads and hands are restored. The in-

scription is modern. The relief is a Roman work , but the figures are
derived from originals of the fifth century.

150 (GofJO), Grave Re-
lief* Standing in an aedi-

cula is a woman who clasps
tlie hand of the deceased
youth, Protarchos.

Hall of the Mosaics.

The Mosaics from Pom-
peii are undoubtedly some
of the best specimens of
this art that have come
down to us. Mosaic work
originated in the East but
was developed and exten-
ded in Alexandria where
the variety of colour ob-
tainable encouraged the
practice of covering flat

surfaces with marble. The
work spread from Alexan-
dria to Byzantium on the
nne side, and on the other
to Rome and its provinces.
The Fompeian mosaics are
certainly among the oldest
of their kind , some of
them, for example those
from the House of the
Faun, belonging to an ear-
lier period, others to the
time of Augustus, while the remainder must be dated at least before 79
A. D. when Ponjpeii was destroyed.

Left Wall :

151 (10015). Two ducks swimming.
vl52 (lOOH)). Theseus slaying the Minotaur in the labyrinth.

153 (10017). The same subject. In addition the youths and maidens
sent from Athens as a sacrifice to the Minotaur.

154 (l(K)iH). The same subject.

155 (I01Ki7H). Venus at her toilet, fastening a second clasp on her
foot. Inlaid work (« oi>us srctile >t),

156 (1*977). Satyr and Maenad, Between them a temple. Inlaid work.

Fig. iS. Head from the collection Jacobsen,
Copenhague.
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^ 157 (0078). Skeleton, holding a drinking vessel in either hand. The
ancients loved to increase their joie de vivre by reminding themselves
of death,

15s (0970), Bacchic scene. Part of a frieze in inlaid work.

150 (10fr)79), Mask-

100 (I01H>S7), Mask of Silenus with wreatii of ivy.

161 (lft>80). A partridge is drawing a mirror out of a toilet-case.

J 1()2 (ifOSl), Harpy, with a broad platter on her head, followed by a
cu]>id. Found in kpnie on the Palatine.

16i (IW0S2^. Human Skull, cp. X, 157. The mosaic was inserted into
thetop of a table.

V 104 (^)082).Fight!ng Cocks,
the winner to l)e crowned
and decorated with the pahn
of victory.

lf>5 (908,3). Four Ducks
amidst aquatic plants.

\ 1(36 (0(iS4), River Gods,
much restored. A youth is

leaning on a vessel from
which water gushes forth.

At his feet are seated two
other figures,

167 (1^H5). Scene from a
comedy, very fine mosaic by
Dioskurides of Samos, found
in the so-called Villa of Ci-

cero.

IGS a)9S^)). A choragus di-

stributing masks to his actors.

IGO (^^»s7). Scene from a
comedy, by Dioskurides of

Samos. Cp iV." 167.

170 (l^ftHS). Lycurgus,
King of Thrace, who oppo-
sed the cult of Dionysus, is

stricken with madness and
kills Ambrosia who was then
transformed into a grap-vine.

171, 172, Aquatic Birds, both from the House of the Faun, and belon-

ging to X.« 175.

17;3 (1142S1). Doves on a vessel with a very beautiful rim.

174 (120f)!0). Fragments of a very fine mosaic, which represents the

carrying ofT of the daughters of Leucippus.

Below the window ;

175 (OIKK^). Scene from the Nile, forming the border of the Alexander
mosaic, and representing various animals i>eculiar to the Nile, such as

crocodile, hippopotamus, ibis and others. N.os 171, 172 formed part of it.

To the right of the window :

176 (lU2b2), Lion and Panther.

Fig. 19. Head of the Juno Farnese.
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177 (l«j371). Fish and Ducks.

17^ (fXVSij. Three birds, seated on the rim of a vessel, are being wat-

ched by a wild cat.

179 (in»lU). Autumn,
excellent mosaic from the
House of the Fann. A
winged yontli is seated
oil a panther whom he
guides with one hand
while with the other he
carefully holds a vessel
hriinfnl of wine. A gar-
land of (lowers, fruits and
masks, like that in N.*'

173, encircles the scene.
The mosaic used to be
interpreted as Acratus
but of late is held to be
a re])resentation of au-
tumn.

180(124»i8()). Portrait

of a Woman, from life.

isi(in)f)3). A Wildcat
nas seized a cjuail. In the

lower part, still-life.

182 (fHKa). Two tra-

gic masks, between fruits

and taeniae.

ISH. 1S4 (IMlo, \^.m).

Two mosaic columns
from Pompeii.

lsr)-lS7(S4284-&l2Sn).

Three wall paintings of

the third or fourth cen-

tury, found in Rome near
tiie Lateran. Ricidy dres-

sed servants are carr>ing
food for a meal,

iss (120177). Fishes.

Mosaic of the finest

workmanship.

IS9 (124545). The so-

called Academy of Plato,

a union of seven men,
who were thought to he

Athenian philo.sophers

because the Acro|)olis is

inciicated in the upper
right hand comer. The
figure .seated in the cen-

tre is supposed to be

Plato, the idcntifu ation of the others is still more uncertain.

UK), 101 {\U)>i, IKK***). Birds.

iMg. 20. l)orv|»ho! US.
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\\^2, \m (ICKKX), UX)()l). Two mosaic columns, cp. N.o 183.

VM (II42S()). Ducks.

Uir>(^KH)7). Fishes and
other marine creatures.

19*) ( \(WH ). Slave
with cocks.

Opposite the win-
dow :

197 (1()(K>4). The Three
Graces, in the usual at-

titude.

l^^s (KKX).")). Phryxus
on the ram. Helle lias

fallen into the sea.

IW (1(MK)6). Achilles
drawing Iiis sword and
threatening Agamemnon,
w ho is seated before liini,

while hehind him stands
Athena.

2(X)(1(XK)7), Marriage
procession of Poseidon
and Amphitrite, accoin-
nanied by Tritons and
other sea creatures.

2()1 (I(KH)S). Niche for
a fountain.

2<^2 (1122Hi). Mosaic
threshold witii head of
Medusa.

2^)3 (n(M>><>). Dog.

2<)4 (9iK)). Bacchus,
lying at ease, and giving
water to his panther.

Wall to the left of
the window ;

2(».")/2()(;(|(H)()f», UX)11).

Triton with oar and dish
of fruit.

2()7 (HXilu). A young
athlete, wearing tlie cae-
stns. Beneatli liiin a rock
as symbol of victory.

2()S,2()<>(1{M)I2, l(K)i;i).

A Candelabra, on the up-

l)er part of which is a cu-
pid, hutUing a stag.

210 (1()014). Cock pecking at a pomegranate.

In the centre of the room :

211 (10019). Lion enchained l>y cupids, who are playing aroinid him
It is suppc^sed to represent the triumph of love over brutt.- for^e.
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Hall of the Athletes.

212 (11V»^MT). Statue of a young pugilist hence the caestiis on ilie right
hand. Found in Sorrento. The nri)<inal was a hionze of the school of
Polyclitus, and when it was copied in marble, a herin of the bearded
Hercules was added as a support. Both feet are placed Hat on the ti^rouud

after the archaic manner. (I^i^. 2l)» The name of thecop\ist is s))ecified

on the base, hut the interpretation of the inscriiHion is still doubtful.

I'ifi:. 22. ,,Protesilaos".

1\\ bUH), Hcnii of Bacchus, arclKiistic. Oidv the head is anticpie.

lill, Jl"» Male Torso.

LMb, 217 (bL>T(>, ;2T2). Two Mcrms, of which onl\ the heads are anti<|ue.

'1\^ bill). Statue of a Man» of wluth the heud is anticpie but does
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not belong to this body. Right arm and left hand are restored. The left

arm, draped with the mantle as a shield, is stretched out, while the
right hand probably held the sword. The warrior is wounded iu the left

thigh (Fig. 22), and perhaps formed part of a group the signification of
which is not as yet clear. The head is a replica of the type of an Apollo
or Alexander, The original of the statue must be related to the school
of Scopas, bearing, as it docs, a distinct resemblance to tlie Xiobids.

219 (6308), Bearded Dio-
nysus.

220 (6410). Statue of a War-
rior, archaistic. Head and arms
are restored. He is wounded in

the left thigh and with great
difficulty maintains a standing
position, supporting himself on
his right foot. The original was
of bronze and belonged to the
middle of the fifth century,

221 (6317), Hcrm of Diony-
sus, archaistic, the head alone
being antique.

Corridor of the Flora.

222. Herm of a Man, jud-
ging by the ram's horns it is

interided to be Animon. Good
sculpture of the Hellenistic pe-

riod.

223 (1 13529),Mask, the horns
indicate lo.

224 (63G0). Statue of Aescu-
lapius. The god, clad in a hi-

mation , lays his right arm (a

restoration) on his club, round
which a snake is curled. At his

left side is a low Omphalos ,

this being his attribute as Apol-
lo's son. A picture of perfect
health, he stands calmly in an
attitude that recalls the school
of Phidias. Alkamenes is gene-
rally named as the inventor of

this type. In 420 B. C. he made
a statue of Aesculapius for Man-
lincia and perhaps a replica of
it for Athens where the cult of
the god had been introduced
fronj Kpidaurus. The Naples
statue is one of the best copies,

ranking second only to tlie one in Florence (cp. Fig. 23). It is supposed
that it once stood as a cult image in the Temple of Aesculapius on the

Tiber island.

225 (t)2()9). Female Statue. Both hands are restorations. It is questio-

nable whether the diadem, restored in plaster belongs to the head. The
statue may be a Demeter or a Kore, of a type derived from Phidias,

Fig. 23. Statue of Aescula[>ius in the

Uffizi of Florence (Phot. AHnari).
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22G ((Wl^J). Female Statue, restored as a Melpomene, and resembling
the last-nieiitioned ri^u:ure. A better copy, which may even be a Greek
original, is to be found in tlie Museum of the Doge's Palace in Venice,
(cp. Fig. 24).

227 (f>.*i7S). Statue of a Woman, the left hand holding the garment is

a restoration. Having been found at Iferculaneum with the statues of
the Muses, it was (iesignated Mnemosyne, mother of the Muses, but tlie

original was probably a portrait-statue, intended to be placed on a grave,
it is a fifth centurv motive. 1 he head was found at the feet of the statue,

but the peculiar style in which the
hair is (Iressed raises doubt as to

whether this head belongs to the fi-

gure. It is of a later tyj)e, may be
compared with the Corinna of Sila-

nion and the Kore in Muinch.

22S(64(U). Female statue, of which
only the torso is antique. It is a re-

plica of the t\ pe of the 4tHerculanensis
minor. »

221) (BBoT), Herm of a Woman
with elaborately dressed hair, inter-

preted as Ariadne or a Bacchante.

2;^) (mr)i]}. Similar Herm.

231 (f)2HS). Statue of Venus, of

the Medicean type. A tall vessel and
a cloak are placed near her.

2:^2 0>^'>">). Statue of Venus , se-

mi-nude, near^ier is a cupid on a sea

creature. Head and right arm of the

Venus are restorations.

2.i3 (<;:kil). Statue of Venus, of

which the head and the breast are

restored. Only the lower i)art of the

goddess's body is dra[)ed , and the

support is in the form of a dolphin
on whose tail she rests her right

hand. The original may have belon-

ged to the first half of the fourth

century.

2iU (()11h;). Female Bust, of a type
recalling Praxiteles.

235 OkMH). Statue of a youthful

Baechus , wiih thyrsus and cantha-

rus. Near him is a panther.

230 ((kUI). Statue of Dionysus,
cp. N. 235. Only the torso is antitjue.

237 (»>32s). Bust of a laughing Satyr, onlv the face being anti<iue.

23S ((n:^)). Similar bust, of which only the head is antiipie,

SVJ (<»270). Statue of Artemis, tin* huntress. The head is antique hut
perhaps does not iielong to the bod> . Hoth arms are restored. The god-
dess is in the act of running an<l is drawing an arrow from her quiver,
ihe bow ])eing held in the left liand. Her dog has seized a fawn. Me-
diocre replica oi the type of the Artemis of Versailles, which is derived
from a statue by Leochares or lMij>hranor.

Fig. 24. Abundance. Venice,
(Phot. Alinari).
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240 (Si51). Statue of Ganymede. His right arm, the heaci of the eai^le

and the dog are all restorations. His arm rests on tlie eagle and near
him stands his dog. The statue is very probably related to the fifth cen-
tury type of an athlete.

241 ((>ir)8). Statue of Paris, The head is an addition, hut is antique.
The youth is leaning with his left hip against the trunk of a tree. 1 he
left hand (a restoration) holds two hunting spears. The restorer has pla-

ced an apple in the right hand as though Paris were about to award tlie

prize for beauty. This graceful statue, of mediocre execution, is derived
from a fourth century original, similar to the Meleager of Scopas.

242 ((>409). Colossal sta-

tue of a Woman. This statue

was found in 1540 at Rome
in the Baths of Caracalla and
is known as the Farnese Flo-
ra. The head, arms, feet and
plinth are restorations. The
figure, clad in a transparent
cliiton which reveals the bo-

dily forms and which has slip-

ped off the right shoulder, is

advancing and in all proba-
bility originalh' held in its

right hand not the chiton but
a portion of tlie cloak which
hangs down the back. The
attribute in the left hand is

undetermined. — The statue

might be taken to be an A-
phrodite of the Praxitelean
school ,

other designations
being arbitrary. The moti\e
of the figure resembles that

of the Electra (N. 1 10) and of
the Antiope (N. 260). The co-

py before ns was probably
produced in the second or
third century after Christ, at

which period the same type
was employed for statues of
Victory, which may also ha-
ve been the original signifi-

cation of the Farnese Flora
(Fig. 25).

243 (51>f^j). Group of a
Warrior with a Boy. The re-

storer has placed the iiead of
Commodus oti the figure of
the warrior who is advancing hastily, having thrown the dead bod\ of

the boy over his left shoulder where he clutches it with his left hand.
His right hand ought perhaps to be holding a sword, it is doubtful whe-
ther the warrior is the boy's friend or enenn . In the first case the group
may represent Hector rescuing the hod\ of Troihis: in the serond case
one might think for example of Neoptolemus \Nith Ast\ana\. The original

is probably deri\ed fiom the Hellenistic period , in which uere created
groups such as Menelaus and Patroclus, or ri>sses «ind Diomede.

Fig 2S. I'li»ra Farnese (Phot. Hiogi).
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244 (6278). Statue of Demetcr. The head does not belong to this fi-

j*:nre. She wears a high girdled Jonic chiton and over it a himation. The
bunch of poppies lield in the left hand is atitique only in part. The right

arm was outstretched. The motive is probably derived from the second
half of the fifth century.

245 (0271). Statue of a Man. The head and arms are restored. The
god, who to judge by tlie dolphin must be Poseidon, held a trident with
his left hand. The motive of tlie statue is borrowed from the Diadume-
nus of I'olyclitns.

246 (6073). Statue of a Man.
The head apparently belongs to

the body, both arms arc resto-

red. It represents a Roman of the
close of the first century after

Christ. The motive of the Statue
is taken from the school of Po-
lyclitus.

Hall of the Farnese Bull.

247 (6027). Statue of the Hera
Farnese. Among other parts Al-
bacini restored the two outstret-

ched aruis. The goddess is clad
in a thin chiton which does not
conceal the bodily forms. Over
it she wears the himation which
passes from ihe left shoulder to

the hip and thence in deep folds

to the left arm. In her raised

right hand the goddess holds the
sceptre. Her hair, which is crow-
ned by a diadem , is arranged
in a simple knot at the neck.
The magnificent, simple and yet
graceful forms lead us to reco-
gnise in this statue one of the
most beautiful creations of the
fifth century. The original was
the Hera of Alcamene, the beau-
ty of which is still more marked
in the headless statue from Ephe-
sus, now in V«enna (Fig. 26).

24S (6391). Female statue, to

which a head with modern neck
has been added. The arms are
restored. The girl, clad in chiton

and himation is stooping slightly as she walks and bends her head back
as if to watch something that tlireatens her from above. She is there-

fore designated as a Niobid or as the nurse of the Niobids, but the
motive frecjuently recurs in ancient art. The figure seems originally to

have represented a Daiiaid going to the fountain or a Dancing Muse,
and is derived from a work of the Hellenistic period.

241* (625.^). Statue of a Man. This has been much patched and pro-
vided with a head thai does not belong to it. It evidently represents a
youthful nude Apollo who rests his whole weight towards tJie left on

I'^ig. 26. Hera from Ephesus (Vienna).
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a support which is now missing, and the phice of wliich is taken by
the wide cloak which falls to the ground from his left arm. The head
was looking ui>wards and to the left. Only one copy with the original

Fig. 27. Venus ol Capua,
head remains to us and i.s in iht; Vt]\/.\. \ hv figure was considered lo
he an Apollo and was attributed to Tiaxiteles hut others recognise in
it the Fulhos ol Sropas.
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•250 ((^^50). Bust of the bearded Dionysus or of Priapus. Only ihe

head is anticiue. Good execution.
•Jol ((J017). Statue of the Venus of Capua. The arms have been re-

stored by A. HruiKlli. The hole tn tlie base was made for a cupid. The
head of the K<^<^<^^^ess is ornamented with a diadem, the hair being parted
in the centre and caught uj) a.ij;ain at the back. She lias wrapped the

lower part of her l)ody in a
garment which remains in pla-

ce because of the attitude ol

her limbs. The head is in com-
plete profile and so are the
arms holding the shield of
Mars in which she can see her
reflection. — To still furtlier

emphasise her power over the
go(l, she places her left foot on
his helmet (Fig. 27). The Ve-
nus of Capua, of mediocre Ro-
man workmanship, is derived
from the same original as the
Ven\is of Milo. Ferhaps they
both come from the temple sta-

tue on the Acropolis al Corinth,
as (lejiicted on coins, but the
actual invention of the attitude
of tlie legs is derived from the
Aphrodite Trania of Phidias.
In Hellenistic and Ionic art

this motive frequently recurs
in connection with Ares , as
the goddess of Victory wri-
ting on a shield (in Urescia)

;

prol)ably the Vetius Genetrix
of Caesar, a production of Ar-
cesilaus, also had a similar mo-
tive. The copy before us was
perhaps executed during the
reign of Hadrian at the period
when the amphitheatre at Ca-
pua \N as being newly decorated.
The style of Scopas is even bet-

ter reproduced in a statue in

the Albani Collection (Fig. 28).

252 (6320). Bust of Athena.
The head with Corinthian hel-

met is of poor workmanshij>
and was intended for insertion

into a statue. The original is

ascribed to Timotheus.
2'h\ ((J()22). Satyr with the child Dionysus. This group reveals a

good master but has been nun h restored by Albacini who tnade the
ni>per part of the boys body and the face and arms of the satyr. The
young satyr is dancing and lor)king at tlie child on its shoulder, while
accom()an\ ing himself on the (vnihals. The group is a good copy of a
bron/e original f>( the llelhnistu j)eriod.

2')! (<v5:i:^). Bust of Silcaus, a repliia of Silenus with the child Bac-
( bus. Only llu licail is anlicjnc.

i-ig. 2S. Ai)hro(liie .\lbani.
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^^^55 (<>;i29). Pan and Olympos. i'lic hands aiui legs of both figures

are restorecL The original, of llie Hellenistic period, was a produrtion
o( Hcliodorus. Tan is leaching ()lynii)os to pla\' the syiiiix.

25^) (f)»V3>). Bust of Sileniis. OriginalK the eves were inserted.

i'lg. 29. 1 arni'sc \>u\\

2.")7 (^v^)7). Dionysus with Eros. 'IIh^ arms o\ l)i(Hi\sus and ihc >;roa-

ter part ot the ri.v;urt' ol Kros arc restorations. Dionysns had probablv
laid his riglu arm on his brad. His face, enframed in long curls, is tin-

ned towards Kros, who slands at his sidr and [)rohai)lv iKdd a bow and
arrows. I be l> pt- <il lius good eop> was dcri\ed lion) l*ra\iteles.

'J.*)S (Tk^m.^i. Headless Herni of a Woman. A head oi Apollo (X. 131)

was fr<Mn tin- rt-storer pla< 'vl on ihis licnn, and on the faKe assumption
tiiat it was found in tiic Irinple ot Apollo \u I'ompt'ii il was lakcn to

.>
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represent Maia, the mother of Hermes. It formed part of the Farnese
Collection.

259 (63^)2). Herm of Hercules. The head and right arm are restored.

The hero is wrapped in the lion skin. Siniiiar berms are lobe found in

Rome in the Torlonia and Ludovisi Collections.

260 (6002). The so-called Farnese Bull, restored by C. B. Biondi ac-

cording to the directions of Michael Angelo and by Call in 1848. The
head of Ainphion (in which Biondi has reproduced the features of Ca-

racalla), his arms and legs and the head, arms and legs of Zethus are

restorations, so are the entire upper part of Dirce's body, Antiope's

head, left hand and right arm. On Mount Cithaeron Antiope had given

birth to Amphion and Zethus, sons of Zeus. She had been kept prisoner

by Dirce, the wife of Lycus, King of Thebes, and escaped, but was recaptu-

red on Mount Cithaeron by the queen who had journeyed there (this

accounts for the basket near her) to celebrate the Dionysiac festival.

Meanwhile Zethus and Amphion had grown up and it was into their

hands that Antiope was delivered with directions that she should be

dragged to death behind a bull. At the last moment the youths reco-

gnised their mother and are depicted in the act of executing on Dirce

the cruel punishment she had devised for Antiope. Amphion, distingui-

shable by his lyre, holds the bull by the head, while Zethus is occupied

in binding Dirce to the bull. The barking dog increases the confusion,

but beneath Amphion, the Genius of Mount Cithaeron waits in undi-

sturbed calm (Fig. 29).

The plants and animals round the base serve to indicate the wildness
of the landscape. The group before us is a more or less faithful copy of

a work by Apollonius and Tauriscus of Tralles. It is mentioned by
Pliny and was brought by Asinius Pollio to Rome. The figure of Antiope
shows no independence of treatment and can scarcely have been present

in the original group (cp. N.o 242). The copy before us was probably
produced in the second or third century after Christ and may have ser-

ved as the central group of a large fountain. It was found in 1546 in

the Baths of Caracalla, was then placed in the Villa at Naples, and in

1826 transferred to the Museum.

261 (6254). Seated Statue. Both arms are restored. A nude youth is

seated on a rock and holds a lyre in his left hand. He is generally de-

signated as Apollo, but is perhaps intended to be Paris. The execution
is mediocre.

262 (6313). Bus! of Ariadne. Good workmanship. Only the head is

antique.

263 (6318). Statue of Bacchus. The head belongs to the body; the
arms and left leg are restored. The young god is crowned with vine
leaves and is leaning his left arm oti the trunk of a tree. He had pro-

bably raised his right arm above his head. The copy is a good one exe-
cuted in the time of Hadrian after a type produced by Praxiteles.

264 (6,332). Statue of a Satyr. Only the torso is antique.

2r>5 (6,325). Statue of a Satyr, tlircatenifig to strike a panther with
his pedum. In his ncbris he is carrying fruit.

2t)6 (6331). Statue of a Satyr. Head and arms are restored. The
motive is the same as in N." 264 , but the execution is better. It is

doubtful whether the restoration with grapes and howl is a correct one.
He ought perhaps to be iniagined pouring out wine.

2*)7 (6274). Herm of Amnion, after an original of the school of Phi-
dias. Perhaps this one was in Cyrene.
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2(58 (6682). Paris and Helen. Tliis relief was found in Marino. Aphro-
dite is seated next Helen and tries to persuade her. Peitho, the goddess
of persuasion, is seated behind them on a pillar. To the right is Cupid
leading Paris Alexandros* Evidently that moment is depicted when
Paris, dominated by love for Helen, determines to carry her off. This
graceful composition reminds us of Aetion's picture of the Marriage of
Alexander and Roxana.

269 (6019). Torso of
a Woman, the so-called

Psyche of Capua, found
there in 1726 in the Am-
phitheatre. The identifi-

cation as Psyche is im-
possible as there are no
wings, the incision in the
back being modern. It is

probably an Aphrodite,
drawing her garment for-

ward from her back while
she gazes at her own ima-
ge in a mirror held by
Eros (Fig. 30). It seems
to be a production of ear-

ly Imperial times, a copy
of a fourth century origi-

nal derived from a school
parallel to Praxiteles and
Scopas.

270(6016). Nude youth.
Call restored the feet

and arms. He rests the
whole weight of his body
against the trunk of a
tree to the left and his

gaze is directed down-
wards. The original was
produced in the school
of Praxiteles; the copy is

Roman and served , as
did N.ot 251 and 269, to

adorn the amphitheatre
at Capua.

271 (6361). Female
Bust. Only the head is

antique and resembles
that of the Cnidian A-
phrodite by Praxiteles.

272 (671H). Visit of
Dionysus to Icarius. Relief from the Borgia Collt^ction. karius and his

wife are reclining on a couch and receive a visit from the bearded Bac-
chus. Kn\eioped in a long garment and supported hy a satyr, he comes
to feast with them, and is followed by his p)rocession. A facsimile of this

relief is in the Louvre and many slightly varying eopies of it are to he
found. It belongs to the so-called Neo-Attic reliefs in whieh there is a
combination of archaistie and naturalistic forms.

275, 274 (6306,6863). Herm of the bearded Bacchus, a good replica of

-7*

Fig. 30. Psyche of Capua.
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the so-called Sardanapalus of the Vatican. The original is attributed to

Cephisodotus or Praxiteles, Beneath the bust is a rectangular base with
Bacchic attributes.

275 (6^353). Statue of Eros, with large wings. The arms and the lower
part of the feet are restored. The young god probably held a torch or
an arrow in his right hand which is lowered. In the other hand he held
a bow. The P>os of Centocelle in the Vatican (Fig. 31) is a better copy
of tlie same original , a production of Praxiteles, his Eros of Thespiae
which testified to his love for Phryne the beautiful. By some people the
statue before us is regarded as the god of Death. Judging by the num-
ber of replicas, the bronze original must have been a masterpiece.

276 (6i;38). Male bust of
Polyclitan type.

277 (6026). Nereid on a
sea - monster* This group

,

much restored in plaster, was
found in Posilipo and the ori-

ginal belongs to the Helleni-
stic period. It may perhaps
have been a figure for a fouji-

tain, but it has also been de-
signated Leucothea, who was
worshipped in Naples.

278 (6855). Ganymede em-
bracing the eagle. Part of the
eagle and of the pedum are
antique so no doubt can exist
as to the designation of the
group, in spite of the many
restorations. The motive of
the nestli)ig body is derived
from Praxiteles , the copy
being a good work of the Ro-
man period.

279 (6275). Head, resem-
bling the Zeus of Otricoli.
The bust is modern.

280 (6001). Colossal Sta-
tue of the Farnese Hercules
found with Nos. 240 and 260
in the Baths of Caracalla at
Rome. The legs were disco-
vered afterwards and united
to the body by Tagliolini.
Only the left hand and fore-

arm and a few trifling details
are modern. Hercules stands
calmly, resting his weight
oji his club which is thrust
under his left shoulder and

behind his hack he holds in his right hand the apples of the Hesperi-
(les. He is represented in a tired, thoughtful attitude, having arrived at
the vx\(\ of his many labours and not yet having received the gifts of
immortality and eternal youth. Others connect him with the child Tele-
phns or imagine hnn as about to descend into Hades. The type often

I'^ig. 31. luos of Centocelle in the
Vatican Museum (Phot, Anderson).
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recurs iti ancient art from the time of Polyclitus down to the Hellenistic

derivatives. On our copy the sculptor inscribes his name, D.vhmv Wiht}-

vaiog K-iotFt , and he probably lived in the time of Caracalla. To liim

must be attributed the exai^^geration in the formation of the muscles.
The name of Lysippus who made the original, is given us on a copy in

the Palazzo Pitti, but the treatment of the original bronze is still better

brought out in a copy in the Uffizi (Fig. 32).

281 (6726). Relief of a Bac-
chic procession. Very fine exe-
cution. Roman replica of a

well-known motive.

282 (6779). Marble Vessel,
decorated with a 15acchic pro-

cession consisting of nine figu-

res. Archaistic.

283 (6673). So-called Vase
of Gaeta. It is encircled by a

relief representing the giving
of the child Dionysus into the
care of the Nymphs of Nysa.
On the other side there is a

Bacchic procession composed
of ecstatic figures. The vase is

inscribed with the signature of

Salpion, an Athenian sculptor,

and is a fine specimen of Neo-
Attic art. It used to stand at the
harbour of Gaeta and marks
are still visible where anchor
ropes were thrown round it. It

was afterwards used as a font

in the Cathedral and transfer-

red to the Museum in 1805.

284 (6778). Marble Vessel
with two reliefs of Dionysus
and a Satyr, each of them being
accompanied by two goddesses
of the Seasons.

285 (6724). Relief of a Mae-
nad defending herself against
the attack of a Satvr. She has
seized him by the beard and
endeavours to thrust him from
her. During the struggle her
garment has slipped from her
body, Tlie type is Hellenistic.

286. Herm of the bearded
Hercules, found in Naples.

287. Male Torso. The re-

mains of a tail lead us to conclude that it is a Satyr. He was dancing
and playing the kroupezion or foot rattle.

2H8 (6<)7o). Well-head witli relief of wine-|)ressing. Sat\ rs are busily

treading grapes, while others are bringing fresh supplies. Excellent Greek
workmanship.

Fig. 32. Statue of Ilercules in the I'ftizi

of Florence,
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289 (G670). Well-head with many deities: Zeus, Ares, Apollo, Aescu-
lapius, Dionysus, Hercules and Hermes, Good Roman work,

2^X) (G728). Relief of Dionysus with a panther. The upper portion is

restored.

291 (12i325), Sarcophagus with the finding of Achilles in Scyros. A-
chilles had been disguised as a girl and concealed in the house of Ly-
comedes among his daughters , but was discovered by the cunning of
Ulysses and forced to take part in the Trojan War. Deidamia, his be-
trothed, vainly strives to prevent his departure. On the sides are scenes
from the life of Achilles. The sarcophagus was destined for Metilia Tor*
quata and made in the second century after Christ.

^'ig- 33. Colossal Mask of Zeus Fig. 34. Zeus of Otricoli in the Vatican,
(Phot. Brogi). (Phot. Anderson).

292 (6359) Bust of Aesculapius, Only the head is antique,

293» Seated Male Torso, a very fine replica of the Ares l.udovisi. The
god of war, a strong, slender youth, is seated quietly dreaming of fame
and battle but his meditations are interrupted and his thoughts turned to
the subject of love by the Kros at his feet. Perhaps there was another
Eros at his left shoulder, whispering words of love, but such an attri-
bute can scarcely have been present in the original. The characteri-
stic motive is derived from a painting by Polygnotus. It is a question
whether we are to consider tlie plastic rendering to be the workofSco-
pas or I.ysippus for the figure possesses the pathos of the one and the
proportions of the other. The torso lay neglected in the Museum Garden
and has been placed within doors only since 1897.

294 {iM)i\iS), Female Torso, entirely nude except for a remnant of a
mantle on the back. The execution is very fine and the figure is derived
from one by Praxiteles or Kuphranor of Corinth.
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295 (0034). So-called Torso Farnese. Remains of a statue of Dionysus,
which was more than life-size and probably formed part of a group, U
belongs to the fourth century.

296 (6260). Colossal Mask of Zeus, which although closely akin to the
Zeus of Otricoli still shows variations in the characterisation, the Vatican
head giving the presentment of a good-humoured god, while the Farnese
depicts a vivacious, energetic Zeus. These two creations appear to be
the work of contemporaries, and one is inclined to ascribe the one to

Biyaxis and the other to Leochares, whose Zeus Polieus is mentioned.
(Fig. 33 and 34).

In the passage :

297 (6296). Statue of Aphrodite rising from the sea (Anadyomene). The
support takes the form of a dolphin, on which Eros is seated.

298 (6218). Group of an old man and a youth. The head and right

arm of the former are restorations while the left arm of the boy is mo-
dern. They are engaged in seething a sacrificial pig. Roman copy of
mediocre execution.

299 (6406). Hercules and Omphale. The manly hero, the image of all

male virtues, succumbs to the influence of the woman and has exchanged
clothes with her as Ovid describes (Heroides IX). Omphale has proudly
seized the heroes attributes of club and lion-skin, while he has put on the
transparent chiton and veil of his mistress and sits down to spin. The
motive is derived from the Alexandrian period but the execution is Roman
and comparatively good. The restorations include Hercules' left arm w ith

the distaff, the legs of Omphale, her right arm and the club, while the
base also is new.

Kali of the Amazons.

The sculptures here assembled mainly belong to a series that is of
the greatest importance in the history of their period and the history
of art. The kings of Fergamon having successfully repulsed the invasion
of the Gauls, proceeded to adorn their capital with works of art, seeking
above all to celebrate their victory over the Gauls by comparing it with
the struggle of the civilised Greeks against the barbaric Persians and with
the battle of the gods and the giants. Eumenes the Second and Attains
the First seem to have employed their sculptors in making different sized
series of these combats. To one life size series which was set up in Per-
gamon belong the so-called Dying Gaul of the Capitol and the Gaul and
his Wife in the Ludovisi Collection. Of another series in which the fi-

gures are about two thirds life size, Naples possesses four statues, three
more are in the Doge's Palace in V'enice, that of a Persian is in Aix, a
Gaul in the Louvre and one figure in Berlin. Probably several individual
statues of their opponents have remained unidentified. Naples has the
advantage of possessing a specimen of each group. (Fig. 35-40).

800 (6014). Persian. The whole of the right arm and portions of the
feet are restored. He has fallen on his shield and lies on his left side,

while his curved sword slips from his grasp. The execution is mediocre.
(Fig. 37).

301 (6013). Giant, who lies dead on his back. To protect himself he
had wrapped his left arn) in a hide and he still holds his sword in his
right hand. The execution is less careful than in the other statues. (Fig. ^S),

Various portions have been restored including one half of the left leg.

3C^2 (6015). Gaul, wounded in the left side and supporting himself with
his left hand on the ground while the right hangs helpless. The position



F\^. 35. Dead (»aii] from tlu* no,e:cs' Palace of X'etiice (Phot. P>rogi),

V\^ :^). lalliiiL: CrAul fiotn the Do.l^cs' Palace of Veiihe (Phot. Alitiari)

Mk^. ;:-. Pnsi.iii fioni lli(* Pcr.L;arncne KJt>"[) iPhot. P»r(>i;i).



Fio; 3S. Giant from the Perganieiie );roup (Phot. Brogi).

V\^, 3Q. Wounded (}au] fron^ the Do.i;es' Palace of \'enire Phot. AHnan

lift. 40, Amazon troni the Per.L;ainene K'^^^'P (,Phot. IUo.l;!).
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is almost identical with the Gaul of the Capitol but is reversed. The
helmeted head is antique but does not belong to the body.

B03 (6012). The Amazon has
sunk down having been wounded
in the breast and lies oti her back.
The limbs are relaxed in death
and the beautiful bodily forms are
accentuated. In spite of re-wor-
king from which the nude por-

tions have suffered severely, this

figure may be considered to be
the finest of all those that are
preserved (Fig. 40). In a sixtenth

century drawing we see that a

child lay at her breast, but this

later addition had nothing what-
ever to do with the Pergamene
original.

:)04 (<>407). Equestrian Statue,
ver> much restored. The warrior
wears a short cuirass. Aiediocre
Roman work.

805 (C^O.");. Equestrian Statue
of an Amazon. Her forearms and
feet and large portions of the
horse are restorations executed
by Albacini. Having been woun-
ded, the Amazoji is on the point
of falling from her galloping
horse. The Roman copy, although
of mediocre execution , bears a

certain relationship to N.o 303.

Hall

of the Venus Callipygus.

3(>) ((>2S1)). Female Bust, pro-

bably Aphrodite
;

good work-
manship.

iK)7 (62SIJ). Statue of Venus.
The arms are restorations , the

head belongs to the bod> . It is

a replica of llie type of the \'e-

nus dei Mcditi.

]i\H 0KiH9). The little Cupid.

He has fallen asleep with his bow
between his legs. This playful

motive frequently appears in A-
lexandiian art.

:i()li (<)2<»a). Venus and Cupid.

Her riglit forearm, left hand,
hah of her feet and his legs and

arms arc restorations bv Albacini. The goddess is nude and crouches in

her bath after tiu- manner of the \ onus of Daedalus, the lUthynian. Her

Fig. 41. Venus Callipvgus.
(Phot. Brogi).
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head is turned towards Cupid who touches her in order to obtain her
attention.

310 (6297). Crouching Venus (cp. N.<> 309). The head is a restoration

in different marble. Poor copy of the Venus of Daedalus.

311 (6284). Female Head, possibly Aphrodite. Archaistic work and
painted originally.

312 (6283). Statue of Venus. Only the torso is antique. Venus Ana-
dyomene. Good workmanship.

313 (6285). Bust of Aphrodite. Archaistic sculpture, similar to N.« 311,
with painted eyes. It is a charming piece of work.

314 (6020). Statue of Venus CalUpygus, The head, shoulders, left arm.
right hand and the lower part of the right thigh have been restored by
Albacini. The youthful goddess is in the act of laying aside her garments
before bathing and cannot resist the pleasure of looking at her reflection

in the water. The original belonged to the Hellenistic period and perhaps
ornamented a spring in the centre of which the motive would be clearly

brought out. The name CalUpygus has been given her because of a temple
statue at Syracuse which is mentioned hy Athenaeus but with which the
statue before us has no connection. The correctness of the restoration is

proved by replicas in small bronzes and in gems. The execution of this

copy is careful and good. (Fig. 41).

Egyptian Collection.

Prefatory Remarks.

Although the civilisation of the Chaldeans is older than that of the
Egyptians, the latter has long been better known to us through its ma-
sterpieces of art. We can trace them back five thousand years before
Christ to the time of Menes, the founder of the first Dynasty.

Thirty Dynasties ruled in almost unbroken sequence over the land
of Egypt and, with the help of the Phoenicians, spread their culture
abroad into the countries bordering the Mediterranean. Subsequently
under the Ptolemies Egypt herself came under Greek influence though
preserving, as during the Roman supremacy, her ancient religious forms
and ceremonies. Owing chiefly to the growth of Christianity the knowledge
of the written and spoken language died out and after the Arabian in-

vasion both completely disappeared. Consequently the great inscriptions

of which many were preserved remained a sealed book until Champol-
lion by comparing the bi-lingual inscription on the famous Rosetta stone
with another found in the Island of Philae, discovered the lettering of

the two names Ptolemy and Cleopatra and thus partly solved the secret

of the hieroglyphs. Since then our knowledge of the language has made
great strides and we are able to study the history, religion and litera-

ture of Egypt to far greater advantage than formerly.
The earliest period of Egyptian history is usually called Memphitic,

a word derived from the name of the former capital Memphis now Be-

draschen near Cairo. This period embraces ten Dynasties of which the
fourth, the Dynasty of Cheops (Chufu), Chefrem (Kaf-ra) and Mykcrinos
(Men-Kaura) the builders of the pyramids about 4000 B. C. is most
famous.

The Pharaoh who was contemporaneous with Abraham belongs to

the twelfth Dynasty. His successors were conquered by the^Hyksos or
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Shepherd Kiii^s nncler whose rule the Hebrews settled in the land of
Goscheii. The eigiiteenth Dynasty freed the land and extended their

empire to the banks of the rivers Euphrates and Tigris. Ramses the
Second (of the nineteenth Dynasty) is credited with persecuting the

Jews. In his reign was horn Moses, who under his successor Menephta
led them out of captivity. From the twenty-first to the twenty-fifth dy-
nasties there followed a period of decline and the country fell under the

sway of the Assyrians. Tiie victories of Camhyses put an end to the
short space of freedom regained under the twenty-sixth Dynasty aiul

after the Persians cauje a succession of conquerors, Alexander, the Pto-
lemies, the Romans and finally the Arabs.

In very early times the religion of ancient Egypt became polythei-
stic and degenerated among the common peoi)le into a kind of feti-

chism, actual worship of those animals which originally had been merely
symbols. We are most familiar with the many-sided cult of the Sun god
usually worshipped as a trinity, Man, Wojnan and Child, Osiris, Isis

and Horus. The divinity is personified in the ox Apis but is also repre-
sented by the reigning sovereign who was thus honoured both during
his life-time and after death.

Man, created by God, is called to judgment after his death and if

found guilty is sentenced to undergo severe penalties. The soul, even if

acquitted has to suffer many tests before beconnng identified with the
godhead and during this period of probation the soul returns n^any times
to the body to continue its former life in the grave, which explains the
effbrts made to preserve the bodies intact by embalming and to furnish
the funeral chambers with pictures and prayers for the use of the dead.
The greater number of articles collected in our museums were found in

tombs. Stone sarcophagi are often arranged with doors and windows as
homes for the dead. In some cases the form of a mummy has been
adopted to receive the painted wooden mummy-cases containing the
tightly swathed bodies. Upon and around them amulets were placed and
images of the gods were given them for comfort and companionship on
the long journey lo the Underworld, h^our vases with covers in the shape
of animals heads (incorrectly called Canopic vases) containing the inte-

stines of the deceased were placed beside the mummy case. Amongst the
rolls of papyri buried with the departed was the famous « Hook of the
I3ead » divided into one liundred and sixty ^ve chapters describing
the journey of the soul into the Underworld, and the equally important
Book of Revelations which contains the liturgy used at the funeral
ceremony.

Egyptian Art has a curiously unmistakable quality, but distinction as
regards time is of the utmost difliculty, and requires close study and
great accuracy of judgment. The cult of Isis which developed out of the
earlier tritiity worship of Osiris, Isis, Horus had a great vogue all over
the Roman empire and was responsible for many imitations, found in

other countries, of statues and monuments in the I^gyptian Style, but these
can he readil> recognised as later and unorigitial work.

There were three varieties of ancient Egyptian caligraphy, hiero-
glyphs, hieratic and demotic script. Hieroglyphs are pictures which
either represent the at tion or article to be described in its entirety or
express the first s> liable or first letter of the word. The names of kings
are always enclosed in cartouches. In daily use these hieroglyphs were
constantly abbreviated and simplified and as even then the method
seemed lengthy and ponderous, a simi)ier form was evolved, the hieratic.
This in turn gave place to the demotic writing largely employed for

private letters in which the signs practically became equivalent to letters
of the alphabet.
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Description of the Egyptian Collection.

Room L Groundfloon

(The numbering is from right to left).

On the entrance wall to the right :

yi5 (1()04). Grave Relief. Late work* Two women are raising a cnr-
tain in front of an altar on which is seen the bird « Ba » with a human
head, the symbol of the soul. The inscription is a pra\er that a cool
north wind may blow during the Soul's wanderings.

On the right wall

:

:U6 (1021). Crave Re-
lief of « Nechtmes ». Abo-
ve, the deceased is repre-
sented praying at an al-

tar on which the four
Death genii are standing
before Osiris. Below, he
is .seen at a second altar
surrounded by his rela-

tions,

317 (IWli), Grave Re-
lief. Above, the deceased
stands wrapt in prayer
to Osiris under tlie jackal
sacred to Aiiuhis. Below,
he is represented in the
bosom of his family,

318 (1019). Grave Re-
lief of «Ma-rl-l », Above,
the deceased is represen-
ted in the presence of
Osiris. Below he is sea-
ted with his familv.

On a base let itito

the wall

:

319 (980). Male Busf.
Basalt , fine workman-
ship.

320. Casts of Assy-
rian monument from Ni-
niveh.

321 (1072), Fragment
of a basalt statue of the
Saitic period.

322 (1001). Grave Re-
lief. Late work. Under
the usual representation
of the i)rayer to Osiris is

the portrait of the decea-
sed in his family circle.

325 (10<>S), Basalt statuette of a priest of Sals carrying a motiel of a
temple within which is Osiris.

Fig. 42. (irave Relief of Abechi.
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On the left wall:

3-2t) (lOlH), Grave Relief of Abechl with painted figures. It belongs
to the eighteenth dynasty (Fig. 42).

327. Basalt Head. Very fine work of the seventh century.

328 (1030). Grave Relief with painted figures, probably eighteenth dy-

nasty. Above, the deceased is represented with his family making sa-

crifice to Osiris. Below, offerings are being made to the dead.

329 (1020). Grave Relief with two Uraeus snakes on either side of a

lotus flower. Above is the sacrifice to Osiris and his companions. Below,
the deceased stands with his wife in the presence of four gods.

3:50. Small Head in basalt.

331 (1017). Small Grave Relief, simulating the door of a tomb. Period
of the old kingdom. The deceased is represented sitting with his wife at

a table si)read with sacred gifts. On either side of the door are his six

sons and only daughter.

Pig- 43 a. Fragment of a statuette.

'i]^^2 (1002). Grave Relief, of which the upper part is broken oft. Late
work.

i^'^ (ir)22). Grave Relief with the customary representation. Found
at Dongola in Nubia.

Ji'U (KXK)). Grave Relief of sandstone. The deceased is shewn with
his mother and sisters bringing sacrifices to the seated Osiris. On the

left, incense is oflcred to two of the departed also seated and on the

right they receive the lustral water from the cowheaded god Hathor.

In the middle of the room:

3:55. Red granite block belonging to an Obelisk erected in Praeneste
and found in the upper market-place there in 1797. In 1872 another
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fragment was discovered on the same spot and is preserved at Pale-
strina. We gather from the inscription that this obelisk was erected by
Palikanus in the reign of Claudius Caesar in honour of Fortuna who is

identified with the gocidess I sis.

83(3 (1070). Fragment of a large basalt Sarcophagus, a valuable work
of the sixth century. The scenes illustrated on the outside are taken from
the Hook of the Lower Hemisphere and depict the stages of the under-
world travelled by the sun during the twelve hours between his setting
and rising. The resurrection of the dead follows the same slow course.

337 (10()9). Conical basalt block, in honour of a member of the house
of Ramses 11. In front are nine figures of mummies in bold relief; on
the other side are more in low relief.

33S (im). Basalt Base of a sixth century Tomb.

In the vestibule, to the right:

339 (1078). Marble Fragment with the head of a goddess.

r

.^"

' i/^^tMT^ vaL

Fig. 43 b. Fragment of a statuette.

Basement
In the basement will be found a considerable number of cast from

important antiques, the originals of which are in other museums. They
are placed here for purposes of comparison but in this condensed edition

of the catalogue no mention is made of them individually.

Fourth Room
Central (}lass Case:
3^)5 (1U)5). Fragment of a Basalt Statuette, entirely covcrc<l with hie-

roglyphs. It probably belongs to the same period as the Naophorus at

the Vatican Museum. (Se\cnth or sixth century H. C.) (Fig. 43).
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Fifth Room

368 (978). Male Bust of granite with incomplete inscription,

To the right:

369. Case containing sniuiry small objects notably amulets worn round
the neck or sewn on tlie bands and the linen coverings of mummies.

370. Case near Window. Large and small amulets forming necklaces.

371. Case opposite. Necklaces, eyes, etc.

373. Next Case. Painted cardboards, sandals, etc.

375-376. In the other cases are small amulets of various shapes.

On the walls are hung framed fragments of papyri. For uses of pa-
pyri see l)clo\\

.

378-1581. DitTerent examples of Callgraphy. Notice especially N. 380,
a portion o( the Book of the Dead. N. 3S1 is the transcription of a
Greek text.

Sixth Room

382. Isis and Horus. Late relief.

383. Wall cases containing Statuettes, death-masks, metal caskets etc.

depicting the dead.

On the case are Heads and Vases,

Leaning against the wall :

387, 3HS (2343). Wooden Sarcophagus Lids.

In the big glass case:

3S9.394 (2348. 2^540-2343). Wooden Sarcophagi containi»ig mummies.

To the left, outside the case:

395 (2340). Cover of a Sarcophagus.

In the centre of the room.

3f)f), 397 (23:i8). Sarcophagus with mummy.

Near it

:

398 (23:i8). Mummy of a Crocodile,

Against the wall 0[>positc entrance, to the right :

'iM^,K Glass case containing statuettes fonnd in tond)s.

On the case

:

4(X)-404. So-called Canopic vases. See p. 41.

4(^5 407. Stone animals.

408. (dass case containing figures, statuettes, mummy wrappings, fu-

neral vases eti\

On the c ase :

4()1>-414. Funeral vases etc.

Near the window.

417 Glass (ase with <jnantitirs o{ tiS( hrbtin (statuettes found in tond)s).
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418 (1059). Fragment of a Naopharos of basalt.

419. Glass case containing tomb statuettes, mummified cats and other
animals.

On the case

:

420424. Various sculptured fragments.

Near the entrance

:

425 (1063). Naopharos.

Terracottas

Room I.

To the left

:

427. First case. Architectural Terracottas found at Velletri in 1784,

acquired by the Museum , together with the Borgia Collection. Trium-
phal processions, races, fights, feasting and religious ceremonies are all

represented. The original colouring has unfortunately disappeared.

Below: Terracotta moulds. Pierced reliefs.

Near the window:

428, 429 (22383, 22242). Lower portions of a male statue brought as a

votive offering on recovery- from some illness.

430, 431 (22246, 222^)6). Praying women. Observe traces of colouring.

432, 433 (24232). Lid of Sarcophagus. Recumbent figures of a man and
his wife, true to life. The woman *s ornaments are noteworthy.

434 (24224). Slab of a Frieze with gorgons. The holes are for faste-

ning purposes.

435. Show case to the right of the w indow. Architectural terracottas
from the Temple of Apollo in Metaponlum, with a lion head as water-
spout. Struggle between Hercules and Nereus.

To the right in the show case near the door:

486. Votive offerings, heads, hands and other limbs.

In the corner :

437-348. Feeding vessel for dormice which were considered a delicacy
by the Romans. On top, a child in swaddling clothes.

Opposite the window:

439. Show case with architectural Terracottas.

440. Ditto. Some retain traces of colour.

In the middle of the room:

441. Cork Models of the temples at Paestum. The older of the two,
usually called the Basilica , but recently acknowledged to be a temple
of Poseidon, has nine pillars in front and a row of pillars down the cen-
tre. The other, less well preserved , is the so-called Temple of Ceres.
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Room IL

To the left of the door:

442. Show case containing single Statuettes and groups in terracotta.

Above are heads and below (20247:) Perseus rescuing Andromeda, 1 10340:
Men carrying a litter, (i 10338:) Aeneas with Anchises and Ascanius, Gla-
diators, Medea in a chariot drawn by serpents, Kuropa on the bull, an
elephant with a tower (Fig. 44), a drunken virago, and others.

At the window:

443, 444 (22321, 22322). Vo-
tive Statues.

445, 446 (22248, 22249). Ac-
tors with masks.

447, 44S (24230, 24231). Two
Sarcophagus h'ds.

449. Second Show case: Sta-

tuettes of the Hellenistic pe-
riod.

450. Third Show case con-
taining statuettes , some with
traces of colouring. Above are
heads and busts.

In the corner:

451. 452 (22294, 24>28). Sta-

tue of a woman with a youth
carrying a pig.

Opposite the window:

453. Fourth Showcase. Abo-
ve are heads and busts. Statuette
of a man feeling his own pulse
(probably Hippocrates).With in,

figures of animals, fruits, masks
and actors.

In the corner:

454, 455 (22295, 24227). Two
statuettes, female and male.

456. Fifth Show case. Etruscan funerary urns, busts and statuettes.

Ill the middle of the room:

457 (223S1). Well head in the form of a round tower with Bacchic
scenes, from the Temple of Isis at Pompeii.

458 (126255). Table leg representing Atlas.

45(» (2425<>). Bust of a youth with a cloak.

m) (22382). Well head in the shape of a pillar.

Kig. 44. ElephaFit with tower.
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The Prehistoric Collection.

First Room (farthest of all).

In the centre :

461, 462. Two glass cases of which the one nearest the window con-

tains objects found in the cave of Pertosa (Prov. Salerno). That on the

right contains similar articles from the caves ofZachitoand Pertosa and
the rock tombs of Matera. In the small cupboard to the right of the

window are shown vases from Pertosa. Besides the terracottas various

articles of stone, horn and copper should be observed. Particularly no-

teworthy are the lumps of clay from Zachito which were strung on willow

twigs, brought to the caves and there preserved for making the clay vases.

In the vaulted niche:

463. Objects from pre-Hellenlc Ciimae. The vases made by hand still

show relationship to the work of the Cave-dwellers. Amongst the bronzes

the different kinds of fibulae and weapons should be noticed. Necklaces
of glass, paste and amber point to Oriental influence. No trace of Greek
origins.

To the right of the window :

464. Wall case. Vases from Cumae and Pertosa,

To the left of the window :

465-467. Other wall cases with diverse objects from the Capitanata.

Opposite :

468,469. Cases containing stone Implements from Egypt and India.

470-472. In the cases against the walls are exhibited the results of
the recent systematic excavations: first those from the graves of Cumae,
then those found at Snessula (Acerra) and finally those from Capua.

Second Room.

473. Cases round the walls contain the objects found during the exca-
vations undertaken in Striano, San Marzano and San Valentino. The
settlement in Striano is rather older than the two others. Its inhabitants
took possession of vases with geometric designs from the Greek colonies,
while in San Marzano and San Valentino archaic Corinthian vases and
P2truscan bucchero vases have been found. It seems questionable whether
the graves were buried during an earlier eruption of Vesuvius.

In the centre of the room :

474, 475. Two graves from S. Marzano, where the custom of inhuma-
tion prevailed.

Near the window :

476. Bronze objects belonging to the old Museum Collections.

We now return to the ground floor and enter the

Hall of the Pallas.

477 0x321). Statue of Pallas. It has suffered from restoration and re-

working. The type is derived from Phidias but Ikis been greatly altered.
The little aegis in the shape of a crescent is notewortliy.
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478 (6255). Apollo Musagetes. The head does not belong to the body
and the hands are restorations.

479. Lower part of a Leda. With her draperies she seeks to protect

the swan from a pursuing: eagle. The motive can be traced back to Ti-

motheus.

480. Fragment of a Group. Aphrodite on a ram. It was used as an
ornament for a fotintain.

481. Female Torso in Ionic chiton with high girdle. The two uplifted

hands probably held the himation.

482. Lower part of a Female Statue.

483 (6319). Statue of Pallas. The arms are restored. The figure is

derived from the Parthenos of Phidias but belongs to the Hellenistic period.

454. Torso o

485. Torso o

486. Torso o

487. Torso o

455. Torso o

489. Torso o

490. Torso o

491. Torso o

492. Torso o

493. Torso o
Polyclitus.

494. Torso o

495. Torso o

496 (6371). S
lions,

497. Torso o

498. Relief o

a Leda, pressing the swan to her breast.

a Female Statue^ probably Aphrodite.

Apollo with the cithara.

a Male Statue, probably a Satyr.

a Man Archaistic.

a Woman, an Amazon or personification of Rome.

a youthful Satyr.

the Apollo Sauroctonus of Praxiteles.

a Youth, leaning on his left arm.

a Male Statue, the so-called Narcissus of the school of

a Woman.
Eros bending his bow.

atuette of Cybele, seated on a throne; near her are two

Aesculapius, of a type deriving from Phidias.

Jupiter Ammon, leaning with his left hand upon a rock.

The head is missing. It was probably a pediment figure.

499 (6265). Statue of Zeus with the thunderbolt. The arms are restored.

This frequently recurring type is derived from Phidias. Poor execution.

Hall of Cupid with the Dolphin.

500 (6375). Group of Cupid with a Dolphin, The Cupid, whose head
and feet ar^ restorea, has thrown himself on to a dolphin who is to bear
him through the waves, but is held so fast that he cannot make any use
of his wings and is consequently forced to follow all the dolphin's mo-
vements through the water. Roman copy of a Hellenistic motive. The
group was used to ornament a fountain.

501 (6327). Statue of a dancing Faun. The arms are restored.

502 (6<^89). Relief. Orestes, having slain his motlier, is seeking refuge

at the altar of Apollo in Delphi and is represented stepping across the
bodies of the sleeping Furies who surround the altar.

503. Torso of Athena. The right hand probably held the spear, while
the left arm was outstretched.

504. Statue of a Woman, wrapped in her cloak.

505. Torso of a Woman clad in chiton and himation.
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506 (6268). Colossal Female Head, replica of the so-called Hera Lu-
dovisi. Roman copy of a fourth century statue, the original type having
been produced in the school of Phidias.

507. Torso of a nude man.

508 (6224). Head and part of the breast of a man, incorrectly named
Capaneus or Laocoon. It is a Giant and of the 2d. Pergamene school.

509. Lower part of a female statue. Near her an altar.

510 (6315). Bust of Dionysus.

511. Torso of Aphrodite.

512 (2099). Torso of Aphrodite.

51B (62(>6). Torso of a seated Woman; the head was inserted.

514 (6680). Fragment of a Relief, of which only the torso is antique.

515 (6400). Statue of a Woman, the head and right forearm are mis-
sing. The left hand held a mask. It is probably a Melpomene. Coarse
execution.

516 (6674). Sarcophagus, decorated with battles of Amazons.

517. Torso of a Woman. The head was veiled, the right arm hung
down and the left was raised.

518 (6215). Torso of a Woman. The right arm was raised.

519. Lower part of a Female Statue.

520. Statue of a Woman. Head and arms are missing. It belongs to

the Hellenistic period.

521 (6686). Relief. Perseus and Andromeda. In his left hand Perseus
holds the Head of Medusa, the sight of which has just caused the death
of the dragon. With his right hand Perseus assists Andromeda to descend
from the rock. Hellenistic relief. After a painting.

522 (631X)). Head of a bearded man. Probably a reproduction of Me-
nelaus in the group of Menelaus and Patroclus.

523. Headless Statue of Cybele with her lions.

524 (6859). Fragment of a Candelabra with delicate ornamentation.

525 (6379). Colossal Head, much restored. Probably an emperor cha-
racterised as Hercules.

526 (6<>S4). Fragment of a Sarcophagus. Dionysus, accompanied by
his troupe, advances towards the left. Hellenistic.

627. Fragment. The man is seated on a rock.

528 (6217). Torso. The youth's left arm is raised, while the right arm
hangs down.

529. Torso of a dancing Faun.

530 ((k354). Male Statue of which only the torso is anti(]ue. The youth
is clad in a very fine chiton and nebris and may therefore be recognised
as Dionysus or a Satyr. He was originally represented dancing. The style

is of the fourth century. The statue may be compared with the Albani
Maenad attributed to Scopas.

Hall of the Scylla.

5tU (W72). Table Pedestal. At either end are figures of Scylla and a

Centaur in the round, continued at the sides in relief. The Centaur par-
ticularly is much restored. In the case of Scylla the woman's body ends
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in fish tails under which are seen the heads of three dogs holding hu-

man limbs in their jaws. Scylla is tearing her hair. The Centaur on the

other side is tamed by a Cupid on his back. It is considered that Scylla

and the Centaur appear heje as guardians of Hades, The style is Hel-

lenistic.

5B2-535 (120129, 120175, 6671, 6676). Four Well-heads decorated with

oak, olive, vine and ivy leaves.

536-539 (,6499, 110004, 110005, 6439). Four herms, used as ornaments
in a Pompeian garden. Compare the House of the Vettii.

540 (6IX)0). Statue of Venus, of which only the torso is antique, the

rest being either re-worked or restored. She is nude except for the cloak

wrapped round her legs. Near her stands a Cupid with a shell.

541-544 (6363-6:36(1). Four Busts of River Gods as is indicated by the

waves beneath. Perhaps used as ornaments for a fountain.

545. Group of a Satyr seizing a Hermaphrodite who endeavours to

disengage himself by force. Much corroded.

546-549 (6545. 6423, 111391, 6425), Four Busts, They were used to

ornament a garden.

550 (6857). Three-sided Candelabra, decorated with figures of animals,

and resting on three rams.

551 (6858). Candelabra, On the sides are Apollo with his cithara,

Pythia and Nike.

Beneath the window :

552-553. Two dogs scratching themselves.

On the wall :

554. Architectural Fragments.

555 557 (6569, 6566, (>567). Slabs of a relief, figures of animals.

558 (6736). Relief. A bearded man, resembling Zeus, is seated in front
of a tent and holds a knotty staff. Close by is a sheep. At his side is a
scrinium on which lie rolls.

559 (6607, 6(308, 6610-6618, (3624, 6625, 6628, 124906K Masks In high
relief. They were used as wall decoration, water-spouts, etc.

560-5(k3 (6621, &339, 6<i31, 6633). Four rectangular oscllla with masks.

5*36 (6575). Relief, representing a shop or a kitchen. A bearded man
is weighing something on large scales while two others are occupied in

dividing a big piece of meat (?). To the right are cooking utensils ; a
man is cleaning a plate.

567 (f>39()). Relief, two women playing with a bird.

568 (6679). Relief of the initiation of Hercules into the Eleusinian
mysteries. A priest and a Kore are present.

669 ((3691). Relief. Man on horseback holding a woman in front of
him. He is being led towards a statuette of Hercules.

570 (6692). Relief. A warrior with a sword driving a biga.

571-574 (imi, imo, (36:34, 101^288). Round Oscilla. They were suspended
from garlands between columns. They could be turned and both sides

were conseiinently decorated with reliefs. They swung to and fro in the

wind, hence their name.

575 (6<)87). Relief representing a scene from a comedy. The old man
is being restrained with great difliculty from giving way to his inclination
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to lean upon his son, who is himself hardly able to stand upright and
is supported by a slave. A stage is indicated in the background.

57(5 (G716). Fragment of a high relief. An old woman is endeavouring
to extract a thorn from the foot of a goat-herd.

577 (67U). Fragment of Oscillum with a rider.

578 (6ftS8). High Relief. A youth holding a lyre is being drawn on to

a couch by dancing-girls and hetairae. All the heads have been restored.

The relief reveals the hand of an artist of the Alexandrian period, re-

calling Praxiteles.

Hall of the Atlas.

579 (6374). Statue of Atias. The face and right foot are restorations.
He supports the celestial globe upon his shoulders, and maintains his

equilibrium with difficulty under that weight. The cotistellations are re-

presented on the globe. The statue may perhaps have been used to or-

nament a fountain.

580. Torio of a Man, with cloak and sword-belt. Roman period.

581 (0702). Pediment relief with the bust of Minerva.

582. Frieze with eagles, garlands and lions.

583 (3002). Monument to Torinia with a battle-scene.

584. Torso of the statue of a warrior. Replica of a Lysippean motive.

585 (6704). Large Relief. Above, a procession of gladiators, in the

middle their combats against each other, below, against animals.

586 (6222). Torso of a Man. The head is turned to the right, the

right hand is raised and probably held a spear. Hellenistic.

587 (6703). Pediment relief with the bust of Zeus. Cp. 581.

588 (6^377). Small Sarcophagus, ornamented with Cupids carrying the

drunken Silenus.

589-590. Architectural Fragments, two being decorated with fantastic

figures of animals.

591 (6213). Torso of a Warrior, who wears a richly decorated cuirass.

In the centre is a trophy with Victories and two prisoners.

5i^2. Similar Torso. The cuirass is ornamented with a trophy placed
between two Victories sacrificing bulls.

593 (6681). Relief. Artemis with sceptre and dog.

594 (6722). Relief of a Roman triumphal procession.

559 (()6S3). Relief, A Roman and his wife portrayed as Hercules and
Omphale, with scenes of the Labours of Hercules.

5iM3 (W>85). Silenus on an ass In a Bacchic procession.

597 (6712). Slab of a Sarcophagus with the representation of a race.

The charioteers are cnpids and in the background the Spina with its

different monuments and apparatus is clearly recognisable.

598 (^>693). Sarcophagus with representation of a Bacchic procession.
Silenus reclines on a car drawn by asses. Round about him are Satyrs
and Maenads. The car of Dionysus is drawn by a male and a female
Centaur The whole pri>cessiori advances towards the right, where lies

Ariadne, forsaken by Theseus. Eros draws the attention of a satyr to

the sleeping Ariadne.

o^fJ. Small Cinerary Urn decorated with flowers.
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GOO (6228). Torso of a Man clad in a chlamys. A palm served as

support.

601, 602 (6216, 6219). Two dogs lying at rest.

603 (6220), Torso of a male statue. On its left side are the remains
of some rounded object, possibly a bow. The right arm is raised.

604 (6756). Sarcophagus, divided in front into five panels. In the centre
is Zeus enthroned, near him Hera, Apollo, and some of the Muses. On
the sides, others of the Muses are represented.

605, 606 (6^:K)0, 0601). Two fragments of a Reh'ef. On each one is a

trireme. They must have adorned some curved building.

607 (6302). Statue of a Man, restored without reason as Hermes. Me-
diocre execution.

Hall of the Zeus.

608. Torso of an Emperor, of severe type. There was a support under
the left leg.

609^612 (6740, 6743, 6759, 6773, 6770, 6768). Fragments of a parapet,

placed on the walls of the room. The subjects are personifications of

cities, Hercules wrestling with Antaeus, sacrifice to Ares, Eros mena-
ced by Athena.

613 (6701). Sarcophagus. The tablet for the name is held up by Cen-
taurs. Beneath are seated figures of conquered provinces.

614. Torso of a Toga statue, the head of which was made separately.

615 (6742). Fragment of a parapet* Omphale and Hercules. Cp. N. 609.

616 (6214), Torso of a Colossal Statue. The left arm was raised.

617 (65S1). Fragments of a Sarcophagus. Polyphemus and Ulysses.

618 (6227). Torso of a Colossal Female Statue. An Amazon, or a perso-

nification of Rome in the costume of an Amazon. Magnificent Roman work.

619 (6741). Fragment of a parapet with sacrifice of a bull. Cp. N. 609.

620 (65S0). Fragment of a Sarcophagus. Polyphemus and Ulysses.

621 (6221). Torso of a Colossal Male Statue.

622-624 (6775. 6774, 6758). Fragments. Cp. 609.

625. Torso of a man clad in a cloak.

626 (6323). Seated statue of a Youth whose sword lies on the ground
before him. Hence the restoration as Ares, but it is now thought to be
Achilles about to play the lyre. Work of Pergamene school.

627, 628 (6754, 6755). Fragments of a parapet with battles of Centaurs
and scenes in which Satyrs figure. Cp. N. 609.

629 (60W). Sarcophagus. The female portrait bust has never been
finished. Tlie woman was to have been represented as a Muse. On cither

side, centaurs and Nereids. Roman wholesale work.

GK) (f)7^)6). Front of a Sarcophagus with hunting scenes.

Kil. Torso of a seated man.
6*52. Fragment of a Relief. Paris with the Phrygian cap,

f>:i3-rKU5 (6746, ()761, 61^, 6746), Fragments of a parapet, with re-

presentations of a myth of Artemis, Amazons and Actaeon. Cp. 609.

637 (6767). Frat^ments of a Relief, representing a triumphal proces-
sion. Good workmanship of the time of Hadrian.
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638 (6765), Fragments of a Relief with captive barbarians.

639 (6584). Fragments of a Sarcophagus. Dionysus contemplating A-
riadne. Good execution.

640 (6606). Lid of a Sarcophagus with Bacchic procession.

641 (6586). Fragments of a Sarcophagus with Centaurs and Nereids.

642 (110565). Fragment of a Relief. Two ships manned by barbarian
(Etruscan ?) warriors.

643. Lower portion of a colossal seated statue, probably Zeus. Good
copy of a Greek original.

644 (6263). Statue of a seated Woman. The head is restored. She re-

sembles the Hera Giustiniani in the Museo delle Terme.

645 (6744). Fragments of a parapet with the Calydonian hunt. Cp.
N. 609.

646 (6583). Fragment of a Relief. Two barbarian women with gifts.

647 (6596). Fragment of a Sarcophagus with Bacchic procession.

648 (6124). Statue of a man. Only the torso is antique, and it must
have belonged to the statue of a emperor who wore a cuirass ornamented
with figures of Zeus and two Corybantes. The restorer has done his work
taking as model the Capitoline Ares.

649-654 (6750, 6747, 6760, 6749, 6772). Fragments of a parapet. Cy-
bele and Atys, the punishment of Marsyas, Apollo with the cithara.

Cp. N. 609.

655 (6579). Sarcophagus with tlie representation of Hippolytus and
Phaedra. To the right Hippolytus hunting. Late and coarsely executed
replica.

656 (6748). Fragment of a parapet; priest of Cybele, dancing. Cp.
N. 609.

657 (6119). Statue of a hunter with spoils of the chase. Roman copy.

658 (6745). Fragment of a parapet. Procession of eight priests, most
of them are bearded. Cp. N. 609.

659 (6719). Sarcophagus Relief, representing the Calydonian hunt.

660 (6711). Sarcophagus, with representation of the myth of Pelops
and Oenomaus. Fourth century.

661 (31). Male Torso. Part of the garment has been executed se-

parately.

662 (10833). Ferdinand IV, King of Naples, by Canova.

Corridor of the Coloured Marble Statues.

663-664 (5989, 5995). Columns of verde antlco. (Similar columns have
been placed near the three other doors of this hall).

665 (6278). Statue of Diana of Ephesus, whose body is adorned with
figures of animals in six rows. The statue has four rows of breasts.

There >vas a similar statue in the Temple of Diana on the Aventine
and another at Lake Nemi. The Naples statue is the best one preserved
to us.

(566 (6115). Statue of a Persian, executed in coloured marbles. He is

represented in Oriental costume. It served as a support. This is perhaps
a copy of a Pergamene original.

667 (8117). Similar Statue.
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668 (6764). Relief with dedicatory inscription. Mithras is slaying the

bull, who is attacked at one and the same moment by a dog, a serpent
and a scorpion.

669 (6225). Tiger or Panther, suckling its young.

670 (6280). Statuette of a Woman, represented in downward flight.

She grasps the upper part of the draper}' of her garment with both
hanfls, while her cloak floats around her. She is generally called Artemis,
but may be a Nike. Both hands are restored.

671 (6723). Relief of Mithras sacrificing a bull. Cp. N. 668.

672 (6223). Tiger or Panther. The eyes were inserted separately.

673 (6118). Statuette of a Persian. It was used as a table support.

674 (6710). Relief. Apollo with the cithara. A votive ofl^ering to Apollo
and the Nymphs. This relief and others similar to it were found at Ischia

in the shrine of the nymph Nitrodes.

675 (6262). Statue of Apollo. He rests his left hand on his cithara which
he has placed on a pillar. His right arm is thrown above his head. Both
hands are restorations. The type belongs to the fourth century.

676 (6709). Relief. Apollo with the Nymphs. Cp. N. 674.

677 (6385). Statue of a Man. Only the torso is antique. It has been
restored as Meleager, but the position of the head differs from that of
the Meleager by Scopas.

678 (6708). Relief. Eros and Anteros in combat for the palm of
victory.

681. Well-head with ornamentation in relief.

682 (6735). Fragment of a Relief with two nymphs.

6813 (6762). Sarcophagus. Dionysus supported by a satyr, and maenads.

684 (6732). Relief, three nymphs between the Dioscuri.

685. Statue of Nike. The head, arms and feet were probably made
separately aiid of white marble. The hands were outstretched and very
likely held the palm of victory and a wreath. The artist has j)erhaps

copied a Nike from those that were used as acroteria in Epidaurus.

687 (6751). Relief. Apollo is standing near a laurel tree with his ci-

thara. Close by are two nymphs, one of them holding a shell in which
a woman (Capelliua) is bathing her hair.

688 (6782). Candelabra, the pedestal of which is supported by three

chimeras.

681^ (6706). Relief, Apollo with the cithara. Near him arc nymphs
watering plants.

690 (418^)). Cinerary Urn. A man, feasting, reclining on his couch; at

his feet his wife is seated.

693 (4185). Cinerary Urn, ornamented with heads of Amnion, eagles
and a griffin.

694 (6752). Relief* Aj)ollo with a cithara near a laurel tree and three

nymphs with shells and a liydria.

695 (6781). Candelabra, richly decorated with sacrificial implements
etc. At the corners stand three swans with curved necks. Very fine

execution and evidently intended for an important temple.

69<> (6721). Relief. Three nymphs and Apollo, with the cithara.

697 (612(J). Cinerary Urn with symbols of Apollo.
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69S (6720). Apollo, with the cithara, and three nymphs.

9J)9 (111800). Sarcophagus, curved at the ends. In the centre is a
shield with the bust of a woman, upheld by Tritons. The inscription is

on the lid.

700 (6707). Relief. Apollo with nymphs.

701. Altar, decorated with ox heads and garlands.

704 (2929). Grave stone. In a niche is the figure of a priestess of
Isis. Flavian period.

705 (975). Statue of Serapls. The hands are restorations. The ^od is

seated on a throne and wears a chiton and cloak, the latter being thrown
round his legs. He holds a sceptre with his left hand, his lowered right

hand perhaps held a patera. On his head he wears a modius. Near him
sits a dog with three heads and with a snake round its neck. The
Zeus-like type of Serapis is a creation of Bryaxis who produced in A-
lexandria a statue of very costly materials after the type of the Pluto
of Sinope, which statue has served as model for all subsequent statues
of Serapis. This copy was found in Pozzuoli and does not equal the
others in beauty.

70(i (981). Statue of Anubis, the Egyptian Anpu, to whose lot it fell to
w^atch the graves of the departed. The head of a jackal has been placed
on the body of a Hermes. Mediocre workmanship.

707 (6281). Seated Statue of Apollo. The head and all the extremities
are restored and ought to have been added in bronze. The god is seated
on a rock and wears theatrical costume, namely a long sleeved chiton and
a cloak fastened at the shoulders. In his left hand he holds the cithara
and in his right a plectrum. This is a carefully executed copy of a fourth
century original.

708 (6372). Statue of Isls. The head and extremities have been re-

stored in white marble. The costume is the usual one of a chiton with
wide sleeves and the cloak is fringed. It is a good Roman copy.

709 (Ki(>S). Statue of a Woman. The head, hands and legs are resto-

rations. She resembles Hera or Demeter but the attributes in the hands
may denote Isis. She wears a veil.

710 (6370). Statue of Isls. Again the restorations of head, hands and
feet have been executed in white marble. The goddess wears a long
chiton with sleeves, and has wrapped the so-called Kalasiris round the
lower part of her body, while her fringed cloak hangs down her back.
In her right hand she held the sistrum, a kind of rattle. Alexandrian
work.

In the Garden,

711. Statue of Aphrodite. The head and right hand are missing. The
figure is derived from the Cnidian statue, but has undergone certain al-

terations which are best reprcseiitated in the Aphrodite of Syracuse.

712-750. Round the walls are grave stones, honorary bases, and
other inscriptions from Pozzuoli, Capua and other places. Certain cu-
riously shaped grave cippi from Pompeii deserve attention. Most of
them have sniooth fronts for inscriptions but behind they show the roun-
ded shape of the head and hair.
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West Wing.

The Bronzes.

The Bronzes of the National Museum are unique. The greater part

were found at Herculaneum and most of these are from one splendid
villa outside tlie town, the property of some rich Roman landowner who
had evidently collected a whole gallery of the finest examples of sculpture

in marble and bronze. This treasure trove richly repaid the great labour

and cost of the excavations, for which underground passages had to be
made owing to the depth of the accumulated earth and with a view to

ensuring the safety of the houses thus undermined. Gradually tlie details

of the discovery were forgotten and the report became current that the

city of Herculaneum had been a notable art-centre, far surpassing the

neighbouring towns in the possession and appreciation of works of art.

It is to the credit of G. de Petra to hav^e demonstrated that all these

masterpieces came out of this one villa which was excavated from 1750
to 1795.

Corridor of the Bronze Horse.

First Section, to the left

:

755 (5597). Statue of M. Calatorius, clad in a toga, under the right

eye a wart. He belonged to a well-known family in Herculaneum. The
statue was erected to him by his fellow citizens.

759 (5612). Statue of a Woman dressed in a tunic and palla, the
latter being drawn over her head. The hair is dressed after the manner
of the Claudian period.

761 (560f)). Portrait Bust of an old man. The hair of the head and
the beard are ditferently treated. The manner of wearing the beard is

reminiscent of the Flavian period.

On the right

:

762 (5587). Head of a Flamcn» identified as such on account of the

peculiar close-fitting head-dress of which the apex is missing.

Second Section, on the left :

765, 7(5() (5591, 1^740). Statue of L. Mammlus Maximus, once a priest of

Augustus. The attributes originally held in his hand are lost.

On the right

:

770 (5599). Statue of a Woman. Her coiffure reminds one of Antonia,
the mother of Claudius. She perhaps held a patera in her right hand and
in her left an incense-box.

On the left :

773 (5013). Female Statuette, rc|)rcscnting either Demeter or Hera.
The cloak is drawn up over her hea<i but leaves the diadem visible. She
held a sceptre and a patera in her hands. From the hollow back we con-

clude that, like N. 774, 782, 783, she was attached to the chariot of the

Quadriga from Herculaneum.

On the right

:

774 (5004), Statuette of a Youth wearing a cuirass under a chlamys.
His right hand Is raised as though holding a spear. He has been iden-

tified as Caligula. Cp. N. 773.
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Third Section, in the centre :

775 (4904). Bronze Horse, the only remains of a splendid qnadriga,
pieced together out of innumerable fragments. Note the inscription by
Mazocchi on the base. For the ornamentation of the quadriga see N. 773.
Many further fragments of the chariot, horses and charioteer have been
recently discovered by Gabrici.

Against the pillars to the left :

782 (5016). Statuette of a young God, resembling Apollo. He may have
held a sceptre in his right hand. Cp. N. 773.

To the right

:

783 (5005). Statuette of a Youth, which also served to adorn the qua-
driga. Cp. N. 773.

Fourth Section, on the left

:

785 (5589). Statue of a Woman, evidently a worshipper, as is indicated

by her veiled head and outstretched arms. The motive is the invention

of Euphranor or some other artist of the fourth century. This statue is

the best of the female portraits found at Herculaneum.

On the right

:

788 (5G09). Statue of a Woman, erroneously entitled Livia or Domilia,
but really belonging to the time of the Claudians.

Against the pillar to the left ;

790 (5586). Male Portrait Bust called, for no reason, Sulla.

On the right

:

791 (5601). Bust of an unknown Man, clean-shaven, eyes inset.

Fifth Section, on the left :

793 (5615). Statue of Tiberius, judging by the shape of the head and
chin. Falsely supposed to represent the elder Drusus. This statue is one
of the finer works.

On the right

:

796, 797 (5493, 3718). Statue of Claudius, identified by the inscription.

The left hand, forehead and hair are restored and the statue is patched
in many places.

At the end of the corridor :

800 (115390). Horse's head with remains of gilding. It Is from one of

the six equestrian statues found in the Theatre.

Opposite :

801 (115391). Horse's head belonging to the Quadriga. Cp. N. 775.

Corridor of the Antinous.

802 (5595). Statue of Augustus. Rather poor work. The likeness how-
ever is recognisable by the shape of the head and the treatment of the

hair. The Emperor is represented at the age of about forty, at the time
of the battle of Actium.

On the left:

803 (5635). Equestrian Statue, pieced together out of fragments found
near the eastern Arch of the Forum of Pompeii. The identification as

Caligula or Nero is arbitrary.
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On the left wall ;

804 (4992). Roman Portrait Bust* Observe the remarkable thickness
of the patina. Eyes inset. A mediocre work.

805 (5584). Herm, identified by Mau as Claudius Marcellns. The sickly
features which are prominent in the portrait would be in agreement with
his bodily condition. The head resembles the statue of Marcellus which
was erected in the Macellum.

806 (49^)0). Female Bust with eyes
inset. The short curly hair suggests the

• •
^

Claudian period.

807 (5617). Head of Tiberius. Poor
work.

Opposite the West Entrance of the

Museum ;

808 (126170). Statue of Perseus. A
strongly-built youth is standing at ease,

the right hand on his hip» and the left

hanging at his side. The cloak drawn
across the back from the left shoulder
to the right hand is a separate piece of
work. A band passing under the chin
was intended to secure some object at-

tached to the head with lead. As small
wings were fastened to the feet it is

assumed that wings were also attached
to the head and hence the conjectured
title Perseus though it might also re-

present Hermes. It is of good w^ork-

mauship and can be traced to a Lysip-
pean model (Fig. 45).

On the wall to the right

:

8a) (4989). Bust of an unknown
personage.

810 (110663). Herm of Caedliusju-
cufldus the celebrated banker of Pom-
peii in whose house the famous wax
tablets were found (Cp. N. 191 1). This
portrait must have been a speaking li-

keness (Fig. 46).

811 (5014). Statuette of a youth in

a tunic, wearing a cuirass ornamented
with figures inlaid in silver. His bea-
ring is imperial but the assumption

represents the emperor Caligula is probably incorrect.

813 (5(332, 56J3^^). Two Busts of unknown personages.

Fig. 43, Statue of Perseus.

that he

812,

Large Bronzes. Room I.

In the middle on a marble table near the window:

814 (r>(X)2). Dancing Faun found in the « House of the Kaun >. at Pom-
peii, which was consecjuently so called. He is represented not as drunk
but as performing a rhythmic dance. Tliis \vot]derfully executed work of

art may be regarded as a Greek original.
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815 (111495). Faun with wine-skin* Discovered in the house « del Cen-
tenario » in Pompeii, He wears a wreath of fir twigs and has pointed
ears and a long tail. He holds a full wineskin under his left arm the
contents of which he lets flow or checks at will according to the pressnre
exerted by the left hand on the mouth of the wine-skin.

816 (5001). Drunken Sllenus^ intended as a stand for a vase, of which
the fragments were found close at hand. He struggles with all his might
to maintain his equilibrium.

In the middle of the room :

817(5003), Dionysus, This un-
''

usually beautiful statuette com-
monly known as Narcissus, must
be thus identified on account of
the nebris and the ivy-wreath.
The action of the god is not self-

evident
;
perhaps he is playing

with his panther
,
perhaps liste-

ning to far-away sounds (Fig. 47).

The limbs are particularly slen-

der, causing us to ascribe this

work to the Hellenistic period
though the influence of Praxite-
les is plainly felt. A different base
was substituted for the original
before the eruption of Vesuvius.

818 (111701). Cupid carrying
a dolphin on his shoulder. Orna-
ment for a fountain.

819 (5000), Cupid with a duck.
Ditto.

On a marble table against
the right wall

:

820.822 (4897-4901). Lion,
Wild -boar with dogs, Serpent. Fig. 46. Caecilius Jucundus
Group for fountain. (Phot. Hrogi).

On a marble table against the left wall :

823, 824 (4902. 4891). Stag and Raven. Ditto.

825 (4994). Seated Fisherman. Ornament for a fountain.

826 (4890). Bull. Ditto.

827 (4903). He-goat.

The subjects of the frescoes which adorn the walls of this room are:

Opposite the window :

828 (9G25). Dionysus with two Satyrs surrounded by cupids etigrossed
in the chase. Painting and stucco.

On the other wall :

829 (9r)9ti). Dionysus with Satyrs.

On the left wall

:

830 (9595), A veiled woman stands on a dais holding a casket. In the
space on the right is another seated figure of a woman.
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Room II.

In the centre towards the window :

831 (5030). Apollo. As he still holds a plectrum in his right hand,
his left obviously held a cithara. This bronze is a good copy of a Greek
original of the time of Phidias. Cp. the Apollo of Mantua (Fig. 48, 49).

ifr^
In the centre of the room:

832 (4997). Statuette of a
flying Victory, originally su-
spended and consequently
able to dispense with the
newly-added ball at her feet.

She held a victor's palm or
a trophy in her left hand,
not the wand with which she
is now represented.

833 (4998). Statuette of
Venus Anadyomene. She pro-
bably held a mirror in her
left while adjusting her hair
with her right hand. Copy
of a fourth century original.

In the centre towards the
end wall:

8:34 (12rxi48). Statue of a
youth of Polyclitan type but
with many individual traits.

It is an original work and
ascribed to the end of the se-

vere period. Its owner evi-

dently altered it for use as a
candelabra » silvered it and
put a tendril in the right
hand from which the lamps
could han^. It resembles the
well-known Idolino in Flo-
rence (Fig. 50).

835 (5613). Statuette of A-
pollo. 'liiegod is represented
just interrupting his playing
to listen to the prayers of his

worshippers.

On a marble pillar against
the right wall :

KW (4i>95). Bacchus and
a Satyr.

On a marble pillar against the left wall :

K37 (4892). Seated Hermes.

The following paintings are on the walls:

At the end of the room :

8*W. Wall of the fourth style. Satyr and Bacchante.

Fig. 47. Naicissus (l*hot. Brogi).
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On the left wall :

839 (8594). Wall of the second style with architecture.

On the right wall:

840. Wall of the fourth style. Narcissus gazing at his reflection in

the water.

Fig. 48 and 49. Apollo of Mantua (Phot. Alinari).

Room III.*

In the centre towards the window :

841 (5(>25). Hermes seated on a rock, originally holding the cadiiceus
in his left hand. The wings are strapped to liis feet. He has paused for

a moment to rest hut is ready at once to resume his Hight through tlie

air (Fig. 51). This statue is a copy of a work of Lysippus or of his school.

842 (5624). Sleeping Satyr. His right foot is stretched out, the left

drawn in and his right arm raised above Ins head. I lis general bnild,
tail, horns, and goat's beard recall the type of Pan as rendered in the
third century.
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In the centre on tlie long marble table:

843-847 (56()4, 5^520. ;W)5, 5^)21, 5(519) . The so-called Dancers from Her-
CUlaneum. Probably intended for water-carriers on the point of visiting

the spring with hydriae on their heads. They can be traced back to Pe-
loponnesian originals of the fifth century. The shape of the bases shows
that they were originally meant to adorn niches. The eyes were inset. In

their hair they almost all wear a fillet inlaid with silver. The Doric peplos
falls in stiff folds to the ground. One (N. 847) is just in the act of faste-

ning hers on the left shoulder {Fig. 52).

7 ^ 5K

In the centre towards the end
of the room :

848 (5594). Bust of a young
man, probably an athlete on ac-

count of the olive twigs woven
in with the fillet.

849 (5592). Female Bust,
wrongly called Berenice, as there
is no resemblance with the coins

bearing her image and super-
scription. The lips were covered
with a thin layer of copper. The
hair dressed high is kept back
by a double plait. The goddess
Artemis has been suggested, but
the bust is probably a portrait.

In front of the window on
the right

:

HoO (5608). Archaic Bust of a
youth, the remains of a statue. It

is not clear whether this repre-

sents Apollo or some athlete. It

dates from the beginning of the
fifth century.

On the right wall :

851 (rym^). Head of a youth,
originally wearing a fillet. The
style of the head is Polyclitan

but the expression and the treat-

ment of the hair point to a some-
what later artist.

HV2 (nCi():\), A Girl standing
with both arms outstretched in

the attitude of prayer. She wears
a Doric chiton with apoptygma.
Her hair is secured by a fillet.

From a fifth century original.

85:5 (5614). Head of the Polyclitan school, probably Hercules.

F\g. 50. Kphebus of Ponipei
(Phot. Brogi).

On the left wa
854 (4HS5). Rei)lica of the head of the Doryphorus by Polyclitus.

Cp. N. 146. This copy was executed by Ai)oll(>nios , an Athenian of the
time of Augustus. The i)r()jections at the sides served for suspending
wreaths.
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855 (5610). Head of a Youth, after a work of Polyclitus produced later

than the Doryphorus.

856 (4889). Bust of an Amazon^ probably intended as a companion
figure to N. 854 (Fig. 53). Perhaps a copy of one of the Ephesian amazons.

//" 857 (5618), Male Bust. The long hair is secured by a fillet and the
* treatment of both hair and beard is very mannered. Some critics wish to

ascribe it to Scopas or Praxiteles on account of the pathetic expression
of the countenance. Sogliano sees in it a mingling of the Dionysiac and
Platonic types and thinks that the proper name for it is « Dionysoplaton »,

who occours in greek Papiri (Fig, 54).

J Kim
-'it

,

c^X

Fig. 51. Resting Hermes.

Room IV.

In the centre towards the window:
858 (5628). Drunken Faun. His wine-skin more than half emptied, he

is portrayed in a recumbent attitude on a lion's skin, and is snapping
the fingers of his right hand.

859, S60 (4888, 488«J). Two Gazelles,
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In the centre towards the end of the room :

861, 862 (5626, 5627). Two youths preparing to wrestle (Fig. 55).

Under the window in the left corner :

8a3 (4893). Wild Sow in full retreat.

On the right wall :

864-868 (5021, 5029, 5028, 5O20, 5032). Little Boys with a dolphin, hy-
dria and mask at their side, intended as ornaments for fountains.

' / ,

On the end wall:

869-873 (5007, 601t^,

5015, 5011, 6006). Sllenus
with a wine-skin or play-
ing with a panther, as
ornaments for fountains.

On the left wall :

874-877 (5033, 5023,
5030, 5027, 5031). Various
ornaments for fountains.

Room V.

In the centre towards
the window :

879 (5616). Male Bust,
erroneously called Sene-
ca. This masterpiece da-
tes from a period of ab-
solute realism and can
he considered a product
of post-Alexandrian sty-

le. It appears to have
been done from life and
therefore the original
must be sought amongst
contemporary celebrities

of the third or second
century.That the portrait

is of a Greek is proved
by the shape of the beard and the surroundings in which it was disco-
vered at Herculaueum, and this discredits thn idea of Seneca whose fea-

tures, judging by a herm of him at Berlin, were quite different from these.

Owing to the fact that a replica found on the Palatine wears an ivy-wreath
it has been urged that the original was a poet, wlierefore Philetas of Cos,
Callimachns and others have been suggested, though it is quite possible

that the ivy*wreath may have been an accidental addition. The large
number of replicas proves him to have been a person of great renown
but his identity remains as yet undiscovered.

880 (5602). So-called Democrltus. A bearded man of advanced age
with head bent slightly backward, the eyes thoughtfully cast down. It

is a good portrait of the Hellenistic period but cannot be identified.

881 (5623). So-called Heraclltus. A head showing signs of great energy.
It is an excellent work of the Hellenistic period.

Fig. 52. Dancers from Herculaueum.
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On the right wall :

882 (6607). So-called Archytas. This name is due to its similarity to

a head on a false coin. The head is covered with a leathern cap whose
rim is rolled into a band. As this head-dress was worn by athletes this

must be looked upon as the portrait of an athlete.

883 (5634^. Bust of Sclpio Afrlcanus Major, thus called on account of
the high temples, shorn head, toothless mouth and projecting ears, all to

be found in another duly inscribed bust and on the coins of Gnaeus Bla-
sius. Compare the Pompeian picture of the death of Sophonisbe. (N. 1400,
Fig. 56).

884 (5598). Bustof Aulus '

GabinluSy doubtful. It is not
certain whether the long curls

are antique, nor whether this

bust is of a man or woman.
Latterly it has been thought
to represent a Roman lady
of the time of Claudius.

8a5 (5588). Bust of a
Greek Warrior, called by the
members of the Academy of
Herculaneum C. Caesar, but
obviously a Hellenistic work.

On the end wall

:

886 (5622). Bust of a Ro-
man , called without reason
Marc Aemilius Lepldus or
Sulla.

887 (5631). Male Bust, ve-
ry realistic.

On the other wall :

888 (5596). Bust of a king
of the Hellenic period; it has
been identified on insufficient

grounds as Ptolemaeus Ale- Fig. 53. Bust of an Amazon (Phot. Brogi).
xander , as Alexander the
Great, as his father Philip, and as King Lysimachus.

889 (5600). Bust of Ptolemaeus Philadelphus, according to Six's pro-
bably correct suggestion. On coins he is represented at a more adv^anced
age. The bust is related to the art of Lysippus.

890 (5590). Bust of Seleucus Nicator, so called because of its resemblance
to coins bearing his image. A statue of him was executed by Lysippus.

On the column to the left near the window :

891 (4896). Female Bust, traditionally called Sappho. Undoubtedly
a poetess. Fourth century work. (Fig. 57).

In the glass case to the right near the window :

892 (69762-69771). Ten tigers' heads which served as water spouts.

To the left near the window :

893 (&467). Small Bust of Demosthenes, with inscription. Mediocre work.
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894 (6468). Small Bust of Zeno with inscription (300 B. C).

895 (5471). Small Bust of Metrodorus (330-277 B. C), the friend of
Epicurus.

896 (5470). Small Bust of Epicurus.

897 (5474). Bust of a Woman of the Claudian period.

898 (25494). Sun-dial in the form of a ham, the pig's tail serving as
pointer.

899 (5296). Statuette of a bearded Satyr, blowing the flute and accom-
panying himself with the scabellum, an instrument played with the foot.

t)00 (5466). Small Bust of
Hermarchos , with inscrip-

tion. He was a disciple of
Epicurus.

901 (5469). Small Bust of
Demosthenes, superior to N.^
893 (Fig. 58).

902 (5465). Small Bust of
Epicurus with inscription.

903 (5292). Statuette of a
Satyr with a thyrsus.

Beneath the window :

904. Candelabra, decora-
ted with many reliefs.

On the walls of the room:

905-9a8. Paintings of the
Second Style from Hoscorea-
le, with verv beautiful archi-
teclure. The meaning of the
pictures has not yet been de-
termined.

Room of the Isis.

Together with the Grae-
co-Roman gods the Egyptian
divinities found many wor-

Fig. 54. Dionysoplaton.

sh
of

ippers. In Pompeii directly after the earthquake of 63 A. D. the temple
Isis was rebuilt. The objects here collected were excavated there.

Over the door, outside :

f)09 (3765). Inscription stating that the temple was rebuilt at the
expense of Numerius Popidius Celsinus, who was rewarded by being
received amongst the 13ecurioiies. The parents, freed citizens, strove by
this act of generosity to secure a higher position for their son.

910. Holy-water stoup.

In the centre of the room :

911 (62fH)). Head of a Woman. Roman copy of a fifth century type.

912 (G^S). Another holy-water stoup.

Along the window wall :

913, 914. Marble column, bronze stands for braziers.
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In the glass case:

915-925. Candelabra, lamps, sisfra, sacrificial knives, etc.

924 (1035). Tablet with hieroglyphs, which had not the least connection
with Pompeii, but were placed in the Shrine oflsis in order to give local

colour.

F'JS- 55- Wrestling youths.

925. Leaden Vessel in which water was kept.

if26 (62f)8). Statuette of Venus Anadyomene, with traces of colouring.

On the wall opposite the window :

$>27 (6312) Marble statuette of Diony-
sus giving his panther water from a can-
tharus. Dionysus was associated with Osi-
ris as was Venus with Isis.

928 (976). Statuette of Isls. Archaistic,
painted and gilded. She held the sistrum
in her right hand and in her left the
Ankh.

929 (4991). Herm of Norbanus Sorex.

Among the frescoes from the Temple
of Isis the following are noteworthy:

Over the entrance door :

930. Osiris.

931. Caricature of Typhon.

932. An Egyptian woman is stan-
ding on a ship and drawing another ship
along behind her. Beneath are two great
snakes.

933 (Sr)(>4). Lion advancing to the

9:U (85(52). Ibis.

On the wall opposite the window :

935, 936 (8^365, 8533). Animals.

in

Fig. 56. Scipio
a Pompeian picture.

right.
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937 (9548). lo guarded by Argos. Hermes gives him a syrinx in order
to lull him to sleep so that he may kill him and so liberate lo.

938 (9558). lo is carried back to Fsis in Egypt by the Nile.

Room of the Pompeian Temples.

Everything that was found in the three temples of Zeus, of Apollo,
and of Zeus Meilichios has been collected here.

Near the door leading to

- "^v^^iftMtf
^^^ Room of Isis :

"^
939 (62rj6). Large marble

bust of Zeus, resembling the
Zeus of Otricoli, which is a
fourth century creation.

At the base :

940 (66&4). Marble Relief.

Zeus holding the sceptre in

his right hand, is seated on
a throne borne by winged
animals.

941 (6260). Torso of a co-

lossal seated statue. Zeus ?

942 (6264). Large Bust of
Hera.

In the centre of the win»
dow wall:

943 (22573). Terracotta
Bust of Minerva with helmet.

Along the third wall:

944 (22574). Terracotta
Statue of Jupiter. The right

hand held the thunder bolts.

&45 (22575). Terracotta
Statue of Juno.

946 (5629). Bronze Statue of Apollo shooting an arrow from his bow.

Opposite :

947 (4895). Upper portion of a bronze statue of Artemis. She is in the
act of shooting arrows, probably at the Niobids.

Fourth wall

:

948 (6294). Marble Statue of Venus, much restored.

949 (6352). Statue of a Hermaphrodite. Companion figure to N. 948
and made of marble.

950 (187). Herm of Mercury, the patron of the palaestra.

Room of the large bronze fragments.

951. Numerous fragments of equestrian and other ttatuei, many with
traces of gilding.

In the centre of the room :

963 (110127). Silver bust of Galba. Very much damaged.

Fig. 57. Sappho (Phot. Brogi).
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Corridor of the Antinous,

'iki-"^

964 (6052)» Bust of Tiberius, who strongly resembled his mother.

965 (6400). Colossal seated statue, restored as Aufi:ustus.

966 (6043). Hcrm of Tiberius.

967 (6046). Statue of Caligula, in a cuirass. Very much restored. The
older portions are of good workmanship.

968 (60fX)). Bust of Claudius. Good execution. The mental weakness
and the timidity of the man are clearly recognisable.

969 (6059). Statue of Titus in

a cuirass, represented as the con-
queror of Jerusalem.

970 (6058). Bust of Nero (?)

Likeness is lacking but it is dif-

ficult to see whom else the bust
resembles.

971 (6055). Statue of the youn-
ger Drusus, so called because of
the resemblance to his image on
coins. The type is derived from
a Polyclitan work.

972 (6054). Female Bust.

973 (109516). Head of the
younger Drusus.

974 (6192). Female Bust, with
traces of red colour still remai-
ning in the locks of hair that co-
ver the temples and ears.

975 (111386). Bust of a youth.

976 (6063). Bust of a Roman,
certainly not a portrait of Nerva.

"%

<i* ti i^ai >ii

Fig. 58. Bust of Demosthenes.

Opposite the door leading to

the garden :

977 (6029). Statue of a Wo-
man, seated. The head assuredly
does not belong to the body. Tlie
hands are restored. The drapery and such portions of the body as are

visible are very carerully executed. This portrait of a woman of about

fifty years of age has been thought to be one of the two Agrippiiias, but

the identification is doubtful.

978 (120424). Head of a Woman of the Claudian period. The iiair is

arranged in curls and shows traces of red colouring.

979 (6033). Bust of Caracalla. He had accustomed himself to turn his

head towards his left shoulder in imitation of a habit of Alexander the

Great, noticeable in all portraits of that monarch. The artist has here

made a portrait admirably full of the character of the fiend who did not

hesitate to kill his brother in their mother^s arms (Fig. 59).

980 (6075). Bust of Hadrian in a cuirass. This is the best portrait of

that emperor in the National Museum.
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981 (6092). Statue of Marcus Aurelius in a cuirass.

982 (6()31). Bust of Antoninus Pius. Excellent workmanship.

983 (6030). Statue of Antinous, the favourite of the Emperor Hadrian,
who gave up his life for his master, and who was deified after death and
worshipped ordinarily under the guise of Dionysus. The motive of the
statue is derived from a fourth century original (Fig. 6o).

Along the long wall :

984 (6081). Statue of L Verus, in a cuirass. The right arm is restored;
the head is ancient but does not belong to the body.

985 i6079). Bust of
M. Aurelius* He wears
a chiamys.

986(6056). Colossal
seated statue of an Em-
peror. The head and
arms are restorations.
The restorer had Clau-
dius in his mind.

987 (6070). Bust of
a Man. Period of the
Antonines.

Opposite the Cor-
ridor of Homer;

9&S (6057). Statue
of a Roman Empress
arrayed as the Muse
Polyhymnia. The desi-
gnation of Antonia is

incorrect. She resem-
bles Matidia, the mo-
ther of Sabina.

Along the right
wall

:

989 (6088). Bust of
Caracalla, cp. N. 979.

990 (6074). Bust of
the so called Plotina. This designation is arbitrary. The hair is piled up
in curls forming a diadem above the forehead.

991 (6080). Bust of the elder Faustina, recognisable by the style of
hair-dressing.

f>92 (6062). Bust of a Woman of the Flavian period, judging by the

coiffure which was then fashionable.

f>93 (6195). Bust of a Woman, identifiable by coins as Marciana, the

sister of Trajan.

FiR- 59 Caracalla (Phot. Brogi).

Hall of the Great Mosaic.

994 (60:58). Julius Caesar. Colossal Bust, which must be identified as

a portrait of C. Julius Caesar on the basis of agreement with coins. Good
workmanship of the first century H. C. (Fig. 61).
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On the left wall:

995 (6048). Head of a Man. Only the face is antique. Perhaps intended
to be Marcellus.

Opposite :

996 (6045). Bust, considered to be the elder Agrippina, or perhaps
Livia.

To the left

:

997 (6044). Statue of Marcellus. The left hand and the right arm are

restorations. Part of the hair near the left temple was removed so that

a wreath might be placed on the head. This statue, and the one following,

were found at Pompeii in the
Macellum.

Opposite;

998 (6041). Statue of LI-

via, the wife of Augustus.
The right forearm is resto-

red. She holds an incense
burner in her left hand and
wears an olive wreath, the
ends of which hang down
on her shoulders. Although
the features are not quite
the same as those of the well-
known portrait of Livia, yet
the identification is confirmed
not only by the fact that the
statue was found with that
of Marcellus (cp. N. 997) but
also by the inscription that
was found with it. We pro-
bably have before us an ideal
portrait of the empress as a
priestess, the artist having
paid little regard to the crea-
tion of a faithful likeness.

999 (10020). The battle of
Alexander. In size and signi-

ficance this is the most im-
portant of all mosaics. Cur-
tius (III-27) has described the
meeting of Alexander, King of Macedon, with Darius, King of the Persians.

The former has pressed forward and with his lance transfixes a com-
panion of Darius who has interposed his own body and that of his falling

horse in order to save his king. At this sight Darius almost forgets his

own danger. His charioteer despairingly urges his horses to flight over
all obstacles in order that he may bring the chariot out of the turmoil
and thus save Darius, but the king stretches out his arms to the friend

who has laid down his life for him (Fig. 62^. The mosaic probably goes
back to a motive created in the Hellenistic period.

10(X) (6049). Statue of a Man. The head and arms are recent additions,

and the statue has been restored as Tiberius.

1001 (6050). Head of a Boy, supposed by some people to be Nero.

1002 (6362). Statue of Fortuna, found in the Temple of Fortuna at

•Mi M a ii> «

Fig. 60. Antinous (Phot. Brogi).
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Pompeii. She holds a cornucopia in her left hand. The statue is of me-
diocre execution and belongs to the Alexandrian period. The head, how-
ever, is of an earlier type and may have replaced that of an empress.

1003 (6190). Bust of the younger Agrippinai with the hair dressed In

a peculiar fashion. This identification is proved by coins.

1004 (6053). Statue of a Man, holding a cornucopia in his left hand.
It is doubtful whether the head be antique. Some people suppose it to be
Tiberius or Augustus.

Hall of the Flavians,

In the centre :

1005 (6066). Bust of Vespa-
sian, Good workmanship.

At the end of the hall

:

1006 (6064). Statue of a Youth
clad in a toga. The head is an-
tique, but does not belong to this

body. The arms and feet have
been restored. The identification

with Britannicus lacks proof.

1007 (6068). Colossal bust of

Vespasian. The upper portion of

the head has been restored and
the forehead has thus been made
too high. Othersvise the execu-
tion is good.

1008 (6229). Statue of a Boy,
wearing the toga praetexta and
a bulla.

1009. Colossal Head of Vespa-
sian. Mediocre work.

1010 (6061). Bust of Domltlan.

Fig. 6i. Julius Caesar. Good execution.

1011 (6039). Statue of an Em-
peror, restored as Julius Caesar. The head and the right arm are modern.

1012 (6230). Statue of a Boy, wearing the toga praetexta and a bulla.

The identification with Nero is arbitrary.

Hall of Tiberius.

1014 (6193). Bust of LIvIa, found in a shrine of the Lares at Gragnano
Comparison with the cameo in Florence results in the identification as
Livia in actual portrait resemblance and not idealised, as was usually
the case. She is here presented to us In her youth. The execution of the
bust is good.

Near the window wall :

1015 (6000). Colossal statue of Tiberius. A large portion of the head
is new. The artist intended to represent the emperor as Mars after a type
derived partly from Lysippus, partly from still earlier times. There is

something forced about his work.

1016 (118092). Colossal Bust of Titus. Mediocre work.
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1017 (6051). Colossal Bust of Tiberius. The head is one of the best we
know of Tiberius, and portrays him at an advanced age.

Opposite the Bust

of Livia, towards the

window :

1018 (6718). Slab

of a Relief. Cupids
and bulls on either

side of a candelabra.

1019, 1020. Archi-

tectural Frieze with
Cupids,Victories and
animals amidst acan-
thus leaves.

1021- 1024 (&>S5,

6607). Other architec-

tural fragments with
decoration in relief.

Hall of

Antoninus Pius.

1025 (6072). Statue
of Trajan in a cui-

rass. Portions of the
arms and legs , and
the upper part of the
head, if not the en-

tire head, are resto-

rations. Consequent-
ly the identification

with Trajan is uncer-
tain. The reliefs on
the cuirass are very
fine.

1026 (6032). Bust
of Matidia , the mo-
ther of Sabina who
was the wife of Ha-
drian. The identifi-

cation is verified by
her j^>ortrait on coins.

This bust ranks a-

mong the best por-
traits of women con-
tained in the Naples
Museum.

1027 (6076). Bust
of Plotlna, the wife
of Trajan. Numerous
portraits of her have
been preserved.

1028(6095). Statue
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of Lucius Verus. The right arm has been restored. The head has been
suspected , but it certainly does belong to the statue. The attitude is re-

miniscent of the Apollo Belvedere.

In the centre of the room :

1029 (6078), Colossal Bust of Antoninus Plus, a beautiful and splendid

work of art. The head was probably found in the Baths of Caracalla

(Fig* 63).

1030 (6299). Statue of a Roman woman as Venus, The attitude is

that of the Capitoline Venus. The face, however is a portrait, though
there are no means of ascertaining whose portrait it is.

1031 (6291). Statue of Ve-
nus, possibly with attempt to

reproduce some one*s por-
trait. There is a slight resem-
blance to Faustina.

Along the walls :

1032 (6093). Bust df the
youthful Marcus Aureh'us.

103^^ (6102). Statue, sup-
posed to be Maximinus. Ar-
bitrarily put together and has
no connection with Maximi-
nus.

1034 (6082). Bust of a
Boy, evidently a member of
the imperial family. Closer
identification is impossible,

1035 (60f)0). Bust of the
youthful Marcus Aurelius. I-

dealised.

1036 (6077). Statue of an
Emperor, to whom the resto-

rer has given the features ol

Domitian.

1037 (6094). Bust of the
youthful Marcus Aurelius.

1038 (6067). Bust of Ha-
drian in cuirass and chlamys. Good execution. Gorgons and Victories
serve to ornament the cuirass (Fig. 64).

1039 (00(39). Bust of Hadrian in a chlamys. Good workmanship.

1040 (6071). Bust of Antoninus Pius.

1041 (6091). Bust of the youthful Marcus Aurelius.

1042 (6.'U4), Col6ssal Statue of Antinousas Bacchus, It has been much
restored and it is possible that the attributes are incorrect additions.
Cp. N. 983.

1043 (6084), Bust of Conimodus in cuirass and chlamys. Probably
modern.

1044 (6(KH}). Bust, supposed to be Lucius Verus; the execution is not
had, hut the designation is incorrect.

1045-1049 (67rKi, 6753, 6757, 6739. 67;W). Decorative Statues from the

Fig. 63. Antoninus Pius.
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Temple of Neptune In Rome. This splendid building which is still standing
in the Piazza di Pietra, was rebuilt and decorated by Hadrian atid his

successors. Beneath each column there was on the stylobate a correspon-
ding pier ornametiied \v'\ih a figure in national costume personifying a
conquered province. Beneath each intercolumniation was a slab with
trophies of arms. Most of the fragments discovered in excavation are
siili in Rome, either in the Palace of the Conservators or in the Ode-
sc dchi and Altieri Palaces. Naples possesses the figure of an Asiatic
province, possibly Bithynia, in the dress of an Amazon, and a young
li< ire whose long hair is confined by a fillet, perhaps intended to be
N«.ricum. A third, Armenia, has her hair parted in the centre and is

holding an arrow and a quiver. There are also two slabs with trophies
of arms.

On the wall behind
the bust of Antoninus
I'ius:

10r>0 (()678). Relief
with inscription. Two
men clad in togas are
sacrificing before a sta-

tue , which according
to* the inscription , is

that of Marcus Aure-
lius.

Above

:

105 L, 1052 (6729,
6603). Two medallions
with a bust on each of
them.

On the wall oppo-
site the windows :

1053 (6)603). Relief

from a sarcophagus.
Period of the Antoni-
nes.

Above

:

1054. Medallion
with a bust. Fig. 64. Bust of Hadrian

Hall of the Roman Busts.

(As almost all the names given to the busts are doubtful, it is not

worth while to enumerate them here and for the sake of brevity we
confine ourselves to those that have been identified witli some certainty).

At the left end of the marble table opposite the windows.

1060(0086). Septimius Severus, whose beard is peculiary arranged in

long curls.

Near it, to the right

:

1061. So-called Clodius Alblnus. The style of the hair and board show-

that this bust belongs to the period from Hadriati to Septimius Severus.

De Petra considers it to l)c Clod ins Alhinns.

1069 (6KX)). Colossal Bust of a Barbarian ,
probably a Dacian.
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1070 (6178). Brutus. This is considered to be a portrait of L. Brutus,
the liberator of the Roman people, because the head is similar to the
head of L. Brutus which M. Brutus put on his coins. This assumption
presupposes that a portrait of L. Brutus was handed down as late as the
first century. In any case a bronze bust in the Palace of the Conserva-
tori represents the same person.

Portico of the Antlnous.

To the left:

1074 (6182). Bust of an unknown
Roman.

1075 (6179). Bust of an unknown
personage, of negro type.

In the case:

1076 (111399). Small Bust of De-
mosthenes.

1077 (110872). Epicurus (?).

1078 (111389). The so-called Se-
neca. This bust was probably joined
to another as a double herm,

1079 (110873). The same,

1080 (111392). Small Bust of Epi-

curus^ cut away behind. Cp. N. 1078.

1081 (109611). Roman bust from
Pompeii. It is fastened by means of
cement to an Aretine vase.

1082 (1195a5). Bustof Metrodorus.

Opposite the window:

1083. Bearded Head of a Greek.
It has been placed on a plaster herm.

Along the left wall:

1084 (6025). Head of a Roman,
considered by some to be Marcus Bru-
tus, by others as a portrait of Virgil.

1085 (6028). Bust of Pompey. O-
thers hold it to be Horace.

1086 (6697). Relief. An old man
in a cloak is seated on a chair, and
is about to carry a cup to his lips.

1087 (6U1). Bust of a Greek general. Lysimachus has been suggested.

1088 (6142). Bust of Posldonius, the Stoic, identifiable by the in-

scription.

1089 (6128). Bust of Zeno, the Stoic, with an inscription.

lOtKD (6127). Bust of a Man. It has been identified as Eratus or as

the Stoic Chrysippus.

1091-101)3 (6185-6187). Bust of a Man, incorrectly called Seneca.

1094 (10ii7). Head of Perseus, the last king of Macedonia.

10135 (6*2*31). Statue of a Roman in a toga. By a misapprehension this

figure has been designated as M. Tullius (Jicero.

Fig. 65. Statue of an orator (?).
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1(XM] (6125). Statue of a Woman, resembling Livia, but also like Dru-
silia. The designation of Sibylla which was formerly accepted is untenable,

1097-1098 (6201, 6189). Two Busts of unknown Romans.

1099 (6181). Bust of Marcus Brutus. The identification is questionable.

1100 (6205). Bust of a Roman.
1101 (6180). Bust of an Orator, The designation of Caius Marius has

no foundation.

1102 (6204). Bust of a Roman,
1103. Statue of a Man. It is derived

from the Hermes of Andros.

1104 (6245). Head of a Roman. With
it was found an inscription bearing the
name Terentius, which suggested the wri-
ter of comedies, but he had nothing to

do with this statue.

1105 (6202;. Bust of a Roman of the
last century of the republican period. It

is impossible to identify it.

1106 (6700). Relief. A man in a cloak
is seated on a stool

,
gazing at a mask

that stands before him.

1107 (111385). Bust of Pompey. Cp.
N. 1085.

1108 (6194). Bust of a Woman, with
veiled head. The himation is thrown
round the neck , so that only the face
remains uncovered by the garment. This
attitude frequently recurs , especially in

Greek terra-cotta figures of the fourth
century.

Corridor of Homer.

Left wall :

1109 v6139). So-called Herm of Sopho-
cles. It is now more correctly named
Aeschylus. The hair and beard are trea- ,^. ^^ e^^.^#.,r.
ted in masterly fashion. ^

1110, nil (6132,6136). lycurgus. The designation is arbitrary.

1112 (6113). Herm of Solon (?). Excellent execution. The designation
is arbitrary.

In the middle:

1113. Headless Statue, of good workmanship. It probably represented
an orator. (Fig. 65).

Right wall

:

1114 (61&^). Male Bust. Designation undetermined.

1115 ^6131). Supposed Bust of Carneades. Coarse work.

1116 (6130). Bust of LysiaSy identifiable by the inscription. The bust
was probably part of a statue which represented the orator addressing
an audience.

6
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1117 (6159). Hcrm of Antisthenes^ the founder of the School of Cynics.
The identification of this statue is unquestionable, because of its resem-
blance to the Antisthenes of the Vatican. It is probably a production of

the beginning of the fourtli century.

1118 (6415). Harm of Socrates. The superficial resemblance of this

great philosopher to Silenus is emphasised. An inscription on the herm
is a quotation from the Criton of Plato. (Fig. 66).

Opposite:

1119 (6413). Herm of Sophocles. Inasmuch as two copies of this type
bear inscriptions dating from antiquity designating them as Sophocles,
there can be no question as to the correctness of this name. The bust

dates from the time before the Hellenistic period and is perhaps influenced

by the statue erected by the poet's son Jophon, The Lateran Sophocles
is several decades younger.

Farther along the left

wall

:

1120 (6133). Bust of So-
phocles (?). Perhaps it is in-

tended to represent Aeschy-
lus or Aristophanes.

1121 (6140). Bust of He-
slod (?). It used to be taken
for Homer. The designations
as Hesiod, or as Apollonius
of Tyana, who worked mira-
cles in the first century after

Christ, are both uncertain.

1122 (6135). Bust of Eu-
ripides. The inscription pro-
ves the identification. Among
the other portraits this one
is distinguished by fine exe-
cution. It is problably deri-
ved from a bronze original
placed in the theatre in A-
thens by Lycurgus , the o-
rator.

the rightOpposite

,

wall

:

on

Fig. 67. Homer (Phot. Brogi).

1123, 1124 (6160, 6161).
Two Busts 6f Euripides, one
o( good, the other of medio-
cre, execution.

1125 (6134). Bust 6f Sophocles (?). Similar to the one in the Lateran.
1126 (6129). Bust of Socrates. Too much emphasis is laid on those

traits of Socrates which remind the superficial observer of Silenus.

Farther along the left wall :

1127 (6414). Herm of Euripides.

Opposite :

1128. Herm of Hesiod (?).

1129 (6239). Double Herm of Herodotus and Thucydides: both histo-
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rians can be identified by the inscription of their names. They are the
work of an artist of the second Attic School but are dependent upon an
earlier model. The double herm was found in tlie middle of the sixteenth
century and was sawn asunder by order of the Farnese. In Naples the
two halv^es have been once more united.

Opposite the door leading to the garden:

1130 (6023). Bust of Homer. This is a magnificent work of art. By
means of the legendary blmdness of Homer the artist has brought into

prominent expression the divine enthusiasm and clairvoyance of the poet.

The work must have been produced in the Hellenistic period (Fig. 67),

UBl (6237), Statuette of a Man, seated upon a throne supported by
winged lions.

1132 (6238). Statuette of
a seated Man identifiable by
the inscription as Moschion,
but as the head is missing,
it is impossible to know
which Moschion is meant.

On the right wall :

1133 (6U6). Bust of He-
rodotus, with inscription.

1131 (6157). Bust of a
helmeted warrior. Closer i-

dentification is impossible.

1135 (6236). Double Herm.
Identification impossible.

Farther along the left

side

:

1136(6162).So-called Bust
of Anacreon.

Opposite:

1137(6144). Supp. Bust of
Perlander. Probably found in

Herculaneum although mar-
ked Farnese. There is a simi-
lar bust in the Capitoline
Museum which has been na-
med Julian the Apostate be-
cause of its manifest resemblance to that emperor. But this identification
is incorrect for the busts bear indications of earlier Greek origin.

Fig. 68. Aeschines (Vatican).

Farther to the left :

1138 (6154). Bust, supposed to he a portrait of Juba, the elder.

1139 (6018). Statue of Aeschines. Found at Herculaneum broken into

many fragments. The artist has represented the rival of Demosthenes in

an attitucie he was very fond of assuming, namely hiding his arms under
his cloak when speaking instead of having them free. The sculptor seems
to have been interested in portraying the oratc^r rather than tlie f^^^l'ti-

cian. One might desire more life in the statue (Fig. 68).

1140 (6155). Bust of a Man, designated Socrates, but without reason.

1141 (6147). Bust of a Man, supposed to be Lysias.

6*
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1142 (6163). Bust of a Man, incorrectly called Demosthenes.

114B (6152), Bust of a Man, identified as Zeno, but without reason.
Careful workmanship.

1144 (6150). Bust of Pyrrhus. The helmet is decorated with a crown
of oak -leaves. The diadem, of which the ribbon is visible on the neck,
signifies that its wearer is a king. These attributes seem to indicate that
this is Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, the adversary of Rome. (Fig. 69),

Opposite:

1145 (6105). Statue of a Youth in the attitude of prayer.

Farther to the left:

1146 (6149). Harm of De-
metrius Poliarcetes (?). The
appellation is not quite cer-

tain, because his features as

given on coins, differ slightly

from these. The bull's horns
indicate a deity and are al-

ways given to Seleucus Ni-
cator, but also appear in por-
traits of other princes who
were his contemporaries.

1147 (6126). Statue, re-

stored as Homer. The head
and neck, judging by their

smoothness and different co-

lour, are evidently restora-

tions. In all probability the
statue represented a poet, and
for this reason the restorer
transformed it into a Homer
when adding a new head.

1148 (6156). Herm of Ar-
chldamos , King of Sparta.
The damaged inscription on
the herm had been interpre-
ted as Archimedes, but this

identification is contradicted
by the cuirass and sword-

belt (Fig, 70). A new reading of the inscription gives us the name as
Archidamos thus assuming that the herm is a portrait of Archidamos
the Second , who was King of Sparta at the beginning of the Pelopon-
nesian War.

1149 (6188). Harm of a Woman. It stood in Herculaneum together
with a herm of Pallas. This is not a i)ortrait, probably we must recognise
Hestia (Fig. 71).

In the centre

:

1150 (6210). Statue of an Orator. Found at Herculaneum broken in

many fragments and subse(iuently much patched. The yellow colour is

caused by heat. Judging by the costume, it is a Greek, and the identifi-

cation as Valerius Publicola is consequently incorrect.

Along the right wall

:

1151 (6148). Herm, supposed to be Attilius Regulus. This appellation

Fig. 69. Pyrrhus (Phot. Brogi).
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is quite arbitrary, it is more likely Philetairos, the fouiider of the Per-
gamene dynasty, but even that is not certain. Mediocre work.

1152 (6158). Bust, supposed to be Ptolemaeus Soter. The diadem is

the attribute of a prince ; all else is uncertain.

1153 (6151), Herm of a Man wearing a helmet.

Rooms of the Inscriptions.

1156-1255. In the centre of the Corridor of Greek Portraits and behind
the Bust of Homer, there is a door leading to five rooms in which the

Inscriptions have been arran-
ged, the smaller ones in cases
and the larger oftes upon the
walls. They come from exca-
vations and from the following
collections, namely the Farne-
se , the Borgia , the Daniele
(Capua), and the Seminary of
S. Francesco in Pozzuoli. The
Collection of Inscriptions in Ihe
National Museum is of great
importance iti the study of La-
tin and Greek Epigraphy, and
of Italic dialects. This subject
is more fully treated in the ori«

ginal Italian edition. See pre-
fatory note.

• Court yard

(Opposite the entrance of the

Rooms of the Inscriptions).

1257, Numerous Statuettes
have been placed in the court-
yard. They served to ornament
fountains and most of them arc

Fig. 70. Archidamos II. not of great artistic merit.

On the Central Staircase.

1258 (82(j(^). Upper portion of a Colossal Statue of Zeus. The god was
represented sealed, probably with tlie left arm raised and holding the
sceptre, while the right was stretched out. The magnificent conception
revealed in this statue is derived from a work of art produced in the fifth

century. It is probably a Roman copy of a Greek statue. Found in 1758
al Cumae, it was finally after many wanderings transferred lo the Naples
Museum.
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Campanian Wall Paintings.

The wall-paintings found in Herculaneum, Pompeii, and Stabiae en-

able us to form some idea, though necessarily a dim one, of the painting
of the Greeks, It must not be forgotten that the pictures before tis served
merely as decorations and are executed with a completely different techni-

que from that employed in the paintings of Greek artists. Nevertheless
they afford a conception of Greek art quite other than that derived from
Greek vase paintings. Most of the pictures were executed from the time
of Augustus down to the reign of Titus, many indeed having been pro-
duced after the earthquake of 63. A. D. The motives are probably bor-
rowed in great measure from the Greeks, but there are also traces of
Roman influence.

Mezzanino.

First Corridor.

Over the entrance door:

1259 (9553). The amours
of Zeus. The god is depicted

\n a reclining attitude hold-

ing sceptre and thunderbolts
while Eros diverts his atten-

tion.

On the wall to the left:

1260 (111436). Jason be-
fore Pelcus. Peleus , accom-
panied by one of his daugh-
ters, is descending the steps

of a temple. Below, at an al-

tar to the right stands Jason,
wearing only one shoe. To
the left a hull is lead to sa-

crifice, Peleus, who had dis-

possessed Jason 's father of h is

dominions, had been warned
by an oracle to beware of a

man wearing only one shoe,

and this prophecy recurs to

him on beholding Jason. To
remove the danger he sends

Jason forth on the perilous quest of the Golden Fleece.

1261 (111471). Phohilx, the hoary old tutor of Achilles, has arrived

with Diomede at Scyros to Implore Deidamia to send Neoptolemus to

fight against Troy. The meaning of this hitherto inexplicable picture has

been made clear owing to the recent discovery in Pompeii of a copy on

which the name of Phoinix is inscribed.

To the left near the passage to the Second Corridor :

1262 (12(h;:52;. Phllocteles wounded. He advances painfully, leaning on
a long start, lender his left arm he holds his how and (juiver with the

fatal arrows of Hercules. It is with these that he gains a subsistence.

12^33 (lUMiOl). The Judgment of Paris. To the right is seated Paris in

Fig, 71. Herm of a Woman.
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a thoughtful attitude, near him stands Hermes, pointing with his right

hand to the three goddesses, who have come to Paris in order that he
may settle their dispute as to which of them is the most beautiful.

1264. Nude Aphrodite arising from the sea.

In the passage leading to the second Corridor.

To the left above :

1265 (9089). Aeneas and Anchises, a caricature in which the persons
concerned are represented as monkeys. The well-known scene where
Aeneas, leading his son Ascanius by the hand, is bearing his father An-
chises on his shoulders away from Troy.

Below :

1266. Perseus showing Andromeda the reflection of the Gorgon, to

gaze on whom directly meant death.

Opposite

:

1267 (116397). Hercules and Aut^e. While washing the raiment of the
goddess, Auge, a priestess of Athena is assaulted by the drunken Her-
cules. She bore him a son, Telephus.

To the right near the passage :

1268 (9009). Aeneas wounded. He leans upon his spear and rests his
left hand on the shoulder of his little son Ascanius who weeps bitterly. A
doctor examines the woutid. Aphrodite approaches with the healing herb.

1269 (9010). The wooden hOrse of Troy. Into their city the Trojans
are drawing the wooden horse in which the Greek warriors are concealed.
Under a tree sits a mourning woman, probably Cassandra. Another,
perhaps Helen, is depicted above, signalling to the Greeks with a lighted
torch.

Near it, to the right, on the wall with semicircular window :

1270. The same.

At the right end of the same wall :

1271 (1200;J3). Judgment of Paris. Cp. N, 1263.

First Room,

To the left of the entrance :

1272 (9008;. Hercules and Telephus. The son of Augc (Cp. N. 1267) is

suckled by a hind. Hercules looks on in company with some women com-
monly supposed to be local deities.

Left wall (») :

127H (8999). Cassandra prophesying. On the right stands the prophetess
crowned with laurel and bearing a branch in her hand. Opposite sits Priam
with little Paris leaning against his knees. Heside him stands Hector hold-
ing a sword. In the background are other Trojans. Cassandra is evidently
warning Priam and Hector of the approaching downfall of Troy to be
caused by Paris.

1274 (9110). Achilles In Scyros. In order to save her son from certain

(*) The left ivalt is that to the left of the spectator 7vhen he stands
facing the window.
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death, Thetis has dressed Achilles in female clothing and hidden him
amongst the daughters of Lycomcdcs, but by the cunning of Ulysses he
is discovered. To protect his playmates he seizes weapons and thus reveals
his identity.

1275 (119689). Ulysses and Circe. Ulysses (the head is damaged) springs
from his seat and prepares to draw his sword against Circe who with out-

stretched hands implores his mercy. One of his transformed companions
looks in through an upper window.

Fig. 72. The .Sacrifice of Iphigenia (Phot. Hrogi).

1270 (9104). Fight between Achilles and AgamcmiiOn. The latter having
tijrealened to carry oft" Hriseis is challenged to a fight. Hoth draw theii

swords hut are each licld back, Achilles by Athena. Only the portion

representing this last incident is still intact.

1277 (9Ki5). The Snrrender of Briscls. In the centre is seated Achilles
who i)rondiy hut calmly orders the surrender of Hriseis to Agamemnon's
two messengers. l*atroclus leads the maiden towards them. The tent of

Achilles is see?) to the right in the back ground.

127H (9112). The Sacrifice 6f Iphigenia. To ai)pease the wrath of
Artemis who by contrary winds prevents the setting fortli of his fleet,
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Agamemnon has to sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia Two leaders of the
Greeks hold her» prepared for the death-blow which the priest Calchas
hesitates to inflict. The father Agamemnon stands with veiled head near
a column with a statue of Artemis. Suddenly the goddess herself appears
in the sky and has a stag brought by a nymph to take the maiden's
place on the altar. This story was the subject of a celebrated picture by
Timanthes (Fig, 72).

1279 (9109). Achilles and Cheiron. The centaur teaches Achilles to

play the lyre.

1280 (1196^)0). The Departure of Chryseis. To soften the heart of Apollo
who has sent a plague upon the Greeks to punish them for chasing away
his priest Chryses, Agamemnon decides to restore Chryseis to her father.

A ship is drawn down to the water and the maiden embarks.

Fig. 73. Marriage of Zeus (Palermo).

1281 (9559). Marriage of Zeus. Hera in bridal attire approaches Zeus
who is seated upon a rock. Below the rock are seated three youths per-

sonifying the meeting-place. A precisely similar representation of the
scene recurs on one of the Metopes from Selinns (Fig. 73).

1282 (9107). Ulysses and Penelope. IMysses, having ridded his house
of the suitors, is not yet recognised by his wife who watches him atten-

tively as he sits on a broken column. The Tiurse, Euryclea, and other
hand maidens are present.

1283 (9108). Departure of Chryseis. Cp. N. 1280. The right side of the
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picture is missing. A slave is assisting the maiden to climb on to the deck
of the ship.

12S4 (1160a5). Achilles in Scyros. Cp. N. 1274. When Achilles has
betrayed himself by seizing weapons, Ulysses and Diomede put forth

their right arms to hold the youth and win him over to fight against
Troy. The King Lycomedes may be seen in the background. His daughters
fly in every direction.

Window wall :

1285 (114322), Phaedra seated in a chair converses with her nurse
who holds a wax tablet and a stylus in her hand. Phaedra has evidently
handed her the letter in which she reveals to Hippolytus, her step son,
her love for him.

1286 (9249)- Arcs and Aphrodite. The goddess wearing a diadem and
a purple cloak is seated in an armchair. Ares stands behind her and lays
one hand upon her bosom. A maiden is busy taking jewels from a casket
on the left while Eros stands watching them on the right.

1287 (111440). Medea holding a sword in her left hand. She turns with
the intention of slaying her children.

1288 (114321). Medea, sword in hand, gazing at her children who are
playing knucklebones. She lias resolved to slay them in order to revenge
herself on Jason. Through a window the tutor looks into the room.

1289 (9257). Punishment of Eros. Aphrodite, angered by some misdeed
committed by Eros deprived him of his quiver and had him put in chains.
She points him out as a warning to a brother Eros. The culprit , tied
and bound, weeps bitterly. In his hand he holds a mattock wherewith
to till the ground.

1290 (109751). The Theft of the Palladium. In order to capture Troy
the Greeks have to obtain possession of the Palladium. This is undertaken
by Ulysses and Diomede with the help of Helen and of her handmaiden
Aethra (the names are inscribed in each case) in spite of the desperate
struggle of the Priestess who tries to prevent the theft.

Right wall :

1291 (114320). Helen and Paris. Eros acts as go-between, drawing
Helen's attention to Paris who is seated.

1292 (111210). The Death of Laocoon and his sons. Laocoon, who had
warned the Trojans of the wooden horse, was strangled with his sons, by
two serpents, while making sacrifice. The painter here shows Laocoon
who sought refuge on the steps of the altar with one serpent entwined
round his body. He seizes it by the neck and tries to hold it off. One of
bis sons is dead already. The second serpent is in the act of killing the

other son. The sacrificial bull is escaping to the light. Trojans are de-

picted gazing fearfully at the horror.

1293 (11147G). Cassandra prophesying. C|>. N. 1273.

1294 (111474). Hercules and Nessus. Hercules seizes and slays the
Centaur who had assaulted his wife Deianira while bearing her across
the river Kucnos.

12^)5 (9(X)1). Hercules and Nessus. The Centaur offers to carry Deia-
nira across the river on his back. Hercules hesitates.

121M5 (111475). Europa on the Bull. The daughter of Agenor is seated
on the Hull (Zeus had thus transformed himself) while her companions
are stroking the apparently gentle beast.

1297 (1^2). Punishment of Dlrce. Cp. N. 1260. Zethos and Amphion
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are busy attending to the bull to which Dirce is tied. Antiope and the
shepherds who brought up the two youths are standing by.

1298 (111473). Musical Competition between Pan and the Nymphs.
Pan holds the syrinx while one of the nymphs plays the lyre. Others
form an audience around them.

1299 (8980). Meleager and Atalanta* Between them lies the wild boar's
hide offered by him to her in honour of her first wounding the animal.
Two youths, partakers in the chase, stand in the background and show
fear of the impending tragedy.

Fig. 74. The Knucklebone Players (Phot. Hrogi).

On the end wall :

13(X) ({K>49). Theseus after the slaying of the Minotaur. The Athenian
youths and maidens delivered by the hero surround him and endeavour
in every possible way to show their gratitude.

In the revolving show-case are a few examples of painting on marble:

1301 (95(50). Fight against a Centaur, The Centaur has seized a maiden
who defends herself with energy against the agressor. A youth hurries
forward, seizes the creature's head, plants one knee against his neck and
swings liis weai»on for a death blow.

1302 (9562). The Knucklebone Players, ihree women, Niobe, Phoihe
and Leto are standing while two others Hilciiira and Aglaie are seated
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on the ground playing with knucklehones (Fig. 74). The artist signs
himself Alexandros of Athens.

1303 (9564). The Apobates. This name was given to men who leapt

from their horses or chariots and on or in again at full gallop. A youth
is here depicted alighting in full armour from his car while the charioteer
drives on. Like N. 1302 this picture is derived from a fifth century
original.

1304 (109370). NIobe. She stands in front of a Doric temple tending
one of her daughters wounded by Artemis. Her glance is directed upwards
towards the goddess. Beside her is the nurse attending to another daughter.

1305 (9561), Silenus wearied has sunk down upon a stone. A woman
is busy offering him refreshment. Another woman attends to his ass.

1306 (9563). Scene from a tragedy. Three actors with masks are re-

presented. Whether or not the scene is from Hippolytus must remain
questionable.

Room II,

To the left :

1307 (112282). Ares and Aphrodite seated side by side with a dog at

their feet. To the right in the corner lies a youth apparently asleep while
over him stands another youth watching the god and goddess.

1308 (112283). Sleeping Bacchante. A Bacchante with thyrsus and
tympanum lies on the bank of a stream. From the left approaches a man
(this figure is much damaged) who is assumed to be Dionysus, while Si-

lenus is visible behind a rock.

1309 (111472). Historical Scene. A King in barbaric costume sits in

front of his tent conversing with some men who stand before him. It has
been suggested that the picture represents Croesus and Cyrus or Cyrus
before Astyages.

On the right wall :

1310 (1200*^4). Aphrodite (?). A woman with a swan at her side lays

her hand upon the shoulder of another woman. From the left comes a

maiden carrying flowers and fruit.

Passage into Room III:

1311 (9171). Eros extracting a thorn from his foot. The same subject
as that treated in the well-known statue in the Palace of the Conserva-
tori in Rome.

1312 (111439). Iphlgenia in Taurls. Orestes and Pylades who have
journeyed to Tauris in order to steal the statue of Artemis are caught
and condemned to death. Iphigenia comes out of the temple bearing the
statue. There are only traces left of Orestes and Pylades. Perhaps this

may be a copy of the painting by Timomachos.

1313 (95^^). The same. To the left are Orestes and Pylades bound to

a pillar. To the right stands Iphigenia gazing fixedly at the victims.

Maidens prepare the sacrifice.

1314 (9111). The same. To the right sits Thoas measuring with his

eye the two youths. Iphigenia descends from the temple in the background.

1315 (9539). Marsyas and Apollo. The god, crowned with ivy, holding
a cithara and plectrum, is seated on the left. Olympos on his knees before
him is interceding for Marsyas who is tied to a tree behind them.

131G (8970). Medea about to slay her children. She stands sword in
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hand uncertain whether to wreak her vengeance on Jason or to give way
to her maternal affection (Fig. 75). This is probably a copy of the picture
by Timomachos.

On the left wall;

1317 (9285). Triumph of the youthful Bacchus* Satyrs and Bacchantes
moving towards the right. Amongst them may be seen old Silenus with
the youthful Bacchus in his lap. The painting is much damaged.

Above the entrance :

1318 (9535). Apollo and Daphne. The god
has caught the maiden who fled from him.
The laurel tree on the right symbolises her
transformation.

1319 (8992). Hercules and Omphale. Her-
cules prompted to thoughts of love by an E-
ros, holds a staff adorned with ribbons in

his left hand. On his right stands Omphale
with his club.

On the left wall :

1320 (111441). Dido and Aeneas. In the
foreground Eros leans upon the queen who
is arrayed like Artemis. To her left stands
Aeneas in barbaric costume , equipped as a
hunter.

1321 (9265). Bacchic Scene. Satyrs and
Bacchantes.

1322 (9286). Bacchus and Ariadne In Na-
xos. Ariadne asleep watched over by Hyp-
nos. Bacchus with his train approach from
the left,

1323 (9267). Bacchic Scene. Priapus or the
youthful Bacchus stands in conversation with
some women.

1324 (111437). A nest of Cupids. A youth
and a maiden watch with interest a nest of
baby cupids.

In the centre of the room :

1325 (109608). Statue of Aphrodite. The
goddess leans upon a small idol of the Spes
type. The original goes back to the fourth
century. In this copy the polychrome treat-

ment is noteworthy.

Second Corridor.

On the wall opposite the window, to

the left :

Pig- 75. Medea.
(Phot. Brogi).

1326 (120085). Combat with an Amazon.
A warrior has seized a retreating Amazon by the hair and seeks to pull
her off her horse. Possibly Hercules and Hippolyta.

1327 (115399). Bellerophon standing in front of Pegasus receives an
important document from the hands of Proetus whose queen Stheneboea
stands behind him.
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1328 (120086). Absolution by a youthful priestess of a young warrior
guilty of some deed of bloodshed.

In the passage to the third Corridor :

1329 (111209). Domestic Scene. A husband and wife are reclining on
a couch before which a table is spread with food. From the left a boy
approaches probably bringing articles of adornment.

To the left, beneath the window :

1B30. Admetus and Alcestis are seated together. They are confounded
by the oracle that has just been read aloud and by which they learn that

Admetus is doomed unless some one is willing to die in his stead. As
the parents decline to give up their lives for their son, Alcestis offers to

die for her husband.

1331 (9261). Dionysus and Pan.

Near it, to the right

:

1332 (9274). Dionysus with his troupe.

1333. Harpocrates in his usual costume advances, finger on lip, towards
the right where a serpent is about to consume gifts lying on the altar.

Near it, to the right

;

1334 (9452). Hermes with the caduceus in his left hand and a bag of

money in his right.

Third Corridor.

Above the entrance :

1335 (8^K)5). Genius familiaris and Lares. In the centre stands the

Genius familiaris, holding a cornucopia and a patera. A pig has been

brought as a sacrifice. On either side stand Lares with drinking-horns

and buckets.

To the right :

1336 (112285). Representation of the Lares. On the right stands For-

tuna : two snakes are seen rapidly nearing a man who is in the act of

committing a nuisance; above is the inscription: cacator cave malum.
Such pictures were employed to prevent the committing of nuisance.

Below

:

1337. Athena and Marsyas. Athena had invented the flutes, but, on
becoming aware that playing on them distorted her countenance, she

threw them away and Marsyas picked them up in order to use them
himself. Both scenes are here represented.

On the wall opposite the window :

13ii8(88S0). Polyphemus and Galatea. The uncouth Polyphemus, whose
story is sung in the Odyssey, loved the sea-nymph Galatea. He bewails

the sorrows of his love while Galatea, forever unapproachable by him,
glides through the waves on the back of a dolphin.

1339 (9508). Paris on Mount Ida. He is feeding his flock in the pre-

sence of the Genius of Mount Ida.

1340 (9506). Daedalus and Icarus. To escape from Crete where he
was kept prisoner by Minos, Daedalus made wings for himself and for

his son. But Icarus flew too high, the rays of the sun melted the waxen
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fastenings of his wings and he fell headlong. The body was found by
Daedalus who stretches out his arms to his son.

1341 (8843). Victorious Warrior near a trophy.

Above the entrance to Room III :

1342 (112286). Vesuvius. Dionysus stands near a high mountain. He
is completely enveloped in a purple grape-vine and is giving water to his

panther. Below a snake is crawling towards an altar. The mountain is

considered to be Vesuvius before the eruption, that is to say the present
Monte Somnia.

1343 (113197). The Judgment of Solomon. Three judges are seated
upon a tribunal surrounded by soldiers. A child lies upon a block and a
soldier is about to cut it in half w^ith a hatchet. The child's mother has
flung herself on the ground before the judges and implores their mercy.
The scene is caricatured (Fig. 76).

1344 (112222). Frght between the people of Pompeii and those of Nu-
ceria. The Pompeian Amphitheatre was frequented by inhabitants from
the surrounding towns, and within its walls the natives of Pompeii and
the visitors from Nuceria once came to blows. This event is here depicted.

Fig. 76. The Judgment of Solomon (Phot. Brogi).

To the left, near the entrance to the fourth corridor :

1345 (9555). The arrival of lo in Egypt. Cp. N. 938. lo was borne by
the Nile to Egypt where she was received by Isis and her worshippers.

1346 (8924). Worship of Isis. A ceremonial rite is being performed by
priests in front of a temple. The band of worshippers is drawn uj) in two
rows to take part in the holy sacrifice.

To the right of the entrance :

1347 (8919). The same, slightly altered.

Beneath the window :

1348 (9251). Ares and Aphrodite. Cupids are playing with the weapons
of the enamoured god. Cp. N. 1286.

1349 (111479). The Niobids. A landscape with temple, on either side
of which are Niobids mounted on horses and engaged in limiting when
they are suddenly fallen upon by Apollo and Artemis, who had vowed
vengeance on Niobe for her contemptuous treatment of their mother.

1350 (^^7). Ganymede's attention is drawn by l^ros to the eagle,
flying down to carry the youth away to Olympus.
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1351 (8882). Hylas, sent by Hercules to fetch water, is seized by three
nymphs who endeavour to carry him off. Two local deities are seated on
the right.

To the left of the entrance to the second corridor :

1352 (8836). This painting is a votive offering and represents Isis-

Fortuna, with cornucopia and sistrum, and other divinities who are asso-
ciated with her. It was the gift of Philocalus, «votum solvit libens merito.»

1353. Daedalus and Icarus. Icarus lies dead on the shore. Above flies

Daedalus sadly seeking his son.

Third Room.

To the left, above :

1354. Hercules and Omphale. The figure of Omphale is lost and all

that remains to us is the lower portion of the picture with Hercules in

a reclining attitude, while two Cupids are busied with his club.

1855 (9027). Admetus and Alcestis. Cp. N. 1335.

1356 (8996). Perseus and Andromeda. Cp. N. 1266.

1357 (9247). To the left is seated Endymion in hunting attire. Selene,
recognisable by the crescent she wears on her head, descends to him*

1358 (8993). Perseus rescuing Andromeda from the sea-monster whose
prey she had become, as punishment for the boastfulness of her mother.

1359 (9000). Hercules and Omphale. Omphale gazes down upon the

hero, who lies drunk upon the ground, while Cupids play with his weapons.

1360 (8977). Medea on the point of slaying her children. Sword in

hand she watches them at play with knucklebones.

1361 (8997). Perseus rescuing Andromeda. Cp. N. 1358.

1362 (9248). Ares and Aphrodite. Cp. 1370, 1348.

1363 (8995). Perseus showing Andromeda the Head of Medusa. Cp.
N. 1266.

1364 (8998). Perseus rescuing Andromeda. Cp. N. 1358 (Fig. 77).

13(55 (9240). Endymion and Selene. Cp. N. 1357.

1306 (9106). A seated woman is giving drink to an aged man. Sub-
ject undetermined.

1367 (9041). Phaedra and HIppoIytus. Phaedra is seated on the left,

near her stands the nurse ; the youth is about to go forth hunting.

1368 (9528). Thetis visiting Hephaestus. In order to replace the wea-
pons lost by the death of Patroclus, Thetis goes to Hephaestus and begs
him to provide new ones for her son Achilles. These the god forges in

proof of his gratitude to Thetis and he now shows them to her.

1369 (9531). The Forge of Hephaestus^ where he and his Cyclopes
are at work.

1370 (9529). Thetis visits Hephaestus. Cp. N. 1368.

To the right, near the window:

1371 (93S8). Narcissus, unresponsive to the love of a nymph is cursed
by her and condemned to c\ie of unrequited love. On seeing his own ima-
ge reflected in water, he becomes enamoured of it and perishes by reason
of unsatisfied desire.

1372 (UU77). Medea and the daughters of Pellas. To punish Pelias
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for the wrong: he had dotie to Jasoii, Medea persuaded the daughters of
Pelias to kill their father. She induced them to do this , liavin^ first

proved to them on the body of a ram that she had the power of resto-

ring the dead to life.

1373 (93S5). Narcissus at the fountain. Cp. N. 937.

1374 (9557). lo and Argus^ who is about to take the syrinx from the

hands of Hermes. Cp. N. 937.

Fig. 77. Perseus rescuing Andromeda (Phot. Brogi).

1375 (9231). The Graces with llowers ami fruits. The grouping is con-
ventional.

1376 (f^ilT). Cupids are busying themselves with the Bull of Curopa.

1377 i^^Z^y). The Three Graces. Cp. X. 1375.

In the passage leading to Room I\';

137>S (lG2tj). Serpent, winding itself round a candelabra,

7
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1379 (9250). Ares and Aphrodite seated together. Cp. N. 1348.

1380 (9593). The meaning of this picture is undetermined. Possibly

Paris and Helen.

1381 (9449). Dionysus with other divinities. No explanation can be
given for the association of Dionysus with Helios and Aphrodite.

1382' (9256). Ares and Aphrodite, Cp. N. 1379.

1383 (9043). Theseus, having slain the Minotaur and rescued the
children, receives their gratitude for his heroic deed.

1384 (9556). lo and Argus. Cp. N. 937,

1385 (9044). Pirithous and Hippodamia. The Centaurs present them-
selves among the guests at the marriage of Pirithous and endeavour to

secure a welcome by offering gifts.

1386 (8898). Dido forsaken. She is seated on her throne bewailing the

departure of Aeneas who sails away on his ship. '

1387 (9380). Narcissus at the fountain. Cp. N. 1371.

1388 (9026). Admetus and Alcestls. Cp. N. 1330.

1389 (9012). Hercules and the serpents. Hera sent two serpents to kill

the infant Hercules in his cradle. But, even before the horrified parents
could rush to the rescue, the child crushed tre reptiles to death with
his strong little hands.

Room IV.

To the left, above :

1390 (9276). Sacrificial Scene. A girl brings an offering to Dionysus.

1391 (8S45). Sacrificial Scene. Silenus lays an offering before the sta-

tue of Cybcle,

1392 (9530). Apollo and a Woman. At the left is seated a woman,
perhaps Cassandra or Manto, while before her stands Apollo with his

bow and quiver.

1393 (8846), Gods of Healing. Apollo, Aesculapius and Chiron stand
in a group.

1394 (9154). Marsyas playing the flute.

1395 (9141). Marsyas playing the flute in the presence of Olympos.

To the left, near the window:

1396 (115398). Mlcon and Pcro. Micon was condemned to death by
starvation, but his life was saved by his daughter Pero who gave him
milk from her own breast.

1397 (9040). The same.

To the right

:

1398 (111211). Polyphemus and Aeneas. Aeneas and his companions
land to see Polyphemus, upon whose gigantic frame Aeneas ^azcs in

astonishment.

1399 (9537). Helios with a Woman.
1400 (896S). Sophonisbe and Sclpio. The Romans demand that So-

phonisbe, their implacable enemy, shall be slain. Scipio endeavours to

achieve this and goes lo Masinissa.

Below : •

1401. The Origin of Rome. Representations of various myths con-
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nected with the founding of Rome, such as the meeting of Mars and
Rhea Silvia, the exposure of Romulus and Remus etc.

Above the entrance to the fifth room :

1402 (9241). Endymion and Selene. The goddess of the moon de-

scends to Endymion.

In the passage to Room V,:

1403 (9180). Sale Of Cupids* An elderly woman carries a basket full

of little Cupids which she is selling to young girls.

Farther along on the right wall

;

1404 (111213). Hermaphrodite and Silenus.

1405 (9271). Ariadne and Dionysus in Nax6$. Cp. N. 1322.

1406 (111214). Ares and Aphrodite. Cp. N. 1379.

1407 (9124). Wrestling match between Pan and Eros» with Silenus
acting as umpire.

1408 (111480), The meaning of this picture is undetermined. A woman,
seated on a throne is giving a command to a hero through the mediation
of another person.

1409 (9262). Wrestling Match between Pan and Eros. Cp. N. 1407.

1410 (^278). Ariadne and Bacchus in Naxos. Cp. N. 1322.

1411 (9320). Hymen. A youth with a torch and wreath is leaning
against a pillar.

1412 (9264). Hermaphrodite. A Paniscus approaches a Hermaphrodite.

1413 (111481). Dionysus with a Hermaphrodite.

1414 (9050). Bacchic Scene.

1415 (9270). Bacchic Scene.

On the wall opposite the window

:

1416 (8983). Polyphemus and Galatea. Polyphemus is seated on a
rock and opposite him is Galatea with a fan in her hand.

1417 (8984). Polyphemus receiving Galatea's letter. An Eros riding
on a dolphin is the bearer of a letter to the Cyclop from his beloved.

1418 (9384). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1419 (8864). Hylas overpowered by nymphs. Cp. N. 1351.

1420 (9383). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1421 (9552). Danae and Perseus. Acrisius, dreading the fulfilment of
an oracle, set his daughter Danae and her son Perseus adrift on the sea
in a chest, but they were borne by the waves to the island of Seriphus
where Dictys and other fishermen drew the chest ashore and rescued the
mother and child. This incident is depicted.

1422 (9382). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1423 (111212). Danae and Perseus. Cp. N. 1421.

Above the entrance

:

1424 (111483). Pyramus and Thisbe. Thisbe, terrified by a lion, re-

turns to the trysting-place and there finds the body of Pyramus who
had killed himself, as he believed Thisbe to be dead. She seizes the
dagger and thrusts it into her own breast.
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1425 (8896). PhHxus and Helle. Phrixus stretches out his hand to

save his sister Helle who has fallen into the sea.

1426 (8889). The same.

1427 (9534). Apollo and Daphne. The god endeavours to win the maid-
en*s heart by his music.

1428 (111442). Poseidon and Amphitrlte , seated on the back of a

young Triton.

1429 (9536). Apollo and Daphne. Cp. N. 1318.

1430 (9386). Narcissus. Cp. N. 1371.

1431 (9246). Endymion and Selene, Cp. N. 1402.

1432 (9532). Apollo and Daphne. Cp. N. 1318.

On the left wall

:

1433 (9048). Theseus receiving the skein of thread from Ariadne.

Ariadne loved him and gave him the thread so that he might be able

to retrace his steps and escape safely from the labyrinth.

14a4 (111484). Bacchus and Ariadne in Naxos. Cp. 1322.

1435 (8979). Daedalus and Pasiphae. At the command of Pasiphae,

wife of king Minos, Daedalus makes the image of a cow for her. The
queen comes to look at his work.

1436 (27695). Leda and the swan.

1437 (9381). Narcissus gazing at his own image. Cp. N. 137 1.

1438 (9052). Theseus forsakes Ariadne and is about to embark.

1439 (9051). Ariadne awakes and sees in the distance the ship on
which Theseus has sailed away.

1440 (116396). Theseus forsakes Ariadne. Cp. N. 1438.

1441 (9047). Ariadne forsaken by Theseus. Cp. N. 1436.

1442 (9046). The same.

1443 (9550). Leda with the swan. Cp. N. 1436.

1444 (9549). Danae and Eros with the shower of gold.

Above the entrance to Room III :

1445 (9269). Bacchus and Silenus.

In the centre of the room:

1446 (6292). Statue of Venus. The goddes is leaning on a pillar. The
type of the statue is derived from Praxiteles. It is especially interesting

because of the well preserved polychromy.

Room V.

To the left:

1447 (9i:»). Male and Female Centaurs.

1448 (9295). Bacchantes.

1449 (rhi97). Bacchantes.

To the left of the window:

1450 (9218). Eros as a hunter.

1451 (9195), Eros and Psyche.

1452 (9206). Eros with several Psyches.
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1453 (9193). Cupids with Psyches.

1454 (9207). The same.

Above

:

1455 (9179). Scenes with Cupids busy treading grapes and making
shoes.

In the passage to Room VI:

1456-1458 (9121, 9119, 9118). Satyr as tight-rope dancer.

Fig, 78. Zephyrus and Chlorys (Phot. Brogij

On the wall opposite tlie window note:

1459 (9453). One of the Dioscuri, with spear and horse

14fJ0 (HS37). Cronus, holdin.i- a harp.

1401 (9551). Zeus crowned by Nike.

1462 (9455). One of the Dioscuri.

1463 (94.54). Demeter.
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li(yi (92(>2). Zephyrus and Chlorls. Zephyrus, guided by two cupids,
flies down to Chloris, who sleeps, guarded by Hypnos (Fig. 78).

Above

:

1465 (9542). Apollo rests his lyre on a column, and is striking it with
the plectrum.

14(36 (9456). Dionysus with his panther.

1467 (9457). Demeter with wheat ears.

Left wall, almost in the middle:

1468 (9020). The meaning of this picture is undetermined. Two
youths are conversing, one of them being seated.

Fig. 79. Paquius Troculus and his wife (Phot, lirogi).

1469 (9036). Actor. Preparation for the performance.

1470 (9019). Actor, who probably played the role of a King.

1471 (9(>22). Toilet scene. A young girl, probably the bride, is being
arrayed for the wedding.

1472 (8895). Fragmenl. A laurel crowned youth and a woman.

1473 (9021). Musical performance.

On the revolving stand near the window :

1474 (9243). Artemis with bow and quiver.
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1475 (8834). Woman with flowers.

1476 (8978). Medea about to slay her children.

1477 (9546). Leda with the swan*

Room VI.

Left wall

:

1478. Small Landscapes.

On the wall opposite window, in middle of left half;

1479 (9058). Portrait of Paquius Proculus and his wife. (Fig. 79).

To the right in middle of second highest row :

1480 (110591). Bacchante.

Third highest row, the first painting to the left

:

1481 (110590). Satyr with a Woman probably Ariadne, whom he is

showing to Bacchus.

In the two cases in the centre of the room are various objects of

different materials, among which note:

1482. Small head of Aphrodite, gold rings, a vessel for boiling

liquids etc.

Central Staircase.

Near the window to the left :

1483 (6402). Female Statue, much restored. Evidently intended to

be a Muse, but the motive is also used for Apollo. The high girdle is

an indication that the original cannot have been produced earlier than

the fourth century.

To the right:

1484 (6376). Statue of a Woman, probably a Muse.

At the entrance to the small Bronzes :

1485 (6305). Statue of Dionysus with long curls. The right arm is

restored.

At the entrance of the Picture Gallery :

1486 (6309). Statue of Dionysus. Only the torso is antique.

First Floor.

The Collection of Small Bronzes.

Everything in the way of household furnishings found at Pompeii,
from statues of the Lares down to kitchen utensils, has been arranged
here. All these objects are of incalculable value in the study of the

private life of the ancient Romans.
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First room to the left

:

In the glass case near the window :

1487. Very beautiful equestrian Statuette of a Warrior, supposed
to be Alexander. We probably have before us a copy of one of the
statues made by Lysippus in celebration of the victories of Alexander.
(Fig. 80).

1488 (4894). Galloping horse. Cp, N.o 1487.

1489 (4999). Amazon about to liurl her spear. Possibly a copy ot

the celebrated statue by Strongylion. (V. cent. b. Ch.) (Fig. 8i).

Fig. 80. Supposed Alexander (Phot. Brogi).

On the marble table to the right of the balcony :

1491 (72f)91, 72089). Stands for braziers.

The case at the end wail Is filled chiefly with animals that served
as water spouts. Among ihem are, on the upper shelf:

14^>2 (41>27). Dog, pointing its ears.

On the middle shelf:

1493 (4905), Sow. Votive ofTering.
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Below :

1494 (5489). Sacrifice of a pig.

1495 (4910). Panther,

1496 (69795). Basin with a lion.

In case at left wall, note on upper shelf at left:

1497 (5371). Aeneas with his family.

1498 (5506). Votive hand.

1499 (5304). Winged Sphinx.

1500 (5535). Archaic Statuette of a man.

f^' -' f»f

Fig. 81. Amazon (Phot. Brogi).

On middle shelf, from right to left :

1503, 1504 (5529, 5;339). Archaic Male Statuettes, one was used as handle
for a mirror.

1505 (5530). Female Statuette, as handle for mirror.

1506 (5538). Decoration for a piece of furniture, with figures of Satyr
and Maenad, (Fig. 82).

1507 (5562). Mirror. A male figure forms the handle.

1508 (4718). Mirror. Male figure as handle.
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1509-1511 (5558, 5561, 5569). Mirrors with various scenes.

1512-1517 (5;584, 5511, 5547, 5549, 5548, 55.50). Antique Statuettes,

1518 (5332). Harpocrates leaning on a club.

rv>
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J
Fig. 82. Satyr and Maenad.

1519 (5242). Winged Genius with bunch of grapes.

1521 (5018). Boy running.

Below, from left to right :

1522 (5460). Crescent with the Capitoline deities.

It

u'*\fm i» " W|Wy ii w^

Fig. 83. Handle.

1523. Winged Satyr, with bonnet shai)ed like the head of a swan.

1524-1526 (5553, 55W). Figures as handles.

1521^ (721VH1). Large Handle. Ionic art (Fig. 83),

1530 (110880). Archaic Statuette of a hopliie.

1531 (4940), Lion as water-spout.
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The case along the right wall contains chiefly statuettes of Lares
and Penates found in the Lararia at Pompeii.

Note :

On the upper shelf towards the left

:

1532 (5180). Drunken Hercules with his club on his shoulder.

Near the middle of the second shelf:

1535 (5185). Statuette of Hercules, an imitation of the Farnese Her-
cules. Cp. N. 280.

To the extreme left and below :

Statuettes of Artemis, Athena, Zeus, Hermes and other gods.

In the corners

:

1541. Nine Candelabra of various sizes and shapes.

Room II.

In the centre in a glass case :

1542 (72995). Very beautiful tripod, evidently intended for ceremonial

purposes.

To the left near the window.

1543 (109699). Large Bronze Bucket adorned with reliefs.

To the right

:

1544 (111571). Bucket with double handles.

In the corners :

1545. Seven Candelabra.

Opposite the balcony, on the middle shelf of the case to the right:

1550 (111697). Statuette of Fortuna with cornucopia and patera.

This statuette was found in a niche together with a bronze lamp which
probably burned in front of it (Fig. 84),

1552 (6329). Statuette of Harpocrates holding a horn of plenty in his

left hand.

Statuettes of various deities have been placed in the cases along
the side walls. The following deserve attention ;

On the upper shelf of the case near the left wall :

1563 (5122). Minerva with the owl.

1565 (5288). Minerva with ])atera and spear.

On the middle shelf:

1570. Venus unbinding her sandal.

1572 (113257). Apollo, leaning on a pillar.

1574 (113259). Mercury with a tortoise,

1576 (113258). Aesculapius, with a bag of money in his right hand.
This differs so completely from the usual type that it seems probable that

a statue of Mercury was transformed into an Aesculapius.

1577 (110777). Seated Artemis, with pointed crown on her head.

1578 (5199). Zeus leaning on a spear.

1580 (5337). Male Figure with helmet. Perhaps the youthful Ares.
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Below :

1583 (5024). Artemis shooting.

1588 (5009). Bacchus giving wine to the panther.

1590 (5010). Nike, flying down and about to touch the ground. It is a
fifth century type. The wings were inserted.

1591 (121462). Statuette of a Suppliant,

1592 (5313). fsis-Fortuna.

Fig. 84. Statuette of Fortuna (Phot. Brogi).

In the case opposite, on the top shelf:

1594 (5075-5081). Eight double-headed Herms, chiefly Bacchic.

On the middle shelf:

1599 (109567). Relief. A woman washing her hair.

1601 (5488). Goat-herd milking a goat.
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Below :

1606 (5026). Man resting his foot on a rock, perhaps Demetrius
Poliorcetes. Lysippean type.

Room III.

On marble tables in the centre of the room :

1609-1611 (73U4, 73146, 69494). Various vessels, with handles deco-

rated with plastic ornaments.

In the corners on either side of the window :

1612, 1613. Candelabra and Tripods.

Right wall, at the left end of the case :

1614 (68854), Large Vase shaped like a bucket, with repouss^ work.

In the next case are various paterae and lamps, the following being
noteworthy

:

Below, to the right:

1620 (72292). Silenus with drinking vessel and wine-skin.

1621-1624 (72255, 72198, 72287, 72253). Lamps, decorated with figures,

1625 (72206). Candelabra with two saucers for lamps : at the foot of

it reclines a Satyr with a wine-skin.

1626-1629 (72254, 72284, 72291, 72199). Lamps and lamp -stands deco-

rated with figures.

Against the end wall is a case containing :

1630-1634. Incense-burners, vase handles, pedestals and supports of

various vessels, most of them decorated with figures.

The case against the left wall contains vessels found for the most
part at Pompeii and Herculaneum.

The following deserve notice :

Below ;

1636 (73511). Dish with a relief of Mars and Venus. The shield and
sword of the god are inlaid with silver.

On the middle shelf:

1637 (69501). Vessel, the handles of which are decorated with reliefs,

one being Silenus flogging a young Satyr.

To the right of the case on an antique marble base :

1647 (6S854). Very beautiful Vase on three feet. It has two movable
handles, which are inlaid with silver and bear an inscriptio!).

Room IV.

In the case near the balcony:

1648 (4993). Lamp stand. A young Satyr carries a lamp, while on

the column near him is a head which also serves as lamp.

1649 (4563). Lamp-stand. A boy riding on a panther, and an altar

with burning sacrifice, stand upon a square base inlaid with silver.

From the base rises a pilaster on which hang lamps.
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In the corner near the balcony :

1651, 1652. Chairs (subsellia) with curved legs, partially restored.

Against the right wall ;

1653 (73145). Amphora with richly decorated handles.

In the adjoining case are vase handles
many of which are shaped as figures. The
following deserve notice:

In the fourth division ;

1659 (72592). Handle* Atys in repose.
(Fig. 85).

In the fifth division :

1660 (72823). Bronze plate used to deco-
rate a casket. The relief on it represents the
meeting of Socrates and Diotima the hetaira.

In the case against the end wall:

166M(>66. Handles,

In the case on the left:

1667-1671. Dice and astragali of bone,
theatre tickets. Roman mirrors^ bracelets, fi-

bulae etc., also N. 118192: Female Bust, per-
sonifying Africa.

To the right on an antique marble base:

1672 (73115). Very beautiful Vase, the
handle of which is supported at the upper
end by a winged genius, a swan serving to

attach the handle to the body of the vase.

Room* V.

In the centre of the room , on a round
marble table :

1673 (73103). Cratera exquisitely chased.

Under glass near the window :

1674 (72231). Lamp-stand in the form of

a tree. From its branches five lamps are su-

spended by chains.

Opposite :

1675 (72191). Lamp-stand in the fornj of

an Ionic column.

In the corner to the left of the window.

1676 (8408). Milrble table with artistically decorated feet.

Upon it :

1677 (5017). Statuette of a boy running.

To the right o( the window:

1678 (5008). Statuette of a youthful Bacchus with a thyrsus in his

right hand. It served as a lamp.

Fig. 85. Atys.
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Farther to the right

:

1679 (73005). Large Stand for a brazier, found in the Baths at

Pompeii. It is decorated in front with a cow in allusion to the name
of the donor, M, Nigidius Vaccula.

In the case against the right wall :

1680-1689. Candelabra, lamps, lanterns.

Ditto in the case at the end of the room.

In the case against the left wall:

1690-1692. Candelabra, that can be extended at will, lamps, tripods,
supports for tables.

Room VI.

On marble tables and in the glass case
near the window ;

169^4697 (5590, 73S84, 111048,72986,72983,
73018). Various vessels for heating liquids.

Some of the shapes are artistic.

Against the right wall, in a small glass-
case :

Fig. 86. Syrinx,

1698-1703 (69784-69789). Waterspouts of various designs, such
Vase, spear-head, serpent, pine-cone, peacock.

Close by:

1704. Marble table, supported by a bronze sphinx.

1705 (7:W80). Vessel for heating liquids.

In the case, in the first division :

1706. Instruments for architects, compasses, plummet etc.

Ill the second division :

1707. Writing Materials, inkstands and stili.

Third, fourth, fifth divisions:

1708-1710. Musical Instruments, among them a syrinx with
pipes (Fig. 86), another with seven, flutes, tuba etc.

In the case at the end wall :

1711-1714. Scales and Weights.

as a

nine
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These are hung
In the case at the left wall, first division to left:

1715 (69904). Toilet articles for use after the bath,

on a ring*

Second division :

1716 (12549). Apothecary's scales.

Third, fourth, fifth divisions:

1717-1719. Surgical instruments.

Under the cases :

1721. Small portable stoves etc.

Room VII.

In the centre :
-

1722. Cork model of Pompeii, Scale of i : too. It was begun in i86i

and is added to according as the excavations advance.

Round the walls, above the cases :

1722 bis. Copies of Pompeian frescoes.

To the left

:

1723 (73003). Bath.

In table N.o LXII.

1724. Locks and keys.

Close by in an unnumbered table, made of dark wood :

1725. Bracelets and other ornaments.

Opposite :

Table N.o XXVIII :

1727-1732. Household utensils, among them hooks for taking meat out
of caldrons, or buckets out of wells, fishing-tackle etc.

Close by :

17»4 (73007). Bath, similar to N.o 1723.

Against the rail enclosing the cork model :

1735 (73009). Brazier.

1737 (121857). Small stove.

Between the couches

:

1738 (78613). Round Bronze Table on three feet, which are plastically

decorated.

1739-1741 (78615, 78616, 78614). Three couches Inlaid with silver.

Along the rail, to the left of the cork model :

1742. Leaden receptacle for water.

1743. Bronze Seat.

1744. Iron grating.

1745. Portable stoves.

In table N.o LXIV :

1749. Numerous strainers, the holes heing arranged in ornamental
designs.
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To the right in Table LXVI bis :

1750-1751. Harness for horses, oxen, donkeys. Also an instrument for

paring the horn of the hoof, with a representation of a smith shoeing a

horse.

Table LXVI :

1752-1754. Small Bronzes belonging to the Borgia Collection.

The cases round the walls contain:

1755-1777. Diverse household utensils from Pompeii, such as ladles,

vessels of every description, water-taps, measures for liquids etc. Agri-

cultural implements are exhibited and there are also moulds and utensils

used by bakers and pastry-cooks.

Passage from Room III to the Landing.

Along the wall

:

Three Iron Chests with bronze decoration. Similar ones stood in the
atria of Pompeian houses. Chest N.^ 1778 is ornamented with bustsofgods.

Opposite

:

1783 (72985). Bronze Bisellium, or seat for two people.

Near it, to the left :

1784 (72997). Fetters from the gladiatorial barracks in rompeii,

1785 (6343). Statuette of a Satyr with flute. The motive is derived from
the Praxitelean School.

1786 (6:346). Statuette of a Satyr with a little boy holding a duck.

1787 (6347). Satyr holding fruit in his nebris.

1788 (fiU5). Bearded Satyr. Ornament for a fountain.

1789 (68^39), Sphinx as support for a table. Good Roman decorative work.

Room of the Small Busts.

To the right, near the window :

1790 (73152). Folding seat. The sides were inlaid with ivory.

Right wall :

1791, Two Bronze Seats, partially restored.

Near the entrance, to the right :

1792 (73153). Smaller folding seat.

In the window :

1793 (6542). Bust of a young Woman, bearing a strong resemblance to

the so-called Psyche of Capua (N. 269).

Along the walls are glass cases containing small busts etc.

In the middle of the case opposite the Room with Articles of Food:

1794 (6519). Torso of a Discobolus, small replica of the celebrated
statue by Myron, who succeeded in freeing Art from the fetters of ar-

chaism. The bronze original was produced about 450 H C. The translation
into marble is successfully accomplished in the copy beiore us.

8
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Note the Frescoes, especially such as treat of life in tlie Forum at

Pompeii

:

In the corner, to the right of the entrance:

1796 (9070). Colonnade, adorned with garlands. In front of it are e-

questrian statues on high bases.

1797 (90(^)6). School In the Forum. Punishment of an evil-doer.

1798 (9064). Sale of cloth* The buyer is carefully examining the
material.

1799 (8991). Procession of guild of carpenters at the festival of the

Quinquatrus.

1800 (9071). Sale of bread. Above is seated the vendor with loaves of
bread lying in front of him.

In the centre case:

1801. Tissue of asbestos.

Room containing articles of food and paints.

The articles of food and the paints that came to light in Pompeii are

exhibited here. The pictures on the walls are either still life, or repre-

sentations of meals and carouses. There are also theatre scenes.

On the wall, opposite window, to right, middle of lowest row:

1802 (1X)39). Scene from a tragedy. A woman holding a child in swadd-
ling l)ands is suggestive of Auge and Telephos. Cp. N, 1267.

To the left

:

1803 (9037). Scene from a comedy. A slave is jesting with a hetaira.

In order to avert the evil eye, he makes a gesture that protects him from
its baleful power.

To the right:

1804 (9035U Scene from a comedy. A father surprises his son or his

slave in the company of a hetaira.

Above N. 1802 :

1805 (9034). Resembles the Mosaic by Dioscurides N. 167.

To the left of the door, in the highest row:

1806 (9015). Symposium. Four people are engaged in a symposium.
Music has been provided for their entertainment.

1807 (f)024). Symposium-scene. A man is pouring the contents of a

drinking-horn into his mouth. Near him is a hetaira to whom a female

slave is bringing a jewel-casket.

1808 (9016). Symposium of hctairae.

Second row :

1809 (111482). Four Scenes in an Inn. Lovers, tipplers, gambling and
quarrelling, till the host turns thein out: «itis foras rixsatis», that is to say:

« Begone with you, quarrel outsider.

Beneath this are three pictures representing the three stages of a

meal. They originally adorned a triclinium.

1810 (120030). The Commencement. The guests are reclining at table

and a boy brings in dishes. Music and singing accompany the meal.
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1811 (120(X31). Continuation. The musicians have gone, but the guests
are still drinking and the singing has begun.

1812 (120029). End of the Banquet. The guests are rising but one of
them cannot stand up without assistance.

In the centre of the room :

1813 (9774). Pillar from the large fuller^s establishment (fullonica) at

Pompeii. The white woollen garments are cleansed in a basin where they
are trodden under foot; another fuller works at them with teasels, a third
brings a clothes-horse and ves- ^
sel with sulphur for fumigation.
After these processes , the gar-
ments are pressed and inspected.

In the cases along the walls,

beginning at the door opposite
the window

:

1814. Bread, paints, shells,

tissues, leather soles, rope, thread,

asphalt, sulphur, tar, vegetables,

figs, dates, nuts, kernels of pine-

cones, egg-shells, fish bones, lo-

cust-beans , raisins, garlic, fil-

berts, almonds, chestnuts, onions,

pears.

In two round showcases, cen-
tre of room :

1815. Paints.

In the square case :

1816. Figs, grapes, grains of
corn , also oils and grease in
glasses.

Top Floor.

Fig. 87. Pero and Micon.A narrow spiral staircase leads
out from the Room of the small
Bronzes and gives access to the second floor of the Museum.

Room of the Majolicas.

The art of glazing terra-cotta was probably first practised in Egypt,
but must have been introduced into Italy, for the series of majolicas before
us show distinct traces of their Italian origin. All the specimens exhibited
here were found in Pompeii.

Opposite the entrance :

1817. Case I. Vessels with griffins, toads, and lions.
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1818. Case IL Ram, crocodile, children etc.

1819. Case III. Vessels in the form of ducks and cocks, Silenus and
Egyptian ^ods.

1820. Case IV» Vessels of every description, lamps.

1821 ((>382). Statuette of the youthful Hercules, The feet and one hand
are restored.

Fig, 88. Tazza Farnese, exterior.

1822. Case V. Lamps.
1823. Case VI, Group. Pero giving her father Micon the milk of her

own breast. Cp. N. 1396 (Fig. 87). Drunken Virago.

At the window :

1824. Show case with carvings in i\'ory and bone, used in pari to
ornament wooden caskets. In addition, a Statuette of Marsyas hound to
the tree, probably transformed into a sui)port after the fashion of Atlas.
Also, a copy of the Farnese Hull, in high relief.
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1825. Show case of smaller objects in bone.

1826 (72^ffX)). Bronze Labrum inlaid with silver.

1827. Pahitings and Stucco Reliefs. Note N. 9578, an athlete resting.

Fig. 89. Tazza Farnese, interior.

Glass Rooms.

Room L

In front of the window on a pillar :

1S2S (1247(X)). Alabaster Vase coniaininK ashes.

182^>. Show case with articles for the toilet and needlework requisites*
spindles, variotis kinds of needles, bnltons, needlecases, toothpicks, thim-
bles, mirrors, combs etc.
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1830. Show case containing glasses amongst which are some made in

double layers.

1831-1840. Wall cases l-X. Common Roman glass coloured green or

yellow. Bottles, ointment flasks, bowls etc.

In the centre of the room :

1841 (6111). Statuette of a boy playing with a goose, an ornament for

a fountain.

Room II.

In front of the window under a glass shade:

1842 (13521). The celebrated Vase of blue glass, excelling even the
Portland Vase, found at Pompeii in a tomb appertaining to the Villa of
the Mosaic Columns. The shape is first perfected in an opaque white
glassy substance, a transparent blue glass vase being blown inside the

first. Subsequently the figures were carved on the white outer layer, parts

of this being taken away altogether so that the under lying blue became
visible as a background for the white figures. The whole vase is covered
with a network of vine tendrils between which are vintage scenes enacted
by winged genii. To the accompaniment of flutes the grapes are picked
and trodden. The vase was used as a cinerary urn.

In front of the statue :

1843. Show case in which a twohandled goblet of rock cr>'stal is pre-
eminent (124701).

In the centre of the room :

1844 (6365). Statue of a maiden or nymph, seated half draped upon
a rock, trying to adjust her sandal. Beside her is a pitcher. The subject
is Hellenistic derived possibly from the so-called Victory unbinding her
sandal. The style is reminiscent of the Tyche of Antioch by Eutychides
who belonged to the Lysippean school.

Against the walls

;

1845-1854. Show cases l-X. Vases etc. of glass and other materials. In
the last case two rectangular glass tiles (13634 and 13639), in which the
figures are drawn upon a gold ground, should be observed.

Behind the statue :

1855. Show case with magnificent bowls of speckled glass etc.

Near the entrance to the next room ;

1856 (111383). Statuette of Venus Anadyomene, the hair painted yellow.

On the walls :

1857. Stucco reliefs with Centaurs and Bacchantes.

Rooms of the Precious Metals.

Gold Room.

Near the window, under a glass :

1K58 (27<)I1). So-called Tazza Farnesc, a sardonyx, grey on a brown
ground, thickly veined. It is one of the largest known cameos in the
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form of a vessel with a flat bottom and curved lip. On the outside an
aegis with Medusa head is cut, the rim of the aegis being crumpled in

many places, and from behind it dart little serpents. The Medusa is of
the ancient type with snakes under her chin and wings in her hair,

but the face has the expression of pathos to be found only in later

worlc. (Fig, 88). The inside is adorned with a relief of eight figures

(Fig. 89). The scene is agricultural. The youth in the centre with the
features of a satyr supports with his right hand a plough and yoke
and owing to the presence of the couched sphinx below the action is

supposed to take place in Egypt. To the left is the Nile. The youth in

front of him is Triptolemus Horus, the inventor of the plough. He
holds the ploughshare in his left hand and bears the seed in a wallet.

Above him are the Etesian winds, looked upon as the cause of the
seed-distributing floods because they were thought to drive back the
water at the mouth of the river. The woman seated upon the sphinx is

Euthemia, the goddess of rains and floods. On her right recline the
Horae, the two seasons of especial importance to Egypt. This cameo
was produced in the time of Augustus and surely made in Alexandria.
In the year 1471 Lorenzo dei Medici inherited it from Pope Paul the
Second and it passed from him into the possession of the Farnese. The
hole in the centre probably dates from the Middle Ages.

1S59. Show case containing gold rings embellished wiih precious
stones, engraved gems, cameos etc. N. 124688 depicts Leda with the
swan. In two cases the rings still encircle the mummied fingers of the
original wearers.

Fig. 90. Necklets.

In the centre of the room :

1860 (6278). Statuette of Apollo in the attitude of the Apollo Lykios
of Praxiteles. The right arm is raised above the head.

Behind the statue :

1861. Another show c^se of rings of various kinds. In some cases
only the gems are antique, others belong to post-classical times.

On the walls :

1862. Wall case I, Earrings, necklaces and a few Byzantine objects
from the Borgia Collection. N. 25000, a large Gold lamp for two flames,
found at Pompeii.

1863. Wall case 11. N. 1 10602, Statuette of Venus Anadyomene with
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gold bracelets and chain. N. 24893, Diadem with golden pomegranates
and bntterflies. Pendants (bullae) earrings, snake bracelets etc.

18(^U. Wall case III. Gold ornaments from the Stevens Collection.
Those found in Cumae *) bear the number of the tomb in which they
were discovered, others are from Tarentum. One series is of Etruscan
workmanship. There is also a gold bar of Byzantine origin used for

coinage, stamped with four impressions belonging to officials at the Mint.

1865. Wall case IV. contains principally necklets. A very beautiful

specimen is N. 248<S3 with Silenus masks, acorns, palmettes, and lotus

flowers (Kig. 90). X. 24S52, a gold Bull with an inscription, is considered
to be a forgery.

\^M}y 1<S(>7. Wall cases V. and VI. Wreaths, necklets, bracelets, earrings,

18<)8. Wall case VII. N. 24655, Gold feather similar to those found

^l^ypw I r ' » ' '
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Fig. 91. Drinking cups with centanres.

in the Sardinian town Nora, dating back to Phoeniciati itjfluence. These
feathers were hound upon the forehead of the deceased. The case also
contains diadems and wreaths. N.® 1 10834, a little l>urse of gold thread,

18()9-1871, Wall cases VIII. - X. Bracelets from Hercuianeum and
Pompeii. Necklets and gold tissue from Pompeii elc.

1872, 187;i (r)t2<>2, 12024S). Statuettes of Venus Anadyomene with re-
maitis of painting.

On the walls :

1874. Stucco reliefs, cp. N,o 1857.

Silver Room.

At the window under a glass shade:

1875 (2r)2sl*), Bucket with hatli scents in embossed work.

*) 7/te ofvamrnts frovi Cumae are sooyi to be arj anj^ed {toj^ether ivith
other objects found at that ptacej in a separate room.
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In the centre of the room to the left :

1876. Show case 1. Nos. 25380 - 25381. Two cups adorned with
masks and cupids riding on beasts in embossed work. They resemble
the Bosco Reale vessels in the Louvre, 75091, octagonal inkstand with
the days of the week, silver on bronze.

To the right :

1877. Show case II. Two drinking cups with false bottoms. They
are decorated with cupids and centaurs. They make a pair, matching
exactly and may be considered the most perfect specimens of good taste

and artistic style. They were found in the Casa delPargeiiteria in the
Strada di Mercurio in Pompeii. 125709 - 1257 10. Statuettes found in a
shrine of the Lares at Scafati. 25492-25493: Two disks, meant to be hung
up, with busts of Apollo and Artemis.

•— ^r^ '

J

Fig. 92. Drinking cups with centaures.

In the centre of the room :

1878 (6279). Statue of Artemis the Inintrcss. She is pursuing the
quarry accompanied hy her dog. She has just shot off an arrow. Cp.
N.« 239.

Fartiier back on the left :

1879. Show case III, 25300. Gohlet with handle adorned with ivy
and vine tendrils in relief. N.o 25301 is a similar goblet, but without a
handle, embossed with the apotheosis of Homer (Fig. 93). The poet
holding a scroll is being carried up to the sky by an eagle. On one
side the Iliad is represented hy a woman bearing arms, on the other
the Odyssey by a woman with an oar.

To the riglit :

188<). Show case IV, Xos. 3537'^-25379, goblets ornamented with ivy
leaves and berries, 109688, miniature skeleton, these were often handed
round at a feast to remind the guests of their approaching end and to
accentuate their appreciation of present enjoyment. C]). Nos. 157 and 163.
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Around the walls :

1881. Wall case 1. N. 25490,
Circular Relief, the reverse side

was used as a mirror. Probably
a representation of the forsaken
Dido comforted by Eros and her
handmaidens, though Die prin-

cipal figure has also been taken
for Phaedra. Further on are sta-

tuettes of gods and a goblet orna-
mented with a battle of Amazons.

18S2-1892. Wall cases If. Xll,

Various vases, some with inscrij)-

tions, mirrors, strainers, si)oons

etc. Also fragments of utensils.

Armoury.

1893. Wall paintings from
graves at Paestum representing
warriors on horse and foot re-

turning with booty. This was lo

do honour to the dead who was
also held to be victor. The pe-
culiarities of the armour refer to

the Oscan-Saninite dwellers in

Campania who were entirely un-
der Etruscan influence. The or-

namental headgear of the horses
is still to be seen in that district.

The plumed helmets and identi-

cal cuirasses and belts are depic-
ted on vases found during exca-
vations in Campania.

On the walls are hung :

18f)4. Large Tiibae, such as
were used at gladiatorial com-
bats. Found in Pompeii.

Opposite the entrance :

1895. Leg of a Table in the
form of a Victory with a trophy.

In the cetitre under a glass
shade:

IHm (0908^)). Bronze oeno-
choe. riie handle is decorated
with a qtiadrlga.

In front of the window :

1897. Two richly ornamented
gladiators helmets, from the bar-
racks o( the gladiators at Pom-
peii. On OTie (5673) is represented
the downfall of Troy (l^Mg. 94),
on the other (5674) the apotheo-
sis of Rome.

o
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5: r±
big. 94. Gladiators helmets (Phot, hrogi).

By the window, in two small show cases :

1898. Collection o( stings dating from the siege of Ascninn^ in the

war between Caesar and Pompey and the later siege of Perugia.

At the door leading
into the next room :

181^J. Show case con-
taining four large grea-
ves (5644-5648).

Around the walls :

19(X)-1909. Wall cases

I-X.Weapons ol all kinds.

Amongst them are espe-

cially noteworthy (to the
left, counting from the

entrance): Case II. 5656,
liladiators helmet orna-
mented with a scene from
Roman mythology. 11.

5637 and III. 5639: Shoul-
der-piece of a retiarius

(galerus). IV.5686 Girdle
of which the leather lin-

ing is still intact. V. 5735,
Osco-Samnite breastpla-

te, which must have been
brought from Campania
to Ruvo (Fig. 95). VI.
Head guard and breast
plate for a horse. VI 1.

5744, Helmet of which
the side-pieces are ador-
ned with Nereids. VI 11.

5846, Cock, a military
emblem.

Fig. 95. ()st'<>-Sanniite breastplate.
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Collection of Papyri (*).

Papyrus takes a prominent place amongst writing materials from
the very earliest times. Used first in Egypt, it maintained its superio-
rity from 3000 B. C. (the assumed date of the Prisse Papyrus now in

Paris) until 1000 A. D, when it was ousted by the Arabian manufac-
tory of paper. The papyrus plant (cyperus papyrus) formerly grew
freely in the marshy districts of Lower hgypt. Today it has quite disap-
peared there but is sometimes seen on the upper reaches of the Nile.

The wild cyperus syriacus which grows in Syria and Sicily differs

slightly from the Egyptian variety. According to Pliny (N. H, 13,68-81)
the material was prepared in the
following way. The triangular stalk

of the papyrus was cut into equal
lengths and these sliced lengthways
into as many fine broad strips as
possible. These were laid horizontally
alongside of one another and on the
top was placed a second layer per-
pendicular to the first. This double
block was squeezed with the help of
a certaii gummy substance into a
compact mass and then dried. The

resulting single leaves could thereupon be stuck together and formed
into long or short rolls. From the seventh century onwards papyrus as

a writing material was exported especially lo Greece. The manufacto-
ries that sprang up abroad, particularly in Rome, did not actually pro-

duce papyri but transformed the raw material imported from Egypt
Into a locally popular form. Between ihe years 1752 and 1754 a large

number of rolls of papyrus were found in various parts of a house in

Fig. 96, Coins of electron.

Fig. 97. Didrachnie.

Herculaneum, hence called the Villa del pa|)yri. They were carbonised,

unfortunately not through the action of fire as at first supposed, but

through the evaporation of the oxygen which they cotitained. They
had to be excavated from the dei)osit of ashes which had become as

hard as stone. This as may be imagined was a difficult task and more-

This will probably soon be vwved into other rooms farther back
in order to moke f ooni for the exhibitioji of the Stevens Collection in the

place they now occupy.
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over, before the nature of the rolls was recognised many were damaged.
Tbey were first taken for blocks of coal, proved by the name bottega
del carbonajo (coal-merchant's shop) which was given to the room in

which they were found. The peculiar nature of the rolls was only
realised after the accidental recognition of certain letters inscribed on
them and their subsequent removal was more carefully undertaken.
There was great joy at the discovery of a library of the first century
A. D. but of what use were these sealed and blackened rolls if they
could not be deciphered. One hears a great deal nowadays of new

< -5-
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Fig. 9S. Tetradrachnie of Leontini.

papyri finds and the difficulties of translating them, but these are no-
thing compared to those with which the translator of the Herculanean
papyri had to contend. Rolls found in Kgypt in the present day have
preserved their nature and flexibility whereas these referred to are
merely carbon and may be destroyed by a breath. Several attempts
have been made to decipher them ; amongst other expedients Paderni
cut them into strips in order to get at the inner side, but all in vain, this

procedure resulting indeed in most cases in the complete destruction of
the rolls. The only successful method of dealing with them is the following

Fig. 99. Tetradrachme of Syracuse.

which was adopted by the Jesuit Antonio Piaggio who was sent for

from Rome to Naples on purpose. l^Iis method, which is still practised,
is as follows. The roll is laid upon and suspended between two wadded
arms. Isinglass is pasted on the outer side and to the isinglass are
fastened silken threads which are attached above to reels. The attempt
is then niade to separate the upper from the under layer by means of
a needle. When a portion containing several columns has thus been
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successfully separated from the mass, it is cut off and pasted on a sheet
of paper. The roll is thus treated until it has been entirely unwound.
It is obvious that this treatment results in the loss of the outer layer
of the papyrus but this is no disadvantage as all the Herculanean
papyri have been inscribed on the inner layer only. The rescued por-
tions are read and copied, a most difficult task as the black letters can
only be distinguished from the black ground because they have left

marks that shine. To accomplish the work^at all, very good^light is

Fig. IOC. Decadrachuie of Syracuse.

essential. Another difficulty arises because fragments of the preceding
or following layer frequently stick (these are the so-called ,, sovrap-
posti ** or ,, sottoposti **) and if not recognised to be extraneous,
confuse the text.

In order that the newly discovered rolls should be read and inter-

preted, King Charles founded the Accademia ercolanese in the year
1755, but the first volume of the Collection (Herculanensium voluminum
quae supersunt tomus I.) was not ready for publication until 1793. The

Fig. loi. Tetradrachme of Gortyne.

political troubles of succeeding years (it was during this period that
ihc P'rench removed the papyri for safety to Palermo) retarded pro-
gress and the second volume did not appear until 1809. Unfortunately
the papyri did not yield the literary treasures that had been hoped for.

They are mostly the writings of Fhilodemos the Epicurean who never
achieved distinction so that no great gain has accrued to literature.
Nevertheless the results are not to be despised.
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The total number of rolls found is 1810; of these 585 have been
completely and 206 partially unrolled ; in 169 cases the attempt was
unsuccessful; 25 were given away, 17 from Palermo to the Prince of

Wales and 6 others were kept by Napoleon as a souvenir of his first

consulship in the year 1803 ; one was taken by the Commandant of
Portici and one was sent in 1892 to the Ministry of Education. There
still remain 825 to be dealt with. Amongst those unrolled the greater
part are in Greek, only 42 being in Latin and these mostly in bad
condition perhaps owing to the treatment to which they were subjected
in Rome on their introduction from Egypt.

Fig. 102. Tetradrachme of Alexander.

The titles and authors' names are seldom forthcoming because it is

very hard to get at the commencement of the rolls and towards the
end where the name is usually given again, the difficulty of deciphering
increases. The protruding label on which this information was inscri-

bed is lost in every case and only in two cases can we positively
identify the umbilicus or wooden roller round which the papyri were
wound.

To the Papyri Collection be-
long :

1911 (110568). The wax ta-

blets discovered on the third and
fifth o\ July 1875 in the house

'J

of the banker Caecilius Jucundus v^

(Cp. N. 810, Fig. 46). They deal
with receipts for auctions and
accounts of sums of money paid
over to the owners of sale lots.

The banker (argentarius) evident-
ly not only held the auction but frequently advanced the probable re-

ceipts after subtracting of course the taxes and commission due. These
accounts were duplicated and one copy of the original was sealed and
locked away in the presence of witnesses, the other being left exposed
so that it could be referred to at any moment. The wax on which they
were written has vanished, the wooden tablets themselves are charred
but the characters are still legible owing to the fact that the stylus pe-
netrated the thin layer of wax and made an impression on the under-
lying wood.

Fig. 103, Coin of Syracuse.

in

1912(116325-116328). Wax tablets, somewhat damaged, found
1887.
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At the door of the Coin Room :

1913 (&386). Herm of Silenus.

1914 r6384). Herin of Hercules.

The Collection of Coins.

Amongst the ninety thousand specimens, acquired from various
collections and by recent purchase, now brought together in the National

Fig. 104. Tetradrachme of Perseus.

Museum, a selection of one thousand and sixty three coins, arranged
according to countries and periods^ is here shown to illustrate the
history of coinage from tlie earliest times down to the present day.

«»-^ . ~-

Fig. 105. Tetradrachme of Myrina.

Cases I. - V.

1015. Artistic Development. FifSt Period (600-474 B. C). As the
ancient coins are not <lated they can only be identified by their shape,
the metal of which they are made, the stamping, lettering etc. In the
place of original metho<ls of exchange, came the standard based on the
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Fig. 106. Didrachme of Naples.

value of cattle. When with increase of trade this standard no longer
sufficed, metal of all kinds was substituted. Coinage only comes into

existence when a recognised stamp determines the weight and value
of a piece of metal. The oldest coins were probably stamped in Lydia.
These are the pale yellow electron coins (N. 4, Fig. 96), a mixture of

gold and silver, as the separation of metals was not yet understood In

Greece the invention of coins is ascribed to the Argive king Pheidon,
in Rome to Servius Tullius. The oldest coins are stamped on one side

only and have on the reverse a
dent (quadratun^ incusum) owing
to the fact that they were placed
upon a projecting support to

steady them during the process
of stamping. In the case of a
few towns in Southern Italy the
stamp was raised one side and
incused on the reverse. Of cour-
se this was only possible with
very thin pieces of metal (N. 13,

P'g- 97)- T^he standard of weight
for coins is the Babylonian. The
art of the medallists naturally follows in the footsteps of the greater

artists. The reproduction of heads sncli as tiiat of t))e Apollo on the

tetradrachmas of Leontini (N. 25, Fig. 98) is still rare.

Second Period, 474-415 B. C, Here tlie transition from the archaic

to the best period of Sculpture exemplified in the work of Myron,
Phidias and Polyclitus can be easily recognised. The excellent delinea-

tion of a goddess on the tetra-

drachmas of Syracuse (N. 79,

Pig- 99)» ^y a number of medal-
lists is well known and belongs
to this period.

Third Period, 415-350 B. C.
This is the finest period of coin
engraving. The artists overcome
all difficulties and even venture
to portray heads in front view.
The coins of Syracuse, especially

the decadrachmas , surpass all

the rest in beauty (N. 139, Fig. 100) but other Greek cities share in the
progress of the art (N. 95, Fig. 101).

Fourth Period, 350-250 B. C. In the time of Alexander and his suc-
cessors there arose many types of divine and idealised portrait-heads, all

showing more or less the influen-
ce of Lysippus (N. 148, Fig. 102
and N. 212, Fig. 103). The art of
Scopas is suggested in the Nike
of Samothrace on the coins of
Demetrius Poliorcetes. Together
with this Greek influence in Sou-
thern Italy, Roman influence also
cc^mes into play as is seen in

the Roman-Cami)anian issues of
coins.

Fifth Pe>iod, 250-50 B. C,

After maintaining itself at its height for a short time (N. 222, Fig,

Fig, 107. Didrachme of Metaponto.

Fig. los. Gold Monney of Sylla.
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104 and N. 228, Fig. 105) the art declined rapidly, losing the easy grace
of the time when the Greek cities were free.

1916.

Cases V. - VI.

Greek coins from Southern Italy, The coins of separate cities

are arranged in topographical
order, beginning with Cales, then
come Capua, Cumae etc. down
to Terina. Note the dedrachma
from Naples with the head of
the Siren (N. 264, Fig. 106) and
that from Metapontum with the
wheatear on the reverse (N. 304,
Fig. 107).

Fig. 109. Silver Money of J. Caesar. Case VII.

Fig. no. Gold Money of M. Brutus.

1917. The Italic Aes grave. The Italic [)eople who were not tinder
Greek influence used copper coinage in their exchange with Rome.
The unit weighing about a pound was the As, which was divided into
i|2 semis, i|3 triens, i|4 quadrans, 16 sextans, i 12 ^ uncia. In
a few cities where the coinage is more artistic the production was pro-
bably in the hands of Greeks.

Cases VIII. < X.

1918. Aes rude and signatuin.
Coins from the city of Rome.
The name pecunia, from pecus,
testifies to the original animal
standard of value. Servius Tul-
lius is supposed to have been the
first to have a token stan)p)ed

upon the bronze used as money
(aes signatum). But even so scales and, for division, a hammer were ne-

cessary. The proper system of coinage only begins with the aes gra-

ve 327 gr. The as was stamped with the double-headed Janus , the

semis, triens, quadrans, sextans and uncia with the heads of Jupiter,

Pallas, Hercules, Mercury
and a helmeted Rome. On
the reverse of each is the

forepart of a ship.

Gradually the weight of

the As diminished, at the be-

ginning of the first Punic war
to I13, later to i|6, i;i2 and
even 1I24 of its orignal va-

lue. At that time silver coins

were first struck, hearing the

helmeted image of Rome and
on the reverse the Diosciiri.

Soon alter this the officials in charge of the Mint (trcsviri monetales)

altered the issue of silver coinage and stamped it with their own names.
After the Social war gold coins were issued, exceptionally at first and

later on in ever increasing quantities. Note N. 476 with Venus and Cu-
pid (Fig. loS), N. 486 with Julius Caesar (Fig. 109) and N. 488 with

Brutus (Fig. no).

big. III. (iold Money of Augustus.
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Cases X. - XllL

1919. Imperial Coins. In coins of the time of Augustus it is note-

worthy that some political incident is usually depicted on the reverse.

From 15 B. C, the emperor reserved the monopoly of issuing gold and
silver coin, the copper currency being issued by the Senate. At this

time coins made of aurichalcum, a mixture of copper, tin and zinc,

were also in use. In the history of coinage the reign of Nero is impor-
tant both on account of his revision of the standard of weights and the
alteration in types. Under his successors the currency was still used

y

,

Vftr>
F'lg. 112. As of Diiisus, Son of Tiberius.

as a reminder of political events. The diminishing of weights and the
debasing of metals continued and of course the minting graduali>
became worse and worse. Note the beautiful gold coin bearing with the head
of .\ugustus, on the reverse being Myron's cow (N. 511, Fig. 11 1), the
as with head of Drusus (N. 540, Fig. 112), the aurichalcum as with
head of Nero (X. 563, Fig. 113), the gold coin of Pertinax (N. 663,
Fig. 114) the silver coin of Caracalla (X. 660, Fig. 115), and the gold
coin of Probus (N. 683,
Fig. 116).

At the end of the

show cases devoted to

imperial currency are a
few medals which are

not properly coins. X.
706, the gold medal of
Augustus, found at Pom-
peii in 1759 is unique
(X. 706, Fig. 117). On the

reverse is an archaic fi-

gure of Artemis (Cp. 106,

p. 14). N, 708, the bronze
medal of the younger Faustina is also a particularly fine coin,

Cases XIV. - XIX.

17*20. Mediaeval and modern coins. Rare and especially interesting
speciniens from Southern Italy. Note the coin with head of Sergius
I. Duke of Xaples (X. 722, F'ig. iiS), that with Charles 1. of
Anjou (X. 748, Fig, 119) and that with Henry of Lorraine, dating
from the period of the revolution brought about b> Masaniello (X. 843,

9*

Fig. 113. As in aurichalcum of Neron.
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Fig. J 20). Case XVI 1, contains coins of foreign states and rulers. Case
XVI 1 1, proof specimens from the different mints. Case XIX is devoted
to coins of the House of Savoy,

Cases XX -

Fig. 114. Gold Money of Pertinax.

XXV.
1921. Medals. Of these there

are about 7000 specimens. The
larger works of art of the Re-
naissance are exhibited in one
of the rooms of the picture gal-

lery. Cases XX. - XXI. contain
medals struck in the various
countries of Europe. The remain-
der contain Neapolitan issues
under the Bourbons and medals
representing the Kings of Italy

since i860.

In the corners of the room :

1922 (6287). Statuette of Aphrodite, type of Venus Genetrix.

1923 (6as9). Male Statuette.

1924 (1262-19). Statuette of a man, probably a Hellenic ruler repre
sented as a Doryi)horus.

1925 (288). Female
Statuette with well pre-

served colouring. Very
probably Charis, the god-
dess of Grace. A maiden
dressed in a thin tran-
sparent chiton, remini-
scent of the Aphrodite
of Alcamenes, hut of la-

ter workmanship. Per-
haps to be ascribed to

Timotheus, an Athenian
sculptor who lived in the fourth century B. C.

In the same room are exhibited :

Fig. 115. Silver Money of Caracalla.

Engraved Stones

Fig. 116. Gold Money of Probus.

About two thousand are
shewn in six cases. The
cameos are divided from
the acttial gems hut they
are not arranged in chro-
nological order. Many come
from the collection of Loren-
zo del Medici and can be di-

stinguished by the letters

LAUR.MED. engraved upon
them. Many date from the

sixteenth and seventeenth
are mentioned below.centuries. Some of the principal specimens

In the centre of the room :

1926. In the first case, N. 6, Sardonyx with four figures, Daedalus
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fastening the wings of Icarus. N. 8, Sardonyx, Dionysus leaning upon a

satyr is standing in a chariot drawn by two Psyches. N. 12, Sardonyx,
Victory in a Chariot, the work of Sostratos. N. 16, Sardonyx, Battle

between Zeus and the giants, the work of Athenion ; a remarkably
beautiful specimen. N. 26, Aphrodite with a nest of Cupids, N, 65.

Copy of the Farnese Bull unfortunately only partially preserved.

Fig. 117. Gold Medals of Augustus.

1927. Of those contained
following are noticeable. N.
Marsyas. His pupil Olympos
to cancel the horrid doom o
workmanship is excellent. N.
work of Apollonius. N. 254,
newly brought by Thetis, cut
finest specimens of what can

in the third case, mostly Roman, the

213, Cornelian, re))resenting the defeat ol

seeks to move Apollo through his prayers,
f Marsyas, who is to be Hayed alive. The

2J2. Amethyst. Artemis with a torch, the
Cornelian, Achilles admiring the weapons
by Dioscurides. Both stones are the very
be done in the art of engraving gems.

Fig. 118. Money of Sergius L, Duke of Naples.

1928. The case by the window contains mostly gems found in Pom-
peii. The best is probably N. 27665 representing a sacrifice. A woman
bringing a basket of (lowers to a herm, to ihe accompaniment of Hntes.

In the Papyri Room are three tables, containing gecns, mostly
modern :

H)21^-1931. In the room in wliicii the remaining Coins are kept in

twelve safes, are one or two Statuettes, decorative work.
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Near the window, to the right :

1932 (6401). Female Statuette. The head is antique but does not
belong to the body. Both forearms are restored. The attributes are
lacking so there is no means of identifying the original.

1938 (6259). Female Statuette. Head probably does not belong to the
body. Hands restored, the right was lowered and probably held a pa-
tera. The type can he traced hack to the fifth century, perhaps a De-
meter or Kore.

1934. Nude youth, perhaps
Hermes, leaning u])on an ar-

chaistic figure. The motive is

Praxilelean.

Left wall

:

1935 (6380). Statuette of a

nude man after the Alexander
with the si)ear by Lysippus.

\9S6 (6348). Statuette of

Priapus. Both hands restored.

The god wears a long flowing
beard and his head is coverecl

with a sort of hood. He leans with his left elbow on a tree trunk.

1937 (6H81). Seated Athlete.

1938 (6403). Female Statuette. A wonian seated upon a rock, raising
her right arm. Perhaps ijitended to he a muse but the absence of attri-

butes makes her identity doubtful.

Kig. 119. Money of Charles I. of Anjou

Fig, 120. Money of Henri of Lorraine.

Returning tlirough the Coin Room we come to ihe

Collection of Vases
From the earliest times clay vases have been made as receptacles

for the preservation of liquids and for other purposes and it is quite
natural that men should have sought to make them not merely useful

but ornamental. Owing to the fact that broken fragments of clav could
not serve any subsequent purpose and therefore have been found in

great quantities duritig our excavations we have the glorious possibility

of reconstructing for ourselves the Civilisation of a long buried race, in

as far as it was capable of expression in their manufacture and use of
earthenware.
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The adaptation of mineral dyes, the sifting of the clay, and then
the discovery of the potter' s wheel and the furnace gave great impulse
lo the art of the potter, but these improvements and inventions did
not become universal property* For a long time the fiiier glaze used
in Greece gave her an advantage over other countries so that Greek
vases were a much sought after commodity in the trade.

In the earliest times, referred to as the Mycenean period, the vases
were adorned with marine objects. Figures of men and animals are
comparatively rare. Later, these gave place to socalled geometric de-
signs, patterns originating partly at the weaver's loom, in contrast to

this there developed the Corinthian style under Oriental influence in

which the body of the vase is divided into bands filled in with animal
figures. The Geometric style passes through the Early Corinthian be-

fore giving way to the Corinthian proper. Corinthian vases also had a

great vogue in Italy but were soon displaced by the Athenian which
were first painted with black figures on a red ground and later with
red figures on a black ground, in the latter case the body ot the vase
being entirely black. This is the golden age of Vase painting, which
was followed by a steady decline. Vase painting was begun in Southern
ftaly just in the period of transition from the best to the later style.

According to Patroni the vases were used there only for burial

purposes and this conclusion he justifies by assuming that the scenes
depicted represent the tomb itself or a continued existence in Elysium.
Besides the painted vases there have been found in Campania Buccheio
vases produced under Etruscan influence. These are permeated with a
black dye and are seldom if ever found in Greek cities though they exist

in large quantities in those towns which have been under Etruscan rule.

The recent translation of the Vases in the present rooms has consi-

derably interfered with their proper sequence but the available space
was regrettably limited. The numbers of the various cases must therefore
be noted.

1939. Case 1. contains the oldest specimens, similar to those exhi-
bited in the prehistoric section. They belong for the most part to the
iron age, some may be even older. The variety in colouring is usually
due to the varying degrees, of heat in the firing.

1940. Case II. Campanlan Bucchero ware. Notice especially an
Oinochoe with an Etruscan inscription (hmurce sta pruchum). The
Bucchero vases of purely Etruscan origin (Case XV.) are somewhat
different.

1941. Cases 111. - VII. Archaic Vases from Apulia. Those from
Northern Apulia (Canosa) must be distinguished from those from Taren-
turn and the Sallentine peninsula.

1942. Case VIII. Vases with geometric designs from Cumae.

Figured Vases.

In the last room :

19413. Case IX. Black figured vases from Campania.

1^44-1945. Cases X. - XI. Campanlan imitations of Attic vases.

1946. Cases XII. - XIII. Vases from Saticola (S. Agata dei Goti),
for the most part imitations of Attic vases of the painted style. The
vases, regular bell-shaped craierae, are mostly adorned with Bacchic
scenes in front and draped figures at the back.

1947. Cases XIV. - XV. Vases from Cumae. The shapes are various.
The paintings have to do chiefly with funeral monuments. Note in
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Case XiV, to the left, on the second shelf N. 1990 *) depicting the
apotheosis of Hercules and directly below it, N. 2231, Ariadne adorning
herself for her marriage witfi Dionysus.

1948, Case XVI. Vases from Abella. They resemble those from
Paestum in drawing, but differ in the shapes and colours.

1949. Cases XVil. -XVill. Vases from Paestum, amongst them one
(N. 2873) representing Hercules with the Hespeiides, the work of Assteas.
Two others by the same artist (Cadmus wiih the dragon, Fig. 121, and

Phrixos with Ilelle)

7 are placed on Cases
XXVI. and XIX.
Paestum according
to its pottery belongs
rather to Campania
than to Lucania.

19r)0. Cases XIX.

-

XXI 1 1. Vases from
Lucanian factories.
Notice especially
those depicting bat-
tle scenes in which
the differences be-
tween Oscan-Campa-
nian and Lucanian
armour may be clear-
ly seen. N. 3237, the
madness of Lycur-
gus, affords proof of
that preference for

gruesome subjects in

which the Lucanians
resembled the Etru-

Fig. 121. Cadmos with the dragon. scan artists.

1951. Cases XXIV. - XXXVll. Vases from Apulia and the factories

of Ruvo and Canosa. Notice on the lowest shelf of Case XX\'I1.
N. 3231, the 1'heft of the Palladium and the contest between Apollo
and Marsyas (Fig. 122). The drawing here approximates to that on the
Attic vases (N. 2910, to the right on the second shelf of Case XXX).
Diomedes with the steeds of Rhesos. The platters decorated witli

fishes remind one that fish was served and eaten on them originally.

The inner grooved portion was for the sauce.

In the room of the Greek Vases:

1952. Case XXXVMI. Vases painted red after firing. On the top
shelf, N. 2069. an oinochoe, is similar in style to the vases from Pae-
stum and Abella.

19o3. Case XXXIX. Vases from Gnathla, mostly decorated with
ornamental patterns without figures. One vase, on the middle shelf to

the right, depicting a comedy actor, is interesting.

A remarkable feature in Italic pottery, especially that of Canosa, is

k

*) Thf fiufnb^ps hf)e ^iifeft of sifii^U vas^s are those on the ted
labels (ojteyi very fadedi and refer to lleydenuDin* s Catalogue,
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• '<,

the enormous size of some of the vases, which are now exhibited singly

on bronze tripods in many of the rooms.

Room I.

1954 (32i^9). Large Amphora with volutes, from Canosa. It represents
Zeus with otiier gods and heroes, but having been considerably resto-
red it is impossible to decipher accurately. From Canosa.

Room 11.

1955 (B252). Large Amphora with masks and inset reliefs. In front
is a scene as yet unexplained. Below is Medea watching the struggle
of Jason with the bull. On the other side a battle of Amazons and a
Bacchic thiasos.

1956(3254). Vase from
Canosa. Funeral Pyre of ?

Patroclus before which
Achilles slays the Trojan
youths who are to ac-
company him to the ^

Underworld. On the right

Agamemnon advances
with an ofl'ering. Above
are Phoinix and Nestor
in Achilles* tent. Below
one sees Acnilies quadri-
ga bearing the body of
Hector. On the other
side a Heroon, or grave
monument surrounded
by youths and maidens.

Room III.

1957 (3256). The lar- •

gest Vase of all , from
Ruvo. It measures i m.
55 in height and 2 m. 45
in circumferefice. The
nuniber of patches make
it difficult to decipher
but the battle of Amazons
and the contest between
Pelops and Oinomaus can
be recognised. An unu- "

sual feature is the pain-
ting round the base, de- i.

picting a race.

Room IV.

40^'^

Fig. 122, Apollo and Marsyas.

1958 (3222). Vase with scenes of the Underworld. From Altamura.
Orpheus strives with his music to touch the hearts of the rulers of the
Underworld and induce them to restore his wife to liim. He is surroun-
ded by beings of the rnderworld. Megara with her sons, Pelops witli

Hippodamia and Myrtilus, the three judges of the Underworld, Her-
cules defeating Cerberus, Sisypluis with liis burden, and the Danaids.

Room V.

1959 (3253). Persian Vase from Canosa found with N, 1956 (Mg. 123).

In tlie centre of the principal scene the Persian King Darius is enthroned.
Before hin^ on a platform stands an orator and beliind is a guard with
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a drawn sword. On either side are Persian princes summoned in coun-
cil. Above, in the assembly of the gods is Hellas, while on the right
appears Asia seated upon an altar. Near her is Apate, the goddess of
Deceit, with two torches. In the lowest scene is the treasurer of the
Royal household receiving tribute from the Provinces. The table at

which he presides is arranged for accounts and upon it is marked
loooo (M), looo (X) etc.

Room VI.

19^^^) nV2Ty}. Arcltemoros Vase from Ruvo. On the neck are i)ainted

^H? -i» »^^'

Fig. 123. Persian \'ase.

a siren and the contest between Pelo[)s and Oinoniaus ; on the body oi

the vase the funeral obsequies of Archenioros. Hypsipyle who had
been brought as a slave from Lemnos to Neniea was entrusted by the
Queen Eurydice with the care of her infant son Opheltes of whom the
Oracle had foretold that he would die if ever he touched the ground.
On being asked by the band of warriors on their way to Thebes the
whereabouts of a spring of water, the nurse laid the boy upon the
ground a single moment in order to accompany Adrastus to the spring.

Returning she fitids the infant C)pheltes killed by a serpent. Hypsipyle
is about to be punished, but the seer Amphiaraus intercedes for her
and she is simultaneously recognised and freed hy her two sons Ktineos
and Thoas who are among the warriors. On the other side of the vase
is depicted the adventure of Hercules in the garden of the Jlesperides
:\ni\ on the neck Dionysus with his procession.
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On columns in the various rooms :

lf)6L Many other vases with Heroa (Graves). Note in Room III,

near the window, the vase on which is depicted the dragging of Hec-
tor's body around the tomb of Patroclus,

In the corridor :

1962. Four Amphorae with masks as handles.

Passage leading to the Cnmae Collection :

1963. Models of Italic graves with accessory vases as excavated.

In the large Room of the Attic Vases there is also;

1964. Case XLI. containing Ionic or pseudo - Ionic vases, made in

Etruria.

1966. Cases XLIL - XLVI. Black figured Attic vases. Amongst
these the Panathenaic Vases are worthy of especial notice. They were
filled with oil and presented to the winners of the Panathenaic contests.

They bear inscriptions to this effect.

1967. Case XI.VII. contains vessels showing the transition fiom
the black to the red figured style.

1968. Cases XLVIH.-XLIX. Red figured Attic vessels. There are
no remarkably fine specimens in this collection.

1969. Cases L. - LIV. Red figured Vases of Attic manufacture.
These are usually called Nolanic because they were found in large
quantities at Nola.

1970. Cases LV. Bucchero Vases from Etruria. Campanian black
painted cups. Notice amongst them a patera with the inscription L.
CANOLEIOS. L. F. FECIT. CALENOS.

The principal examples of red figured Attic work are exhibited in

the large show case in the centre of the room.

Beginning below on the right :

1971 (2422). Hydria discovered at Nola in 1797. It formed part of
the Vivenzio Collection. It was used as a cinerarv urn and found en-
closed in a terra-cotta vessel which is also preserved in the National
Museum. Upon the hydria is represented the Iliupersis, or downfall of
Troy. Priam, seated at an altar with the dead body of Astyaiiax on
his knees, awaits the death blow of Neoptolemus. On either side are
scenes of terror. To the right Andromache, armed with a pestle, is

striking a blow at a Greek soldier. To the left Cassandra is being torn

from the statue of Athena. The departure of Aeneas and the recognition
of Aithra by her two grandchildren complete the picture at either side.

1972 (2421). Amphora with volutes, from Ruvo, depicting a battle

of Amazons. On the neck, Peleus and Thetis.

1973 (3288). Hydria, much damaged in the funeral pyre. On it are
painted female jugglers.

Above :

1974 (2410). Two-handled Vase from Nocera. Bacchic festival. Dione
pours out wine. She is surrou tided by riotous Bacchantes.

1975 (8240). Amphora with volute^, from Ruvo. Preparations for the
performance of a satiric drama.

1976 (3251). Amphora with volutes, from Ruvo. A wild boar and a

doe hunted by Orientals.
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On a marble table under glass :

1977. Three Attic vases with reliefs and gildint; (fight with a grif-

fin, Marsyas, hunting scene).

In the dark room leading to the Cumae Collection :

19TH. Vases from Canosa, sliaped like wineskins, with many figures

attached. (iMg. 124).

Fig. 124. Vase of Canosa (Phot. Bro^i).'

In the centre show case:

1979. Specimens of vases with designs stamped In relief, terra

sigillata. They are similar to the Aretine vases and are supposed to

come from Gaul.

Around tiie room, on columns:

19S(). Amphorae with masks a.^ handles and with reliefs executed on
the necks.
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The Cumae Collection

The Vases and other Objects found in 1856 during the excavations
at Cumae were given to the Museum by Prince Carignano. To these
are added the Stevens Collection which has unfortunately been disper-
sed in part.

Room I.

On columns :

1981 (<S586S, SoSTO, 85872). Vases with the customary Hereon.

r» r,^.l(r3*-,j^iiH,-»,,/y-lMk-i(^(\ -^.4^. "*• » •

^*&- ^25. Theseus fighting the Amazons.

In the centre :

19S2 (Sf>407). Presumably a wax mask. It was found during excava
tions, by the Count of Syracuse instead the head of a corpse.

Hetuven the windows:

19S3. Marble Bust of Prince Carignano, the tlonor of the Collection

To tlie left of the entrance:

19H4. Case 1. Corinthian and black Italic vases.

11)85. Case II. Black vases, lamps, vessels of local manufacture.
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19H6. Case III. Above, anteflxae. Helow a medley of vases of the
most diverse styles.

1987. Case IV. Various vases, some coated with white paint.

Room 11.

In the centre under a glass shade :

1988 (8B4fK3). Aryballos. Theseus fighting the Amazons. (Fig.

On a column :

1989 (860G0). Attic Crater. Women playing the cithara.

125)

l*'ig. 126. \'ase with representation of the rnderwoid.

In a showcase :

MKX) (85885). A lady's toilet case with contents.

On the five cases :

\WL Bronze Vases.

The cases contain for the most |)art painted vases of Attic origin.

Il^>2. Case 1. Redfigured Attic vases, amongst iliem a remarkable
fragment depicting the divinities of light. (86309).

VM^Wjry, Cases II. - IV. Black figured Attic vases. Notice especially

on the upper shelf of the case one representing an imdraped woman
riding a panther.
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1996. Case V. Attic and local vases with rich polychrome decorations.
An)ong:st them is one dealing with the legend of Telephos. To ensure his

own safely Telephos has seized the infant Orestes and fled for protection
to an altar. He threatens to slay the child unless Agamemnon promises
him safe conduct and healing of the wound inflicted by Achilles.

Room III.

In the centre :

1997. Archaistic Marble head of Dionysus^ considerably restored in

antiquity.

1998. Show Case I. Beautiful collection of Phoenician glass vases etc.

1999. Show Case II. Fibulae and other ornaments of silver and amber.

On columns :

2000-2001. Mixing bowls.

Upon the five wall cases :

2(Xy2. Cauldron and other bronze vessels.

i>00:V2005. Cases I. - IV. Various vases.

2000. Case V. Objects made of bronze, glass and alabaster.

__ . .«—— —^~. • - •• ^-r.'

I

Fig. 127. Chalcidien \'ase.

The Stevens Collection
2iK)S-201 4. Various gold and silver objects. Early Corimliian and Rho-

dian ware, also Attic vases, Phoenician glass, hone utensils etc. all of
which are arranged according lo the giaves in which they were found.

2015. In the last Vase Room is a show case containing the results
of the excavations made in 1902 amongst the graves of Cumae. Close hy
tlie north wall of the city four graves were found in the hurial ground.
The first contained articles dating from the second or tliird centuries.
The three others belong to an earlier period, perhaps lo the seventh cen-
tury B. C. Patroni however dates lliem even further hack into the eiglith,
one perhaps end of the or ninth centuries B. C.
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From tlie Room of tlie Greek Vases one goes to the right to visit

The Santangelo Collection

It was formed by the Marchese Santangelo during his official

career, especially in the Basilicata, bought subsequently from his heirs
by the Municipality and lent to the Museum.

Fig. 128. Adonis \'ase.

Princii)al Room.

Ill the centre case :

2016. Attic and Italic Vases. Notice especially the vase fouiul in Ar-

mento (Kasilicata) depicting the death of Mekager. To avenge the death

of her brother, his uncle, slain by Mcleager , his mother Althaea con-

denuisliim to death and casts the brand with which his life is mysteriously

connected into the flames. Melcager, consumed by inwar<l fire is held

by his brother Tydeus and sistci Deianeira. His father appears in des-

pair. Helow are his companions of the Calydonian Hunt. Fros is here
represented as Fn\y (V'/^oio,,) ha\ ing awakened Meleager's passif)n foi

Atalanta, he is thus responsible for the whole traj^edy. (Fig. 126).

Beginning to the left of the entrance :

2017-2(US. Cases 1. - V. Vases from Apulia and Lucania.
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At the end of the room :

2019, Case 1. Drinking horns fashioned in the form of animals
heads.

2020-2022. Cases II. - VII. Vases from Attica and Apulia. On a
Chalcidian vase is depicted the contention of Apollo and Hercules for

the tripod (Fig. 127).

In the dark passage there are some very interesting vases. To the
right quite in the background:

2023. Pellke with the Rescue ^

of Andromeda.

To the left

:

2024. Pelike. Struggle for the
possession of the youthful Ado-
nis and his further adventures
(Fig. 128).

The wall case contains;

2027. Terracottas, lamps.

2028. Large amphora with
representation of Orpheus in the

Underworld.

Returning to the room :

Cases to the riglit of the main
entrance :

2029. Vases from Apulia and
Lucania.

On a colunni to the left of
the main entrance :

2030. Panathenaic Amphora.

Side room, in the cases and
on columns :

2031-2038. Small bronzes, ter-

ra-cottas and single vases, also

some small antiquities of Egyp-
tian , Phoenician » and Roman
origin. In the case to the right

of the entrance, a little Athena
with tlie owl (to the left on the top shelf (Fig. 129).

2039-2041. Mosaics. Panther with Bacchic attributes. Comic Actor.
Cock-fight.

Collection of Coins

2(^2-2043. This collection may be considered one of the most com-
plete extant. It contains about 40000 coins, medals, stamps and seals.

Of this number 12480 are Greek coins mostly from Magna Graecia and
Sicily. There are many rare specimens but only the series of aes grave
and a quantity of modern coins are exhibited.

Fig, 129. Statuette of Athena.

10
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The Picture Gallery

Vestibule.

On the right wall :

1. (10629). Head of youth. Bronze, XVI. cent.

2. Unknown Portrait Bust, White marble head, coloured raiment.

Opposite the entrance :

3. Napoleon 1.^ plaster cast of original at Milan by Canova.

On the left wall :

4. (20823). Bust of Antonio Canova^ made in 1810 for Joachim Murat
by Antonio d'Este.

5. (6137). Socalled Bust of Hannibal. Since 1904 this has been reco-

gnised as a XVI. cent, production.

Rooms I. and II.

Tapestries by Bernhard van Orley.

(Netherland School, XVI. cent.).

An Historic Retrospect.

When Charles V. came to Brussels in the year 1531 to hold a meet-
ing of the States General, they decided to offer him a gift which should
recall his most famous victory and with this intention they presented
him with these tapestries depicting the battle of Pavia. This remarkable
example of Dutch art adorned for many years the imperial Palace in

Brussels. In 1564 Don Carlos, eldest son of Fhilip II., left them to his

tutor, the Bishop of Osma, from whose possession they passed after

many vicissitudes into the hands of the Marchese del Vasto, head of
the Avalos family ; and he it was who bequeathed them to the Naples
Museum. In many cases the names of the leaders are written under
their portraits but for a clearer understanding of the incidents repre-
sented a few remarks on the battle of Pavia are printed below.

Since the invasion of Charles VI 11. till the death of Henry II. the
french Kings had constantly striven to unite the north of Italy with
France. In spite of his youth and inexperience no sooner had Francis I.

come to the throne than he hurriedly led an expedition across the Alps,
won a victory at Mclegnano but was subsequently defeated at Biesca,

thereby losing Lombardy which had already been conquered hy the
French. In 1524, in order to put an end to these invasions, the imperial
troops under the command of the Marchese Pescara and the Connetable
de Bourbon marched from Italy into the south of France, but on arriving
at Marseilles, they were obliged to beat a hasty retreat having come news
of the imminent invasion of Northern Italy by Francis I. with a splendidly
equipped army. As soon as the imi)erial troops had buried their ord-
nance or safeguarded it at Toulon, they proceeded back to Italy and
arrived only just in time. Both armies crossed the Ticino the same day.
After an attempt to take Milan Francis directed his attention to the
siege of Pavia, the capture of which would have been of great impor-
tance to him, partly because it was one of the enemy *s best fortifiedcitiesand
partly because he hoped to induce the mercenaries garri.soned there to espo-
use his cause and thus swiftly to decide the issue of the war. The imperial
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troops which had retired to Lodi to await reinforcements from Germany
advanced on Pavia which was courageously held for the emperor by
the Marchese de Keyva. The citizens made common cause with the
garrison and even women are reported to have assisted at the trenches,
but food was scanty and there was no money for the soldiers pay, which
added to the necessity for action. Francis had taken up his position in

the Zoological Gardens to the north of the city. His troops consisted of
many regiments of Swiss, the so called « Black Band >^ of mercenaries
and a large detachment of light cavalry under Giovanni dei Medici
besides a splendid host of french knights and their esquires. The impe-
rial army approached from the northeast, made three breaches in the
Park wall during the night and advanced through them into the midst
of the French, who saw in the attack at first a mere skirmish, to which
they paid little attention. Soon realising, however, th?t the fight was
assuming greater importance, Francis at the head of his troop drove
back the enemy's light cavalry, aUer killing their leader, the Marchese
Civila di S. Angelo. The French artillery also did much damage but the
advance of the Imperial troops under Georg Frundsber^ and the on-
slaught of the Marchese del Vasto*s Spanish arquebusicrs altered the
appearance of the field. The French cavallry were driven back, their

canons taken and the sortie of the beleaguered garrisoa organised by
de Leyva finally decided the fortunes of the day. The Swiss, hemmed
in on all sides refused to advance, the Black Band were cut down or
driven into the Ticino, the cowardly Due d^Alencon to whom Francis
had given command of the rearguard fled across the river on a bridge
of boats which he destroyed behind him, and poor Francis wandering
aimlessly over the battlefield was taken prisoner, his horse having
fallen under him. That evening he wrote from the monastery of S. Paolo
whither he had been taken, to his mother : m Madame, pour vous faire

savoir comment se porte le reste de mon infortune, de toutes choses ne
m'est demeure que Thonneur et la vie qui fst .sauve ».

The Tapestries,

Room I. to the right :

1. The Attack of the yeoman and arquebusiers on the Hght wing oj
the French army, (H. 4,22, 1. 8,59). The Spanish arquebusiers advance
from the left, surrounding their leader Pescara who is on horseback,
directing the fighting. The German yeomanry are further to the right
with their commander Georg Frundsberg wo stands beside the captu-
red guns while his men are in the act of slaying with their lances
Francis Duke of Lorraine (Fricoys de Lorain) and^ the Duke of Suffolk
(la blanse rose) whose horses are foundering. The 'turmoil of battle and
the thronging lances are wonderfully depicted. The park wall is shown
in the foreground.

Near the window :

2. The French Army opens out, the Swiss refuse to advance.
(H. 4,25, 1. 8,69). The Swiss captain Diesbach (recognised on account
of his tall lance) and a mounted officer, are endeavouring in vain to

urge the troops forward. Some arc still hesitating, others are already
laying down their arms, banners and drums, preparing to fly ; one man
is shewn running away carrying two or three hens. « Sauve qui pent »

seems to be the order of the day.

On the exit side :

3. The soldiers of the Black Band being almost all slain, the yea*
manry storm the French King* s fortified Camp. (II. 4,25, 1. 8,09). On

10'
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the right is the entrenchment with tents, one of which adorntd with
fleur de lys is evidently the King's. From the left the garrison under
de Leyva are rushing out of the town scattering those who had remai-
ned in camp, amongst them several bold damsels ; others within the
entrenchment are preparing to seek refuge in flight.

On the wall opposite the window :

4. Flight of the Due d* A leftfon acioss the Ticinus* (H. 4,20, 1. 7,78).
To the right on horseback is the I3uc d'Alencon escaping over the
pontoon bridge, which having crossed he then destroys, so that his

folloyvers fall inevitably into the hands of their mounted pursuers, or
find a watery grave in the Ticinus.

Room II. on the right:

5. Continuation 0/ the battle, (H. 4,10, 1. 8,81). The Swiss soldiers
driven into the Ticinus. The storming of the camp by the beleaguered
garrison and the flight and ultimate end ol the Swiss regiments is fur-

ther depicted. In the background is the city of Pa via with her many
turrets, the cathedral being especially noticeable and the guarded bridge
over the Ticinus, In the foregroutid are the Swiss, laden with their

most treasured belongings, routed and hard pressed by their enemies.
Many who during the battle had sought refuge in empty cisterns reap-
pear as the fighting draws to an end. The river is full of swimmers and
drowning men.

On the wall opposite the window :

6. Francis /. /;/ action, (H. 4,20, I. 8,57), On the right one sees the
French King (or one of his representatives), engaged with the leader of
the imperial cavalry, the Marchese Civita di S. Angelo, The king has
shattered his opponents spear with a sword stroke and is in the act ol

administering the death blow. In the foreground lie is represented again
preparing to charge with his mounted bodyguard. The king may be
recognised by the fleur de lys on his horse's breastpiece. The arquehu-
siers under the command of the Marchese del Vasto are advancing un-
der the trees of the Park and in the distance the cavalry are drawn up
in battle array.

On the exit wall ;

7. The staiender of Francis 1. (1!. 4,00, I. 8,00). On the left is

Lannoy the Viceroy dismounting to receive the French King's sword in

token of surrender. The King's horse has fallen and he is pinned to

the ground. A soldier is tugging at the horse's tail and two others have
seized the King under the shoulders and are helping him to rise. In

the centre are the commander in chief of the imperial troops and two
other officers, all three with swords drawn ; on the right, one yeoman
is .seen telling another the joyful news of the French defeat and the sur-
render of their King. «< Victory » is the motto of this picture and the
bells seem to proclaim the good tidings from the many towers and bel-

fries which rise in the background.

8. Gobelin tapestiy representing the story of /*erseus, (H. 4,80, 1. 5,60).
In the rentre at the bottom is the interlaced I.L. of Louis XI\'.

In Rooms I. and II, may also be found :

0. Six portrait busts of reman emperors of white and coloured
marble, XVI. cent.

Also in Room I.

10 (4887). Colossal horse's head. Bronze. Owing to its resemblance
to the horse of Gattamclata in Padua this work was formerlv ascribed
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to Donatello but has recently been declared antique. It was once in the
possession of Lorenzo dei Medici and probably influenced Donatello who
must have seen it then. In 1471, five years after Donatello's death, it

was sent by Lorenzo to Count Maddaloni in Naples. The remarkable
realism of some details seemed to authorise its ascription as a rena-
scence work. Cf. Goethe Ital. Reise. 7. Mar. 1787. (Fig. 130).

11 (10810). Vase of Rosso antico resting on a tripod, ornamented
in the centre with a gorgon mask from which radiate elongated leaves.

Room 11.

12 (10509). Bronze taber-
nacle in the form of a round
temple with cupola executed
by Giovanni de Bernardi da
Castelbolognese and Jacopo
del Duca Ciliano from a
sketch of Michel Angelo's,
(approximate date 1560-1568),
which had been designed for

the church of Santa Matia
degli Angeli in Rome. It

stands on ati octagonal base
and is richly ornamented with
reliefs. The centre is deco-
rated below the frieze with
eight panels in relief repre-
senting the Passion of our
l^ord. There were originally
pillars of lapis lazuli at each
corner but these disappear-
ed, simultaneously with other
precious stones with which
the work of art was adorned,
when it was removed from
the Farnese Palaceto the
church of S. Lcrenzo della
Padula.

Fig.

13 (10525). Vase of Alabaster. In

Dionysian masks on the handles.

U (10526). Vase, similar to N. 13.

130. Horse's head from bronze,

the centre a Medusa head and

Room Andrea da Salerno.

(The index numbers are on the right hand side of the frame. The
enumeration of the pictures according to this catalogue commences at

the right and ends at the left of the entrance door. After the first men-
tion of a painter's name the date diid place of his birth and death are
put in parenthesis as far as they are ascertainable).

1 (H44T1, 8U70, aiUS). Netherland-Neapolltan School, XV. cent.
77f<? Ihr/'r Wise Men out of the East, (VV. ; h. 1,31, 1. 0,63 — h. 1,33,
1. 1,25 — h. 1,33, 1. 0,62). St. Joseph standing, in the centre, Mary with
the shepherds who make their offerings to the Child, on either side
stand the Magi. N. S4470 is a copy of an engraving by Martin Schon-
gauer.

"2 (8i<>27). Andrea Sabatini\ called Andrka da Salkrno (* Salerno
14S0? t Gaeta ? 1530). St. Benedict, \\W ; h. 2,62, 1. 2,07). He is seated
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with a book and pastoral r>taff between St. Maurus and St. Placidus» A
dispute is depicted below.

3 (84223). Venetian School, XV. cent. St. Martin on horseback
about to divide the cloak with his sword, the beg:gar stands before him.
(W^ ; h. 0,73, 1- 1,65).

4 (84248). Andrea Sabatlnl, called Andrea da Salkrno. The Miracle
of St. Francis be/ore the waits of Gubbio. (VV. ; h. 0,47, 1. 1,00). He is

accompanied by the tame wolf.

5 (84244). The Same. The Miracle of St. Nicolas, Archbishop of
Myra. (W. ; h. 1,46, 1. 1,46). He hands golden apples to the three vir-

gins of Myra and in so doing annuls the unjust death sentences.

6 (84231). Giovanni Bernardo Lama (* Naples 1506 , t Naples after

IS90). Pietd. (W. ; >i. 3,00, 1. 1,99). The Madonna has the dead body of
Christ between her knees, and weeps bitterly. St. Bonaventura and
St. Francis are beside her.

7 (124547). Netherland-Neapolltan School, XV. cent. St. Michael in

armour with the dragon at his feet. (W.; h. 1,07, 1. 0,55).

8 (84224). German School, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child. (VV. ; h.

0,93, 1, 0,67).

9-lL (84466, 84440, 84461). German School, XV. cent. Pieta, a triptych.

(W.; h. 1,30, 1. 0,65 — h. 1,28, L 1,63 — h. 1,30, 1. 0,65). The Madonna
holds the dead Christ on her lap. Around her are grouped John and
Magdalene, Joseph of Arimathia, Nicodemus and the two Marys.

12 (84243). Umbrian School, XV. cent. ? Madonna and Child with
Saints, a triptych. (VV. ; h. 3,03, 1. 2,45). On the base are Apostles and
a resurrection, on either side St. Francis and St. Sebastian and Christ
above,

13 (84249). Andrea Sabatini, called Andrha da Sai.erno. St. Benedict.
(W. ; h. 1,49, 1. 0,53).

14 (84194). School of Lorenzo di Credi, XVI. cent. Madonna and
Child with little St. John. (W. ; h. 0,82, 1. 0,62).

15 (84222). Giovanni Flllppo Criscuolo (* Gaeta 1.S09, t 1584). The
Nativity, a triptych (1545). (W. ; h. 2,36, 1. 2,00). In the centre the Vir-
gin is worshipping the infant Christ while Joseph is in the act of cove-
ring Him up with a cloth. On the right and left are s ints. Signed ;

Jo JOANH FiLippo Criscuolo de Napoli pittork 1545.

16 (125355). Francesco Florlllo, XVI. cent. (School of Andrea da
Salerno). Madonna and Child with Saints, a triptych. (W. ; h, 1,87, 1. 1,72
— foot. h. 0,27, 1. 1,86). On the base Jesus in the midst of the apostles,
on the side panels St. Donatus and another ; above, the crucifixion
between St. Veneranda and St. Apollonia.

17 (84229). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. St. Catherine of Siena
wearing a crown of thorns and bearing in her hands a crucifix and a

lily, is crowned by two angels. (W. ; h. 0,94, 1. 0,78).

18 (84319). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. Magdalene. (\V. ; h. 1,03,

1< 0,55).

19 (84232). Andrea Sabatini, called Andrka da Salerno. A virj^in

martyr. (VV. ; h. 1,63, 1. 0,54).

20 (84337). Giovanni Angelo Criscuolo (* Gaeta 1510, f Naples
after 1578). Adoration of the Magi. (VV. ; h, 4,46, I. 3,53), The Child on
his Mother's lap receives rich gifts from the Magi, who appear with
countless followers.
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21 (84325), Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. John the Baptist. (W. ; h.

i,o3> 1- 0,55).

22 (84237). Andrea Sabatlnl, called Andrea da Salerno. John the
Baptist. (W. ; h. 1,63, 1. 0,54),

23 (84480). Mastro Colantonio? Netherland-Neapolitau School, XV.
cent. St. Jerome with the lion. (W. ; h. 1^25, 1. 1,50). The saint is

sitting beside his books, the lion stands in front and places one paw on
his knee. On the left is the cardinal's hat.

24 (84238). School of Michael of Verona, XVI. cent. Crucifixion.
(\V. ; h. 0,76, 1 1,15). Christ on the cross between the two thieves,
below are armed men, mounted soldiers and the group of Marys.

25 (84331), Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child with
saints. (W. ; h, 1,87, 1. 0,95). Above the crescent moon the Madonna
and Child float amidst the angelic host, the apostles James and Andrew
stand below.

26 (84228). Francesco Curia (* Naples 1538, t circa i6ia). The Ma-
donna with a zvreatk 0/ roses, surrounded by saints. (VV.; h. 2,06, 1. 1,64).

27 (84442). Nethcrland-Neapolitan School, 2nd half of the XV, cent.

One of the thiee Kings from the Orient carrying his sceptre and a
gift, followed by his suite. (VV. ; h. 1,98, I. 0,71).

28 (84252). School of Bruges, XV. cent, ? The archangel Michael
fighting Satan. (W. ; h, 1,93, I. 2,57).' On either side are St. Jerome and
St. James with two devout persons,

29 (84437). Netherland - Neapolitan School. 2nd half of the XV. cent.

One of the three Kings. (\V. ; h. 1,98, 1, 0,71). This youthful ruler ap-
proaches with a staff and a gift. Companion picture to N. 27,

30 (84245). Neapolitan School, XVI. cent. St. George. (\V, ; h, 1,12,

1. 0,68). This picture is divided into two parts. Above St. Michael
fights with the devil on the left and St. George with the dragon on the
right. Below are John the Baptist and John the Evangelist, kneeling.

31 (1132(X>113207). Umbrlan School? XV. cent. The Madonna and
Saints. (W. ; h. 2,16, 1. 1,75 — h. 0,37, 1. 1,68).

32 (84241). Neapolitan School. XVI. cent. Crucifixion. (VV.; h. 1,14,

I. 0,74). This picture is divided into two parts. Above is (Christ on the
cross between Mary and John, below is .\tary with the Christ child on
her lap.

33 (84256). Girolamo Imparato (* Naples, f 1620). The Annunciation.
(W. ; h. 2,11, 1. 1,82),

•34 (84185), Neapolitan School, XVI, cent. The Blessed I'irgin bet-

zueen two saints. {\W . \ h, 1,32^ 1, 1,50). Signed: 1510.

35 (84342). Neapolitan School, XV. cent. St. Giacomo delta Marca
stands in the attitude of benediction holding a book in his hand.
(W. ; h. 1,87, 1. 1,16). On either side of him are kneeling angels. This
picture is painted on a background of gold.

3G (84221). School of Michele of Verona, XVI. cent. Crucifixion.
(\V. Ii, 1,04, 1. 2,63). Christ on the cross between tiie two tlneves. The
Virgin Mary has swooneci in the midst of a group of women.

37 (84250). Andrea Sabatini, called Andrka oa Sai.hrno. The
reception of novices by St. Benedict. (W.; h. 0.35, 1. 0,40).

38 (84242), Andrea Sabatlnl, called Andrka da Salhrno. A saint of
the Cafthusian ofder. (\V.; h. 0,73, I. 0,33).

39 (84253), The same^ The coming oj the Magi. (W.: h, 2,43, 1, 1,86).
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The Virgin Mary with the Child and St. Joseph await the arrival of the
Three Kings, advancing from the right. Above is the allegorical figure

of Religion, enthroned, bearing in her hand the nails and the Cross.

40 (81438, 84465, 84443). School of Martin Schongauer, XV. cent.

The flijs^ht into Egypt, The Three Kings of Orient. The Visitation, Trip-
tych. (W.; h. 1,28, 1. 0,57 — h. 1,49, 1. r,i9 — h. 1,28, 1. 0,57).

41 (84254). Andrea Sabatini, called Andrea da Salerno. The in-

vestiture of novices by St, Benedict. (VV.; h. 0,34, 1. 0,41). Maurus and
Placidus kneel before the saint, who blesses them.

42 (81246). The Same. St. Pant. (\V.; h. o,73> 1- 0,33).

43 (81239), Francesco Cnria. The holy Family and saints. (W.; h. r,i6,

1. 1,50). The little St. John
leans against the Virgins
knee. Beside him are two
saints belonging to the Car-
thusian order.

w^-*.-* "^^
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>

Fig. 131. Dante (1 hot. Brogi).

In front of the window
on the right

:

44 (10527) . Bronze bust
of Ferdinand of Aragonia,
probably by Guido Ma/zoni,
called ii Modanino, or il Fa-
ganino (* Modena, f 151b).

The head is covered with a
cap from under which long
curls hang down over the
shoulders. He wears the col-

lar of an order.

Between the windows:

45. Bronze Statuette of
winged boy. School of Dona-
lello. He stands on tiptoe

with both arms raised.

46 (10516). Bronze bust
of Dante, XV. cent. The two
syllables of his name DAN-
TES are inscribed on the

shoulders. From his cap two
straps hang down over his

breast. (Fig. 131).

IV. Neapolitan Schools, XVI. and XVII. centuries.

I (84051). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micco Spadaro (Naples r6oo-

1675). Moses brings forth 7uater from a rock, (C ; h. 0,74, 1. 1,00). Around
him are the thirsty people.

2. Andrea Vaccaro (Naples 1598-1672). St, Sebastian, nude, with his

hands fastened above his head. (C; h. 1,97, i. 1,25).

3. (84234). Ippolito Borghese (t after 1620). After the descent from
the cross. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,85). The body of Christ supported by a wo-
man. Beside her the Madonna weeping.

4 (84:362). Luca Giordano, called Luca Fa Presto, (* Naples 1632,

t »705j. Descent from the Cross, (C; h. 2,20, 1. 3,44)- The dead body
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of Christ is borne to the grave where the Madonna and other pious
women are waiting. A realistic picture full of dramatic feeling. Signed:
JORDANUS F.

5 (84428). Bernardo Roderigo, called Brrnardo Siciliano (* Messi-
na 1606, t 1687). The Virgin Maria seated on a throne, below her in

adoration kneels St. Idelfonso with outstretched arms. (C; h. 2,23, 1. 1,55).

6 (84230). Giambattista Caraccio (* Naples 1570, f 1637), Assumption.
(C; h. 2,40, I. 1,66).

7 (84074). Nicola Vaccaro , son of Andreas ( Naples 1634 » t 1700).

The disciples of Emmaetis (C. : h. 1,03, 1. 1,25). The two disciples with
Christ between them. Landscape with rocks and hills in the distance.

8 (84073). School of Massimo SlazionI, XVII. cent. Virgin and Child,

(L.; h. 0,75, 1. 0,62). The Virgin gazing up to Heaven; the Child has a
rose in His hand.

9 (84077). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micco Spadaro. Adoration of
the Shepherds, (C; h. 1,28, 1. 1,80). The Shepherds approach with gifts

to do hommage to the Madonna and infant CVirist. On the left is a
building with a colonnade from which spectators are eagerly watching
the scene.

10 (84436). Luigi Roderido, called ik Siciliano (* Messina, worked
at Naples in the early part of the XVII. cent.). The Tfinity, floating

above a garland of cherubs, adored by St. John the Baptist and St. Francis.
(W.; h. 3,53, 1. 2.35). Signed: Aloysius Rodrigo Messinensis facikbat.

11 (84052). Nicola De Simoiie (School of Massimo Stanzioni, XVII.
cent.). A virgin martyr holding a dagger in her right hand and the
palm of victory in her left. (C; li. 0,73, I. 0,61).

12. Luca Giordano, called Fa Prhsto. Horatius Codes, (C; h, 1,03,

• . 1,25).

13, 14, 17, 18, (84:36o, 84:346, 84372. 84853). Cfsarc Fracanzano (Bar-

letta. worked at Naples in the early part of the XVII. cent.). Heads of
Apostles, (C. ; h. 0,56, I, 0,48).

15. Josfc De Ribera, callea Lo Spa(}noletto (* Naples 1652). Ftay-
ing of Marsyas, (C; h. 1,79, I. 2,28). Apollo commences to flay his

opponent who is bound hand and foot. On the right are satyrs looking
on. Signed: Jusepe de Ribhra kspanol valenciano F. 1637.

16 (84387). Paolo Domenico FinogUa (
* Orta nea^ Aversa. t

Naples 1656). St, Bruno. (C; h. 3.14, 1. 1,98). The Madonna and Child
floating amongst clouds. The infant Christ hands a book contai?iing the

rules of his order to St. Bruno who kneels below on the right.

19 (84364). Nicola Vaccaro. Flight into Egypt, (C; h. 1.04, I. 1,25).

The Virgin and Child seated in the centre worshipped by two angels.

20 (84083). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micco Spadaro. The Mar-
tyrdom of S. Si'dastian, (C; h. 1,31, \, 1,85). The saint is bound to a

tree on the right, a band of warriors approaches from the left headed by
an emperor in a biga.

21 (83992). Sclplone Pulzone, called il Gaetano (* Gaela 1550, t 1588).

The Annunciation. (C. ; h. 2,30, I. i,6t). The Virgin Mary is about to

fall upon her knees whilst the angel raises his hand to God on high
from whom he brings his message. Signed : Scipio Pllzonis Caktanus
FACIKBAT l587 ROMAK.

22 (84407). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksto. Alexander II, conse-

crating the church at Monte Cassino, A Sketch. (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,27).
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St. Benedict surrounded by angels floats above the pious multitude who
are seen praying below. In the background may be seen the arches and
pillars of the new church.

23 (116066). The same. SL Nicola di Bari transfigured, surrounded
by angels. (C; h. 1,78, 1. 0,95). A Sketch for a fresco in the church of
St. Brigitta in Naples 1655.

24 (84424). Domenico Viola (Naples XVII. cent.). The THbute
Money. (C; h. 1,29, 1. 1,02). Christ conversing with three f'harisees.

25 (84022). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksto. The Madonna with a
wreath of roses. (C; h. 2,52, I. 1,91). On high the Virgin and Child who
hands the wreath of roses to St. Oomenic, Beside him stand St. Francis
and an unknown saint. On the right are St. Catharine, St. Clare and
one other. Signed : Lucas Jordanus F. 1657.

26. The same. Jacob's Dream, (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,03). Intended for a
ceiling.

27. Andrea Vaccaro. Mary Magdalene resting her head on her left

hand. (C; h. 0,66, 1. 0,55;.

28 (84859). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Salome. (C; h. 0,80,
1. 0,64). Half length portrait of a woman, bearing the head of Joiin the
Baptist on a charger.

29 (84064). The same. Venus and Cupid asleep. (C; h. 1,63, 1. 2,11).

The background is a curtain hung between two columns. Venus lies

sleeping on a white pillow with Cupid beside lier. A Satyr throws
reflected light from a mirror on to her nude body.

30 (84403). The same. The Afadonna and Child, enthroned launder a
baldacchino supported by angels, is adored by saints, women and chil-

dren. Other Angels sprinkle flowers upon her. (C; h. 4,30, 1. 2,40).

31. The same. The Burial of Jesus. (C; h. 0,99, 1. 1,03). The Body
of Jesus is carried to the grave by Joseph of Arimathia and Nico-
demus.

32. Cesare Fracanzano. St, Hieronymus. Half length. (C; h. 0,75,
1. 0,62). The Saint is reading and supporting his head with his right hand.

33. (^388). Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. Girl with dove. (C; h.

0,71, 1. 0,56).

34 (84012). Mattia Preti, called il Cavaliere Cai.abresk (* Taverna
1613, t Malta 1699). The Fall of Satan. (C; h. 2,32, 1. 1,79). On the
right stands Jesus exorcising the devil who plunges with outstretched
arms into the deep. A beautiful picture almost equal to the Tintoretto
in the church of S. Rocca in Venice.

35 i8440I). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prksto. Salome, richly ador-
ned, is sitting at meat. The head of John the baptist is brought to her
by a servant woman. (C; h. 0,78, 1. 1,00).

36 (84008). Plctro Novell!, called 11 Monrealksk ( Monreale 1603,

t Palermo 1647). ^^' Paul, clad \\\ a red cloak bearing a sword and a
book. (C; h. 1,25, 1. 0,95;. Before him lies the head of a broken idol.

37. Andrea Vaccaro. Magdalene. (C; h. 0,51, I. 0,76).

38 (83987). The Same. !{oly Family. (C; h. 1,26, 1. 0,97).

39 (84i;U). Neapolitan School, XVI L cent. Christ ivalking on the

waves. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,71). On his right St. Peter, close to the fishing

smack. A fine latidscape with a tower on the left, and a sailing boat in

the distance.
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40. Andrea Vaccaro. Magdalene. (C; h. 0,50, I. 0,76).

41 (84398). Pietro Novelll, called II Monrealk. fudith decapitating
Holofernes. (C; h. 2,40, 1. 1,63).

42 (84409). Mattia Prctl, called II Cavalierb Calabrese. St, John
the Baptist seated on a rock holding a cross in his right hand. (C; h.

1,83, \, 1,44). Beside him is a lamb. Landscape background.

43 (84406). Massimo SlanzionI (* Fratta 1585, t Naples 1656). The
Holy Family, (C.; h. 0,54, 1. 0,46). The infant John offers fruit to the
Christ child. St. Joseph stands beside the Virgin.

44 (125121). Manner of Luca Giordano (XVll. cent.). Christ, tied to

a pillar, is scourged by serving men. (C; h. 0,46, 1, 0,34).

45 (131152), Mattia Pretl, called II Cavaliere Calabrese. Absalom
has his immodest brother slain, (C; h. 2,02, 1. 2,97).

46 (84385). Andrea Vaccaro. The Massacre of the Holy Innocents,
(C; h. 2,68, I. 3,91). The Mothers seek to defend their babes against
the attacks of Herod's myrmidons. A fine picture.

47 (84410). Mattia Preti, called II Cavaliere Calaberse. The
Plague of 1636, (C; h. 1,27, 1. 0,75). On high the Madonna and Child
surrounded by saints and angels ; below the dead bodies of those who
have died of plague. A fine study for a fresco.

48 (84347). Francesco De Rosa, called Pacecco ( Naples about
1580, t 1654). Jacob and Rachel, (C; h. 1,30, 1. 0,83). Jacob with a dog
approaches Rachel who stands by her flocks on the right.

49 (84422). The same. The Baptism of St. Candida. (C; h. 3,82,

I. 2,51). Amidst a crowd of witnesses the apostle baptises the Saint. A-
bove is a circle of angels.

50 (84016). Mattia Pretl, called II Cavaliere Calabrese. S. Nicolo
di Bari, (C; h. 2,17, 1. 1,56). The saint with arms outspread is being
escorted up to Heaven by angels.

51 (8433S). Abate Francesco Guarino da Solofra (* Solofra 161 1,

f Naples 1654). St. Cecilia ct owned by an angel. (C; h. 1,24, I. i»52).

52 (84414). Mattia Preti, called II Cavaliere Calabrese. A sketch

for No. 47. (C. ; h. 1,27, 1. 0,75).

53 (84384). Fabrlzio Santafede (* Naples 1560? f Naples 1634). The
Nativity, (C; h. 3,72, 1. 2,39). Mary and Joseph kneel in adoration with
the shepherds, on high is the angelic host. Signed : F. S.

54 (131153). Mattia Pretl, called II Cavalikre Calabrese. Belshaz-
zars Feast. (C; h. 2,04, 1. 3,07). The King points to the three words
written in fiery characters. A ?i\\t. example of south italian work.

55 (84413). The same. The Return of the Prodigal, (C; h. 2,55,

!• 3»67). The father, surrounded by many members of his household weU
comes his son back.

56 (84007). Pietro Novell!, called II Monrealhse. The Virgin has
prostrated herself beneath an archway and gazes up devoutly to the

Trinity. (C; h. 2,87, i- i.75)-

57 (84418). Mattia Preti, called 1l Cavaliere Calabrese. Judith
gazing up to Heaven triumphKintly. (C; h. i,S8, 1. 1,42). On the bed to

the rigiit lies Holofernes, dead.

58 (84240). Francesco Curia. The Madonna and Child apj>ear on
high, surrounded by angels, distributing rose wreaths to various knee-
ling saints. (C; h. 2,96, I. 2,20).
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59 (84393). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. The ivedding of Cana
in GaiiUe. (C. ; h. 0,78, 1. 0,99).

<30 (84402). Andrea Vaccaro. Magdalen holding a skull in her left

hand. (C; h. 1.30, i. 1,01).

61. Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. An old woman with a liRht.
(C; h. 0,50, 1. 0,75).

62(84233). Ippollto Borghese. Pietd. (C; h. i,ii, 1. 0,88). To tlie

left a group of holy women are supporting the dead body of Christ. On
the right is the Madonna, on her knees weeping ; in the background
are the crosses on Golgotha.

63 (84349). Massimo Stanzionl. Lucrezia seated, with arms outspread,
holdnig a dagger in her right hand. (C; h. 2,08, i. 1,83).

64 (84417). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Christ be/ore Ponlius
Pilate, (C; h. 0,48, 1. 0,68). Pilate is seated to the right with a dish
on his lap. Christ stands iti the centre between His guards.

65 (84350). School of Luca Giordano (XVII. cent.). S. Francesco di

Paola. (C; h. 0,76, I. 0,60). The saint lays his left hand on his breast
and gazes devoutly heavenward.

66 (84066). Abate Francesco Guarino da Solofra. Susannah and the
Elders, (C; h. 2,07, I. 2,55). She is seated on the right and has dipped
her feet into the water. At the sudden appearance of the lascivious
elder she utters a loud cry and hastily covers herself.

67 (84386). Luca Giordano, called Fa Prssto. Tivo saints, (C; h.

0,48, I. 0,69). S. Francesco Saverio baptising oriental converts. S.

Francesco Borgia serving mass. Signed ; 1685.

68 (84408), The same. Christ shozcn to the people, (C: h. 0,48, l.o,6^).

The crowd is curiously clad iji Dutch apparel.

69 (84076). School of Massimo Stanztoni (XVI 1. cent.). St, Rosa of
Lima. (C: \\. 0,77, I. 0,64). She hi Ids a bowl of flowers and fruit from
which an angel is helping himself.

70 (84369). Massimo Stanzioni. Adoration of the Shepherds. (C; h. 2,52,

1. 2,02). Christ lies in a cradle. Mary, Joseph and shepherds kneel around.

In front of the window:

71. Glass Case« To be observed on the top shelf: (10109) rectangular
ebony casket with agate feet, richly ornamented with coloured mosaic
flowers and fruit. Coloured opus sectile (10236). Deer and Tiger:
«I0237): Bear hunt; (10278) Bird; (11232) Bird. Ow the middle shelf:

(10185) Octagonal ebony casket, inlaid with coloured stones. (10279). A
bird. Opus sectile; (10709) Bronze crab; (10711) Bronze bird. On the
bottom shelf: (10204) Amber casket

;
(10201-2-3) Three pictures in opus

sectile (10238). Coloured relief of the Virgin Mary and the angel CiabrieL

Between the first and second windows:
72 (5585) Head of Youth. Bronze, XVI. cent.

73. Bust of man with a cloak, Hionze, XVI. cent.

In front of the second window ;

74 (5^)11). Bronze statue of a sacrificial attendant (can)illus). A work
of the X\M. cent. Formerly enoneously considered antique.

Between the second and third windows :

75 (10510). Bust of a man with a heard. Piron/e, XVI. cent.

70(10575). Bust of Caracalla (copy of an antique) Bronze, XVI.
cent. Cf. No. 979.
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In front of the third whidow :

77, Glass Case. To he observed on the top shelf; (10214). A snuffbox
of petrified wood; various objects of crystal. On the middle shelf: (10188)

A dagger with inlaid blade; (10231-2). Two miniature wax heads; (10283)

Carved crystal dish; (10809) Marble figure of a nude woman represent-

ing on one side Life and on the other Death. On the bottom shelf:

(10186) A dagger with jewelled hilt; (10926) A reputed foot print of Je-
sus Christ framed in mother of pearl; (10226, 10199) Two dishes of car-

ved crystal.

Room V. Neapolitan Schools XVIL and XVIII. cent.

1 (84363). Giovanni Battisla Ruoppolo (* Naples 1620, f circa 168^).

Fruit and Flowers, (C; h. 0,97, 1. 1,34).

2, 3. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Flowers. (C; h. 0,50, 1. 0,40-
h. 0,45, 1. 0,33).

4, 5. Manner of Gaspare Lopez. Flowers, (C. ; h. 1,09, I 1,75—h. 1,05,

1- 1.59)-

6 (84342). Neapolitan School, XVI 1 cent. John the Baptist, (C; h.

1^20, 1. 0.99).

7,8. Neapolitan School,XVI II. cent. Drinking 5^^«^5.(C.;h.0,74, 1.0,98).

9 (84373). Paolo De Matteis \* Cilento near Salerno 1633, f Naples
'733)- ^hity in Patadise, (C; h. 1,58, 1. 2,07). In the presence of many
believers the Virj^j^in is caught \ip into heaven and received by God the
Father and Jesus Christ.

10. Giacomo Farelll (* Naples 1624, f 1706). An Allegory. (C; h. 2,27,

1. 1,54).

11. A$canl6 Luclani (t Naples 1706). Rnttis. (C,; h. 0,56, 1. 1,23).

12. Giacinto Diana, called 11, Fozzolano (* Pozzuoli 1730, f Naples
circa 1800). The Daivn, (C; h. 1,25^ 1. 1,54).

13. Francesco De Mura, called F*rascp:schikllo (* Naples J696, f

Naples 1782). The death 0/ Joseph, (<:.; h. 2,83, 1. 1,52). The dying man
is received by Jesus Christ into everlasting lelicity.

14 (84370). G. P. Ruoppolo. Fruit, (C; h. 0,97, 1. 1,31).

15, 16. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Mythological Fantasies, (C;
h. 0,67, 1. 0,57).

17. Francesco Celebrano (* Naples 1729, f 1814). The Sacrifice of
Elias. (C; h. 2,3., 1. 1,17).

18. Gaspare Lopez, called Gaspakk dai Fiori (* Naples after 1650,

t Venice or PMorence 1732). Ftowers and Fruit, (C; h. 0,99, 1. 0,73).

19. Francesco Solimena, called i.'Abbatk Ciccio (* Nocera dei Pa-

j:^ani 1657, t Naples 1747). Portia and. Brutus. (C,; h. 2,07, 1. 1,79).

2<), Luca Giordano, called Fa TRKsro. An Allegory. (C; h. 1,27,

1. 2,50),

21. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Flowers in a vase. (C; h. 0,46,

I. 0,46).

22. Jacopo del Po (* Rome 1654, f Naples 1726). Majesty an allego-

rical figure. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,68).

23. G. B. Ruoppolo. Flozuers and Fruit, (C; h. 2,52, 1. 3.34)- The
fertility of the Neapolitan country finds expi^ssion in this picture.
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24. Giuseppe Slmoneili (* Naples 1649 t I7i3)- Esther and Ahasue-
rus. (C; h. 2,22, I. 2,55). The king seated on his throne points out his

proffered gifts to Esther who kneels at his feet.

25. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Venus lying nude on a couch.
Cupid aims an arrow at her. (C; h. 1,37, 1. 1,90).

26. Neapolitan Schooi, XVII I. cent. Flowers in a vase, (C; h, 0,46,
1. 0,46).

27. Jacopo del Po, Beauty, an allegorical figure. Cf. N. 22. (C; h.

1,15, 1. 0,68).

28. Francesco SoIim6na called l'Abbate Ciccio. The death of Vir-
ginia, (C; h. 2,07, 1. 1,79). A maid supports the dead body of the girl;

her father stands on the right in despair.

29. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. An AUegoiy, (C; h. 1,27, 1.

2,50). Venus carried across the sea.

30 (84361). Abate Andrea Belvedere (* Naples 1646, f Naples 1726).

Flowers and Fruit. (C; h. 1,00, 1. 1,28).

31 (84377). Domenico Antonio Vaccaro ( Naples 1681, t 1750). The
Assumption^ a sketch. (C; h. 2,07, 1. 1.27). Below in the foreground arc
several believers imploring the grace of the Virgin.

32 (84072). Luca Forte (Naples, XVIII. cent.). Fruit. (C; h. 0,75,
1. 1,01).

33. Gaspare Lopez, called Gaspark dai Fiori. Flowers and fruit.

(C; h. 0,74, 1. 1,01).

34 (84354). Luca Giordano called Fa Presto. Battle scene. (C; h.

1,19, L 1,73). Cavalry encounter on a bridge.

35. Manner of Andrea Belvedere. Flowers andfrutt, (C.;h.0,70, 1.1,55),

36 (84556). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. St. George. (C; h.

3,04, 1. 1,82). His spear having snapped whilst wounding the dragon he
is finishing the fight with his sword. In the background is the rescued
princess.

37. Gaspare Lopez, called Gaspare dai Fiori. A rvojnan amidst flo-

wers. (C; h. 1,25, 1, 1.70).

38 (84360). Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Battle scene. (C. ; h.

1,18, 1. 1,70). An amazon rushes into battle before the turreted walls of
a fortified city.

39. Manner of Andrea Belvedere. Flowers and Frutt. (C.;h.o, 70, 1.1,55).

40. Niccoid Maria Rossi (* Naples 1650, t 1700). The ascension of a
saint. (C; h. 2,93, 1. 1,88).

41 (84378). Sebastiano Conca (* Gaeta 1676, f Rome 1764). The Vir-

gin and Child with St. Jacob of Galizia and St. Charles Borromeo.
(C; h. 0,87, 1. 0,62).

42 (84376). Gaetano Martoriclio (* Naples circa 1673, f circa 1723).
Seascape. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,61). A stormy sea dashing against a cliff.

43 (131475). Francesco Soiimena, called l'Abbate Ciccio. Venus sur-
rounded by Cupids. (C; h. 0,31, 1. 0,37).

44 (84355). Abate Andrea Belvedere. Floiuers and Fruit. (C; h. 1,00,

1. 1,28).

45 (84374). Gaspare Lopez, called Gaspark dai Fiori. Woman and
child amidst flowers. (C. ; h. 1,30, 1. 1,02).

46. Manner of Luca GlordanOyX VII. c^ni, St.Sebastian. (C.\\\.i,i(),\.o,^$).
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47 (84075). Luca Forte. Ff^it, (C; h, 0,75, I. 1,00).

48 (84435). Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. St. Jerome. (C; h. 1,23,

I. 1,00).

49. Francesco Sollmena^ called l'Abbate Ciccio. Allegory. (C; h.

2,05, 1. 1,27).

50. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. Allegory. (C; h. 1,17, I. 1,69).

The Discovery of America.

51. Neapolitan School, XVII I. cent. Flowers in a vase. (C; h. 0,46,

1. 0,46).

52. Jacopo del Po* Fecundity, an allegory. (C; h. 1,15, I. 0,68).

53. 0. P. Ruoppolo. Flo vers and Fruit; Cf. N. 23. (C; h. 2,52, 1. 3»34)*

54 (113438). Domenico Brand) (* Naples 1653 f 1736). Shepherd and
Flocks, (C; h. 2,04, 1. 3,00).

55. Paolo Dc Matteis? Pan and Syrinx. (C; h. i,33» 1. 1,83).

56. Neapolitan School, XVIll. cent. Flowers in a vase. (C; h. 0,46,

1. 0,46).

57. Jacopo del Po. Fidelity ; an allegory. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,68).

58. Francesco Solimena, called l'Abbate Ciccio. Allegory. Hercules
with Hygiea? (C; h. 2,05, 1. 1,27).

59. Luca Giordano, called Fa Presto. The Myth of Leto. (C; h.

1,17, 1. 1,69).

To the right of the window :

60 (112472). Marble statue of St. Francis of Asslsl by J. Sammar-
tino (Naples XVIII. cent.).

To the left of the window :

61 (10511). Marble statue of Modesty, a veiled figure holding a mir-
ror in her right hand, by J. Sammartino.

In the centre of the room :

62. Statue of Laetitia Ramollno, mother of Napoleon, a plaster
cast of the original by Canova.

At the doors:

63 Marble and alabaster busts representing the four seasons. XVI II.

century.

Room VI. Italian Masters, XV. and XVI. cent,

1 (H4326). Antonio Agostino di Ser Giovanni, called Antonio da Fa-
BRIANO (middle of the XV. cent.). St. Peter Damian \\\ rich pontifical

raiment ; his right hand exteiide<i in benediction. (\V.; h. 0,79, 1. 0,42).

2 (84263). Bartolomeo Caporall ? (Umbrian school, 2.iid. half of the

XV. cent.). I'ugin and Chitd. (VV.; h. 0,78, 1. 0,45). The infant Jesus
is held upright on a marble pedestal ; His right hand is raised to bless,

witli His left He holds a swallow by a thread. Signed: 1484.

3 (H41S9). Umbrian School, XVI. cent. Virgin and Child. (W.; h.

0,80, 1. 0,56). Mary has the infant Jesus on her lap. The landscape
behind Them is lit by the setting sun.

4 (84044). Fra Bartolomeo dclla Porta (* Florence 1475, f 15 17).

The Assumption. (\V.; h. 3,03, 1. 2,00). On high the Madonna is
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surrounded by angels and cbtrubim ; below, St. John the baptist and St.

Catherine kneel beside the empty sarcophagus.

5 (130527). Crlstoforo Scacco (of Verona). A triptych. In the centre
are the Vijgin and Child with God the Father above. To right and left

are St. John the baptist and St. Francis of Assisi. (W.; h, 1,63, 1. 2,04),

6 (83809). Polidoro Caldara, called Polidoro da Caravaggjo (* Cara-
vaggio 1495, t Messina 1543). Chi ist bemtug His cross^ has fallen under
its weight. (\V.; h. 3>io, 1. 2,47). Two of the Jews assist Him to rise while
a third makes some sign to the others. On the left the fainting Madonna
is succoured by devout women. On the right are Mary Magdalene in

despair and St. Veronica with the handkerchief. The back ground is a
ravine ; in the far distance one can see soldiers and the outskirts of
the city. Nearer at hand on the left of the picture some curious on-
lookers are climbing a tree in order to have a better view of the scene.

7 (84178). Umbrlan School, XVK cent. An episcopal saint. (W.; h.

0,52, 1. 0,27).

8 (84208). Ditto. Madonna and Child, (W.; h. 0,50, 1. 0,36).

9 (84317). Ditto, XV. cent. St, Eleutheris holding the episcopal staff

in his left hand is portrayed in the act of blessing the members of the
Order of St. Maria of Velletri. (\V.; h. 0,55, 1. 0,38).

10 (84259). School of Siena, XV. cent. Madonna and Child, (W.; h.

1 ,84, 1. 1,64). Mary has Jesus on her lap. Two angels hold a crown
over her head and lay a scarf round her shoulders. To the left stands
St. John the baptist and to the right St. John the Evangelist.

11 (84264, 84296, 84314, 84269, 84304, 84270, 84318, 84275, 84276,
84313). Netherland • Neapolitan School, XV. cent.? The Assumption,
Crucifixion and Portraits of various Saints. Poiyptych. (W.; h. t,6o,

1. 0,41 — h. 0,83, 1, 0,42 — h. 1,60, 1. 0,41 — h. 0,87, 1. 0,42 — h. 1,00, 1. 0,61—
h. 1,83, 1. 0,59 — h. 1,60, 1. 0,41 — h. 0,87, 1. 0,42 — h. 1,60, 1. 0,46 — h. 0,86,

1. 0,44). In the centre panel is the assumption. God the Father receives
the Virgin with open arms. Below this is Christ on the cross, between
the Virgin and St. John, On the left in the top panels are Mary Mag-
dalene with the box of ointment and St. Bernard of Siena ; below these
St. Louis in pontifical vestments and St. Francis. On the right above
are St. Clare holding a monstrance and St. Jerome with a cardinal's
hat ; below St. Anthony of Padua and a virgin martyr. All ten pictures
are painted on a gold ground.

12 (84192). Matteo di Giovanni di Bartolo, called Mattko da Siena.
(* Horgo S. Sepolcro 1435, f Siena 1495). The Massacre 0/ the Holy
hinocents. (\V.; h. 2,34, 1. 2,38). Herod seated on his throne gives his

guards the order to slay the babes, who are defended, as far as in them
lies by their unfortunate mothers. Signed: Matteis Johanni Desp:nis
PiNSiT MCCCC. XVI 11 (1488).

13 (84217, H4210, 84204). Crlstoforo Scacco ? Coronation of the Virgin.
(W.; h. i»59, K 0,61 — h. 1,45, 1. 0,93 — h. 1,59,1.0,61). Triptych painted
on a gold ground. Christ in the centre crowning ihe Madonna with a
diadem and extending His right hand in benediction. God the Father
appears on high surrounded by angels making music. On pedestals to

right and left are an apostle writing in a book and a holy martyr bear-
ing a banner.

14 (84H22). Umbrian School, XV. cent. Madonna and Child, (\V.; h.

1)54, 1. 1,45). 1 he Madonna is crowned by two angels, on either side

stand St. Francis and St. Jerome. In the background are souls releas-

ed from Purgatory.
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15 (84200). Lombard School, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child enthro-
ned between two angels under a baldachino. (\V.; h. i,66, 1. 1,74). The
infant Christ gives a key lo St. Peter who, with another saint, is stan-
ding beside him.

16. Unknown, XV, cent, 5/. /ohn the Evangelist seated with the
eagle beside him. (W.; h. 1,02, 1. 0,57). He holds the gospel in one
hand and a pen in the other. Painted on a gold ground.

17 (83787). Giovanni Petrini or Gian Pletro RizzI, called Giampie-
TRiNO (worked in Milan in the (first halfof the XVI. cent.). Madonna
and Child. (W.; h. 0,54, 1. 0,41). In the centre is the Madonna with the
Child in her lap. St. John the baptist with his cross and the lamb
beside him is on one side, on the other is St. Jerome extracting a thorn
from the lion's paw.^

18 (83872). Copy of a Lionardo in the Louvre. SL John the baptist,

holding a cross in his left hand, points witli his right lo the words
« Ecce Agnus Dei » inscribed above. (\V.; h* 0,57, 1. 0,41).

19. School of Lionardo, XVI. cent. The Same, (VV.; h. 0^64, 1. 0,47).

20 (83878). Cesare da Sesto (* Sesto 1477, t Milan 1523). The three
wise men out of the east. (W.; h. 3,26, 1. 2,70). Jesus, seated on His
mother*s lap receives gifts from the kings who arrive with countless
followers. There are rocks in the background and some very fine ruins.

^.\ (83998). Bernardino LuinI (* Luino circa 1470, f Milan ? circa

1531 ). Madonna and Child, (W.; h. 0,83, I. 0,66). A lily on the right in

the background.

22 (83879>. School of Lionardo (XVI. cent.). Chrisi and the little St,

John. (W.; h. 0,56, 1. 0,65). The two children, nude on a couch, aie
seen embracing. The holy Spirit broods over them.

23 (83876). Lombard School, XVI. cent. Virgin and Child, (\V.; h.

0.60, 1. 0,77). The Virgin lays her liands on the shoulders of two devout
worshippers who kneel at her feet; the infant Christ holding a flower,
is on her lap.

24 (83847). School of Lodi, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child ivith

Saints, (W.; h. 0,62, 1. 050). The Madonna and Child seated under a
leafy tree. On either side stand St. Ambrose and St. Jerome with his lion.

25 (84165). Francesco Zaganelll, called il Cotignola (* 1470 (?),

t Ravenna 1531). 7he bethrothal of the Virgin, (\V.; h. 1,59, I. 1,37).

An old priest stands in the centre blessing the espoused couple. At the
feet of the Virgin Mary is the symbolic dove. On the left is S. Augu-
stine, on the right a virgin martyr.

26 (81081). Lombard School, XV. cent. The Entombment, (W.; h.

0,32, I. 1,16). The dead Christ is carried in a winding sheet to the

grave escorted by Magdalene and Mary. On the right the Madonna,
fainting, is supported by St. John and a third Mary.

27 (84084). Lombard School, XV. cent. Christ disputing with the

Doctors. (VV.; h. 0,30, 1. 0,50). In t!ie nudst of an attentive crowd
Christ holds argument with the excited scribes.

28 (84078). Lombard School, XV. cent. The Baptism of Chtist,

(W.; h. 0,31, 1. 0,50). The Ba])lisl i)Ours water from a shell onto the
head of Christ who stands before him with folded hands.

2^) (813940). School of Modena, XV. cent. The dead Christ, crowned
with thorns, upright in His coffin. (W.; \\* 1,08, I. 1,13). Behind him are
the instruments of His passion. The background is a rocky landscape.

11
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30 (84166). Giovanni Antonio Bazzi, called jl Sodoma ( Vercelli
about 1477, t Siena 1549). The Resarreclton. (\V.; h. 2,62, I. 1,67).

Christ on high surrounded by angels hears the sign of victory over
dealh in his left hand. Below at the empty sepulchre are the guards;
some asleep, others amazed at the miracle, and two angels. In the
distance the holy women are seen approaching. Signtd : Jo Ant.
ACQUES Ve. auct. F. A. 1534.

31 (83994). Pietro VanuccI, called il Perugino (?). (Citt^ delle Pieve
1446, t Castello Fontignano, 1523). Madonna and Child, (VV.; h. 0,94,
1. 0,64). Landscape, background with trees and rocks. The three wise
men in the distance.

32 (84021). School of Pcnigino (XV.- XVI. cent.). God the Father.
(W.; h. 1,10, 1. 0,75).

33 (84017). Bernardino Dl Betto, called il Pinturicchio (* Perugia
M54» t Siena 1513). 7he Assumption, (\V.; h. 2,78, 1. 1,63). The Virgin
on high surrounded by music making angels. Below her are the apost-
les gazing up to heaven. The landscape in the background is dotted
here and there with buildings. (Fig. 132).

In front of the window on the right:

34. Base of a Candelabra with 5 figures (the 6.th is missing) in

high relief. Roman work, reminiscent of Archaic greek originals.

Jn front of the other window :

35. Statue of the Madonna with the Christ child on her lap. French
work, early XI V^ cent.

Centre of the wall :

36 (10828). Marble statue of a sleeping satyn Reclining on aVine skin;

beside him are a dog and a goat. Figure for a fountain, XV. cent,

VII. School of Bologna.

1 (B4146). Giovanni Lanfranco, (* Parma 1580, f Rome 1647). Christ
in the desert seated amidst a host of arigels, (C.; h. 0,99, 1. 1,27).

2 (84101). Lloneiio Spada (* Bologna 1576, f Parma 1622). Cain bru-
tally attacking his prostrate brother Abel. (C; h. 1,62, 1. i,2().

3. School of Boiogna, XVII. cent. St. Peter repentant. (C; h. 1,04,

1. 1,38).

4 (84098). Giovanni Lanfranco. The fettering of Satan. (C; h. 2,06,

1. 1,47). Satan in shackles lies on the ground, an angel is in the act of

attaching his chain to an iron ring.

5 (83892). Giulio Cesare Amidano (* Parma about 1550, f Parma about

1630). Holy Family, (C; h. 1,30,1. 0,91). The Child on the Virgin*s lap.

St. Joseph behind them, reading a book.

6 (84147). School of the Caracci (XVII. cent.). Bacchus holding a

wine cuj) in his raised right hand. (C; h. 1,60, 1. 1,02).

7 (84150). Giov. Francesco Barbicrl, called il Guercino ( Cento
^59^ t Hologna 1666). St. John the Evangelist. (C; h. 0,59, 1. 0,48).

8 (84139). Lionelio Spada (* Hologna 1576, t Parma 1622). The scourg-

^^^S of Jesus. (C; h. 0,53, 1. 0,46). He stands between the servants who
are scourging Him. One of them bends the ground to bind together a rod,

9 (H4043). Annibale Carracci (* Hologria 1560, f Rome 1609). Bacchante.
(C; II. 1,32, 1. 1,72). A Satyr approaches with a cup filled with grapes
and seeks to disrobe a Bacchante.
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Fig. ij2, Assuinpliuii, roin Piritiuicchiu (Phot. Bio^i).

II
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10 (84227). Antonio RImpatta (from Bologna). The Virgin and Child,

under a Baldachino. (W.; h. 3,81, 1. 2,80). On their left St. Paul and
St. Gregory, on their right St. Peter and ht. Sebastian (1509-151 1).

11 (S4152). Guido Reni (*Calven7ano 1575, t Bologna 1642). 67. il/a/-

theiv the Evangelist busy writing. A Stnay. /C; h. 0,66, 1. 0,55).

12 (84120). Agostino Caracci (* Bologna 1557, f Parma 1602). Holy
Family, (C; h. 0,47, 1. 0,35). The Virgin has the Child on her lap. He is

embracing the little St. John. Beside them stand Joseph and St. Margaret.

13 (8ii848). Giulio Cesare Amidano. St. Lorenzo, (C; h. 1,30, 1. 0,90).

The saint falls onto his knees whilst an angel on the left appears liold-

ing the instruments of his martyrdom.

U (84158). Domenico Maria Muratori (* Bologna 1662, f i749)- The
martyrdom of the apostles Philip and James, (C; h. 1,73, 1. 0,96).

15 (84088). G10V. Francesco Barbierl, called n. (juercino. St, WiU
Ham of Aquitania. (Sketch). (C; h. 0,60, 1, 0,35). The Saint receives
monastic garb from a bishop. On clouds above appear the Madonna
and Child.

16 (83899). Agostino Caracct. Portrait of Orazio Bassaui, called

delta Viola. (C; h. 0,93, 1. 0,65).

17 (84102). School of the Caracci, XVll. cent. An Angel. (C; h. 0,82,

I. 0,78).

18 (84142). Jacopo Cavedone (* Sassndo 1577, f Bologna 1660). Hymen
bringing garlands for a youthful bride and bridegroom. (C; h. 1,14, 1. 1,54).

19 (84161). Pier Francesco Mola (* Milan 1612, f Rome 1666. The
J'iswn af St. Romnald. (C; h. 2,25, 1. 1,52). He sees in the clouds ihe

four Fathers of the Church, On the left appears tiie mystical ladder.

20 (83996). Giovanni Lanfranco. The Madonna as Saviour. ((J.; h.

2,78, 1. 1,85). The Devil seeks in vain to hold fast a human soul which
is drawn up into the clouds by the Madonna.

21 (83981). Giov. Francesco Barbieri, called il CiuKRCixo The re-

pentant Magdalen^ gazing with tearfilled eyes at the crown of ihoins.

(C; h. 1,15, 1. 1,00).

22 (83862). Bartolomeo Schedon! (* Modena 1570, f Parma 1615).

Portrait of a cobble?-, (C; h. 0,72, I. 0,65).

23 (83841). The same. Cupid resting^ with outspread wings, indicating

his instant readiness for flight. (C ; h. 0,91, 1. 0,77)*

24 (81013). Domenico Zampleri, called \\. Do.miimchlvo (* Dologna
1581, t Naples 1641). The Guardian Anf*ei. (C.; h. 2,47, 1. 2,07). Sigtied :

DOM.'ZAMPKRICS BbCNON K. A. MDCXV.

25 (8»3859). Bartolomeo Schedoni. 7 he Holy Family floating in the clouds
surrounded by angels. (C; h. 3,04, 1. 1,91). Below standing from right to

left are St. Francis, St. Laurence, St. Jerome and St. John the Baptist.

26 (84133). Giov. Francesco Barbieri, called 11. Gikkcino. St. Peter
repejitant holds the keys in one hand and wipes away his tears with
the other. (C; h. 1,22, I. 1,02).

27 (8^^865). Bartolomeo Schedoni. St. John the Baptist points to an
angel wlio holds a scroll. (C; h. 0,73, I, 0,63).

28 (84125). Ludovico Caracci (* Bologna 1555 > t 1619). The Burial
of Christ (C ; h. 0,84, 1. 0,69).

2f^ (84149). Giovanni Lanfranco. St, Francis and another in adora-

tion before Christ. (C; h. 2,70, 1. 2,24).
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30(83824). Glo. Benedetto Castiglione , called il Grechktto,
(* Genoa 1617, f Mantua 1670). Madonna and Child. (C; h. 1,08, I. 1,38).

lie is helping Himself from a dish of fruit ; on the right is a vase of
flowers and a little dog.

31 (84097). School of Domenichino (XVIl. cent.). St. John the E-
vangelist pausing from his writing as if listening to a voice ; beside
him the symbolic eagle. (C; h. i,66» 1. 1,42).

32 (84129). Annibale Carracci. Satirical portrait of Michelangelo da
Caravaggio, (C; h. 1,02, 1. 1.33). The representative of the eclectics

thus mocks the head of the Naturalistic school of painting, portraying
him as a savage in company with a dwarf and surrounded by animals.

Fig ^2>?> Aialatita and Hippomenes, from Guido Reni (Phot. Brogi).

33 (H41o5). Artemisia Centileschi \* Pisa 1590, t London 1642). Judith
decapitating Holofernes. (C; h. 1,66, 1. 1,26).

34 (S3St»r)). Bartolomeo Scliedonl. The Massacre of the Innocents,

(C; h. 1,82, 1. i,3s). To the left is the Captain imparting his terrible

order to the women.
35 (8J3VH)0). Sisto Rosa, called Sisto Bai.dai.occhio (* Parma 1555,

t Bologna 1647). St Cecilia playing the organ, beside her is an angel

with a violoncello. (C; h. 1,90, 1. 1,22).

3^3 (H4()3()). Guido Reni. Atalanta and Hippomenes. (C; h. 1,94 I.

2,63). The mairlen stoops to pick up the apple which Hippomenes has

let fall during the race. This is one of the .Master's best pictures.

37 (H4122). Annibale Caracci. Hercules at the Crossroads. (C.; h.

1,67, I. 2,37). Virtue and \'ii.c each seeking to persuade the hero.
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38 (84130). Guide Reni. Vanity offers Modesty a bowl full ofjewels.
(C; h. 2,94, I, 2,11). Modesty gazes at a pearl and then returns it.

39 (84096). Barfoiomeo Schedoni. Herminia, fully armed, holding a
helmet in her right hand, appears amongst the shepherds, who look
upon her with amazement. (C; h. 1,48, I. 2,07).

40 (84095). Guide Ren! (?). Ulysses accepting garments from Nau-
sicaa. (C; h. 2,17, 1. 2,70).

41 (84141) Annibale Caracci. Rinaldo and Armida, (C; h. 1,68,

I. 2,36). Rinaldo, in the arms of his beloved, shows her a mirror. In the

background is a landscape with buildings and warriors amongst the trees.

42 (83836). Bartolomeo Schedoni. Christian Charity. (C; h. 1.82,

1. 1,25). A woman handing a piece of a bread to a beggar who is lead-

ing a blind man.

43 (839S5). The same. Three women bindini^ up the wounds of
Si. Sebastian, who lies on a table. (C; h. 1,88, 1, 1,36).

44 (84105). Ercoie Gennari (* Cento 1597, t Bologna 1658^. Rinaldo
and Arviida, (C; h. 1,09, 1. 1,42). She seeks to free herself from her
lover's passionate embraces.

45 (84103). School of Domenichlno (XVII. cent.). The flight into

Egypt. (C; h. 2,23, I. 1,47). Joseph in the centre between two angels,

one of whom shows him the way, while another leads the ass on which
the Virgin and Child are seated.

46 (84159). Bartolomeo Schedoni. St. Eustace kneels before the cross

which appears between the stages antlers. (C; h. 0,86, 1. 1,17).

47 (84091). Orazio Riminaldi (* Pisa 1598, t 1630). .S7. fohn the

Baptist. (C; h. 1,71, 1. 1,31).

48 (84(X)3). Giovanni Lanfranco. The Virgin appears in the clouds
surrounded by angels and cherubim. Below are St. Jerome and St. Carlo
Borromeo. (C; h. 2,70, I. 1,95)-

49 (83870). Bartolomeo Schedoni. St. Sebastian seated with his hands
tied up to a pillar. (C; h. 1,31, 1. 0,90).

50 (83894). Annibale CaraccL Portrait of Claudia Merulo da Cor-
reggio. (C; h. 0,93, 1. 0,67). He turns his head towar<is the spectator
and is making an entry in a notebook.

51 (84145). Alessandro Varotari, called il Padovanino (* Padua 1590,

t Venice 1650). Adonis and Venus. (C; h. 1,61, 1. 1,98). Adonis leaving
the arms of the goddess to hurry forth to the chase. In the backgr- nnd
is a landscape wiih dogs and birds.

52 (84108). After Giovanni Lanfranco. Adoration of the Virgin, (C.

;

h. 2,67, I. 1,71). The Viri^in and Child are seen amidst clouds on high;
below are St. Barbara and St. Margaret.

53 (84124). Gianfrancesco Romaneili (* Viterho 1617, f Rome 1662). A
S'fdjv/ leaning with her right arm against a pillar, holds in her left hand an
open book whereon is inscribed: ut non confundar. (C.j h. 1,34, 1. 0,95).

54 (84091). School of Guido Reni (XVII. cent.). St. Cecilia playing
on a viol. (C; h. 1,71, 1. 1,31).

55 (84144), Giovanni Lanfranco. Adoration of the Virgin (C; h.

2,5o, 1. 1.77). The Virgin and Child seated on high surrounded by an-
gels. Below are St. Domenic and St. Augustine.

In front of the first window :

56 (10508). Statuette of Diana riding a stag and other silver gilt
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figures. Clockwork concealed in the base sets them in motion. XVI 1.

century.

Between the windows :

57 (10827). Marble statue of sleeping cupId, XVI. cent.

In front of the second window :

58 (15507). The so-called Farnese casket. The six oval figured glasses
are the work of Giovanni de Bernardi da Castelbolognese (* 1496, f 1523),
but are not from his own designs. Tlie gold and silver ornamentation
is reminiscent of Cellini but is really the work of the Florentine gold-
smith Marmo di Basliano Sbarri (1540-1547).

On the opposite wall :

59 (10807). Marble statue of a sleeping hermaphrodite, XVI. Cent.
The feel are missing.

Room VIII. Ualian Schools. XVI. and XVII. cent.

1. School of Bologna, XVII. cent. Apollo. (C; h. r,oo, 1., 1,15).

Various birds are listening to the God's music.
I

2 (83864). Bartolomeo Schedoni. Si, Paul, (C; h. 1,27, I. 0,90). The
apostle points to a book which he holds in his right hand. A heavy
sword rests against his shoulder.

3 (83907). Venetian School, XVL cent. The Madonna holds the
Child in her arms ; an outspread veil covers her head. Angels above
and below. (C; h. 1,47, I. 1,20).

4 (83937). Copy of Paolo Veronese. Christ and the Centurion, (C;
h. 1,05, 1. 1,48). The Centurion, accompanied by two soldiers, throws
himself at the feet of Christ, behind whom are seen His disciples.

5 (83-887). School of Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigiano.
Minerva holding a spear and shield. (C; h. 1,87, I. 1,06). On the ground
are books and an escutcheon with daggers.

6. Polldoro Caldara, called Polidoro da Caravaggio. The Penie*
cost, (SI.; h. 0,71, 1. 0,57). The Virgin seated amongst the apostles ; the
Holy Spirit broods over her.

7 (8411(5). Schocl of the Caracci (XVII. cent.). St, Roch gazing
heavenward with his hands crossed on his breast. (C; h. 0,73, 1. o,6j).

8 (83984). Annlbale Caracci. Pietd, (C; h. 1,58, I. 1,50). The Madonna
has the head of the dead Christ on her lap and weeps bitterly. At her
feet are two angels, one touching the crown of thorns. (Fig. 134).

9 (84201). Bolognese School, XVII. cent. Christ's entry into Jeru^
salem. (C; h. 3,23, 1. 2,17).

10 (8J3780). Polldoro Caldara, called Polidoro da Caravaggio. The
Procession to Golgotha. (SI.; h. 0,73, I. 0,55). Christ having fallen on
his knees is brutally beaten by a Jew. The kneeling figure on the left is

probably St. Veronica; on the right are the Madonna and two Marys.

U (84094). Guldo RcnK St. John the Evangelist, writing. (C; h.

0,70, I. 0,55).

12 (837»6). Polidoro Caldara, called da Caravaggio. Adoration of
the Shepherds, (SI.: h. 0,73, 1. 0,54. The Virgin unwraps the swaddling
clothes and shows the infant Christ to the Sheplierds. God the Father
appears on high surrounded by angelic minstrels.

13 (83909). Copy from Scbastlano del Plombo. Portrait of Giulia Gon-
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za/^a (?). C; h. 0,52, 1. 0,38). She turns towards the sj)ectator, and
points to a sharp slit over her hreast.

14 (84068). Aiessandro Vasarl, called il Bronzing (* Florence 1535,

t 1607). Bacchante and Cupid. (C; h. 1,34, 1. 1,95).

15 (81214). Giorgio Vasari (Florentine and Roman School). Justice
raises Innocence and punishes Slander. (W. b. 3,53, 1. 2,52). Innocence
brings the Goddess two doves. The human slanderers lie on the ground
in chains.

F'g« i34« Pieta, from Caracci (Phot. Brogi).

16 (84025). Francesco Albani (* P>c)l()gna 1578, f 1660). Tran-
sformation of St. Rosa of I'tterbo ( C; h. 0,69, 1. 0,54). The Saint
with flowers in her lap is drawn uj) to Heaven by angels. Below is a

church in which mass is being celebrated; on the right the saint's mar-
tyrdom is depicted,

17 (840<>2). Sofonisba Anguissola (* Cremona about 1528, t denoa
1626). Portrait of herself. (C; h. 0,78, 1. 1,21). The artist is playitig

an organ facing the spectator.
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18 (83785). Roman School, XVII. cent. The visilaiion. (C; h. 0,78,
1. r,2i).

19 (84202). Roman School, XVII. cent. Holy Family. (C; h. 1,1 1,

1. 0,81).

20 (83875), School of Parma, XVII. cent. An AngfL (C; h. 1,00,

1. 1,00).

21 (84033). Luca Cambiaso (* Moneglia 1327, f Madrid 1585). Endy-
mion and Diana. (C; h. 1,59, 1. 1,17). The goddess seeks to hold back
the beloved youth who attempts to free himseH from her embrace.
Cupid and a hound are close at hand.

22 (84109). School of Carracci, XVII, cent. Pietd. (C; h. 0,76, 1. 0,92).

The Madonna with folded hands bends over the dead body of her Sou.

23 (83905). Venetian School, XVII. cent, Jicpiier seated at a feast

with the other gods. (C.; round, diam. 1,38). Venus and Mars are be-
side him. Winged genii hand flowers and wait upon them.

24 (83861), Matthaus Stomer. The miracle of the Loaves and Fishes
(C; h. 1,53, 1. 2,05). Christ blessing the bread,

25 (83822). Bernardo Strozzi, called il Pretk Genovese (
* Genoa

1581, t Venice 1644). Portrait of a Capucin monk laying his hand on a
skull. (C; h. 0,95, 1. 0,67).

26 (8a812). School of Carlo Marassa (XVII. cent.). Holy Family,
(C; h. 0,93, 1. 0,73).

27 (83789). Andrea Piccinelli, called Andrea del Brescianino (from
Brescia, wdrked from 1507 to 1525). Hoiy Family, (W,; round, d. 0,73).

28 (81055). School of Guido Reni (XVII. cent.). The four seasons.
(C; h. 1,70, I. 2,28). A boy with ears of corn stands beside a nude fi-

gure representing Summer. Spring with a garlan<l of flowers. Autumn
with a red cloak and grapes is easily recognisable. Winter is depicted
as an old woman wrapped in a mantle.

29(84040). Bernardino Licino » called il Pordenone (* Pordenone
1490, t 1556*1561). The yiig'in stands, under a Corinthian portico, gazing
up to heaven, where a cloud of angels are visible. Below her are the
four Doctors of the Roman Church, engaged in wordy warfare. (W.; h.

2,93» 1- 1,9^)-

BO (aSS26). Genoese School, XVII. cent. Madonna and Child. (C;
h. 0.93, 1. 0,73). He holds a cheiry twig in His hand. The sea is in the
background.

31. School of Bartolomeo Schedoni, XVII. cent. St. Jerome, (C;
h. 0,90, I. 0,70). The Saint interrupts his reading as an angel with a

trumpet annourxccs the advent ol the Day of Judgement.

32. Giuseppe Cesari, called il Cavalikrk d'Arfino (* .Xrpino about
i56o, t Rome 1640). Jesus 7uith two Jeun, (C; round, d. 0,75).

33 (838aS). Matthaus Stomer. Holy Family, (C. h. 1,55, I. 2,08). The
source of illumination is a light hidden behind a basket.

34 (84029). Luca Cambiaso. Venus and Adonis. (C; h. 1,60, 1. i,t6).

The goddess, weei)ing, embraces Adonis, who has been wounded in the
chase. Cupid stands on the right,

36 (840J3). School of Guido Reni (XVII. cent). The infant Jesus.
(C. ; h. 0,68, 1. 0,88). Near the sleeping Child the emblems of His pas-

sion are jmrtrayed.

36 (8;^1K)3). Venetian School (XVII. cent.). Jupiter and other gods.
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(C; round, diaiii. 1,38). Jupiter poised with one foot on the earthly
spliere issues an edict ; on his right Diana and oiher gods, on his left

Venus and Mars with Cupid. Neptune below.

37 (83772). Battista Salvi , called il Sassofkrrato (* Sassoferrato

1605, t Rome 1685). SL Joseph and his household. (C; h. 0,97, I. 1,33).

38 (Hill9). Annibale Caraccl. Ho/y Famtty. (C. ; h. 0,99, 1. 0,78).

St. John kisses Christ's hand.

39 (84113). The Same. Study in perspective. (C; h. 1,07, 1. 0,94).

40 (8:iS23). Matthaus Stonier. The Retease 0/ St, Peter from pn'son.

(C; h. 1,27, 1. 1,82). He is seated; an angel seizes his cloak as if to

urge him to arise and go forth.

41 (83790). Battista Salvl, calleil il Sassoferrato. Madonna and
Child. (C; h. 1,37, !. 1,00). On high are three angels bearing a scroll

inscribed : Gloria in excelsis Deo et in terra pax. The Madonna and
shepherds are worshipping the Child.

42. School of Schedoni (XVII. cent.). St. Cecilia seated at an organ.
(C; h. 2,60, 1. 1,85). An angel is working the bellows and others stand
in the background.

43 (84067). Venetian School (XVI. cent.). Venus and the Graces,
(C; h. 1,44, 1. 2,24), Venus has taken Cupid^s bow away from him and
is scolding him. The Graces are seated on the left.

44 (83769). Carlo Maratta (* Camerano in the district of Ancona
1625, t Rome 1713). Adoration of the Magi. (C; h. 1,98, 1. i»33). The
Virgin with the Child in her arms receives their gifts.

45 (83777). Gian Francesco PennI, called il Fattore. Salome, show-
ing the head of the Baptist to her maid. (W.; h. 0,62, 1. 0,47).

46 (83866). Annibale Caracci. Corpus Christi. (C. ; h. 0,66, 1. 1,36).

The dead body lies on a sheet ; the arms are crossed and the head
bowed to one side.

47 (83934). Domenlco Theotocopull, called il Greco (* Crete circa

1548, t Toledo 1614). Boy with a ft) e brand which he tries to blow into

a flame in order to light a candle with it. (C; h. 0,59, 1. 0,49).

48 (B4I77). Marco del Pino, called Marco da Sikna (* Siena circa

1525?, t Naples 15SS). The Circumcision of Christ performed iti the
presence of the higli priest and many witnesses. The Madonna stands
on the left. (W.; h. 4,84, 1. 3,32). Signed : Marcus del Pino senensis
FACIKBAT 1573.

49 (83953), Andrea Meldolla, called Schiavonk (* Sebenico 1522 ?,

t Venice 1563). Venetian School, /esus before Herod. (C; h. 1,34, I. 2,04).

The imperial viceroy is seated on the left holding a sceptre. Jesus
stands bound between guards and is onlered to defend Himself by one
of the elders accusing Him.

50 (84143). Manner of Giovanni Lanfranco. Tivo martyrs worshipping
the Virgin and Child who are visible amidst the clouds surrounded by
angels. (C; h. 2,28, I. 1,48).

51 (83961)). Venetian School (XVI. cent.). The Madonna holds in

her arms the infant Christ who is bestowing benediction. Two angels
hold a crown over her head. (C; \\. 1,33, 1. 0,97).

52. Roman School^ XVI. cent. The Virgin and .St. Elizabeth. (C; h.

2,50, I. i»qo). On the right are the two women embracing. A cripple sits

at their feet; to the left are several people gesticulating, with a kneelitig

boy in their midst. There are classical buildings in the background.
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53 (83828). Matthaus Stonier. Adoration of the Christ child, (C; h.

1,27, L 1,78). The light which illumines the spectators emanates from
the central figure of the infant Christ. The Madonna and shepherds
gaze at Him devoutly.

54 (83942). Copy from Paolo Veronese. The Findin^^ of Moses. (C;
h. i>o6, 1. 1,60). A maid hrings the little boy to the Princess who stands
amongst her ladies. A dwarf with dogs and two spearmen are also of
the company.

55 (84148). Jacopo PaJnia , called the younger (* Venice 1544

,

t Venice 1628). Burial of St. Sebastian, (C; h. 1,76, 1. 1,25). The saint

is laid in his coffin by an old man and a woman ; other women gaze
upon him, a youth in red draws attention to the scene.

56 (83935). Jacopo Robust!, called Tintorktto (* Venice 1518, f
Venice iS94). Madonna and Child, (C; h. 0,95, I. i,ro). She is seated
on the crescent moon and holds a book in her hand. They are surroun-
ded by cherubs.

57. Bartolomeo Schedoni. St, Peter, leaning upon a pillar on which
is a bunch of keys. (C; h. 1,28, 1. 0,88). On his left knee he holds a

book; at his feet are the insignia of the papacy, the triple tiara etc.

58 (83966). Venetian School, XVI. cent. 7\vo Saints, (C. ; h. 1,49.

1. 1,26). On the left St. John the baptist with his lamb; on the right

St. Jerome reading out of a hook which a youth holds oefore him. Beside
him is his lion.

59 (83833). Matthaus Stonier (worked in Messina in the second half

of the XVn. cent. Christ boujid by the Jeius, (C; h. 1,53, 1. 2,09). One
secures His hands, another mocks Hun and a third thrusts a lighted
torch at Him.

60 (83924). Copy from Titian. /"^r/rai/ of Charles V,, wearing the in-

signia of the Golden Fleece. (C; h. 0,99, 1. 0,78). He turns towards the
spectator and has a paper in his left hand.

61 (83917). Venetian School, XVI. cent. Pot trait of a prince seated
at a table on which a crown is placed (\V.; h. 0,80, 1. 0,61). He turns to

the left, with his left hand on his breast and his right clasping the hilt

of his dagger.

62 (83910). School of Sebastiano dei Pionibo , XVI. cent. Uyiidenti-

fed Portrait of a youth in black, facing the spectator (unfinished). (SI.;

h. 0,54, I. 0,39).

63 (84069). Domenico Robusti, son of Tintoretto (* Venice 1562, f

1597). Danae reclining at the foot of a tree, watched by Cupid receives

the golden rain. (C; h. 1,16, 1. 1,46).

6i (83986). Jacopo da Ponte, called Jacopo Bassano (* Bassano 1510,

t Venice 1592). The Raising of Lazarus. (C. ; h. 2,79, I. 2,20). Jesus
who has cotne with a large following blesses Lazarus who rises and is

helped to cast off his grave clothes. In the background is a city wall.

The sketch for this picture is N. i in the Titian room.

65 (83930). Francesco Torbldo, called il Moro di Verona (* Verona
1503, t 15^0- Portrait of an old man leaning with his right arm
against a pillar. (C: h. 1,10, ]. 0,90). He wears a ring and holds a

letter \\\ his hand. Signed: Fkaxc.s tukhidus ditio kl Moko V.
Facikbat.

66 (83928). Tiberio Tinelii, Venetian school (* Venice 15S6, f 163S).

Unidentified pot ti ait of a man in a black fur edged coat. (C; h. 0,77,
I. 0,62).
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67 (8^il>27). Venetian school^ XVI, cent. JUad of a 7varrior turned
to the right with his gaze fixed upon the spectator. (C; \\, 0,42, 1. 0,38).

68 (83842), Mafthaus Slomer. Jesus at Emmdus, (C; h. 1,57, 1. 2,02).

The two disciples recognise Him in the breaking of bread. His face is

strongly illumined.

At the first window:
69 (10785). Bronze statuette of Hercules with the calydonian boar.

XVI. cent. School of Giambologna.

^w^ -mr « * T-~-»-i»-/

r

»

At the second
witidow :

70 (10520). Bron-
ze statuette of Her-
cules strangling the
serpents, other of the
hero's feats are de-
picted in relief round
the base. XVI. cent.

Formerly considered
antique (Fig. 135).

At the third win-
dow :

71 (10782). Bron-
ze statuette of Mer-
cury running (a re-

plica of the larger

bronze at Florence)
by Giovanni Fiani-
mingo called Giam-
bologna (* Dotiai
1524, t 1608) finishe<l

later than 1564.

Room IX.

Pannini,

(Canaletto's views
deserve especial at-

tention l)ecause they
depict architectural
features of V^enice as

ihey originally were,
now that they have
lost so much by al-

teration and inaccurate restoration, as for instance the Abbey of S. Gre-

gorio and ihe Fondaco del Tnrchi, which latter has been entirely chan-
ged by recent transformation and is now the Museo Civico).

1 (8.-^911). Antonio da Canale, called Canalktto ( Venice 1697, t

1768). The Church of S. Giovanni e Paolo. (C; h 0,61, 1. o,97)-

2 (Ki947). The Same. The Grand Canal, rrmce. (C; h. 0,61, I. o,qS).

\S {KYMVl). The Same. Torre det Leant, lenice, (C; h. 0,60, I.. 0,98).

4 (HTiOf)!). The Same. londaco dei Turchi, I'enice. (C; h. 0,61, I. 0,98).

Pig* 135- Hercules strangling the serf)onts.
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5 (83923). The Same« The Grand Canal, Venice, wiih Palazzi Halbi
and Foscari. (C; h. 0,60, 1. 0,97)*

6 (83^)45). The Same, 71ie Dof^e's Palace, Venice, (C; h, 0,61, 1. 0,98).

7 (88816). Giovanni Paolo Pannini (* Piacenza 1692?, f Rome 1768).

Charles III. visitiri^iy Pope Benedict XIV , at the Vaticapi, (C; li. 1,23,

1. 1,72). The young Dioiiarch, clad ii> red, arrives with a large following.

The Pope awaits him, seated in an inner chamber. This picture is of
great value lo students of the costumes and customs of that period.

8 (8^37(>5). The Same. Roman Ruins, (C.\ Ik 1,22, 1. 0,92).

9 (83SU). Anton Raphael Mengs (* Aussig 1728, f Rome 1779). Per-
dinand Il\ of Bourbon, at tiie age of twelve. (C; h. 1,80, 1, 1,26). This
youthful sovereign wears a gohlen cuitnss atul holds a scej-tie. On the
table and sofa beside him aie the insignia of royalty.

1 ig. 136. The Palace of the Doges and the Piaz/elta, from Canaletto.

10 (8^5764^. Giovanni Paolo Pannini. The Colosseum and the Afch
of Consiantine. {<l.\ li. 0,9^, I. i»34)'

11 (S8S10) The Same. Charles IIL on horseback with his folloivef s

ni front of St. Peters. (C; h. 1,23, 1. 1.72I. The huge open space is

fdled \\\\h riders who aie act^ompanying ihe king lo the basilica. This

jiicture is remarkable for its blight and harmonious colouring.

12 (K*i77HK The Same. Roman Rums together with the socalled

Temple of the Sd)yl at Tivoli. (T.; h. 1.20, 1. o,gi).

13 (83925). Antonio da Canale, called Canaumto. The Church of
the Salute. Cetfice. (C; 0,61, 1. n,S7)

U (K3914). The Same. 7 he (hand Canal, I'enrce, and xUcChupch of
S\ j^taria d/'^lt Scalar {C ; h. 0,61, I. 0,97).

15 {S3S1S). Anton Raphael Mengs. Portrait of a youmr prince in

regal allire wiih his Ufl hand on his hip. (C; h. o,M, 1. 0,65).

IG. Giacinto Diana, called 11. Poz/oi.ano i* Po/znoli 1730, f Naples
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circa 1800). Diana, (C; h. 0,80, 1. 1,00). The Goddess seated to the

right surrounded by Cupids is holding a peacock. On the left another
little Cupid is dragging up a garland.

17 (83955). Antonio da Canale, called Canalktto. The Dogana, re-

nice, (C; h. 0,61, 1. 0,98).

18 (83959). The Same. 7^he Palace of the Doges and the Piazetta.

(C; h. 0,60, 1. 0,98). (Fig. 136).

19 (84047). GlacintO Rigaud (* Ferpignan 1659, t Paris 1743). Portrait

of a cardinal holding his cap in his right hand. (C.; h. 0,85, 1. 0,68.

20 (83918). Antonio da Canak, called Canaletto. Bridge over the

Rialta. (C; h, 0,60, 1. 0,97).

21 (a3929). The Same. Badia of S. Gregorio. (C; h. 0,60, 1. 0,98).

22. Glacinto Diana, called il Pozzolano. Diana, (C; h. 0,80, 1. 1,00).

The goddess is sealed on a rock to the left and lets Cupids arm her
for the chase.

At the window :

23 (10524). The Rape of the Sabines. Bronze group by Giovanni
Fiamniingo called Giambologna. This work is dated 1579 and is therefore

three years earlier than the larger replica by the same artist in the

Loggia dei Lanzi at Florence.

Room X. (Prince Farnese).

1 (84131). Giuseppe Maria Crespi, called lo Spagnolo (* Bologna
1665, t 1447). Holy Jhamily and Saints, (C; h. 0,37, 1. 0,34). The Child
seated on the Virgin's lap is reading a scroll she holds. St. John, St.

Josepli, St. Aima and other saints are with them.

2 (84026). Bolognese School, XVII, cent, St. Francis wearing his

hood is portrayed in a devout ecstasy. (C; h. 0,40, 0,54).

13 (84127). Simone Cantarini, called Simone da Pesaro (* Tropezza
near Pesaro 1612, f Verona 1648).. The Madonna a?id St, Carlo B01 romeo
blessed by the infant Jesus. Above are angels. (SI.; h. 0,33^ 1. 0,25).

4 (116068). Francesco Solimena, called l^Abbate Ciccio, St. Roch
gazing up to heaven; beside him a dog. (C; h. 1,27, 1. 0,93).

5 (84663). Franz Denis (t Mantua 1670). Portrait of Rannccio IL
/^a;-«^j<? standing with his right hand on a dog's head. (C; h. 1,28, 1. 1,04).

6. Pier llarlo Spolverini (* Parma 1657, f i734)- Equestrian portrait

of Antonio Farnese, last duke of Parma. (C; h. 3,05* 1. 2,00).

7 (84579 . Franz Denis. Portrait of Isabella d'Este, second wife of
Rannccio 11. Farnese. (C; h. 1,26, I. 1,03).

8. (84060). Neapolitan School, XVI 1 cent. A inarket by the seashore
wilh architectural buildings in the background. (C; h. 0,48, 1. 0,64).

9 (SH6J). Copy from Andrea del Sarto. iVa^fc'w;/^ with angils. (C ; h.

1,15, 1. 1,86).

10. After Salvator Rosa, XVII. cent. Landscape with racks and
shiubs, (C; h. 0,65, L 0,95).

11. Neapolitan School, XVllI. cent. Three Cupids o{ \\\\q\w one holds

a mirror for the other on the left. (C; h. 0,78, 1. 0,96).

12 (84552). Netherland School, XVI. cent. A group of portraits of
the Fatnese family fioni Paul 111. to the Princesses of I'ortugal. (\V.;

h. 0,14^ I. 0,11).
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13 (83882). School of Parma, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child with
St, Jerome and Si, Catherine, (C; li. i^iy, I. 1,00). The Madonna is

holding: a pear, the infant Christ embraces his bride who kneels before
Him. St. Jerome lays his left hand on the lion*s head.

14 (83S17). Giuseppe Cesarl, called il Cavalierk d'Arpino. The Hsen
Christ appeals to Magdatene who kneels before Him ; beside her on the
ground is the box of precious ointment. (C; li. o,44» 1. 0,57).

15 (83766). The Same. St. Michael pursuing the fleeing Satan with a
taiice. (\V.; h. 0,37, 1. 0,27).

16 (83819). The Same. Jestis and the Woman ofSamaria. (C; li. 0,45,
^- Q»57)- Jesus leans against the edge of the Well, the woman stands
opposite with a jug and rope.

17 (I16S56). School of Ferrara, XVI. cent. The Flight into Egypt.
(C.; h. 0,76, 1. 0,62). The Virgin and Child with St. John and an angel,
behind them sits St. Joseph under a tree, reading.

18(111425). Copy from Paolo Veronese. T'^^ Presentation in the Temple,
(C; h. 0,83, 1. 0,95). The aged Simeon sits beside the altar; on the left

St. Joseph kneels with Mary and the Child, on the right in the back-
ground is a woman with doves.

19. Neapolitan School^ XVllI. cent. Landscape with anhitectural
buildings, (C; h. 1,08, I. r,40).

20. Annibale Caracci. An angel with an incense burner. (C; h. 0,60,

1- ^43).

21 (83767). Giuseppe Cesarl^ called il Cavaliere d'Arpino. A group
of angels. (W.; h. 0,27, 1. 0,40).

22(83806). Roman School, XVII. cent. (W.; h. 0,35, 1. 0,56). Half
length figures of apostles.

23 (83771). Giuseppe Cesarl, called il Cavalierk d'Arpjno. A group
of Angels, (C; h. 0,35 1. 0,56).

24 (83949). Copy from Titian. Mary and Magdalene, (C; h. 1,00, 1. 0,76).

Jesus in the Virgin's arms reaches out for the pot of ointment offered
Hin) by Magdalene ; in the background is a tent.

25 (84115). Giovanni Lanfranco. Angels bearing the body of 5/. Maty
the Egyptian up to heaven in a sheet. (C; h. 1,11, 1. 0,78).

26 (84511). Neapolitan School, XVll. cent. A peasant drivingamnle
before him by the seashore. (C; h. 1,16, 1. 1,62).

27 (83950). School of Sebastlano del Plombo, XVI. cent. Head of a
young luoman, (C; h. 0,41, 1. 0,35). Left profile, eyes raised.

28 (83801). Giuseppe Cesarl» called il Cavaliere d'Arpino. St. Bene-
dict borne heavenwards in pontifical vestments by angels. (\V.; h. 0,55
1. 0,46).

29 (84132). Venetian School, XVI. cent. Unidentified Portrait. (C;
h. 0,40, 1. 0,35).

30 (83922). School of Parma, XVI. cent. Portrait of a lady holding
a handkerchief and a pair of gloves, (C; h. 1,29, 1. 1,00).

31. Neapolitan School, XVIll. cent. Two cherubs 7uith the emblems of
Justice.

On the right hand wall :

32 (10518). Marble bust of Ranuccio II. Farncse. After Hernnii,
XVII. cent.

33 (10519). Ditto. School of Carrara, XVll. cent.
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To the right of the Exit :

M (10824). Marble Bust of Charles V., XV\, cent.

To the left of the door :

35 (10517). Marble Bust of Paul III. Farnese, XVI. cent., unfinished.

Room XL Schools of Ferrara and Parma.

1 (8)^999). Lorenzo Costa ( Ferrara 1460, f Manlna 1535). Uniden-
tified Portrait, (W.; h. 0,40, 1. 0,33). Ihe expression denotes great
strength of character. The eyes are so painted that they seem to follow
the spectator wherever he goes (Fig. 137).

2 (S3782). School of Ferrara,
XVI. cent. Madonna and Child,

(W.; h. 0,54, 1. o,43)-

3 (8aS40). School of Parma,
XVI. cent. A laughing youth,

(L.; h. 0,33, 1. 0,45.

4 i841H6). Ditto. Holy Family
and an unknoivn saint. (C; h.

Oi45» L 0,34). The Madonna is

seated under a tree in the cen-
tre holding the infant Jesus with
her left and caressing the little

St. John with lier right hand.
St. Joseph and a Benedictine
monk stand on eitlier side.

5 (83915). Giov. di Niccolo Lu-
teri, called Dosso Dossi (* Dosso
circa 1480 t Ferrara 1542) Afa-

donna and Child with St, Jerome,
(\V. ; h 0,35, 1. 0,44). He holds

an open book and has his lion

beside him; the background is a

pleasant landscape.

6(8;i963). BenvenutoTisi, cal-

led iL (xAkOFAi.o (* (iarofalo circa

T481, t Ferrara 1559). The Cir-

cumcision, (\V. ; h. 0,39, I. 0^51).

The infant Christ is seated on the altar while the aged Simeon performs

the rite. On either side are attendants and onlookers.

7 (8.3851). Franc. Maria Rondini (* Parma 1490. f 1549?). The Ma-
donna and Child are seated in the clouds (W. ;

h. 1,94, 1. i,33)- He
hands the keys to St. Peter. In the centre is the youthful John the

Haptist and on the right St. Catharine.

8(84009). Giovanni Benvenuti, called l' Ortolano (* Ferrara

1467, t 1529). The Descent from ihe Cross (\V.; h. 2,72, 1. i,73)-

Mary holds the dead body of Christ on her lap. Joseph of Arimathia

stands beside her with a hammer in his hand. On their right is St. John
supporting the body; on their left Magdalene; behind them an unknown
saint and another Mary weeping. Further back still is a Jew holding

two nails of tlie cross. In the middle distance on the left is St. Chris-

topher and towards the centre are some women washing. Signed: 1521.

9 (8393)). Bcnvenuto TIsI, called il Garofalo. St. Sebastian bound
to a pillar and wounded with four arrows. (W.; h. 0,38, I. 0,31).

Fig. 137. Unidentifie<i lV)rtrait, from
Lorenzo Costa (Phot. Alinari).
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10 (83938). Battlsta di Niccold Luterl, called Battista del Dosso
(* Ferrata 1479, f 1548). The Madonna fondling the infant Jesus and
extending her right hand in benediction on a kneeling bishop. Land-
scape with buildings in the background. (VV.; h. 0,38, 1. 0,31).

11 (84215). School of Ferrara, XVI. cent. The Descent from the cross.

{\\.\ h. 0,37, I. 0,28). Nicodeinus and Joseph of Arimathia wrap the
dead body in a cloth. Between the two Si. Johns Magdalene kneels beside
the weeping Madonna.

12 (83886). Franc. Maria Rondanl. The Assumption. (W.; h. 2,14, 1.

1,41). Angels accohipany the Virgin^s upward flight; Apostles stand below;
the landscape is alpine.

13 (84137). School of Ferrara, XVI. cent. Madonna and Child with
little St. John. (W.; h. 0,27, I. 0,24).

14 (83854). Ditto. Holy Family, (W.; h. 0,29, 1. 0,25). Joseph stoops
to embrace the Child who sits on His niother^s lap.

15 (83831). School of Corregglo, XVI. cent. Head of an old man.
(C; h. 0,30, 1. 0,21).

16(83855). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino (* Parma
1503, t Parma 1540;. A boy reading the alphabet from a slate. (W.; h.

0,26, 1. 0,21).

17(8:3881). Girol. Bedoli -Mazzola (* Bedulla near Cremona about
isoo, f 1569). Holy Family and Saints. (W.; h. 1,94, 1. 1,46). The sleeping
Child is balanced on the edge of the manger by the Madonna who
kneels beside Him. Behind her are St, Joseph and St. John, who holds a

chalice. St. Francis and a Benedictine monk are in adoration on the
left. The background is a landscape with buildings.

18 (83863). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino (?). Madonna
and Child with St. Catharine to whom He hands a .palm branch. (VV. ;

h. 0,66, 1. 0,51). There are buildings ii] the background and St. Joseph
is seen retreating in the distance.

19 (8^3869). Federico Flori, called il Baroccio (Urhino 1528, t 1612).

Madonna and Chitd with St. Lawrence to whom He hands a palm branch.
(C; h. 0,65, 1. 0,50)-

20 (8a8St). Gfrol. Bedoli-Mazzola. /'^r/r^//' ofa ra/7^r seated behind
a table on which a piece of cloth is spread. (C; h. 0,87, 1. 0,70). He
holds a measure in one hand and large scissors in the other.

21 (8^3877). The Same. St. Ctare hotding the Sacrament in one hand
and a book in the otlier. (C; h. 0,92, 1. 0,71).

22 (84184). Filippo Mazzola ( Parma 1460?, t 1505). The Burial
of Jesus. (VV.; h. 1,67, 1. 1,27). The Madont)a sits on tlie edge of the

sarcophagus supporting the dead body on her lap. Magdalene kneels on
the left in front of St. Catherine with the wheel and palmbranch, and
St. Scholastica. On the right are St. Barbara with her tower atid St. A-
pollonia with the pincers. Signed : 1500.

23 (8:^871). School of Bart. Schedoni, XVII. cent. The Tribute moyiey.

(\V.; h. 0,69, 1. 0,57). Jesus is on the right saying <* Give unto Cicsar

the things that are Cifsar's>>. On the left is a pharisee with the coin in

his hand.

24 (H4(»20). Girol. Bedoli-Mazzola, Lucrezia plunging the sword into

her bosom with her own ri^ht hand. (\V.; h. 0,64, 1. 0,49).

25 (8:^952). Benvenuto Tisi, railed il Gakofalo. Adoration of the

Magi. (W.; h. 0,80, 1. 0,57). l he three kings bearing gifts and accompa-

12
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nied by armed men advance towards the Virgin and Child sealed in

the centre. The background is a rocky landscape with buildings.

26 (84199). FIllppo Mazzola. Adoration of the infant Christ, (VV.;

h. 132, 1. 1)26). Mary kneels with folded hands before Him ; on either
side, also kneeling» are St. Clare with the Monstrance and St. Agnes with
her lamb. Signed: Filipus Mazolla p. p.

27 (83874). GiroK Bedoli-Mazzola. The Annunciation. (C; h. 2,23,

1. 1.53). The archangel bearing a lily flies down from the presence of
the Holy Spirit who is visible on the left, to the Virgin who kneels at

a pi ie Dieu ; beside her is a work basket. A group of watching angels
gather round the bed.

28 (83852). Romagnolese School, XVF. cent. Holy Family 7vith St.

Catherine, (W.; h. o,77» 1. 0,41). In the centre the Madonna and Child
who bends over to embrace His bride on the left. Behind her is a

landscape. On the right stands St. Joseph.

Room XII. Correggio and Parmegianino.

I (8-i972). Antonio Allegri, called Corrkggio (* Correggio 1494, t

1534). The Betrothal of St, Catherine (\V. ; h. 0,27, 1. 0,22). The Christ
child gazes questioningly at the Madonna before placing the ring on the
finger of His betrothed.

•2 (8:3969). The Same. The socalled Zm^arella. (C. ; h. 0.47, 1. 0,38).

The Madonna and Child amongst palm trees; a white rabbit comes out
fearlessly. An angel is visible in the sky.

8 (83832). Francesco Mazzola, called jl Parmigianino. Madonna and
Child (C; h. 0,84, 1. 0,66). She tries to open the Infant's mouth with
her finger.

4 (1310*)0). Antonio AllegrI, called Correggio. St, Anthony. (W.

:

h. 0^46, 1. 0,37).

5 (83838). Copy from Correggio. Ecce Homo. (W.; h. 0,48, 1. 0,34).
Christ's head is crowned with thorns and bowed slightly lo the right.

6 (83873). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino. Portrait of
Giambattista Castaldi holding a book in his left hand. (W. ; h. 0,98,

1. 0,83).

7. The Same. Port) ait of a younf^ man seated at a small table facing
the spectator. (W.; h. 1,20, I. 0,86).

8. Michelangelo Anselmi (* Lncca 1494, t Parma 1554). Holy Family
(W.; h. 0,44, 1. 0,32).

9 (83830). Copy from Francesco Mazzola. Holy Family. (C; h. 0,42, 1.

0,29). Joseph watching Jesus and St. John who enibrace.

10 (83S57). GIrol. BedolNMazzola. Alexander Farnese and a :voman
representing the City of Parma. (C; h. 1,50, I. i,]7). The young i)rince

embraces her with his left arm. She is dressed as Pallas Athene and bears
a palm branch. The h'ariiesc and city arms are (juartered on the shield.

II [K^HM). Copy from Francesco Mazzola. The Espousals of St.

Catherine, (C; h. 0,67, 1. 1,20). The Virgin gazes in astonishment at the
infant Jesns who is in the act of j)liu ing the betrothal ring on St.

Catherine's finger. St. Joseph, St. Peter and an angel are also witnesses.

12 (K^S2I)). Michelangelo Anselmi. Holy Family. (VV.; h. 0,37, 1, 0,2s).

13 (8:^S3I). School of Parma, X\l. cent. ri?x^in and Child with an-
gels, one of whom oflers llini a dish of fruit; otlicrs present flowers; an
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other lays his hand on the shoulder of a saint who stands by, holding
a cross. (C; h. 0,48, I. 0,36).

14 (83991). Francesco Mazzola, called il Parmigianino. Portrait of
Count Galeazzo Sanvitaie. (W.; h. 1,07, 1. 0,80). He holds a medal In

his hand ; on the table is his helmet and a battle axe.

15 (8aS91). The Same. Portrait 0/Jerome de Vincentiis (1535). (C;
i), 1,19, 1. 0,88). Half length dressed in black.

10 (8:iS45). MicheJangelo
Anselnii. The Afadofina be-

(iteen two saints. (C: h. 0,53,
1. 0,4^). Magdalene offers the
infant Christ her hox of oint-

ment. St. Apollonia shows
Him the j>incers she carries.

17 (8:W>S). Copy from
Francesco Mazzola. Poitiait

ofPa7 megianifio.(C.\ h. 0,45,
1. 0,40). The original by him-
self is in the Uffizzi.

18 (84024). Francesco Maz-
zola^ called IK Parmkgiani-
NO. Portrait of Anthea with
whom he was in love. (C;
h. 1,39, 1. o,ss). She is paint-
ed at the age ol twenty.
(Fig. 13S).

19(8.iS-)<>). School of Par-
ma, XVI. cent. Port I ait of
a l'a)nese Prince in a cuirass
ornamented with gold. (C;
h. 0,89, 1 0,65). He carries a

glove and rests his left liand

on his helmet.

2() (a3825). Ditto. Por-
trait of Ranuccto /. Pafne-
sff \C.\\\. 1,55, 1. 0,90), wear-
ing a bright blue steel cuir-

ass ornamenied with gold.
His left hand rests on a

helmet with many coloured
plumes.

21 (S419*)). Francesco Maz-
zola, called n. Par.mkjiani-
NO. Port} ai( of (iiovannt />>; -

// af do di Ca stfIboloiin ese in

hU'uk with a precious sione in his cap. (W.; h. 0,63, 1. 0,50;.

22 s:^i>S<n. The Same. Holy Family, in tempera. (C; h. 1,58, 1. 1,30).

The \*irgiii is under a tree watching the infant Jesus asleep and stroking
little St. John's rhcek. Josei)h is seen approaching from a distance,

reading.

2:^ (KNi^). Alessandro Bedoli-Mazzola (* Parma 1533, t 1608). P01 trait

of a ^iri wearing earrings and necklaces. (C: h. 0,29, 1. 0,39).

24 (Xis-'if)). Oiulio Cesare Procaccini ( Bologna 1560?, t Milan 1626).

Madonna and Child nith an ani^ei, (W.; h. 0,36, 1. 0,31).

12*

Fig. I3N. Portrait of Anthea
bv Francesco Mazzola.
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25 (83844). Alessandro Bedoli-Mazzola. Portrait of a young 7voman
in white, wearing a pearl embroidered veil and pearl collar. (\V.; h. 0,25,

1. 0,35).

26 (83976). Francesco Maria Rondani. Madonna and Chitd; in tem-
pera. (C.; h. 1,06, 1. 0,90).

27 (83975). Unknown Master, XVII. cent. A Sketch for the Burial of
Jesus, (W.; h. 0,53, I. 0,74). The body foreshortened is drawn with the
head resting 011 the Madonna's knees. This ranks as a masterpiece.

28 (83973). Michelangelo Anselmi. Holy Family. (VV.; h. 0,61, I. 0,51).

Joseph and the Virgin gaze devoutly at the sleeping Child who is sur-

rounded by angels.

^^%* 139. Danac,J;by Tizian (Phot. Brogi). v

Room XIIL Titian.

1 (83912). Leandro da Ponte, called Liiandro Bassano (* Bassano
1558, t Venice 1623). Portrait of a Lady \\\ black with a lace collar and
fine jewels. (C.j h. 1,06, I. 1,00).

2 (83948). Domenico TheotOCOpull. Portrait of the Miniaturist Giulio

Clovio. (C; h. 0,58, 1. o,S6). He is drawing attention to the missal

illuminated by him for Cardinal P'arnese.

3 (8:^908). Venetian School, XVH. cent., style of Giorgione. (niden-
tified portrait of a youth zvearing furs and a broad brimmed hat. (C;
h. 0,52, 1. 0.38). He holds a parchment scroll in his left hand. The ex-

pression and attitude is reminiscent of Giorgione.

4 (84(>4I). Venetian School, XVI. cent. A warrior /// fl/-w6>//r holding
a comniander's baton in his right hand and placing his left hand on the
hilt of his dagger. The face lacks expression. (C; h. 1,37, I. 1,02).
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5 (83971). TIzIan Vecelli (* Pieve di Cadore 1477, t Venice 1576)-

Danae, ^C; h. 1,17, K 1,68). She is lying nude on a white couch recei-

ving the golden rain. This picture betrays the utmost delight in volup-
tuous sensuality. Signed : 1545. (Fig. 139).

6 (84019). The Same, Magdalene. (C; h. 1,25, 1. 0,99). Her fair hair
falls over her bare shoulders, an open book is propped against a skull.

The picture is signed: Tizianus P. but has been grossly repainted and
only the background retains its original beauty of colouring.

7 (84001). Scipione Pulzone, called il Gaetano ? Unidentified portrait
of a man wearing a fur cloak and a while collar. (C; h. 0,44, 1. 0,33).

Fig. 140. Holy Conversation, by Palma Vecchio.

8 (H4594). TIzlan Vecellf. Portrait of Charles l\ in black, holding a

sheet of paper. (C; h. 0.99, 1. 0,74). Owing to repeated restorations the

window on the right is now scarcely visible, nevertheless the picture

remains on the whole a good example of the master^s work.

9 (81^919). The Same, Alexander Farriese, Cardinal 0/ S. Lorenzo in

Damaso. (C ; h. 1,00, 1. 0,79). His costume and headgear seem very

unbecoming. He appears to be laughing at himself. A ver>' lifelike

portrait.

10 (8I398B). The Same. Portrait 0/ Cardinal Pietro Bembo (1539-^540?).

(C; h. 1,19, 1. 1,00). He is seated with a book in his left hand, possibly

his own poem on the hill of Asolo which may be seen through the win-

dow on the right. This picture has been almost entirely spoilt by re-

peated restorations.

11 (84011). Jacopo Palma, called Palma Vkcchio (* Serinalta near

Bergamo 1480? f Venice 1528). Holy Conversation. (C; h. r,34, I. 2,or).

The Virgin and Child with St. Jerome, St. Catherine and St. John the

Baptist who implore her grace for the congregation of devout persons

gathered below. Badly restored (Fig. 140).
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12 (8:^920). Tizian Vccelli (?). Portrait of Paul 111,, holdincr a scroll

in his right hand. Badly restored. (C: h. i,o8, 1. o,8o).

18 (84034), Jacopo da Ponte, called Jacopo Bassano. The Raising;

of Lazarus, (C; h. 0,57, 1. 0,48). A sketch for X.o 65 in Room \'III.

14 {88f^24). Tizian Vecel-

ii. Portrait of Pier Lnij^i

Fainese, (C; h. 0,99, 1. 0,78).

This banneret of the Church
Militant is painted in full ar-

mour carryin>^ a fieldmar-
shal's bi\ton. Behind him is

his standard bearer.

15 (S391B). School of Pao-
lo Veronese, XVI. cent. Vn-
identified portrait ofa woman
in a green satin dress Avith

a lace collar. (C. ; h. 0,92,

1. 0,77).

16 (83921). Tizian Vccel-

li. Paul IIL with his nfephews
Alessandro and Ottavio Far-
nese. (C; h 2,00, 1. 1,74). He
is evidently reproaching one
of them who bows \o\\\ —
(Sketch 1547).

17 (83974). The Same.
Paul III. Farnese (1543). (C;
h. 1,06, 1. 0,82). The pope is

seated in a violet satin arm-
chair. His right hand is open
as if to grasp something.
A masterpiece.

18. School of Titian. Por-
trait of Lavinia \ 'ecelli / (C;
h 0,84, 1 0,75). This slightly

sketched picture is yet re-

markable for its richness of
colour.

19 (83957). Paolo Calia-
ri, called Paolo Vhronksk
(Verona 1528, f Venice 1588).
The Pool of Pethesda. (C;
h. 0,68, 1. 0,55). This picture
is perhaps the sketch for the
j^ainting on the organ at St.

Sebastian's in Venice.

2() (K^977). Tiziano Vccel-
li. Portrait of Philip //. A
masterpiece. (C. ; h. 1,87, I.

1,00). The king is wearing p'ig.

the order of the golden fleece;

he carries a pair of gloves
and clasi)s his dagger with his right hand (Fig, 141).

i.\\, Philip ll.» by Tizian
(Pilot. Anderson).
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Room XIV. Raffael.

1 (84004). Raffaello Santi, called Rai kakl Sanzio (* Urbino 1483, t
Rome 1520). Pop tf ait of Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, afterwards Pope
Paul III; full length standing in his red robes. (W.; h. 1,37, 1. 0,90).

He holds some pa[)ers in his right hand. Landscape background (Fig. 142).

1 (8ii779). Copy of a Raffael. The Madonna ivith the Veil. (W.; h. 1,15,

1. 0,87). School of Polidoro da Caravaggio. The Madonna takes away a

veil from the infnnt Christ who lies naked on the couch trying to catch
the tloating fabric in Ids hands, St. Joseph leans on a stick to Ihe^'right

watching Him.

H (8378:^). Ditto. The
Madonna del Passeggio,
(W. ; h. 0,54 , 1. 0,43).

The original is the pro-
perty of Lord Ellesmere.
The Madonna leads the
infant Jesus up to little

St. John who stoops to

embrace Him. St, Joseph
is on the left.

4 (84216). Angelo di

Cosimo Tori , called ir.

Bronzing? (*Monticelli
near P*lorence 1502, f Flo-
rence 1572). Unidentijied
Portrait, (W. ; h. 0,69.
1. 0,50). A richly dressed
woman holding a book
in her left hand.

5 (84002). Andrea d'

Agnolo , called Andrea
DKL Sarto ? (* Florence
i486, t i^TiU^Leo X, Copy
of a Raffael (1525) at the
Pitti Gallery. ^(W. ; h.

1,61, L 1,19). The pope
is seated at a small ta-

ble ; beside him are the
cardinals Giulio de* Me-
dici and Luigi de' Rossi.

6 (83791). Copy of a
Raffael. The Virgin and
Child. (W. ;

h. 0,87, 1,

0,64). He is on her lap

and clutches at a corner p. Caidinal Farnese, by Raftael
of her cloak. **

(P^^^ ^^^^^^
1 (84203). Angelo dl

Cosimo Tori, called il Bronzing? Unidentified Po) frail of a man with n

closed book in his right hand. (\V.; h. 0,69, 1. 0,62).

8 (K^VMiS). Sebastiano Lnciani, called Skbastiano i>bl Piomro (* Ve-
nice? 1485, t Rome 1547)- ffoly Family, (SI.; h. i,iS, I. o,SS). The Virgin

is in the act of removing the scarf in which the infant Jesus is wound.
St. Joseph stands beside her, also an angel.

9 (81039). The Same. Clement V/L de' Medui .seated with his arms
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resting on the arms of his chair. (C; 1,4s, I. 1,00). He has an air of
dignity which reminds one of a roman emperor.

10 (83f^3). Marcello Venusti ' Mantua 1512, f Rome 1580). The Last
Jxid^ement, (W,; h. 1,90, I. 1,45). Copy of Michelangelo. This picture is

of great value as a careful contemporary copy of the now partially de-
stroyed original; every detail may be clearly seen and studied.

11 (H'^9SH). Giulio Pippl, called Giulto Romano (* Rome 1492, I
Mantua 1546). The Madonna sivith the cat. (W.; h. 1,68, L i,4t). Almost

FIk. T43, Portrait of the cavalier Tebaldeo, by Fr. Rossi del Salvienti
(Phot. Hrogi).

a coi)y of RafFaePs Madonna with the Pearl in the Prado at Madrid.
Marv sits by the cradle with a basket of needlevNork beside her on the
floor and a < at. On her left and li^lit are little St. John and St. Anne,
St. Joseph is in the backj^round.

\1 (H4r)rM)). Francesco Rossi del Salvienti, tailed il Salviam (* Plo-
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rence 1510, + Rome 1563). Pop trait of the cavalier Tebaldeo, (W.; h. 0,75,
1. 0,63). The young soldier places his right hand on his dagger. (Fig. 143).

13 (83995). School of Florence. Unidentified Portrait of a young man
in white, wearing a triangular cap. (VV.; h. 0,48, 1. 0,40).

14 (84205). Copy of a Filippino Llppi, His own portrait painted on
wood from the fresco in the Church of the Carmine in Florence.
(W ; li. 0,42, 1. 0,31).

16 (83916). Sebastlano Luciani, called Sebastiano del Piombo. Sketch
for a portrait of Cteyfient VIL (51.; h. 0,48, 1.0,32). Only the pope's
head is painted in profile on slate.

16 (84036). Angelo di Cosimo Tori, called il Bronzing (?). Tivo archi-
tects, (W.; h. 1,20, 1.0,90). An older and a younger man busily engaged
with an architectural design.

17 (84005). Raffaello Santi, called Raffael Sanzio(?). So called i1/a-

donna del divino amore. (W.; h. 1,38, 1. 1,09). The infant Jesus is seated
on Mary's lap ; St. Anne apparently entreats Him to bless little St.

John who kneels before Him. St, Joseph is in the background. Part of
this picture including the head of St. Anne was painted by Raffael him-
self; the rest probably by one of his pupils.

Room XV.
Tuscan and Venetian Schools, XV. cents.

1 (84198). Filippino LIppi ? (* Prato 1457-58, t Florence 1504). The
Annunciation, (W.; h. 1,17, 1. 1,24). The angel hands the Virgin a lily.

St. John the baptist and St. Andrew are painted on either side of her.
hi the background are the Apenines with Florence in the middle di-

stance.

2 (84193). Sandro di Mariano Filipepi, called Botticelli (* Florence
circa 1445, f 1510). 7yie infant Jesus is brought to the Virgin who is

sealed on the right, by two angels. (W.; h. 0,98, 1. 0,71).

3 (83778). Pier di Lorenzo, called Fikr di Coslmo (* Florence circa

1462, t 1521). Holy Family, (VV.; round, diam. 0,84). The Child seated

on His mother's lap is peeling a pomegranate. St. John is on their right.

Behind them is a landscape with trees aiul rocks.

4 (84209). Bastiano di Bartolo Maluardi (* S. Gemignano, t Florence?
Active between 1482-1513). Madonna and Child with St. John and three

angels bearing lilies. (\V.; h. 0,95, 1. 0,95).

5 (81188). Lorenzo di Andrea TOderigo, called Lorenzo ni Crkdi
(* Florence 1456-7, f I537)» ^-^^ Virgin kneeling before the infant Jesus,

(W.; h. 1,17. 1. 0,88). On her left is an angel and on her right, under an
archway St. Joseph. The background is a hilly landscape with a stream
running through it.

6 (84191). School of Verrocchio, XVI. cent. The Madonna caressing
the infant Jesus. (W.; h. 2,02, 1. 1,83). At her feet is a rich carpet.

The landscape in the background is divided into two parts by an
architectural building of marble, ornamented with gold.

7 (84186). Tommaso di Cristoforo Fino, called Masolino di Pani-
CALK (* Panicale 1383, f 1440?). The Assumption, painted on a gold
ground. (\V.; h. 1,42, 1. 0,76).

8 (125489). Tommaso di Giovanni di Simone GuidI, called Masaccio.
(* Castel di S. Giovanni in Valdarno 1401, f Rome 1428), The Crucifixion,

(W.; h. 0,77, 1. 0,64). The Madonna and St. John stand weeping on
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either side of the cross. Magdalene with arms uplifted in despair is

painted with great feeling.

9 (84138). Giuliano Bugiardini (* Florence 1475, f i554)- Madonna
7vith Jesus on her lap and little St. John beside her. (\V.; h. 1,00, I. 0,81).

10 (84195). Tommaso di Cristofaro Fine, called Masolino da Pani-
CALK. Foundation of the Church of Maria della Neve in Rome (about

1422). (\V. ; h. 1,44, 1. 0,76). In the presence of many witnesses Pope
I.iborins draws the gronndplan of the church in the snow with a

mattock. On high are Jesus and the Madonna.

11 (84294). School of Gaddl, XIV. cent. The Annunciation, (VV.: h.

0^42, L 0,26). In the centre is the Virgin with the angel saluting her;
on the left in St. John the baptist (,,Ecce Agnus Dei") and St. Francis
of Assisi ; on the right St. Louis and another saint.

12. Simone Martini (* Siena 1283, f Avignon 1344). Christ in Ihe act

of blessing. (W.; h. 0,67, I. 0,42). The bible on His left is open at the
text: ,, ! am the Way, the Truth and the Life. *' Painted on a gold-
ground; intended to be carried out in mosaic in the apse of a church.

13 (84311). Bernardo Dadd] (* Florence, active between 1328-1350).
The Madonna and Child enthroned between four saints. (\V.; h, 0,44,
I. 0,51). The Child strokes her cheek.

14 (84273). Byzantine School XI IL cent. Triptych painted on a
gold ground. Christ with hands raised to bless, between St. Nicholas
and St. Athanasius. (W.; h. 0,12, 1. 0,20).

15 (84271). Florentine School^ XIV. cent. Diptych. Crucifixion and
Afadofina and Child, (W.; h. 0,12, 1. 0,20).

16-18 (84261, 84316, 84258). Tuscan School, XIV. cent. Triptych on a
gold ground. In the centre St. Anne embracing the Virgin and Child.

On the side panels are St. Peter and St. Paul. (W.; h. 0,86,1.0,29 —
h. 0,88, I. 0,31'— h. 0,86, 1. 0,27).

19. School of Parma, XVI. cent. Sacrificial Altar, (W.; h. 0,83,
1. 0,45). On either side are kneeling forms in chiara oscura.

20 (84487). Lorenzo Lotto (* Venice circa 1480, t Loreto ? 1556-57).
Portrait of Bernardo Rossi, Bishop of Treviso ; almost full face with his

eyes fixed on the spectator. (W.; h. 0,54, 1. 0,41). The painter has
succeeded admirably in portraying his sitter's intelligence and strength
of character,

21 (83964). Andrea Mantegna (* near Vicenza 1431, f Mantua 1506).

Poriraii of Francesco Gonzaga in his cardinal's robes. (W.; h. 0,29,
I. 0,19).

22 (83932). Alessandro Bonvicino, called il Moretto (* Brescia circa

1498, t 1554). Fcce Homo. (W.; h. 0,58,1.0,41). Christ bound to a pillar.

His cloak and the scourges are lying on the ground.

23 (83902). Alvlse Vivarinl ( Murano about 1445, f Venice 1502-3)

The Virgin and Child enthroned; St. Bernard of Siena and St. Francis
stand beside her. ( W. h. 1,18, I. 1,25); painted on a gold ground.
Signed: Alvish Vivarini P. Venetia 1495.

24 (83943). Glrolamo di Bernardino da Sanlo Croce (from the pro-
vince of Bergamo, f Venice 1556). The Maf iyrdom of St. Lazvrence.
(\V.; h. 0,75, I. 0,93). The Saint lies on a gridiron amidst a crowd of
soldiers and spectators in the presence of the king who issues orders to

the executioners.

25 (839()fJ). Bartolomeo Vivarini (* Murano, active between 1450-1499).
ihe Virgin, enthroned, holds the sleeping Child in her lap. (W.; h. 1,18,
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1. 1,20). On either side of her seat are angels supporting flower vases
from which an arch springs. On the right are S Nicola of Bari and a
bishop ; on the left St. Roch and another bishop. On high are four
other saints; Signed : Opus Bartoi omki Vivarini dk Murako 1469.

26 (131059). Antonio da Solario, called lo Zjngaro (* Venice? 2nd.
half of the XV. cent., f 1509- 10?). A devout iLforshipper kneels before the
Madonna who holds the naked infant Christ erect. (W.; h. 0,85, 1. 0,66).

A landscape with rocks and flowers is visible through a window on the
right. Signed: Antonh s Dk Solarius V P.

27 (83960). Giovanni BusI, called il Cariani ? (* Fuii>iano near Ber-
gamo about 1480, t after 1547). Madofina and Child with John the Bap-
tist, St. Barbara, St. Joseph and another. (W.; h. 0,45^ 1. 0,72).

Fig. 144. The Transfiguration, by Giov. Bellini (Phot. Brogi).

2S (1*2^KW7). Jacopo dei Barbari ? ( Venice? about 1450, t Brussels?
before 1516). The Mathematical Proof. (W.: li. o,q6, 1. t,2o). The painter
whose name is ifiscribed below, stands in rich costume beside his master
Fra Luca Paciolo.

29 (83954). Vlncenzo Catena (* Treviso, t Venice 1531). The Cir-

cxoncisioji (\V.; h. 0,80, 1. 1,05). The aged Simeon accomplishes the rite

in the presence of the V^irgin, St. Joseph and other witnesses.

30 (83946). Andrea Mantegna. St, lOtfemia standing in a niche, bear-

ing a martyr's palm and the lily of piirit> . A lion lays his head against

her right arm. (C; h. 1,71, i. 0,77). Signed: ofls Andrkak Manth-
gnak 1454.

31 8:^784). Boccaccio Boccaccino 1* Cremona about 1467, f 1524-25).
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Adoration of the Infant Christ, (W.; h. 1,18, 1. 0,95). St. Joseph on
one side and the Virgin with two shepherds on the other. Three sing-

ing angeis float over the roof of the shed.

82 (83956). Lorenzo Lotto. Virgin and Child with saints. (W.; h.

o»54, 1. 0,87). Mary is seated on the right with the Child on her lap.

On her left are St. Peter Martyr with little St. John. Landscape back-
ground. Signed : 1503.

33 (83990). Giovanni Bellini (* Venice 1428, t 1.S16). The Transfig^i-
ration, (W.; h. 1,15, 1. 1,50). This is one of the finest pictures in the
collection. Christ between the two prophets. At His feet are the disci-

ples in amazement. In the background is a wonderful landscape with
white clouds. Signed : Joannes Bklli. (Fig. 144).

Room XVI. Solimena and de Mura.

1. Francesco de Mura, called Franceschiello. The Annunciation.
(C; h. 1,44, 1. 0,83). The archangel surrounded by angels and cherubim
descends on the left to hand a lily to the kneeling Virgin.

2. The Same. Vase 0/ Flowers between two allegorical figures. (C;
li. 0,64, 1. o»5o).

3 (131415). Francesco Solimena, called l'Abbate Ciccio. The Mas-
sacre of the Giustiniani. Sketch for a painted ceiling in the Senate
House in Genoa. (C; h. 2,75, 1. i,63)^ The Sultan Soliman orders the
execution of eighteen youths of the house of Giustiniani in Genoa, at

Chios. Angels are throwing wreaths to the victims.

4. Neapolitan School^ XVIII. cent. Caritd, (C; h. 0,35, 1. 0,47). Com-
passion, represented as a female figure with wings, holding two children
on her lap.

5 (&A379). Sebastiano Conca (* Gaeta 1676, t Rome 1764). St. Peter
blessing a war^Hor. (C; h. 0,72, U 0,58).

6 (125196). Francesco Solimena, called l' Abbate Ciccio. The Ma-
donna and Child surrounded by angels appear to St. Charles Borro-
maus who kneels on the left. (C; h. 0,70, I. 0,51),

7 (131424). Francesco de Mura, called Franckschiello. The Virgin
insiting St. Elizabeth, (C.; h. 0,93, 1. 1,31). St. Joachim joins them.

8. Francesco Solimena called, l' Abbatk Ciccio^ The Assumption.
(C: h. 1.25, 1. 0,87).

9. Giacinto Diana, called ti. Pozzolano. Modesty, a half length

figure with clasped hands. (C; Ii. 0,68, 1. 0,45).

10 (181419). Francesco de Mura, called Franckschiello. St. Louis

0/ France and St. Louis Gonzaga, a sketch. (C; h. 1,56, 1. 1,04). The
former raises his eyes to the latter who appears with the Madonna.

11 (84390). Giuseppe Bonito (* Castellammare di Stabia 1707, t Na-
ples 1789). The Dedication of Solomon* s Temple. (C; h. 0,77, 1. 1,30)- A
sketch for the church of Sta. Chiara.

12 (&4394). Francesco de Mura, called Franckschihllo. Shepherds
bfing gifts to the Virgin and Child. (C; h. 1,31, 1. i»05).

13. The Same* Vases betiveen livo allegorical figures. (C; \\. 0,64,

1. 0,50).

14 (131422). The Same. St, Benedict with his monks receiving King
Totilas in the vestibule of a temple. Sketch for the ceiling of the

Church of S. Severino. (C; h. 0,92, 1, 1,54).
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1548 (131433, 131436, 131434, 131435). The Same. Cupids, (C; h. 0,38,
1, 0,20).

19, 22, 25, 28 (131425, 131428, 131426, 131427). The Same, Women and
Children. (C; h. 0,74, 1. 0,50).

20 (131421). The Same* Madonna del Rosario. (C; h. 0,96, 1. 0,50).

The Madonna hands St. Benedict a wreath of roses.

21 (131416). The Same. St, Benedict at the top of a flight 0/ steps in

a trance. (C; h. 2,05, 1. 1,26). At his feet are a group of monks and
other believers. Below are several figures in XVIII. cent, costume.

23 (131417). The Same, The flight irito Egypt, (C; h. 0,98, 1. 0,56).

24 (131437). The Same. The god Hymen bearing a lighted torch and
escorted by cupids, descends upon Modesty and tries to raise her veil

with his left hand. (C; h. 3,26, 1. 2,10).

26 (131418). The Same. Death of St, Joseph. (C; h. i,o5, 1, 0,54). A
sketch for N. 12, Room V.

27 (131420). The Same. The Madonna is received into Heaven by
the Holy Trinity. (C; h. 2,08, 1. 1,30). The apostles gaze awestruck at

the miracle.

29. The Same. Sketch Jor N. 24. (C; h. 0,72, 1. 0,44).

30-33 (131429. 30, 31, 32). The Same. Cupids, (C; h. 0,38, 1. 0,20).

34 (131423). The Same. St. Benedict receiving tivo novices^ Maurus
and Placidus who are brought to him by their fathers. (C; h. 0,91

1. 1,56). Sketch for a fresco in the cupola of the Church of S. Severino.

Room XVII. Ribera and Stanzioni.

1 (B4053). Fabrizio Santafede. The Madonna seated amidst angels.

Helow are St. Jerome and St. Gambacato of Pisa. (\V.; h. 2,28, 1. 1,35).

Dated ; 1595.

2 (84400). School of Massimo Stanzioni (XVII. cent.). Madonna and
Child under a tree, with angels above them. (C; h. 0,38, 1, 0,27).

3 (83978). Jose de Ribera^ called lo Spagnoi.hitto. St, Sebastian tied

to a tree. (C; h. 1,21, 1, 1,00). Signed: Jusepe de Ribeka, espanol F. 1651.

4 (84397). Pacecco de Rosa. St. Joseph tenderly wrapping the naked
Christ child in his cloak. (C; h. 1,15, 1. 0,76).

5 (84366). Andrea Vaccaro. Magdalene drawing her cloak together
over her bosom, and gazing heavenwarfls. (C; h. 0,82, 1. 0,59).

6 (83979). Jose de Ribera, called lo Spagnoletto. St. Jerome falling

on His knees at the trumpet blast of the angel announcing the Last

Judgement. (C.; h. 2,62, 1. 1,64). (Fig. 145).

7 (84427). Massimo Stanzioni. St. Agatha, quietly resigned, i>resses a

cloth to her wounded breast. (C; h. 0,88, 1. 0,72).

8 (84352). Cesare Fracanzano. Half length figure of an old man \\\\.)\

a white beard : liie eyes, mouth, and hands are \ery lifelike. (C; h.

0,64, 1. 0,48).

9 (K3980). Jose de Ribera, called lo Spa(,.noletto. .St. Jerome seated

at a table on which are some books and a sknil. (C ; h. 1,25, 1. i ,oo).

Signed: Juskpe de Ribkra hspanol F. 1651.

10 (84396). The Same. St. Bruno kneeling at the entrance to a cave.

(C; h. 0,38, 1. 0,27). An angel shows him a book in which the rules of

his order are inscribed.
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11 (^432). Andrea Vaccaro. SL Anthony of Padua kneeling at a
prie Dieu gazes at a vision of the infant Christ who appears and bles-

ses him. (C.; h. 1,30, 1. 1,02).

FJK. 14s. St. Joronie, by J. dr Rihera flMiDt. Hrogi).

\1. Bernardo Cavallino ('' Nai)les 1022, t 1654). Judith holding the
head of Holofernes ga/es trnitnpharitlv upwards. (C; h. 1,02, 1. 1,20).

1'V Jose de Ribera, (ailed ro SrA<.Noi.Ki 10. Hod thr I-athrr, (C; h.
1, 10, 1. 1,10). Hair length lignrc surrcmndcd t)y clouds, with His right
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hand raised to bleSs and His left resting on the earthly sphere. Below
Him are two cherubim.

14 (84535). Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. Masquerade. (W.; h.

0,26, 1. 0,53).

15 (84335). Andrea Vaccaro* Si. Francis of Assist in an ecstasy of
prayer. iC; h. 1,01, 1. 0,74). Beside him is a companion kneeling before
ihe cross.

16 (84492). Luca Giordano^ called Fa Presto. Half length portrait,

fullface of an old man in furs. (C; h. 0,80, 1. 0,61). A bad imitation of
Rembrandt's technique, ihe paintnig of the hands is especially poor.

17 (84421). Bernardo Cavaliino. St, Cecilia behveen izvo ayigelSy one
of whom crowns her while the other makes music. (C; h. 0,61, 1. 0,49).

18 (84530). Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. The denial of St, Peter,
(C; h. 0,98, 1. 1,35). The maid stands on the right, on the left are
other figures.

19-23 (S4429, 84425, 84395, 84399, 84357). Pacecco de Rosa. Small
round pictures. A shepherd with bagpipes, the death of St. Alexis, the
Madonna delle gruzie, St, Jerome, the denial of St. Peter. (W.; h.

0,25, 1. 0,25).

24 (84042). Jose de Rlbera^ called lo Spagnoletto. Silenus lying
drunk on the ground surrounded by satyrs. (C: h. 1,85, 1. 2,29). On the
left is the inscription : Josephus de Ribera hispanus, Valentin
KT academicus romanus KACiEBAT PARTHNOPE 1626. The picture has
been entirely spoilt by frequent attempts at restoration.

25 (84381). Bernardo Cavaliino. St. Sebastian lying on the ground :

some holy women are binding up his wounds. (C; h. 0,65, 1. 0,53).

26 (84368). Manner of Pacecco de Rosa. A young nfoman plaiting her
hair. (C; h. 0,79, 1. 0,64).

27 (84590). Cesare Fracanzano. The prodigal sou returns and kisses
his fathers hand. (C; h. 1,02, 1. 1,28).

28. Neapolitan School, XVIII. cent. The finding of Moses, {C,\
h. 0.25, 1. 0,54).

29 (84380). Andrea Belvedere. Hydrangeas and Canterbury bells. (C;
1,01, 1. 0,75).

30. Massimo Stanzlonl. Si, Bruno, (C; h. 2,02, 1. 1,17). The founder
of the order of Carthusians is represented in a devout ecstasy.

Room XVIII. Salvator Rosa.

1 (84416). Andrea di Leone (Pupil of Corenzio and A. Falcone; * Na-
ples, t 1675). Battle bet'veen Je^vs and Amalekites. (C ; h, 1,10, 1. 1,27).

In the foreground is a cavalry engagement, warriors armed with lances

api)roach from either side.

2 (84071). Carlo Coppola (from Naples; Pupil of A. Falcone XVII.
9ent.). Spanish cavahy. (C; h. 1,00. I. 1,50). Some officers stand in the
foreground on the left : there is a wooded hill in the background.

3 (84391), Salvator Rosa. (Arenella near Naples 1615,! Rr)ine 1673).

The parable of the mole an i the beam. (C; h. 2,00, 1. 1,21).

4 (S4431). School of Salvator Rosa, XVII. cent. Rocky sea roast, a

few soldiers are cliinhiiig a clilV on the left. (C; h. 0,65. 1. 0,98).

o (S^i^To). Neapolitan School, X\'ll. rent. .Seascape. (C: h. 0,37, 1.0,52).
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6 (84423). Marzio Masturzo (from Naples, a pupil of Salvalor Rosa.
XVIL ceiil.) Rufer scene with rocks and trees here and there and people
bathing. (C; h. o,66, 1. 0,97).

7 (84038). School of Salvalor Rosa, XVIl. cent. Battle Scene. (C:

Fi^. 140. Jcsns seated amongst the scribes, by Salv. Rosa (Phot. I^rogi).

h. 1,17, 1. 2,56). The clouds of smoke caused by a conflagration mingle
with the storm clouds in the sky. IJorses in falling have pinned their

riders to the ground.
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8 (83967). Salvator Rosa. Jesus seated amongst the scribes, one of

whom wears a yellow garment and a turban. (C; h. 2,01, 1. 1,32). Their
faces are of a very connnon type (Fig. 146).

9. Neapolitan School, XVII. cent. Spanish Cavalry, (C. ; h. 0,42,

1. 0,32).

10. Ditto. A Harbour, (C. ; h. 0,38, 1. 0,78). Two large sailing boats

and countless merchants on the wharves.

11 (^84057). Ditto. Cardplayers \\\ front of an inn. (C; h. 0,42, I. 0,32)^

12 (125212). School of Salvator Rosa, XVII. cent. A group of people

with a horse atid a dog resting at the loot of a high cliff. ((J. ; h. 1,15,

1- 0,95).

IB (84351). Ditto. Battle scene. (C; h. 0,48, I. 0,81).

14. Manner of Andrea Belvedere, XVlil. cent. Decorative Panel,

Flowers, Fruit and Animals. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 1,60).

15. Leonardo Coccorante (* Naples, l*upil of Solimena, XVIU. cent.).

Landscape, (C: h. 0,28, 1. 0,21).

16 (S4367). School of Salvator Rosa, XVII. cent. Batlle scene; a

cavalry charge. (C; h. 0,35, 1. 0,60).

17. Leonardo Coccorante. Landscape, (C: h. 0,28, I. 0,21).

18. Domenico Gargiulo, called Micco Spadaro. The Death of Ab-
salom. (C*: h. 0,79, I. 1,06). A soldier in the act of spearing the youth
who hangs from a tree.

19. Aniello Falcone (* Naples 1600, f '665). Battle scene. (C.; h.

0,78, i. 1,23). The men are armed with swords, clubs and bows.

20 (131556). Manner of Salvator Rosa. A dru?mner at the head of a

mounted force. (C; h. 0,28, 1. 0,49).

2L. Neapolitan School, XVll. cent. .4 group of yeapolitan artists.

(C; h. 0,24, I. 0,26). The label with the skull which is the token of (he

legendary Company of Death of the Vear 1648 is obviously a later

addition.

22 (131557). Manner of Salvator Rosa. Battle scene. (C. ; h. 0,28, I.

0,49). A duel between two mounted men in the foreground.

23 (125228). Salvator Rosa (?). Landscape, (C. ; h. 0,76, 1. r,02). The
trees are bent by the storm, a feature is the natural arch.

24 (84411). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micco Spadaro. (C; h. 0,63,

1. 0,76). St. Onofrio in the desert praying ; beside him is a stag.

25. Giuseppe Recco (* Naples 1634, f 1695). .Still life. Fish. (C; h.

0,75, I. 1,60) cf. N.o 14.

26 (H4426). Aniello Falcone, Spanish .Soldiers. (C: h. 0,22. 1. 0,42).

27 (S43o8). School of Salvator Rosa. St, Ftancesco di Paola, praying.

(C; h. o,44» 1« 0,32).

28 (844BO). Aniello Falcone. Battle scene on the shore. (C; h. o,26»

I. 0,52). Ships are endeavouring to land reinforcements.

2i». Andrea di Leone. Spepherds with theif jtocks halting at a well;

also comitry people with horses and a camel. (C; h. 0,72, 1. 0,99).

;^0 (84415). Domenico Gargiulo, called Micro Spadaro. .SV. Paul the

Heimit and St. Anthony tn the desert. (C; h. 0,63, 1. 0,76).

31 (84334). Giovanni Do (from Naples, XVll. cent ). Landscape \\\i\\

houses and towers along the sea coast. (C; h 0,45, I. i,iS). Ox\ the

left are some |)easants with a donkey.

13
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32 (84046), Domenlco Garglulo^ called Micco Spadaro. Fighi behveen
Jeivs and AmaUkites in a valley and on a road leading up hill. (C; h.

0,7s, 1. 1,05).

33. Andrea dl Leone? A peasant ivoman riding a horse, driving her
flocks home. (C; h. 0,51, I. 0,79).

34. Manner of Andrea Belvedere, yJMXW. c^\\\.. Decorative panel, aom-
panion piece to N. 14. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 1,60).

Room XIX. Velasquez.

1 (84080). Hermann von
Swaneveld (* Woerden in

Holland about 1600, t Paris

1656?) />/aw« approaching in

her chariot to visit Endymion
in the wood. (C.; h. 0,75, 1.

0,98).

2 (83821). Simon Vouet
(* Paris 1590, t 1649). Ayi an-
j^el holding the spear red-
dened by the blood of Christ.

(C; h. 1,04, I. 0,77).

3(84531). Copy from Ru-
bens. The dead body of Ch rtst

lying on straw tended by two
Marys and a man. (C. : h.

iA7r I. 1,03)- A bad copy, late

XVUI. cent.

4 (84570). Johann Spil-

berg (* Diisseldorf 1619, t

1690). Pop trait 0/ an old tady
wearing a stiff ruff. (C: h.

1,08, 1. 0,83). Signed: 1639 F.

SpILBIlRG.

o (84015). Claude Gellee.
called Claude Lorrain (*

Champagne about 1690 » t

Rome 1682). Landscape 7vith

nymphs, (C; h. 1,56, 1. a, 00).

There is a temple on the left

and the country reminds one
of the Roman campagna.

6 (84564). Thomas Hen
drikjz de Keyser (* Amster-
dam about 1596, t 1667). Por-

trait of an official In a large rurt. (W.: h. 1,15, I. 0,87). He holds papers
in one hand and rests the oilier on his hip.

7 (84527). Anton van Dyck (* Antwerp 1599. t London 1641). The
Crucifixion, (C; h. 1.32, I. 0,87). Christ breathing His last prayer.
(Fig. 147)'

8 (84501). Cornells Jonson van Ceulen (* London 1593, t Amsterdam
or I'treclit 1664). Pofttait of an ojficial seated in an armchair, gazing
thoughtfully before him. (C; h. 1,24, I. 0,86). Signed : 1649.

9. Nethertand School, XVII. cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,72, I. 0,98).

Fig. 147, Crucifixion, by A. van Dyck
(Phot. Brogi).
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10 (84576). School of Anton van Dyck, XVII. cent. Portrait of an
official wearing a cloak and a white ruflf. (C; h. i,ii. I. o,88). He car-
ries gloves in one hand and rests the other on his hip.

11. Netherland School^ XVIl. cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,72, 1. 0,98).

12 (84508). Rembrandt van Rijn ? Portrait of himself at an advan-
ced age, dressed in silk and furs. (C; h. 0,80, I. 0,61). Perhaps a copy
of his own picture at the Uffizzi by a talented pupil.

13 (83805). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape, (C. ; h. 0,92,

1. i>35)-

14 (84028). Jacob Courtois, called Borgognone (* S. Hyppolyte 1621,

t Rome 1670). Battle scene in stormy weather. (C; h. 0,70, I. 0,90).

15 (83970). School of van Dyck, XVIL cent. Unidentified Portrait
of a yotuig nobleman glancing over his shoulder at the spectator
(C; h. 0,61, I. 0,50).

Fig. 14S. The Drinker, Copy from Velasquez (Phot. Brogi).

16 (S4048). Copy from Velasquez. The Drinker. (C; h. 1,64, I. 2,28).

This picture is painted in tempera and of curious technique : it appears
cold and colourless compared to the original at the Prado. (Fig. 14^)-

17 (84032>. Jacob Courtois, called Bor(;0(,none. Battle scene. (C: h.

0,68, I. 0,93). In the centre two leaders are engaged in single comhat
surrounded by other fighters.

IS (845(39). School of van Dyck, XVII. cent. Unidentified Portrait

of a nobleman with a fair beard, dressed in black, (W.: h. 0,56, I. 0,47).

He turns to the right.

19 (H457I). Ditto, Portrait of a younj^ princess in a pearl and gold
embroidered dress and a large lace ruff. (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,59).

1
3*
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20 (8380B). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,91,

1. i>33).

21 (83768). Claude Gelf^e, called Claudr Lorrain. Seascape, (C; h.

0,74, 1. 1,00). A villa on the shore and sliips at sea in sunset light.

22 (K^27). Simon Vouet. An angel bearing the bloodstained hand-
kerchief and the dice with which the soldiers cast lots for Christ^s

raiment* (C; h. 1,04, 1. 0,77),

XX. Foreign Schools of the XVI. -XVIII. cents.

J (84667). Cornells Pietersz Bega? (Pupil of Adrian van Ostade, * Haar-
lem 1620, t 1664). Interior of a country house, (C; h. 0,44, 1. 0,59).

2 (aS808). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape with a luater-

falL (C.; h. 0,66, 1. 0,50). Fishermen are visible between the rocks.

3 (84452). School of Joachim Patinir, XVI. cent. SL Jerome kneeling
at the entrance to a cave. (W.; h. 0,37, 1. 0,51).

4 (84510). David de Konlng (* Antwerp 1636, f Brussels about 1699).
Doj^s huyiiing a stag, (C; h. 1,24, 1. 1,73).

5 (84587). The Same. Trophies of the chase, (C: h. 1,24, 1. 1,73;.

6 (84572). David Tenlers the younger (* Antwerp 1610, f Brussels
1690). Players and onlookers in a tavern, (W.; h. 0,53, 1. 0,67).

7 (84517). Johann Both ? (* Utrecht circa 1610, f Utrecht 1652). Land-
scape, (C; h. 0,37, 1. 0,50).

8 (84496), Franz Pourbus the younger (* Antwerp 1575, f Paris 1622).

Portrait of a young luoman. (W.; h. 0,50, I. 0,37).

9. Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape, (C; h, 0,85, 1. 1,15).
Trees and a river. On the left, three women running away.

10 (84573). Pieter van Avont (* Mechehi 1600, f Mechein 1652). Holy
Family, (W. ; h. 0,53, I. 0,71). The Madonna is seated under a tree,

with the Child in Her lap, surrounded by angels.

11 (84545). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Woman bathing u\ a lake
which is seen between the trees of the foreground. (C; h. 0,32, 1. 0,48).

12 (84520). Ditto. Landscape, (C. ; h. 0,46, 1. 0,34). A ruined arch
and trees.

13 (84348). Giuseppe Recco. Parrots and other birds, various rep-
tiles, shells, flowers and fruit are all represented In this picture. (C;
h. i,oi, I. 0,36).

14 (84565). Johann Both, Landscape, (C ; h. 0,75, 1. 0,97).

15 (84566). Johann van Kessel the elder (?) (* Antwerp 1626,11679).
Flo7vers and fruit, (C ; h. 0,63, 1. 0,81).

{% (84500). Daniel Seghers (* Antwerp 1590, f 1661). Statue of the
Madonna and Child in a niche adorned with leaves. (C; h. 1,29, 1. 0,99).

17 (84521). Christian Berentz (* Hamburg 1658, f 1722). IVoman 7mth
a basket of fruit, ( C; h. 2,49, 1. 1.74). A boy offers her a bunch of
grapes. Below them is a table with dishes upon it. (This picture is inscrib-
ed with the artist's name and the date 1696).

18 (84578). Johann van Kessel the elder. (?). Ploiuers and Fruit,
(C; h. 0,63, 1. 0,78).

19 (84522). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Flo7ver Study, (C; h. 1,15,
1. 0,90).
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20. Baldassare de Caro of Naples, XVII 1. cent. Trophies of the

chase, (C; h. 0,91, 1. 1,17). Signed: B. de ("aro.

21 (84577). Johann Both. Landscape, (C; h. 0,75, 1. 0,97). A Citadel

and trees in sunset light.

22 (84518). Joh, Basil Grundmann (German School, XVIIl. cent.).

An old clothes sliop. (VV.; h. 0,41, 1. 0,51). The proprietress is showing: a

second hand costume to a customer. On the walls are hanging old clothes

and weapons.

23 (84583^. Netherland School, XVII. cent. (Sketch). A laughiug
peasant, wearing a broad brimmed hat, holds a sheet of music in his

hand. (C; li. 0,63, I. 0,55).

24 (SdSlB). Ditto. Jesus and the Centurion , who kneels at His feet,

soliciting i)ity. They are surrounded by spectators. (C; h. 0,44, 1. 0,61).

25. Ditto. Landscape with figures. (C; h. 0,85, I. IJ5).

26 (84585). Joh. Basil Grundmann. Cobblers, (W. ; h. 0,41, I. 0,51).

Between two men at work in the shop is a woman busy witiding thread.

Dated: Grundmann 1760.

27 (84542) Netherland School, XVII. cent. Portrait of an old man
yawning over his books. (C; h. 0,79, 1. 0,64).

28 (83811). Ditto. Jesus and the woman taken in adultefy, who has
fallen on her knees before Him. (C; h. 0,43, 1. 0,61).

29 (84499). David de Koning. Dogs hunting 7'abbits. (C; h. 1,24,

I. 1,73).

IM) (84515). The Same. Dogs and dead game. (C; h. 1,24, I. 1,73).

31 (84539). Netherland School, XVII. cent, ll^ofship of the Golden
Calf, (\V.: h. 0,35, I. 0,45). I'he image is on a pedestal. The crowd are
on their knees around it.

32 (83796). Ditto, llie Madonna and Child with the little St. John
who brings forward a lamb for the infant Jesus to stroke. (C. ; h. 0,77,

1. 0,65).

33 (^4*32). Peter Brueghel, called Brukghkl thk kldkr (* Brue-
ghel near Breda 1524' 1525, t Brussels 1569). Winter landscape, ^W.;
h. 0,37, I. 0,56). Low huts clustering on the banks of a frozen river on
which people are seen skating.

34. Netherland School, XVII. cent. A public holiday, (C. ; h. 0,53,

1. 1,04).

XXI. Foreign Schools. XVI.-XVIIK Cenlury.

1 (84519). Paul BriTs School (XVII. cent). Landscape, (Cr.; h. 0,24,

1. 0,30).

2 ('S452:3). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Battle scene, (W.; h. 0,32.

I. 0,44).

3 (84559). Adrian van de Velde (* Amsterdam 1636, t 1672). Land-
scape with cows and a peasant woman riding. (C.; h. 0,33, I. 0,43).

4 (845^S2). Netherland School, XVII. cent. A lady and gentleman
hatching. Sunset light. (C ; i). 0,92, I. i,iS).

5 i845:j,3). Bonaventura Peeters (* Antwi-rp 1614 , t Hoboken 1652).

Seascape, (W.; h. 0,55, I 0,87). Sailors are busy around a boat in the

foreground, further ort along the shore are fishermen.

6 (84512). Johann Basil Grundmann. A vegetable sellet sealed at the
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door of her house. (W.; h, 0,42, 1. 0,33). Beside her is a woman with a

child on her shoulders. In the background may be seen tight-rope

dancers. (Dated 1760).

7 (84562). NIkolaus van Eyck (* Antwerp 1617, f 1679). Landscape
ivith peasants dancing. (C; h. 0,86, 1. 1,18).

8 (84555). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape with co7i/s,{C.;

h. 0,53, 1. 0,69).

9. Ditto. Deer huni. (W. ; h. 0,14, 1. 0,22). Riders and dogs drive a

stag into a narrow pass.

10 (84584). Johann Basil Grundmann. An old man sharpening a saiv.

Dated 1758. (VV.; h. 0,41, 1. 0,32).

11 (83982). Peter Paul Rubens (?) (* Siegen in Westfalia 1577, t Ant-
werp 1640). Sketch for the head of a monk, (\V.; h. 0,35, 1. 0,32). (Fig. 149).

12 (84586). Johann Basil

Grundmann. The spinner,
(W.; h. 0,42, 1. 0,32).

13 (84541). Adam Franz
van der Meulen (* Brussels

1632, t Paris 1690). A milita-

ry camp, (C.; h. 1,46, 1. 1,96).

14 (83815). Unkndwn'Mas-
tcr, XVII. cent. Landscape
with mythological figures.

(C; h. o,5o, 1. 0,75).

15. Netherland School »

XVII. cent. Ruins, beside
which some peasants are at-

tending an open air celebra-
tion of Mass. (C: h. 0,52,
1. o,66>.

16 (84514), Johann Basil

Grundmann. An auctioneer
explaining the points of a
picture to a group of specta-
tors. (W.; h. 0,42, I. 0,33),

17 (84528). Bonaventura
Pcctcrs. Storm at sea with
three ships in danger of ship-
wreck. (W.; h. 0,42, I. 0,33).

18 (84557). Heinrlch Ambrosius Paex (of Amsterdam). A military Ho-
liday. (C.; h. 0,85, 1. 1,48). Soldiers and peasants dancing and wandering
about amongst the salesmen's booths. Signed: H. Pax. 1632.

19 (84484). Hendrik met de BIcs, called Civetta (* Bouvignes 1480.

t Luettich ? after 1521). Landscape. (W.; h. 0,25, 1, 0,36).

20 (84459). The Same, Storm at Sea, (W.; h. 0,27, 1. 0,41).

21 (84449). Netherland School, XVI. cent. A Beleaguered City, (W.

;

h. 0,36, 1.0,43). Soldiers prepare to attack the town in which fire basal-
ready broken out. In the sky appears some deity in a car drawn h> lions.

22 (84450). Hendrik met dc BIcs, called Civhtta. Wooded Landscape.
(W.; )i. o,2o» 1. 0,33).

23 (84446). In the manner of Bles (XVI. cent.). Landscape. (\V. ; h.

0,19, 1. 0,27).

Fig, 149. Sketch for the head ot a monk,
by P. P. Rubens (Phot. Brogi).
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24 (84455). Hendrik met dc Blcs, called Civetta. Landscape ivith

Moses and the burning bush, (W.; h. 0,56, L 0,70).

25 (84447). David Vinck-Boons (* Malines 1578, f Amsterdam 1629).
Public Holiday outside a town. (W, ; h. 0,49, 1. 0,69). Men and women
feasting, dancing and wandering about in a large open space, with a

church in the background.

26 (84488). Hendrik met de Bles, called Civetta. Landscape wilh
hills and villages, (VV.; h. 0,27, I. 0,42).

27 (84458). The Same. Landscape with rocks and hills. (W.; h. 0,34,
1. 0,50).

28 (84445). Netherland School, XVII. c^nu Landscape v^xih rocks and
hills. (C; h. 0,36, 1. 0,43).

29. Flemish School, XVII. cent. Landscape, (C; h. 0,98, I. 1,38).

A group of dancers in the foreground, on the right, with a castle on
the hill above them.

30 (84506). Adrian van Ostade's School (XVII. cent.). A violinist, (W.;
h. o»23, 1. 0,18).

31 (84558). Ditto. Cardplayers in a tavern, (W.; h. 0,25, 1. 0,27).

32 (84495). Ditto. A fiddler, (C; h. 0,21, I. 0,17).

33 (84580). Sebastian Vranckx (* Antwerp 1573, t i547). The Villa

Medici at Rome. (W.; h. 0,59, 1. 1,05). The principal building is on the
right, the gardens are crowded with people. Dated: 1615.

34 (840a5). Unknown Master of the XVI. cent. Portrait of Erasmus
0/ Rotterdam, (C; h. 1,00, 1. 0,79. Dated 1534).

35 (84560). Karel du Jardin (* Amsterdam 1622, i Venice 167S), Shep-
herd with flocks, (W.; h. 0,33, 1, 0,24).

36 (845S1). Netherland School, XVII, cent. Bridge over a river, on
which are countless small boats. (W.; h. 0,14, 1. 0,22). On the left is a

gothic church,

37. Ditto. Temptation 0/ St. Anthony, (W.; h. 0,18, 1. 0,23).

38 (84550). Anton van Dyck's School (XVII. cent.) (Sketch). Portrait
oj an old man, (W.; h. 0,45, 1. 0,34). The head is turned to the left.

39 (84494). Phllipp Wouwermann (* Haarlem 1619, f 1668). Landscape
wilh a white horse. (W.; h. 0,26, 1. 0,21).

40 (84509). Adam Elshelmer(?) (* Frankfort 1578, t probably in Rome
1620). The rape of Ganymede. (Cr. ; h. 0,41, I. 0,53). On the right are

shepherds with dogs. The eagle hovers above on the left.

41 (8454H). The Same. Ariadne forsaken, stretching out her arms in

the direction of the fast disappearing ship. (Cr.; h. 0,40, I. 0,52).

42 (84045). French School, XVII I. cent. MitUary Camp. (C; h. 0,79,

1. 0,91). Several riders halting before one of the tents; on the left are a

bancl of prisoners.

43 (84504). Adam Elsheimer (?). Theseus and Ariadne, (Cr.; h. 0,41,

1. 0,53). He drags her reluctantly into the water.

44 (84503). Dutch School XVII. cent. Portait of a nobleman, (C; h.

0,77, 1. 0,12).

45 (84035). Peter Mignard (* Troyes 1612, t t^aris J695). Head of a

prelate. (C: h. 0,39, 1. 0,31).

40 (84574). Jan Victors (* Amsterdam 1620, f on ^ journey 1676).

Portrait of an unknown woman dresseil in white with coloured sleeves
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and adorned with pearls. (\V.; h. 0,64, 1. 0,42). She is painted full - face
with a slight S(|uint.

47 (SioOT). School of Peter Paul Rubens (XVIi. cent. (Sketch). Head.
(\V.; h. 0,49, 1. 0,38).

48 (B454B). Jakob Jordaens (* Afitwerp 1593, f 1678). Christ on his
way to Gotgotha with the two thieves. (C; h. T.36, 1. 2,06). He is bent
under the weight of the cross. In the crowd is a youth on a white
horse wearing a turban.

49, 51, 52 (84493, 84498, 84540). Adam Elsheinier (?). The story of Ica-

rus. (Cr.; h. 0,41, 1. 0,53). His flight, fall and burial. Beautiful landscape.

50 (84497). Jakob Gerritsz Gupy, Dutch School. (* Dortrecht 1594,

t 1651-2). Poitrait of a lady. (\V.; h. 0,69, 1. 0,55).

53 (840<31). Joseph Vernet (* Avignon 1712, f Paris 1789). Stormy Sea.
(C; h. 0,74, 1. 0,98).

54 (84554). Copy of Anton van Dyck, (Sketch). Head of ati ohimafi.
(W.; h. 0,45, 1. 0,34).

55 (H4r)05). Philipp Wouwerman^ Landscape 7vith peasants and horses,
(\V.; h. 0,25, 1. 0,18).

56 (84524). Manner of Jacob Coriois, called il Borgognonk. Battle
scene. (C; h. 0,28, 1. 0,38). On the right are a company of archers. On
the left cavalry. Amongst them a rider on a white horse. In the distance
are towers.

57. Peter Meert, called Piktro Mkra. (Flemish School, from 1600-

1630). Venus on her couch 7vith Cupid beside her, (W.; h. 0,25, 1. 0,35).

58 (84518) Manner of Jacob Cortois, called il Borgoi;nonk. Battle
scene. (C; h. 0,28, 1. 0,38). A rider between two monks, one of whom
holds a cross over a wounded soldier.

59 (84547). Aert van der Neer (* Amsterdam or in Gorinchen 1603,

t Amsterdam 1677). A ciowd of skaters with a richly adorned sleigh in

their midst. (C; h. 0,97, 1. 1,22).

(^). Netherland School, XVII. cent. Landscape. (C; h. 0,98, 1. 1,25).

A military camp next to the ruins of a castle.

XXII. Room of Brueghel.

1 (84485). School of Roger de la Pasture^ called van dkr Wkvdkn
(* Tournay 1399, f Brussels 1464). The burial of Christ. (\V.; h. 0,82,

1. 0,83). The dead body is carried by Nicodemus anci Joseph of Arima-
thia. The Madonna kneels on the left and Ma^^dalene on the li^ht be-

tween the two Marys. Angels float above with the instruments of His
passion.

2(84470). Lucas Kranach the elder (* Kronach in Franken , 1472

t Weimar 1553). Christ and the 7vontan taken in adultery. (\V.; h. 0,55,
1. 0,75). He holds her by the hand, a large crowd has assembled.

;i (84477). Gerard David*s School (XVI. cent.). For tf ait of a youn^
7i'oman in black, with a white hood on her head, carryin.t( a tiny dog.
(VV.; h. 0,52, 1. 0,37).

4 (844.-39). Joos van der Beke, called MAsrKR of tiik Dkatm ok Marv
(*('leve or Antwerp 1485, t 1 52^). Adoration of the ^nax'i- Tilpiych. {W .\

h. 1,17, 1. 0,40, — h. 1,17, 1. 0,93 — h. 1,17, 1. 0,40). The oldest of the

three kneels to kiss the child'.s liaiid. The other two stand on either

side. On the back the Annunciation is pHinte<l in ( hiaro oscura.
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5 (H4454). Dutch School* XV. cent. St. /okn ^h^ Bapiisl ^cUr\on\sW\ug
Herod and his wife in the presence of their courtiers. (\V. h. 0,59,
I. 0,45). In the distance is seen the baptism of Christ.

6 (H4475). German School, XV» cent. 7he hunal of Christ, (W. ; h.

0,54, 1. 0,72), Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimaihia carry the body, fol-

lowed by St. John, Mary and Magdalene.

7 (84liS6). Pieter Brueghel, called Brueghel the elder. Ah aliej^ory

bearing the inscription : Cm dat de Werelt is soe ongetru, Daer om
gha ie in den ru. (Temp, on C; h. 0,88, 1. o,S8).

8 (84490). The Same. The parable of the blind leading the blind,

(Temp, on C; h. 0,86, K i,5t). In a grey autumnal landscape they go
one behind the other; the frotit one, falling over a i>recipice, brings
all ihe others to grief after him. (Fig. 150).

Fig. 150. The parable of the blind leading the blind, of P. Brueghel

(Phot. Brogi).

9 (84478). French School, XVM. cent. Portrait of a prune wearing a

short cloak. (\V.: h. 0,34, I. 0,25). Dated : 1526.

10 (84463). Hendrik met de Bles' School (XVI. cent.). Christ led to

execution by soldiers (W ; li. 0,52, 1. 0,36). On the riglu in the back-

ground can be seen one of the thieves similarly guarded.

11 (84474). German School, XV'l. cent. Port? ait of a bearded p9 ince

wearing a short cloak. (\V.: h. 0.39, 1. 0,32). Dated: 1526.

12 (844G7). Jakob Kornelisz (* Oastzanein before 1470, t Anisterdani

before October 18th 1533). Adoration of the infant Jesus. ( \V. ; h.

1,22, 1. 1,79). Joseph and Mar\ kneel on either side of the Habe in a

richly decorated shed, the frie/e of which is composed of music making
angels Behind the Virgin is St. Andrew with a group of devout men
headed b\ the donor, all kneeling. On the other sicfe is St. Margaret
with a cominunilN' of i)ious women , in the forefront of whom is the

founder of their order. In tiie background is the sea covered with ships.

This picture is the Artist's masterpiece and tlie fuiesl in the room, the
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figure of St. Margaret is particularly excellent but amongst the kneel-
ing figures are many exceedingly lifelike. (Fig. 151).

18 (84479). Bernardo Strigel (?) (* Memmingen 1461, f about 152S).

Portrait of Charles V in the flower of his youth, wearing a black cap
and the order of the Golden Fleece. (W.; h. 0,36, 1, 0,25).

14 (84451). Konrad Witz (* Basle about 1398, t about 1447). Holy
Conversation. (VV.; h. 0,62, I. 0,41). The virgin seated in a gothic church
is reading a book which the Christ child is fingering. St. Joseph is on
her left.

15 (84473). German School , XV. cent. Portrait of Maximilian I.

turning to the left aiul wearing a plumed cap. (\V.; h. 0,37, 1, 0,30).

16 (84489). Joos van der Beke , called Thk Master of thh: Dkath
ov Marv. 7//<r Crucifixion. Triptych. (\V.: h. 0,89, I. 0,25 — h. 0,91,

Fig. 151. Adoration of the infant Jesus, by Jakob Kornelisz

(IMiot. Anderson).

1. 0,58 - h. o,8g, 1. 0,25). Magdalene kneels at the foot of the cross be-

tween Mary and St. John. On the right is St, Margaret with the found-

ress and her daughters : on the left St. Jerome , the founder and his

sons. Above on both wings are the arms of the founder and on the back
llu' Aimunciation is depicted in chiaro oscura.

XXIII. Tapestry Room.

I. Two silk embroidered Hangings. (Fnd of XVII, or beginning of

XVIII rent
,
produced in Nai)les) representuig statues of the nine muses

set up on the balustrade of a hall with pillars. The names from right to
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left are: Euterpe, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Thalia, Erato, Calliope, Ura-
nia, Clio and Polyhymnia.

On the table to the right

:

2 (10522). Statuette of a nude woman with helmet and shield, XVII.
century.

3 (10523). The farnese bull, Bronze, XVII. cent,, see p. 33. No. 260.

4 (10623). Statuette of Perseus with a sword and gorgon head.
XVII. cent

On the table to the left :

5 (10786). Venus and Cupid. Bronze. Fountain Ornament, XVII. cent.

6 (10532). Cain and Abel. Bronze. XVII. cent.

7 (10647). Venus and Cupid. Bronze. Fountain Ornament, XVII. cent.

XXIV. Room of small bronzes.

Exhibited in various cases around the walls are the most impor-
tant objects of art in this collection ; the dark blue Fa^nza ware dishes
with coats of arms on them, representing lilies and a cardinals hat,
originally the property of the Farnese family^ as were the white majo-
lica plates in the first case on the left of the entrance. Of these, the
largest from Castelli in the Abruzzi is painted with scenes from the
Massacre of the Holy Innocents, another shows Venus with her train
of followers. The specimens of crystal adorned with figures are the
work of Giovanni de Bernardi de Castelbolognese.

In the three cases on the right are valuable plaques and me-
dallions. In the centre case in the rst. division are works by Vittore
Pisano (of Verona, * 1380, f 1456). Cristoforo di Geremia (of Mantua,
* 1430 » t 1473^) a"d G. F. Knzola, called Gianfrancesco Parmense (of

Parma, 1458-1475). In the 2nd. division Matteo de Past! (of Verona 1446-

1460). Bartolomeo Savelli, called Sperandio (of Mantua, * 1430, t 1500).

Battista Elia (of Genoa, 1480) and the so called Artist of the Orpheus le-

gend (End of XV. cent.). In the 3rd. division: Antonio del Pollaiolo (of

Florence, 1429, t 1498) Donatelio's School (XV. cent.), Andrea Guaz-
zalotti, called Andrea Pratense (of Prato, 1435, t I495)» Giovanni Fio-
rentino, (1470-1516 ?). In the 4th. division: Various italian masters of
the XV. cent. In the left hand corner case: ist. division: B. Miglloll
(of Mantua, 1448, f I5i4?)» Vittore Gambello, called Camelio (of Ve-
nice, 1484-1523), Nicola de Boni (1580-1592), Francesco da Sangallo (of

Florerice, 1494-1576), Filippino Lippi (of Prato, 1458-1504), Francesco
Francia (of Bologna, 1450-1518), Galeazzo Mondelia (of Verona), and.
Division: Ulocrino, (End of XV. cent.), Andrea Briosco, called il Riccio
(Padua, 1470-1532), Amhrogio Foppa, called il Caradosso (of Mondonico
near Como, 1452-1526), Moderno (1535 in Rome). 3rd. division : Valerio
Belli, called il Vincentino (of Vicenza, 146S-1546). 4.th division: Giovanni
de Bernardi (of Caste) Bolognese, 1496 1533). In the right hand corner
are the works of various italian schools of the XVI. and XVII. cents.,

imitators of the anti(juc of the XV., XVI. and XVII. cents., and foreign

schools of the X\'. and XVI. cents.

On the other side of the room in the centre case the following
objects are noteworthy : Top Shelf. ;\ small ivor>' pillar on which four
bishops are carve<l. The top part and base of the pillar are of wood,
the latter carved with the opening words of the gospel according to St.

John. I\'. cent. Byzantine work. Three saints in a small rectangular
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panel. Episcopal crook of copper inlaid with gold on enamel, ending
in a snake*s head, adorned with the representation of St. Michael,
defeating the dragon (10420). Many bronze and gilt crucifixes of orien-
tal workmanship. The good shepherd enthroned at the top of a hill, in

ivory. Hanging up are : a carved ivory representing St, Paul and two
other saints. Bronze incense burner with a lion, in the centre of whose
back the chain was attached. Limoges enamel representing the three
wise men out of the east (10417). Bronze lamps of the XI, cent. Carved
ivory representing the crucifixion (10898). Bronze bell with twelve long
teeth bent inward from the rim. On the second shelf: Christ on the
cross between Mary and John, carved ivory. Portrait of the Virgin sur-
rounded by two circles of saints and angels. Wooden Medallion. Judith
with the head of Holofernes in relief on a gold ground. A tiny temple
containing a bust of Christ, silver gilt; on the base is engraved: Pater
Stefanus me fecit fieri, and at the back the name of the maker. Nico-
laiis nepos filius Nicolai honetis fecit. A small panel in fifteen divisions
carved with scenes from the lives of Mary and Jesus. In the centre are
the Virgin and Child. Such souvenirs were often brought back by
pilgrims from the Holy Land.

Three enamels and three needlework pictures, the former falsely

attributed to Leonard Limousin represent the nativity, crucifixion, and
Christ appearing to Mary Magdalene after his resurrection. The silk

and gold thread depict the garden of the seven Christian virtues, Jesus
between Herod and Pontius Pilate and Judas with Caiaphas. Metal
triptych with portraits of saints. Gilt chalices adorned with angels and
saints. Wooden casket painted with saints. A metal bust of Christ in

relief against a gothic wooden background. The death of the Virgin,
carved wood. Triptych of carved ivory respresenting scenes in the life

of the Virgin. Wooden Diptych in the shape of a book, representitig
saints. Fastened to the back wall are two bronze enamelled dishes with
portraits of saints.

On the third shelf

:

Bronze statuette of Marsyas, XV. cent. Bronze statuette of David,
a beautiful specimen of the work of Antonio del Pollaiuolo (Florence
1429-1498), to whom the Marsyas is falsely ascribed. Below are bronze
lamps, copies of the anti(]ue, various animals also of bronze and the
head of a youth reminiscent of one of the sons in the famous Laocoon
statue.

In the left hand corner cupboard: on the lop shelf are several bron-
zes scarcely worthy of notice. On the second shelf: a small agate vase
set in gilt metal and ornamented with enamel and precious stones. A
crucifix and cylinder of ivory (end of XVI. cent.). Ivory statuette of
Neptune, XIL cent. Bronze relief, representing the flight into Egypt, a
fine specimen of XVL cent., work from Parma. Christ at the Pillar,

carved ivory, XVL cent.

On the third shelf:

Head of a dwarf, XV. cent. ; work ascribed to the so-called Master
of the Marble Ma<lonnas. A seated male figure after the manner of

Riccio, from Padua at the end of the XV, cent. Four bronze statuettes

of the goddess Venus. The first early XVI. cent, from Mantua. The
2nd. after the Manner of Riccio at the same period. The 3rd. probably
an early work by John of Bologna. The 4th. from the studio of Antico
in Mantua, XVI. cent. Bronze statuette of Cleopatra by Baccio Ban-
dinelli (1493-LS60). Bronze statuette of Marsyas, a replica of the work
by Antico, XVI. cent. Bronze statuette of a man serving as a support,
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school of Michel Angelo, XVI. cent. Bronze statuette of Hercules by an
unknown artist from Padua towards the end of the XVI. cent.

In the right hand corner cupboard, on the second shelf are : An
ivory relief of a warrior between two female figures representing virtues.
Two ivory statuettes of warriors. St. Praesepium and St. Sebastian in

high relief, ivory, XVIL cent. Head of Christ in wood, XVII. cent.
Oval dish of horn and ivory, decorated round the rim with eight my-
thological scenes and in the centre with a relief of Perseus, in the act
of slaying the Gorgon. XVI. cent. Ivory cylinder representing a cavalry
encounter.

On the third shelf: a seated figure as a lamp. In the manner of
John of Bologna, XVI. cent. Below, bronze head of an old man with a
beard. XVI. cent. Four music making putti of bronze; the work ofNic-
colo Roccatagliata, XVI. cent.

In the cupboard to the right of the entrance door, on the second
shelf:

A vase of coloured stone adorned on one side with a lions head
with rams horns. Two amber candlesticks inlaid at the base with car-
ved ivory scenes from the passion. Decorated Vases of Horn and Ivory.
A small bronze oven in the shape of a tower. On the third shelf: A
small solid silver statue of Charles III. oJ Bourbon, XVIIl. cent. Below:
small bronze equestrian statuette, probably one of the Farnese princes.

The corner cupboard to the le(t of the entrance to the Drawing
Room contains Persian, Indian, Mexican, Japanese and Chinese works
of art, A large egg shaped basket and two fans of very fine carved
ivory with Chinese figures and landscape are especially remarkable.
Amongst the smaller objects shewn the Japanese caricatures and carvings
made froom roots of trees are noteworthy. Indian and Japanese deities

are represented in countless profusion. On the left of the bottom shelf

is a bronze vase covered with a fine network of ornament, one handle
ends in the head of an old man. It is an interesting work and dates
from the XII. cent.

XXV. Drawing Room.
(It is not possible to give a catalogue of the drawings exhibited in

the show cases, as they are so often changed. Those shewn on the
walls are numbered as usual from the right of the entrance door).

1. Frame containing nine drawings of the Neapolitan School of the
XVII. and XVIII. cents. The first and third in the bottom row are
sketches hy Mattia Preti for the church of St. Domenico Soriano. The
Solimena drawing in the middle of the top row is a sketch for Xo. 8

in Room XVI.

2. Three frames containing drawings of the Bolognese Schools of
the XVI. and XVII. cents.

3 (86655). Raffaello Santl. Holy Family (h. 1,30, 1. 1,10). A worked
up sketch. See No. 17. Room XIV.

4 (86687). Michelangelo Buonarotti. Thy^^ luatriors (h. 2,55, 1. 1,50).

Worked up sketch for the picture of the crucifixion of St. Paul in the
Cappella Paolina in the X'atican.

5 (86<>53). Raffaello Santi. ^foses at the Bu^fuui^ Bush (h. 1,30, I. 1,36).

Sketch for the fresco in the Third Stanza in the Vatican.

6 (86^)54). Alessandro Allori, called il Bronzing. Cnf>id and a Fiac-

chante, see No. 24 in Room VIIl, (H. 1,30, I. 2,12).
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7. A frame containing seven architectural drawings.

8). A frame containing sixteen drawings by various Italian artists.

The red chalk drawing in the centre of the bottom row is by Andrea
del Sarto and falsely attributed to Jacopo da Pontormo. The two sheets
next to it are from Tintoretto*s studio.

9 (10512). Bronze bust of Antinous, represented as Dionysus, XVI.
century.

10 (10514). Marble bust of Paolo III. Farnese made by Gug:lieImo
delia Porta (Milan 1516-1577) in the year T543. Eight symbolical designs
in white marble are let into the cloak of oriental alabaster,

11 (10521). Marble bust of Paolo III. Farnese also by Guglielmo della

Porta made in the year 1546 and similar to No. 10 but for the absence
of the white marble relief work on the alabaster cloak.

12 (10511), Bronze bust of a youth (end of the XVI. cent.).
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